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TYPES OF RAIDS 
THE. PICKUP 
Pickup raids are formed using the Looking for Group channel or by a few 
different groups of people getting together. Most pickup raids go to Blackrock 
Spire, the first instance that allows raid groups (of up to 1 O people) in it. 
Sometimes, pickup raids may clear the 20-person instances, Zul'Gurub and 
Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj, but this is rare because they're quite challenging and 
require good coordination and planning. Pickup raids are basically just groups 
that happen to be slightly bigger. 

PLANNED RAID 
The second type of raid, and the type I am going to focus on, is a well-organized 
40-person raid. Most of the time, 40-person raids take place within a guild or 
in combination with allied guilds. The guild usually has enough members of 
all the proper classes to fill 40-person raids on at least 2-3 nights per week. 
These are scheduled, everyone gets together in a big raid group, and they dive 
into whatever instance is on the plate. 

GETIING INTO RAID GROUPS 
On each server there is usually at least one group of people that are not in the 
same guild but organize 40-person raids on a weekly basis. The best way to 
find groups like this is to check your Realm Forums on the official World of 
Warcraft webpage. There should be a thread that has a list of all raiding groups 
and guilds with information on joining each of them for most mature servers. 

But, for the majority of people, if you want to start raiding, you have to JOin a 
raiding gui ld (or, less commonly, turn your current guild into a raiding guild). 
Getting into a raiding guild can be chal lenging. The best advice is to find a 
guild that raids Molten Core and needs your class. You don't want to go right 
for gui lds clearing Ahn'Qiraj Temple and Blackwing Lair; they' re probably full 
and, since they're well-established, get to pick and choose the people they 
recruit very carefully. You want a guild that is clearing the 20-person instances 
and Molten Core. Check the Realm Forums for information on guilds that are 
recruiting on your server. 

BEING A GOOD RAIDER 
So, you got into a raiding guild/group and you' re ready for your first raid. Now 
what? 

Always show up to a raid on time and in the designated meeting spot. If your 
raid does not meet anywhere specific, stay near the instance. Nothing annoys 
a raid leader more than having someone halfway across the world when they 
should be at the instance. 

Being a good raider really isn't all that difficult. You have to focus on the task 
at hand and play your class well. Most of the time, anything specific that needs 
to be done (or needs to be avoided) will be communicated on voice chat or 
in the Raid channel. Always listen to the raid leaders and do what they tell 
you to do. 

Watch the other members of your class to see what they do. There are probably 
some very experienced raiders around. If you're totally clueless on what you 
need to do for a certain boss or pull, ask a fel low member of your class or one 
of the raid leaders. It's always better to make sure you're doing the right thing 
instead of guessing and doing the wrong thing. There are some fights where a 
single person making a mistake can wipe the entire raid. 

Paying attention, focusing on the job at hand, and doing your best to play you r 
class well are the most important qualities of a good raider. 

There is one last thing to say about being a good raid member: Be willing to 
listen to criticism and learn from you r mistakes or from other more experienced 
players. Nobody shows up to their first raid knowing everything there is to 
know about how to play their class in raid groups. Everyone has to relearn 
their role in 40-person groups. You should always be improving as you gain 
experience raiding. 

COMMON TERMS AND CONCEPTS 
Aggro/Threat - This is the amount of hatred a mob has for a certain player. 
Mobs attack the player at the top of its "Threat List" and continue to attack 
them until that player becomes incapacitated (by Fear, Stun, any number 
of mob abilities) or until someone else builds more threat. In general, you 
want your Warriors (especially your Main Tank) at the top of the Threat List, 
your DPS classes in the middle, and your healers at the bottom. Warriors are 
supposed to tank most of the mobs in the game, so they focus on bui lding as 
much threat as possible. DPS classes can't take the hits of most mobs, so they 
focus on managing their threat, making sure they do not overtake the Warriors' 
threat generation. 



Cleansing - The removal of curses, diseases, magic effects, and poisons can 
be summed up as cleansing. Druids can remove curses and poisons. Mages 
can remove curses. Paladins can remove diseases, magic effects defensively, 
and poisons. Priests can remove diseases and magic effects both offensively 
and defensively. Shamans can remove diseases, poisons, and magic effects 
offensively. 

CC- Crowd Control. Any player or mob that does not have control of its actions 
has been Crowd Controlled (or CC'd). The term CC is used both offensively 
and defensively. Sometimes, you want to "CC Majordomo's Healers", meaning 
you want a Mage to Polymorph the Healers. Other times, you will find yourself 
CC'd by a mob ("This Anubisath is CC'ing me with Fear/Root! "). 

CTRaid - This is a common and mature mod written by Ts, Cide, and the 
CTMod team. Most raid leaders require all raid members to have a recent 
version of CTRaid installed. It provides severa l features that make raiding 
much easier. 

FF - Focus Fire. This is when everyone who does damage should focus on a 
single target and kill it as quickly as possible. Usually, you're told what the 
target is (or given a person to assist to obtain the target). Make sure you have 
the correct mob targeted and fire away. 

FFA - Free for All. Usually used when discussing the raid 's loot type; anyone 
can loot anything. 

Healing - Druids, Paladins, Shaman, and Priests. These are the classes that 
keep you alive during raids. Keeping hea lers alive and happy is a top priority 
for any raid group. 

Healing Rotation - This is when two or more healers alternate between casting 
and regenerating mana. The first healer heals until they are low on mana (under 
20%), then the second healer takes over as the first regenerates. As soon as the 
second healer is low on mana, the first healer should be near fu l l mana and 
ready to heal again. Alliance groups that use Healing Rotations should keep 
a Paladin's Judgement of Wisdom on the mob being killed so that the healer 
who is regenerating can attack the mob and regain mana even more quickly. 

LOS - Line of Sight. If there are no objects (such as a wall) or terrain obstacles 
between you and your target, you have LOS to your target. If there is something 
that blocks your view of your target, making it impossible to cast spells on it, 
you do not have LOS to your target. If you do not have LOS to your target, it 
does not have LOS to you either. Do not confuse LOS with range. Range is 
when something is simply too far away to be affected. LOS is when something 
can't be affected regard less of distance. LOS is a very important concept that 
is used in several raiding-level fights. Usually, you want to avoid a mob's LOS 
so it can't do certain things to you. 

It all comes down to knowing when you have LOS and when you don't. 
Sometimes, for healers, you can position yourself so that you have LOS to heal 
your target, but are not in LOS of the mob attacking your target. LOS can be 
very powerful when used (some would say abused) to your advantage. One 
final thing, if a mob tries to attack a player that it does not have LOS to, one of 
two things happens: the player is teleported within LOS of the mob, or the mob 
"evade bugs" and resets its l ife to 100%. Be careful when hiding in places. You 
always want to be within LOS of a mob when you have aggro. 

MA -Main Assist. The person who everyone should assist for a target. To assist 
someone, type '/assist <name>' or target the person and press the F key. Every 
raid has an MA. Make a macro to assist this person and use it! 

Melee DPS - Rogues, Paladins, Shaman, and Warriors. Paladins and Shaman 
usually heal during raids and don't count as Melee DPS, but there are 
occasional exceptions. Rogues and non-Protection specced Warriors make up 
the majority of melee DPS. 

Ml - Master Loot. The loot type where the raid leader assigns the items that 
drop to specific players in the raid. 

MT - Main Tank. The Warrior who is tanking the mob. This is usually 
predefined by the raid leader before the fight begins. 

MT Targets (CTRaid Specific) - CTRaid has a function called MT Targets. 
These are litt le w indows that show the current target of specific people. To 
set an MT Target, right-click their name in the CTRaid tab and assign them an 
MT Target number. MT Targets are shown to everyone with CTRaid in the raid 
group. You may also set Player Targets (only shown on your screen). 

OT -Off Tank, the Warrior(s) who are not necessarily "main" tanking the boss, 
but they have a very specific job, usually related to any adds the boss has. Off 
tanks are usually predefined by the raid leader before the fight begins. 

Offensive Dispel - Priests and Shaman are able to dispel magic effects 
offensively. When any mob gains a magic buff (such as Shazzrah's Deaden 
Magic ability), it should be removed as soon as possible with an offensive 
dispel. Do not confuse offensively dispelling a magic effect from a hostile 
target with defensively dispelling a magic effect from a friendly target. Paladins 
can defensively dispel magic effects, Shamans can offensively dispel magic 
effects, and Priests can do both. 

Positioning - Where you should be and where the mob being fought should 
be. Some fights require very complicated and precise positioning. Always ask 
the raid leader if you are unsure of your position in a specific fight. 

Pull Aggro - This is what happens when you build too much aggro with a 
mob and it attacks you. Sometimes, this can be devastating. By pulling aggro, 
you likely force the mob to change position by running to you. This change in 
position can cause major problems in fights where the positioning is extremely 
important. Not only do you mess up the positioning, you probably get yourself 
ki lled in the process. Always be mindful of your threat and avoid pulling aggro 
(unless you're supposed to). 

Raid Assistant - Anyone with an (A) next to their name in the Raid Window. 
Assistants can invite and remove players from the raid, but not much else. 

Raid l eader - The person with (L) next to their name in the Raid Window. The 
raid leader is the only person who can manipulate groups, change the loot 
type, or promote people to Raid Assistants. 

Ranged DPS - Hunters, Mages, and Warlocks. All classes that rely mainly on 
doing damage from a distance or with damage over time abilities. 

Resync (CTRaid Specific) - CTRaid requires that all members of the raid 
group are "synced" to a specific channel. It uses this channel to communicate 
things about the raid group that would otherwise be impossible to determine. 
Every member of the raid should be synced to the same channel. To sync 
the channel, you must be promoted or the leader. Open the CTRaid General 
Options and click the Broadcast Channel button. 

Tanking - When a mob is attacking a Warrior, it's being tanked. The vast 
majority of mobs should be tanked by a Warrior. If the mob is not tanked for 
whatever reason, you should not attack it until a Warrior picks it up. 

Threat Reduction/ Deaggro - There are several ways lo artificially reduce your 
own threat or have it reduced by a mob. DPS classes that want to cause as little 
threat as possible should focus on the spells, items, and talents that reduce the 
amount threat generated. Tanking classes that want to cause as much threat as 
possible find that many mobs in the game have ways of artificial ly reducing 
the threat of the player they are currently attacking. Tanking mobs that have 
aggro reducing abilities can be very challenging, usually best accomplished by 
2 or more Warriors working together. 

Tranquilizing Shot - A Hunter ability learned from the Tome of Tranquilizing 
Shot that drops from Lucifron. This is the only counter to the mob ability 
Frenzy. When a mob Frenzies, it receives increased attack damage and speed. 
You do not want mobs to be Frenzied; remove it as quickly as possible with 
Tranquilizing Shot. Some mobs Frenzy so often that several Hunters in a 
"Tranqui l izing Shot Rotation" are necessary to continually remove Frenzy. 

Transition - Many fights start a certain way and change to another way during 
the encounter. These changes are cal led transi tions. Transitions usually come 
with predetermined changes in position or strategy. Some specific examples 
are: Onyxia Phase 2 to Phase 3 transition, Razorgore the Untamed transition 
after the eggs have been destroyed, and the Twin Emperors transition after a 
teleport. 

Watch Aggro/Threat - Some fights are very hard to tank. The mobs can use 
all sorts of abi I ities that make them less I ikely to attack the Warriors. If you' re 
specifically told to watch your aggro, it means you need to be extra careful 
with your threat generation. 
.; __ ---- ---- -- - - ----------- ----~ 

DISCLAIMER ABOUT ADDONS 
Third party AddOns for World of Woruolt often affect gomeploy and the intrrloct. These are oat official and could 
potenliolly cause problems down the line. Blizzard hos mode it perfectly dear that these ore "use at your own 
risk" products and you should treat them as such. 
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I! you in deL·i1>lll'ring the• sc•llions ,1nd t,1l<l' full ;ulvant,1ge of tlw information I herein. 
-) 

INTRODUCTION AND DUNGEON INFORMATION 

INFORMATION BOX 

0 This box is an introduction to the dungeon or encounter. It often gives some storyline about the place or target, but won't have actual data or statistics. Also 
included in this box is the name of the author. W ith a project of this magn itude, it' d be crazy to think that one person cou ld write everything. We've had a 
select group of authors pitch in to write the sections and they' re listed, with their in-game names, guilds, and servers. 

DUNGEON/ ENCOUNTER INFORMATION 
L;j}. These sections provide the location and general information for the area along w ith an overview of the dungeon and what to expect. If you' re not sure 
~ whether the dungeon you' re planning on entering is going to be too difficult for your 39 Priest, check this table to get an idea. 
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INSTANCE MAP 

fD The full instance map is a crucial piece of information for anyone planning 
on entering an instance. This gives a general layout of the entire zone 
including branching paths and boss locations. 

QUEST ENTRIES 

·1 f ' -

i~ESTS 
ALLIANCE QUESTS 

rim 
---

I I ••111• • I 

Knowledge in !ht Deeps I Gerrig I 1ronf01ge 

lfWARD: Susloinint ling (1 I STA & 14 IPI) 

1 

. CRA\f\1\RD 

- ~ --- , 

H£RIAUSTS 
-.w..i•"-....... _ ......... ~ 

, .. 
AREA MAP &. LEGEND 

fll 

I 

I GeITTJ 

Quite often, the instance is broken down into smaller sections that require 
smaller, more detailed maps. These illustrate the exact locations of bosses, 
pieces of information about that area, areas of interest, and paths to the 
other areas. 

The legend is broken down to help you find exactly that for which you're 
looking. Bosses are often quest targets and some rooms may hold static 
quest targets I ike a book or set of plans. 

... -
~ 

I 
,, 

I • t • I .. 'l 
I 1ronf01ge I No I 1.650 

The (01ruption Abroad I Aryos Nightwlli1per I Stormwind . I Genholo Nightwflilper I Aubeidine I Ho I 240 

leseor<hlng !ht C01rvpllon I Genholo Nightwlrisper I Darkshore S Griolo Nightwhilper I o..kslio!e I Yes I 1,450 

lf:WUO: l'reiotyCape (Cloak: 20Annor & +S IPl)Ol Bee!le Cioljll (Mail Wnsll: 834mlOI +2 AGI & +SITA) 

Seeking the Kor Gem (PAlADIN ONLY) I Thundris W"indw!Over I Dorkshora I Thundril Wlndweover I 0orks1iore I Yes I 1,750 

Wglrtr.tk I Argent Guard Monodos I o.r....., I Argent Guard Monodos I Dan1es1111 I No I 2,550 

REWARD: Heartwood Gir .. (i.ather Belt: 48 Annor, +4 STA & +4 IPI) or NimlM loob !Cloth Feet: 27 Armor, +3 AGI & +5 IPI) 
r 

- ~- -· -~-. ·--------- . ·-

QUEST TABLE 
IJ!.:i. The Quest Table provides a listing of the quests depending on your faction. Some are Alliance-Only, Horde-Only, Shared, or Class-Specific. Make sure to 
~ check out the table header to decide which tables apply to your character. 

:1 
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RESEARCHING THE 

location 

Goal Colett 8 Comiptecl In• Siems h"" Nogo./Satyn 

Max hperience Gained l,4SO 

l'relocy'1Jpe(Cloal::20Ar""" &+S5'!)0< leello°"1" 

Wlwn in Srormwind (1!y, 'l"'"k In Argo' Nighrwhi'J><'r; lw lt>!' you 
know that his brother has been .eeking help. I he real quest begins in 
Aubcrdine, where Gershala Ni11h1whispcr is alraid of the twis1in11 power 

of dt>mom< magi<:. Knowing lhdl u"' of evil ""'Pry "'"'"'' rhe N•ga 
and the Satyrs into what they are, <.;ershala iears the fate of the lllood 
Elves. To learn more, he wants you 10 collect eight Corrupted Brain 
Slt>m' from lht> elire N•g• and S•IY" 1r1 anti •round Bid< kf•lhnm Dt>t>Jl'>. 
Lower-level groups can take the lime to do this while f1r,hllng the outer 
enemies before the instance, while !hose doing higher-level quests can 
dttumpli.,h thi' .,1muh..int><Ju~ly without worrying ahout fttrminM tht>\iP 

monsters Return to Auberdine and give <.;ershala the ghastly Items ior 
your reward. 

THE ORB OF SORAN'RUK 

Location 

Reward 

This ditficult quest takes your Warlock into both Blackfathom Deeps and 
Shaclowfang Keep. For dealing with the Blarkfalhom '>fftion of ii. travel 
into the instance and hunt Twilight Acolytes. These enemies are found later 
in the instance, by the Moonshrine Ruins. Kill them until you have all three 
Fragmenb. For w rnpleling the que>t, look (or the Shadowlang DJrboul• 
(commonly found in Shadowfang Keep and fighting as Level 20-l 1 Elite 
monsters). Return to Do.1n when you are done collecting these items. 

~ - - --- -- -
--==""'--- ----""-~ 

lsunaman, al ~unrock Retreat 1n the Slonetalon Mountains, asks that 
you seek Je' neu at lhe Zoram'gar Outpost in Ashenvale. When you 
'flt'dk with Je'neu, you le.rn ollli!h" hirh lhdl !he N•g• dre mining 
1rom Blackfa1hom Deeps. I ravel 1 © ungeon and collect these gems l 
from the walls of the rock corri t lead toward !he instance. You 
" un't llt"t"d to t'nlf>r the propt-r dungtoon tu c omplett" thi~ l..t"ik. Orn f' yo) 
ha•e 20 oi these ground spawns, return to Je'neu. 

._. .,..,... . ~- -· · 

QUEST BOXES 
These are broken into the appropriate colors for Alliance, Horde, and Shared 
quests as well. If you' re playing Alliance, take a gander at the blue boxes for 
quests that apply to you. However, don't ignore the Shared Quest (brown) 
listings. These are quests that apply to both factions with the same quest givers 
& receivers, targets, and rewards. 

This is the name of the quest. The quests are usually listed in the order 
that you' ll receive them. For example, prerequisite quests (if they're in the 
dungeon) are listed before the end quests. 

This is the hard data for the specific quest including the quest giver, the 
goal of the quest, the reward for the quest, and more. 

Take a good look at the associated screenshots. They often give a glimpse 
of the quest giver, quest target, associated mobs, and related characters. 

.:iWi\\ The body of the quest box provides tips and hints on completing the 
~quest and what to do once it's done. If there's a prerequisite quest line 

necessary, it's often listed here. 



ENEMIES 

THE ENEMY GARRISON 

GENERAL ENEMY TABLE 

lloftl. tighhing Shiold, Shri1k (·56 S~A, 
211111111tedumtion) 
Frequent Drops: Dreodmist Bracers (Cloth 
Wrkt, + 10 INT, +10 STA, +7 Sl'I, Dreodmist 
pike), Wilol.r1 6lo... !ltalhor W, 
tOS Armor +21 Sl'I +9 INT Wildheort e) 

I 

~")\ These tables list the fodder, those mobs that tend to harass your party while attempting to reach the boss or end of the instance. The names and average 
~ levels are indicated as well as whether the mob is elite or not. 

~ Notes and frequent drops from the mobs are listed in this table as well. The notes often indicate some special abilities that the mobs have. Take a look at 
~ these before facing a mob for the first time to find out if they're going to have an AoE spell that could wipe the group if you don' t spread out, or whether 

they're melee-oriented and require special attention from your MT. 

THE ENEMY LEADERSHIP 

Bou 

BOSS TABLE 

..._.&Mllllsl"*W. 3'2Aim; +9.+ISSJA, +9Slll, W.Ulllllllil. l"._ +6SPI. +6SD, ~+44MB'-1 ....... 
M ... Alt,31.9 BPS. a-.•llt.'hlllln IOlillllli""J S• ,=-=--~~-""ll!llrlar2S-.sl. Plllll:Mlllll .... 1"'*'5 ........ (300) & .... ........., 
,._....,...ILlllWW.107Anu,+12.+llSPl,+llSJA,Eqaop:i.r-..... ._br .... lldlffllllllr•11201,r.gol'9CryilllS,W.-IO.-
lllltl .... 4UDPS.0..1111t.Slawl""".-y"s115t1g!pllll -.m!plllf.tlltlfll'llllllllli .... llrlllllerl0111.L.._ ... ,<Wi!llttltlit 
6S._+1711T, +II Sfl, +4STA, fqaop:..._ ............. ., ......... lfflllllirlf•ll 

....._,,lllliilllaUlllSl, 310-+21M;l,+13111,+4!11,+16STA,+SSTl,lealllllhArm-pie<tl~el!Wna~Sw4,S9.4DPS.a-. 

•lltS-..... lflrlelSW..t ...... alYllll(l'llle OllSI, '51- +24SIA, +IS STI, +IOMil, +651'1, ...... elYllllpie<et lriglll W. 
l"*liiil. :169-+16 STA, +IS STI, fqaop: ...,_,_-. 11 Ii br llll, DMa1 .. IClalli a.t, n • +24 •+IS SP!, +IS SD. V.....el .. °""' 
pie<el Dnllllill DlllarlSWilil, 21S3Anaor, 40M, +7 STA, +10IWtllllla.I,l\mlwt:limllld1111.- +Ill, Dnllllill .... r.M.llii*lt, 1111:..._,_ 
!fll .... br1Pll ltl0.d,_ ..... br1Pll l90lw 15111.l ""'* .. l<WIClllSl,lt"- +21. +135'1. +20SJA, ............ p11t1LU.W.. 
........ , .... OllSI, 657 - +21 STA, ... Ill, +13 STI, .. SPl, liglllql .... pin), ..... \ .... '°" OllSI, ".-. +31 ... SP!. •• S1I, llaglllln 
.... plltll. ......... lfiitel +7STA, fqaop· .._,_~11 .. acrillall!rie br I'. +16 Mtacl PMrl, l'lln: W Onipmll ............ 
~I,...,_.~. lliatlowl'JW10oali IW. 4SAnaor, +17 Mil, +151AI, sw-.ltlllliillallliera.t, 11'Arm-,+2'M;l, +12 
51'1,+13SD,~t ...... \Tnn(<latlilload,73a.- +91111 fqaop:..._ ............... "' .......... lffllll..,.,. 
,.,..,._,_~11liilwilll .... llr "I. T.neol'°l.oillOll.ffaod. +7.+6SD,Eqaop:..._ ... _. ..... ._lir_. .... _.lffllllllr• 
11111, Wel&.r lllcl, +14111, +I STA, fqaop: ll5llns 3-1* S 1«.) Y1sula..-11W ClllSI, 310 A111ot +20 nit +20 Sfl, +13 STA, 'lllt a.... plltll, 
wu..t Y111flalllier OllSI, 17Utm; +20 HIT, +20 Sfl, +13 STA. Nmt ..._. plecel 

e Armor, and Roge (+ 127 damage and + 50% attack speed far 1 S st<.) 

(Oilt-tlam llacl, 39.4 DPS. +9 STI, a.. ...... 

I The names and levels of the bosses in the instance are listed alphabetically for convenience. 

The bosses of the instances offer two things: 1) better rewards and 2) a greater challenge. All the data you need to discover what each boss offers as a reward 
is listed in the "Frequent Drop(s)" column. If you've heard of a specific boss that's said to have incredible drops, check out this column to find the item, the 
stats of the item, and whether it's applicable to your class. 

~ Bosses in Azeroth have some of the most devastating abilities and spells that you could imagine and they're listed on the boss tables. Peek at them to find 
~ out what's in store for your party/raid before each boss battle. 

WALKTHROUGH AND STRATEGY 
This is the meat of this dungeon companion. The strategies that will take you through each of the world's dungeons and world boss encounters (as of patch 1.10) 
are the reason you picked up this book. Expert strategy leading you through each of Azeroth 's most nefarious dungeons is included in an easy-to-understand 
format. 

The walkthroughs are often broken down by area and include maps and screenshots for reference. If you' re having a difficult time in a specific room or with a 
specific boss, they're easy to find and you can read the strategy for those in particular. 

Strategies for each boss and, in the high-end raids, positioning for them give you the best edge when taking them on. Make sure to read up on the encounters to 
gel new ideas about taking down the bosses or how to approach an area. 9 
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Make your way to Cenarion Hold, in the center 9f"5'ilithus and begin taking 
the road west out of town. The path quickly veers south and continues to do 
so for quite a distance. Eventual ly you reach a massive wall with a large open 
portal leading into Ahn'Qiraj. 

At this point you have a choice of where to go. Should you go right, you will 
climb the great stairs to the Temple of Ahn'Qiraj (40-man instance), but should 
you go straight ahead you will find yourself standing before the portal to the 
Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj. 



Entrance 
Kurinnoxx 
General Rajaxx 
Buru the Gorger 
Moom 
Ayam~s the Hunter 
Ossirian the Unscarred 

SHARED ALLIANCE AND HORDE QUESTS 
The few quests that are available for the Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj can all be found in Cenarion Hold around the inn. Each NPC offers a set of quests available to each 
class that requi res bringing fa irly common drops from the instance. 

l3 
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THE PERFECT POISON 

Quest Level 

Location 

Goal 

Reward 

60 to obtain 

Cenorion Hold, Silithus 

Dirk Thunderwood 

Bring the Venom Soc of Kurinnoxx and the Venom Soc of Venox~ to 
Dirk Thunderwood 

4500 

Rovenholdt Slicer (One-honded Sword, 42.7 DPS, 6 STA, Equip: +26 
Attack Power) or Shivsprocket's Shiv (Dagger, 41.4 DPS, 13 STA, 
Equip: Increase healing and damage done by spells and effects by 
up lo 13) or The Thunderwood Poker (Dagger, 42.S DPS, 13 AGI, 
6 ITA) or Doomulus Prime (Two-handed Mace, SS.7 DPS, 22 STR, 
22 STA, Equip: Improves your chonce lo hit by 1 " )or Fahrod's 
Reloading Repeater (Crossbow, 33.3 DPS, 4 AGI, Equip: Improves 
your chance lo hit by l" l or Simone's Cultivating Hommer (One· 
handed Mace, 41.2 DPS, 6 INT, Equip: Increases healing done by 
spells and effects by up to 37) 

Inside the inn, near the ramp, you w i l l meet a crafty Dwarf from 
Ravenholdt Keep seeking a new kind of poison. He asks you to enter 
The Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj and Zu l'Gurub to retrieve the venom sacs from 
two of the bosses there; Kurinnaxx and Venoxis. Once slain, you can 
loot their venom sacs and return them to Dirk in Cenarion Hold for 
your choice of reward. Venoxis resides in Zul'Gurub, while Kurinnaxx 
makes his home in Ahn'Qiraj. 

QIRAJI COMMON DROP TABLE 
These are drops that can be found on any of the six bosses in the ruins. For 
boss-specific drops, check out the sections detail ing their battles. 

Boolt of Healing loud! XI 

Book of Rejuvenation XI 

Boolt of Sturlire VII 

Codex of Greoter Heol V 

Codex ol Prayer ol Healing V 
Codex of Renew X 

Fonnulo: Enchant Cloak - Dodge 
Formulo: Enchont Gook - Steolth 

Formula: Enchant Gloves · Fire Power 
Formula: Enchant Gloves· Frost Power 

Formula: Enchant Glov11 • Healing Power 
Formula: Enchant Gloves· Shodow Power Qiraji Mortial Drape 

Fonnulo: Enchant Gloves • Supefiol Agility Tablet of Groce of Air Totem Ill 

Grimoire of Corruption VII Tablet of Healing Wove X 

Grimoire of Immolate VIII Tablet of Strength of Earth Totem V 

THE FALL OF OSSIRIAN 

Location 

Contad 

Goal 

to obtain 

The Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj, Silithus 

Commander Mor'olilh 

Return the head of Ossirian the Unscarred to Commonder Mor'olith 
in Cenarion Hold 

Experience Gained SOOO 

Reward 

Amulet of the Shitting Sands (Neck, Equip: Increases healing done 
by spells ond effects by up lo 46, Equip: Restores 6 mono every S 
seconds) or Pendon! of the Shitting Sands (Neck, 14 STR, 21 STA, 
Equip: +6 Defense) or Chorm of the Shitting Sands (Neck, 9 STA, 12 
INT, Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by spelk ond effects 
by up lo 25) or Choker of the Shitting Sands (Neck, 16 STA, Equip: 
+42 Attack Power) 

Once you have defeated Ossirian the 
Unscarred, one player may loot his head and 
return it to Commander Mar'al ith at Cenarion 
Hold for a choice of one of four rewards. 

GU EQUIP Pf i ". >R AHN'QIRAJ 
--------- --- ------------

No, not swords, helms, and staves! I speak of much more powerful weapons 
for your arsenal: programs for your computer, main assists, and Raid Leaders. 

~cmWmltlfu> 
These are voice progroms that allow everyone in the raid to listen and speak 
over a microphone. The importance of this cannot be stressed enough in the 
mare chaotic bottles when the difference between success and failure can be 
measured in the omount of time it takes lo type o sentence or speak it over 
a microphone. Downloading and utilizing one of these programs will increase 
your success rate tenfold in all 40 and 20 person raiding. The only stipulation 
is that all members must be onboard. 

(ii' lll:fttl cnftD 
This is a third party add-on allowed by Bliuard that makes raiding much 
easier. It has many options that you can toggle on and off to warn your raid 
of incoming threats, debuffs, and curses. It also has an option that allows you 
to see the target of your tank's target. This will serve you in many battles, as 
you can see who has the aggro of a particular enemy or boss. To utilize this 
program you must keep informed and updated on all the latest versions of the 
program. You must also keep your guild informed as well to these updates. 

~cnftD 
The main assist is a player designated lo acquire the most important target 
first for easy targeting. This role is usually given to a Rogue, as their only 
responsibility in the raid is to kill things. You can easily create a hotkey to 
acquire the main assist's target by pressing escape, going into the macro menu, 
and creoting a macro called MA (main assist). The command for setting the 
main assist is /assist (name of player). Also, in the interface options menu you 
can toggle on an option that allows you lo immediately begin attacking when 
you press your MA key. 

lll:fttl~ 
The raid leader is an extremely important part of your raid. In a nutshell, 
the raid leader is the player that orders everyone to start attacking or stop 
attacking. This is needed for tanks to acquire a good amount of aggro before 
the rest of the raid starts attacking. The MT losing aggro early on can wipe out 
the raid group, so having a conservative raid leader helps ensure victory. 



FOES IN THE SAND 
The Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj are fu l l of every manner of insect, pest, and alien thing 
known to the world of Azeroth. You wi ll square off with mighty beasts and 
swarms of lesser pests that will test your party's resolve and cunning in a way 
you have never experienced. 

ANUBISATH GUARDIAN 

These gargantuan statues are the worst enemy you encounter in 
the zone. They each come with two random abilities that must be 
handled correctly or it spells doom for your raid. 

Meteor: Everyone in a large area takes a total around 12,000 damage. 
If this flaming rock hits one person, they take the entire damage. 
However, if everyone is in a nice tight group the damage will be 
spread out over all players, minimizing death. 

Plague: The infected person takes nature damage and causes nature 
damage to anyone near them. Should you get this ailment, simply run 
away from the raid until the timer expires, while receiving heals the 
entire duration. The MT will likely be the first target of the Plague, so 
the whole raid group must avoid him or her. 

Reflect: The Anubisath Guardian reflects two types of spell damage. 
To discover which he will reflect, simply use the Detect Magic skill. 

Thunderclap: Area nature damage. Only the MT should be hit by 
this. Everyone else can back off and defeat the Guardian with ranged 
attacks. 

Summon Guards: The Anubisath often spawn Anubisath Warriors or 
Swarmguards to attack the raid. The Warriors can be feared until they 
disappear, but the Swarmguards should be taken down immediately 
by Warriors and Rogues so that their cleave does not cause havoc 
in the raid. 

Explode: At 10% the Anubisath's hands burn with fire. If he is not 
defeated within five seconds, anyone near him takes fatal damage. 

CANAL FRENZY 

This is your basic school of ravenous fish. You only have to engage 
them if you jump into the water. Handle them as you would any 
normal enemy. 

FLESH HUNTER 

Although the monstrous blobs known as Flesh Hunters spit acidic 
bolts if not engaged in melee combat, they're best taken down from 
range. If anyone is in melee range, they' ll consume that player and 
very rapidly regain health. Stay outside of melee range, prepare to 
back off if the Flesh Hunter approaches, and take them down. 

HIVE'ZARA SOLDIER 

This insect starts out like any other battle, but as it comes closer to 
death it begins to retaliate against al l melee attacks. When you see 
the emote stating this, have everyone except the tank back off and 
finish it with ranged attacks. 

HIVE'ZARA SANDSTALKER 

This bright yellow bug periodically burrows under the ground and 
appears within the raid group, usually attacking a caster. A quick 
intercept and taunt by a tank is all you need to counter it. 

HIVE'ZARA BUG PACKS 

You will meet these packs between Buru the Gorger and Ayamiss 
the Hunter. It's recommended that you double back and skip these 
completely, but should you wish to cut your way through, you'l l be 
facing a terrible battle indeed. 

Allow the Warriors to gain solid aggro prior to doing anything else. 
If you start to use AoE spells too quickly, the Drones may rush those 
casters and throw the raid into chaos. 

Each pack consists of two Hive'Zara Collectors, two Hive'Zara 
Drones, and two Hive'Zara Tail Lashers. 

Collectors: These have the abilities Web Spray (immobilizes enemies 
in a frontal cone for 10 sec.), Poison (219-281 Nature damage DoT 
every 2 sec.), and Deafening Screech (Silences nearby targets for 8 
sec.). These are the most dangerous members of the pack and should 
always be targeted and killed first. Keep them away from casters to 
prevent Silence and face them away from the raid to avoid the Poison 
and Web Spray. 

Drones: They frequently wipe hate and switch targets, so keep them 
away from casters if possible. 

Tail Lashers: Their two abilities are the same Poison DoT as the 
Collectors (219-281 Nature damage every 2 sec.) and Tail Lash (AoE 
melee attack). 

HIVE'ZARA WASP PACKS 

Not a very challenging encounter. Eliminate the white Wasps first, 
then move onto the Stingers. The Stingers frequently put a debuff 
called Itch which causes the Stinger to charge them periodically. The 
tank can chase it down and taunt it back before it can do any real 
damage. 

QIRAJI GLADIATOR 

These massive Qiraji come in pairs of two, so have two able tanks 
ready to separate them and hold the agro. Keep in mind they often 
use a moderate damaging attack called Uppercut, causing knock 
back. Stuns and massive single target damage make short work of 
these. 

QIRAJI SWARMGUARD . 60 ELITE 

These absolutely must be stunned as much as possible and tanked 
away from the casters. They use Sundering Cleave, and it will tear 
through cloth wearers if left in camp too long. They also have the 
Triple Attack ability which adds two instant attacks the next time they 
attack. Once they are safely out of the camp, use ranged damage to 
destroy them quickly. 

SCARAB PACKS 

These large squads of insects litter the area surrounding Moam. 
Massive area damage spells will win this fight quickly and without 
much trouble. It is more important to heal the casters than the tanks 
here because they will be taking the brunt of all attacks. Periodically, 
some of the scarabs charge players knocking them back a long 
distance. This is more of a nuisance then a threat. 

15 
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KURINNAXX 
Kurinnaxx is a simple encounter, but 
it is also a very mobile encounter. You 
need two or three tanks, all ready to 
be the MT at anytime. Everyone else 
should spread out in a circle around 
Kurinnaxx with ample spacing. 

Very often, a bubble pu lses up from 
the sand and explode. The raid must 
be ready to react to this before it 
bursts. Shou ld you be near it when it 
explodes, not only will you take heavy damage, but your chance to hit will be 

~
·gnificantly reduced, and you will be si lenced. This debuff lasts an extremely 
ng time, so it is incredibly important that everyone is paying attention and 
ady to shift positions. The MT must continually move around to prevent 

being hit by Kurinaxx's Sand Trap in addition to all movement by the raid. 

The second ability one must be aware of is the debuff that is placed upon the 
MT. For every stack of Kurinnaxx's Mortal Wound, the player will receive 10% 
less healing. Should this stack greater than four times, the MT will be in serious 
trouble. During this time, the other tanks shou ld be building some stable aggro 
until the MT declares that he or she has four stacks of this debuff. Once it is 
declared, another tank should taunt Kurinnaxx off the MT and take over as the 
new MT until they have four stacks of the debuff, at w hich point, the insect 
should be taunted off to a new MT and so on. 

GENERAL RAJAXX 
This is the batt le that tests your raid's 
resolve-and endurance. General 
Rajaxx is an encounter of not only 
stamina, but technique. After slaying 
Kurinnaxx, five NPCs join and they' re 
ready for battle. When you're ready to 
fight, speak with Lieutenant General 
Andohov and fo llow him and his 
subordinates to the battle field. 

General Rajaxx hurls insults and 
sends wave after wave of his Warriors and Swarmguards into your camp. 
The first three waves are lead by his captains, the following two have majors 
at their heads, and the final wave comes to battle behind Rajaxx's colonel. 
Andohov and his four Kaldorei Elites aid you in this battle, but it's sti ll going 
to be a brutal encounter. 

Lieutenant General Andohov has Aura of Command (heals nearby all ies for 
200 health every 3 sec. and increases their attack and casting speed by 10%), 
Bash, and Strike to aid you and his troops. H is Kaldorei El ite all have Cleave 
and Mortal Strike to wear down the enemies. 

LORDS Of THE RUINS 
The Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj are home to six bosses spread out across the entire 
zone. Each one takes more cunning and strategy than brute force to defeat, so 
be ready to change tactics from your typical raid encounter. 

Kurinnaxx is the first boss you battle in the zone, followed up immediately by 
General Rajaxx. After Rajaxx fa lls, you can choose to do any of the remaining 
four in any order you wish, Buru the Gorger being the easiest, and Ossirian the 
Unscarred the most difficult. 

Kurinnaxx has a Wide Slash abi l ity that acts like a Warrior's Cleave, but in a 
frontal arc. It adds SOO physical damage on top of his normal melee attack 
and hits everyone in his frontal cone. At 30% health, Kurinnaxx will Enrage, 
increasing both his attack speed and damage dramatically. Kurinnaxx does not 
have much health, so if done correctly, this is a quick battle. 

DROPS 
I 

BEU OF llfE INQUISITION Cloth Wais! I 56 Anno! 151NT 14 STA 
Equip: Increases healing done by saelk ond effem by up to 24 Restores 4 mono aer 5 !e<onds 

BELT OF THE SAND REAVER Plale Waist I 494 Anno! 18 STA. 17 STI 
Equip: Increased Defense by 5 

QIRAJI REGAL DRAPE Quest Item I 
QIRAJI SACRIFIOAL DAGGER One-Hand Dnnaer 48.2 DPS I SSTA 

fouio: 20 Attock Power 
SAND REAVER WRISTGUARDS Mail Wrist IBI Anno! 16 AGI II STU INT 
TOUGHENED SILITHID HIDE GLOVES Leather Hands 182 Anno! 18 m 15 AGI II STI 
VESTMENT) OF THE SHlmNG SANDS Cloth Chest 102 Anno! 20 STA. 14 INT 8 SPI 

Equip: lncreoses domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelk ond effe<ts by up to 32, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spelk by 1 % 

In addition to leading a wave of Warriors and Swarmguards, all the named 
mobs have Sunder Armor and Cleave, but each officer also has an ability 
unique to them as well. 

Captain Queez has Intimidating Shout. 

Captain Tuubid has the ability to direct all his minions to focus on a single 
target. Watch for this carefully and make sure to keep that unfortunate player 
protected. Alliance raids should use Blessing of Protection if necessary. 

Captain Drenn casts Lightning Cloud. It deals 653-857 initial Nature damage and 
the same amount every 3 sec. for 15 sec. if players remain in the affected area. 

Major Yeggeth utilizes the Shield of Rajaxx ability, which temporarily makes 
him immune to all spells for a 5 sec. duration. 

Major Pakkon has Sweeping Slam that deals 1750-2250 damage to targets in 
his frontal cone and knocks those affected targets back. 

Colonel Zerran can cast Enlarge, increasing the physical damage of the target 
by 438-562 for 1 min. This can be Dispelled. 

Protect your new allies once the battle's begun in earnest. Assign a healer or 
two to watch Andohov and his El ites and keep them alive. They take a good 
portion of the aggro with their massive damage output. Slowly, but surely, take 



down the Swarmguards first and immediately move on to the Warriors. Tanks 
should try to pick them up as best as they can, but it can be a very chaotic 
fight. Have the healers keep an eye on everyone unless they' re specifically 
assigned to the tanks or the NPC allies. 

Once the guards are down, turn your attention to the officer be it Captain, 
Major, or Colonel. Take note of their special abilities and adjust the raid 
appropriately. As mentioned, protect the single target during Tuubid's wave. 
Be ready to move during Drenn's wave and call off spells during Yeggeth's. 
Keep Pakkon faced away from the raid and Zerran tanked at all times and 
Dispel his massive growth. 

After the waves of slaughter, General Rajaxx enters the fray. Hopefully, 
Andohov and his Elites are still alive and well; it makes taking out Rajaxx 
much easier. If your Warriors have the gear to become immune to disarm, 
have them don it before the battle begins. Although General Andohov will 
likely have aggro during most of the fight, so keep him healed. However, 
Rajaxx frequently disarms Andohov. 

Casters should take note to keep their distance from the Qiraji General. Rajaxx's 
Thundercrash is an absolutely deadly ability. It's an wider AoE Thunderclap 
that deals just over 50% of the target's total health to all creatures in the AoE. 
Since this is based on a percentage (plus a small number), it's only important to 

BURU THE GORGER 
This is one of those battles that 
requires you to think outside of the 
box. Immediately upon approaching 
Buru you should notice the eggs 
surrounding his pool. The battle 
begins the instant an egg is struck. 

Buru's outer shell is far too hard to 
damage with spells and swords to be 
effective, so you must use his own 
eggs against him. When an egg is 
destroyed it deals minor damage to any nearby players and an elite silithid 
will emerge to immediately attack whoev r's close. However, if Buru is very 
c lose to that egg when it's destroyed two things happen: 1) Buru takes major 
damage and 2) his speed is reset (to its extremely slow default). 

Assign a few people to "bug duty" and have them pick up the silithid that 
spawn from the eggs. Have the rest of the raid reduce the eggs to low health 
during the first part of the battle and kill them off whenever Buru gets to be too 
fast. Use Detect Magic to monitor his movement rate and kill an egg near Buru 
when he's become a handful. This frees up a few DPS players to attack Buru 
during this first phase while using the eggs to inflict big damage. This shortens 
the initial phase considerably. 

Buru often "sets his eye" upon a particular player, then proceeds to chase 
that target down. When this happens, the unfortunate player must lead Buru 
to one of the weakened eggs. When Buru's in range of the egg, finish it off. 
One option is to destroy the eggs in a clockwise fashion around the pool so 
that each player knows what the next egg will be to be destroyed. Again, 
weakening all the eggs increases both the complexity of the battle and your 
options when someone's Buru's target, but it speeds up the ini tial phase by 
letting the DPS hit Buru as well . 

Moam can either be an incredibly simple 
fight, or a near impossible one. Raid 
structure is key here, as abilities and spells 
that drain mana are the keys to victory. 

keep the tanks at full health; everyone else should be fine with approximately 
1000 hit points or so. However, this abi l ity also causes knockback that resets 
the threat on all affected targets. Tanks must be ready to rotate Taunts when 
they can to keep Rajaxx from heading to the main body of the ra id. 

DROPS 
ITEM DllC STATS 

WERIDOI. Guest 111111 

BOOTS OF THE QIWI GBIEIAI. Mail Fiii 215 Arna 2UGI 11 STA 
BOOTS Of THE YAIGUAlll i.adier Fiii 131Ama 22 AGI 11 STl 22 m 
BRAaRS Of QIW COMMAllll <loHrlsl 44Anla 13111l 12STA 

Eauio: Restores 4 mono oer S seconm 
JASrER IDOL Guest""" 
LEGl'IATES OF THE QIAll COMlWID Plole•- 644 Arm: 35 m IS STA 
MANSlAYER Of THE QIRAJI TwHland Sword 62.5 DPS. 35 m. 20 STA. !SAGI 
ONYX IDOi. Guest hem 
QIWl lEGAL OWE Guest hem 
SOUTHWIND'S 6IASP i.adier Waist 110 Arnw 13111111 STA 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effem by up lo 16, Improves your chance lo gel o 
critical strike wi1h soells by l" 

Buru will be hurting badly after a few exploding eggs. Once he reaches the 
20% health mark, the real battle begins. Flying into a wild rage, Buru blows his 
top, exposing his brain to your raid. He then begins to emit a pulse of Nature 
damage that affects everyone in the raid. This damage increases the longer he 
stays al ive. At this point, your DPS should unload every bit of firepower at their 
disposal, Priests should be chain casting Prayer of Healing, and everyone else 
should attack Buru. Warriors, including the MT, should use Recklessness and 
use Execute every chance they get. 

DROPS 
I 

BUlU'S SIUll flMillEllT Slielil I 2S75Jon.47111adr 20m 11m 
Eauio: lncrellled Delense bv 6 
FEl1SH Of Olll1NOUS SPIKES Triabt I 

Use: Spikes sprout from you co~ng 25 Nature damage lo attackers when htt lasts for 30 se<onds 
GUMS OF THE SWAIM I Plole lllllds 482 AnRar. lllNT 18 STA. 11 STI. I OAGI 

Eauip: ln<reases damooo and healing done bv mooical spells and effects by up lo 12 
QUICISAllO WADERS ClcAfeet 70 Amot: 14 INT I 4STA. II 5l't 

Eauio: Increases damoae and healina done bv mooical soells and effects by uo to 16 
QIWI OllWE HllJ Guest 111111 

QIWI Sl'tlED HllJ Quest him 
SCAlBI 11ACERS OF THE GOl6B Lealher Wrist 87 Arna ISAGl. IOSTl ISTA 
SLIME KICKERS Plate feet Sl9Amot: 1am 1uG1 1rnA 

Eauio: lmoroves your chance lo htt bv ' " 
SLIMY SCAlBI GAUllllETS I Maillllllds I 271 Amot: lllNI llSTA.6 STR 

Equip: lnueases damage and hea~ng done by magi<al spells and effects by up lo 12, Improves your chance lo gel a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

Moam begins the battle with 0 mana. However, th is changes as the battle 
progresses. When he reaches 100% mana, he casts Arcane Eruption and inflicts 
massive Arcane damage on anyone within range. It has just over 40 yards in 
range. If it looks like he's going to reach 100%, have everyone except the 
MT retreat to the 45-50 yard mark. As Horde, cast PW: Shield on the MT and 
apply Ho Ts before retreating. Paladins can cast Divine Shield for the Alliance. 
Arcane Eruption also shoots anyone affected (the MT is always unlucky) into 
the air to incur fall ing damage. Make sure the MT gets healing both durin 
their " flight" and upon landing. 17 



Priests, Warlocks, and Hunters shou ld be draining mana full time. Focus on DROPS 
this. Druids, Paladins, and Shaman shou ld act as the healers since Moam's 
melee damage is pit iful at best. 

If Moam has less than 75% man a, a 90-sec. timer begins counting down towards 
his "stone form"; otherwise known as Energize. Moam deals no damage in 
this state, but regenerates 500 mana and health per second during this phase. 
Continue to burn Moam's health down after he assumes his Energize form. 
After a short time, Moam wi ll summon three Mana Fiends (approx. 14k health 
each). They can cast a high-damage Arcane Explosion (800-1000 damage) that 
can quickly end your raid. Lucki ly, they're elementa ls and can be banished by 
Warlocks. If you have three or more Warlocks, this is simple; Banish the Mana 
Fiends and stay focused on Moam. Keep him below 100% mana! 

Moam does not have much health. Keep pecking away at him while you 
drain his mana pool and he will soon fa ll . The key to winning this battle is to 
keep him under 100% mana and, if possible, Banish the elementals. If you're 
w ithout the requisite number of Warlocks, Focus Fi re on the elementals whi le 
you keep the other(s) Banished. 

THEORETICALLY ••• 
.-.............. '·· .. 
··~· 

Since Moam's timer toward his Energize form is only active ii he's below 
75% mono and he only casts Arcane Eruption at 100% mono, stabilizing him 
between 7 6% and 99% mono is an option that will prevent him from: a) 
Summoning the Mana Fiends, b) regenerating health/mono at 500 per sec., and 
c) casting his Arcane Eruption. 

AYAMISS THE HUNTER 
W hat could be worse than the 
endless Wasp pu lls you encounter in 
the Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj? How about a 
giant Wasp? 

The first thing to do is assign a Mage 
and Warlock to watch the skies for 
Swarmers. They come in huge droves, 
swarming their target to death. Their 
weakness, however, is that they have 
next to no health. One or two AoEs 
drops them. 

Ayamiss has the abi l ity to sacrifice any person in your raid on her unholy 
Q iraji altar. This happens approximately every 30 seconds and it's her most 
dangerous ski ll. W hen someone's placed on the altar, a larva rushes forward 
to the sacrificed person from the base of the altar. There are two spawn points 
to monitor, so assign a Rogue and Warrior to each. 

This larva can't be slowed, snared, or stopped in any way. It must simply be 
ki lled before it reaches the top. It's imperative that every single player assigned 
to watch for the larvae pay attention and move to destroy them immediately. 
Should the larva reach its target, the player will die instantly, replaced with an 
el ite wasp. If this happens more than once or twice, it wil l l ikely spell doom for 
your party, as the wasps take far too long to defeat to possibly deal with them, 
the Swarmers, the larvae, and Ayamiss. 

Ayamiss begins the encounter by taking to the air, assaulting whoever has aggro 
w ith a stackable poison. When she begins to stack poison on a players, that person 
should cease attacks immediately unti l the poison wears off, giving someone else 
a chance to draw her aggro. She lands when she reaches 70% health. 
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CHITINOUS SHOULDERGUARDS leather Shoulder 151 Armor 25AGI 11 STR 7STA 
CLOAJ( OF THE SAVIOR Back 52 Armoc 11 INT, 10 STA 10 SPI 

Equip: Increases healino done by spells and ellem by up to 22 
DUSTW1ND TURBAN Cloth Head B6 Armor 15 SP1 29 INT 18 STA 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 31, Improves your chance to get o critical strike with 
spells by 1% 

ffiOFMOAM Trinket 
Use: Increases damage done by magical spells and effects by up lo 50, and decreases the magical resistances of your 
spell torgets by I 00 for 30 seconds 

GAUNlliTS OF THE IMMOVABLE Plate Hands 482 Armor IB STA 15 STR 
Equip: Increases your chance lo porrv on ottock by 1 % Increased Defense by 5 

GAUNlliTS OF SOUTHWIND leather Hands 126 Arm01 13 INT 11 STA 
[Quip: lncreoses domoae and heolino done by moaicol spelk and effem by up to 25 

LEGPLATES OF THE DESllOVER I Plate leas 670Arm0119STR, 181NT 18STA.10AGI 
Equia: Increases domaoe and heolino done bY mooicol soelk ond effects bv uo lo 12 

MANTLE OF MAZ'NADIR I Goth Shoulder 78 Armor 11 STA. 15 INT7 SPI 
Equip: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spelk and effem by up to 21 

OBSIDIAN SCALED LEGGINGS I Leas 377 Arm01, 16 STR IB INT 18 STA 10 AGI 
Eouip: Increases domoae and heolino done by mooicol spells and effects by up lo 19 

PLANS: BLACK GRASP OF THE DESTROYER 
QIRAJI ORNATE HILT Ques1 Item 
QIRAJI SPIKED HllJ Quest Item 
RING OF FURY Finger 9STA 

[Quip: Improves your chance lo hit by 1 %, 30 Attack Power 

SOUTHWIND HEIM leather Head 
164 Armor, 21 STR, 24 AGI, 14 STA, Equip: Improves 
vour chance to hit bv I% 

TALON OF FURIOUS CONCENTRATION Held In Off.Hand 8 INT 8 STA 
Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effecfl by up lo 21 , Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with SPells bv 1 % 

258 Armor, 30 STA, 21 AGI, 15 STR, S Fire Resis1unce, 
Thiele Silithid Chestguard leather Chest S Nature Resistun<e, 5 Frost Resistance, S Shadow 

Resis1arKe 5 Aran Resistalce 

At this point, have everyone not given a previous assignment (Mage/Warlock 
Swarmer scouts and the Rogue/Warrior Larvae scouts) turn on Ayamiss. When 
she lands, she clears her hate list, so let the MT get aggro before dumping on the 
DPS. She gains the Stinger Spray ability when she lands; it deals approximately 
800-1000 Nature damage to nearby targets. Ayamiss also has Lash, which 
knocks her target down for 2 sec. and has a chance to disarm. 

Unleash the DPS once the MT has cemented aggro. Should you successfu lly 
stop every single larva from reaching their target, the rest of the fight should 
fa ll into place. 

DROPS 
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BOOTS OF THE DESERT PROTECTOR Plate Feet 519 Armor 14STR 14 INT 14 STA 
Equip: Restores 4 mono Per 5 seconds 

BOOTS OF THE AERY SANDS Moil Feet 293 Armor 9 STR 14 INT 14 STA 
Equip: Restores 4 mono per S seconds, Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effecfl by up to 12 

BOW OF TAUT SINEW Bow 38.6 DPS 8 Nature Resistance 
Eouio: 22 Attack Power 

GAUNTLETS OF THE IMMOVABLE Plate Hands 482 Armor 18 STA 1 S STR 
Equip: Increases your chance to porrv on attack bv 1 % Increases Defense bv 5 

HELM OF REGROWTH leather Head 162 Armor 28 INT 18 STA 10 SP1 
Equip: Increases healing done by spelb and effem by up to 22 

QIRAJI ORNATE HIU Quest Item 
QIRAJI SPIKED HIU Quest 11em 
RING OF THE DESERT WINDS r- 9 INT 

Equip: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spelk by 1 %, Restores 3 mono per S sec, Increases damage 
and healinq done bv maqicol spelb and effects bv up to 9 

SCALED SIUTHID GAUNlliTS Moi1 Hands 266 Armor 1 BAGI 1 BSTA 8 INT 7 SPI 
STINGER OF AYAMISS One-handed Mace 41.S DPS 7 INT 9STA 

Equip: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spelk and effecfl by up to 36 



While the order you take on the last four bosses is optional, Ossirian the 
Unscarred is considered to be the final boss of the Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj, and 
rightful ly so. He tests your raid fiercely. This can be a very difficult battle, but 
once mastered, it is one of the most fun encounters in the game. This is an 
extremely mobile battle. 

Ossirian is a might foe. So mighty, in fact, that one swipe from his hands kills 
almost any player. To counter this, he must be weakened in some way. To 
begin this battle, everyone should be on his or her mounts, ready to outrun 
him as best they can. The only way to weaken him is to use one of the crystals 
when he is within 30 yards of it. When the crystal hits him, he wil l be debuffed 

These tornadoes must be avoided at all times. Should you see a tornado 
heading towards the raid, be sure to let everyone know with time to react. 
If someone becomes caught in this whirlwind, that player immediately takes 
massive damage, likely causing his or her death. 

Keep the DPS on Ossirian at all times, wh ittling away at his health while you 
drag him from crystal to crystal. Casters should take note of his current debuff 
and use that school of magic to damage him, since he w ill be taking increased 
damage from whatever school it happens to be for that 30 seconds. It is a long 
batt le, and it forces everyone to give his or her full and undivided attention the 
entire time. Once it is mastered, it can be a very enjoyable and challenging 
experience. 

Fell Ossirian and bring him to justice! 

for 1 minute, moving at a normal speed, dealing less damage, and vulnerable DROPS 
to a certain school of magic. Do not engage him with your MT until he has 
been debuffed. 

Of course, Ossirian takes longer than 1 minute to defeat, so one crystal debuff 
won't do. Choose a Druid, using Travel Form, to be your scout during this 
chaotic battle, looking for the closest crystal to Ossirian. Once the crystal is 
located, this Druid must ping the map over and over, letting everyone know 
where the next destination is. 

Using two tanks, begin to drag the battle towards the ping on the map before 
the minute expires. If Ossirian is not dragged to the next crystal in time he will 
destroy your MT in one or two hits and make even shorter work of the rest of the 
raid. Using two tanks is necessary since he often uses a spel l called Enveloping 
W inds on the MT, removing him or her from combat for 10 seconds or until 
they take damage. Once the Enveloping Winds die down on the MT, Ossirian 
wil l likely return to the first target. 

Ossirian also pounds the ground, War Stomps, dealing moderate physical 
damage, sending anyone near him flying backwards a great distance. If the 
MT dragging him has his back towards the next crystal target this knock back 
actually works to your advantage, advancing the MT even closer to the crystal. 
Because of this, the MT's back must always be to the next crystal being pinged 
on the map. It is wise for any healers to try and stay a few steps ahead of the 
MT, anticipating this knock back, ensuring they stay in range at al l times. 

Ossirian's final abi l ity is called Curse of Tongues. He randomly casts this on 
raid members throughout the battle increasing the casting time of spel ls by 
75% for 15 seconds. Should this be cast on a healer, that player's spells take 
far longer to cast than normal, ultimately causing the death of your tanks. This 
must be decursed immediately by anyone that can do so. 

One other threat lurks in the sands while you battle Ossirian, and it wil l cause 
deaths if not paid attention to closely. A few tornadoes whirl about the area 
randomly, turning and shifting courses, looking to cause your raid to divide. 
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BRACERS Of BRUTAUTY Plate Wrist 3S6 ARMOR 21 STR. 12 AGI 9 STA 
CROSSBOW Of IMMINENT DOOM Crossbow 41.6 DPS 7 AGI 5 STA. 5 STR 

Eauio: lmoroves your chonce to hit by 1 % 
GAUNTLffi Of NEW LIFE Leather Hands 134 Annor 20 INT 19STA. 11 STR 

[quip: Increases heolino done by soelb ond effects bY uo to 26 Restoces 4 mono oer 5 seconds 
GLOVES OF DARK WISDOM Oolh Hands 69 Annor 20 INT 19STA 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 35 Restores 5 mono per 5 seconds 
HEAD Of OSSIRIAN THE UNSCARRED Quest Item 
HELM Of DOMINATION Plate Head 661 Annor 28STA. 21 STR 11 AGI 

Eouio: lncreoses your chonce to oorrv on ottock bv 1 % Increased Defense bv 7 
LEGGINGS Of THE BLACK BLIZlliD Oolh Leas 97 Anno! 16 INT B SPI 14STA 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 41, Improves your chance to get a 
crilicol strike with soells bv 1 % 

MANTLE OF THE HORUSATH Plate Shoulder 610 Armor 20 INT 19STA. 12 STR 
Eouio: Increases domaae ond heolino done by mooicol soelb and effects bv uo to 14 

OSSIRIAN'S BINDING MoilWois! 258 Armor 20 AGI 19 STA 10 INT 
[quip: Improves your chance lo get o critical strike by l % Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

QIRAJI ORNATE HlU Quest hem 
QIRAJI SPIKED HIU Quest Item 
RUNIC STONE SHOULDERS Mail Shouidef 344 Armor 20 INT l 9STA. 12 S11 

[quip: lncreoses damage ond healing done bv moaicol soelb ond effects bY uo to 14 
SAND POLISHED HAMMER One-Htlld Mace 53.S DPS 9 STA 

[quip: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 20 Attack Power 
SANDSTORM CLOAK Bodt 135 Armor 125TA. 12 STR 

Eouio: Increases your chance to dodae on attack by 1% Increased Defense by 6) 
SHACKLES Of THE UNSCARRED Oolh Wrist 48 Anno! 12 INT 9STA 

Equip: Increases domage and heoling done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 21, Decreases the magicol 
resislonces of your spell forgets by 10 

STAFF Of THE RUINS Staff 58.4 OPS 23 INT 24STA. 14 SPI 
Equip: Increases damage and heoling done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 60, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 1% Improves your chonce to hit with spells by 1 % 
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GETIING TO niE TEMPLE OF AHN'QIRAJ 
The journey to the Temple of Ahn'Qiraj is a short one. Simply fly to Silithus, 
landing in Cenarion Hold, and take the west road out of town. The roar qu ickly 
turns south leading you directly to the Gates of Ahn'Qiraj. 

When you enter the gates, you come to a crossroads. Take the right path up 
the stairs and continue to climb them until you reach a large green portal. 
This portal takes you to the Temple of Ahn'Qiraj. 



Entrance 

The Prophet Skerom 

lord Kri 
Princess Youj 

Vern 

Bottleguord Soturo 

Fonkriss the Unyielding 

Vis<idus 

Princess Huhuron 

The Twin Emperors 
Ouro 

10 Eye of C1hun & C'Thun 
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QUESTS 

SHARED QUESTS 

MORTAL CHAMPIONS 

lo 

Location Ahn'Oiroj 

Contact Kondrosltasz 

Bring a Qiroji lord's lrllignio lo Kondrostrosz 

Experience Gained 5000 

Reward 500 Reputation with the Brood of Nozdormu 

Every boss in this instance drops a Qiraji Lord's Insignia for each player. 
Simply loot it and return it to Kandrostrasz for a quick 500 reputation 
with the Brood of Nozdormu. 

QIRAJI BATTLE GEAR 

Quest level 60 to oblain 

Location Ahn'Qiroj 

Contad VadlSlro, Andorgos, Kondrosltasz 

Goal Return the requested items to the correct NPC for powerful rewords 

Experience Gained 

Reword Vories by doss 

Once you have slain the first guardian of the Temple of Ahn'Qiraj, 
the Prophet Skeram, you have access to three quest givers that request 
specific items dropped from particular bosses and random drops found 
in coffers and on enemies. 

In all, there is a set for each class consisting of five pieces. These sets are 
incredibly powerful and are worth the effort. 

THE SAVIOR OF KALIMDOR 

Location 

Contact 

Goal 

Experience Gained 

Reward 

lo obtain 

Ahn'Oiroj 

Coelostrosz, Anochronos 

Speak with Coelostrosz, then return the eye to Ano<hronos at the 
Coverns of Time 

Amulet of the Fallen God (Neck, 11 STA, Equip: lncreoses healing 
done by spells and effecll by up to 57, Equip: Restores 6 mono 

every 5 seconds), Ooak of the Fallen God (B0<k, 66 armor, 11 STR, 

26 AGI, 15 STA), Ring of the Fallen God (Ring, 5 STA, 6 INT, Equip: 

lncreoses domoge and healing done by spells ond effecll by up to 

37, Equip: Improves your chonce lo hit with spells by l"l 

After slaying the Old God, C'thun, one person can loot an epic quest 
item called the Eye of C'thun. If you bring this eye to Caelastrasz in the 
next chamber, he praises your name and send you to Anachronos at the 
Caverns of Time for your reward. 



~SERVANTS Of THE_ TEMPLE 
The Temple of Ahn'Qiraj is swarming with teams of enemies of which the 
likes you have never seen before. You wi ll be pitted against endless waves 
on Silithid insects and lumbering Anubisath giants. Each encounter requires 
precise reaction and sound strategy. 

ANUBISATH SENTINEL 

You face two packs of four 
Sentinels at the beginning 
of the instance. You want to 
have four Warriors ready to 
pick up the aggro and spread 
them out. Each Anubisath 
has a random ability, some 
more fatal than others, 
which must be responded to 
correctly. To find out which 
ability an Anubisath has in 
it's arsenal simply cast Detect Magic on each to reveal it. Should a 
Sentinel fall, each of his brethren gain this ability and a full heal. Thus, 
you want to eliminate the easiest of the abilities and combinations 
first, lest you slay the most difficult first, empowering the other three 
with the most deadly of abilities. The abilities from easiest to hardest 
are as follows: 

M agic Reflect ion: The Sentinel reflects a particular school of magic 
to the caster. Simply do not use this school of magic. Should you run 
out of schools to cast, use your wand, it's better than nothing! 

M ending: The Sentinel heals itself for a few hundred damage 
periodically. Of course, when your raid is dishing out thousands of 
damage per second, this is not real ly a problem. Mortal strike also 
helps in slowing the healing process. 

Knock Away: The Anubisath periodically knocks the tank away. It is 
annoying, but not really a problem. 

Mortal Strike: Your tank is struck with a debuff decreasing the value of 
all heals by 50%. Your Warriors will need a little extra healing here. 

Thorns: Each melee attack dealt to the Sentinel returns massive 
damage to the attacker. It is best to burn this type of Anubisath away 
with ranged damage, but if your melee feels brave, they can go in and 
attack with a competent healer backing them up. 

Thunderclap: This attack deals heavy area nature damage causing 
a decrease in attack speed. The only person that should be affected 
by this is the Warrior whom is tanking it. This enemy should be 
destroyed from range on ly. Make sure it is tanked away from the raid 
as quickly as possible. 

M ana Burn: This deadly ability drains massive amounts of mana from 
any player foolish enough to stray too closely. This type of Anubisath 
should be tanked away from the raid group at all times. 

Shadow Storm : The most deadly of the Anubisath Sentinel's abilities, 
this attack showers the area around the giant with Shadow Bolts, 
dealing heavy damage to all players. However, these bolts only strike 
those at a distance greater than fifteen yards from the Sentinel, so if 
everyone is at the feet of the Anubisath, nobody takes damage. This 
enemy should be tanked in the midst of the raid group at all times. 
The only players that should be taking damage from this storm are the 
Warriors tanking other Anubisaths away from the raid. 

ANUBISATH DEFENDER 

These behemoths are, in 
a nutshell, more powerful 
versions of the ones you fight 
in the Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj. 
That being said, they should 
be taken quite a bit more 
seriously. With double the 
players, the room for error is 
also doubled! Each Defender 
comes with a combination 
of two different abilities that 
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must be reacted to properly, or it brings doom to the raid. 

M eteor: Everyone in a large area takes a tota l of about 12,000 
damage. If this flaming rock hits one person, they take the entire 
damage. However, if everyone is in a nice tight group the damage is 
spread out over all players, minimizing any damage. 

Plague: The infected person takes nature damage and causes nature 
damage to anyone near them. Should you get this ai lment, simply run 
away from the raid until the timer expires, while receiving heals the 
entire duration. The MT wi ll likely be the fi rst target of the Plague, so 
the whole raid group must avoid him or her. 

Reflect: The Anubisath Defender reflects two types of spell damage. To 
discover which he is reflecting, simply use the Detect Magic ski ll. 

Thunderclap: Area nature damage. Only the MT should be affected 
by this. Everyone else can back off and defeat the Defender with 
ranged attacks. 

Summon Guards: The Anubisath spawns Anubisath Warriors or 
Swarmguards to attack the raid. The Warriors can be feared until they 
disappear, but the Swarmguards should be taken down immediately 
by Warriors and Rogues so that their cleave does not cause havoc 
in the raid. 

Explode: At 10% the Anubisath' s hands burn with fire. If he is not 
defeated within five seconds, anyone near him takes fatal damage. 

Enrage: At 10% the Defender gains an increase to attack speed 
and power. 

23 
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ANUBISATH WARDER AND 
OBSIDIAN NULLIFIERS 
You encounter this deadly 
combination at the very end of 
the instance, just before C'thun 
and Ouro. While it may seem 
a bit daunting at first, this trio 
is easi ly dispatched if handled 
correctly. 

The Nullifiers should be the 
first to die, and they must be 
dispatched with the utmost 

'~; 63 ELITE 
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haste. Have anyone in the raid that can drain mana do so, and split 
them in half. Half of the raid should be mana draining one target, while 
the other half drains the other. While this is happening, the tanks should 
be grabbing their aggro as quickly as possible. All damage should be 
focused on one Nullifier at a time. If the damage is split over both 
Obsidians you run out of time before they fill their mana bar. If they 
do fill their mana bar, everyone in the raid is Banished and left with 
one health point. During this time, you are immune to all damage and 
cannot attack. When the Banishment wears off the enemies wil l go on to 
slaughter everyone in the raid. The goal is to keep their mana suppressed 
while your DPS burns them down so this does not happen. 

The Warder is not an overly powerful foe, but he does come equipped 
with a few tricks up his sleeve that can make dealing with the Nullifiers 
more difficult. You must ensure that the Warder is tanked far in front of 
the Jid, so that any abilities the Anubisath has does not affect the raid. 
His .ibilities are as follows: 

Root: Everyone in the area is rooted for a long duration of time. This is 
only detrimental to the melee classes if they become rooted out of range 
of anything they can hit. 

Fear: The Warder periodically emits a wave of fear, causing all players 
to run away for a short duration. Fear Ward and Tremor Totems should 
be ready at all times for the Warrior tanking the Warder. You obviously 
do not want your raid to get feared while damaging and draining the 
Nullifiers since time is of the essence. 

Blast Wave: The Anubisath blasts a wave of fire damage, causing heavy 
damage to anyone in the vicinity. 

Dust Cloud: Anyone caught in this attack has their chance to hit reduced 
by 85%, rendering their attacks near useless. Should this affliction strike 
the melee while they are attempting to defeat the Nullifiers it spells 
doom for all. 

Once the Nullifiers have been dealt with, the Warder is easy prey. Defeat 
him as you would any enemy. 

OBSIDIAN ERADICATOR 

This is the first enemy you 
encounter in the Temple of 
Ahn'Qiraj. They are much like 
their brethren in the Ruins. 
Should their mana bar fill 
up, they emit a pulse of fatal 
damage to everyone in your 
raid group. 

Defeating this is quite simple. 
If you can drain mana, do it. 
All Priest should forgo healing, leaving it up to the Druids, Paladins, 
and Shamans. All DPS classes should unload as much damage as 
possible. Drain the Eradicator's mana and burn it's life down as quickly 
as possible. This battle should take no longer than fifteen seconds. 

VEKNISS HIVE CRAWLER 

These giant scorpions come 
in pairs of two just after 
you defeat Fankriss the 
Unyielding. They are not 
overly difficult to dispatch, 
just make sure the tanks 
are kept topped off and 
the poison cleansing is top 
notch. They do not have 
many life points, so they can 
be defeated quickly. 

VEKNISS GUARDIAN 

Vekniss Guardians usually 
come in large groups of six, 
so having six tanks is a must. 
Once each tank has aggro on 
their particular target, begin 
to burn then down using 
main assist, one by one. 

Periodically, the Guardian 
rushes a random player, 
causing that person to be 
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launched high into the air, and receiving a damage over time debuff. 
Players need to be thrown a heal while in mid-air or when they land 
since the fall damage is near fatal. Once they land, they begin to take 
heavy damage from the Impale debuff. This debuff can be healed 
over easily. 

VEKNISS WARRIOR 

The Vekniss Warriors come 
at you in groups of three, 
usually ambushing the raid. 
They patrol routes along the 
tunnels quickly so keep an 
eye open! 

At first they seem to be an 
incredibly easy foe, but the 
real trick comes when they 
die. When they fall , they 
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spawn over a dozen smaller elite bugs that can quickly get out of 
hand if not handled correctly. Keep the Mages and Warlocks healed 
at all costs while they AoE the bugs down. Make sure your single 
target damage is only attacking one Vekniss Warrior at a time. You 
do not want to deal with two or more dead bugs at once, since the 
amount of smaller bugs will be almost uncontrollable. Simply defeat 
them one by one, using area spells to defeat the smal ler bugs and this 
battle should be a relatively easy one. 



QIRAJI BRAINWASHER 

The weakest enemy in the 
entire dungeon, they usually 
are accompanied by Vekniss 
Guardians. The Brainwasher 
almost immediately Mind 
Controls the Warrior tanking 
it, so be ready to Sheep or stun 
the Mind Controlled player. 
Defeat the Qiraji Brainwasher 
first when pulled, moving 
onto the Guardians second. 
The Brainwasher dies fast. 

THE HIVE TUNNEL 

This tunnel span the distance 
between Battleguard Satura 
and Fankriss the Unyielding. 
It is crawling with Vekniss 
Drones and Soldiers. The 
entire raid group has to be 
mobile to make it to the other 
end unscathed. All casters 
should use their strongest 
area spells to defeat the weak 
Drones while melee attackers 
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burn down the powerful Soldiers. The tunnel's inhabitants respawn 
quickly, so you must kill on the run. Anyone that fa lls should release 
their spirit, zone back into the instance and receive a summon before 
the next boss when the raid can rest in a safe place. 

INSECT PACKS 

You encounter these swarms 
shortly after Fankriss the 
Unyielding, but before 
Princess Huhuran. They 
usually consist of two Vekniss 
Wasps, two Vekniss Stingers, 
and one Qiraji Lasher. 

When you pull them, you 
immediately want the Warrior 
to secure aggro on the Wasps 
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and Stingers at the front of the raid, and have a Hunter pull the Lasher 
to the back of the raid. All melee DPS should begin attacking the 
Stingers first, while ranged DPS burns away at the Lasher. 

The Lasher requires two tanks, since she randomly drops aggro and 
performs cleave in the caster camp, dealing heavy damage and 
usually killing someone. Keep her stationary as best as possible while 
the ranged eat away at her health. 

The Stingers randomly charge people during the battle. If Catalyst 
Poison is applied to the target by the Vekniss Wasps, this can prove to 
be fatal. There's really not too much you can do about the charge, but 
Catalyst can be dispelled. Your best defense is a good offense here. 
Take them down hard and fast. 

The Vekniss Wasps have a poison, the Catalyst Poison, that multiplies 
the damage received from a Vekniss Stinger's charge by 1 Ox. 10 
seconds before a player gets the poison, they'll receive a warning 
debuff called "Itch". 

QIRAJI CHAMPION PACKS 

You meet these troublesome 
and annoying groups 
immediately after you fel l 
the Twin Emperors. They 
are by far the hardest enemy 
encounter in the instance, 
even a little more difficult 
than some of the bosses! 

Each pack consists of one 
Qiraji Champion and any 
combination of four Qiraji Slayers and Mindslayers. Have a Hunter 
pull each pack into the room that you fought the Twin Emperors. 
Warriors should take care not engage their targets until they have made 
their way fully down the stairs. Should a tank climb the stairs to grab a 
target, they will be out of line of sight for heals and end up dead. 

The first enemy you want to take out is the Mindslayer. These alien 
creatures often cast Mindflay on a player, causing heavy shadow 
damage. Healers should keep and eye on their party for this debuff and 
heal accordingly. The Qiraji Mindslayer is immune to taunt, so aggro 
is hard to secure, but a Warrior with enough time should be able to 
handle it. The Mindslayer also periodically Mind Controls whoever 
is on the top of their aggro list, causing them to run berserk in the 
raid. Make sure these players are Sheeped or stunned immediately. 
When the Mindslayer finally falls it unleashes an area effect causing 
a slight drain in mana to anyone near and also a fear effect, forcing 
all nearby players to run around in a panic for a few seconds. This 
effect can be minimized by pulling the Mindslayer away from the 
raid before it dies. 

Next, you want to eliminate the Slayers. Make sure they are tanked 
away from the casters at all costs, as they have an area-silencing 
spel l. This also ensures that only the tank is being cleaved. In the 
mean time, Hunters need to pay special attention to the Qiraji Slayers 
since they enter a frenzy often, requiring a Tranquilizing Shot. A 
Hunter should be assigned to each also to watch his or her back and 
secure secondary aggro. Every fifteen seconds or so the Slayer knocks 
the tank away, causing the Slayer to attack whomever is second on 
their aggro list. If this is the Hunter behind the Warrior, the tank can 
quickly taunt it off and continue tanking it. 

The final kill will be the Qiraji Champion. Keep him tanked away 
from the raid using two Warriors, since he will knock away one 
tank, only to meet the second. Also, he uses Intimidating Shout 
quite often, sending anyone near running away in fear. Fear Ward, 
Tremor Totems, and proper use of Berserker Rage can remedy this 
easi ly. The final ability you want to keep an eye out for is when 
the Champion grows larger. This will cause him to enter an enraged 
state, gaining an increase to attack power. This can and shou ld be 
dispelled immediately. 

These packs take quite a bit of practice and refinement. If anything, 
once mastered, they are more of a time sink than anything. Always 
beware the quadruple Mindslayer packs! 

CATCH A RIDE! 
....... ~.··.· 

_ ..,. • i 
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Each enemy has a large chance lo drop a Oiraji Resonating Crystal of a certain 
color. This is an insect mount that can only be used while inside the Temple of 
Ahn'Oiraj. This is an extremely large instance, and some of the later battles 
require a long run back ii not recoverable. You will come to love your bug. 
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MASTERS Of THE TEMPLE 
The Temple of Ahn' Qi raj houses some of the most alien bosses ever seen in the World ofWarcraft. Each requires a unique and sound approach. The determination 
and organization of your raid wi ll be put to the test! 

.@Q?THE PROPHET SKERAM 

When you first encounter the 
Prophet, the battle seems extremely 
complicated, but nothing could be 
further from the truth. The Prophet 
Skeram is, in fact, a simple battle once 
you know what to do. 

Position the ra id as shown on the 
map, making sure that two tanks are 
ready at each of the designated spots. 
Your casters shou ld sit atop the upper 
level, safely away from danger. 

The Prophet Skeram does not have much health at al l, so DPS notice sign ificant 
drops in his health. 

Tonks 
Melee OPS (Along line) 

Heolers (Along line) 
Ranged OPS !Along line) 

The Prophet Skerom 
.... ~~-.......,,... ..... ,,,....~~.-..... · 
- --= ~ - ~-

THE PROPHET SKERAM'S ABILITIES 
Teleport: Every so often the Prophet randomly teleports to one of his three 
designated spots. The tanks at that point must be ready to taunt him and tank 
him until he teleports again. Do not taunt him again once you have secured 
his aggro, or he teleports immediately and begins attacking you with his 
devastating ranged attacks. 

Arcane Explosion: Skeram casts an AoE Arcane spell that dea ls heavy 
damage to anyone within range. Arcane Explosion can be interrupted with 
standard interruption abi l ities (Kick, Shield Bash, and Pummel). The Prophet is 
also susceptible to Curse of Tongues, making his cast time longer and more 
easily avoidable. 

Earth Shock: If the player that has Skeram's aggro is out of melee range, he 
chain casts a devastating series of Earth Shocks dealing over 4000 damage per 
cast. This spells instant death for any player, so making sure that Skeram is 
always tanked by a Warrior is key! 

True Fulfillment: Skeram Mind Controls someone very close to him, forcing 
him or her to grow far larger in size, deal much more damage, and make all 
their spells instants. If left unchecked, this player will kill others. Mages must 
be ready to Sheep at a moments notice. Stuns are also acceptable. 

Quart ile Split: At 75%, 50%, and 25% the Prophet Skeram splits into three 
copies of himself, each occupying one of his teleport points. Only one is real, 
so make sure the copies die first. Skeram wipes all debuffs on himself whenever 
he splits. Keep this in mind and make sure to reapply them if he does so. Each 
copy has the exact same abi l ities as the original, but far less health. Be sure to 
have someone call out which one is fake immediately and begin to destroy it. 
A worst-case scenario can and will happen when two Skerams teleport onto 
a single point. This is why you want to have two tanks ready at each point. 
If one of them is left unchecked for too long, you begin to lose people, if not 
both tanks at that location. To prevent a quick death in this case, both warriors 
should use Shield Wall immediately to increase their chances of surviving. 
Shou ld a tank die when this happens, it is not the end of the world. One of 
them will usually teleport before the situation gets too out of hand. After you 
have regained order, be sure to have Druids cast Rebirth on any fallen tanks. 

Th is can be an incredibly chaotic fight, especially if things go wrong, but it should 
be over shortly if you can react to each of his abil ities in a timely manner. 

DROPS 

•• I 

AMULET OF FOUL WAJtOING I Ned 12 SlA. 20 Nature Resistan<e 
EQuip: Increased attack power by 24 

BARRAGE SHOULDERS I Moil Shoulder 348 ARM 29 AGI 22 STA 
BEETLE SCALID WRISTGUAJtDS Leather Wrist 95 ARM 14STA. 12 INT 1 S Nature Resislon<e 

Equip: lncreosed attack oower bv 18. 
BOOTS OF THE FAillN PROPHET Moil feel 319ARM lOAGI lSSTR lSINT ISSTA 

Equip: Increases domoge ond heoling done by mogkol spelk ond eflem by up to 20. 
BOOTS OF THE REDEEMED PIOPHECY I Plate feel 567 ARM 12 AGI 15 STR 16 INT lSSTA 

EQuip: Increases heolinQ done bv spelk ond eflem bv up lo 33. 
BOOTS OF THE UNWAVERING WILL I l'tote feel 647 ARM 29STA. 12 STR 8 AGI 

Equip: Increased Defense bv S. 
BREASTPLATE OF ANNIHILATION I l'tote Chest 824 ARM 37 <;TR 13 STA 

Equip: Improves the chance lo gel a critical strike by 1 percent aka improves the chance to hit by 1 percent. 
CLOAK Of CONCINTRATED HATRED I Ooth Bock 56 ARM 16AGI 11 STR 1 S STA 

EQuip: Improves the chance lo hit bv 1 percent. 
HAMMER OF Jl'ZHI Two-Hand Moce 70.7 DPS 22 INT 26STA. 16 STR 

EQuip: Increases domooe ond heolina done bv mookal saelk ond eflem bv uo to 30 . 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI ARMAMENTS Quest Item 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI REGALIA Quest Item 
LEGGINGS OF IMMERSION Leother Le~ 190 ARM 22 INT 15 STA 

EQuio: Increases domooe and heolinQ done bv mockol soells and effern bv uo to 39 while reslorinQ 6 monQ per S seconds. 
PENDANT OF THE QIRAJI GUARDIAN Ne<k 17 STA 12 STR 11 AGI 

EQuip: Increased Defense by 6. 
RING OF SWARMING THOUGHT finger 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effe<ts by up to 26 while de<reosing the mogkal 
resistances ol vour spell taraets bv 20. 

59.1 DPS, 26 INT, 21 STA, 8 SPI, 10 fire 

STAFF OF THE QIRAJI PIOPHETS Stoff 
Resistance, 10 Nature Resiston<e, 10 Frost 

Resistance, 10 Shadow Resislon<e, 10 Anane 

Resistance 
Equip: Gives a chance when your harmful spells land lo reduce the magical resistances of your spell targets by SO for 
8 seconds while in<reosing damage and heolina done bv maoicol soells and effem by up lo 56. 



This is either a simple fight, or an extremely cha llenging one, depending on 
how you choose to do it. Each of the three share a loot table, but each has 
it's own unique loot as well that wi ll only come into play if they are defeated 
last. Depending on which you decide to destroy last, the level of challenge 
increases dramatical ly. 

VEM'S ABILITIES 
Knock Away: Vern often knocks a tank away and attacks the person second on 
his aggro list. The simple solution to this is to have two tanks on him. 

Tonks 
Casters 
Melee DPS (Along line) 

Princess Youj 

Yem 

lord Kri 

PRINCESS YAUJ'S ABILITIES 
Fear: More often than you'd l ike, Yauj emits a pulse of fear into the raid causing 
everyone to run around in a state of panic for 8 seconds. When she does this 
she usually drops aggro on the player tanking her and rushes at a caster. To 
save that poor soul and avoid her wrath, have a secondary tank ready to taunt 
her immediately and take her back to her position until another Fear occurs. 
The tank that was previously tanking her should switch positions with the new 
tank and join the casters to prepare. 

Greater Heal : With its 2-second casting time, this spell begs to be interrupted 
and you must do so. Mortal Strike will halve the effects of the 70-80k hit point 
heal, but it's best to interrupt this. 

Ravage: The player tanking her is knocked off their feet for a few seconds and 
remains unable to act or move. 

Vengeance: If Vern is kil led and either of the other two bosses (or both) are still alive, 
they increase their physical damage by 100% and their attack speed by 150%. 

Ten Yauj Brood spawn when Princess Yauj is killed. Each Brood has a Headbutt 
abi l ity that deals 250 damage and interrupts spellcasting. AoE spells and some 
quick shields and heals on your Mages and Warlocks save the day here. 

LORD KRJ 'S ABILITIES 
Cleave: H its primary target and up to three additional targets in his frontal arc for 
base damage+ 189. Keep all other melee combatants behind him to avoid this. 

Thrash: Chance to get two addi tional attacks. 

Toxic Cloud: When Lord Kri expires, he leaves behind a cloud of fatal, noxious 
gas that inflicts 2000 Nature damage per second. Avoid it at all costs. 

Toxic Volley: Kri constantly assaults the raid with bolts of poison that deal 500 
initial damage and apply a stackable DoT that hits for 150 every 2 sec. per 
application. Poison Cleansing is a must! Things will be made easier if you have 
access to Greater Nature Protection Potions as well. 

Vengeance: See entry under Princess Yauj. 

STRATEGY 
Vern Last : This is the easiest of all paths to take and recommended to those 
new to the battle. Position your raid as shown on the map and initiate the pull. 
Quickly dispatch of Lord Kri and keep away from his Poison Cloud. 

Yauj takes a little work to bring down, but with some good tank transitions 
during the fear, you should be just fine. Use area spells on her spawns and 
move onto Vern. 

When only Vern is last, have your entire raid form around him as close as 
possible, so that he never runs off towards a far away caster. This also ensures 
that your Warriors can keep him constantly taunted in place. Burn away at his 
health and Vern soon fal ls. 

Princess Yauj l ast: Th is scenario might take a l ittle practice, but is not too overly 
difficult. Start out the fight much as you always would, quickly eliminating Kri, 
and then move into close position around Vern. 

Yauj consumes Kri at this point. Keep two or three tanks on Vern at al l times 
to keep him taunted into submission and have the rest of the tanks keeping 
the Princess busy. At this point you want to target Vern with ranged attacks 
while all Rogues pile on Yauj, kicking her when her claws begin to glow 
golden to interrupt her heal. Keeping her from healing is key at this point. You 
cannot defeat her or Vern without preventing her from healing. Use Fear Ward 
and Tremor Totems to ensure that a few Rogues and Warriors can interrupt 
during a fear. When Vern dies Yauj rushes over to consume him and gains the 
Vengeance ability. 
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At this point, the battle becomes a matter of keeping the tanks healed through PRINCESS YUAJ'S DROPS 
her damage, transitioning through the fears, and interrupti ng every one of her 
heals. Do this successfull y and victory is yours. 

Lord Kri Last: This is an extremely difficult path to take, but some of the best 
loot comes from following it. Begin the battle by quickly taking down Princess 
Yauj while cleansing Kri's Toxic Volley. The key here is speed, as it can be 
difficult to keep up with the amount of damage Kri inflicts over an a rea. 

O nce the Princess fa lls, have your raid crowd around Vern and dispatch of him 
as quickly as possible . By this point, you' ll be stra ining to keep up with the 
Toxic Volley. When Vern dies, Kri sprints over and consumes him, completely 
dropping aggro on the previous tank and ga ining the Vengeance abil ity. 

Have your MT prepare to use Shie ld Wall, a Rejuvenating Gem, and the 
Last Stand ability. Once they' re down, you' ll need to have a tank rotation in 
place w ith each tank prepared to do fo llow the same process. There are other 
methods for mitigating the physical damage as we ll. Using the Wai l of the 
Banshee trinket and Lesser Invulnerability Potions is an option. Thunderclap 
(if your tank isn't usi ng Thunde rfury) and Improved Demoralizing Shout also 
help. Pa ladins can cast Blessing of Protection if necessary. 

Trying to heal through th is amount of damage is difficult. Make sure to know 
the tank rotation and prepare to assist the new tank in any and all ways 
possible. DPS should be hard at work tryi ng to bring down this beast and 
should be unleashing the ir full potential from a ll fronts. Lord Kri doesn't have 
much health, so taking him down before you run out of tanks is the way to 
win. Good luck! 

VEM'S DROPS 

5 seconds. 

Equip: Increases damoge ond healing done by magical spelb and effects by up ta 27, also improves the chance to get 
a critical strike with s elk b I 

GUISE OF THE DEVOURER 
E ui : lncreoses the chall!e to 

IMl'fRIAl QIRAJI AIMAMEllTS 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI REGAUA 

BAmEGUARD SAruRA 
Battleguard Satura is a battle of 
control. Every aspect of this fight must 
be managed and contro lled perfectly 
in order to ensure success. 

Position your ra id as shown on the 
map and have a Hunter pull o ne of her 
guards to the ra id. In the meantime, 
two othe r Hunte rs should do their 
best to keep the other two gua rds busy 
using Scatter Shot and Distracting 
Shot. These Hunters require heals, so 
don' t forget about them! 

19 AGI 17STR 

I 

ANGEUSTA'S TOUCH finaer I 7STA. 11 STR 
Eauia: Increases the chance to dod e an attock by I percent olso increases deleme by 6. 

BILE-COVERED GAUNTlEIS leather Hands 
203 ARM, 17 AGI, 21 STA, I 0 STR, 20 Nature 
Resislan<e 

CAPE Of THE 111NITY Cloth Bock 57 ARM 17 STA. 12 INT 
Eauio: Increases damaae and heoling done by maaical spells and effects by up to 21. 

GUISE Of THE DEVOURER leoth81 Head 250 ARM 36 STA. 19 AGI 17 STR 
[quip: lncreoses the chonce to dod e an attack by I percent. 

IMRIAl QIRAJI ARMAMENTS Quest Item 
IMl'fRIAl QIRAJI REGALIA Quest Item 
MANTLE OF THE DESERT CRUSADE Plote Shoulder 642 ARM 20 INT I 7STA. 10 STR UGI 

Eauio: Increases healing done by spelk and effects by up to 44. 
MANTLE OF THE DESERT'S FURY Mail Shoulder 362 ARM 20 INT 17STA.6 STR 

Equip: Increases damaqe and heolinq done by maqicol spelb and effects by up ta 28. 
MANTLE OF "'RENIC POWER Cloth Slmler B7 ARM 20 INT. 20 STA 

Eauip: lncreoses damaae done by fire soelk and effects bv uo to 33. 
ROBES OF THE TRIUMVIRATE Cloth Chest 114 ARM 22 INT, 21 STA, 30 Nature Resistance 

Eauip: Restores 7 mono per S seconds 
TERNARY MANTLE I Cloth Shoulder 86ARM 17 INT 20 SPI 12STA 

Eauip: lncreoses heolinq done by spelb ond effects by up to 44. 
TRIAD GIRDLE I PlateWaist 476ARM 26STR 19AGI 17STA 
UKKO'S RING Of DARKNESS I finaer 13 STA 20 Shadow Resisto111e 

Eauio: Restores 5 heolth oer 5 seconds. 

LORD KRl 'S DROPS 
I 

ANGEUSTA'S TOUCH finger 17STA 11 STR 
Eauip: Increases lhe chance to dodae an attack by I percent, olso increases defeme bv 6. 

CAPE OF THE TRINllY Cloth Back 57 ARM. 17 m 12 INT 
Eauio: Increases domaae ond heolina done bv maaicol SDelb and effects bv uo to 21. 

GUISE Of THE DEVOURER leather Head 250 ARM 36 STA. 19 AGI 17 STR 
Eauip: Increases the chance lo dod e on ottock by I percent. 

IMPERIAL QIRAJI REGALIA Quest Item 
IMPERIAl QIRAJI ARMAMENTS Quest hem 
PETRIFIED SCARAB Trinliet 

Use: Increases lhe spell resistances by I 00 for 60 sernnds. Every time o hostile spell lands on you, th~ bonus~ 
reduced by I 0 resistance. 

RING OF THE DEVOURED I finaer 13 INT 10 STA 
Eauio: lncreoses heolina done bv SDelb ond effects bv uo to 15 while restorina 8 mono per 5 se<onds. 

ROBES OF THE 111UMVIRATE I Cloth Chest 114 ARM 22 INT 21 STA, 30 Nature Resistan<e 
Equip: Reslores 7 mono per 5 seconds. 

TERNARY MANTLE I Cloth Shoulder 86ARM 17 INT 20 SPI 12 STA 
Eauip: Increases heolinq done by spelk and effects by up lo 44. 

TRIAD GIRDLE Plate Waist 476 ARM, 26STR 19A61 17STA 
VEST Of SWIFT EXECUTION Leather Chest 229 ARM 41 AGI 21 STR. 20 STA 
WANO Of QIRAJI NOBllllY Wand I 02.2 DPS SSTA 

Equip: Increases domoqe ond heolinq done by moqicol spells ond effects by up to 19. 

The gua rds randomly send tanks flyi ng away as they try to estab lish aggro, so 
it takes more than one Warrior taunti ng them as they a re defeated one by one. 
The guards a lso often spin around in a heavi ly damaging Whirlwind. Make 
sure they stay away from the casters at a ll times! When a ll three guards have 
been defeated the raid can turn its attention to Satura herself. 



SATURA'S ABILITIES 
Berserk: After 1 O minutes, regardless of her health, Satura wi ll enter a nearly 
unstoppable state of damage. 

Enrage: Satura gains this ability al 20% health and increases her damage by 
124 and her attack speed by 60%. 

Sundering Cleave: This is much like a Warrior's Cleave, but it also reduces the 
target's armor by 1512. 

Whirlwind: For most of the encounter, Satura w i ll be in her Whirlwind state, 
dealing severe area damage to anyone around her. During this time, she 
ignores all rules of aggro and goes where she pleases. If she decides to charge 
into the middle of a group of cloth wearers, it's there doom. To avoid this 
from happening, set up a Taunt rotation with three Warriors coordinating their 
Taunts to keep her in place as much as possible. 

Main Tonks 
Hun1er Ois1roct Spoil 

1 s1 Guard Kill Spo1 
(osiers 

b; Bottleguord So1uro 

- · ' * ·f' 

~FANKRISS THE UNYIELDING 

Fankriss is a chaotic battle to say the 
least. It requires a combination of 
superb crowd control, split second 
reactions, and some incredible DPS. 
All in all, however, it is not one of 
the more challenging battles in the 
Temple of Ahn'Qiraj and can be 
learned quickly. 

Make sure Fankriss is tanked in the 
middle of the room to avoid drawing 

'''* '+=·• 

aggro from the Drones in the Hive Tunnel. The battle starts off slowly and 
rapidly evolves into a bath of carnage and slaughter. 

First of all, you want to use two tanks on Fankriss. Fankriss appl ies a debuff 
on whomever is tanking him reducing all heals by a certain percentage. This 
debuff can stack up to ten times for a total of 100% rendering all heals useless. 
J-iave one Warrior tank him until he has roughly four or five stacks of this 
debuff and then trade the aggro off to the second tank. Once the second tank 
has aggro, he becomes the target of the debuffs while the first tank's debuffs 

Keep the DPS steadi ly on her at all times with ranged DPS. Every so often, she 
stops her Whirlwind and becomes susceptible to stuns. Set up a stun rotation 
with Paladins (Hammer of Justice), Hunters (Concussion Blow), Engineers 
(Grenades), etc. It's extremely important to set up a rotation on the stuns so 
that you're not using them at the same time and wasting the effects. 

Have the Rogues run in wh ile she's stunned for the few seconds and deal 
as much damage as possible. Remember to get out of her range before she 
begins to use her Whirlwind again! If the battle continues on for more than 10 
minutes, Satura deals immense damage while in her Berserk state and this w il l 
likely spell doom for your raid. 

DROPS 
I 

BADGE OF THE SWAIMGUARD Trinket 
Use: Gives a chance on melee or ranged attack to proc on armor pene1rotion effect on you for 30 seconds, lowering 
1he 1oroe1's Phvsicol armor by 200 1o your own attacks. The armor pene1rolion effed con be applied up lo 6 limes. 

CREEPING VINE HElM Leather Head 183 AIM 26STA. 23 INT 17 SPI 
Equip: Increases healing done bv soells and effeds bv up to 59. 

GAUllTlfil OF S1IADFAST DEmMINATlON Plate Hands 535 AIM 20STA. 19 5TR. 18 AGI 
Equip: Increased Defense by 9. 

GLOVES OF ENFORCEMENT Leather Hands 140 AIM 20 AGI 28 ATR 6 STA 
Eouip: Improves the chance 1o hi1 bv 1 oercenl. 

IMPERIAL QIRAll AIMAMEllT5 Quest Item 
IMPERIAL QIRAll REGALIA Quest 11em 
LEGGINGS OF THE FESTERING SWAIM Oath Leas 101 AIM 23 INT 17 STA 

Equip: Increases domoqe done by Fire spells ond effects by up 1o 57. 
LEGPLATES OF BLAZING LIGHT Plate L.eas 749 AIM 9 STR 23 INT 17 STA 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up 1o 68, also improves 1he chance lo ge1 o critical strike with 
spelb by 1 percent. 

NECKLACE OF PURllY Necklace 13 INT 9 STA. 20 Nalure Resiskln<e 
Eouip: Increases domoqe ond heolino done by moaicol spells and elfec1l by up 1o 8. 

RECOMPOSED BOOTS Oath Feel 
80 AIM, 21 STA, 13 INT, 20 NalUre 

Resis1Gn<e 
Eouip: Increases domoqe ond healino done by moaicol spells and effects by up 10 20. 

ROBES OF THE BATTlEGUARD Oath Chest 116ARM 235TA. 17 INT 8 SPI 
Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelb and effects by un 1o 36, obo decreases 1he magical 

resistances of your soell toroe1l by 20. 
SlUTHIDQAW Main Hand fis1 w ..... 57.5 DPS 

EouiP: lmoroves 1he chance 1o ae1 o cri1icol s1rike bv 1 percen1 also increases attack oower bv 30. 
SATURA'S MIGHT Held In Hand 6 INT 6 STA 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up 1o 51 also res1ores 5 mono per 5 seconds. 
SCALED LEGGINGS OF QIRAll FURY Leos 422 ARM 23 INT 20 STA 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up 1o 36, oko improves 1he chance 1o ge1 

o cri1icol s1rike wi1h spelb by 1 percent. 
THICK QIRAJIHIDE BEU Leather Belt 18URM. 20 ATA. 17AGI 10 STR 

Equip: Increases 1he chance to oorry on attack by 1 percent 

fade away. This continues the entire battle, both tanks trading aggro back and 
forth, until Fankriss is dead. 

The rest of the raid should be dealing as much damage to Fankriss as possible 
during this time. However, there are times that everyone has to react immediately 
and do something completely different. During the fight, sma ller bugs swarm 
the raid group. Warlocks, Priests, and Warriors should use their fear abi lity 
every chance they get to assist in controlling the swarm. Paladins can also use 
the Consecration abil ity to draw a bit of the aggro upon themselves, givi ng the 
other casters a break from the constant barrage of attacks. Warriors that are not 
tanking Fankriss should be using two-handed weapons or dual wielding: using 
Cleave and Whirlwind whenever possible. 

The final and deadl iest aspect of this encounter is the Spawns of Fankriss. 
These massive worms come out periodical ly and attack the raid. All DPS must 
be immediately shifted to these beasts to eliminate them as quickly as possible. 
Have a couple of your Warriors put away their off-hand weapons and two
handers and switch to tanking mode to deal w ith the Spawns. Should they 
survive for longer than 10 seconds, they enter a state of enrage, deal ing 11 ,000 
damage plus per hit. It can get ugly real fast. 29 
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Keep the damage strong on Fankriss, transition the tanks properly, control the DROPS 
swarm, and eliminate the spawns with haste and the fight will be over in a 
matter of minutes. Make sure you have a Soulstone, Reincarnation, or Divine 
Intervention going near the end of the fight, as sometimes the waves of bugs 
wipe out the raid group after Fankriss dies! 

Main Tanks 

Raid 
Fankriss the Unyielding 

Danger Zane! Stay OW11y! 

The battle w ith Viscidus is one of the more creative encounters you will face 
in the World of Warcraft. The fight is almost completely based around ice 
attacks, so obviously, the more Mages you have, the better off you are. 

Everyone should be wearing a little bit of nature resistance for this encounter. 
(Carrying a few nature resistance potions wou ldn't hurt either!) Circle your raid 
around Viscidus as shown on the map and unleash as many ice based attacks 
as you can upon him. Melee can use Frost Oil or Frost-proc weapons to 
compensate for their lack of spells w hile other casters can use ice damage 

I 

ANCIENT QIRAJI RIPPER One-Hand Sward 5B.4 DPS, l l STA 
EQuip: lmprarn the chance la Qel a crilical strike bv l percenl also raises ottock power bv 20. 

BARB OF THE SAND REAVER Two Hood Paleorm lb l DPS 41 AGI 31 STA 
BARBED CHOKER Ne<k 10 STA 

Equip: Improves lhe chance to gel a crilical strike by l percent also raises attack oower by 44. 
CLOAK OF UNTOLD SECRETS Golh Back 59 ARM. 21 STA. 20 Shadow Resistan<e 
FmsH OF THE SAND REAVER Trinket 

Use: Reduces the threal vau Qenerale bv 70 percenl for 20 seconds. 
HIVE TUNNEUR'S BOOTS Leolher Feel 216 ARM. 30 STA 17 AGI 10 STR 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI REGALIA Quest Item 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI ARMAMENTS Quest llem 
LIBRAM OF GRACE Relic 

Equip: Reduces the mono cast of the Geonse spell bv 25. 
MANTLE OF WICKED REVENGE I leather Shoulder 170 ARM. 30 AGI, 1 b STR. 14 STA 
PAULDRONS OF THE UNRELENTING I Plate Shoulder 650 ARM 30 STA 11 STR 

Eauio: Increases defense bv 9 and the chance ta dodae an attack bv 1 oercent. 
ROBES OF THE GUARDIAN SAINT Golh Chesl 117 ARM, 20 STA 22 INT 

Equip: Increases healing done bv spells and effects by up lo 70 while restorinQ 7 mono per 5 seconds. 
SCAlEO SAND REAVER LEGGINGS I Moil LeQI 427ARM 23 STA, 10 INT 

[Quip: +62 Attack Power, Improves the chance to qet o critical strike bv 2 percent. 

SILITHID CARAPACE CHESTGUARD Plate Chest 
Bb7 ARM. 23 STA. 17 STR, l 4 AGI, 35 Nature 
Resistance 

TOTEM OF LIFE 
[Quip: Increases healinQ done bv Lesser HeolinQ Wave bv up to 45. 

based wands. Mages should use their Rank 1 Frost Bolt, Frost Nova, and Cone 
of Cold to freeze Viscidus as quickly as possible. The lower rank Frost Bolt has 
a shorter recast time. Don't worry about the damage, focus on getting V iscidus 
into the freeze state. 

Anyone that can cleanse poison should be doing it actively as much as possible 
since Viscidus casts a Poison Volley that can deal heavy nature damage if 
left uncleansed. Viscidus also has Poison Shock, an instant attack that deals 
Nature damage to the primary target, and Summon Toxic Slime. This creates 
long-lasting poison patches that deal 1313-1687 Nature damage every 2 sec. 
and slows movement to 40%. These should be avoided at all costs. To counter 
this, have the MT drag Viscidus around and keep him mobile during the entire 
fight. 

The goal here is to freeze him solid. The longer you assault him with ice 
attacks the slower he attacks and move. When you see the message that he is 
slowing, you are half way to a frozen state. Keep up the ice attacks! 

Eventually he is frozen solid. At this point everyone, melee, ranged, and caster, 
must close in upon him and use melee attacks. This shatters him into an army 
of smaller blobs. Use main assist and destroy as many as possible while they 
make their way to the center to reform Viscidus. Depending on how many 
blobs you slay, a certain percentage is taken away from Viscidus. Spread out 
and do it again and again! 

Eventua lly he becomes smaller and smaller, spawning less and less blobs when 
shattered. Keep whittling away at him and turn him into an icy pool of loot! 



Main Tonk 

Raid - Encircled around Viscid~ 

V'llCid~ 

Princess Huhuran is the first real gear dependant boss in the instance. You 
want to have every Rogue and Warrior in your raid decked out in as much 
nature resistance armor as possible. Warriors should have over 250 buffed and 
everyone else should shoot for around 200 buffed. The best nature resistance 
gear can be found from the four Green Dragons, Maraudon, and Cenarion 
Circle reputation patterns. 

When the battle begins, have two tanks at the front. Keep her turned away 
from the raid at all times. The 15 players closest to Huhuran should be in 
their full Nature Resistance gear and take up their positions immediately. Her 
Poison Bolt Volley is going to constantly hit those 15 players. The casters and 
remaining players wil l then move into position behind the Princess. 

DROPS 
I 

GAUllTLffi OF KAUMOOI Mail Hcnls 309 AIM 14 STI 13 INT 10 SPI 15STA 
£quip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and elled! by up to 20 while improving the chance to 

gel o critical strike with spells by 1 percent 
GAUllTLffi OF THE RIGHTEOUS CHAMPION Plate Hands 549 A1t1t 1 S STI 13 INT 17STA. 10 SPI 

Equip: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells ond elled! by up to 16, also improves the chance to get 

o critical strike by 1 Dercenl. 
IDOL OF HEALTH Relic 

Equip: Reduces the costing time of your Healing Touch spell by 0.1 S se<onds. 
IMPERIAl QIRAJI ARMAMENTS Ouesl Item 
IMPERW QIWI RE6Al.IA Ouesl Item 
QIRAJI BINDINGS OF COMMAND Ouesl Item 
QIRAJI BINDINGS OF DOMINANCE Ouesl Item 
RECOMPOSED BOOTS Cloth Feet BO AIM. 21 STA. 13 INT 20 Nature Resislance 

[quip: Increases dom1111e and healing done by magical spells ond elled! by up to 20. 
RING OF THE QIRAJI FURY ~ 12STA 

Eauio: +40 Attack Power. [Quip: Improves the chance to oet o critical strike bv 1 percent. 
SWAB BROOCH Trinket 

Use: Your magical heok provide the forget with o shield that absorbs domoge equal to l Spercenl of the amount 

healed for 30 se<onds. 
SHARPENED SIUTHID FEMUR Main Hand Sword 41.l DPS 7 INT 14 STA 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 72, also improves the chance lo get 

o critical strike with spells by 1 percent 
SUME-(OATED LEGGINGS Mail I.em 432 A1t1t 28 STA. 16 INT 28 Na1un Resistance 

Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and elled! by up to 11, also increases attack power 

by 40. 

Main Tonks 

Melee OPS/Nature Res~t 

Casters 

Princess Huhuran 
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PRINCESS HUHURAN'S ABILITIES 
Frenzy: Huhuran begins to hit harder and attack faster. Hunters with 
Tranqui lizing Shot need to be ready to get rid of this fast. 

Poison Bolt Volley: The Princess sends forth a series of poison bolts, dealing 
medium damage and silencing the target. This damage and effect is only be 
appl ied to the closest 15 players to Huhuran. The closest 15 should be the 
ones wearing their Nature Resistance gear. 

Wyvern Sting: This hits all players in a small AoE around the target. Make sure 
to spread out as much as possible from your allies to avoid having groups of 
your raid become stung. Those affected are put to sleep for the short duration 
or until hit by physical damage. The MT is going to get hit and reawakened, 
removing the debuff, so that's not too much of a problem. However, the 
Wyvern Sting must live out its full duration on al l other players! If it's removed 
by a raid member, the infected person immediately receives 4000 damage. 

Princess Huhuran is a simple fight until she reaches 30%. Keep the DPS steady 
on her at all times, but do not overdo it. The tanks cannot ever lose aggro. 
Huhuran appl ies nature based damage overtime to the main tank that stacks. If 
this stacks too much that tank d ies. In order to avoid this, the main tank should 
stop bui lding aggro until the secondary tank can pull Huhuran off of him or 
her. At that point, the secondary tank w il l hold aggro on the Princess unti l the 
first tank's debuff has expi red. Once that has happened, the main tank should 
again begin to build aggro on Huhuran until they are the new target of her 
aggro. This continues the entire fight. 

This is a battle that requires flawless execution to win. Discipl ine wi ll be tested 
in this encounter like none other. 

Pre-position the raid as shown on the map and begin the pull. Use a Hunter 
to pul l Vek'nilash to a waiting Warrior and use a Warlock to secure aggro on 
Vek' lor. To defeat these enemies you must understand and be able to react to 
all of their attacks. 

When she reaches 30%, she panics and begins to unleash a flurry of poison 
bolts onto the closest fifteen players. Prayer of Healing is a must here, as well 
as high nature resistance. When she enters this state the battle turns into a 
game of kill or be killed. Do not hold back on DPS! Bring her down as fast 
as possible! 

DROPS 

' 
CLOAK OF THE GOLDEN HIVE Ooth Ba<k 59ARM, 19STA 13STR lOAGI 

Eauip: Increased Defer11e bv 6. 
GLOVES OF THE MESSIAH Ooth Hondl 74 ARM 17 INT 13 STA 

Eauio: Increases heolina done bv soelk and effects bv uo lo 26 while restorina 10 mono oer S setonds. 
HIVE DEFILER WllSTGUARDS Plate Wrist 384 ARM, 23 STR I BAGI 
HUHURAN'S STINGER Bow 46.3 DPS 18 AGI 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI ARMAMEm Oue!them 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI REGALIA Oue!tltem 
QIRAJI BINDINGS OF COMMAND Que!f Item 
QIRAJI BINDINGS OF DOMINANCE Oue!t Item 
RING OF THE MARTYR Finger lOSTA 

Equip: Increases healing done bv spelk and effects by up to 51 c 5 mono per 5 seconds. 
WASPltlDE GAUNTLETS Leather Hondl 143 ARM 16SPI ISINT 14STA 

Eauip: Increases heolina done bv soelk and effects bv up to 53. 

Main Tanks 

Melee DPS Poth (Along line) 

Ranged DPS (Along line) 

Heolers (Along line) 

Emperor Tank L0<ation 

EMPEROR VEK'LOR'S ABILITIES 
Blizzard: Vek'lor casts this icy spell over a large area. Anyone caught in the 
storm takes heavy damage that usually turns fatal. Whoever is in the Blizzard 
area, should exit immediately. 

Shadow Bolt: Vek' lor's main attack, this deals heavy shadow damage to 
a single target. He casts this at whoever is closest to him at the t ime. This 
must be the tank! Nobody else can be in range or his aggro becomes chaotic 
and unpredictable. 



Arcane Burst: If Vek'lor has targets close to him, he emits a deadly burst of 
arcane energy sending anyone in range flying away. This must never happen! 
It not only usually kills the tank near him, but it knocks him or her away 
causing them to either lose aggro or be out of range of healing spells, only to 
be finished off by a Shadow Bolt. 

Explode Bug: Periodically Emperor Vek'lor forces a nearby insect to explode 
dealing a high amount of fire damage over a wide area. The bug's legs glow 
red for a few moments before this happens, so if the lank is near it when this 
happens he or she should have enough time to avoid ii. 

Twin Telepor t: Vek'lor instantly trades places with his brother. 

Twin Heal: If Vek'lor is too close to Vek'nilash both of them begin to heal a 
large amount of hea lth. If this happens the battle is pretty much over. Keeping 
them separated the entire time is the key to success. 

EMPEROR VEK'NILASH'S ABILITIES 
Unbalancing Strike: This attack not only deal extreme damage to the tank, but 
also reduces his or her defense skill by 100. It is incredibly important that both 
tanks have over 400 defense skill during this battle. Should they drop below 
400, they'll take too much damage to heal through. 

Uppercut: Vek'nilash randomly turns and attacks someone in his melee 
range, dealing damage and knocking them away. When this happens, that 
player needs to immediately bandage before going back into attack. All melee 
DPS must be at full health while attacking lest they take another Uppercut, 
ultimately killing them. 

Mutate Bug: Emperor Vek'nilash causes a nearby insect to grow to a gigantic 
size and attack the raid. Having two tanks in the raid ready to pick up aggro 
on any of these bugs is crucial. It is the job of all casters to eliminate these 
bugs as they come. 

Twin Teleport: Vek'ni lash trades places with his brother. 

Twin Heal: If Vek'nilash is too close to Vek'lor both of them begin to heal a 
large amount of health. 

STRATEGY 
The first thing that needs to be mentioned is that this is a long fight. Do not 
rush here. Perfect execution outweighs any sort of speed. The majority of your 
casters shou ld position themselves on the stairs, healing the main tanks and 
defeating enraged bugs. If Vek'lor unleashes a Blizzard upon the stairs, you 
must react fast or you will be killed. It is not a terrible idea to have a Frost 

Vek' lor: Vek' lor is immune to physical damage and this 1s where the Warlocks 
come into play. Make sure they're Soul-Linked to their Voidwalkers sincP 
they're going to be tanking Vek'lor. As soon as Vek' lor appear~ at the teleport 
spot, have everyone clear out and have the Warlock assigned to that teleport 
point begin chain-casting Searing Pain to draw his Shadow Bolt. If anyone's 
close to Vek'lor, he begins casting Arcane Burst and that'll pretty much wipe 
anyone out. Shadow Resistance is helpful here, but armor and defense won't 
do a thing against Vek'lor's Shadow Bolts. Make sure that the tanking Warlock 
for each point is known and healed throughout the 30-second attack period 
and don't forget about their pet! 

When the Emperors cast Twin Teleport, one tank should already be at the 
spot to receive Vek'nilash and the other tank should be vacating the other in 
preparation for the Warlock to begin hitting Vek'lor from range. Allow both 
the Warrior and Warlock for each side to cement aggro before the rest of the 
raid begins attacking. Magical, ranged DPS should help out with Vek'lor and 
all physical DPS should be on Vek'nilash. 

The Emperors share life, so if one fa lls, so does the other. Remember, it' s a long 
battle, but do not let it carry on over the 1 $-minute mark. If they're both alive 
at that point, they'll use their Berserk abilities and that's almost a guaranteed 
wipe. You must deal just over 1 .7 million damage in under 15 minutes to bring 
these two down! 

EMPEROR VEK'LOR'S DROPS 

' 
BOOTS OF EPIPHANY I Cloth Feet 84 ARM 19 INT. lB STA 

Eauio: lnul!OleS damaae and healina done b moaicol soelk and effects bv uo to 34. 
IMPERIAl QllAJI ARMAMEHl5 Ouest Item 
IMPERIAl QllAJI REGALIA Ouest Item 
QIRAJI EXECUTION BRACERS Leather Wrist 103ARM. 16 AGI 15 Sll 14STA 

Eauio: lmorov~ the chance lo hit bv 1 oercenl. 
RING OF EMPEROR YEK'LOR f'inoor lOOARM 18STA. 17AGI 

Eauio: Increased Defense bv 9. 
ROYAL QIRAJI BELT I Plate Waist 512 ARM 21STA. 13 STR 13 AGI 

Eauip: lncre!llel the chanre to parry an attack by 1 percent ako lncrl!OleS Defense by 8 
ROYAL SCEPTER OF YEK'LOR Held In Hand 91NT, 10 STA 

Equip: lmprov~ the chance of a critical strike with spelk by 1 percent, aka improv~ the chance lo hit with spelk by 

I percent while increasing damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up la 20 
YEK'LOR'S DIADEM Quest hem 
YEK'LOR'S GLOVES OF DEVASTATION I Mm1 Hands 320 ARM 22AGI 21 STA 17 INT 

Eauip: Improves the chance la aet o critical strike bv 1 oercenl. 

Resistance potion active during this battle, but it is not necessary. EMPERO R VEK'NILASH 'S DROPS 

There is an aspect of discipline that must be observed during this fight that 
can be hard for some players to grasp. There should be NO area attacks used 
whatsoever. No Bl izzard, no Whirlwind, no Cleave, no hostile totems, no Rain 
of Fire! Nothing! If an area spell is used, it usually hits one of the small neutral 
bugs. If this happens, all bugs in that area aggro. Each of their attacks stacks 
a deadly poison that gets out of control fast. If the neutral bugs should aggro, 
do not give up hope. Gather them up and use a quick barrage of AoE spells to 
eliminate them before anymore can aggro. 

A ll damage classes are going to play extremely crucial roles during this battle. 
There's a setup for each of the Emperors and it needs to be executed perfectly. 
Each Emperor must be controlled at all times. Every 30 seconds, both Emperors 
teleport, trading positions. When this happens, anyone close to them becomes 
the new target of their aggro. 

Vek'nilash: Have a Warriors tank him, but make sure they have over 400 
defense each. Vek'nilash instantly lowers their defense by 100. Once aggro's 
solidified on the MT, have the Melee DPS jump in and begin to crush 
Vek'nilash. Other than that, Emperor Vek'nilash can be tanked as would any 
boss. Make sure that when tanking him, the Warrior's back is to a wall to 
prevent them from flying backwards. When the teleport time of 30 seconds is 
closing in, have a second Warrior head over to the opposite teleport point to 
pick up the aggro as soon as Vek'nilash appears. Continue this switching off 
of t:inks and spots. 

I 

AMULET OF YEK'NILASH I fleck S INT 9STA 
Equip: lncreas~ damage and healing done by magical spelk and effects by up lo 27, ako improv~ the chance la gel 

a critical strike with soells bv 1 percent. 
BELT OF THE FALLEN EMPEROR I Plate Waist 512 ARM 17 STR 17STA 18 INT 13 AGI 

Equio: lncreas~ healina done bv soelk and effecll bv uo lo 35. 
BRACELITT OF ROYAL REDEMPTION I Clolh Wrist SORM 10 INT 9 SP!. BSTA 

Equip: lnueas~ healing done by spelk and effecll by up lo 53. 

GLOVES OF THE HIDDEN TEMPLE Leather Hands 
248 ARM, 22 STA, 21 AGI, l BSTR 6 Shoclo.< 
Resistance 

GRASP OF THE FALLEN EMPEROR Mcn1 Waist 288 ARM 13 STR 12 AGI. 17 INT, 17 STA 
Equip: lncreos~ damage ond healing done by magical spelk and effects by up to 19 while r~tormg 5 mana 

oer 5 se<onds 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI ARMAMENTS Quest Item 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI REGALIA Quest Item 
KAUMDOR'S REVENGE Two-Hand Sword 81.9 DPS 24STR. 18 STA 

Chance On Htt: lrntantlv shocks the target with lightning for 239 lo 277 damage. 
REGENERATING BELT OF YEK'NILASH I Leather Waist 133ARM 18 1NT 13SPI 16STA 

Equip: lncreos~ healina done bv soelk and effects bv up lo 55.) 
YEK'NILASH'S CIRCLET I Quest Item 
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Ouro is one of the most challenging battles in Ahn'Qiraj, so you definitely 
have your work cut out for you. 

Raid positioning is key here, so take note of the map. Reacting to each of his 
abil ities is also important, so make sure you know what to expect! 

Main Tonk 

Melee DPS 

Ranged DPS 

Heoler1 

Preferred Ouro location 

OURO'S ABILITIES 
Sand Blast: This is O uro's deadliest attack. When cast, anyone in front of him 
takes over 4,000 Nature damage. Try for a ature Resistance stat of 325+ to 
resist this abil ity. In addition to the damage, the targets are stunned for a short 
duration. Obviously, your healers should al l be wearing Nature Resistance 
gear and spread out so that they're not all dropped in a single blast. Healers 
should immediately begin to heal those hit. 

Sweep: Ouro unleashes a melee attack dealing medium damage and causing 
anyone in range to be knocked away. When this happens to the main tank, 
they must immediately use Intercept to get into melee range again. If Ouro is 
not engaged by some sort of melee combat for five seconds he burrows under 
the ground prematurely, causing a great amount of havoc and taking much of 
the control away from you. If Intercept is on cool down, the main tank must 
let someone know immediately! Another Warrior or even a Feral Druid can 
Intercept or Feral Charge to tank him for a few moments, until the main tank is 
back into range. Once the main tank is back, the temporary tank should return 
to where he or she needs to be. 

Burrow: Every one and a half minutes or three minutes, Ouro retreats 
underground for thirty seconds. During this time the raid will be avoiding 
the Dirt Quakes. Make sure the entire raid converges upon the center of the 
room ten seconds before he re-emerges, so that the point he chooses to burst 
forth from is predictable and not near a wall . If Ouro comes up by a wall, 
positioning can be tricky. 

Dirt Mound Quake: When Ouro burrows, he sends out a series of quakes that 
deal a terrible amount of nature damage. Spread out and head for the walls 
when this happens. Just make sure you head back to the center before he 
emerges again. 

Ground Rupture: When Ouro emerges from a burrow, anyone caught under 
him takes damage. This damage is rarely fatal, so just take it and get where 
you need to be. 

Scarab Swarm: This is the tricky part. As Ouro emerges from his burrow, he 
spawns sixteen Scarabs. They can be taunted for a short time. They do not hit 
too terribly hard, so crowd control is your best bet here. Getting into position 
trumps everything when Ouro comes up again. Once into position, use fear 
to control them as best as possible whi le paying attention to the normal flow 
of the Ouro encounter. While you can defeat these Scarabs, and should try to 
take down a few, they actually despawn in about a minute. 

Enrage: At 20%, Ouro gains a 150% attack speed increase. If Ouro's primary 
target pulls back out of melee range, he'll launch boulders at that player 
dealing roughly 6000 damage. 

Remember, you only have one and a half minutes or three minutes to damage 
Ouro (it is randomly chosen). There is nothing you can do to force him to 
stay up longer. Keeping this in mind, the ranged DPS need to burn as hard as 
possible. Ouro will not move to engage someone at range, so it is impossible 
to pu ll aggro in that sense. 

Melee DPS is a bit tricky. They want to avoid the Sweep ability, so they really 
only have a few moments to DPS Ouro. Even then, the sandworm's aggro 
is a bit sketchy to anyone in melee and he can easi ly turn on a player and 
obliterate them in one or two hits. It is actually best to have the melee use 
ranged attacks for most of the battle. 

When Ouro does burrow, staying alive takes precedence over everything. 
Do your best to survive the Dirt Mound Quake's, drinking Nature Resistance 
Potions if need be and run to the middle of the room when a ten second 
warning is given. 

When Ouro does come up, get into position as quickly as possible and do your 
job as you normally would. Fear the Scarabs as best as possible. If the main 
tank gets knocked away during Sweep and his or her Intercept is still on cool 
down, make sure someone is ready to rush in and engage Ouro unti l the main 
tank can get back into position. 

Within three or four burrows you should have Ouro to 20%. At 20% things 
get nasty! Ouro will not burrow anymore, but he will unleash Dirt Mound 
Quakes, Sand Blasts, and Scarabs the entire time! He also gains an enormous 
increase to his damage. Keeping the main tank up is paramount here! Healers 
and ranged DPS should stay in position as best as possible, but do not stand 



stil l if a Dirt Mound Quake is heading for you. Melee DPS shou ld now run in DROPS 
and engage Ouro, dealing as much damage as possible. The main tank needs 
to use Shield Wall while the other Warriors use Recklessness and Execute. 
Do not hold back here! Ouro has under 2,000,000 health, so 20% is about 
400,000 damage that needs to be taken down as quickly as possible. It is not 
easy, but w ith some practice, you shou ld be able to ki ll him before he kil ls 
you. 

1 ·B GrOUPI l through 8 
9 Melee DPS/ Rogues 

Eye of C'Thun 

I 

BASE OF ATIESH I Quest Item 
BURROWER BRACE~ I Ooth Wrist 54ARM 131NT 10STA 

Eouio: Increases domoae ond heolino done bv mooical soells ond effects bv uo lo 28. 
DON RIGOBERTO'S LOST HAT I Ooth Heod 100 ARM 24 INT 18 STA 

Equip: Increases heolinq dOlle by spells ond effects by up lo 64 while restoring 11 mono per 5 seconds. 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI ARMAMENTS Quest Item 
IMPERIAL QIRAJI REGALIA Quest Item 
OURO'S INTACT HIDE Quest Item 
SKIN OF THE GREAT SAHDWORM Quest hem 
WORMSCALE BLOCKER Shield 303SARM 57 BlO 13 INT 10 STA 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 35 while restoring 6 mono per S se<onds. 

You have come to the very end. The Eye of the Old God is before you. His 
gaze can see far and he knows why you have come. Lucki ly for you, he is not 
yet at full power. The time to strike is now! 

The Eye of C'thun battle is a dance of raid movement. This phase is actually 
not terribly difficult. In fact, once mastered, nobody should die except to a 
freak accident. Executing this phase with near perfection is necessary as wel l, 
since you want the majority of your raid group alive when C'thun rises ... 

Take note of the positioning on the map. This has to be strictly enforced for 
optimal survival. A simple battle, the Eye of C'thun only has a few options in his 
arsenal, but each is deadly. 

EYE OF C'THUN'S ABILITIES 
Eye Beam: If anything ki lls anyone, it's usual ly this. C'thun constantly assaults 
the ra id with a green laser beam that deals nature damage. If this hits one 
person, they almost always survive. However, the trick to this beam is that 
it chains between players that are too close to each other and increases in 
damage each time it chains. If two players are near one another, one wi ll take 
the normal amount of damage, and the next takes even more. Should this hit 
more than two players it is 100% fata l. The importance of being spaced out 
during th is phase of C'thun cannot be stressed enough. The safety range is 
measured at fifteen yards. 

Dark Glare: Every 45 seconds the Eye turns red, faces a certain direction, and 
charges up a fatal beam of deadly energy. The moment you see the beam 
charge up, is time to start moving. If the Eye is facing you when charging you 
have about 4 seconds to get out of the way. The Eye Beams stop at th is point, 
so spacing is not necessary unti l the Dark Glare is finished. The Glare slowly 
make a path around the room in a clockwise or counter clockwise motion. 
Take note of where you were standing before the Dark Glare. Your group, 
when the Glare is over, should be in the opposite position of the room. After 
the next Dark Glare, your group should be back in its original position and so 
forth. This beam is deadly to anyone it touches so always play it safe. A skil led 
Mage can Blink through it should they so choose. 

Spawn Claw Tentacle: C'thun periodically punches a small portion of a 
tentacle through the ground to attack a player. This initial burst causes a 
small amount of damage and sends the person flying away. That player must 
get back into position immediately to keep true to the spacing rule, even if 
they have to get into melee range of the newly spawned claw. All melee DPS 
in range should immediately shift over and destroy it before it can burrow 
underground again. 
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Spawn Eye Tentacles: Every -15 seconds C'thun summons eight Eye Tentacles 
that remain stationary around him. These Eyes begin to chain cast Mindflay on 
players dealing over 800 damage per second. The Warriors and ranged DPS 
classes positioned around the room should immediately take these out beforp 
they tau.,e too much havoc. They can be silenced and interrupted. In an ideal 
situation, these Fye Tentacles should not stay up for more than 5 seconds. 
Ranged OPS can a.,sist with these if they're taking too long to destroy. Keep 
1n mind \\hen an fye Tentacle spawns, anyone in the immcdiaK vicinity 
is thrown back, possibly causing a chained Eye Beam, or in a worst case 
scenario, thrown into a Dark Glare. Just make sure to keep away from that 
area until thev actually spawn. 

STRATEGY 
The rntry i., the most important part of this battle. By this time, everyone in 
your raid shou ld have a Qiraji mount and everyone needs to be mounted. 
Whichever Warrior is placed in group one or two should be at the> front of 
the raid, ready to go in first. Place a Power Word: Shield on him or her and 
h.ive them drink a Greater Nature Protection Potion. This player is the sole 
target of C'thun\ Eye Be;ims while the rest of the raid gets into position. While 
not completely necessary, il is highly recommended that each player drink a 
Greater Nature Prol0ct1on Potion before 0ntry The entry should be the only 
time players are not spaced properly, so the potions provide a slight buffer 
Still , getting into position fast cannot be stressed enough. 

When the Eye of C'thun C('ases lo exist, the body of C'thun mes. This is an 
extrenwly long battle. Victory is determined by how fast the raid can react to 
the chaos around them. 

Several things are s11ni ldr to the Eyt> phase, but usually in larger and more 
powerful quantities The most important difference, however, 1s that the• spJcing 
rules no longer apply. There is no form of [ye Beam during this phase 

The body of C'thun him,elf actual ly has no rea l abil1t1es to speak of. HP iusl 
sits there and watches the action from an invulnerablc> slate. However, many 
things around you demand immediate and proper reaction or things can get 
out of hand extremely fast. 

Once in position. the ranged DPS burn away al the Fye of C'thun with maximum 
DPS. The Eye itself has no aggro properties or way to deal damJge other than the 
Eye Beams and Dark Glare. When Claw Tentacles and Eye Tent;icles sp.1wn 1t is 
the duty of everyone, but the ranged DPS to deal with them. 

When the Dark Glare comes, shift the raid clockwise or counter clockwise 
accordingly. Make sure you are in position a good 5 seconds before the Glare 
is O\er. Once over, the Eye Beams begins again in fu ll force. During th<' Dark 
Glare a few Warriors should rush into melec> range with the Eye whilt> they 
move and lay down five Sunder Armors, giving the Rogues a bit more DPS 
potential. 

Repeat these steps until the Eye of C' thun shrivels and dies ... you didn' t think it 
would be that easy did you? The O ld God reveals himself! C'thun rise~' 

C'THUN'S ABILITIES 
Spawn Giant Claw Tentacle: Once every 40 seconds, an enormous version of 
the Claw Tentacle spawns, dealing medium knock away damage to anyone 
caught above it when it surfaces. This must be tanked immediately! Whichever 
Warrior is closest should engage il within 5 seconds. If left above ground with 
no target for too long, it heals to fu ll and burrows under, only to spawn again 
shortly, out of turn. Ranged DPS cannot pull aggro on these monstrosities, 
so they should attack immediately. Rogues and other melee DPS, however, 
should wait for aggro to be established. Defeat the Giant Claw Tentacle as 
quickly as possible, but do not ignore the other occurrences happening in the 
chamber. Claw Tentacles. while important, are actually the lowest priority of 
things to kill. 

Spawn Giant Eye Tentacle: C'thun summons one of these every 40 seconds, 
but usually separately from the Claw Tentacles. The Giant Eye Tentacle is 
the second highest priority of killing during this battle since it can chain Eye 
Beams much like the Eye of C'thun did during phase one. This abomination 
can be stunned, interrupted, Counterspelled, spell locked, and Scatter Shotted. 
Do everything in your power to make sure this Eye does not cast! Save all spell 
control abilities and stuns for these Tentacles! It has extremely low health, so 
it should die quickly. 

Spawn Eye Tentacles: As in phase one, C'thun summons the eight smaller Eye 
Tentacles around him. However, instead of coming every 45 seconds, they 
spawn every 30 seconds. Eliminating these are your first priority as they can 
cause serious havoc in the raid. While most of your DPS will be concentrated 
in one part of the room, taking down Giant Claws and Giant Eyes, the Mages 
should spread out around the room and be ready to destroy these Tentacles 
at a moment's notwe. It cannot be stressed enough that while the majority of 
the raid needs to be taking down the giant adversaries, some of the DPS must 
be dimpline enough to stay put and take these down. If left up for more than 
5 seconds, your raid wi ll die 



Consume: C'thun constantly swallows players the entire fight. Once 
swallowed, that person is teleported to the stomach of C'thun. Whi le in the 
stomach, there are two Flesh Tentacles that need to be killed in order to make 
C'thun vulnerable to attacks. Some classes are better at this than others, and 
some have jobs that need tending to above. In fact, the only classes that 
should stop to damage the Flesh Tentacles are the ranged DPS classes and 
Rogues with Evasion ava ilable. Healers and melee shou ld apply a DoT and 
take a whack before immediately stepping on the pad behind the Tentacles 
to resurface above. Whi le in the stomach, players receive a debuff that dea ls 
Nature damage. The longer a player stays in the stomach, the greater the 
damage. Pay attention to your health and leave before it stacks too greatly. Do 
not take chances! You r raid is much better off with you alive! Nobody should 
die in the stomach, period. If these Flesh Tentacles are not destroyed together, 
they'll respawn after 1 minute. 

As said before, this battle comes down to discipline and reaction. Destroy the 
Tentacles w ith the correct priority and things should never get loo out of hand. 

During this encounter, C'thun is almost completely invulnerable to damage 
since his Carapace abi lity reduces damage taken from all attacks by 99%.To 
weaken him, both Flesh Tentacles must be destroyed. Once eliminated, C'thun 
ceases to summon anything new for 45 seconds. He also takes full damage from 
attacks. Every moment of that 45 seconds is best used attacking C'thun. 

However, it is not quite that simple. What would happen if you forced C'thun 
into a vulnerable state when a Giant Claw just spawned or Eye Tentacles came 
up at the very same time? A large portion of that forty-five seconds would be 
wasted destroying those Tentacles. If you were to simply ignore these Tentacles 
whi le damaging C'thun, you would not only lose a great portion of your raid, 
but you would be hard pressed to catch up before something new spawned 
after the vulnerable state was over. 

When the final Flesh Tentacle is around 15% health, you want to stop all 
damage and DoTs. At th is moment, you want to time everything perfectly. 
Someone will usually be in the stomach at any given time, so when the 
moment is right to strike, an order can be given to finish off the Flesh Tentacle. 
The right time is just after a Giant Claw has died, a Giant Eye Tentacle is dead 
or near dead, and the sma ller Eye Tentacles were just el iminated. If you can 
bring C' thun into a weakened state when next to nothing or nothing else is 
alive you have a full 45 seconds to DPS him. Timing this is invaluable! 

When C'thun is weakened he turns purple and an emote in your chat log 
appears reading, "C'thun is weakened !" If done correctly, you should only 
require three weakened states to claim victory. Focus on whatever task is at 
hand, ki ll Tentacles in the correct priority, and time his weakened state right 
and the battle is yours. 

Congratulate yourself adventurer! You have slain a GOD! 

DROPS 

BELT OF NEVER-ENDING AGONY 142ARM 20 STA 
Equip: +64 Attack Power, Improves the chance to get o critical strike by I percent, also improves the chance to hit 

1 rcent. 
CARAPACE OF THE OLD GOD 
CLOAK OF CWllY 12 lllT 1 SPI 6STA 

E ui : Increases heolin done 
CLOAK OF THE DEVOURED 

Equip: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30, olso improves the chance to hit 

with s ells b I ercent. 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and ellem by up to 37, olso improves the chance to hit 

with s lls b 1 rcent. 

191NT 
r 5 secon~. 
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GETI1NG TO BLACKFATHOM DEEPS 

The approach to this dungeon is a simple one, and people of appropriate level 
can make it to the instance without even breaking a sweat. Search along the 
Zoram Strand in northwestern Ashenvale. Along the northern end of the beach 
is a massive set of ruins that are darker than the surrounding pillars littering 
the beach. Look inside this structure and drop into the water below; there are 

WHOTOBRING 
Blackfathom Deeps is not as demanding on a group's dynamic as several of 
the later instances. Success is based more on sticking together, focusing fire, 
and not biting off too much at any given time. Thus, group leaders are free 
to invite good players without needing to keep too close of an eye on group 
configuration. As always, however, a solid tank is a great boon for the front of 
the group, a dedicated healer makes all instances easier, and it is a nice perk 
to have someone to cast a spell for water breathing. Try to have at least one 
character with dependable crowd control skills and experience, especially 
when planning to run the entire instance. 

There are some very large fights in the Deeps, and it won't be rare to have 
enemy casters involved. In fact, battles with multiple casters (with two healers) 
happen toward the end of the instance; be prepared to run interference against 
such forces! 

rocky corridors flowing inward and you won't have to stay wet for too long. 
Climb back up the other side of the passage and fight your way through elite 
Naga and Satyrs to reach the instance itself. 

POSSIBLE GROUP MAKEUP 

Tank Warrior, Druid, Paladin 

CC Rogue, Moge 

DPS Rogue. Hunter, Mage, Warlodc 



ALLIANCE QUESTS 
,-
' ' ' 

... ,,., I 

Knowledge in the Deeps I Gerrig I ironlorge 

REWARD: Sustoining Ring I+ 1 STA & +4 SPI) 

The Coirupfion Abrood I Argos Nightwhisper I Stoimwind 

Reseorching the Corruption I Gersholo Nightwhisper I Dorkshore 

REWARD: Prelo<y Cope (Oook: 20 Arrnoi & +5 SPI) or Beetle Cla'f'S (Moa Wrim: 83 Armor +2 AGI & +5 STA) 

Seeking the Kor Gem (PAIADIN ONLY) I lhundris Windweover I Dorkshore 

Twi1ight Folk I Argent Guord Monodos I Domossus 

REWARD: Heartwood Girdle !leather Beh: 48 Armor, +4 STA & +4 SPI) or Nimbus 80011 (Cloth Feet: 27 Armor, +3 AGI & +5 SPI) 

·- - -

Quest level 17 to Obtain 

Location lronlorge (Forlorn Cavern) 

Goal Find and Return the lorgolis Manuscript 

Max Experience Gained USO 

This quest takes you into the 
instance of Blackfathom Deeps. 
The Manuscript that Gerrig needs 
is guarded by several foes under 
the water in the northern part 
of Ghamoo-ra's room. Swim 
toward the fully submerged cubby 
and fight the three Naga there 

(2 Myrmidons and 1 Sea Witch). The chest they're guarding has the 
Manuscript; return it to Gerrig for your experience and a magical ring! 

THE CORRUPTION ABROAD 

Quest Level 18 to Obtain 

Location Storrnwind 

Argos Nightwhispel 

Goal Deliver o message lo Argos' brother in Auberdine 

This is a simple primer quest to get you over to Kalimdor in preparation 
for the instance run. Simply deliver Argos' message to his brother in 
Auberdine. 

,., .... 
' "" . tr • ,1111 ' ... , .. .. 

I Gerrig I lroolorge I No I 1,65D 

I Ge~holo Nightwhisper I Auberdine I No I 240 

I Gersholo Nightwhisper I Dorkshore I y., I 1,450 

I lhundris Windweover I Dorkshoie I y., I 1,750 

I Argent Guord Monodos I DomoSSU< I No I 2,55D 

-- -
~· 

RESEARCHING THE CORRU 

Quest le 

Location Oorkshore (Auberdine) 

Quest Giver 

Goal Collect B Corrupted Broin Sterns from Noga/Satyrs 

Max Experience Gained 1,450 

Reward 
Prelacy Cope !dook: 20 Armor & + 5 SPI) or Beetle Oosps 

When in Stormwind City, speak to Argos Nightwhisper; he lets you 
know that his brother has been seeking help. The real quest begins in 
Auberdine, where Gershala Nightwhisper is afraid of the twisting power 
of demonic magic. Knowing that use of evil sorcery twisted the Naga 
and the Satyrs into what they are, Gershala fears the fate of the Blood 
Elves. To learn more, he wants you to collect eight Corrupted Brain 
Stems from the elite Naga and Satyrs in and around Blackfathom Deeps. 
Lower-level groups can take the time to do this while fighting the outer 
enemies before the instance, while those doing higher-level quests can 
accomplish this simultaneously without worrying about farming these 
monsters. Return to Auberdine and give Gershala the ghastly items for 
your reward. 

°" ( 
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SEEKING THE KOR GEM 

Location 

Quest Giver 

To begin this quest, you must first have completed the Tome of Valor 
quest series and have The Test of Righteousness in your journal.. 
Speak with Thundris and learn of the Gem you seek and the Naga 
who possess it. Travel into Ashenvale and seek Blackfathom Deeps. 
Blackfathom Oracles, Sea Witches, and Tide Priestesses drop the 
Kor Gem, and this does not take much time to complete. Return to 
Auberdine to finish the quest (best done while completing a number 
of dungeon quests, sinre the travel time quickly eliminates the 
value of the experience reward unless you have other things to do in 
the dungeon). 

HORDE QUESTS ----

Tsunomon 

Je'neu Soncreo 

This quest starts when you find a Damp Note (dropped with fair 
frequency by the Tide Priestesses in the pre-instance area). While 
returning from doing the other pre-instance quests, turn this note in to 
Jp'neu Sancrea at the Zoram'gar Outpost. The second step of this is to 
ki ll Lorgus Jett, a follower of the Twil ight Hammer cult. Lorgus is hiding 
out of the way inside a small, northern cubby east of Gelihast's area. Kill 
him 'neu of this to receiv~~our earned reward. 

TWILIGHT FALLS 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goa I Collect 10 Twilight Pendants 

Max Experience Gained 2,550 

Reward 

Heartwood Girdle (leolher Bell: 4B Armor, +4 STA & 

+4 SPI) or Nimbus Boots (doth Feel: 27 Armor, +3 AGI 

& +5 SPI) 

All the cultists in the Twilight Hammer are foul and dangerous, and 
it is clear that you need to kill them to stop their schemes. Manados 
understands this and wants you to wage war against the cultists deep 
inside Blackfathom Deeps. At the Moonshrine Ruins, there are many 
types of enemies (Acolytes, Reavers, Aquamancers, Loreseekers, 
Elementalists, and Shadowmages). All of these drop Twilight Pendants; 
collect ten and return to Manados to prove that you have successfully 
thwarted your enemy's plans. 

Get ready for a chain of quests. This is just the first in a series that 
takes you into the instance. Fly (or run) to the Zoram'gar Outpost on the 
Zoram Strand in Ashenvale to find Je'neu. 



T~unama n, at Sunrock Retreat in the Stonetalon M ountains, asks that 
you seek Je'neu at the Zoram'gar Outpost in Ashenvale. When you 
5peak wi th Je'neu, you learn of the Sapphires that the Naga are mining 
from Blackfathom Deeps. Travel to the dungeon and coiled these gems I 
from the wa lls of the rock corridors that lead toward the instance. You 
won't need to enter the proper dungeon to complete th is task. Once yo~ 
have 20 of these ground ~pawns, return to Je'neu. 

....,.. " . ' .-.. . · ~ ... 
SHARED QUESTS 

Bl0tkfathom ViOoiny 

I 

I 

Location 

Goal 

Ashenvole (Zorom'gor Outpost) 

Retrieve the Fathom Core 

Though the quest itself is a simple one, it won't be easy 
to get to the Fathom Core that Je'neu seeks. This history 
log of elemental activity in Blackfathom Deeps is in the 
water underneath the Moonshrine Ruins (fairly deep 
in the dungeon}. Once you enter the cavern with this 
name, dive into the water and swim underneath the ' 
walkways above. The Fathom Core is down there, and 

there are elite creatures that swim about that should be cleared while 
heading in. Return to Zoram'gar with the Core when you are done. r 
There is a second aspect to this quest. Upon opening the Fathom Core, ( 
a large Water Elemental (Baron Aquanis} forms and attacks your group. 

I As long as you have cleared the nearly el ite creatures, this fight should 

~
be quite easy. A globe that i5 dropped by Baron Aquanis is turned in at 
Zoram'gar for additional experience and rewards. 

- ---r-· ')fl r--7." ~~ .... ..,. . . ""'• ·.,~ . 

2.400 

REWARD: Ardic Butkler !Shield: 642 Armer, 13 Bla<k, +3 STA, +B SPI & +S Frost Re~stonie) or Gravestone Scepter(Wond: 29.D DPS, +I SPI & +S Shadow Resistance) 

The Orb of Soronruk Doon Korhon Barrens Doon Korhon Banens Yes 2 )SQ 

R!WAaD. Stoff of Soron'ruk (Stoff: 16.9 DPS, +6 DMG to Shadow Spells and Effed! & +6 OMG ta Are Speis and Effed!) or the Orb al Soran'ruk (Off.Hand: +3 DMG ta Are Spells and Effed!, +3 DMG ta Shadow Spells and Effed!, Use: R!!lores 25 Heal!h every 3 5e<onds for 30 Se<oncls) 

BLACKFATHOM VILLAINY 

Quest 19 to Obtain 

Location Blocklothom Deeps (Inside lnstonte) 

Quest Giver Ar(l8t11 Guard Thaelrid 

Goal Sloy Kelris ond Collect H~ Heod 

Max Experience Gained 2,400 

Reward 
Ardit Buikler (Shield: 642 Armor, 13 Bloik, +3 STA, +8 SPI 

& +5 Frill! Resistance) or Gravestone Stepler (Wond· 29.0 

DPS,+ 1 SPI & +5 Shadow Re~1ton1e) 

A member of the Argent Dawn is in Blackfathom Deeps. Argent Guard 
Thaelrid is bad ly wounded and has hidden himself in a small part of 
Ghamoo-Ra's room. Swim to the southwestern cubby and up onto the rocks 
above. Thaelrid is there and asks that you slay Kelris (the local leader of the 
Twilight's Hammer}. Kelris is meditating inside the Moonshrine Sanctum. 
After killing this powerful foe, bring his head back to DawnwatcherSelgorm. 
Selgorm is in northern Darnassus, in the upper part of the Alchemy Shop. 
Or, if you are a Horde member, take the head to Elder Rise in Thunder 
Bluff, where it can be turned in for the same rewards. 

THE. ORB OF SORAN'RUK 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

20 to Obtarn (WAILOOI ONLY QUEST) 

Central Barrens (Doon's Comp) 

Doan Korhan 

find 3 Soron'ruk fragments ond I Lorge Soron·ruk 

frogmen! 

Max Experience Gained 2,550 

Re ward 

Stoff of Soron'ruk (Stoff: 16.9 OPS, +6 DMG to Shadow 

Spelb ond Effetl5 & +6 DMG to fire Spelb ond EffernJ or 

the Orb of Soran'ruk (Off·Hond: +3 DMG to fire Spells 

ond Effects, .,.3 DMG lo Shadow Spelk ond Effws. Use. 

Restores 25 Health every 3 Seconds for 30 Setonds) 

This difficult quest takes your Warlock into both Blackfathom Deeps and 
Shadowfang Keep. For dealing with the Blackfathom section of it, travel 
into the instance and hunt Twilight Acolytes. These enemies are found later 
in the instance, by the Moonshrine Ruins. Kill them until you have all three 
Fragments. For completing the quest, look for the Shadowfang Darksouls 
(commonly found in Shadowfang Keep and fighting as Level 20-21 Elite 
monsters). Return to Doan when you are done collecting these items. 41 
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Moss Cinch (lealher Beh: 59 Armor, +5STA&+11 IHij, Leech Pants (Clorh legs: 42 Armor, + 1 STA, +5 INT & + 1 SSPI). Strike of the Hydra (2H Sword: 25.6 OPS & Chance on Hit Deal 

GELIHAST 26 Elite Algae fim (Moil Gloves 133Armor, +10 STU +4 STA), Reef Axe (2H Axe: lB.3 DPS, +SSTA& +7 SPll. Murio< Pom, Thidc-Shelled 0oms 

Notes: SOliol, Duol Wield, Nets (Rootl 

25 Elite Ghomoo-Ro's Bind (Ooth Belt 22 ArlllOf, +4 STA & ,.4 JNT). Tortoise ArmOI (Mc.ii Chest. 311 Armor). Turtle Meat. Thidc-Shelled Cloms 

Notes: Very High Armor, High Hit Points, Trample 

LADY SAREVESS 25 Elite 

Notes: Social, Lightning Bolts, FrOlt Novo, Slow 

llarkwater Talwar (MH Sword. 13.4 DPS & On Htt 25 DMG Shadow Bohl, Nogo Bottle Gloves (leather Gloves: 61 Armor, +4 STR, +4 STA & +7 SPI), Noga Heodpiercer (Bow: 10.6 DPS), 

Thidc-Shelled Clams 

LORGUS JETT 26 Elite Silk, Wool 

Notes: Lightning Bolt, Lightning Shield, Decent Melee 

OLD SERRA'KIS 

Notes: High Hit Points 

26 Elite 
Bonds of Serro'k6 (leather BrO<en: 39 Armor, +4 STR & +2STA), Glowing Thresher Cape (Cloak: 23 Armor, +3 STR & +8 SPI), Bite of Serro'k6 (Dagger. 17.7 DPS & On Hit Poison far 
40 DMG over 20 Sec), Thidt ·Shelled Ooms 

27 Elite Rod of the Sleepwalker (Stoff: 231 DPS + 11 INT & ,. 1 D SPI), Goze Dreamer Pants (Ooth legs: 36 Armor, +7 INT & +6 SPI), Wool, linen 



DANK. COLD. AND DANGEROUS: TRAVERSING BLACKFATiiOM 

Entrance to Area From Zoram Strand 
Instance Portal to Blocklothom Deeps 

BLACKFATHOM RUINS 
Once you leave Zoram Strand behind and drop into the waters of the outer 
Blackfathom region, you find that the enemies are now elite. There aren't any 
soft targets on the way toward the instance, but the levels of the creatures are 
quite low. People with larger groups that gain little or no experience from 
fighting these can try to plow through the area quickly (especially when other 
groups are fighting and keeping the hallways somewhat clear). 

Most of the route through this outer dungeon is very simple and leaves you 
with few choices. The passage turns north early on, taking you into the first 
monsters of Blackfathom. This outer area has both low level Satyrs and Naga. 
Alliance players can begin collecting Corrupted Brain Stems for the quest: 
Researching the Corruption. The Naga can also drop the Kor Gem for the 
Paladin quest: Seeking the Kor Gem. 

Along the walls are bright, blue-white gems that can be collected by Horde 
characters. These Sapphires of Aku'mai are needed for the quest: Essence of 
Aku'mai. There are many spawn points for the sapphires, but entire groups 
working on this quest will take some time to gather enough, so start this one 
early instead of waiting for a serious run on the instance to complete it. 

The first real intersection is at the northern end of the main corridor. The short 
cubby off to the west has a Giant Clam and a couple of enemies (often a Tide 
Priestess is in there). However, the route to proceed is to the east (right). Turn 
in that direction and make another right to start moving south down the next, 
large passage. 

Start to organize the group at this stage. Even a higher-level group that is ready 
for the full instance should get some practice against these lesser monsters, 
unless you're fu l ly certain that everyone knows what they are doing. Have a 
puller designate the targets, pull from range, and make sure people have their 
/assist macros set to the puller. This prevents confusion, consolidates damage, 
and allows the group to keep aggro on just the right people. 

The south passage has more of the Fallenroot. The stealthing Rogues aren't 
nearly as tough as the similar Satyrs inside the instance, but they give you a 
good idea of what to expect in the near future. Don't travel too quickly; have 
higher-level folks in the front for a better chance to spot stealthers before they 
aggro. 

The next junction has several tunnels that extend in each direction. The 
primary choice is to go north then west (into the bluish gateway that begins 
the instance). Besides a few monsters and more Sapphires to harvest, there is 
some Bruiseweed in the northern cubby. 
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THE SUBMERGED RUINS 

ENTRY HALLWAY 

Instance Entrance/ Exit 

Drowned Socellum 
Pool of Ask'or 

Walk southeast now that you have passed through the 
portal and take stock of your new surroundings. The 
tunnels are wider inside the instance, and there are some 
larger caverns that your group must soon pass. For a short 
time, the enemy levels stay low, providing a little more 
elbow room to get everyone up to speed. 

The Lorgolis Manuscript (Inside Chest) 

lady Sorevess 

Argent Guard Thoelrid 
Ghomoo-Ro 

Fight through the Murlocs and Snapclaws as you 
approach the first room. These are not terribly 
troublesome opponents, but they provide incentive to 
learn who is doing the snaring in this dungeon. 

Gelih01t 

9 lorgus Jett 

10 Entrance to Moonshrine Ruins Area 

THE DROWNED SACELLUM 
Tht• first large chamber is the Drowned Sacellum. There are Murlocs on the 
ledge' <1round the room and quite a few Crabs and Snapclaws in the water. 
There> no need to clear the entire room, since the low levels of these foes 
reduct their aggro range (and the Crabs are neutral anyway). Clear a path 
tov.ard the south side of the room, where another rock ledge gets your party 
uµ onto the broken ruins sticking out of the water. From there, make a series of 
iumps bet"' een the broken walkways to reach the western part of the chamber, 
\\here there is solid, and almost dry, ground. 

I or those with a bit more time (or a wish to be extra thorough), the Sacellum 
has two Giant Clams on the eastern side of the room (under the water, of 
cour,cl. There is also some Stranglekelp in the water in case any herbalists 
are interested. 

THE POOL OF ASK' AR 
The massive chamber at the bottom of the stone ramp is partially submerged. 
There are a number of important quest targets here (for Alliance folks), and 
there are also a couple of bosses to fight for those with an interest in challenges 
and treasure. There's no enforced order for when you wish to take on the 
different entities in this room, so read the following paragraphs before deciding 
exactly where your interests lie. 

Many groups of Naga are swimming in the water. Your group would be wise 
to clear these as you go and take on any that are even close to the areas 
your're approaching. Naga move about enough that you can bump into adds 
from behind if people are lax in killing them. Beyond that, aquatic combat is 
frenzied enough when you intentionally pull creatures (having them suddenly 
attack increases the confusion and makes it more difficult for proper crowd 
control). Giant Clams are littered throughout the area. There is also more 
Stranglekelp in here! If there are Warlocks or Shaman in the party with the 
ability to provide water breathing to everyone, this is the best place to do so. 

The room's central island has many neutral Turtles. Among these is a single, 
aggressive boss named Ghamoo-Ra. This foe has extremely high armor, 
substantial hit points, and can take 
a heavy beating. To defeat him, use 
armor sundering abilities as much as 
possible and maintain that level during 
the fight (multiple Sunder Armors from 
a Warrior not only cement aggro, they 
ensure that you actually get rage from 
hitting the beast). To get rage ahead 
of time, fight one of the neutral turtles 
from a safe range and don't use any 
abilities until the boss fight. 



I he small rock lo the north of the island has three Naga (a Myrmidon and 
two Sea Witches). Try to pull two of these for an easier fight by waiting until 
the lhrce aren' t as close lo t•ach other. If you get all of the enemies al once, 
have a person ready to disrupt the second Sea Witch as often as possible 
(with interrupts, stuns, Polymorph, etc.). When 1he Naga arc dead, Alliance 
members can search the chest in the water for the l orgalis Manuscript to 
rnmplete the quest: Knowledge in the OeC'p.~. 

fhe northwestern section of land involves swimming under a stone ceiling and 
coming up on the other side. More Naga, and possibly even a treasure mob, 
await. Clear the room from the right to the left, allowing nothing to live behind 
or beside you. Stay far away from the tunnel beyond until the group has killed 
the Ndga and rt'sted themselves. A simple weapon crate is in the area and can 
be checked for vendor bait. 

There' s a Naga with powerful magic in the back area: Lady Sarevess. rhis 
caster b Level 25 Elite and calls upon lightning and frost magic. She ca . ts 
Frost ova to root people, then pulls back for safe casting. She also casts Slow 
as a snare, but both of these spells can be dispelled, so have your Priests and 
Paladins keep an eye out for them. Having your group remain at range whi le a 
lone tank advances for the initial root works well (since she's likely to root the 
tank early and be exposed to the rush from everyone else). 

Another place of importance for the 
Alliance is down by the southwestern 
cave. Swim under the rocks and into 
that cave to find the wounded Argent 
Guard who came here looking to 
slay Twilight Lord Kelris. Though 
he's wounded, weak, and out of 
commission, he asks who can take 
up the quest to slay Kelris. This is the 
quest: Blackfathom Villainy, which 

1s turned in at Darnassus once you have completed the dungeon and lain 
Kelris. Horde folks can complete the quest as wel l, but their version is handed 
in safely in Thunder Bluff instead! Good thing too, as the Darnassus guards 
have a thing about horde soldiers wandering their streets. 

THE SOUTH HALL 
Leave the Pool of Ask'ar once you've defeated the l\vo bosses and completed 
any quests that are pertinent for your group. Clear the Naga from the southern 
edge of the room and get back onto dry land when the way is clear. A long 
passage now extends to take you deeper into Blackfathom Deeps. The Satyrs 
are waiting just a bit ahead; these foes are higher level. Also, there are plenty 
of patrols in the following section. Slow down, move carefully, and watch 
for stealthers. 

Things get hairy around the eastern bend. Two Fallenroot Shadowstalkers 
patrol that hallway and a single Twilight Reaver does as well. Combined with 
the set Blackfdthom Myrmidons in that stretch of corridor, you could encl up 
in a huge fight if someone pulls recklessly. 

To c1void this, pull al range and fall back to the earlit>r pa1t of the hall. Fight the 
small numbers there ,ind repeat the process. Or, for greatest caution, simply 
wail .it the western end of the hallway ior the stealthcrs to come all tht· way to 
you and kill them then, when it's safest. This takes .i minute or two ol w.i1ting, 
but slightly lower-level groups may prefer the certainly of il. Casters are farther 
down the hall (Sea Witches in packet.. of two). As before, pull these back some 
distance before engaging. This limits the possibility of having a fleeing Naga 
grab two more casters. Pulling casters at range is difficult if you simply try to 
shoot and run back to the party. Instead, fire at maximum range and pull all the 
way past your group. fhis keeps the Naga from getting more than a single spell 
off and ensures that they come all the way to the party an into melee range. 
Once your group dttacks the aga, the puller may return to join in the fray. 

The dungeon's first Hellcaller is toward the northern bend. These Fa llenroot 
casters are heavy hitters when you don't interrupt them early and keep them on 
the defen~i\e. Don't let these foes add to fights. Pull them first when looking for 
target<. and engage them before Myrmidons and other lower-priority targets. 

The rest of the path north to the next intersection is consistently challenging 
but nol troublesome for groups that maintain patience and order. No bosses 
wander the halls, and the patrollers who come around have already been 
dispdtched by your group. Advance slowly until you reach the branches. 

The small western divot has a couple Naga, but nothing important. Instead, 
it's the room to the north that has a more interesting battle. Blindlight Murlocs, 
Muckdwellers, and Oracles control that room. Pull Oracles and kill them 
back in the hallway then finish off any of the lesser Murlocs who acid to the 
encounters. Kill every foe in the room that isn' t standing near the northwestern 
edge and then wait for the final couple to move far enough away from their 
large boss. rake them down when you have the shot. 

When the room's clear, save for the final Murloc, go after him with fury. 
Gelihast has nets to root you, but his best trick is to simply dish out damage at 
an alarming pace. This Murloc dual wields and can trash characters quickly. 
Give your tank enough time to consolid<1te aggro and heal/nuke in buNs (lhat 
allows characters with Taunt skills to immediately grab aggro back if lost). If no 
one in the party has Taunt, stay light on damage/healing for the first few rounds 
to let your tanks consolidate Gelihast's anger. 

Don't leave the room after looting Gelihast until everyone has clicked on the 
Shrine that the Murloc was guarding. This provides everyone with the Blessing 
of Blackfathom (+ 15 Frost Damage, +5 INT & +5 SPI) for 60 minutes. 
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THE EASTERN PASSAGE 
Walk to the east to enter the next hallway. There are two more divots to explore 
here before moving south. The northern cubby has a Hellcaller, a Myrmidon, 
and Lorgus Jett (a Human who is the target for the Horde quest: Allegiance 

to the Old Gods). Pull the Hellcaller 
back and deal with him, then wait 
for the Myrmidon to wander down to 
kill it. This isolates Lorgus and keeps 
him from becoming difficult. Stil l, be 
ready for your tank to take a lot of 
damage, since Lorgus has a Lightning 
Shield and is no slouch in melee. 

The eastern tunnel doesn't have any 
important monsters, but there are 

several standard enemies (a Shadowstalker hides near a Sea Witch early on, 
while another stealther stands near the Myrmidon deeper in). The reward for 
killing these is to loot the chest hidden at the back of the passage. 

MOONSHRINE RUINS 

TWILIGHT CULTISTS ABOUND 
The south hall ends when it empties into an immense, watery chamber. The 
ruins set above the water are mostly intact and still bear a sense of Elven 
majesty from lost times. Yet, this place is defiled by the Twilight's Hammer 
cultists. Make yourself known to them through death and slaughter (a few at 
a time, at least). 

If you want to collect Twil ight Pendants for the Alliance quest: Twilight Falls, 
this is the area to gather them. The cultists here drop them with fair frequency, 
so it shouldn't be hard to finish at least a couple people off in a single run. 
Also, the Acolytes in the outer area can drop Soran' ruk Fragments for the 
Warlock quest: The Orb of Soran'ruk. 

Horde questers shou ld swim under the ruins. There are some dangerous 
enemies in the darkness below, including Barbed Crustaceans and Deep Pool 
Threshfins. Pull these to your group and fight them at the top of the water 
to avoid drowning. A stone known as the Fathom Core is under the ruins; it 
needs to be examined to complete the goals for the quest: Amongst the Ruins. 
Swim back up to the western ledge when you've completed this. Be extremely 
careful not to fight near the center of the room until after the enemies on the 
above walkways are cleared; they can and will aggro if anyone gets too close 
to them, and that spells a brutal end for your party. It's almost always a wise 
idea to clear the enemies on the approach to the temple before exploring the 
water below. 

Travel south while clearing the Sea Witches and Hellcallers first. There are 
Shadowstalkers here and there, so hold off on pulls for a few moments whi le 
everyone tries to spot any unexpected adds. Since the way behind you is clear, 
long and safe pu lls are still the best way to get things done. Also, pull from the 
left or right side first each time. Pulling from the center bears a slightly higher 
risk, since you might end up with adds from both sides if the timing turns foul. 

Use interrupts wisely, since most of your enemies here have spells. Even the 
Shadowstalkers are able to debuff people (they use Curse of Weakness). The 
greatest threat is when Sea Witches add and are able to get Blizzard going. 
When that happens, pull the entire fight out of the AoE to prevent the group 
from suffering the full damage. 

The Moonshrine Ruins, the final part of this dungeon, are at the bottom of 
the hallway. 

Instance Entrance/ Exit 
The Fathom Core (Underwater, Beneath Ruins! 

Old Serro'kis 

Twilight Lord Kelrk 

Aku'moi 

Altar of the Deep 

There are Giant Clams and Stranglekelp in the water. Because everything in 
this area is aggressive, clear all the creatures away. This gives you a safe run 
at any of these items. For a somewhat hidden boss, swim under the ruins 
and continue east. There's a section, deep under the bui lding, that bu lges 
somewhat north. Old Serra'kis is back there (a powerful Threshadon). Shoot 
O ld Serra'kis and swim back to a pocket of air for the long fight ahead. This 
beast drops some interesting items and is safe to defeat as long as your group 
clears the nearby Crabs first and stays above the waterline. 

There are legions of Twi light cult members back on the path into the ru ins. 
Acolytes are the healers, so they're some of your most important targets to 
tie up in larger fights. The Reavers are trained as Warriors (and have Arcing 
Smash), so they dish out a solid DPS if you let them fight while close to any 
non-tanks. Aquamancers have Water Elemental pets, but are actually some of 
the weaker targets and are relatively easy to control. Finally, Loreseekers have 
a Slow effect and deal moderate damage. 

The best battleplan is to destroy the 
Acolytes as soon as possible in any 
fight. After that, bring down Loreseekers 
and then Aquamancers. Keep Reavers 
away from soft members of your own 
party while they hack away at you, 
then attend to them when the more 
frustrating foes are dead. When there 
are double casters incoming, use heavy 
interrupters to keep them stymied. 



. · 

After fighting the enemies along the area in front of the walkway, stop and 
watch the patrollers below. There are a number of Aquamancers and Reavers 
who wander far and wide. Don't let them make your life miserable. Chat and 
relax for a few moments while lone patrollers come into position and pull 
those for easy kills. This pays for itself once you head down the stairs into the 
lower area. Casters below can dish out the damage. After the wanderers are 
gone, use long pulls to extract the casters and other cultists from their spots. 

There are two non-essential groups of enemies (one to the north just after you 
descend the steps and another at the end of the eastern walkway). The first 
group has a chest. It's up to you whether to kill them, but those working on 
Twilight Falls can use them to collect more Pendants. 

The southern stairs move the group toward the central shrine. Take these and 
prepare for several challenging pulls. The enemies are packed very tightly, 
and even cautious pulls may bring three foes. Stay far enough back to prevent 
runners from getting more (because if they do, at least a couple more enemies are 
bound to enter the fight). Be doubly wary of the pillars, since they obscure sight of 
a few cultists. 

Up close, the Aquamancers aren't difficult to control. However, they're a 
major pain when adding to a fight. Long pulls that bring the Aquamancers all 
the way to the group without allowing them to have free rein are wise. 

MOONSHRINE SANCTUM 
There are different cultists that appear in and around the shrine. Elementalists 
are damage dealers with four spells at their disposal (Shock (direct damage), 
Frost Shock, Flame Shock, and Earth Shock) and add some decent melee. The 
Shadowmages bring Voidwalkers with them, and their bolts are damaging. 
As with the Aquamancers, pet classes do not have elite pets even when the 
enemies themselves are elite. The Voidwalkers go down fairly quickly once 
the party targets them. 

Use the building entrance as a way to avoid caster bolts when pulling. Attack 
the Shadowmages and step outside; when you do this, the Warlocks end 
up running right into your party. Continue with that trick to blow through 
the cultists near the front of the building; the goal is to deplete as much of 
the room beyond as possible. Look at the pots along the walls once you slip 
inside (there are Shadowmages along the walls there, trying to be subtle). Kill 
them too! 

Twil ight Lord Kelris is in the center of the room. Kelris is near a couple of 
casters behind him (though they can be pulled without aggroing him; since 
he's meditating, they come to his aid when he's pulled). Try to take them down 
before fighting Kelris, since this caster is the real danger. 

When ready, charge the big guy and slap as many Do Ts and debuffs onto him 
as possible. Kelris can cast Sleep and Mind Blast, and he won't be shy about 
either. As long as you get Kelris without allies around (or with only a single 
buddy), it won't be too hard to win this fight. If you failed to clear the area and 
other casters poke their heads out, kill them quickly and return to Kelris (he's a 
slow target to kill, and removing a fresh caster's DPS is necessary). 

The door into Aku'mai's Lair won't open on its own. This is frustrating at first, 
but notice the incense burners beneath the statue that Kelris was kneeling 
before. Lighting these should open the way. Don't light all four burners at 
the same time (un less you really want to see an entire group of people panic 
and earn a beatdown later). This is certain to get everyone killed in a massive 
onslaught of elite and non-elite monsters. 

Light the burners one-at-a-time, waiting until the monsters from each burner 
are slain before even thinking about lighting the next one. The fights that ensue 
from lightning these are as follows: 

SPAWNS FROM LIGHTING THE BURNERS 

If done individually, these fights aren't too brutal on a skilled group. The 
Crustaceans are numerous, but their low level and moderate damage keeps 
them from being a dire threat. When they appear, rush to one side and fight 
the first two you see (the others come from the opposite part of the room). This 
gives you a little extra time to deal damage before the rest arrive. 

The two Aku'mai Servants are both high-level Water Elementals. Luckily, you're 
only facing two enemies. Debuff their damage with things like Demoralizing Shout, 
focus on one target, and win the fight. It's not terribly hard compared to Kelris. 

The Snapjaws come in a group of three. They are slow to kill, but easy to 
defeat. Have the main tank use Cleave and Challenging Shout early on to grab 
the aggro and keep the beasts' attention where it should be. 

The most exciting fight is against the 
ten Murkshallow Softshells. Before 
people realize that these are non-elite 
enemies, there's often a short burst of 
fear. Let people know ahead of time 
that a flood of weaker enemies is on 
the way. If you group has a ton of 
AoE potential, use that to bring this 
cluster of foes down (five appear from 
each side of the room). Tank-oriented 
groups often end up dividing the aggro and having to slug things out against a 
couple at a time. Don't try to have a single person tank all ten foes. This forces 
the healer to dump mana into them; as a result, the healer will soon be tanking 
all ten creatures. That isn't good. 

When the last enemy from the fourth fight dies, the doors open. You' re almost 
done with Blackfathom Deeps! 

AKUMAl'S LAIR 
Pull the Snapjaws on the other side of the door. It's fairly simple to defeat 
them, especially since these can be taken as single fights. In fact, this is a short 
bit of downtime while people prepare for the final fight. Continue east, fighting 
Turtles as you go, then look into the last chamber. Aku'mai is there, patrolling 
the large cavern. He has plenty of heads to keep his eyes out for you; do not 
approach until you're ready. 

Instead, let any Warriors build as much Rage as possible fighting against Turtles 
while the party prepares. Get some fast healing in after these skirmishes, then 
rush Aku'mai when he's alone. This won't make things easy, however, since 
the great Hyrdra is Level 28 El ite and unloads on anything that gets in his way. 
Expect Poison Cloud damage against close targets, massive melee damage 
(even more so once Aku'mai Enrages), and a slow fight. Layer on the Do Ts and 
sunder the big guy's armor as early as possible. 

Any loss of aggro to the main tanks must be met with Taunt/Challenging Shout/ 
Mocking Blow from Warriors. Paladins should use their ability to heal allies as 
a way to save casters in danger. Don't even let the casters have a tiny moment 
of melee fun with Aku'mai, since even mail wearers don't stand up easily to 
those massive chomps. 

Luckily, Aku'mai isn't immune to stuns, so those can be used to mitigate some 
of his DPS. After pulling the Hydra away from any remaining Turtles, it's 
even an option to spread out and bounce around his aggro between ranged 
characters in the event that your tanks are failing and need time for heal ing 
potions/healers to be ready again. This is not ideal, but neither is a wipeout. 

Once Aku'mai falls, an Alliance
friendly NPC, Morridune, spawns 
offering a free transport back to 
Darnassus. Regardless of your faction, 
touching the Aftar of the Deeps 
teleports you back to the water outside 
the instance. Make sure you're done 
with everything Blackfathom Deeps 
has to offer before accepting either of 
these teleport options . 

Good work! The Twilight's Hammer won't recover from this anytime soon. 
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GEmNG TO BLACKROCK DEPTHS 
Bldckrotk Depth; is located at the bottom of Blackrock Mountain. Follow the 
chain ii( ros; the lava and into the mountain until you can't go any further. 
Horde parties should fly into Kargath (Badlands) and make the trip across 
Searing Gorge. Alliance groups shou ld fly into Thorium Point (Searing Gorge) 
to enter through Searing Gorge, or organ's Vigil (Burning Steppes). 

WHOTOBRING 
Having a party w ith crowd control is essential as many fights involve a 
large number of enemies. Sap, Polymorph, Mind Control, and Banish are al l 
extremely usefu l in the chambers under the mountain. 



QUESTS FOR BLACKROCK DEPTHS 

ALLIANCE QUESTS 

QUEST NAME ' I . t • I , I 

Morshol Winckor Morshol Maxwell Burning Steppes: Morgon Vigil Morshol Winckor Blockrodc Depths Yes 5,400 

Abandoned Hope Morshol Windsor Blockrock DeptM Morshol Maxwell Burning Steppes: Morgan's Vigil Yes 5,450 

A Crumpled Note A Crumpled Note Bloduock DeptM Marshal Windsor Blo<krock DeptM Yes 6,200 

A Shred of Hope Marshal Winckor Blockrodc DeptM Marshal Windsor Blockrock Depths Yes 6,200 

Joi! Breok Morshol Windsor Blodcrodc Depths Marshal Maxwell Burning Steppes: M0<gon's V-igil Yes 7,750 

Hurley Blockbreoth Ragnar Thunderbrew Dun Morogh: Khoronos Ragnar Thunderbrew Dun Morogh: Khoronos No 7,050 

REWARO: Limb Oeover 12-hond Axe, 42.7 OPS, +21 STR, +6 STA) or Swif~trike Cudgel IMoin-hond Moce, 32.S OPS, Equip: Improves your chance to hij by l" l and Oork Oworven logerlUst: A potent okohotK beverogeJxlO 

The Good Stull Orolius Burning Steppes: Morgan's Vigil Orolius Burning Steppes: Morgan's Vigil No 5,BOO 

REWARD: A Dingy f1mny Pock 

Overmaster Pyron Jolindo Sprig Burning Steppes: Morgan's Vigil Jolindo Sprig Burning Steppes: M0<gon's V-ogil Yes 5,100 

lncendius Jolindo Sprig Burning Steppes: Morgan's Vigil Jolindo Sprig Burning Steppes: Morgan's V-ogil Yes 5,800 

REWARD: Stolwo~ Outth !Plate Waist, 300Armor,+12 STA, Equip: ln<reost Defense +8) °'Crypt Dern<m Brocei. !Mo~ Wrist, 132 Armor, +14AGI) °'Nightfall Gloves IL!other Honds, 91 Arm0<, +12STR,+12 AGIJ or Soohorne Cope !Bode, 36 Armor, +S Spiri1 
Equip: Increases damage done by fire spells and elleds by up to 121 

Khoron Mighthommer King Mogni Bronzebeord lronlorge Khoron Mighthommer Blockrock Depths Yes 6,400 

The Bearer of Bod News Khoron Mighthommer Blockrock Depths King Mogni Bronzebeord lronf0<ge Yes 6,400 

The Fo1e of the Kingdom King Mogni Bronzebeord lronlorge Princess Moira Bronzebeord Bfockrock DeptM Yes 8,050 

The Princess' Surprise Princess Moira Bronzebeord Blockrodc Depths King Mogni Bronzebeord Iron forge Yes 9,650 

REWARO: Mogni's Will !Ring: +6STR, +7 STA, Improves yourchooce to get o critical strike by l"I or Son91tone of lronforge IRing: +7 INT, +4 SPI, Increases damage and healing done by spells and elleds by up to lB) 

MARSHAL WINDSOR ABANDONED HOPE 

Quest Level Quest Level 52 to olilain 

Location Burning Steppes (Morgan's VigilJ Location Blockrock Depths 

Gaal Find Marshal Windsor 

Marshal Windsor is alive, but the information he was gathering has 
been taken. Return to Marshal Maxwe ll with the bad news. 
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A CRUMPLED NOTE 

Quest level 56 lo obtain 

Location Blockrock Depths 

Deliver A Crumpled Note to Morshol Windsor 

A Crumpled Note can be found on the corpse of many of the creatures in 
Blackrock Depths. A quick examination of the note reveals information 
Marshal Windsor should be alerted to. Give him the note. 

A SHRED OF HOPE 

Location Blockrock Depths 

Quest Giver 

There's still a chance to get the information Marshal Windsor was 1 

collecting. It's being held by two people in Blackrock Depths. Find 
General Angerforge and Argelmach. They have the information you 
need and neither will give it over willingly. .J 

JAIL BREAK 

Quest Level 56 to obtain 

Blockrock Depths 

After returning Marshal Windsor's information, the next step is clear: 1 

free Marshal Windsor from the prison. He'll need his gear and his 
friends freed. Protect him until he can make it on his own. Speak to 
Marshal Maxwell when you have done this. 

HURLEY BLACKBREATH 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Reward 

so lo obtain 

Dun Maragh 

Ragnar Thunderbrew 

Recover the lost Thunderbrew Recipe 

limb Cleaver (2·hond Axe, 42.7 DPS, +21 STR, +6 STA) 

or Swiltstrike Cudgel (Main-hand Mace, 32.S DPS, Equip: 
Improves your chance to hit by 1 " )and Dork Dworven 

The Dark Iron Dwarves have stolen the recipe for Thunderbrew 
Lager. Destroy any kegs of Thunderbrew Lager and retrieve the Lost 
Thunderbrew Recipe from Hurley Blackbreath. 

THE GOOD STUFF 

Quest Level 

Location 

QuestGlver 

Goal 

so lo obtain 

Burning Steppes (Morgan's Vigil) 

Oralius 

Gather 20 Dork Iron Fanny Pocks 

A Dingy Fanny Pock 

Oralius is jealous of what the Dark Iron 
Dwarves have. Bring him 20 Dark Iron 
Fanny Packs to ease this jealousy. 



--~ 
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OVERMASTER PYRON 

Quest Level to obtain 

Location Burning Steppes (Morgan's Vigil) 

Quest Giver Jolinda Sprig 

Goal Kill Overmaster Pyron 

Max Experience Gained S,100 ................. 

INCENDIUS 

Quest Level 

Location 

iver 

Goal 

to 

The mages sent into Blackrock 
Depths have been meeting 
untimely and crispy ends. Jalinda 
wants you to kill the culprit, 
Overmaster Pyron. Slay him and 
return. 

Burning Steppes (Morgan's Vigil) 

Jolindo Sprig 

Kill Lord lncendius 

Max Experience Gained S,800 

Reward 

·-

Stalwart Clutch (Plole Wois!, 300 Armor, + 12 STA, Equip: 
Increase Defense +8) or Crypt Demon Brocers (Moil Wrist, 
132 Armor, + 14 AGI) or Nightfall Gloves (leather Hands, 
91 Armor, + 12 STR, + 12 AGI) or Sun borne Cope (Bock, 

36 Armor, +5 Spirit, Equip: Increases domoge done by fire 
spells and effects by up to 12) 

r b ~.·.···~· .. ~ 

When you tell Jalinda about 
Pyron saying "lncendius" when 
he died, she becomes very 
worried. lncendius is much 
stronger and stands in the way 1

1 

of the expeditions into Blackrock 
Depths. Kill him. 

KHARAN MIGHTHAMMER 

Quest Level 

Location 

so lo obtain 

lronlorge 

· Magni Bronzebeord 

find Kharon Mighthammer 

The King's men have been unable 
to find either his daughter or 
Kharan, who was protecting 
his daughter. Their only clue is 
Kharan may be being held in 
Blackrock Depths. Find him and 
find what happened to Magni's 
daughter . 

" THE BEARER OF BAD NEWS 

Quest Level 52 to obtain 

Location Blockra<k Depths 

Quest Giver Khoron Mighthommer 

Goal Return to King Magni Branzebeord 

Max Experience Gained 6,400 ................. 
Kharan has important information 
that needs to get back to King 
Magni Bronzebeard. 

THE FATE OF THE KINGDOM 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

52 to obtain 

lronforge 

King Magni Bronzebeord 

Re1<ue the Princess from Emperor Dagron Thourisson in 
Blockrock Depths. 

8,0SO ................. 
After completing The Bearer of 
Bad News, King Magni asks you to 
rescue his daughter from Emperor 
Dagran Thaurissan at the very end 
of Blackrock Depths. Remember, 
she must not be harmed! 

THE PRINCESS' SURPRISE 

Quest Level 

Location 

Prin<ess Moira Bronzebeard 

Return lo King Magni with some surpr~ing news. 

Max Experience Gained 9,650 

Reward 

Magni's Will (Ring: +6 STR, +7 STA, Improves your chance 
to get a critical strike by 1 %) or Songstone of lronforge 
(Ring: +7 INT, +4 SPI, Increases damage and healing done 
by spells and effects by up to 1 B) 

You've rescued the Princess but 
she doesn't seem very happy 
about it. To make matters worse, 
you have some very surprising 
news to deliver to King Magni 
and I don't think he's going to 
take it very well. 
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HORDE QUESTS 
~----- --

I I . ' I ' I ,., 
~ 

..• .. 
t.......i.Ganlll GaJomov the Mork1mon ........... Commander Gor'shok Yes 

,.-
Sita . 

! 

J 

l 

WlialisGoinlO.? Commander Gor'shok ........ Commander Gor'shok ..... ... . 
Yes -. -"'"' . 

Wlmlis""'90.? Commander Gor'shok ........ Thrall ~-., ... ~. Yes : -: USO ' 
llitloyallescue Thrall o.p..:...,., .... Princess Bronzebeord lldrnckDiillll Yes 8,850 
1lit PrilllSs 5md? Princess Bronzebeord ......... Thrall .....-. ....... ' - ,, Yes 

.. 
9'58 

REWARD: The Eye of D<grimmor (Ring, +4 SPI, +7 Ill!, Passive: lnueoses damage and healing done by magical spelk and effe<ls by up to 10) or Thrall's Resolve (Ring, l SO Armor, +7 STA, +4 STR) 

1111 Oii Sl6HT: o.n ... Dlllws Wonted Poster ............ Warlord Goretooth ........... .. , Yes 5,108 
1111 Oii Sl6HT: Hieh ..... o.n . 

han Ollidals Wonted Poster ............ Warlord Goretooth ............ Yes 5450 

OpnlioA: llellh .......... Warlord Goretooth ............ Warlord Goretooth ............ Yes < 1)fl 

REWARD: Conqueror's Medallion (Neck,+ l 0 STR, +4AGI,+11 STA, +5 SPI) 

l.osl lliunderlrtw .... Shodowmoge Vivion Lagrave ............ Shodowmoge Vivion Lagrave ............ No S,658 
REWARD: Limb Oeaver (2-hond Axe, 42.7 OPS, +21 STR, +6 STA) or Swiftstrike Cudgel (Moin-hond Mace, 32.5 OPS, Equip: Improves your chance lo hit by 1'0, and 5 l<Jperior Healing Potions and 5 Greater Mono Potions 

Dishs-r ol "- Thunderheort ............ Thunder heart ............ Yes s 100 ..._,.,In Thunderheort ............ Thundecheort ......... .. J Yes , .. 
REWARD: Stolwurt Outch (Plate Waist, 300Armor, +12STA, Equip: lnaeose Defense +8) or Crypt Demon Bro<ers (Moil Wrist, 132 Armor, +14 AGI) or Nigh~oll Gloves (leothec Hands, 91 Armor, + 12 STR, + 12 AGI) or l<Jnborne Cope (Bock, 36 Armor, +5 Spir~. 
Equip: ln<reoses damage done by Rre spelk and effe<ls by up to 12) 

lhel.oslBement Shodowmoge Vivion Lagrave ......... Shodowmoge Vivion Lagrave .....,.... ... Yes "·' 5,458 
REWARD: logrove's Seol (Ring, +7 STA, +7 Ill!, +7 Spi) 

llitlisttllhelladims Lotwr1 Yeriatus ..... l. lotwil Veriotus ..... lit . c Yes ... 
REWARD: Azure Moon Ami<e (Oath Shoulder, S6 Armor, +B STA, + 15 INT} or Roincosler Drape (Bod, 38 Armor, Increases heating done by SfM!ils and effe<ls by up to 20) or Basalt Armor( Motl Chest, 313 Armor, + l 0 STA, +21 SPI) or Lovopbte Gauntlets (Plate Hanek, 
345 Armor, +17 STR, +5 STA) 

A message was delivered, rather rudely, to Kargath. It shows an Ore 
behind bars with the signature of Commander Gor'shak. Galamav is 
fully aware it's a trap and wants you to rescue the Commander. 

Commander Gor'shak begins tell ing you about why he allowed himself 
to be captured when guards arrive. Defend him so he can continue 

~ the story. 



WHAT IS GOING ON? 

Blackra<k Depths 

oal Return to Thrall 

Max IEJCperience Gainecl 9,950 

Reward 

The Eye of Orgrimmor (Ring, +4 SPI, +7 INT, Poi~ve: 

lncreoies domoge ond healing done by mogkol spel~ ond 

ellem by up to 10) Of Thrall's Resolve (Ring, 1 SO Armor, 
+7 STA, +4 STR) 

" 

Gor'shak has been speaking with Kharan about the kidnapping of 
Princess Bronzebeard. He wants you to gather all the information 
Kharan has to offer and take it to Thrall. 

. - - -·- -· ~~ 

Moira seems to stil l be partial ly under Dagran's spell. She curses at y:Ju 

~
and tells you to return to Thrall. Nothing more can be done. Return to 
Thrall for your reward. 

~- .. ,. ... _ . ... . 

THE ROYAL RESCUE I ( KILL ON SIGHT: DARK IRON DWA 
' 

I Qu9'tl.ftwl ....... 
Orgrimmar Location Bodlonck (Korgoth) 

w Qu9'tGlwr ....,,_. 
Kill Emperor Oogron Thour~son 

Goal 
Kill 1 S AnvUroge Guorckmon, S Anvilroge Footman, ond 10 

t Anvilroge Worden 

Max ............... 5,118 

Reward None 

I 1 

l 
Thrall w,ints tc.> S<l\t' Princess Bronzebeard ,ind return her to lronforge ~ 
to help strengthen the ties between the Dwarves and the Ores. Emperor 
Dagran fhaurrssan has cast a spell on the Princess and needs to be , 

1 

The Dark Iron Dwarves have been declared enemies of the Horde 
1..dlC'd bC'forc the rC'~cue can happen. Thrall warns you no::Jto harm and a bounty put on their heads. Slay them in droves and return for 
the Princess. '\. your reward. 

•----· ·- > \M'~ - - .. - r~4. 
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ri·;;:-O~l~HT, HIGH RANKING DARK IRON 

l Location Badlands (Korgoth) 

Goal 

......... 
Kill 10 Anvilroge Medic, 10 Anvil rage Officer, and 10 

Anvilroge Soldier 

! 
It' s not only the low ranks of Dark Iron Dwarves that need to be t 
thinned. Slaughter the enemy and return when your armor is coated in 
their blood. Speak with Lexlort about finding the man responsible for ) 
betraying the Horde after you have completed this quest. _ 

~·1 , . 

.. •" " OPERATION: DEATH TO ANGERF 

Goal Kill General Angerlorge 

Malup•..._...._. 1)'511 

Reward 
Conqueror's Medallion (Neck, + 10 STR, +4 AGI, + 11 STA, 

+5SPI) 

Once you have brought Grark Lorkrub to justice, Warlord Goretooth 
entrusts you with an important mission . The leadership of the Dark Iron 
Dwarves needs to be removed. Kill Genera l Angerforge and return for 
your reward. 

LOST THUNDERBREW RECIPE 

There are rumors that the Dark Iron Dwarves have stolen the recipe 
ior Thunderbrew Lager. Find Hurley Blackbreath and take the Lost 
Thunderbrew Recipe. You may have to destroy some of the kegs to get 
him to show. 

Something burns in the depths of Blackrock Mountain. The Dark 
Iron Dwarves have become rather adept at summoning and creating 
elementals. Find and ki ll Overmaster Pyron. 



r DISHARMONY O F FIRE 

Guelt...,,.. 48toellbin 

Location Badlands (Korgoth) 

Goal Recover the Tablet of Kurniyo and kill Lord lncendius 

Max lxperiel- Gained 7,300 

Reward 

Stalwart dutch (Plate Wo~t. 300 Armor, + 12 STA, Equip: 

Increase Defense +BJ or Crypt Demon Brocers (Moil Wrist, 

132 Armor, + 14 AGI) or Nightfall Gloves (leather Hands, 
91 Armor, + 12 STR, + 12 AGI) or Sunborne Cope (Bock, 

36 Armor, +5 Spirit, Equip: Increases damage done by Fire 
spells and effects by up lo 12) 

Returning to Kargath after slaying Overmaster Pyron w ill gain 
Thunderheart's attention. There is something that controlled Pyron: 
lncendius. Yet, even lncendius is being controlled . The chain goes too 
far to intuit without more evidence. Slay lncendius and take the Tablet 
of Kurniya. 

---------
THE LAST ELEMENT 

Vivian Lagrave also takes an interest in you when you return with news 
of Overmaster Pyron's death. The Dark Iron Dwarves have found a way 
to create terribly powerful golems. Spies report that the power source 
is an important part of the new design. Vivian asks you to collect 10 
Essence of the Elements to study. 

Goal Called the Head of Argelmoch and 10 lntod Elemental Cores 

Reward 

Azure Moon Amite (Cloth Shoulder, 56 Armor, +8 STA, +I 5 
INT) or Roinca1ter Drape (Bock, 38 Armor, Increases healing 

done by spe(b ond effects by up to 20) or BOIOh Armor (Moil 

Chest, 313 Armor, + 10 STA, + 21 SPI) or lovoplote Goun!lets 
(Plate Hands, 345 Armor, +17 STR, +5 STA) 

Continuing The Rise of the Machines quest chain brings you to Lotwil 
Veriatus. He recognizes who is making the machines. He wants you to 
kill Argelmach and bring his head and 10 Intact Element Cores to him. 



SHARED QUESTS 

/ 

'\.. 

' ' • t 1• ,u r1 ' ' '••tr• .1111 .. 
Oarlc Iron legacy I frondom forgewright I Bladcrod< Mooatain: 11o1ten Span I Shrine of Thourissan I Blackrodc 0epths I No I S,100 

REWARD: Shodowlon1e Kev 
Rt1JblvSa-t I Yuko Screwspigot I . FlomeCmt I Yuko Screwspigot I Burnino ~:Flame Ctesl I No I 2650 

REWARD: Penance Spoulders (leather Shoulder, 104 Annor, +8 AGI, +11 STA, +7 SPI) or Ronc0< Boon (Cloth Boon, 47 Arm0<, +12 AGI, +11 INT) or Solinnteel Armor (Moil Chest 288 Armor, +12STR, +1 2STA, +12 SPI) 
The love Potion I Mistress Naamara I Blodm1cll DeotM I Mistress Naamara I Bladcrodc DeolM I No I 5450 

REWARD: Noomoro's Whiol>ina Belt (leather Wokl, B9 Armor, +8 SIR, + 14 STA, +13 SPI) °'Monocle Cuffs (doth Wrkl, 34 Armor, +6STA,+1 S INTI 
The Heart of the Mountain I Moxwort Uberglinl I . . Rome Crest 

Anunement to the Core I lot~ Riltwoker I Bladcrodc Mooatain: Molten w.. 
REWARD: Tel.nor! lo Molten Core 

DARK IRON LEGACY 

lo 

Location Blockrock Mountain (Molten Span) 

Quest Giver 

Place lronfel in the Shrine al Thaur~n 

Max Experience Gained S,100 

Reward Shadowlorge Key 

Franclorn Forgewright is dead. Since only the dead can speak with the 
dead, this quest can only be obtained whi le in your spirit form. You are 
asked to retrieve lronfel from Fineous Darkvire and place it in the Shrine 
of Thaurissan. 

RJBBLY SCREWSPIGOT 

Quest Level 48 loolitoin 

Location Searing Gorge 

Quest Giver YukaSunspigat 

Goal Collect Ribbly's Head 

Max Experience Gained 2,650 

Reward 

Penance Spoulders (leather Shoulder, 104 Armor, +8 AGI, 

+ 11 STA, +7 SPI) or Rancor Boots (Goth Boots, 47 Armor, 

+ 12 AGI, + 11 INT) or Splinlsteel Armor (Mail Chest, 2B8 

Armor, +12STR, +12 STA, +12 SPI) 

All family members look out for each other. In the case of the Screwspigots, 

I Moxwort Uberglinl I B111ninn ~ ......... Flame Ctesl I No I S.650 
I lothos Riltwoker I 

THE LOVE POTION 

uest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

I No I 6 600 

~ ·~· .. ~ 

so lo obtain 

Blockrock Depths 

Mislress Nagmara 

Collect 1 Nagmara's Filled Viol, I 0 Giant Silver Veins, and 

4 Gromsblaad 

Max Experience Gained S,450 

Reward 

Nogmaro's Whipping Belt (leather Wo~t, B9 Armor, +B STR, 

+ 14 STA, + 13 SPI) or Monocle Cuffs (doth Wrist, 34 Armor, 

+6STA +IS INT) 

Nagmara is desperately in love with Rocknot, but is having trouble 
getting him to feel the same way. She asks you to bring her ingredients 
so she can make a potion to change this. Fill the vial on top of lhe 
hill at Golaka Hotsprings in Un'Goro Crater, collect the Giant Silver 
Veins from the Giants in Azshara, and gather Gromsblood. With all the 
reagents acquired, return to Nagmara. 

.• they've been looking for a way to make money from Ribbly for a while. 

56 

Now is their chance. There is a bounty on Ribbly's head and Yuka wants 
it. Collect Ribbly's head and return for your reward. 

·: 

"" 



THE HEART OF THE MOUNTAIN 

Quest Level 501o obtain 

Location Burning Steppes 

Quest Giver Maxwort Uberglint 

Goal Collect The Heort of the Mountain 

Max Experience Gained 5,650 

Maxwort is obsessed with a certain gem. The Heart of the Mountain is 
described as being as big as your hand. The Dark Iron Dwarves have 
refused to sell it to Maxwort. His on ly course of action is violence. He's 
willing to pay you to retrieve the Heart from Watchman Doomgrip. 
Raiding the relic coffers is the only way to get Doomgrips attention. 

THE ENEMIES Of BLACKROCK DEPTHS 

WHAT SURVIVES THE HEAT? 

49.55 
52-53 Elite 
49.50 Eltte 

53 Elite 
52·54 Eltte 

Notes: Enhanced stealth detection, Rend, Dire 
Growl (·47 STR/AGI) 

Bloodhound Mas1iff 49.55 

5H4Elite 
50·52 

AlTUNEMENT TO THE CORE ( 

Quest Level 55 ta obtain 

Location Blockrock Mountain (Molten Spon) 

Quest Giver Lothos Riltwoker 

Goal Retrieve o Core Frogmen! 

Max Experience Gained 6,600 

Reward Teleport to Molten ore 

Lothos knows what's behind all the trouble in Blackrock Mountain; it's 
a being of immense power that isn't even in this world. To reach him, 
you must travel through Blackrock Depths. Lothos can shorten your 
future trips if you bring him the Core Fragment from just outside the 
entrance to Molten Core. 

50-56 

53.55 

47.54 
55-56 
53.54 Elite 
52-53 Elite 

54.55 

55-56 Elite 

50-51 Elite 

57 
53-54 Elite 

55-56 Elite 
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WHAT COMMANDS THE HEAT? 

AMBASSADOR FlAMEIASH 57 Elite 

ANGER'REL 55 Elite 

Burst of Knowledge (Trinket, Use: Redu<es mano cost of aft spels by 100 for ID sec., Equip: Increases domage ond healing done by magi<al spels and ellec15 by up lo 12), Cape 

of the Fire Solomander (Bock, 41 Armor, +6 5PI, +9 STA, +12 Fire Resistonce). Grcle of Flome (Clolh Heod. 74 Armor, +20 STA, +12 Fire Resisl011Ce, Use: Channek 75 heahh into 

mono every I sec for I 0 seconds), Rome Wrath (Poleorm, 48.2 OPS, Chance on Htt: Envelops the cosier wilh o Fire shield for 15 sec. ond shoots o ring of lire dealing 130-170 

toollneor enemies) Mohenftm(MoilHonds 215Armor +IOAGI +11 INT +11 ST +IOFire Resistonce) 

Notes: Strike (like Warrior's Heroic Strike) Shield Block and Sunder Armor 

ANUB'SHIAH 54 Elite 
Coropo<e of Anub'shioh (Plote Chest, 577 Armor, +11 AGI, +22 STA, +11 STR), Groverot Cope (Back, 36 Armor, +6 SPI, + 15 STA), Sovoge Gladiator Greaves (Moff feel, 233 

Armor +15AGI +l3ST +IOSTR TheGladiator . el ShodeliendBoots(LeatherBoots 99Armor +4STR +9AGI +6STA) 
Notes: Envelo in Web (Root) Shodowbolt Curse of Weakness (Curse domo e dealt ii reduced b 41 ), Immune to Stun, Curse of Ton ues 

Force of Magma (Two-Hand Mace, 48.1 OPS, + 14 STR. Chance on Htt: Blosl5 o target for 150 fKe damage). Lovocrest leggings (Plate Legs, 531 Armor, +I 2STA, +28 STR), 

BAErGAR 57 Elite Rubidium Hammer (Main Hand Mate, 120 Armor, 36.8 OPS, +5 STR), Sosh of the Burning Heart (Oolh Waist, 46 Armor, +10 INT, +10 SPI, +10 STA, Equip: Increases damage 

OOPE'REL 56 Elite 
Notes: Sinister Strike, Gou e ond Bockstob 

EMPEROR OAGRAN THAURISSAN 59 Eltte 

Notes: Avolor of Flame ( l 0 sec. mo ic immuni 

EVISCERATOR 54 Elite 

done Fire and effeds to 14) 

Oreadlorge Retaliator (lwo-Hond Axe, 50.5 OPS, Equip: Increases your chance to porry on attodi by l ", Improves your chance lo get o criti<ol strike by I", +30 Altodi P-l. 

The Emperor's New Cope (Bock, 43 Armor, +7AGI, +16 STA), Elllpefor's Seal (Ring. +6 Arcane Resistance, +6 Frost Resistance, +10-11 to 1wo random stuls). Force of Will (Trinket, 

Equip: When struck in combat has o l" chance of reducilg al melee damage done by 25 for l 0 seconds Defense +7). Guiding Staff of W'lldom (Stoff, 50.S OPS, +I 0 SPI, +II 

STA, + 10 Frost Resislance, Equip: Increases healing done by spells ond elleds by up lo 53), Hond of Juslice (Trinket, Equip: 2% chance on melee htt ta gain 1 extra attodi, Equip: 

+20 Anode Power), Imperial Jewel (Neck, +7STA, Equip: +32 Altodi Power), Robes of the Royal Crown (doth Chest, 85 Armor, +12INT,+10 SPI, +19STA, Equip: Increases 

damage and healing done by magical spells ond effeds by up to 18), lronloe (Main Hond Moce, 43.5 OPS, Chance on Hit: Gronts 2 extra attacks on your next swing), Sosh of the 
Grand Hunt (Moil Waist, 199 Armor, + lSAGI, +6 INT, +14 STA, Equip: Increased Bows/Crossbows/Guns +2). Thourilson's Royal Scepter (Off-Hond, +S INT, +10 SPI, +SSTA, 

lsondeffects lo22) Wris dsolRenown(leatherWrist 74Armor, +10AGI +TOSTA +9STR) 

Notes: nli- o ic Shi Id Shod oh Volle , and Viciolll nd (Deols h icol omo e ve sec. for 5 sec.) 
Chief Archttect's Monode (Ooth Heod, 64 Armor, +27 INT, +3 SPI, +10 STA), Foreman's Heod Protector (Plate Heod. 469 Armor. +I I INT, +14STA, +15 STR, Equip: Increases 

damage ond healing done by magical spells and ellec15 by up lo 13). Lead Surveyor's Mantle (Mo~ Shoulder 246 Armor. + 14 INT, +8 SPI, Equip: Increases damage and healing 
FINEOUS DARKVIRE 54 Elite done by magical spells ond elleds by up to 15), R~ Armguards (Mail Wrist, 130 Armor, +6 AGI, + 11 STA, Sovoge Glodiotor Grips (Moil Hoods, 211 Armor, +9 AGI, t 12 INT, 

+ 14 STA, +5 STR, The Glodia1or P-iece), Senior Designer's Pantaloons (Cloth Legs, 69 Armor, +7 INT, + 18 SPI, +8 STA, Equip Increases healing done by spels and effe<ts by up 10 

40) 
Notes: Devotion Aura Hol Li ht, Hol Strike ond Kick 

GENERAL ANGERFORGE 57 Elite 

Angerforge's Battle Axe (Two-Hand Axe, 48.1 DPS, +11 STA, +27 STR), Force of Will (Trinket, Equip: When struck in 1ombot hos al" chonce of reducing all me1ee damage taken 

by 25 for 10 sec., Defense +7). Lord General's Sword (Main-hand Sword, 36.9 OPS, Chon<e on Htt: Increases attodi power by 50 for 30 seconds), Royal Decorated Armor (Mod 

Chest 344 Armor + 12 AGI +26 ST +8 STR) Warslrife L . (leather 144 Armor +6 STR +6 AGI + 12 STA u' . lnueases our chance to d 
Notes: Enro e Flurr ond Sunder Armor· An erfor e coils for hel at low heolth 

GLOOM'REL 56 Elite 
Notes: deove, Homslrin ond Mortal Strike 

GOLEM LORD ARGELMACH 58 Elite 

Notes: Choin Li htnin , Li htnin Shield, ond Shock 

GOROSH THE DERVISH 56 Elite 

Luminory Kilt (Lealher Leggings, 147 Armor, +20 INT, +8 SPI, +B STA, Equip: Increases damage and healing done by rnogi<ol spells ond effects by up to 22), Nogelring (Ring. SO 

Armor, +10 STA, Equip: When struck in combat inflicts 3 Arcane damage to the attodi11, Increased Defense +Sl, Omn~osl Booti (dolh Boots, 58 Armor, +9 INT, +6 STA, Equip: 

Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up ta 22), Second W'ind (Trinket. Use Restores 30 mono every I second for I 0 seconds, Increases healing 
done b k ond effeds u lo 22) 

Bloorklot Band (fmger, +8 INT, +7 SPI, +8 STA, Equip: IAUeases healing done by spells ond effect! by up to I SJ, Florelhorn (One-Hond Oogger, 37.S OPS, +S INT, Equip: Increases 

domoge done by fmpells ond effeds by up lo 17). Ltggings of Frenzied Magic (Leather legs, 142Armor,+15 INT, +IS STA. Equip: Increases damage and healing done by 

magical spells and effects by up lo 16, Equip: lleslores 5 mano per S sec.), Sovoge Glodiator Chcin (Mo~ Chest, 369 Armor, + 14 AGI, + 13 STA, + 13 STR, Equip: IR1Pfoves your 



Oregmeiol Spaulden (Plate Shoulder, 256 Armor. +6 STI, +S STA.+ lS INT, +10 SPI), Entrendiing Boots (Plate Feet, 397 Armor, +SAGI. +10 INT, +10 STA. +11 STR, Equip: 

GRIULE 54 Elite Increases damage and healing done by mogi<ol effe<ts by up lo 7). Grinle's Slcinner (Main Hond Axe, 36.S DPS, +6 AGI, +S STA. +B STRl. Plans: Dork Iron Pulverizer (Requires 

Blacksmith· (265) & W ilh) Stonewall Girdle (Plate Waist 484 Arl!IO! + 12STAJ 
Notes: Oeave ond Ground Tremor (2 sec. AoE stun S sec. cooldown) 

HATE'REL SS Elite 
Notes: Mona Burn Shadow Bolt Shadow Shield (deals 27-2B damo e lo melee attackers, abs-Orbs 550 dama el. and Strike (like Warrior's Heroic Strike) 

Hooklang Shanker (Dagger, 35.7 DPS, Chan<e on Hit: Corrosive acid that deak 7 Nature damage every 3 se<onds and lowm forgers orl!IO! by SO for 30 se<ands), Savage 

HEDRUM THE CREEPER 53 Elite Gladialor Helm !Mail Head, 27S Armor, + 12 AGI, +2B STA, The Gladiator Piece), Silkweb Gloves (Oath Hands, 48 Armor, + 13 INT, + 14 STA, Efiuip: Restores 3 mana per S se<.), 

Notes: Baneful Poison (Heo 

HIGH INTERROGATOR GERSTAHN S2 Elite 

HIGH PRIESTESS OF THAURISSAN SB Elite 

Notes: Heal Renew Shadow Bolt ond Shadow Word: Pain 

and heal' done b and effects lo 13) 

Blackveil Cape (Back, 38 Armor, +14 AGI, +6 STRl, Enthralled Sphere (Off-Hand, +3STA. + 14 INT, +SSPI), Greaves of Withering Despair (Mail Feet, 218 ArlllOI, +10 INT, +10 

STA, Equip: lncreG1eS damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up lo 11, lmpJOVes your chame lo hit with spelk by 1%), Kenti< Amiee (Cloth Shoulder, S6 ArlllOI, 

+ 13 INT, +6 SPI, + S STA, Equip. Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effects by up I 14), Sprile<oster Cope (Back, 37 ArlllOI, +4 INT, + S SPI, +4 STA, Efiuip: 

Ebonsleel~ (PloleShcUder, 463 Armor, +7 AGI, +16 STA, +6 STRl. Hmdsol the Exalted Herold (Cloth Hmds, S2 Armor, +13 INT, +12SPI, EqUp: looell5esheaq done byljl8is 

and effects PrieslessBools(Clodi +7SPI +IOShadowResisluncel SwilllderBools(lealherBools llSArmor +21 AGI +7 +4SIRJ 

Blockveil Cope (Back, 3B Armor,+ 14 AGI, +6 STR), F1eelfoo1 Greaves (Mail Boots, 21B Armor,+ 19 AGI, +S INT, +6STA), Houndmaster's Bow (Bow, 27.2 DPS, +3 AGI, Equip: 
HOUNOMASTER GREBMAR S2 Elite Attack Power increase<! by 24 when lighting beasts), Houndmaster's Rifle (Gun, 27 .4 DPS, +3 AGI, Equip: Allo<k Power in<rease<I by 24 when lighting beasts), Sprile<osler Cope 

(Bork, 37 Armor +4 INT +S SPI +S STA E ui · Increases dam ond heoU done b icol lk ond effe<ts u lo 14) 
Notes: Bloodlust (Increases oil 's allack s eed b 30% for 30 sec.). Demorolizin Shout, ond Pummel 

Coal Miner Boots (leather Feel, 112 Armor, + 17 STA, +9 STR, +I 0 Fire Resislan<e), firemoss Boots (Leather feet, 112 Armor, +I B INT, +B STA. Equip: Increases healing done by 
HURLEY BLACKBREATH SS Elite spelk ond magi<al effe<ts by up 10 20). Hurley's Tankard (Main Hand Mate, 37.6 DPS, +SAGI, +I 2STA), Rogelury Eyepatch (Leather Head, 132 Armor, +6 STR, +9 STA, Equip: 

Im oves our chan<e to I a critical strike b 2%) 

Ace of Elemeotols, Cinclerhide Armsplints (leather Wrist, 71 Armor, +10 Fire Resislon<e, +9-10 lo two random slots), Emberplate Arrnguards (Plate Wrist, 261 Armor, +10 fire 

LORD INCENDIUS S6 Elite Resiston<e, +9-10 to two random slots), flomeweave Cufk (Cloth Wrist, 3S Armor, +10 Fire Resiston<e, +9-10 la two random slots), Pyremail Wrislguards (Mail Wrists, 148 Arl!IO!, 

+10 fire Resistance +9· 10 to two random Slots) 
Notes: Curse of the firelord !Stocking curse that decreases target's fire resistance by 100 per opplicotion), fiery Bursi (AoE, S00-6SO fire damage, 1.5 se<. cost), Fire Storm (Like Rome Strike, 324-376 initial fire damage ond on additional 
I BS-21 S ints ever 3 se<. for 30 sec.), Immolate, ond Mi h Blow (+9S melee dama e kna<kbock) 

Eorthslag Shoulders (Plate Shoulder, 410 Arl!IO!, +B INT, +B STA. + 13 STR, Equip Increases damage and heaUng done by mogi<ol spells ond effects by up la 9), Idol of Ferocily 

LORD ROCCOR Sl Elite (Unique, Relic, Equip: RedU<es the energy cost of Oow and Rake by 3). Mantle of lost Hope (Oath Shoulder. 57 Armor, + 11 INT, +S STA, Equip: Increases healing done by spells 

Nolei: Earth Shock Flame Sha<k ond Ground Tremor 

MA GM US S7 Elite 

Notei: Fier Burst ond War Stom 

OK1HOR THE BREAKER S3 Elite 

Notei: Arcane Bolt, Arcane Ex losion, P mor h, and Slow 

Notei: fire Shield fire Blast 

PANZOR THE INVINCIBLE S7 Elite 

PHALANX SS Elite 

Notes: fireball Volle 

PLUGGER SPAZZRING 

and effe<ts to 26 Restores 3 mana S se<.) Ra<kshord Pellets (Bullet 6.0 DPS 1 B da el Stoneshell Guard (Shield 1903 Armot 31 Block +9ST +6 STRl 

Bon'tholc Sosh (Oath Waist, 39Armor,+10 STA. + 11 INT, Equip: lmprovei your chan<e lo htt with spells by 1 %, lnueases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effe<ts 

by up la 12), C ydopeon Band (Ring, + 7 INT. +4 SPI, +B STA, +4 STR, Equip: ln<reases damage and healing done by magical spells and elle<ts by up ta 9), Ogreseer fists (Leather 

Hands, 97 Armor, +10 INT, +B SPI, +10 STA, Equip: lnueases damage and healing done by magi<ol spelk and elle<ts by up lo 13), Savage Glodialor leggings (Meil legs, 296 
Armor + 1 BAGI +I 9ST + 12 STI The Gladiator . el 

Ra<k Golem Bulwark (Shield, 1994 ArlllOI, 36Bla<k,+10 STA, +10 Arcane Resistan<e, +10 Nature Resistance), Sholehuslc Boots (Plate feet, 417 Arl!IO!, +SSTA. Equip: Increases 

your chame to dodge an otta<k by 2%), Soot En<rusted footwear (Cloth Feet, SS Armor, +9 INT, + 14 SPI, +B STA, Equip: Increases heating done by spells and elle<ts by up ta 20), 

Stone of the Earth (2-hond Sward 4B.1 OPS, 2BO ArlllOI, + 12 STAI 
Bloodlist (One-Hand f'111 Weapon, 36.7 DPS, Chome on Hit. Wounds the turget far 20 damage), fists of Phalanx (Plate Hands, 367 Armor, +20 STR, +9 STA), Golem filled 
Pauldrons (Mail Shoulder 2SO Armor + 13 AGI + 17 STA) Golem Skull Helm (Plate Head 477 Armor +lB STR +IB ST E ui : Increased Defense +7) 

Borman Shonk er (Main Hand Dagger, 36.S DPS, Chan<e on Hit: Wounds the forget causing them to bleed for I 00 damage over 30 se<onds), Mixologist's Tunic (Leather Chest, 1 SB 

Armor +11 AGI +lBSTA +lBSTRl 

Ebonsteel Spaulders (Plate Shoulder. 463 Armor. +7 AGI, + 16 STA, +6 STR), Hands of the Exohed Herald (Cloth Hands, 52 Armor, + 13 INT, + 12 SPI, Equip: Increases healing done 
PRINCESS MOIRA BRONZEBEARD SB Elite by spells and effects by up to 33), High Priestess Boots (Cloth Boots. 58 Armor, +20 STA, +7SPI,+10 Shadow Resislon!e), Swillwallcer Boots (Leather Boots, 115 Armor, +21 AGI, 

+7 STA +4 STll 
Notes: Heal. Mind Blasl ond Renew 

PYROMANCER LOREGRAIN S2 Elite 

Flomestrider Robes (Leather Chest, I S3 Armor, + S STA, +6 INT, + 16 SPI, + 10 fire lesislonce, Equip: Increases dmnage and healing done by magical spelk and effe<ts by up 

lo 20), Kindling Stove (Stall, 4S.9 DPS, +12 INT, +13 SPI, +10 STA, +10 fire Resislan<e, Equip: Improves your chance ta gel a criti<olriewithspellsby 1%), Pyri< Caduceus 

(Wand, 52.S DPS. Equip: lnueases damage done by f'n spelk and effe<ts by up to 13), Searingi<ole leggings (Maa legs, 277Armor,+13 AGI, +13 INT, +10 SPI, +13 STA, +10 

59 
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VER EK 

Notes: Curse of Blood 
VILE'REL 

Arbiler's Blade (Main Hand Sword, 35.2 DPS, +5 INT, +B STA, Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mogi<al spelk and effedl by up to 8). Boreal Mantle (Cloth Shoulder, 

56 Elite 61 Armor, +B INT, +5 STA, Equip: Increases damage done by Frosl spells cnl effeds by up to 291, Chillsteel Girdle (Mad Waist, 190 Aimor, +20 INT, +7 SPI, +10 Frosl Resistance). 

Dark Warder's Pouldrons (leather Should. 122 Armor + 17 AGI +7 + 11 STRJ 
Notes: FrOlt Armor fr01t Bolt FrOll Novo, and fr01t Word 

WATCHMAN DODMGRIP 55 Elite 
Notes: Sunder Armor con drink a heolin lion in bottle 

THE DEPl'HS AWAfT 

Entrance from Searing Gorge 

Entrance from Burning Steppes 

Entrance to Blockrock Spire 

Frondorn Forgewright 

Romp horn lava 

The Grinding Quarry 

The M010nry 

Instance Portal to Blockrock Depths 
._,..,... ~~...,. ..... ,.,._,.... ~-.... 

- ----~ -- -- - --

THE MOLTEN SPAN 
Walking through the doors brings you to an impressive sight. A large rock 
structure is suspended over a pool of lava by massive chains. Jump onto the 
northeast chain and take it to the central structure. If you' re traveling in ghost 
form, now's a good time to pick up the Dark Iron Legacy quest from Franclorn 
Forgewright. Descend through the tomb and across another chain to a landing 
just above the lava. The Grinding Quarry is just ahead. 

WARM FEET? 
,.,.-~· _,._ · .. -·" · . 

-
Should you fall into the lovo, all is not lost. There is o romp on the north woll. 
Drink o swim speed potion ii ovoiloble and moke it lo the ramp as quickly as 
possible. With a healer to support you, survival is possible. 

THE GRINDING QUARRY 
There are several Anvilrage Wardens 
and Overseers moving about supervising 
the many Quarry Slaves. This area is 
rather easy to move through and can be 
bypassed altogether by a careful party. 
However, now is a good time to get 
a bit of practice against the enemy 
and help your Warlock stock up on 
Soul Shards. 

Like most jobs, supervising the slaves 
doesn't totally consume your attention. Watch for pairs of Anvilrage Wardens 
or Overseers standing around talking. If a fleeing enemy reaches one of these 
groups, the ensuing fight should be taken seriously. 

THE MASONRY 
The Quarry Slaves aren't found here. 
Only pairs of Anvil rage Wardens and 
Overseers stand along the walkways 
to the sides and wander in the middle. 
Fight cautiously as Overmaster Pyron 
patrols the entire Masonry. 

Clear your way to the instance portal 
and prepare to fight Overmaster 
Pyron. He has a ranged spell making 
him difficult to pul l. Attack when he 
is patrolling across the center area. Interrupt his spells when you can and slay 
him. If the fight takes a turn for the worse, retreat through the instance portal 
and return to resurrect and regroup. 
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A crrv WITHOUT SUNLIGHT 

Detention Block 
The Ring of Low 

The Shnne of Thourisson 

The Domicile 
The Block Vauh 

Hall of Crafting 

Shadowforge Gty 
Dark Iron Anvil 
Dark Iron Highway 

East Garrison 

Wes1Gorrison 
The Manufadory 

The Grim Guuler 
The Chamber of Enchontmenl 

Mold Foundry 

Summoners' Tomb 

lyceum 

The Iron Hall 

The Throne Room 
Instance Portal to Molten Core and 

Dark Iron Forge 

Blackrock Depths is one of the larger dungeons that you' ll be visiting 
in your 50s. Take the time to look at this map and to get a feel for your 
surroundings. Knowing the proper path through the dungeon saves your 
group from much unnecessary downtime as you try to find your way 
through. Knowing exactly where you're headed also lessens the chance 
that there'll be respawns as you backtrack through specific areas. 

Keep in mind that there are multiple objectives and many overlapping/ 
chain quests in here. Try to discern which quests everyone in the group 
is after prior to jumping into the dungeon. You may not realize that one 
member of the group hasn't completed the first half of the quests until 
they're begging you to take them through to those sections . 
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Shodowforge Door to Eost Garrison 

Primary Room 

High Interrogator Gerstohn 
Commander Gor'shok 

Khoron Mighthommer 
Morshol Windsor 
Poth to the Ring of low 

Blackrock Depths opens into a large room 
with several patrols and many standing 
enemies. The patrols typically consist of 
Bloodhounds and Anvilrage Wardens. 
These are very dangerous as their aggro 
range is large and the Bloodhounds 
have the added abil ity to detect stealth. 
Pull the patrols as they wander between 
groups of stationary Anvilrage Dwarves. 
When the patrols have been thinned, 
pull the Dwarves. This room should be 
cleared entirely before continuing. 

With the Primary Room clear, begin moving down the southeast passage. 
Clear the enemies slowly and keep the Dwarves from running for help. There 
are prison doors along both sides of the passage. These are locked and require 
the Prison Key or a Rogue with at least 2SO lockpicking. 

Clear the entire ring before moving to the archway near the High Interrogator. 
There is a Twilight's Hammer Torturer speaking with Gerstahn. There are 
also two Bloodhounds and an Anvilrage Warden around the corner to the 
right. The two groups are linked and it's difficult to pull them separately, but 
there is another option. Mind Soothe both the Torturer and Gerstahn. Then 
quickly Mind Control the Torturer near the Anvilrage Warden. The Torturer 
should draw all the aggro; just make sure that the Torturer dies before the MC 
breaks. 

Gerstahn's Psychic Scream can be quite dangerous for your party and she 
should be the primary target. All DPS should be focused on Gerstahn whi le 
CC should be focused on the Anvilrage Warden or the Torturer. Keep Gerstahn 
stunned or interrupted to avoid her devasta ting spells. When Gerstahn falls, 
killing the Bloodhounds will be fast, and any remaining enemies fall under the 
"clean up" category. 

Remove the Prison Key from Gerstahn's Corpse and free your friends. Horde 
parties need to free Commander Gor'shak. Once you have spoken to him, two 
parties of Anvil rage Dwarves spawn down either passage. This fight is very 
difficult as the Dwarves begin the fight enraged and come from both directions. 
Have your party in one passage when the encounter is started. The enemies in 
the other passage must be CCed. If you have a healer in addition to a Priest, 
consider having the Priest Mind Control one to tie them up while the party kills 
the other three. Once the Dwarves are dead, speak with Gor'shak again. 

Alliance groups need to speak with Marshal Windsor. You' ll be seeing Windsor 
a number of times. Once you have spoken with him, he asks you to return to 
Marshal Maxwell. If your party intends to stay together for a long time, make 
a return trip to Maxwell now. If your party is only interested in loot, continue. 
You'll be back soon enough. 

Once Marshal Maxwell has been apprised of the situation with Windsor, return 
to Blackrock Depths. As you kill the Anvilrage Dwarves, watch for a Crumpled 
Note to drop. This needs to be taken to Windsor once you find it. 

You've done all you can do here. Move through the east passage toward the 
Ring of Law. 



THE RING Of LAW AND THE SHRINE Of THAURJSSAN 

The first passage on the left brings 
you into the arena. There are two 
typical options here. Either you fight 
the "standard" battle by initiating the 
event with High Justice Grimstone, or 
trigger "The Challenge" w ith a Banner 
of Provocation. Both options are listed 
below. 

THE CHALLENGE 
Once one of your party challenges 
Theldren, a relatively randomized 
combination of five of NPCs (one of 
which is always Theldren) will attack 
during the event. The abilities of each 
are listed in the following table. 

The best tactic is to have either the MT 

Entrance lo the Ring of law 
Arena Floor 
Ledge 
Stairs to Second Floor 
The Shrine of Thourisson 
Bridge to The Domicile 

........ . ~~.., ~l'lr',... ~~ 
- - -- - - -

hold Theldren or have an off tank kite him while the rest of the group focuses 
fire on one caster at a time. Taking out the highest threat first (healers/DPS) is 
the accepted concept here. Since the bosses are humanoid, they're susceptible 
to most forms of CC: Blind, Gouge, Polymorph, etc . 

Once the casters begin to fall , the threat diminishes greatly. Once Theldren 
falls, your party will stand victorious as winners of the Challenge. 

STANDARD ENCOUNTER 
The event triggers once a party 
member walks onto the center grate. 
Have your MT move up and begin. 
High Justice Grimstone will walk over 
to unlock the east gate and release 
two groups of enemies. They' re 
inevitably non-elite, so a tank/AoE 
combo works perfectly (Frost Nova/ 
AoE is another option). Make sure to 
keep your ranged DPS and healers in 
the center of the room and take on the 
enemies as close to the gate as possible to prevent them from running freely 
throug~ your party. 

Once the two groups of enemies are dead, Grimstone will unlock the west 
gate. This battle is more difficult, but not anything that should wipe your 
group. Either a single elite or a pair of elites enters the arena. Definitely have 
the MT focus on grabbing the aggro initially and take the enemy down with 
focused fire. However, if you fai l to take these enemies down, the gate wi ll still 
be open and allow you to continue through the rest of the dungeon. 

Move through the western gate and up the stairs. There are three pairs of 
Anvilrage Dwarves (either Footmen or Guardsmen) to the left and four groups 
to the right. Watch out. A couple Fireguards patrol the room in addition to 
the standing groups of mobs; aggroing the wrong mob could result in some 
trouble. 

Ignore the enemies for now and take the stairs to the upper arena floor. The 
Spectators are neutral to you now that you've given them a good show. Move 
across the area and take the stairs to the Shri ne of Thaurissan . There's a large 
group of Shadowforge Peasants, Twilight Emissaries, or Twilight Bodyguards 
at the bottom of the stairs. 

Wait for the patrolling Fireguard to leave before beginning this battle. The 
Emissaries and Bodyguards are elite and shou ld be CC'd until the Peasants are 
killed. Sap, Polymorph, and Mind Control work well in this situation. 

W ith the group eliminated, wait for the Fireguard to return and vanquish 
him in a cleared area. Clear the passage to the south. There are two more 
encounters like this at the ramp. The southern passage is a dead end, but you' ll 
be returning later. Take the northern passage when it's clear. 

Two Blazing Fireguards prevent access to the bridge. Clear them and move onto 
the bridge, but don't go too far. Stepping onto the bridge causes an Anvilrage 
Guardsman to spawn on each side of the on each side of the bridge and, of 
course, attack! However, if you didn't stray too far onto the bridge, you should 
on ly receive the aggro of the one now behind you. Clear the Guardsman and 
prepare for the other. He occasionally brings the other pair of Fireguards with 
him when he's pulled, so be wary. 

Clear the pair of Blazing Fireguards at the far side of the bridge and enter the 
Domicile. 

ENEM IES IN "THE CHALLENGE" 

I • • I 

THRDIEll I Dwarf I Warrior 
Notes: Always present during the Challenge; Battle Shout, Demoralizing Shout, D~rm, Hamstring, Intercept, 
Intimidating Shout Mortal Strike 

KORY I Tauren I Shaman 
Notes: Eorthbind Totem, Fire Nova Totem, Frost Shock, lesser Healing Wave, Purge, War Stomp, and 
Windfury Totem 

LEflY I Gnome I Monk 
Notes: Dual Wield f~ts, frve Fat Finger Ex~oding Heart Technique (2000 damage ii you move), Snap Kick 
(Soell interruot and Silence) and Trio (Knockdown) 

MALGEN LONGSPEAR I Centaur I Hunter 
Notes: Pet - Gnashjaw, Aimed Shat, Concussive Shat (Chance ta stun). Multi-shat, Shoot (Byard min./30 
yard max. bow shot) and Wino Clio 

REUNIK I Goblin I Enaineer 
Notes: Arcanite Draganling. Disorient Grenade (Short Stun), Explosive Sheep, Goblin Dragan Gun, and 
Recambabulatar (Heal and Disoel Polvmoroh) 

ROTEANG I Gnoll 11 ..... 
Notes: Crioolina Poison Eviscerate Gouae Kick Kidney Shot Sinister Strike and Vanish 

SNOKH BLACXSPINE I I 
Notes: Blast Wove, Flamestrike, Impact (1 O" chance of 2 sec. slun lo all Fire spells), Po~morph, Pyroblast, 
and Scorch 

VA'JASHNI I Troll I Priest 
Notes: Blackout (Shadow Spells have a 10" chance ta stun), Dispel Magic, Flash Heal, Power Ward: Shield, 
Pwchic Scream Renew, and Shadow Word: Pain 

VOUANA I Undead (Forsaken) I Mnoo 
Holes: Cone al Cold Frost Bolt (10" bonus ~ow effect) Frosl Nova, Ice Block and lmoroved Blinard 
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" THE DOMICILE. SHADOWFORGE CITY. AND THE HALL Of CRAmNG _J 

I ~ 

Thourisson 

The Domicile 

Entrance to Shodowlorge City 

The Block Vault 

Entrance to the Holl of Crohing 

Fineous Dorkvire 

Lord lncendius 

Dork Iron Anvil 

Bridge to the Dork Iron Highway 

With the Bloodhound Mastiffs 
in the area, stealthing is much 
more dangerous and Sapping 
is nearly impossible. Use 
other forms of CC when the 
Bloodhounds are nearby. 
There are four groups in the 
Domicile's main room. Each 
group consists of two or three 
Anvilrage Medics, Footmen, 
or Soldiers, a Bloodhound Mastiff and a Blazing Fireguard. 

Banishing the Fireguard and Polymorphing one of the Dwarves decreases the 
number of enemies substantia lly. Your tank should hold the other Dwarves 
whi le the party first kills the Bloodhound, then any enemies still on the tank. 
Kil l the CCed enemies as CC breaks and repeat for each of the four groups. 

Each of the three smaller rooms has enemies that can be bypassed without 
adversely affecting anything except the amount of booty you bring back. It's 
up to you whether you take them out for the goods, or rush through this area 
to focus on more substantial enemies. Kill the group in the northwest room to 
clear the way to Shadowforge City. 

The enemies in Shadowforge City come in 
groups of six. Twilight Emissaries, Twi light 
Bodyguards, and Anvilrage Officers make 
up the elite portions of the enemies and 
should be CCed unti l the Shadowforge 
Peasants and Doomforge Craftsman 
are killed. This is a good place for AoEs 
provided you keep the fight away from the 
CCed enemies. Kill the first two groups 

around the ring. Pull the enemies out of the first room in the Black Vault when 
you're party is prepared. Al l six in the room are social and pull at once. W ith 
the way clear, attack Warder Stilgiss and Verek. Do not open the coffers when 
the enemies are dead. 

Designate one coffer to be opened last and make sure it's the main tank that 
does the opening. Open the others with the Coffer Keys that have been looted. 
You need 12 keys to trigger the event. If your party does not have enough, 
continue and come back to this event when you are fu lly supplied. 

With the opening of the final coffer, 
Watchman Doomgrip attacks and wakes 
the four Warbringer Constructs. The 
Constructs are immune to most forms of 
CC, but stuns and Freezing Traps work 
perfectly, so it's a good idea to lay down 
a Freezing Trap before opening the last 
coffer. 

If possible, have a Paladin open the final 
coffer and, just before the mobs spawn, cast Divine Shield. This offers the 
party up to 12 seconds (depending on the Paladin's timing) to kill one of the 
adds or the boss in relative safety since the Paladin wi ll be "tanking" whi le 
invulnerable. Horde groups can use the same tactic with the MT and a Limited 
Invulnerabi lity Potion. Have the MT work on keeping the attention of the 
party's target and as many others as possible. Any enemies that run after a 
ranged ally should be peeled by the off tank or Rogue and returned to the 
MT.This is the fight in which you should use all your long-timer abilities. The 
enemies need to be brought down quickly as they hit very hard. Kill the Dwarf 
first, then the Constructs one at a time. Parties wi th substantial AoE potential 
and great faith in themselves can AoE this group, but it's not recommended. 
With the enemies dead, open the box for a rare item and grab the Heart of the 
Mountain to complete the Heart of the Mountain quest. 

Return to Shadowforge City and clear the final group. Take the east passage 
into the Hall of Crafting. The stationary Warbringer Constructs are linked to 
three Doomforge Craftsmen each. There are severa l of these groups along the 
ramp down. There are also two patrols to watch for: a patrol ling Warbringer 
Construct and Fineous Darkvire. 

Pull and ki ll the patrolling Construct when it's away from any groups. With 
the monstrosity dead, locate Fineous. When Fineous is moving clown the ramp 
or has reached the bottom, engage the first enemy group. The Doomforge 
Craftsmen throw dynamite rather than entering melee, so CC what you can 
and ki ll what you can't. When the last of the Craftsmen are dead, finish off 
the Construct. 

This should be your pattern as you move down the ramp. Kill each group 
separately and don't engage Fineous until you have the first three groups 
cleared. This gives you a good spot to kill him without adds. Fineous is fai rl y 
powerful, but can't hold his own alone. His attacks can be nullified by a tank 
with a healer. Hold him away from the party and remind him of the weakness 
of evil. Loot lronfel for the Dark Iron Legacy quest. 

Two Blazing Fireguards defend the doorway to Lord lncendius. Handle these 
as you have handled all elemental pairs. Banish one and kill the other. Then 
kill the banished when the spell ends. lncenclius patrols on a platform above 
a lake of lava. The platform is a bad place to engage him as he can knock 
party members into the lava and out of resurrection range. Have your MT 
pu ll lncendius to the entryway. Interrupt lncendius' first spell and drag him 
back to your party. Once off the walkway, keep lncendius interrupted and the 
tank's health high. lncendius' Curse of the Firelord shou ld be removed when 
possible. It reduces Fire Resistance by 100 with each application and it stacks. 
Killing lncendius completes the second step of Disharmony of Fire for Horde 
parties and Lord lncendius for Alliance parties. 



Now it's time to do a bit of backtracking. Travel to the Shrine of Thaurissan by 
way of Shadowforge City and the Domicile. The Shrine sits at the end of the 
southern passage. Place lronfel in the statue to complete Dark Iron Legacy and 
receive the Shadowforge Key. 

With the key, you can bypass all you have done so far and head straight to the 
deeper parts of the dungeon on later adventures. Move back to the Detention 
Block and take the passage to the Dark Iron Highway. 

lHE DARK IRON HIGHWAY 

I ~ 

The Dark Iron Highway is not to be taken lightly. Every group you face has a 
combination of five elites. Of which, one is always a paladin and at least one 
other is a priest. The groups often change position along the passage and roam. 
This should be taken slowly and only if you are here for Bael'Gar. 

The fight should be started by CCing the Anvilrage Officer and as many of the 
Anvilrage Medics as possible. Sap should land first if there is a Rogue in your 
party, followed by Polymorph. Mind Control a Medic if possible. They' ll be 
the first target for the rest of the mobs and still offer healing options if your 
party gets aggro. Improved Sap is another perfect CC option. 

Kill any non-CCed Medics before taking on the Soldiers and Footmen. Footmen 
should be killed before Soldiers as their damage is higher, but stay on the same 
target as the rest of the party. The Officer should be killed last as he raises a 
Divine Shield when low on health. 

With the first group dead, pick off the patrolling Blazing Fireguard and the 
patrolling Dwarf group before continuing. Also watch for the patrolling 
hounds. Pull them to your party when they are too far to bring friends. 

Move along the west passage toward Bael 'Gar. Move slowly and keep the area 
around you cleared. Check for patrollers before starting each fight. There are 
groups in the north and south edges just before Bael'Gar. Clear these before 
engaging Bael'Gar. 

Shield your tank and charge Bael'Gar. His damage output is devastating, so 
keep the tank's health high. Turn Bael'Gar around so he is facing away from 
the party. This makes it easy to see when he changes targets. Should he do so, 
cease fire. Stop all attacks until the tank has regained Bael'Gar's attention and 
pulled him back into position. Keep him away from your healer at all times. 
It's a Jong fight. Keep hitting him until he doesn't hit back any longer. When 
he falls, grab the loot and move to the East Garrison Door. 
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lfPTHE EAST AND WEST GARRISONS 

Stoirs from The Ring of low 

Shodowlorge lock 
Possoge to West Gorrison 

Possoge from Eost Gorr~on 

Generol Angerlorge 

The Shadowforge Lock stands in the East Garrison. It's guarded by several 
groups of Anvilrage Dwarves and Fire Elementals. Clear your way to the lock 
and use the Shadowforge Key to open the passage to the West Garrison. 

With the lock tripped, move up the stairs. Watch out for the patrolling 
Fireguard. The stairs end at a room you've been in. This time, the enemies 
need to die. 

Three groups of Anvi l rage Footman and Guardsman occupy the southern side 
of the room. Clear them one group at a time and turn your attention to the 
north side of the room. There are severa l more groups of Anvilrage Dwarves 
with Fireguards on the north side of the room. Slowly clear your way to the 
Bridge to West Garrison. 

The enemies in the West Garrison 
are a bit more powerful than in the 
East. As before, banish any Fireguard 
Destroyers and CC the Doomforge 
Dragoons when possible. The 
Dragoons have Cleave and can 
inflict major damage to several party 
members if left unchecked. 

With the top level of the West 
Garrison cleared, move down the 

I 

ramp. There's a landing that offers a clear view of the three groups on the 
lower level. General Angerforge stands in one, but should not be engaged until 
the other two groups are dealt with. 

Take the two Fireguard Destroyers at the end of the ramp first. Banish and 
focus fire as you have done before. When they are dead, move to the landing 
and jump down toward the eastern group next. 

Put all pets on stay before jumping down. All party members must come down. 
If someone on the ledge pulls aggro, the enemy will run around the ramp and 
grab General Angerforge in the process. When everyone, except pets, is down, 
prepare for the fight. 

A Doomforge Dragoon and two Anvi lrage Marshalls wait ahead. This fight is 
more difficult than the Fireguards as the Dwarves flee when low on health. This 
cannot be allowed. Kill these and prepare for the fight against Angerforge. 

Angerforge is surrounded by four 
Anvi lrage Reservists. They' re non
elite, but inflict some serious damage. 
Have your MT hold aggro while they 
drag Angerforge back toward the 
bridge between the two Garrisons, 
but not all the way to the bridge; 
several elementals spawn to prevent 
Angerforge being pulled too far. Any 
mobs summoned by his cal l for help 

appear near his spawn point (up the stairs) and it takes them longer to reach 
the party if he's pulled away. 

Have the MA target Angerforge's allies and begin whipping through them. With 
the Reservists down, Angerforge is a much easier target. Bring his health down 
while conserving mana. When Angerforge's health drops substantially, he' ll 
call for help. Hopefully, you' l l be away from his spawn point and have time to 
unleash your party's full DPS to drop Angerforge. It takes a few moments for 
the cavalry to arrive and you need Angerforge dead before they do. 

With Angerforge dead, focus your damage on the enemy healers before 
engaging the others. When all opposition is down, loot General Angerforge 
and gain Marshal Windsor's Lost Information for A Shred of Hope for Alliance 
parties. Killing him completes Operation: Death to Angerforge for Horde 
groups. Move down the north stairs to The Manufactory. 



llntE MANUFACTORY 

Golem lord Argelmoch 
Pa1soge lo The Grim Guuler 

The stairs end in a large room with 
many enemies. All the enemies have 
ranged attacks and are in large groups. 
The enemies flee when at low health. 
These three facts make life difficult for 
your healer so keep an eye on your 
healer's health bar. 

Take out the single patrolling enemies 
first. Have AoEs ready when you 
engage the large groups. The tank 
should maintain aggro on the Golem while the DPS takes care of all the 
non-elite enemies. 

Thunderbrew Cosks 
Ribbly Screwspigot 
Mistress Nogmoro 

Plugger Spoming 

Lokhta1 Oarkborgainer 

Private Rocknal 

Door lo Shadowlorge Gty ond Phalanx 
Pa1soge lo the Chamber of Enchantment 

I 
Pulling is possible if the puller ducks behind one of the many pillars or corners 
to break line of sight. Doing this forces the enemies to advance around the 
corner to regain line of sight. 

Clear the entire room before resting for Argelmach. Check buffs and be 
prepared for a frantic fight. The enemies quickly dish out some massive 
damage. Argelmach and the Golems have several spells that ignore your tank's 
armor. Bring Argelmach and the Golems into the larger room in case of a total 
party wipeout. 

This is a fight for timed abilities. 
Golem Lord Argelmach needs to be 
killed as quickly as possible. Having 
a secondary tank to peel one of the 
Golems whi le a pet takes the aggro 
of the other, will save the main tank's 
life and the healer's mana. Argelmach 
cannot be stunned and casts instant 
spells. With no way to reduce his 
damage capability, it comes down to 
attrition . Make sure he loses the fight by using every damage ability you have. 
The Golems aren't nearly as dangerous as Argelmach, so don't hold anything 
back. With Argelmach dead, focus on the golems one at a time and kill them 
like any other fight. 

Killing Argelmach advances the Rise of the Machines quest for Horde parties. 
Al l iance parties should loot the Marshal Windsor's Lost Information from 
Argelmach to advance the A Shred of Hope quest. 

Take the northeast passage to The Grim Guzzler. 

The passage to The Grim Guzzler 
is guarded by two groups of three 
Fireguard Destroyers. These fights are 
a little more difficult unless you have 
two Warlocks with you. The strategy 
is still the same: banish what you can, 
kill what you can't. 

The first thing your party should do 
when entering The Grim Guzzler is to 
wait and do nothing. There are a lot 

of things to do, but if the party runs in different directions, everyone wi ll die. 
The Patrons are neutral until attacked. When attacked, the entire bar becomes 
aggressive. Avoid using AoEs if there is any chance a Patron will be caught 
in them. 

Move your party to the room to the 
left with the Thunderbrew Kegs. 
From here, send the tank to speak 
with Ribbly Screwspigot to begin the 
fight. Once begun, drag him and his 
Cronies back into the Thunderbrew 
room before attacking. Keep the fight 
in here to avoid hitting the Patrons. 

Ribbly has a number of friends, but 
some CC helps that number gets 
sma ller quickly. Take out Ribbly for the Ribbly Screwspigot quest, then finish 
off his Cronies. 



Rest up and smash the Thunderbrew Kegs when you're ready. This spawns 
Hurley Blackbreath and three Blackbreath Cronies at the bar. They take a 
moment to reach you, so be patient. This fight is much l ike the fight against 
Ribbly. 

When the enemies are dead, loot them 
for the Lost Thunderbrew Recipe and 
Hurley Blackbreath quests for Horde 
and Alliance parties. 

With the fighting done for now, speak 
with Mistress Nagmara to begin 
The Love Potion quest. It involves 
leaving Blackrock Depths, so you 
won't complete it until your next pass 
through. 

Lokhtos Darkbargainer stands in the alcove on the upper level; he accepts a 
number of items to increase your reputation with the Thorium Brotherhood. 
See the table below for a list of what he accepts. 

THORIUM BROTHERHOOD REPUTATION 

ITEM NUMBER REPUTATION 

Dark Iron Ore 10 so 

8lood of the Mountain 200 

Core Leather ISO 

Fiery Core 4 200 

Lava Core 200 

Plugger Spazzring walks along the bar and sells rare recipes and drinks. Only 
one party member shou ld buy the drinks as they are needed to get out of the 
bar. Have the Rogue Pickpocket Plugger for the Grim Guzzler Key. 

1@¥ntE PAnt TO ntE EMPEROR 

Ambassador Flamelosh 

Mold Foundry 

Summoners' Tomb 

Two Shadowlorge Flomekeepers (wonder) 

Shadowlorge Brazier 

Mogmus 

Emperor Dagran Thaurisson 

lnstonce Portol to Molten Core 

Once the talking is done, it's time to deal with Phalanx and leave. Give Private 
Rocknot drinks until he heads to the kegs. When he starts moving, take your 
position around Phalanx and prepare for the fight. Remember to avoid using 
AoEs as there are Patrons nearby. Private Rocknot attacks the kegs causing one 
to blow the door open. Phalanx becomes aggressive as he moves to guard the 
now open door. Pull Phalanx to the corner and beat him down. 

~~·~~-=C- - - - ·~~- (~--~~~~~~~ __ ,. 

OPENING THE DOOR 
There ore two other ways to open the Grim Guzzler Door. One is to complete The Love 
Potion quest. When you give Mistress Nagmara the materials she needs, she takes 
Private Rocknot through the door and into the alleyway to test the potion. 

The other way is to pickpocket the Grim Guzzler Key from Plugger Spuming. 
However, this should only be done ii: a) you don't wont to light Phalanx and 
b) you' re prepared to aggro him ond the rest of the patrons in the bar. 

Move through the door and into Shadowforge City. There are three groups 
around this side of the ring. You need only kill the first two to proceed. 

The groups should be taken as before. Sap and/or Polymorph Doomforge 
Dragoons or Anvilrage Marshals. Banish the Fireguard Destroyer when 
present. Mind Control a Doomforge Dragoon or Anvilrage Marshal. DPS party 
members should bring down the non-elites quickly and then take the elites 
one at a time as CC breaks. 

Clear the way to the northwest passage and move to the Chamber of 
Enchantment. 

The Chamber of Enchantment seems 
very clear with only Ambassador 
Flamelash standing in the center. 
Once pulled, Flamelash will call 
for low level fire elementals to 
come to his aid until he dies. Ignore 
the elementals. When they reach 
Flamelash, they self-destruct and 
provide a small boost to his attack 
damage. Have your party unleash 
their ful l DPS on Flamelash to drop him quickly. As long as your MT retains 
aggro and their health, this shouldn't be a terribly difficult encounter. Search 
Flamelash's body for your reward and take the passage to the Mold Foundry. 

There are several groups of Molten War Golems and Doomforge Arcanasmiths in 
this room. There is a patrolling Molten War Golem that should be dealt with before 
you start attacking the larger groups. 

Have your DPS or AoE party members 
kill the Arcanasmiths while the rest of 
the party focuses on the Molten War 
Golem. Take the groups one at a time as 
you move toward the next room. 

There are no enemies, at first glance, 
in the Summoners' Tomb. There are 
only a number of ghosts standing 
in front of their coffins. The path is 
blocked. You must accept and defeat 
the challenge issued by Doom'rel to 
continue. 



When the event starts, one of the 
ghosts becomes hostile and attacks 
your party. A short while later, the 
next activates. The chain continues 
until Doom' rel attacks. The ghosts are 
on a timer, so if you don't kill one fast 
enough, another activates so you'll be 
faced with two simultaneously. The 
"Seven Dwarves" represent a variety 
of classes and can be a cha I lenge. 
Each Dwarf's abilities are listed in the 

"What Commands the Heat" table earlier in this section. For slower groups, 
it should be noted that the enemies are, in fact, undead and susceptible to 
Shackle Undead. If the party is slow in defeating a particular enemy, Shackle 
the add before continuing. 

Work through each Dwarf by focusing on the weakness of the class they 
represent: Anger'rel (Warrior), Seeth'rel (Caster), Dope'rel (Rogue), Gloom'rel 
(Warrior), Vile' rel (Priest), and Hate'rel (Caster). Defeat each of the ghosts in 
succession until Doom' rel (Caster) activates. 

When Doom'rel attacks, he brings three Voidwalkers with him. His attacks are 
not terribly powerful, and as long as your healer has mana, this fight is simple. 
If your healer is out of mana, fight very aggressively. Kill him first, and then 
clean up his minions. A chest with two rare items spawns near the now open 
doors when the fight is finished. 

If your party seeks Attunement to the 
Core, take the right path first. There are 
three elementals guarding the bridge. 
Warlocks should banish as many 
as possible while the party kills the 
elementals one at a time. Their AoE fire 
attacks are devastating. Keep your party's 
health at full. 

A small catwalk leads into a lavaflow 
to the left. A lone elemental guards 
the Dark Iron Forge. Blacksmiths wanting to smelt Dark Iron Ore need this 
forge, so clear the elemental for them. 

Another group of three elementals guards the far side of the bridge. Defeat 
these as you did the previous group. Standing before you is the large green 
portal to Molten Core. To the left there's a spike with the necessary Core 
Fragment. Grab it, recross the bridge, and head north. 

The next room is terribly dangerous. It is filled with large groups of non-elite 
dwarves of all types. The frightening part is the respawn rate. The enemy 
groups respawn every minute. 

The doors on the other side can only be opened when both the Shadowforge 
Braziers are lit with Shadowforge Torches. The torches drop only from the 
Shadowforge Flamekeepers. Your party should move east toward the southern 
brazier. Kill and move quickly to the next fight. AoE is wonderful for the sake of 
speed. Arcane Explosion and Rain of Fire work wonders. Make sure someone 
loots the torch from the Flamekeeper on the way 

The Shadowforge Torch decays in 5 minutes. Once looted, the person needs 
to light the brazier as soon as the party engages the Fireguard Destroyer 
guarding it. With one brazier lit, move to the center of the room for the next 
Flamekeeper. Get the torch and move to the other brazier to open the doors. 
Once the doors are open, go through them as quickly as possible. 

The next room is occupied by Magmus. There are three statues along each 
wall. At random intervals during the battle, the statues will throw flame for 
several seconds. Once the fight is begun, don't stand in front of these. Stand 
against the wall between them when possible. 

Magmus himself is a dangerous foe, 
but doesn't have anything you haven't 
fought before. Keep Magmus facing 
away from the party to make it easier 
to see when he changes targets. When 
he pulls away from the tank, all other 
party members should stop what 
they are doing until the tank regains 
Magmus' attention. Stay out of the 
way of the flame-throwers and bring 
Magmus down for loot and the way 
past. 

The end is in sight. Standing before his throne is Emperor Dagran Thaurissan 
with Princess Moira Bronzebeard. All that stands in your way is a roomful 
of enemies. 

Every enemy in the room must die before you engage the Emperor. The 
Emperor calls for aid as soon as the fight begins. Make sure no one answers. 

Many of the enemy groups are one or two elites with several non-elites. Take 
them as you have been the entire dungeon. When the room is clear rest up 
and restore buffs. The next fight is a fight to use every item and timed ability 
you have. 

To complete The Princess Saved? 
Quest, you must not kill Moira. This is 
harder than it sounds for she's under 
Dagran's influence and wil l heal him 
and attack your party freely. Have a 
Rogue off-tank her and interrupt her 
heals with Kick while the rest of your 
party focuses on Dagran. Make sure 
the MT maintains the highest spot on 
the threat list for the entirety of the 

Dagran encounter. Dagran has two abilities that can wreak havoc on ranged 
DPS members. 

----i~-------
THE HIGH PRIESTESS OF THAURISSAN 

If everyone in your party has completed The Princess Saved?, you won't see Princess 
Moira Bronzebeord. In her stead, the High Priestess of Thaurissan stands to aid 
Dagran. Feel free to kill her and grab the extra loot available for doing so. 

Hand of Thaurissian is inflicts Fire damage and a 5 sec. stun to anyone outside 
of melee range that draws his aggro. Avatar of Flame provides Dagran with 
a 1 O sec. immunity to magic and adds additional Fire damage to his melee 
attacks. Make sure your casters hold back when he's under the effect of this 
ability and let loose immediately when it fa lls. 

Use everything you have to bring Dagran down and keep Moira alive. Search 
his body for your loot and speak with Moira before returning to your people as 
the conquerors of Blackrock Depths. 

. . 



Blackrock Mountain stands between Burning Steppes and Searing Gorge. 
Thus, there are two entrances to Blackrock Mountain. 

Horde parties shou ld gather at Kargath (Badlands) and make the trip across 
Searing Gorge. Alliance groups should fly into Thorium Point (Searing Gorge) 
to enter through Searing Gorge, or Morgan's Vigil (Burning Steppes). 

Every class has a place in Blackrock Spire. Having a well-balanced group 
is more important than having a specific class. Whether questing in Lower 
Blackrock Spire (LBRS) or raiding Upper Blackrock Spire (UBRS), you want 
some of everything. 

Warriors fill the role of tank, whi le 
Priests, Druids, Paladins, or Shaman 
can fill the role of healer. That leaves 
the role of DPS, which can be filled by 
Rogues, Mages, Hunters, or Warlocks, 
and the role of crowd control, which 
can be filled by anyone. 



BAffiEGEAR OF VALOR 

DREAOMIST RAIMENT 

UGHTFORGE ARMOR 

MAGISTER'S REGALIA 

THE ELEMENTS 

VESIMElm OF lHE 
DEVOUT 

WILDHEART RAIMENT 

Breastplate of Valor 

Beh of Valor 

Spoulders of Valor 

llaslslab's Bell 

Beaslslaler's Tunk 

llaslslab's llanlle 

Dreodmist Bracers 

Oreadmist Robe 

lightlorge Breastplate 

Mogister's Bindings 

Mogister's Robes 

Mogister's Bell 

Shadowoalt Tunic 

Cord of Elements 

Vest of Elements 

Pouldrons of Elements 

Gauntlets of E1ernenls 

Boals of Elements 

Dewut lobe 

Wildheort Gloves 

Wildheort Vest 

Wildheort Boots 

Wildheart Bell 

(Plate Wrist, 261 Armor, +14 STA. +7 STR, 
+3 AGI +2 SPI) 
(Plate Chest, 657 Armor, +24STA.+15 STR, 
+10 AGI +6 SPI) 
(Plate Waist, 341 Armor, + 14 STR, +B STA. 
+7 AGI +4 SPI) 
(Plate Shoulder, 470 Armor, +17 STA, 
+II STR +9 AGI) 
(Mail Waist, 193 Amw, +JI SPI, + l 0 AGI, 
+9 INT +9 +6 STA) 
(Mail Chest, 370 Arw., +21 AGI, +16 STA, 
+13 INT +6 SPI +5 STRl 
(Mail Shaulder, 266 Armor, + 17 STA, 
+II AGI +7 INT +-4 SPI) 

(Mail HGAds, 218Amw, +1U61, +lOSPI, 
+9 +91111} 

(doth Wrist, + l 0 INT, + l 0 STA. +7 SPI) 

(Cloth Chest, B9 Armor, +21 INT, +20 STA, 
+13 SPI) 
(Plate Chest, 657 Armor, +21 STA, + 16 INT, 
+13STR +BSPI) 
(Plate Shoulder, 470 Armor, + 15 STA. 
+II INT +9 +5 SPI +4AGI) 
(doth Wrist, 35 Armor, +15 INT, +5 SPI, 
+4 STA) 
(Cloth Chest, B9 Armor, +31 INT, +B SPI, 
+9 STA) 
(Cloth Waist, 46 Armor, +21 INT, +6 SPI, 
+6 STA) 
(l.aalher Waist, +14 AGI, +10 STA, 
+9SPI +9STR) 
(l.aalher Chest, 176 Armor, +26 AGI, 
+13 +12SPI) 
ll.aalher Hands, + 14 AGI, + 10 SPI, 
+9 +9STR) 

(Moil Waist, 193 Armor, + 17 INT, +9 STR, 
+7 SPI, +6 STA) 

Blotkhond Iron Guard, Bloodoxe Warmonger, Firebrand Grunt, Firebrand legionnaire, Quartermaster Zigris, Scorshield legionnaire, 
Smolderthorn Axe Thrower 

General Drokkisoth 

Highlord Omokk, Quartermaster Zigris 

Worchief Rend Blockhond 

Bloodoxe Summoner, frebrond Oorkweover, Quartermaster Zigris, Scorshiekf Warlock, Smolderthorn Seer, Summoned Bla<khond 
Oreodweaver 

General Drokk~ 

General Dralclti5alh 

The Beast 

Firebrand Invoker, Quortermosler Zigris, Rage Talon fire Tongue, Scorshield Spellbinder 

General Orokkisoth 

Quartermaster Zigris, Smolderthorn M~li< 

Bloodoxe Evoker, Firebrand Invoker, Firebrand Pyromoncer, Quartermaster Zigris, Rage Talon Romescole, Scorshield Worla<k, Smokferthorn 
Witch Doctor 

(Moil Chest, 370 Armor, +20 INT, +20 SPI, General Drokkisoth 
+13 STA) 
(Moil Shoulder, 266 Armor, + 15 INT, Gyth 
+14ST +6SPI +6STRJ 
(Moil Hands, 21 B Armor, + 16 SPI, + 10 INT, Pyroguord Emberseer 
+9 STR +4 STAI 
(Moil Boals, 240 Armor, + 17 SPI, Urolc Ooornhowl 
+9 AGll 

IClolh Waist, 46 Amw, +20 INT, +9 SPI, Bloodue S--, Firebrand Oait-, Guartllmaster ,._.. Smnhield c-....i.., Smolder1liarn Shadow Priest +-4STA) ...,.., ...---, 

(Clolh Chest, 89 Armor, +24 INT, General Drakkisalh 
+15SPI +13STAJ 
IClolh Shaulder, 64 Armor, +21 INT, 5alakar "--ilh 
+9 SPI +4STA) 

(leather Gloves, l05 Armor, +21 SPI, Firebrand Invoker, Firebrand Pyromoncer, Scorshield Roider, Smolderthorn Berserker, Smolderthorn Seer 
+9 INT) 

(leather Chest, 176 Armor, +20 INT, General Drokk~ 
+ 20 SPI + 13STAI 

(leather Boals, 115 Armor, + 17 SPI, Mother Smolderweb 
+10 STA +9 INT) 
(leather Beh, 93 Armor, +17 INT, +10 SPI, Quartermaster Zigris 
+9 STAI 
(leather Shoulder, 127 Armor, + 1 B INT, 
+9 STA. +B SPI) 

• 



JIQUES1S FOR BLACKROCK SPIRE II 
There are two types of quests in Blackrock Spire. Dungeon quests can on ly be completed in a non-raid group while Raid quests can be completed in ei ther a 
ra id or non-ra id group. Most quests in Lower Blackrock Spire are Dungeon quests, whi le those in Upper Blackrock Spire are Raid quests. 

ALLIANCE. QUESTS 

I QUEST NAM! QUIST GIVER QUIST GIVER lOCATION QUIST RICllVIR QUIST RICllVIR LOCATION CHAIN? MAX IXPIRllNCI 

Bijou'slltlongings Bijou Blcxkrock Spire Bijou Blockrock Spire Yes 6,400 

M~ lo Maxwell Bijou Blcxkrock Spire Monhol Moxwen Burning Steppes: Morgon's Yigil Yes 6,400 

Max-..ll's Mission Monhol Maxwell Burning Steppes: Morgan's Yigr1 Monhol Maxwell Burning Steppes: Morgon's Y1911 Yes B,550 

I 
REWARD: Wyrmlholok's Shackles (Ooih Wr~I. 37 Armor, +lS SPI, +9 INn or Omokk's Girth Restrainer (Plate Wois1, 353 Armor, +15 SIR, +9 STA, Possive: Improves your chance to gel o critkol grike by l" ) or Holycon's Mun~ (leo1her Shoulder, 127 Armor, +22 INT, 
+S SPI, +10 Arcane Resis1once) orVosh'gopn's Strand (ltolherWo~I, 95 Armor, +9 STR, +6 STA, Passive: Improves your chance lo gel o <rilkol grike or dodge on aHock by l" ) or Vaane's V"Ke Grill' (Moil Hands, 221 Armor, +6 SIR, +6 AGI, +6 SPI, Passive: Improves 
your chance lo hit by 2") 

Geneiol Drokkisoth's Command leHer 
B)ockrock Spire: 

Monhol MoxweU Burning Steppes: Morgon's Yiga Yes 6,850 Overlord Wynniholok's Corps< 

I 
General Drokkisoth's Dem~ (Raid) Manhol MaxweH Burning Steppes: Morgan's Vigi1 Marshal Maxwell Burning Steppes: Morgan's Y11Jll Yes 10,900 

REWARD: Morie of Tyroony (Trinket, l BO Armor, + l 0 Arcane RMlonce, Passive: Increases your chance lo dodge on oHack by l " ) or Eye of the B~ (Trinket, Possive: Increases your chance lo gel a critkol strike with your spelk by 2") or BkKkhond's Breadth (Trinket, 
Passive: Increases your chance lo gel a crilical gn"i<e by 2") 

Doomriggen Clasp (Raid) Mayora Brighlwing Burning Steppes: Morgon's Yigil Mayaro Brighlwing Burning Steppes: Morgan's Y1911 Yes l,6SO 

t: Delivery lo Ridgewell Moyoro Brightwing Burning Steppes: Morgan's Yign Count Remington Ridgewell Stormwind: Sionnwind Keep Yes 6,600 

I REWARD: Swiftfaal Treads (ltother Baa~. 106 Armor, +18 AGI, +S STR) or Blinkslrike Armguords (Plate Wr~I. 249 Armor, +3 SIR, Passive: Improves your chance to gel a critical grike by l" ) 

: Drokefire Amulet (Raid) Holeh Winlerspring: Mozthoril Holeh Winteflpling: Mozihoril Yes 7,250 

REWARD: Drokefire Amulet (Neck, + l 0 STA, t l S Fire RMl011<e) 

\ - .I 

·--~ 

l BIJOU'S BE.LONGINGS 
I 
I 

Blockrotk Spire 

find Bijoo's Belongings 

I 

I 

I 
I 

~ 



MAXWELL'S M ISSION 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Burning Steppes (Morgan's l'igil) 

Kill War Master Voane, Highlord Omokk, and Overlord 
Wyrmthalak 

Max Experience Gained 8,550 

Reward 

Wynntholok's Sha<kles (doth Wrkl, 37 Armor, + 15 SPI, 
+9 lllT) or Omokk's Girth Restroiner (Plate Waist, 353 

Armor, + 15 STR, +9 STA, Passive: Improves your chance 
lo gel a critical strike by 1%) or Ho~con's Munle (leather 

Shoulder, 127 Armor, +22 INT, +5 SPI, +10 Arcane 
Resktance) or Vosh'gajin's Strand (leather Waist, 95 Armor, 

+9 STR, +6 STA, Passive: Improves your chance lo gel a 

critical strike or dodge an atta<k by 1 %) or Vaone's l'Ke Grips 

(Mail Hands, 221 Armor, +6 STR, +6 AGI, +6 SPI, Passive: 

GENERAL DRAKKISATH'S 

Quest Level S5ta ohlain 

Location Blackr0<k Spire 

Quest Giver 

( GENERAL DRAKKISATH'S D--

Quest Level 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Reward 

55 IO ohlain 

Burning Steppes (Morgan's l'igil) 

Slay General Drakkkath 

Mark of Tyranny (Trinket, 180 Armor, + 10 Arcane 

Resktance, Passive: Increases your chance lo dodge an 

att0<k by 1%) or Eye al the Beast (Trinket, Passive: Increases 

your chance lo gel a critical strike with your spelk by 2") or 
Blackhand's Breadth (Trinket, Passive: Increases your chance 
to gel a crttical strike by 2" ) .................... 

The fight has been long and hard. Now it is time to end it. Kill Gen:Jral 
Drakkisath and return to Marshal Maxwell for a reward as great as the 
feat you accomplished. 

DOOMRJGGERS CLASP ( 

Quest Level 57 IO obtain 

Burning Steppes 



DELIVERY TO RIDGE WELL 

Quest Level 

Location Burning Steppes 

QuestGi 

Deliver Ridgewell's Crate to Count Remington Ridgewell 

x Experience Gained 6,600 

Swiltfoot Treads (leather Boots, 1 D6 Armor, + 18 AGI, 

+5 STR) or Blinkstrike Armguards (Plate Wrist, 249 Armor, 

+3 STR, POlsive: Improves your chance ta get a critical 

strike by 1 %) 

With the Doomrigger Clasp retrieved, there is only one more step. 
Mayara has packaged the clasp in a crate and needs it safely del ivered 
to Count Ridgewell in Stormwind Keep. 

HORDE QUESTS 

Wa~ord Goretooth 

Waoord Goretooth 

Thrall 

Location Winterspring 

Quest Giver Haleh 

Goal Bring the Blood of the Black Dragon Champion to Haleh 

Max Experience Gained 7,250 

Haleh needs only one thing to repair the amulet. The Blood of the Black 
Dragon Champion on ly flows through one creature's veins. General 
Drakkisath must die if the amu let is to be repaired and the way to 

----------
' ' ' . 

Waoord Goretooth 

Eitrigg 

Thrall 

REWARD: Mork olTyronny !Trinket, 180 Armor, + 10 Arcane Re%tonce, Pessive: Increases your chance to dodge on attack by 1 " I or Eye of the 8e01I (Trinket, POlsive: lncreo~ your ch once lo gel o cr~icol strike with your spelk by 2%) or Blodthond's Breadth (Trinket, 
Pessive: lncrea~ your chon<e lo gel o critical llrike by 2%) 

Re xx or Re xx or .... Yes 

REWARD: Drokefire Amulel(Nedt, + 10 STA, + 1 S Fire Resistance) 

lexlort Bijou ...-s,.. Ye1 

Bijou Bijou .... Yes 

Bijou lexlort .......... Ye1 

REWARD: Freewind Gloves !doth Hands, 48 Armor, +19 SPI) or Seoposl Gird~ (Mo~ Waist, 179Armor, +13 SPI, +8 INT, +B STAI 

........ Shodowmage Vivian Lagrave .... Shadowmoge \'Man Lagrave llllllk: '-"" No 

REWARD: Swiftboot Threads (leather Boots, 106 Armor, +lB AGI, +S STA) or Blinkstrike Armguords (Plate Wrist, 249 Armor, +3 SIR, Pessive: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l" I 



Reward 

Wyrmtholok's Shaddes (Ooth Wrist, 37 A•mor, + 15 SPI, 

+9 INTJ or Omokk's Girth Restrainer (Plate Waist, 353 

Annor, + 15 STR, +9 STA, Passive: Improves yoor chance 

lo get o criti<al strike by 1 %) or Ha~con's Muule (leather 

Shoulder, 127 Armor, +22 INT, +5 SPI, +10 Arcane 

Resistance) or Vosh'gajin's Strand (leather Waist, 95 Armor, 

+9 Sil, +6 STA, Passive: Improves your chan<e to get o 

critiml strike or dodge on otta<k by 1 %) or Voone's l'"Ke Grips 

(Mail Hands, 221 Armor, +6 STR, +6 AGI, +6 SPI, Passive: 

Warlord Goretooth gives you a letter when you speak with him. The 
letter instructs you to take on a mission of grave importance into 
Blackrock Spire. Voone, Ommok and Wyrmthalak must die and the 
Documents be collected to return victorious. The Documents can be 
found near Wyrmthalak. Once looted, they w ill respawn shortly. 

r I EITRIGG'S WISDOM 

Warlord Goretooth is not pleased with the information contained in 
the documents you found. Rend was thought dead long ago, but the 
documents say he lives. Speak with Eitrigg in Thrall's Chambers in 
Orgrimmar to learn more. 

Reward 

Mark of Tyranny (Trinket, 180 Armor, +I 0 Arcane 

Resistance, Passive: Increases your chance to dodge on 

otta<k by 1%) or Eye of the Beast (Trinliel, Passive: ln<reases 

your chance lo gel o critico! stn1te with your spells by 2%) or 

Blodihand's Breadth (Trinlcel, Passive: Increases your chance 

to gel o criti<ol strike by 2%) 

The time of Rend has long since passed and it's time for him to die. 
Remove his head, bring it to Thrall and receive honor as great as your 
material reward. When you have done this, speak with Thrall again to 

. continue your service. 

~-"'l"'lli'""'"'""'"'~~~~~~~~u-~ 

After the tangled m1ss1on Thrall put you on, Rexxar will ask you 
to kill General Drakisath and bring back his blood so he can activate 
the Drakefire Amulet and give you the key you need to enter 
Onyxia's Lair. 



76 

Lexlort isn't pleased with what he's found out about one of his operatives. 

l. Bijou has been using Horde funds to work for someone else. Find her 
and bring her back. 

Bijou is willing to return to the K.E.F. peacefully if you find her 
belongings. She had to stash them when she was nearly discovered and 
believes the information they hold to be of great value. 

: 
I 

I 

lNever trust a goblin. With her belongings returned, she gives you the 
nformation to del iver to Lexlort. She has no intention of returning to 
he K.E.F. There is nothing you can do except bring the information to 
Lexlort. 

Un alchemist of great renown recorded his recipes on tablets rather than 
haring them with his rivals. Vivian believes one such tablet is hidden 
ithin Blackrock Spire. Find it and return for your reward. 



SHARED QUESTS 

' ' 
,., ... 1~ :. 1 1r•,u11 ' ' '"" • I • I . "' 

finlclv Bnham At Your 5enice Finkle Einhorn I llodtrodt- llnlv/DU! Dorkhammer -Evnok Yes 7050 
R.-.1n1. of BlooddWsl llnlvlous's Catnlooue I .,.__.,., EverlaGfc llnlvfDU! Dorkhammer ........... EverW No I .. 

REWARD: Breostplcte of Bloodthnt (leolher Chesl, 190 Armor, +20 STA. + 13 STR Passive: Improves y00r chance lo get o aiticol strie by 2" ond YOO! chance lo dodae on ol1odt by I "I 
(ap of the Scarlet Sam Molvlous's Catalooue 1-EverW MolyfDU! Dorkhommer -Evnok No ... 

REWARD: Coo of the Scarlet Savant (Cloth Head, 78 Armor +2D INT + 17 STA Passive: lmoroves vour chance lo oel a criti<ol strike with llN!lk bv 2" Closses: Priest, Worlodt llnm!, Druid, Shaman) 
lMllinn<o/Artana MolvfDU!'s Catalogue I Winllrmrioa'. EverW Molvfous Dorkhommer Winllnnrino: Ewrlooli No Ilona 

REWARD: l!ooin!IS of Arcano (leather Leos, 166 Armor, +3D SPI, +2D INT, Passive: Increases domaae and heolill!I done by magical SPells and ellem by up lo 18) 
i....... ol llit Clnmalic Defier Jen'bo 

, .... _ Jemo ................ Yes 9'50 
REWARD: '"""uordsof the Chromotic Delier(Moi IHK 349 Armor +33 AGI +15STll. +9 STR, +5 to al Re!istonces) DR 1 ... nln1es of the Ovomotic Defier(~ Leos, 349 Armor, +19 INT, +26 SPI, +16 STA, +5 tooD Resistances) 

Hot fiery Death Human Remain< llodtrodt- MolvfDU! Dorkhommer ........ Evnok Yes 6600 
Seal of Ascension Voelen Bbkrodt- Voelen llodtiodt Siira Yes l300 
Seal of Ascension Voelen llodtiodt ..... Voelon llodtrodt- Yes 10250 
Urolc Doomhowl Worosh llodtrodtW. Worosh llodtrodt w.. No 9950 

REWARD: Prismdiorm {Thinket, Use: Increases oil resistances by 20 for 30 se<ondsl 
Egg Fnmirll (hid) linkee Steornboil --n...Cnst linkee Steomboil .................... Amil Cnsl Yes .. 
Eaa Colledion (hid! linkee Steomboil --n...Cnst linkee Steombot1 AmllCnst Yes 9950 
Fn.Av-Es·Tee-Whv Kibler 1--n...Cnst Kibler --n...Cnsl No 6400 

REWARD: Smolclerweb Carrier (Use: Summon< ond disnisses your Smolderweb Hokhlino) 
llotber's Milk Roooed John ..... - llme Cnsl Roaaed John I lumiloS-:AmllCnst No 9950 
Put It. Down Heled~ 

---n-Cnst 
H~ 

I ...._ __ llmeCnsl No 6400 
REWARD: Astoria Robes (Cloth Chesl, 76 Armor +20 INT, +lD SPI +S STRJ or Trochoolc Jerkin (leather Chesl 152 Armor, +2HGI, +5 STRI or Jodel{ole BrHK!nlnte (Moil Ches1 317 Armor, +23STA +7 SP1) 

K&'sExoli<Pets Kibler larniooS-:AmllCnst Kibler I tumino S-: llaine Cnst No 6400 
REWARD: Worg Carrier (Use: Summon< ond d~~ses your Worg Pup) 

The Demon Forno I lorox 
_ _.. 

lorox 1-w No 9550 
REWARD: Plons: Demon Foroed Br.-lnte (R..rnr.. Blodr<mithinn (285) ond Annonmithino), 5x Elixer of D.......4MM ond Demon Kissed Sod< 

The Final Tablets Pro<oector lronboot --=~"" 
Snokestone of the Shadow HUll!feU I Kilrom Wlllonnrina: Evnok 

REWARD: Pion<: Down's Edge(Requires Blocksrnithing(275) ond Moster Axesmith), Moster Axesmith status 
The Matron l'roledorale (hid) I Awbee llodtrodtW.. 
BllNl<lnlalo ol the Chromalk IWil I Catalogue of the Wovword ........... 

IEWARD: 8reostolate of the Chrornoti< ftoght (Plote Ches1 706 Armor +30 STA. +20 STR, +lD AGI +15fh Resistance) 

Blaikhcnl's Command Blockhond's Command 
llodtrodt 5pil: Smnlield 
Qunnnasler's c.m.. 

REWARD: Allows teleport from Ouolermosler ligris' room diredly lo Blodcwing lair 

FINKLE EINHORN, AT YOUR 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Blodcrock Spire 

Detiver the Glowing Chunk of the Beast's Flesh lo Mmyfous 

Dorihommer 

Finkle Einhorn w ill occasionally exit the body of the Beast when you 
kil l it. He was able to survive using a suit crafted for him by Malyfous 
Darkhammer in Everlook. He asks you to take the sample of the 
Beast to Malyfous so he can figure out what can be made from the 
Beast's parts. 

Pro<oector lronboot I 1-is: s....-..."" Yes 7750 
Kilrom I WlnlonmRr EverW No 8550 

Holeh 
,_._... 

Yes 7050 
Jeiibo 1--.~w.w No .. 
Orb of Command BbkrodtSpn No 

.. 

Goal 

Winterspring 

Malyfaus's CalalugM 

Collect 1 Pr~tine Hide of the Beast, 10 Froyed Abomination 

Stitchings, 5 Arconite Bcm, and S Skin of Shadows 

Max Experience Gained llane 

Breostplate of BloodtOOI (Leother Chest, 190 Armor, 

Malyfous has crafted many great items in his day. If you bring him what 
he needs, he' ll craft a wondrous piece. One of the items he needs is the 
Pristine Hide of The Beast. This can only be obtained from the Beast in 
Upper Blackrock Spire with the help of a skinner of 310 skill. 



CAP OF THE SCARLET SAY. 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

60 tooblain 

Collect 1 Pr~line Hide of the Beast, 5 Frayed Abomination 

Sfilchin91, 8 Arcane Cryilok, and 5 Emhonted Scarlet 
Thread! 

Max Experience Gained Ilona 

Reward 

Clip of the Scarlet Savant (Ooth Head, 78 Armor, +20 INl, 

+ 17 STA. Passive: Improves your chance lo gel o uiti<ol 

strike with spelk by 2", Oosses: Priest, Warlock, Mage, 
Druid, Shoman) 

Malyfous has crafted many great items in his day. If you bring him what 
he needs, he'l l craft a magnificent cap. One of the items he needs is the 
Pristine Hide ofThe Beast. This can only be obtained from the Beast in 
Upper Blackrock Spire w ith the help of a skinner of 31 O skil l. 

LEGGINGS OF ARCANA 

Quest l.e"9I 

Location 

1tGIYer 

Goal 

Winle~ing 

Malyfous's Catalogue 

Coiled 1 Prisline Hide of the Beosl, 10 Frayed Abominolion 
Stilchin91, 5 Arconite Bors, and 5 Frostwhisper's Enbolming 
Fluids 

Max~ Gained None 

Reward 
leggin91 of Arcono (leather legs, 166 Armor, +30 SPI, 
+20 INT, Pl!Me: Increases domoge and healing done by 

magical spelk and elleds by up lo 18) 

Malyfous has crafted many 
great items in his day. If 
you bring him what he 
needs, he' l l craft leggings 
for all mail-wearers. One 
of the items he needs is 
the Pristine Hide of The 
Beast. This can only be 
obtained from the Beast 
in Upper Blackrock Spire 
with the help of a skinner 
of 310 skill. 

LEGGINGS OF THE CHRO 

Class 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

57 to obtoin 

Hunter or Shoman 

Jezibo 

9,950 

t.e..,.ns al lhe Onmali: Defiler llW ltgs, 349 Armor. 
+33 AGI, +15 STA, +9 STI, +5 to al lesislanclsl Ill 
Legplates al lhe Clrolllllic Delillr llW llgs, 349 Armor, 
+ 19 lllT, +26 SPI, + 16 STA, +5 to al lesislanclsl 

You' ll need to obtain a few items for this quest, one of which can be 
found on one of the bosses in Blackrock Spire: the Chromatic Carapace. 
Only one lord in the spire drops this and it's Gyth in the Hall of 
Blackhand. The other pieces you' ll need to complete the quest are: 1 O 
Bri lliant Chromatic Scales, S Skins of Shadow, and 10 vials of the Blood 
of Heroes. Once you've collected all the necessary elements, return to 
Jeziba. 



HOT FIERY DEATH 

Why was someone willing to die to get these? They don't seem that 
useful. Perhaps Malyfous in Everlook would know more. 

SE.AL OF ASCENSION 

S7 tu oblain 

Location Blackr0<k Spire 

Called the Ge1111tanes al Spireslone, Smalderlhorn, and 

Vaelan is very skilled at hiding and understands a great deal about 
Blackrock Spire. He knows how you can craft a key to the upper 
portions. Bring him the gems and the seal and he will tell you. 

SEAL OF ASCENSION 

60tualtii 

Bl0<kr0<k Spire 

With the Gemstones of Bloodaxe, Smolderthorn, and Spirestone, along 
with the Unadorned Seal of Ascension, you created the Unforged Seal 
of Ascension. That's what you need to place before Emberstrife, for only 
the flames of the Black Dragonflight can forge this into the Forged Seal 
of Ascension. However, Emberstrife will undoubtedly be unwilling to 
do this without being coerced. He must be beaten until his will falters; 
only then can he be forced to do your bidding with the sphere Vaelan 
gives you. 

UROK DOOMHOWL 

Location 

Goal Retrieve Warosh's Mojo 

Max Experience Gained 9,950 

Reward 
Prismcharm (Trinket, Use: lnueases all resistan<es by 20 
for 30 seconds) 

Warosh doesn't speak very well, so he has written down what he wants 
you to do. He wants his magic back. It was stolen by Urok Doomhowl. 
Urok will not face you unless forced. You need to place Omokk's Head 
on a Roughshod Pike at Urok's Tribute Pile to even gain his attention. 
Kill him and return Warosh's Mojo to him. 



EGG FREEZING (RAID) 

60 1G obtain 

Burning Steppes 

Tinkee has work for you. She has created a machine that will freeze 
dragon eggs solid. She needs you to test it for her. There is a room full 
of dragon eggs in Blackrock Spire. 

EGG COLLECTION (RAID) 

Quest Level 60 tooblain 

Location Burning Steppes 

Quest Giver TmkeeSllClnlbail 

Goal Bring 8 Collected Dragon Egg1 lo Tinkee 

EN-AY-ES-TEE-WHY 

Location Burning Steppes 

Quest Giver 

Goal Collect 15 Spire Spider Egg1 

Max Experience Gained 6,400 

Reward 
Smolderweb Carrier !Use: Summons and dismkses your 

Smolderweb Hotchling) 

Kibler's normal collector is overdue and he wants you to take over. He 
wants 15 Spider Eggs and he's willing to pay for them. 

MOTHER'S MILK 

QuestLevel 

Location Burning Steppes 

Quest Giver Ragged John 

Goal Gel poisoned and return lo John lo 'mnked.' 

Mother Smolderweb resides deep in Blackrock Spire. Her poison is one 
of the most dangerous in the world and Ragged John wants a sample. 
The only way to get a good sample is to have someone get poisoned, 
then return to him to be cured. 



PUT HER DOWN 

Location Burning Steppes 

Goal Slay Ha~con 

Max Experlenw Gained 6,400 

Reward 

Astoria Robes (Oath Chell, 76 Armor, +20 INT, +10 SPI, 
+S STR) or Traphook Jerkin (Leather Chell, l 52 Armor, 
+24 AGI, +S STR) or Jadl!!(ale Breast~ate (Mail Ch~t. 

317 Armor, +23 STA, +7 SPI) 

No matter how many Worgs you kill, there are always more. Somewhere 
in Blackrock Spire is the cause of this. Find it and kill it. 

KIBLER'S EXOTIC PETS 

SS11alilaii 

Location Burning Steppes 

Kibler dea ls in exotic pets. The more exotic, the more money he can 
make. He wants to domesticate Worgs, but needs to get them as pups. 
The pups are never al lowed outside Blackrock Spire, so Kibler's willing 
to pay you to go inside and get one. 

THE DEMON FORGE 

Location 

Goal 

SI toalilaii 

Winte~pring 

Return the Saul Stained Pike and the Unforged Rune 
Covered Breastplate to Lorax 

Max Experience Gained 8,SSO 

Reward 

Plans: Oemon Forged Breastplate (Requir~ Blacksmithing 

(2BS) and Armoomithing), Sx Elixer of Demonslaying, and 

Demon Kissed Sack 

Goraluk Anvilcrack has made a dangerous enemy. Lorax wants 
you to kill him and drive the pike into his heart to collect his soul. 
Bring the pike and the armor Goraluk stole to Lorax and you will be 
justly rewarded. 

THE FINAL TABLETS 

Tanaris (Steamwheedle Pol1) 

l'lospedur lronboot 

Collect the 5th and 6th Mash'aru Tablets 

While Iron boot studies the 3rd and 4th tablets you brought him, he asks 
you to collect the others. Voone and Vosh'gajin guard the two tablets 
and don't like tourists. 



SNAKESTONE OF THE SHADOW HU 

Quest Level 

Location Everlook (Winlerspring) 

Coiled Vosh' gojin's Snokestone 

B,SSO 

Plans: Down's Edge( Requires Blocksmilhing(275) and Moster 

This quest is a Weaponsmithing quest. You need to have Blacksmithing 
above 270 and be a Weaponsmith to gain access to this quest. 

Ki l ram is willing to teach you how to become a Master Axesmith if you'll 
help him repay a debt. Vosh'gajin defeated and humiliated Ki lram. Kill 
her, and bring her Snakestone as proof, and you will earn the honor of 
becoming a Master Axesmith. 

's S<ole to Holeh 

Awbee is dying, but doesn't want to 
die for nothing. Take Awbee's Scale to 
the caves of Mazthori l in Winterspring 
and use the cobalt runes to teleport 
to Haleh. Awbee tells you that Haleh 
needs only a sca le to scry what Awbee 
saw and felt in Blackrock. 

BREASTPLATE OF THE CHROMATIC F 

S7 to ablain 

Location Winlerspring 

After running errands for Haleh, you have the opportunity to have Jeziba 
the Sculptor create a truly magnificent piece of armor for you. Collect 
the needed materials and speak with Jeziba in the Inn of Andorhal in 
the Western Plaguelands. 

Goal Colle<! Drokkisoth's Brand 

The Scarshield Quartermaster isn't that bright. He holds a letter 
detailing how you can get to Blackwing Lair qu ickly. He also has orders 
to destroy the letter, but he's just a quartermaster. Take the letter and 
climb to the top of Blackrock Spire and slay General Drakkisath for his 
brand. Using his brand at the Orb of Command in his chambers opens 
a much faster way to Blackwing Lair than fighting your way through 
Blackrock Spire. 



ENEMIES 
THE ENEMY GARRISON 

Notes: Rome Crock (AoE Fre, Knockbo!X), 
Blast Wove (AoE fire, Speed debuff) 
Frequent Drops: Cord of Elements (Moil Waist, 
193 Armor, +17 INT, +9 STR, +7 SPI, +6 STA, 
Elements · e) 

Notes: Shodowbolt, Shodowbolt Volley 
Frequent Drops: Devout Belt (Cloth Waist, 
46 Armor, +20 INT, +9 SPI, +4 STA, Devout 
pie<e), Dreadmist Brocers (Cloth Wrist, 
+10 INT, +10 STA, +7 SPI Dreadmist iece) 

Flrebrand 0r...i-v. 57.51 llitl 
Notes: Curse of r~ebrand ( 657 -B43 lire 
damage every 60 se<onds, 5 minute duration) 
frequent Drops: Devout Belt (Cloth Waist, 
46 Armor, +20 INT, +9 SPI, +4 STA, Devout 
piece), Dreadmist Broce~ (aoth Wrist, 
+10 INT +10 STA +7 SPI Dreadmist · el 

Flrebrand 611111 51-57 h 
Notes: Mork of Ao me ( + 1000 damage from 
lire, 2 minute duration), Enrage 
Frequent Drops: Beas1stalker's Belt (Mail Woist, 
193 Armor, + 11 SPI, + 10 AGI, +9 INT, +9 STR, 
+6 STA, Beas1stolker piece), Brocers of Valor 
(Plate Wrist, 261 Armor, +14 STA, +7 STR, 
+3 AGI, +2 SPI, Valor pie<e), Shadowcralt Belt 
(leather Waist, + 14 AGI, + l 0 STA, +9 SPI, 
+9 STR Shadawualt ie<e) 

57-621111 

55-61 Bill 

Notes: Oeave, Backhand (Knockdown) 
Frequent Drops: Beastltalker's Belt (Mail Waist, 
193 Armor, + 11 SPI, + 10 AGI, +9 INT, +9 STR, 
+6 ST Beastltalker iece) 

53-59 llitl 

Notes: lightning Shield, Shrink ( -56 STR/STA, 
2 minute duration) 
Frequent Drops: Dreadmist Brocers (Cloth 
Wrist, +10 INT, +10 STA, +7 SPI, Dreadmist 
pie<e), W**-t Gloves (leather Hands, 
105 Armor +21 SPI +9 INT~ . el 

............ 51-571111 
"'* 

Sl-561111 

Notes: frog 
Frequent Drops: Devout Belt (Cloth Waist, 46 
Armor +20 INT +9 SPI +4 STA Devout . el ......... 

Dodar 54-571111 



THE ENEMY LEADERSHIP 

BANNOK GRJMAXE 59 Rare 

CIYSTAI. FANG 60 Elite 

GENERAL DRAKKISATH Boss 

Bockuslrian Gaanlllts ll'lale Hands, 392 An-. +9 IN1; +IS STA, +9 SlR), Chiselrand Girdle (Mall Waist, 199 Annor, +6 SPI, +6 STA, PmM: +44 Alladt '-1, Demonfod 
(Main Hand Au, 38.9 DPS. 0-en Hit hlsfeis 10 beallh _., S seu &am lhe target ro lhe caster for 2S sec.sl, Plans: Armnite leaper (Rlquies 8laibnilhina 13001 & 

llll5llr Axmmiding) 

Falrush ltlllllffs (llldbs Hands, 107 Armor, + 12 Ill, + 11 SPI, + 11 STA, Equip: Increases healing done by spels and elfeds by up 10 20), fang of lhe (iyslal Spider (One

lland !lap; 40.3 DPS, O.U en Hit Slows lllrglt-r's msling speed, melee ClllOlk speed, and nmge anudt speed by 111% for 10 sec.),~ Manllt (Clelh SW!ar, 
6S Ana, +17 INJ; +1151'1, +4 STA, Equip:._ ....... and healing done by magical spels and elfedsby up IO 8) 

Beaststaler's Tuai: !Mal <hes!, 370 Arm, +21 Mil, + 131111', +6 SPI, + 16 STA, + 5 SlR, Beas15116er Annor pie<e), BtackYade of Shalnn ITwHland 5wonl, S9.4 DI'S, Chanca 
1111 lll:S.-thtlllfnal spkllof Slialnn), Bnaslplate of Valor !Plate Ches!, 657 Annor, +24 STA, +lS SlR, +10 AG!, +6 SPI, Batdee-of Yalarpielll, llrigam 6inle 
(Plale Waist, 369 Alla, +16 STA, +IS SlR, Equip: lmprMs JMchancelO hit by l" l, llmlut Robe !Clollt Ches!, 89 Annor, +24 INT, +IS SPI, +13 STA, Yeslmenlsof the lleYUut 
piell), llramnian Oelleder (Sliield, 2153 Almor, 40 M, +7 STA, + 10 m llesislanm, Passive: Increased Delne +I 01, llramnian lniu!IJd Emlilmn !Trinbl, Use: hmases yu 
spel damagebyupro lOOand JM healilgbyupl8190 far IS sec.I, llleadmist Robe !Cloth Ches!, 89 Annor, +21 INT, +1351'1, +20 STA, Dnadmisl Raimdpiell), Lightlarge 
Bnaslplate (Plale Ches!, 657 n., +21 STA, + 16 INJ; + 13 SlR, +8 SPI, Lightlarge Armor plelll, Magisler's Robes (Clalh Ches!, 89 Armor, +311111', +8 SPI, +9 STA, Magisler's 

Regalia plelll, l'aiManr a.I (filger. +7 STA, Equip: i.-JM chance to get a aitkal strike by 1", +16 Altack '-1. Patin: Red DrogoaDe llnaslplala (Requires: 

llalherwurtiig 13001 & Dragoasailel.tathei11111ulg), Shadow Prowler's Cloak (llcD, 45 Armor, +17 AGI, +7 STAI, Shadawualt Tunic (Ltathei <hes!, 176 Anaor, +26 AGI, +12 
SPI, + 13 STA, Shadawualt Armor piell), Spelwwawer's Mban (Cloth Head, 73 Armor, +9 INT, Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magiml spels and elfeds by up ta 

36, lmprons JM chance 1o Iii with spels br no. Tolle of the lost !Off-Hand, +7 INT, +6 STA. Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spels and elfeds by up 

lo 18), Taolh of Gnarr (lledc, +14 llft +8STA,Equip:lesloras3111111111 per 5 sec.I, Yest of Elements (Mail Ches!, 370 Anaor, +20 INT, +20 SPI, +13 STA, lhe 8-ntsplelll, 
Wililmf Yest lllldbs Chest, 176Annor, +20 INT, +20 51'1, +13 STA, Willliellt Raimd pie<el 

Notes: deove, Conflograte, Flame Strike, P"ierce Armor, ond Rage (+122 damage ond +50" attack speed for 1 S se<.) 

GHOK BASllGUUD 59 Elite 

GIZRUL THE SLAYENEI S7-60 Elite 

Annswab Cloak (llcD, 43Ana, +IS STA, Equip: +16Alladt r-1, llashguuder (One-Hand Men, 39.4 DPS, +9 SlR, Chanm111 llil: l'undum lmgel's .-lowering ft br 
200. Coa be applied up to 3 lllles.), Hllll Smasher (One-Hand Rsl Weapon, 39.4 DPS, Chance 1111 Hit: Knodcs large! sly far 2 sec.sl 

lllaalc Howler Annguards (llldbs Wrist, 7S Anaor, +81111', + 14 51'1, Equip: Increases healing done by spels and elfeds by up 1815), Rhombeord Praledor (Shiild, 20l9 Anaor, 
38 Black, +10 51'1, +lS HIT!, WldheartSpM!en (Lealher Shoddel, 127 Armor, +18 INT, +9 STA, +8 SPI, Wldheart Raillnl Piece), Wellshear 1W9(Clolh legs. 76Annor, 
+2S SPI, +S STA. +10 llalure lesislance, Equip: lnaeases healing done by spels and elfeds by up to 261 

Notes: Enrage (Increases ottock speed up to 60% ond damage by 11 Bl, Fatal Btte (drains 964 damage from forget ond grants Gizrul up to 2x that amount), ond Infected Bile (Increases damage token by target ond Nature Doll 

GORALUK AHVILCRACK 

GYTH 

56-61 Elite 

Boss 

8Gllam Half of Allwan111Un11anmldllng Volume I, Flame Hers (Mail Feet, 251 Armor, +I 0 STA, + 18 m Resislanrt, Equip: Increases JM chance ta dodge 111 alladt by 
l"l, llanlloalted Maslerslmlhliirfa (Plate Waist, S19Annor, +10 AGI, +10 STA, +II SlR), Handaulted Maslersnilh leggings (Plale legs. S48Anaor, +12STA, +29 SlR), 

Maslenmilh's llllnmer (Main llanil Mam, 39.4 DPS, +S Ill, Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spels and elfeds by up to 14), Pin: Armnite ~ 
(Requins llmbnilling (3001 & llll5ter Swanlsailh), Plans: fnvulnnlile Mail (Requins Bbbnilhing (3001 & Annonmidi) Pbis: Masfnork ~ ( .... IS 

Blacbnilhlag (300) & llll5llr llllnmersmilh) 

Clnlllatk C..- (llaast lteml, IJragoAeye Caif (Mail Head, 288 Amor, + 17 STA, Equip: +38 Alladt '-· + Random StalS), llnlgoaskii Cowl (Clolh Head, 69 Annor, +IS INT, 
+12 STA. Equip: lnaeasesdllnagund healing done by magiml spels and eflecls by up to 18, +Random StalSI, Gyth's Skul (Plate Head. 509 Annor, +20 STA, Equip: famasld 
W-+9, + Random Slats), Pdhns of Elements (Mal Shoddel, 266 Armor, +IS INT, + 14 STA, +6 SPI, +6 SlR, lhe llemns pielll, Trllal War fllllheis (lealher Head. 137 

- +151111', +12 STA. Equip: hmases bealng done br spels and effect by up to 33, +Random Stal!) 

Notes: Corrosive Acid Breath (Nature Dol every S sec., 30 sec. duration), Fr ( E, Frost m e eve 3 c.lor 9 . stun). I me eoth (1240 Fire domoge), ond Knock Away 

HALYCON 55-59 Elite 

Notes: Rend ond Throsh 

HIGHLORD OMOKK Boss 

Notes: deove, Enrage, ond Knock Away 

JED RUNEWATOIER 55-59 Elite 

LORD YAl.JHAl.Al( 60 Elite 

Halya's Sphl Calar (Neck, +7 STA, Equip: +48 Alladt '-when lighting lleasKl, Ir__,,. hers (Clalh Wrist, 108 Armor, +8 lfi, +14 STA, tr-llattlesuit piell), 
l'adsof the DreadWall(lealher Feel, 116 n., +14 STA, Equip: +40 Attodt l'ow9rl, Slashclaw Braoo !MailWrist, 1SS Armor, +7 AG!, +6 SPI, +7 STA, Equip: ""'°"5 JM 

chance to lit "' I "I 

lltafYalar (Plate Waist, 341 Arla, +7 AG!, +4 SPI, +8 STA, +14 STR. Banlagear of Ymor pie<e), loots of Elements (Mail Feel, 240Armor, +9 AGI, +17 SPI, 1he Elements 
Piell), Rslof Wk !TwHlandllarl, 51.4 DPS, +29SlR, +12 STA), Plate al the Shaman King (Plate Ches!, 627 Armor, +IS INT, +IS STA, +12 SlR, Equip: hmases damage 
andhdnedone br maglallspllkand elfeds"' up to 18), Skysliroud leggings (Clalh Legs, 75 ... +8 INT, +8 STA. fqup: lncrBGS1S damageml healing done bymagiml 
spelsCllll elfedsby up ID 34), SlllnshotShaalden(PlateSliaulder, 470 Annor, +21 STA. Equip: +20Alludt r-1. r-- leggings (Leadier legs. 148Annor, +14 lfi, +15 
SPI, + 12 STA, Equip: ._ ..... and healilg dale by magical spells and elfeds by up to 191 

Brinuad teed (Trilbt, Eqiip: l1111ad111 .. and bealng done by magiml spels and elleds by up 10 29), Seipenline Skuler (Wand, 54.6 DPS, + 10 Shadow Rasistan<e), 
Slarfkt Taa (Clalh Head. 6Un-. +lOSPI, +21 lllT. +IOm Rasistan<el 

llramnian,. of .. llglan (Slilld, 2153 Armor, 40 lllock. +7 STA. Equip: Increases damage and healing done"' magal spells and elfeds"' up to 201. Handguanls of 
SMgeiy !Mal Hcnls, 231 Armor, +9 m, +lOSTA, Equip: +38 Altack r-1, r-vt Cowl (Cloth Head. 203 Armor, +lS IN1; +24 STA, "-'8 flllllesuilplelll, leggings 

of Tamient (Clalh Legs, 71 Anaor, +16 lfi, +16 STA, f4uip: lnaeases damage done by Shadow spells and effeds br up 1834), 1.11111 Yabhalalt's Stoff of c-iand (Stoff, 53.1 
DPS, +10 m, +II STA, lifllp:r.r-damageand healing done by magimlspels and elfeds by up to 30, lmprovasJMchancel8hilwilltspelsby l"l, l'lndant of Celerily 
llledc, +ISMil, Eqiip: ..... 11U dmll to Iii by l"l, In land of WiJRy (Finger, +7 STA, Equip: hnproves JM chance 18 hit with spels by I", Increases damage ml 
bealng doae by ........ br up 18161. Slnud of llomiialion (llcD, 4S Armor, +7 STA. + 17 SlR) 

Noles: Energy Siphon ( 1.5 sec cost, mano drain ond restores 1 Ok health to Volthalok K successful), Shadow Bolt Volley, Shadow Wroth (500 Shadow inttiol domoge ond jumps lo nearby forgets ond increosing damage with eodi jump), ond 
Summon Spectral Assos~n (Summons 2 minions with Defile (10 se<. channeled stun that kilk lorgel ii not interrupted) ond Shadow Shock (700 Shadow domoge)) 



MOI GRAYllOOf 60 Elite 

tell of 1he Triiksllr U.ealher Waist, 97 Arm-, +22 AGI, +9 STAI, Idol of llju¥analion llllk. Equip: lnaeases healing done by Rejmllalion by up to 501, Ir-Belt IClolh 
Waist, 139 Alm', + 11 lllT, + 17 STA, ir-lanlesiit piecl), The Jaw Break• (OnHland Mace, 40.3 DPS, Equip: lmpmes your chance lo get a aitical lllike by 1 " I. Lift 
Ple!t of lonl Valthalak's Amulet tlluest item), R9if Piece of Lcrd Yalthalak's Amulet tlluest hem), Tome al Divine R9rt IDfl·Hand, +5 INT, +4 STA, Equip: lnaeases healing done 
by spals and affects by up la 26; Use: lleslores 4 11111111 per 5 sec.) 

Notes: Shilts between four forms al various heahh levek. Coster Form ldefauhl: Healing Touch !Heals Mor for 7400-B600. 2 sec. casting time), Hurricane 1500 DPS for up to 10 se<., Reduces attack speed by 40%). Moanfire IAoE version of 

Druid spell, 450 initial Nature damage plus 1 SO odditionol per 3 sec. for 12 sec.). ond Rejuvinotion 11000 HP per 3 sec. for 12 se<.) Bear Form IB0% health, lasts 10 sec., adds SO% damage absorption from physical attacks): Demoralizing 

Roar !Reduces ottack power by 300), Maul I Damage, Knock Down, and 2 sec. stun). and Swipe Cot Form 160% heahh, lasts 10 sec., adds 100% melee haste): Ferocious Bite, Rake IDoT), and Shred !Reduces armor of forget by 75" and 

deak damage) faerie Dragon Form 130% heahh, lasts until dead, odds SO% magic damage absorption): Arcane Explosion (600 Arcane damage), Chain Lightning, Reflection I Reflects oil incoming spells for 5 sec.), Shock (9S0· 1 OSO Nature 

damage, 6 sec. coaldown), ond Sleep (Random target~ put to ~eep and stunned, damage wakens target) 

59 Elite 

Gilded Gaunllets (Mail Hands, 221 Annor, +I 5 HIT, + 14 STA, Equip: Restaras 4111111111 per 5 sec.), Smolde!web's Eye (Trinlcet, Use: Poisons torget for 20 Nature damage nery 2 

sec.s far 20 sec.sl, \llnomstillll (o..Hand Mam, 39.5 DPS, 0-aa Hlt. Paisons llqll far 7 llahn damage nery 2 se<. for 30 sec.), \Wchart Boots (lealher Boots, 115 

Annor, +9 INT, + 17 SPI, + 10 STA, wu-t Raimlnt piecl) 

Notes: Crystallize IAoE Frontal Cone stun) and Mother's Milk !Potent po~n that stuns the target ond oil nearby allies periodically) 

OVERLORD WYRMTHAIAK Boss 

lea5lstalen Mclllle IMail Shoulder, 266 Arau, + 17 STA, +11 Mil, +7 INT, +4 SPl, leaslslal. Annor pie<e), Chillpike IPoleann, 52.3 OPS, Chan<e on Hit: Blasts 11q11 for 
160-250 Frost -..1. Mark of 1he Dnigon lonl I~ Use: A pr1lllclve 11111111 shield swnmls !he ms111 absorbing 500 damage. While 1he shield holds, inaeases 111111111 

regniallon by 22 nery 5 sec. for 30 min.I, Heart al the Scale (Trinket, Use: Increases Fire Resistance by 20 and deals 20 Fire damage lo anyone who striltes you with a melee 
attadt far 5 mil.), Heart al Wynnlhalak ~el, Equip: Chan<e to bathe your ..... in lknes for 120-180 Fire damage), Reiver Claws !Plate Hands, 391 Armor, +I 5 STA. 

+9 STI, Equip: 1..-your chanm to 911 a ailkal sdt by l"l, w.dess Scythe {Twu-lland Swd, 53.0 DPS, +8 AGI, +B STA, +20 STI, Equip: Increases yu chanm to parry 

an alladt by 1"1, Trinllehaven Stall !Stall, S2.1 DPS, +25 INT, +12 STA, Equip: Increases damage and healing done by spells and effects by up to 14) 

Notes: Oeave, Demoralizing Shout, and Sweeping Slam !Frontal Cone damage and Knockba<k) 

Boss 

Emlilrfury Talsman (lllck, +8 STA, +5 SPI, +7 Fire leslslance, Equip: in.-- your chum lo get a aitical slrilce by l" l. Flaming Band (Ring. Equip; lnaeasas damage done 
by Fire speland elleds by up to 24), 6aunllels al 9-nts llW Hands, 218 Annor, +16 SPI, +10 INT, +9 STR, +4 STA, The Elements piece), Truestn1te Shaulden (lsather 

Shoulders, 129 Armor, Equip: lmprayes yaur dlllllCI to lit by 2'1, +24 Alladt l'wsl, Mre Cape (Back, 43 Armor, +20 rre Resislan<el 

Notes: Fire Novo IPBAoE Fire spell for 1000 damage), Rome Buffet IB9-94 Fire damage & debuff causing on additionol 91 Fire damage from subsequent Fire attacks; Con stock and lasts 4S sec.) 

QllAllERMAS1ER ZIGRIS S6-S9 Eltte 

SHADOW IRllllB VOSll'GAJlll Boss 

8easlslalc•'s Belt (Ma Waist, 193 Armor, +11 SPI, +10 AGI, +91NT, +9 STI, +6 STA, leaststalce! Armor piece), &racers of Valor (Plate Wrist, 261 Armor, +14 STA, +7 STI, +3 

AGI, +2 SPI, 8a*uear alYalar piecll, aaa-Gide (Lead. Waist, 185 Annor, +ISAGI, +14 STR), Canlof Elements (Mail Waist. 193 Armor, +17 INT, +9 STR, +7 SPI, 
+6 STA, The Elealtspieml, Dewut Belt (Oolh Waist, 46 Ana, +20HIT,+9SPI,+4STA,Yeslmdal1he Devaul piece), llreadmist lkacen (Cloth Wrist, +10 INT, +10 STA, +7 

SPI, Dnadmisl laiment piecl), Hands al"- !Clolh Hands, 53 Armor, +6 INT, +6 SPI, Equip: lnaeases damage and healing done by magkal spals and elleds by up to 261, 

Magisler's Binllngs (Oolh Wrist, 35 Alm', +IS HIT, +S SPI, +4 STA, Magisler's Regalia pie<e), Plans: Annihilator (Requires: Blacksmithing 1300) & Master Axesnith), Shadawaoft 
8elt (LeatherYlllst, 93Arm-, +14 AGI, +9 SPI, +10 STA, +9STI, Shmlowualt Alm' piecl), ""-t Belt ll.ealher Waist, 93 Annor, +17 INT, +10 SPI, +9 STA, IWclleart 
lainlnpiece) 

llack!lllW (Crdaw, 30.3 DPS, +3 A6I, Equip: in.ir-yourdianctto litby 1"1. llelllonk RunedSpaulders (Leather Shaulden, 126 Annor, +14 INT, +12STA. +12STRI, 

lloamshal 1200Arlws, Adds 20 llnigl. 61 DPS), Funnl Culls (Clalh Wrist, 37 Annor, +14 INT. +5 SPI, +IOShadaw Resislan<el, Riphaolc (law, 30.2 DPS, +22 Attodt "-rl, 

ShmlowualtlilMs (Leather Hands. +14 Mil, +10 SPI, +9 STA, +9 m. Shmlowualt Arau piecl), lnlealm Glll1llets (Mail Hands. 218 Annor, Equip: Increased llaw!/Guns +8, 

""""5 your chanm to hit by 1 ~I 

Notes: Curse of Blood and Hex IAoE Frog, 20 yd. range, 10 sec. duration) 

S9·60 Elite 

SPllESTONE 8ATTlE LORD 5B Elite 

Sl'll5TOllE BUTOIER 57 Rare 

Sl'lmTONE LORD llA6US SB Rare 

THE 8£AST Boss 

Crydnd Gide ll.lal'-Wlill, 97 Arm-, +19 llT, +6 SPI, +6 STA, Equip: lnaeasasdamage and healing done by magical spals and elleds by upto 91, llewut Manlle (Clolh 

Shaalder, 64 Arau, +21 INT, +9 SPI, +4 STA, Vlllmenls al 1he Dewut piecl), Duslf9llher Sosh !Clolh Waist, 49 Armor, + 18 INT, +I 0 STA, Equip: Increases damage and healing 

done by magicalspalsand elledsbyupla 91, .....,_ Tlllkll.eall. Chest, 172 Alm', +5 AGI, +10 STA. +10 Are Resislance, +10 Shadow hslstance, Equip: +50 Attodt 
l'wsl, Palydnmalic Ylsionwnp (Clalh Chest, 17 Armor, +20 Al lesislan!lsl 

The Nidcer {Twu-lland Axe, 49.8 DPS, Chan<e on tit. Waunds the torgetfar 50-150 damageand deals an adlltional 6damagenery I se<. for 25 se<.), Swiltdart 8attlebaats 

!Mail Boats, 236 Armor, + 17 AGI, +I 0 INT, +9 STAI 

Bukher'sApron IClaalc, 41 Armor, +7 STA, +16 SPll, linnsplb !One-Hand Axe. 38.1 DPS, 0-e on Hit: "1mns target's armor lowering~ by 200. Can by applied up to 3 

limes.) 

Globe of D'sak (Off-Hand, +16 INT, +S STA, +7 Shadow Rasiston<e), Magus Ring (Ring, +12 INT, +7 SPI, +8 STA), Ogres. Taw9r Boots !Cloth Feet, 58 Annor, +13 INT, +13 SPI, 

+13STAI 

Ao al leasls, Blacbisl Armguards llealherWrisl, 77 Annor, +13 STA, +5 m. +10 Shadow Resi51ance, Equip: Improves your chance to htt by l"J, 81ademaster Leggings 

(IJather Legs, 154 Armor, +5 AGI, Equip: lnaeases yu charatolitby I", dodge anattodc by 2%, and get a aitkallllike by 1%), Bloodmoon Claalc (Claalc, 45 Armor, +17 

STA, +5 SPI, +7 Arcane Resislan<e), FinUe's SU.. (Main Hand Dapr, 41.2 OPS. Equip: Skiming +10, +45 Attack Power when lighting leasls), FrOIMGVs Cape !Cloak, 45 

Armor, +12 INT, +12 SPI, +10 Frost Rasiston<e), r-Bools (Clolh Feet, 150Armor, +11 INT, +17 STA, Ir-. 8attlesuit piece), Lightforge Spaulders (Plate Shouldef, 
470 Armor, +I 5 STA, +11 INT, +9 STR, +5 SPI, +4 AGI, lightlorge Annor piece), Pristine Hide al the Beast (Quest ttem), Seeping Willow (Twa-Hand Mace, 53.9 OPS, Chance on 

Hit: lowers .. sttm by 20 and deals 20 llaUe damage nery 3 sec. to .. enemies within 111 8 yard radius al the cllllllr for 30 sec.), Spiritshraud Leggings (Clolh Legs, 78 Armor, 

+ 16 INT, + 16 SPI, + 13 STA, Equip: lnaeasas damage and healing done by magical spals and effects by up to 19), Trislam Legguards (Mail ltgs, 324 Annor, + 13 STA, Equip: +34 

Attodt l'ws, lncreasas your chanm to dodge an attodc by 2'1) 

Notes: Berserker Charge, Immolate, Fire Blast, and Terrifying Roar (5 sec. AoE Fear) 



UIOK DOOMHOWL 60 Eltte 

oles: lntimid tin oar, end, and Strike 

WAI MASTER VOONE 

Notes: Oeave 

WAICHIEF IBID BIACKIWID Boss 

llaols of Elements !Mail laols, 240Annor, +17 Sl'I, +9 AGI, Sem.itspille), ..0-'s Ginlelllal Waist, 202 Armor, +21 AGI, Equip: lmpr-your chance lo lit by l"l. 
Uisteel foalgullds IPlatl llaols, 43Urmor, +10 Sll, +17 STA, +10 AGI), Roslllile Onie (Finger, Equip: hstom S mana per S sec., lnaeases healing done by spels a111hfflds 

by up lo 29), Slaghide 6uandets !leather Hands, 207 Armor, + Random Slals), Tap Half of Ad'8llCld Annanmilhing Volume Ill 

Beastslalker Gloves (Mail Hands, 218 Armor, +14A61, +IOSl'I, +9 STA, +9 INT, Beaslslab Amor pille), Bmecore Anngusds IMailWrist, ISS Amor, +II INT, +10 STA, 
Equip: Restores 3 mana per S sec.), Aghlblade llrowing Axe (Throwing. 35.S DPS), Kayser's llools of PredsiGn 1Clo1h Feet, 60Annor, +18 INT, +I I STA, Equip: lmprOYeS your 

dian<e to lit with ljll!ls by up lo I " I. Keris of Zul'Selalt !Ont-Hand Dagger, 39.4 DPS, Chance on Hit lnllicts numbing pail that deals 10 llalure damage mry 2 sec. and slows 
target's anadc speed by I°" far I 0 sec.I, Roslllile Onie lfiiger, Equip: hstom S mn per S sec., Ina- healing done by spels and efflds by up to 291, Talisman of E'IG5ian 

llledt, + 13 AGI, Equip: Ina- your chance to dodge 111 anadi by I " I 

land of Ruainatian IRilg. Equip: hstom S 11111111 per S sec. and inlprO* your chance lo gel a aitiml sde will! spels by I "I. llaldebam Annbraces ll'latw Wrist, 287 Amor, 

Equip: lmprOYeS your chanie lo IHI by I hid your chance lo gel a aitiml srie by I " l. lladdml DaGlmw lralemm. 54.0 DPS, Chance 111 Hit Wouncls tht torget far 324-540 
damage), Banespie Shoulder !Mail Shoulder, 278 Amor, Equip: Deals 60-90 damage when you .. tht Yictim of a aitiml melee sdeJ, o.ilend's Samd CharJe lllain-Hand 
Sward, 41.4 DPS, +4 STI, Equip: lmprOYeS your chance lo git aaitimlsde by I", Dal'lend's Amis pilleJ, Dal'lend's aal Guardian IOll-Hand Sward, 100 Amor, 41 .4 DPS, 
Equip: +7 Delne, Dal'Rend's Arms piell), Dngomder laols l<lalh Feel, 61 Amor, +16 lllT, +S STA, +10 fire hsistanct, Equip: lnaeases damage and healing done by magical 
spels and efflds by up IO Ill, Eye of Rllld lllalher Htad. 143 Armor. +7 STA, +13 Sll, Equip: i.-your chance to get a aitiml strie by 2"), Fallh lftaler's llaols l<lolh 
Feel, 61 Amor, +12 INT, +12 SPI, +10 STA, Equip: I00111115 healing done by spels and efflds by up lo 26), Ftktriker IOnt-Hand Dagger, 45.6 DPS, Chance on Hit: Al anadis 
are guaranteed to land and will be aitiml sries far thenex! 3 sec.), Feraluge Ginle IMailWaist, 208 Amor, +10 INT, +9STA. Equip: Restores 8manaperS11<.J, s,a..lders 
of YalorlPlatl Shoulder, 470 Amor, +17STA, +II STI, +9 AGI, Banlegear of Valor pille), Warmasler Uggingsll'latt legs, S7S Armor, +IS STA, +13 Sll, Equip: m-your 
chance to dadge Ill anadc by 2") 

lHE PAlH LEADS UP 

I ~
I Entrance from Burning Steppes 

Entrance from Searing Gorge 

Ramp la Blackrock Spire 

Ouartermosler Zigris 

Instance Porto! 

THE OUTER GUARDS 

The Ores of Blackrock Mountain have taken the upper portions from the 
Dwarves. They have guards stationed at the entrance to Blackrock Spire to 
keep the Dwarves from regaining what once was theirs. 

The guards are set in pairs along the path to the instance portal. Crowd Control 
(CC) isn't needed for these small fights, but now is a good time to prepare for 
when it is needed. 

Further practice can be done in the room to the right of the first pair of guards. 
There are two groups of three in here. Use these groups as a test of your party's 
pulling and CC capabilities. 

Move up the ramps to the hallway that overlooks the Molten Span. The Chain 
Shortcut is to the left. He has Bfackhand's Command in his possession. The 
entrance to Blackrock Spire is on the right. A quick check will determine 
whether you need bother with the guards or enter the instance. 



I@? town BLACKROCK sPiRE 

Instance Portal 

Shortcut Ledge 

Voelan 

I : 
Highlard Omokk 
Bijou 

Shadow Hunter Yosh' gajin 

7 War Moster Yoone 

Mother Smoldenveb 
Quoterrnoster Zigr~ 

10 Halycon 

11 Overlord Wyrmtholak 



JUST INSIDE 
Once you have more room, pull the 
patrol when it comes closer. The Ores 
in the lower rooms and those on the 
other side of the larger room are in 
larger groups and close enough to the 
portal for a full retreat. Pull a couple 
to get everyone accustomed to the 
role they're playing while the portal 
is close. 

The second room on the right side of the lower level leads to the next area. An 
alternate route would be to take the ramp to the right and jump down. 

Move onto the ramp to your right. Wait until the patrol moves away from the 
larger group then kill the patrol; rest up after. There are four Ores and two 
Worgs in the group. Have any Rogues in your group sap the melee Ores before 
beginning the fight. The fight should be initiated by the puller (preferably a 
Hunter or Warrior) or by a Priest Mind Controlling a caster Ore. Once the fight 
is begun, Druids should sleep the Worg, Mages should Polymorph a melee 
Ore, and the party should Focus Fire (FF) on a single enemy. The Scarshield 
Warlocks should be killed first, followed by the Scarshield Spellbinders. 

This fight offers a good indication of where your party needs to improve before 
you take on the later fights in Blackrock Spire. 

Move through the hallway and into a much larger room. There is a group of 
four Ores. Clear this group and move on. Another group of Ores and Worg 
waits ahead. Having your puller grab the left-most Worg gets you only the 
Scarshield Raider and the two Scarshield Worgs. With the group split, it's 
much more manageable.Wait for Warosh to move away from enemies and get 
the Urok Doomhowl quest. 

There's a rocky ramp to your left. Follow it to the top. A Scarshield Infiltrator 
waits for you to get closer. Approach and Vaelan drops his disguise. From him, 
you acquire the Sea/ of Ascension quest. Continue clearing Ores until you 
have access to the first bridge. 

The next few fights should occur on the bridge. Moving onto the platform 
makes it too easy for running foes to get help. Clear the first few fights before 
moving onto the platform. Finish clearing the groups of enemies here before 
moving to the second bridge. 

There is a group of four Ores across 
the second bridge. Fight this group on 
the bridge before moving across. The 
Roughshod Pikes needed for Urok 
Doomhowl are along the left wall. 
Clear the group to your right and the 
sleeping Ores ahead before grabbing 
the pikes. 

Clear the Ores as you move around 
the platform. Bijou stands below for 
Operative Bijou, but don't jump down. Three Ogres stand guarding the Path 
to Omokk. There is also a group of Ores to the right. Kill the Ores to keep the 
fighting simple. 



THE PATH TO HIGH LORD OMOKK 
With the guards down, wait for the patroller to move toward you. Kill him 
and move down the hallway. There are two Ogres guarding your side of the 
bridge. Pull them into the hallway as their attacks can knock you off the bridge. 
Move along the bridges, fighting in the hallways until you get to Mok'Doom 
(Omokk's Chamber). 

Pull the first group across the bridge to make room for you in the chamber. 
Watch the patroller and pull it when they are alone to keep them from adding 
to a fight later. Pull the group to the right before killing the group on the 
rubble. 

The rubble group is a difficult fight. 
Two of the enemies are casters and 
the melee combatant may be a rare 
spawn: Spirestone Battle Lord. CC 
the melee and FF on the casters. 
Bring the Spirestone Mystic down 
first as it can inflict great damage to 
your party if allowed to live. Return 
to the floor and prepare to dispatch 
Highlord Omokk. 

Highlord Omokk stands alongside two other Ogres. Begin the fight by CCing 
one of the other Ogres. Your tank should grab Omokk and keep him away from 
your party. Have your MT place their back against the wall to prevent being 
thrown away with Omokk's Knock Away ability. The rest of the party should 
FF on the other Ogre. Kill it and then FF on Omokk until the CC breaks on the 
first Ogre. FF on the Ogre until it dies and then finish Omokk. Should you have 
multiple CC classes in your party, CC both the ogres and kill Omokk first. 

Omokk hits hard, but he's nothing special without his friends. Killing Highlord 
Omokk advances your progress in Warlord's Command and Maxwell's 
Mission. Loot Omokk's Head for Urok Doomhowl and the Gem of Spirestone 
for Seal of Ascension. 

Exit The Ogre area and move to the Path to Voone. 

THE PATH TO VOONE 
The next room (Tazz'Alaor) is 
inhabited by many groups of Trolls 
and has a few patrollers. Pull the 
Trolls out of the room and onto the 
ramp to keep the fights clean. Clear 
the right wall and the table to the left 
before entering the room in force. 
Finish clearing the room and camp at 
the bottom of the ramp leading up to 
the right. 

Only the puller should ascend the ramp for the first couple fights. Pull the 
enemies down the ramp and around the corner to break line of sight and force 
enemy casters to come to you. 

Pull the enemies from the room until only the three at the back wall remain. 
Shadow Hunter Vosh'gajin is flanked by two Smolderthorn Shadow Priests. 
CC one of the Priests to start the fight. The group tank needs to drag Vosh'gajin 
away from the party to keep her Hex spell (AoE frog) devastating your party. 
Vosh'gajin also casts Curse of Blood which increases the physical damage 
taken for 10 min. FF on the other Priest. When the first falls, FF on the second 
Priest. With both Priests dead, Vosh'gajin is much more manageable. Kill 
her and take her Snakestone to complete the Snakestone of the Shadow 
Huntress. 

Move to the large ramp descending 
into the next chamber. The four 
Trolls on the center platform need to 
be removed before you can advance 
across. Move to the north side of the 
room and fight your way through the 
Troll groups. Bijou - for Operative 
Bijou - is on the other side. 

Return to the center of the 
ramps and head down. There are Trolls waiting at the next ledge. 
Pull them up to you and kill them. Move to where they were and 
wait for the patrol to come to you. Kill the patrol and prepare to clear 
the room. 

The fights in this room are very dangerous. With so many wandering enemies 
and no space between groups, unexpected adds are commonplace. You can 
keep these to a minimum by fighting on the ramps. Only the puller should 
step onto the floor until he or she gives the word. 

First pull the enemies in the southeast corner. The enemies under the ramps 
should be next. Removing the first few groups in the center of the room should 
give you a place on the floor to camp while you finish the job. Clear the room 
and take a look for Bijou's Belongings. 

With the main room clear, move to the southwest corner. There is a series of 
rooms with Warmaster Voone inside. The first room has a group of four Trolls 
while the second room has two Trolls and a berserker. These fights can be 
handled like any of the other fights you've had, just clean them up and move 
on. When the party has rested, the fight with Voone can begin. 

Your tank should start the fight. Shield the tank if you have a Priest, and allow 
them several seconds to build aggro before the rest of the party joins the fight. 
Warmaster Voone hits very hard and can drop a lightly armored party member 
(Rogue, Druid, Priest, Warlock, or Mage) in a few hits. Keep Voone's back 
toward the party to make it easier to see when he switches targets. Cease 
fire and wait for the tank to regain Voone's attention and pull him back 
into position if this occurs. The reward for killing him is part of Warlord's 
Command and Maxwell's Mission, along with the Gem of Smolderthorn for 
Seal of Ascension. 

89 



Warmaster Voone's chamber holds another battle for those faced with the task 
of summoning and defeating Mor Grayhoof. Use the Brazier of Beckoning to 
call upon this boss and get ready for battle. Mor has four forms that he' ll switch 
through during the course of the battle. Use the " Enemy Leadership" table in 
this section to see his exact abilities. 

Have the MT rush in to grab aggro and keep the casters out of range of his 
Hurricane and AoE Moonfire spel ls. They're brutal and could add up to serious 
damage for the softer party members. When he's in his caster form, be sure 
to interrupt his Healing Touch spell to keep the battle short. Also, have a 
Mage in your group cast Detect Magic. This wi ll alert you to when Mor casts 
Rejuvination on himself and al low a Priest to Dispel it. 

At 80% health, he switches to bear form; pour on the magic DPS. More Do Ts! 
He's resistant to physical damage in this form and the MT should simply retain 
aggro whi le the casters let fly. If you can't drop him to 60% health within 10 
sec. of his bear form change, he'll revert back to his caster form. 

At 60%, he switches to cat form allowing for a 100% increase in his physical 
attacks. Again, he'l l only retain this form for 10 sec. Without a resistance to 
either magic or physical damage, this is the perfect opportunity for all members 
of the group to increase their DPS. 

However, once he hits 30% health, he'l l switch to his Faerie Dragon form and 
absorb 50% magic damage and gain another abi lity that hampers the casters: 
Reflection. He'l l also sleep random targets during the battle and cast Arcane 
Explosion, so keep the casters outside of the range of this spell. Spread out as 
much as possible to prevent the Chain Lightning from jumping between targets 
and drop him as quickly as possible. 

Once you've cleared the room, take a quick look around the chamber for 
Bijou's Belongings before moving back to the larger room. Take a quick look 
around for Bijou's Belongings before moving back to the larger room. 

THE PATH TO WYRMTHALAK 
Move out of the large room and into the hallway filled with Ores. They are 
in small groups that can be pulled separately and safely to your location. Ki ll 
them as you move down the hallway and turn the corner near the lava. 

This passage is more dangerous. There are groups of enemies on both sides 
and many of them are casters. Use the corner to break line of sight and force 
the casters to come to you.This also keeps runners from getting very far. Have a 
nare effect on them at all times to keep them from getting friends. 

The Firebrand Invokers should be 
killed quickly. Undernocircumstances 
should they be allowed to get near your 
party's casters, as their AoE fire attacks 
are quite brutal. Have an off-tank or 
Rogue ready to intercept them during 
the pull. 

The passage bends left at the end; this 
is a very dangerous area. The group 
of Ores guarding the cart to the left is 
the least of your worries. There are a couple of sleeping Ores directly ahead 
and they' re with a group of a few more under a nearby tent. With no corner 
to break line of sight, the puller will need to run out of range and drag the 
enemies to the party. 

The enemies need to be pulled 
away from the tent as there are more 
enemies on the other side. CC the 
melee targets and kill the casters. 

Pull the group near the cart to the left 
next. This fight is much easier and 
clears the path ahead. Pull the last 
couple wandering in the center of 
the room, then proceed around the 
corner. Ignore the ramp to the spiders 
for a moment and focus on the room 
of Ores to the right. 

There are Firebrand Pyromancers in the room. They have a higher chance to 
have some of the better loot than the regular Ores you've fought so far. There 
are two groups in the room that can be pulled separately. Pull them around the 
corner to force the casters to come to you. 

The Spire Spiders and Spiderlings 
attack in groups of six. There will 
be two of the larger Spire Spiders 
and four of the Spiderlings in each 
group. If a Druid accompanies you, 
he/she should keep one of the Spire 
Spiders slept while your tank should 
hold the attention of the other; the 
rest of the party should kill the Spire 
Spiderlings. When all the Spiderlings 
are dead, choose one of the spiders and bring it down. When it dies, four more 
Spiderlings appear and need to be killed before the last spider is attacked. The 
final spider will also spawn four Spiderlings when it dies. Keep this tactic in 
mind as you clear your way through the webs. 

Spider Eggs litter the ground as you 
move up the ramp. Make sure your 
party only opens one at a time as 
Spire Spiderlings can hatch during the 
col lection process. Grab the eggs to 
complete En-Ay-Es-Tee-Why. Mother 
Smolderweb waits at the top of the 
ramp. She can be attacked without 
drawing another group of spiders 
onto the party. During the fight, 
Mother Smolderweb can infect party 
members with Mother's Milk. This is needed to complete the Mother's Milk 
quest. This poison stuns the primary target and anyone unfortunate enough to 
be close to them. Melee attackers, except for the MT, should remain behind 
her when possible. Crystallize is an AoE frontal cone stun and it's best to avoid 
it when possible. If your party intends to turn in Mother's Milk, port out with 
the party poisoned and make your way to Ragged John. If you intend to go 
after Wyrmthalak, use the venom sacs that have been looted from the spiders 
to cure yourself and move on. 



There are several more groups of spiders as you continue upwards. Clear each 
one as you have previously until you stand before the Ogres. 

Pull and kill the Ogres one at a time or in pairs. They hit hard, but the fights are 
simple and can be controlled well. When the ledge is clear of Ogres, approach 
the Tribute Pile with the Roughshod Pike and Omokk's head. Keep your party 
near the wall to avoid a treacherous fall. Have the MT gain as much aggro 
from the room as possible before releasing the MA to do their job. During the 
battle, you can click on the completed pole with Omokk's head to damage all 
ogres that join the fray. Defeat Urok Doomhowl and collect Warosh's Mojo to 
complete Urok Doomhowl. 

The path ahead looks clear, but 
don't move forward yet! The holes 
in the right wall hold numerous Spire 
Scorpids and Scarabs. They attack 
anyone who tries to move past. Have 
your tank move first to draw the 
attention of the bugs. Shield your AoE 
casters and have them stand on the 
tank before casting. The fight won't 
last long. When you've recovered, 
there is one more fight before you're 
back in Ore territory. 

A Bloodaxe Raider patrols the area along with two Bloodaxe Worgs. Kill them 
when they move into range. Have your puller move up the ramp and wait until 
the other patrol comes in sight. Pull it down to the party and take it out. 

The path forks here; take the left passage up the ramps. Pull and kill the 
Bloodaxe as you have before. CC the melee Ores and kill the casters. FF on 
the Summoner first as they can bring more enemies to the fight if allowed. 

There's a large supply room at the top 
of the ramps. Quartermaster Zigris 
wanders amongst the other Bloodaxe. 
Pull the Ores in small groups and keep 
them from running for help. Clear the 
room methodically to keep the danger 
out of your fights. Take what you can 
from Zigris' corpse and move back 
down the ramps to the fork. 

Stay away from the wall to your left 
and pull the Bloodaxe ahead to the 
party. Duck around the passage to 
break line of sight and force the enemy 
to come to you. The fight is simple as 
long as the enemy is not allowed the 
flee into the room on the left. 

When the Ores are dead, rest up and 
prepare to fight Halycon and her pups. 
Move into the room on the left; your 

tank should move first. All party members should use their cage and capture 
a Bloodaxe Worg Pup for Kibler's Exotic Pets. This completes the quest and 
reduces the number of enemies to fight. 

Once the party has the pups it needs, kill the others while your tank survives 
the attention of Halycon. With her pups dead or captured, focus on Halycon 
to complete Put Her Down. Halycon has physical abilities (Rend and Thrash) 
and she shouldn't be too much trouble. When Halycon falls, casters should 
immediately start drinking to restore mana and the tank should bandage and 
move into the hallway. Gizrul the Slavener will be moving down the hallway 
toward your party. He hits brutally hard and has a few abilities that can cause 
the tank trouble. Fatal Bite drains health from the target and has the potential to 
restore twice that amount (nearly 2k health) to Gizrul. Infected Bite increases 
the damage taken by the target and is a Nature DoT and, when coupled with 
the attack speed buff Enrage, can be a dangerous combo for the MT. Kill him 
and search the corpse for unexpected treasure. 

Have your party stay at the bottom of the ramp. Only the puller should ascend 
until he/she gives the word. There are several groups of Ores in the room. Pull 
each group down the ramp to the party and CC the Bloodaxe Evokers until the 
party is ready to kill them. They have an AoE fire and knockback that can be 
the end of your party if they' re allowed near your casters. 

Kill the groups one at a time until 
the entire left wall is clear. Even the 
sleepers should be pulled before the 
group comes up the ramp. Pull the 
first group ahead to clear a new base 
spot. The next pull is very dangerous. 

Pulling the group at the bridge brings 
four enemies, two of which are 
casters. CC the melee enemies and FF 
on the casters. The enemies need to 

be killed quickly and kept from running. They don' t have to go far for friends 
and a second group attacking you is not what you want. Remember to keep 
the Evokers away from your casters during this. 

~ ···. 

DESTROYING THE ENEMY FROM WITHIN 
An alternate method for pulling the enemies is with a Priest's Mind Control. 
MC one of the Evokers ond use their AoE ability against the other enemies. 
Remember, moving a creature that's MC' d con break the effect early, so let the 
Evoker stand in place and just keep blasting the enemies with the AoE while the 
Evoker soaks up their attacks. 

Careful pulling makes the rest of the room a simple clean up. CC what you can 
and FF to end the fights quickly. Move across the bridges and up the ramp when 
the room is clear. 

The ramp ends at a series of bridges. Ogres and Trolls guard the bridges in pairs. 
CC on and kill them one at a time. Do not fight on the bridge as they can knock 
you to a lower level if you do. Kill the pairs until you approach Wyrmthalak's 
chamber. 

The first pull from the Chamber of Battle (Wyrmthalak's Chamber) should be 
pulled across the bridge. Once there's enough space for your party to stand in 
the room without drawing aggro, move in and look around. There are a couple 
patrollers and knowing what their routes are keeps the party safe from bringing 
extra adds. 

Move around to the right, killing as you go. The enemies are the same as you've 
fought before as is the tactic. CC the melee and FF on the casters. However, 
there's a problem once you reach the first ramp. 

The next fight has six enemies. All of 
them are dangerous and it is unlikely 
your party will have enough CC for all 
of them. Have party members declare 
CC targets before the fight begins. Use 
Counterspell or LOS pulls to drag the 
casters back to your party. The tank 
should also declare his/her first target. 

The tank should start the fight to gain 
early aggro. CC what you can as soon 
as the tank begins. The tank should keep enemies away from the casters to 
make it easier to see which enemies are attacking which targets. Anyone who 
can resurrect themselves should stay away from the enemies' starting point in 
case of a full party wipe. Rest before you take on Wyrmthalak. 
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Shield your tank, if you have a Priest, 
before they engage Wyrmthalak. 
This gives your tank a few seconds 
to amass aggro before the healer 
has to start casting. Keep him facing 
away from the party and lay into him. 
Wyrmthalak will call reinforcements 
when the fight starts turning against 
him. When he does, party members 
with CC abilities should run to the 
ledge and cast down at the adds to CC them as early as possible. Once the 
adds are CCed, return to Wyrmthalak and bring him down. When Wyrmthalak 
dies, turn your attention to the adds before looting. 

Entrance 
Pyroguord Emberseer 

Ooomrigger's 00Sjl 

Father Rome 
Jed Runewotcher JRore) 
Goroluk Anvikrock 
Gyth 

Worchiel Rend Blockhond 

Awbee 
Entrance lo Blockwing lair 
The Beast 

10 General Drokkisoth 

~.-... ~~~ -,uir..,.....,... ~.-,.., 
- - ------~ -=-~ 

Wyrmthalak is susceptible to Stuns and DoTs are very useful in inflicting 
damage while helping the tank maintain aggro. When Wyrmthalak gets low 
on health, he'l l call for assistance. Throw everything you have at him and 
bring him down before his friends arrive. 

The death of Wyrmthalak completes Maxwell's Mission and Warlord's 
Command. Taking the Gem gives you another piece for the Seal of Ascension. 

Evil has been dealt a blow, but something even more sinister awaits deeper in 
the dungeon. You need more than a standard party of five people to conquer 
the upper portions of Blackrock Spire. Return to town to turn in quests, restock 
on potions, food, and poisons, and recruit more friends. You should have a 
raid group of ten before attempting Upper Blackrock Spire. 



THE GUARDS 
The residents of Upper Blackrock Spire don't appreciate visitors and make 
it very difficult to get through the first few rooms. This should dissuade any 
casual thieves or adventurers. 

Rage Talon Dragonkin patrol the center of the first room. Pull and kill them in 
pairs. Druids can CC one to keep the fighting simple. Once the dragonkin are 
clear, it's time to clear the Blackhand Ores. All enemies in the area must be 
killed before the passage upward opens. 

Each group of Blackhand consists 
of four Ores with at least one 
Summoner and one Dreadweaver. 
The Summoners should be killed first 
and the Dreadweavers second. Mop 
up the rest and prepare for the next 
fight. 

With the death of the final enemy, 
the door opens to the Hall of Binding. 
Pyroguard Emberseer is being held 
atop an altar by seven Blackhand lncarcerators. Move the entire raid into the 
room before using the dais to your left. The dais interrupts the lncarcerators and 
they charge you. Since they are not elite, using AoE attacks is the fastest way to 
finish them. 

Once the lncarcerators are dead, prepare for Emberseer. It takes a few 
moments for him to finish breaking his bonds and the fight only takes a few 
more moments. Keep the casters back to prevent getting slammed with Fire 
Nova. The MT is going to suffer under the effects of Flame Buffet, so have your 
healers stay on their toes. It stacks and cou ld eventually begin infl icting serious 
damage. Loot his corpse as the door to the Rookery opens. 

The door opens to reveal a room full 
of eggs. These are the eggs you need 
for Egg Freezing and Egg Collecting. 
There are several Rookery Hatchers 
wandering among the eggs. Pull the 
Hatchers into Emberseer's chamber. 
After the Hatchers have been dealt 
with, start opening the eggs to spawn 
the Rookery Whelps. Start with the 
eggs along the left wall. 

The Rookery Whelps are not elite and can be fought with AoE abilities. Once 
the left wall is clear, move you group into the Rookery and to the corner. Clear 
your way to the Father Flame and use it to start the event. Rookery Hatchers 
and Guards charge you in pairs. Having a Druid sleep one before they get to 
you makes the fighting much easier. 

After six waves of Rookery Hatchers and Guardians, Solakar Flamewreath 
attacks. Keep him away from your casters and deal with him as you would any 
other enemy. Grab your loot and start making your way across the room to the 
ramp up. Party members that have the The Darkstone Tablet should grab it as 
you move across the room. 

The ledge above the Rookery has more Rookery Guardians and Hatchers. Pull 
them to you in small groups until the ledge is clear. Hold the group in the 
corner at the top of the ramp. Only the puller should enter the next room until 
it is clear. 

Ores fill the next room. Blackhand 
Elite, Veterans, and Dreadweavers 
make up most of the forces. They are 
in groups of three to five, but the fights 
won't be difficult since you have 15. 
Also Goraluk Anvi lcrack and Jed 
Runewatcher wander the room. 

Send the puller through the far 
entrance to pul l the group immediately 
to his/her left. This group adds to any 
other group pulled, so it needs to be killed first. Once that group is killed, pull 
the other groups between the entrance and the left wall. If Anvilcrack joins a 
fight, back against the wall to keep him from throwing members down onto 
the eggs of the Rookery. Once the left wall is clear, move the raid group to 
that position. 

Pull the enemy groups along both sides one at a time. There are Dragonkin 
mixed with the Ores at the back of the room. If a Rage Talon Flamescale or Fire 
Tongue joins a fight, kill them first. Their AoE spells are quite damaging. 

As you ascend the ramp, there is a passage leading to the right. Bypass this 
and head to the top of the ramp. Don't let anyone jump down into Blackrock 
Stadium until everyone is ready to do so. Once the command is given, 
everyone must jump into the center of the stadium. Stay away from the south 
gate. Anyone remaining on the ledge will be the doom of the party as they wil l 
be attacked and train dozens of mobs onto the raid. Nobody likes to be the 
obvious cause of a wipe. 

Standing on another ledge are Nefarius 
and Rend. The two call for their 
underlings to kill you. Several waves 
of Chromatic Whelps, Chromatic 
Dragonspawn, and Blackhand 
Dragon Handlers will attack. Defeat 
each wave quickly. The next wave 
enters regardless of whether you're 
still fighting. 

BLACKROCK STADIUM 

When the final wave of enemies has been defeated, Rend attacks from atop his 
dragon Gyth. Gyth is a danger unto himself and has a few dangerous abilities. 
The breath weapons Freeze (stun and Frost damage/Don, Flame Breath, and 
Corrosive Acid Breath (Nature Don can target and hit multiple players. He 
also has a knock away ability. Bring Gyth down and force Rend to fight you on 
foot. Rend deals enough damage to bring down members of your raid, but the 
chance of a total wipe is fairly slim. His abil ities are entirely melee-oriented, but 
often target multiple players. Don't let a caster get anywhere near him! His 
Mortal Strike deals 300% damage and could crush one easily. Remain calm 
and defeat Rend as you would any other enemy. 

There is much loot that can drop from the enemies. The Chromatic Carapace can 
drop from Gyth and the Chromatic Scales can drop from any of the dragonkin. 
Both of these are needed to forge The Breastplate of the Chromatic Flight. 

When Rend falls, the gate raises and you can leave Blackrock Stadium. The room 
to the south has several groups in it. The first pull will likely get two groups for a 
total of five enemies. Have CC ready and fight in the Stadium. Clear the final pair 
of enemies in the room to clear the way to Awbee. Awbee gives you The Matron 
Protectorate quest. 
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Have Rogues and the puller ascend EVERYONE HAS A JOB 
the ramp to the East. Rogues should 
sap before the puller pulls the enemies 
down to the party. The groups are small 
enough that minimal CC is needed. 
Once the room is clear, the raid can 
move in. 

The Beast has a Terrifying Roar (5 
sec. AoE Fear) that can be the cause 
of a wipe if a party is too close. If 

it's relegated to only affecting the melee members, your chance for success 
increases. Stay alert and at long range if you're a caster and this should go 
your way. 

Finkle Einhorn, At Your Service can be started when the Beast falls and Finkle 
slips from its corpse. The Beast provides a unique opportunity. Finkle's Skinner 
can drop from the Beast; it al lows 300 level skinners to skin the Beast for the 
Pristine Hide of the Beast for Breastplate of Bloodthirst, Cap of the Scarlet 
Savant, or Leggings of Arcana. 

Once the Beast is dead, there's another boss that can be summoned to the 
room for those needing their Dungeon Set 2 items. Lord Valtha lak is a brutal 
adversary and must not be taken lightly. He has three phases during which he 
always has the potential to wipe your raid. 

Use any and all Shadow Protection spells (Priests) and potions (Greater Shadow 
Protection Potion) for this battle. The MT should definitely be protected at all 
times. 

Phase 1 gives him Shadow powers, minions, and draining/healing abi l ities. 
The key here is to force him to fight your game. Allowing Valthalak to cast a 
successful Energy Siphon is dead ly, so interrupting that spell is a must. He' ll 
also cast a chaining spell (Shadow Wrath), so try to remain as spread out 
throughout the room as possible to limit the number of jumps it can make. 
Lastly, when he summons his Spectral Assassins, have the MA target them so 
that they're brought down immediately. 

At roughly 40% health, he' ll conjure a Shadow Staff and enter Phase 2. This 
staff grants him extra attacks that deal about 1500 points of Shadow damage. 
No, this is no small bolt. Stay on him, but try and hold some mana in reserve. 

During Phase 3 (approximately 15% health), Va lthalak lets loose with Shadow 
Bolt Volley. Burn him down as quickly as possible using al l of your strongest 
abilities and spells. If you manage to drop him, the rewards are worth it. 

Once your challengers are dead, move your party back to the Furnace and 
prepare for the final stretch leading to General Drakkisath. It's the perfect time 
to restore food buffs, spell buffs, soulstones, and poisons. All the following 
pulls will be brought back into this room and your party should be ready. 
Make sure that everyone knows to remain in place and let the pullers bring the 
enemies back to the group. 

The group guarding the bridge should be pulled as normal. Have a Druid sleep 
one of the Rage Talons; Rogues or Mages can take care of the Black Hand. 
Focus Fire on the MT's target and finish the enemies. 

While your raid won't have every 
class at their disposal, everyone has 
a job to focus on and you've been 
gearing up for this role for the last 
55 levels or so. Here's a short table 
instructing the positions and jobs of 
every class. 

Once each fight begins, everyone should move into the Furnace to avoid 
being knocked off the bridge. The Rage Talon Fire Tongues should be killed 
first because of their excessive damage potential and the Rage Talon Dragon 
Guards should be second because so few classes can keep them CCed. There 
will be enough time between pulls for everyone to regen mana and health. 



l(IGENERAL DIWOOSAlH 
When all the groups are clear, it's time to take on General Drakkisath-the 
purpose of this entire journey. The General stands in his nook flanked by 
his guards. Get ready for battle. The Chromatic Elites with Drakkisath have 
the abilities Knockdown, Mortal Strike, and Strike (like a Warrior's Heroic 
Strike). They' re not going to be easy targets. Their Mortal Strike specifically is a 
challenge to deal with and the MT shouldn't be hit with it at all if possible. 

Have the MT draw the General to the center of the room and turn him away 
from the raid. Drakkisath's Conflagrate should hit the MT and an off tank at 
most. As soon as this battle begins, have the MA begin targeting one guard 
while the other is CC'd. Take the first down quickly and ensure that the other 
is controlled while you're working on the first guard. They can cause problems 
for the entire raid if loose. 

Once the first Rage Talon Captain falls, have the MA and everyone except for 
the MT and their healer(s) target the second guard. Take them down as you did 
the first. Once they're down, join the MT in taking out Drakkisath. 

I 
His melee-oriented abilities aren't the true threat. Conflagrate is another 
matter. If the MT is Conflagrated, have the OT pick up Drakkisath from the 
side (keeping him facing away from the raid) until the MT is ready to regain 
aggro. Make sure to keep Drakkisath facing away from the casters (and away 
from them in general). 

If your party lacks enough CC/tanking power to successfu lly take out all the 
adds and Drak himself, there is another, risky option. Have a Hunter shoot 
Drakkisath or one of the elites while Aspect of the Cheetah is active. Use traps 
and draw the target into the Beast's room, periodically turning around to fire 
and retain the aggro. Kiting a large, dangerous mob like this is a dangerous 
task, but one Hunters are perfectly suited for. 

With General Drakkisath dead, Alliance raids have completed General 
Drakkisath's Demise; Horde raids need to loot his body for the Blood of the 
Black Dragon Champion. With an evil like this removed, there is but one last 
thing to do. Collect Drakkisath's Brand and take it to the Orb of Command in 
Drakkisath 's chamber. This completes Blackhand's Command and grants you 
easy access to Blackwing Lair in the future. 

It's time for you to return victoriously to your capitol and prepare for another 
battle. Congratulations on conquering Blackrock Spire! 
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RAZORGORE THE UNTAMED 
The first fight in Blackwing Lair is very 
unique and, once everyone is familiar 
with their job, not all that difficult 
to defeat. 

Razorgore has been enslaved by 
the Blackrock Clan to lay eggs for 
them. He is controlled by the Orb of 
Command, located on the platform at 
the south west part of the room. The 
goal in this fight is to use the Orb, take 
control of Razorgore, destroy all his eggs, and then kil l him. 

You can not kill Razorgore before all the eggs are destroyed. If you attempt to 
kill him before all the eggs are gone, you wi l l be in for a surprise that results in 
an instant death for everyone in your raidgroup. 

ABILITIES 
MIND CONTROLLING RAZORGORE 

Break Egg: Used to destroy eggs in the room. Has a 3 second ca~ting time and 
a 7 second cool down. 

Cleave: AoE melee damage attack. Has a 6 second cool down. It deals 315 
pamage on top of the normal melee damage and can hit up to ten targets in 
front of Razorgore. 

ATruNEMENT 

Every player who wishes to enter Blackwing Lair must fir~t completf' lhr 
attunement quest. This quest is very straightforward and shouldn't tal..e long. 

First, you must ki l l the Scarshield Quartermaster in Blackrock Spire. He's 
located right next to the orb used to zone into Blackwing. After you kill him, 
he drops Blackhand's Command, which starts a quest. 

BLACKROCK'S COMMAND 

uest Level 

Location 

Starts at 

Ends a t 

Goal 

60 

Blackrock Mountain, Upper Blockr0<k Spire 

Bloikhand's Command, a note dropped by the Scorshield 

~r in Blcxkrock Mauntam 

Orb behind General Orakkisath in Upper Blackr0<k Spire 

Brand your hand with Ifie Mark of Dralckisath 1n order tn goon 

Glltl!S IO Blaching lair 

The note you find on the Quartermaster explains that you mu~t have 
the Mark of Drakkisath branded on your hand before you can enter 
Blackwing Lair. Take a group into Upper Blackrock Spire and kill 
General Drakkisath. The orb is behind Drakkisath; brand your hand to 
gain access to Blackwing Lair. Click it to complete the quest and gain 
attunement to Blackwing Lair. 

Fireball Volley: AoE firebal l spell. Does a couple thousand damJge to 
everything nearby. Has about a 25 second cool down. 

Calm Dragonkin: Used to put Dragon kin to sleep, similar to Druid~' I l1lwrn..itc• 
it has about a 25 second cool down. 

FIGHTING RAZORGORE 

Cleave: AoE melee damage attack. 

Conflagrate: Sets the target on fire and disorientate~ them, do111g about 3000 
damage over 10 seconds. Additional ly, when Conflagratc•d, you 111flict 300 
DPS to nearby al lies. 

War Stomp: AoE 5 second stun attack that does min imal damagt' 

PREPARATION 
EQUIPMENT 

The two Warriors who are going to tank Razorgore once dll tlw q:g~ ..iw 
destroyed - need to wear Fire Resistance gear. Everyone el~c· can 1war 1he1r 
normal equipment. 

GROUP SETUP 

The groups are going to be spl it up into each of the four corner'> two group~ 
per corner. Set the groups up with this in mind and follow the legend .111<1 mJp 
in the Positioning section. 
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Make sure all classes are evenly distributed in each corner. You want to spread 
the Druids around as much as possible for Hibernate, the Hunters for Freezing 
Traps, the Warriors for off-tanking, and so on. Just make sure the classes are as 
well-distributed as possible in each corner. 

Once all the eggs have been destroyed, make sure the Warriors tanking 
Razorgore have a Fire Resistance aura or totem. 

HEALING 

There's nothing special about healing in this fight. 

Before all the eggs are destroyed, hea l your corner. After all the eggs are 
destroyed, heal the two Warriors tanking Razorgore. 

POSITIONING 

THE FIGHT 
CONTROLLING THE ORB 

Control Orb 
Grou~ 1 ond 2 

Grou~ 3 ond 4 

Grou~ 5 ond 6 

Grou~ 7 ond 8 
Grethok the Controller 

Rozorgore 

''·+ ' *e• 

Warriors are the class that's usually selected to control the Orb. The person 
using the Orb when Razorgore breaks the control is going to get a ton of aggro 
and Warriors can take a few hits. However, there's a much more detai led 
strategy for this encounter. 

When you click the Orb, a channeled Mind Control type spell takes over 
Razorgore and your viewpoint switches to that of the dragon. You' re able 
to move him around and utilize his abilities as if they were your own. If you 
receive damage while controlling the Orb, your hold over Razorgore may 
break; be ready to gain control at all times. When the channeling wears off, the 
control will break and you must click the Orb once again to regain control. 

The controller of the Orb has a very specific duty: break eggs. Use Razorgore's 
Break Egg ability efficiently. There's a 3 second cast and a 7 second cooldown 
on it which gives you ample time to both plan out your route and move to the 
next target while eating up that cooldown. 

Right before the Warrior' s control over Razorgore breaks, they should use his 
Fireball Volley to gain the aggro of nearly every creature in the room. While 
this is occurring, have another Warrior ready to assume their place at the Orb. 
This begins a kiting rotation where the Warriors are luring the trained mobs 
around the room while the rest of the raid and the MC'd Razorgore attack 
them. The "bait" Warrior must use Piercing Howl and any other movement 
slowing abilities (Thunder Clap and, in a pinch, Hamstring) to keep the crowd 
off them. 

When control is getting ready to break again, have the initial Warrior make 
their way toward the Orb to resume control. Just before Razorgore regains 
control, have the controlling Warrior cast Fireball Volley onto the whole room 
and make the kiting run as the first Warrior gains control over the Orb. Repeat 
this process until every egg is destroyed. 

Do not use Fireball Volley until either a) the MC is about to break and the 
Warrior can assume the aggro, or b) there are only two or three eggs left. 

So, to recap the Orb controller's job: 

• Use Break Egg as quickly and efficiently as possible 

• Use Calm Dragonkin to control rampaging dragonkin 

• Only use Fireball Volley when the MC is breaking or only a few 
eggs remain. 

• Don't let Razorgore die 

STRATEGY 
Make sure everyone knows: a) what corner they' re supposed to be in, b) who 
the Orb controllers are, and c) who their assigned main assist is. 

Each corner has a different MA. Make sure the corner knows that they' re 
assisting that person. Your goal is to kill things as quickly as possible; assisting 
and focusing fire on mobs as they spawn is the best method for achieving 
this goal. 

To begin the fight, pull Grethok 
the Controller and his allies off the 
platform and away from that area. 
Grethok has a few awfully nasty 
spells. Arcane Missiles and Slow are 
dangerous, but nothing compared 
to his Mind Control and Greater 
Polymorph. If either of those spells hits 
the designated Orb controller while 
they're attempting to gain control of 
Razorgore, things could go south quickly. Have a Priest ready to remove the 
effects from either of his two deadly spells. 

The Ores and Dragonspawn begin spawning shortly after all the groups get 
to their corners. There's no discernable pattern behind what spawns in each 
location or how often. Each corner won't get the same amount of mobs at the 
same rate. Some corners will have it easy whi le others will be swamped. If a 
corner's getting overwhelmed by Dragonkin, send a couple members from 
your corner over to help. 

Have the Orb control I er use Razorgore 
to steadi ly use Break Egg to destroy 
all the eggs in the room. Once the 
channeled control gets close to its 
end, they should use Razorgore's 
Fireball Volley to draw the attention 
of every mob in the room and begin 
the kiting chain. Using the platforms 
at both ends of the room, it's possible 
for a Warrior to kite mobs up the stairs 

and then jump off the ledge forcing the mobs to take the long route back down 
the stairs. When expertly done, a Warrior can kite a horde of mobs without 
taking any damage. Have the Warrior use Piercing Howl, the Mages use a 
Rank 1 Blizzard, and Shaman use Earthbind Totems to slow the enemies. 



While the Warriors are using their chained kiti ng technique and switching 
between controlling Razorgore and the kiting, keep your corner's focus on 
the Blackwing Mages and ki ll them al l. The Legionnaires and other Dragonkin 
shou ld continual ly be CC'd and kited around the room. 

AoE Fear spells and abil ities like Psychic Scream and Intimidating Shout can 
be used in emergencies. Several Priests expertly utilizing a Psychic Scream 
rotation can keep most of the chamber feared for a considerable amount of 
time. This is often used when the raid leader chooses to break the raid into two 
groups instead of four. 

As the eggs are broken and the end 
to this phase nears, have the MT gain 
control over Razorgore. Once the last 
egg is broken, al l the remaining Ores 
and Dragonkin w ill flee. You won't 
need to worry about kill ing/kiting 
them anymore. Razorgore, on the 
other hand, becomes uncontrollable 
and attacks the raid. This is why the 
MT should be the player to break 
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the fina l egg. They'l l inherit all the aggro pi led up by Razorgore during his 
control led phase. 

Now the game changes. Razorgore's full anger is turned on the raid. Have 
the MT gain aggro (this shouldn't be difficul t if they were the last to control 
the Orb) and face Razorgore away from the raid. The OT should get onto the 
opposite side of the dragon and solidify the number 2 spot on the threat list in 
preparation of Conflagrate. 

It doesn't matter where you tank 
Razorgore as long as two Warriors 
aren't on top of one another and 
remain in the top two spots of the 
threat ladder. The rest of the melee 
DPS should stay behind the dragon 
with the OT. Conflagrate is a frontal 
cone and this is why both tanks should 
be far enough away from one another 
to avoid being caught simu ltaneously 

within the area of effect of th is deadly ability. War Stomp is the worst abil ity 
that could hit the melee personnel at his back and it's not really a big deal. 

Once the MT is hit by Conflagrate they should run away from al l all ies and 
burn in an isolated area; the OT should grab aggro immediately. Razorgore 
wil l switch targets to the OT (presuming they' re in the second spot on the 
threat ladder) and the melee DPS should all run to Razorgore's back. 

This is going to keep happening and aggro should continually switch back 
and forth between the tanks. The melee DPS should remain alert and keep 
an eye for positional changes. Heal the MT while they incur the damage from 
Conflagrate (3000 over 10 sec.). 

The ranged DPS should let loose with the idea that both the Warriors wi ll 
be under the effects of both Conflagrate and War Stomp continually. Don' t 
max out your DPS if you' re in this role as it wi ll only pull Razorgore out 
of position. 

Keep him tanked, keep the tanks alive, and take him down. Thankfully, once 
al l the eggs are destroyed, Razorgore isn't all that difficult. 

DROPS 
Razorgore wil l drop two random class set bracers and one additional random 
item that isn't another class set bracer. 

target. The Arcane Detonation will deal 185 to 215 damage ta enemies near the target 

Oass: Hunter 
BINDINI» Of llAMSCEllDENCf Cloth Wrist 51 Anno! +13 INT +16 SP1 +9 STA 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 33 

Class: Pries1 
BLOODFANG BRA~ leather Wrist 

Equip: Improves your chance to hit by 1" 

Oass: R ue 

BRACERS OF TEN STORMS Mail Wris1 
Equip: Res1ores 6 mono per 5 sec 

Class: Shaman 
BRACELITT OF WRATH Plate Wrist 

Closs: Warrior 
DRAGONSTAUCER'S &RACERS 

98 Anno! +23AGI +13STA 

211 Anno! +161NT +9 SPI +13 STA 

375 Annal: +27 STA +13 STR 

211 ArRIOI +23AGI +6 INT +6SPI +13STA 

Equip: lncrease5 damage ond healing done by magical spelk and effe<ts by up ta 15 

Oass: Warlock 
NETHEIWIND BRACHS Cloth Wrist 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mogkol spelk and effe<ts by up to 19 

Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

Class: Ma e 

SPINESHATTER Moin Hond Mace 

E ui · Increases Defense +5 
STORMRAGF BRACHS lea1her Wrist 

Equip: Increase\ healing done by spelk and elle<ts by up to 33 

Class: Druid 
THE BLACK 0 Trinket 

Use: Empowers your pet, increasing pet damage by 100" and increasing pet armor by 100" far 30 seconds. 

This spell will an~ affect an Imp, Succubus, Voidwolker, or Felhunter 

Class: Warlock 

THE UNTAMED BLADf Two-Hand Sword 

Chane on Hit: Increases Steen th b 300 far 8 seconds 

192-289 Damage, Speed: 3.40, 70.7 damage 

se<ond + 22 AGI + 16STA 
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VAELASTRASZ THE CORRUF'I' 

You may recognize Vaelastras7 from 
one of his othrr forms: Vaelan (for 
whom you may have completed the 
Seal oiA'< en ion quest) or Vaelastrasz 
the Red (during the fight with Rend 
Rlackhand in UBRS). However, this 
1s Vaclastrasz the Corrupt and an 
entirely new entity. 

V aelastr av 1s a powerfu I red dragon 
that vowed to hunt Nefarian until 
he's ddcated or death lakes him. 
However, when facing Nefarian 
in Blackwing Lair, Vaelastrasz was 
severely wounded and corrupted by 
the dark blood that flows through his 
nemf's1s' vC'ins. In his wc•akened state, 
Ndarian places a spell on Vaelastrasz 
as your raiding party enters the 
chamber. This forces Vaelastrasz to 
fight, but Vaelastrasz sees that you 
may be JUSl what is needed to defeat Nefarian and he casts Essence of the Red 
on your raid group. Will it give you the necessary power to defeat this deadly 
advcrsarv and advance? 

Vael 1s arguably the hardest fight in Blackwing Lair. He is capable of killing 
your entire raid almost instantly. A guild that is new to fighting Vaci will 
probably spt•nd thousands of gold on repairs mastering the encounter. Guilds 
have bro"en up over Vaci; it's an incredibly challenging, and sometimes 
awfully frustrating, fight, but when you gel it down, it's by far one of the most 
intense and fulfilling encounters in the g<tmc. 

~~~~:::=~~'.'.".'::::~===- f~· ... 1-=::=::::::!:=::~~~~~==== -.. 
NEFARIUS'S CORRUPTION 

Anyone working on the Scepter of the Shifting Sands quest series can speak with 
Vaelastrasz and begin the part that involves Blackwing Lair. 

Everyone can start the quest by talking to Yael before he is aggressive to the group. 
Be careful not to dick the chat bubble option instead of the quest option! If you can't 
see the quest he has to offer, you are not far enough on the Scepter of the Shifting 
Sands quest series. 

The goal of this quest is to kill Nelarian within S hours. If you accomplish this, 
Nelarian will drop a Red Scepter Shard, completing the quest. Currently he only drops 
one Shard; only one person can loot it. 

ABILITIES 
Burning Adrenal ine: This is a 20-second debuff that reduces your m.iximum 
health by 5% per second for 20 seconds. Essentially, it's a guaranteed death. 
While under its effects, your damage and attack speed are increasC'd by 
100°10 and all your spells become instant. However, wlwn you die, thC'rC''s an 
additional thrrat; you explode and deal 4376-5624 damage to nearby allies. 
Vaci uses tlm spell on two entirely separate timer . One timer targets a random 
mana user and the other timer is on the player who's highest on the thrPat list 
(the MT) 

Cleave: This is a frontal cone effect that adds 315 points of damage on top of 
Im normal melee attack and can hit up to 10 players. 

Essence of the Red: Restores 500 mana, 50 energy, or 20 rage per second for 
3 minuteo,. 

Fire Nova: Inflicts 500-700 damage to everyone in the lair every few seconds. 
This can be reduced with resistance gear, potions, buffs, etc. 

Flame Breath: 3500-4500 Fire damage and adds a stacking debuff up to five 
times dealing an additional 938-1062 damage every 3 seconds. 

Tail Sweep: 600-1000 damage and knockback. 

PREPARATION 
EQUIPMENT 

Fire Resistance is the primary concern while solid STA comes in second. Fire 
Nova chews through anyone that doesn't have over 200 FR. The tanks won't 
be able lo survive the AoE fire or the stacking breath unless they have over 
300 buffed FR. 

You might have a chance wearing green FR gear, but this is a fight where you 
really want to invest in the epic, crafted FR gC'ar from the Thorium Brotherhood 
because it has so much STA on 1t. Even with good FR, Vaci still does solid 
damage to everyone in the lair, and C'Ven more damage to the current tank. 

Warriors should use a weapon with a fast attack speed during this fight for 
improved threat gencril t1on. A lcor's Sunrazor or Juli0's Dagger are perfect 
choices. Paladin's often wear only three pieces of the Lawbringer Armor to 
receive the beneiit to their Judgement of Light. 

GROUP SETUP 

When you're fir t learning Vaci, you wi ll want to bring al least six Warriors (up 
to eight if you can). The Warriors will be assigned a tanking order; il's best if 
you organize the tanks based on their average threat generation rate>. Use other 
encounters as a basis for this arrangement. Also, consider keeping the MT back 
and having them jump in later in the rotation since it' ll be !"asier for them to 
gain aggro once one of the tanks dies. All Warriors need to know where they 
arc on the tank111g order and who is ahead of thC'm. 

Arrange groups into damage and support groups. Damage groups should 
contain Warriors with Battle Shout, Hunters using Trueshot Aura, Shaman for 
FR, DPS and Stoneskin totems, Paladins for FR auras (one for Judgement of 
Light and one for Judgement of Wisdom in thP melee groups), and Rogues. 
Warlocks are often placed in these groups for their Imp's Blood Pact as well. 

The support groups are the healers and casters. Priests are often 111cluded in 
groups with lower FR to employ tlwir Prayer of Healing if/when necessary. 

One good Druid can heal a group of four ranged DPS c lasses alone. Ranged 
DPS players take significant damagC' throughout thC' fight, but it's over lime 
and can be healed by a single Druid (or even Paladin or Shaman, but you don' t 
want to waste thC'ir auras/totems on ranged DPS classes). 

HEALING 

The Vael battle requires intensive healing. Not only does he inflict insane 
amounts of damage to the MT, his Fire Nova does significant damage to 
everyone else. 

The MT needs at least five pC'ople constantly casting hei;!ls on them at all timrs. 
The groups should be set up so that most groups have two healers. Assign the 
Priests in Groups 1-5 to heal the MT and assign any spare healers in Groups 
6-8 to be backup MT healers in case a healer in Groups 1-5 dies. 

Anyone• who's not .issigned to the MT should focus all their attention 011 their own 
group. Keep the group alive. If you have an MT healC'r in your group, they arc the 
highest priority. Fntire groups should not be dying to rirc Nova. Every group need'> 
a heak•r dedicatC'd to healing 1t in addition to the five healers on the MT. 

Remember, you have almost unlimited mana during this fight. While Fsseme 
of the Red is up, it's difficult to run out of mana. U<,e it! There should rarely be 
a time when you're not casting a heal. 



POSITIONING 

THE FIGHT 

STRATEGY 

MT 
Tonk Bonk (4-6 Warriors) 

Rogue'! & Melee DPS 

Re'll of Raid 

Voelo1lr011 

Sofe spots to blow up 

This fight is all about the ability to quickly alternate between t<.mks. The 
Warriors make or break this fight. The healers certainly don't have it easy, but 
once they know what they're supposed to be doing, the hC'aling isn't so bad. 

When you engage Vael, he casts 
Essence of the Red on everyone in the 
lair. This is a 3-minule buff that gives 
you virtua lly unlimited energy, rage, 
or mana. Vael is nigh impossible to 
kill without Essence of the Red; you 
must kill him within 3 minutes. 

The first MT should be the first person 
to get aggro. Once they have a 
Sunder Armor up, everyone needs to 
start attacking. Once Vael has three or four Sunders on him, the second MT 
should start Sundering, guaranteeing that they are second on the threat list. 
It's tremendously important that the Warriors know exactly where they are 011 

the threat list. 

Vael casts his first Burning Adrenaline (BA) 15 seconds after he has been 
engaged. BA is on two separate timers. The 15-second timer hits a random 
caster and the 45-second timer hits the MT (assuming they're highest on 
the threat list). When the MT is hit with BA, a random caster is as well. This 
continues in the same format thereafter. The player at the top of the threat list 
and a random caster are hit with each Burning Adrenaline. 

Mana users who get BA should simply run away from everyone else (so that they 
don't blow anyone up when they die) and continue doing whatever they were 
doing for the next 10-15 seconds. Make good use of BA for the short time you're 
alive since most of your spells are instant casts while BA is up and it's important to 
do as much damage (or give as much healing) as possible. 

When the current MT gets hit with 
BA, they're going to die and there's 
nothing you can do about it. The first 
thing the MT should do is hit both 
Shield Wall and Last Stand if they're 
available. Next, they need to move 
away from the tank bank and melee 
DPS so as not to inadvertently blow 
them up. As the MT shifts position, 
the Warrior that's currentl y in the 
second slot on the threat list needs lo assume their previous position and begin 
Sundering to gain aggro. 

If the tank bank has a Paladin using Blessing of Salvation or a Shaman using 
a Tranquil Air Totem to reduce the threat generation of this group, the new 
MT must click that off as soon as BA hits the doomed ex-MT. If the state of the 
second position on the threat ladder is in flux, wait for Vael to face the tank 
bank and for your raid leader to call out the new target. That V\/arrior should 
turn Vael away from everyone else and assume the previous MT's position. As 
soon as one Warrior has solidified aggro, use Heroic Strike along with Sunder 
Armor to really hold Vael's attention. As mentioned earlier, almost unlimited 
rage along with a fast weapon is going to assist in the production of hate. 

Horde groups may find it necessary to keep a Priest in each party supplying 
tanks for the bank - two Warriors max per group. Have the Priest continually 
use Prayer of Heal ing to keep the Warriors' health topped off. 

Regardless, keep the tank bank and the melee OPS groups at least 10 yards 
away from the MT's position. Getting caught in a Cleave or Flame Breath en 
masse can be trouble. 

A Warrior preemptively pulling aggro is a problem. It's hard to guarantee yourself 
number 2 on the threat list w ithout going too far. This becomes especially difficult 
when Vael has under 20% life: Execute range. At 19% have your current Mr 
switch to Battle Stance and announce that they are starting to Execute' (thC' curr!'nt 
MT needs to Execute or they will lose aggro). The next MT in line should count 
2 seconds and announce that they are Executing. The MT after that should count 
to 2 and start Executing. Executes must be done in tanking order so that tank 
transitions go smoothly. You can't avoid Executing all together because it's a huge 
amount of damage. The Warriors have to know when they arC' next in lin<' to tan~, 

carefully guarantee themselves number 2 on the threat list without pulling aggro, 
and communicate with each other to ensure smooth tank tr<rnsillons. 

The healers need to adapt as BA hits random mana users. If BA hits an MT healer, 
they need to be replaced. If you do not have backup MT healers, get someone who 
is healing their group to switch to the MT. The group might die, but having the MT 
die from direct damage is worse. On the other hand, if you find yourself healing 
a group that is mostly dead to BA, switch to helping the MT. Communication is a 
key factor in this fight. The raid needs to know if you have BA ,Jnd .irC' out ol the 
fight so that other people can change who they are healing. If both hC'aler< in a 
group get BA, it should be made known to everyone in the raid that their group 
needs healing attention. Always keep five healers on the MT and evervone else 
watching over groups. 

DPS classes should go nuts! It's hard lo pull aggro from a Warrior\\ ith unl11111tC'd 
rage. Personally, I've never seen a ranged DPS class pull aggro. It's the Rogues you 
have to be worried about. A Rogue chain Backstabbing will probably be able to 
pull aggro or put themselves at number 2 on the aggro list, both very bad things 
that will probably wipe the raid. Rogues need to Feint as often as possible, Vanish 
right after the first MT dies, and be a little careful w ith their unlimited energv. 

When a random mana user gets BA, they just need to run to <t safe spot, 
somewhere that won't hurt anyone when they blow up, and continue healing or 
doing damage. They are out of the fight when they get BA. As long as people aren't 
blowing each other up, the random BA isn't much to worry about. 

Most groups attempting Vael should spend their time perfecting the tank switches, 
not worrying so much about doing damage. 
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O nce you get the tank switches down, start opening up with DPS to see how low 
you can get him before you run out of tanks. If you're having problems with tank 
switches, talk to the two tanks involved and see what exactly the problem is. Are 
they not building enough threat? Are they blowing each other up? Is the next tank 

DROPS 

in line not getting any healing? Try to isolate the problem before making another 
run. The fight leaves very little room for error, but, with practice, it becomes 
something you can do on the first or second try. 

Vaelastrasz will drop two random class set belts and one additional random item that isn' t another c lass set belt. 

+ 10 Shadow Resiston<e 
Equip: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike with spells by I% 
Equip: lncremes heaUng done by spells ond effem by up lo 26 

Oms:Shamon 
BELT OF TRANSCENDENCE Ooth Waist 65Armor +261NT +9SPI +14Sl +lOShodowResistonce 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells ond effem by up to 26 

Oms: Priest 

BlOODFANG BELJ leather Wo~I 
126 Armor, +20 AGI, +lSSTA, +13 STR, 

+I 0 Shadow lesiston<e 
Equip: Improves your chance lo get o critical strike by 1% 

Oms: R ue 

DRAGONFANG BLADE One·Hond Dagger 

DRAGONSTAlKER'S BELT Moil Waist 

69-130 Damage, Speed: l .BO, SS.3 damage per se<ond, 

+16AGI +13STA 
271 Armor, + 20 AGI, + 13 INT, + 11 SPI, +IS STA, 

+10 Shadow Resistonce 
Equip: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1% 

Oms: Hunter 
HELM OF ENDLESS RAGE Plate Head 

JUDGEMENT BELT PloteWoisl 

+26 STR +26 AGI +29 STA 
4B2 Armor, + 20 INT, +6 SPI, + 14 STA, +8 STR, 

+ lO Shadow Resislance 
Equip: lncremes domoge and healing done by magical spells and effec1s by up to 23 
Closs: Paladin 

MIND QUICKENING GEM Trinket 
Use: Quickens the mind, increasing the Moge's cmting speed by 25% for 20 se<onds 

Oms: Ma 

There are two groups of Dragon kin in the room immediately after Vaelastrasz. 
Each group must be pulled separately and ki lled. 

The Dragon Packs are not hard to defeat. 
HaveyourWarriors pick which Dragonkin 
they want to tank, have the Druids pick 
which Wyrmkin they want to sleep, and 
do the pull. Follow the usual MA, kill them 
one al a time, and leave the Wyrmkin for 
last. 

leather Waist 

+ 121NT, +9 STA 

126 Armor, +23 INT, +lOSPt, +12 STA, 

+I 0 Shadow l8lislance 
Equip: lncremes healing done by spells and effem by up to 26 

Equip: Restores 4 mono per S sec 

Closs: Druid 
WAISTBAND Of WRATH Plate Waist 482 Armor +20 STA +20 STR +IOShodow lesiston<e 

Equip: Increases your chance ta block attacks with o shield by 3% 

Equip: lncremes Defense +7 

DEATH TALON CAPTAIN 
Aura of Flame: Deals 209 Fire damage to nearby targets. 

Cleave: Frontal Cone melee damage attack. 

Flame Shock: Damage over lime fire spell . 

Mark of Detonation: Deals 657-843 to the target and all allies when hit 
in melee. 

DEATH TALON FLAMESCALE 
Berserker Charge: Like Warrior's Charge with 
damage. 

Flame Shock: Damage over time fire spell. 

DEATH TALON SEETHER 
Charge: Charges random targets and knocks them high into the air. 

Flame Buffet: 925-1075 damage and increases Fire damage taken 
1000 for 20 sec. 

Frenzy: Increased attack speed. 
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DE.ATH TALON WYRMKIN 
Wyrmkin can be slept by Druids. The Wyrmkin in each pack should be 
kept Hibernating unti l everything else is dead. When you' re ready to 
kil l the Wyrmkin, have the Druids keep casting Hibernate on them to 
minimize the amount of AoE attacks they can do. 

Blast Wave: Another AoE fire attack that hits everyone nearby for a few 
hundred points of damage. 

Fireball Volley: AoE fi re attack that hits everyone nearby for a few hundred 
points of damage. 

After killing the packs of Dragonkin, 
you arrive in a room full of Corrupted 
Whelps, Death Talon Hatchers, and 
Blackwing Taskmasters. This room 
looks very intimidating at first, but 
you will find that it is rather easy to 
get through. 

The key to getting through this room 
is to keep moving. The Whelps 
constantly re-spawn as you progress; 

there is nothing you can do to stop their re-spawn. The Dragonkin and Ores 
re-spawn as well, but on a 10-15 minute timer. 

Additionally, there are traps sticking 
out of the ground called Suppression 
Devices. When a Suppression Device 
is activated, it casts a pulsing debuff 
called Suppression that decreases 
movement speed, attack speed, and 
casting speed by 80%. Rogues can 
disable the devices with Disarm Traps. 
The devices re-enable themselves 
randomly, sometimes after just a 
couple seconds, sometimes after a 
few minutes. 

Now that you' ve cleared the 
Suppression Room, it's time to fight 
the Brood lord. He's one of the easiest 
bosses in BWL and should only take 
a few tries to defeat. Unfortunately, 
if you wipe while fighting him, you 
can't resurrect the raid; you have 
to run back and do the Suppression 
Room over again . 

DROPS 
Each of the Dragon kin from these packs has a small chance to drop loot. 

; . ,. •' .. 't I 

· .. CLOAK OF ORACONIC MIGHT Clook S4 Armor +16 AGI +16 STR +4STA 
,., 

ORACONIC MAUL Two-Hand Mace 
187·282 Damage, Speed: 3.SO, 67.0 damage :, 

oe< 1e<ond +27 STR + 19 STA " ,·; Equip: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike bv 2% ·:: I: 

BOOTS OF PURE THOUGHT Cloth Boa~ 74 Armor +12 IHT +12 SPI +8 STA 

... [Quip: Increases healinq done by spelk and ellem by up ta 62 
"' ., 

.?~.~ >.:,~ ... -, '·~;;.- , •. _'.:,.,.,, <.'• .... ·"-

A group of 3-4 Rogues won't be attacking anything in the Suppression Room. 
Their sole job is to keep the devices disarmed. 

Have one Warrior equip their Fire 
Resist gear and begin to pull. The MT 
should completely ignore the Whelps; 
they need to go after the Dragonkin 
and Ores. The Whelps will always be 
in the way and the classes with AoE 
spells should be taking care of them. 

Pull the Dragonkin and Ores one at a 
time and keep moving! Be very careful 
not to pull more than one Dragonkin 
or one pack of Ores. A wipe in the Suppression Room usually means you have 
to run back and start over; it' s very hard to resurrect in there. 

Your raid should hug the right wall all the way to Broodlord. Just keep the 
Whelps under control, keep the Dragonkin and Ores coming, and keep 
moving along the right wall until you reach Broodlord Lashlayer. 

It's important that everyone knows what they need to do before you actually reach 
Lashlayer. You don't want to sit in the Suppression Room for a long time going 
over strategy; all the mobs continue to re-spawn on a relatively short timer. The 
last thing you want is a Death Talon Overseer wandering into your boss fight. 
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ABILITIES 
Blast Wave: AoE fire damage and knock back that does a few thousand fire 
damage to everyone in melee range. 

Cleave: AoE melee damage attack. 

Knock Away: Knocks the target back and reduces the Broodlord's threat on 
that target by 50%. 

Mortal Strike: Instant mele<:> attack that hits for up lo 6000 on Warriors, much 
higher on non-plate classes. 

PREPARATION 
EQUIPMENT 

Warriors need to focus on hit points and m<:> lee damage mitigation. The 
Broodlord's Mortal Strike can hit for over 6000 damage on a well-<:>quipped 
Warrior. Sometimes the tank is just going to get killed instantly and there's 
nothing you can do about it, but the more hit points and the more melee 
damage mitigation, the better. Although he does have a fire-based attack, the 
Blast Wave, Fire Resist gear is a low priority for Warriors. 

Rogues should equip Fire Resist gear. If they choose to melee (and th<:>y should ~o 
that the Broodlorcl di<:>s as quickly as possible) they will be hit by Blasl Wave. 

Everyone else should wear their normal equipment. They shouldn't gel hit by 
anything. 

GROUP SE.TUP 

As mentioned above, it's very important to get your Warriors as much clamage 
mitigation and hit points as possible. Put them in groups with Warlocks and 
Paladins for Blood Pact and the AC auras respectively. Pa ladins/Shaman 
should be grouped with the melee combatants to provide FR aurus/totems 
''hen possible. 

HEALING 

Each Warrior needs a h<:>aler assigned to them. That healer does nothing but 
heal their designated Warrior. These healers need to keep their Warrior topped 
off so that they aren't ki lled instantly when they get hit by Mortal Strike. 

A group of three to four healers needs to be healing whoever is the Brood lord's 
current target. This group of healers should be constantly seeing who the 
Broodlord's target is and casting fast heals on them. 

Finally, one Priest needs to be casting Power Word: Shield after every Mortal 
Strike on the afflicted Warrior. It really helps with those few seconds after a 
Mortal Strike. Nobody but this Priest should be casting PW:S because you 
don't want Weakened Soul on a Warrior about to get hit by Mortal Strike. 

Set up a healing rotation with the raid's lead healers. Th is allows them to 
regenerate mana when needed and allow others to step up to replace them 
when the need arises. 

POSITIONING 

Tonks 

Rest of Raid 

Broodlord Loshloyer 

THE FIGHT 
STRATEGY 

The Broodlord is all about aggro management. Everyone but the Warriors 
needs Blessing of Salvation or a Tranquil Air Totem. 

All the Warriors need to fight for aggro on the Broodlord. Knock Back reduces 
the threat of the current target. The fight can't be tanked by a single per on; 
Lashlayer changes targets after almost every Knock Back, hopefully just 
between the Warriors. You want to keep all the Warriors as high on the threat 
list as possible, but eventually they will be hit by Knock Back often enough 
that the Rogues, Mages, and Warlocks v. ill probably get aggro. Warlocks 
should place any Soulstones not assigned to the MH or a Druid for combat re7 
on the Warriors. They're both incredibly important for this battle and the only 
players likely to die if this encounter's handled correctly. 

The fight is pretty simple. Warriors 
attack the Broodlord and keep 
themselves high on the threat list 
while keeping their backs against 
a wall so they aren't knocked back 
too far. (Have the Warriors ag;iinst 
different walls and spread out so as 
not to be hit by Cleave when the MT 
is). Rogues can go up and melee if 
they have decent Fire Resist and don' t 
mind dying. Ranged DPS dealers should hang back, out of range of the Blast 
Wave, and burn him down. Healers should focus the vast majority of thc>ir 
healing on the Warriors. 

Lash layer's Mortal Strike occasionally kills a Warrior instantly. It can hit for 
over 6000 damage on well-geared Warriors. All the Warriors should always be 
at near full life to reduce the chance of this happening, and there should be a 
Priest assigned to giving PW:S immediately after someone gets hit with Mortal 
Strke, but sometimes there's nothing you can do to prevent an instantaneous 
Warrior death. If a Warrior dies, I suggest getting them battle resurrectecl and 
back into the fight, building threat again. You need to keep as many Warriors 
alive as possible so that the Broodlord is almost always targeting a Warrior. 



Eventually, Knock Away reduces the 
Warriors' threat so much that they 
lose aggro. Al this point, Lash layer will 
probably attack a ranged DPS class. 
someone who is high on the threat list 
,111d doesn't have any aggro-reducing 
abilities. The person w ho gets aggro 
needs lo immediately run up to where 
the Warriors are and either lose aggro 
or die - usually die. 1 here's nothing 
you can do about it. 

f hc key to ranged LJPS "pulling" aggro is that they need to get lo the Warriors' 
location immediately If they Just stand there, the Broodlord will cast a Blast 
Wave, knocking back all the ranged DPS dealers and possibly the healers. 
Watch who he's targeting and make sure that person is up by the Warriors to 
reduce the chance oi everyone being hit by Blast Wave. 

Ranged DPS classes can't really hold back their damage lo prevent pulling 
aggro. It doC'sn't work like that. Knock Away is constantly hitting the Warriors, 
externally reduung their threat with each hi t. Eventually, their threat is reduced 
so much that they simply can't hold aggro regardless of what they try to do. 
You need to ki ll the Broodlord before thdt happens, and you won't be able 
to ki ll him that quickly w ith r;inged DPS holding back. It's a fine balance 
between not trying lo pull aggro and kill ing him quickly enough. Hunters 
should have no problem cle;iring their aggro by performing Feign Death as 
often ,1s possible. It's the Mages and Warlocks th;it usually get attacked. 

Melec LJPS, just the Rogues, don't need to worry about threat very much since 
they have Vanish, Feint, and all sorts of ways to prevent drawing aggro. 

Healers won 't pul l aggro through healing before a ranged DPS class unless 
something is very wrong. If you have healers getting aggro ea rly in the fight, 
it's the Warriors' fault for not building threat quickly and efficiently. If they're 
getting agg10 late in the fight , it's the ranged DPS' fau lt for holding back too 
much and not ki ll ing him quickly enough. 

Occasionally, groups of Corrupted Whelps re-spawn on top of you during the 
fight. When this happens, have the Mages slop attacking the Broodlord and ki ll 
them quickly. You shou ld not sec Death Talon Overseers re-spawn and attack 
you during this fight. A couple O\erscers might re-spawn during the fight, but 
none of thC'm shou ld be very close to Lashlayer unless you were too slow in 
cle.iring the !>uppre'>sion Room 

Keep the Warrior., alive, keep the Warriors high on the threat list, and make 
sure ranged LJPS knows what to do when they get aggro. Ki ll him as quickly as 
possible to mow on to the next lord of BWL. 

DROPS 
Broodlord will drop tvvo random class set boots and one add1t1onal random 
item that isn't another class set boot. 

( .. 
.. 17AGI +ISINT +!:STA 

' 
I 

BLACK BROOO PAULORONS Moil Shoulder 
[Quip: Restores 9 mono oer 5 sec 

·~, 

' 

BLOODFANG BOOTS leather feet 
154 ArlllOI, +25 AGI, +17 STA, +6 STR. +10 

' ~. fire Resislan<e 
Equip: Increases your chance to dodge and attack by ' " 

' 
doss: Rooue 

BOOTS Of TRANSCENDENCE doth Feet 
BO ArlllOI, + 17 INT, +17SPI,+17 STA, +10 :' 
fire Resislance ·' 

Equip Increases heoling done by spelk ond effem by up to 35 
' 

Ooss Priest i 

BRACERS OF ARCANE ACCURACY doth Wrist 50 ArlllOI +12 INT +9STA : 

Equip· lmp1oves your chance to hit with spelk by ' " 
Eou10· lncreoses domooe ond heolina done bv mooicol soelk and effects bv uo to 21 

DRAGONSTALKER'S GREAVES Moil Feet 
332 Armor, +30 AGI, t6 INI +6 Sl't + 15 SIA 

+10 life ResislmKe I: 
Ooss: Hunter 

GREAVB Of TEN STORMS Moil Feet 
332Armar, +16 INT. +16SPI +17 SIA +10 I• 

fire Resistance 
Equip Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20 

Closs· Shoman 

HEARTSIRIKER Bow 
BQ.149 Damage, Speed: 2.60. 44.0 damage 1: 
aer second +9 STA, +2Unudt IWw 

JUDGEMENT SABATONS Plate feet 
589 Armar, +14 INT, +8 Sl't +20 STA +13 

m +Io Fire llesislance 
I 

Equip: Increases domoge and heoling done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 1 B 

doss: Paladin 
UFEGIVING GEM Trinket 

Use: Heals yourself for 15" of your maximum health, and in<reoses your maximum health by 15" fo1 20 sec 

doss: Warrior 
. 

MALADAIH. RUNED BLADE OFTHE 86162 Damage, Speed. 220, 56.4 damage 
BLACK FLIGHT 

One·Hond Sword 
ner second 

Equip: lncreoses your chance to parry on attack by I% 

Eouio: Increases Swords +4 ' 

BO ArlllDI, t 17 INT, +6 SPI, +20 SIA. +I 0 fire I 

NEMESIS BOOIS doth feet 
Resistance 

Equip· Increases damage and heoling done by magical spells ond effects by up lo 23 

doss Warlock 

NETHERWIND BOOTS doth feet 
BOArrnor,+161NT +IOSPI. +13STA +10 

fire Resistance 
Equip. Increases domoge and heoling done by magical spells ond effem by up to 27 

Ooss Mooe 

SABAlONS Of WRATH Plate Feet 
5B9 AllllDI. +30 STA, +13 SIR +10 Fue 

Resislonce 
Equip: Increases the block value of your shield by 14 i 

Equip: Increases Defense +7 

Closs: Warrior 

STORMRAGE BOOTS Leather feet 
154Armor.+171Nl +llSPI, · IHIA +10 

fire Resislonce 
Equip· Improves your chance to get o uilicol strike with spells by I% 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 26 

Closs. Druid 
VENOMOUS TOTEM Trinket 

: 
Use Increases the change to opp~ Rogue poison1 to your target by 30" for 20 seconds 

Closs: Rooue 
I 

,.,,....._. ~ "" "' -- --
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The gate opens after Broodlord 
Lashlayer has been killed. There are a 
bunch of Goblins and two Blackwing 
Warlocks behind - what was - his 
location. You will fight several of 
these packs as you make your way to 
the Drakes. 

PULL THE PACKS IN NUMERICAL ORDER AS FOLLOWS: 

2 Blackwing Warlocks & B Blackwing Technicians 

1 Death Talon Wyrmguard, 1 Blackwing Spellbinder, 2 Blackwing Warlocks & 
B Blackwing Technicians 

1 Death Talon Wyrmguard, 1 Blackwing Spellbinder, 2 Blackwing Warlocks & 
B Blackwing Technicians 

3 Death Talon Wyrmguards & 1 Death Talon Overseer 

1 Death Talon Wyrmguard, 1 Blackwing Spellbinder, 2 Blackwing Warlocks & 
B Blockwing Technicians 

1 Death Tolan Wyrmguord, 1 Blockwing Spellbinder, 2 Blockwing Warlocks & 
B Blockwing Technicians 

1 Death Talon Wyrmguord, 2 Blackwing Spellbinders, 2 Blockwing Warlocks & 
B Blockwing Technicians 

1 Death Talon Wyrmguard, 2 Blackwing Spellbinders, 2 Blackwing Warlocks & 
B Blockwing Technicians 

3 Death Tolan Overseers & Master Elemental Shaper Krixix 

BLACKWING SPELLBINDER 
These are immune to all magic. 

Flamestrike: AoE fire attack. 

Greater Polymorph: Polymorphs the closest person every 10 seconds or so. 

BLACKWING TECHNICIAN 

Bottle of Poison: Poison attack that does damage over time and can stack. 

Throw Bomb: Direct damage fire attack. 

BLACKWING WARLOCK · 63 ELITE 

Rain of Fire: AoE fire damage attack. 

Shadowbolt: Direct damage shadow attack. 

Summon Felguard: Opens a portal that a Felguard will come through 
about 20 seconds later. The Felguards are Demons and can be banished 
or feared. 

DEATH TALON OVERSEER 
Cleave: Frontal cone melee attack. 

Fire Blast: 1080-1320 Fire damage 

DEATH TALON WYRMGUARD 
The Wyrmguards have a weak to a random magical element. 

Cleave: Frontal cone melee damage attack. 

War Stomp: AoE stun attack. 

STRATEGY 
The first Goblin Pack pull only has 
eight Technicians and two Warlocks, 
so it is pretty easy to handle. Get 
the Warlocks tanked, move them 
away from the Technicians, AoE the 
Technicians into dust, and kill the 
Warlocks one at a time. 

All the other packs are a litt le bit 
trickier because they have more mobs 
in them. 

Assign a Warrior to each Warlock, Spel lbinder, and Death Talon Wyrmguard 
for tanking. Have a Hunter shoot a mob in the pack and run back to the raid. 
The Warriors should immediately pick up their targets and drag them out of 
the Technicians. Once the tanked mobs are away from the Technicians, your 
Ranged DPS (Mages, Warlocks, and Hunters) needs to AoE them to death 
quickly. As soon as the Technicians are dead, kill the Warlocks one at a 
time. Finally, after the Warlocks have been killed, all the melee DPS classes 
should target the Spellbinder and all the ranged DPS classes should target the 
Wyrmguard. 

It should be that simple-in theory. 
In practice, it can be a l itt le chaotic. 
The Warlocks have serious damage 
potential. Make sure everyone stays 
out of their Rain of Fire and make 
sure the Felguards they summon 
get banished, feared, or off-tanked 
quickly. The Warlocks are by far the 
most dangerous mobs in the Goblin 
Packs. 



You may have a problem separating 
and gathering the Technicians from 
the rest of the pack for AoE. Use 
LoS to your advantage and make the 
Warlocks/Spellbinders come to you. 
It's important that the Technicians 
are gathered and separated from 
everything else for quick death to AoE 
from Mages, Warlocks, and Hunters. 
They should always be the first targets 
to die. 

It's also possible for an AoE player to hit the Technicians and run in a circle 
around them. Since they attack with explosives, theoretically the character 
can avoid damage while CC'ing the mob until the raid's ready to take them 
down. 

The Spel lbinders are immune to all magic, but can be stunned and interrupted. 
Put a Rogue on each Spellbinder to help interrupt their spell casting and keep 
them stunned. 

The Death Talon Wyrmguards are weak to a random magic type. Figure out 
what they are weak to and exploit it. The Warrior tanking the Wyrmguard should 
keep in mind they have a Cleave attack; don't tank it near anyone else. 

Firemaw is one of the harder fights in Blackwing Lair. Firemaw has an AoE fire 
attack, enough burst damage to occasionally instantly kill the MT, and is your 
introduction to what is soon to become your new least-favorite spell: Wing 
Buffet. 

He is definitely the hardest of the three Drakes and some of the strategies 
learned on him will be used for every Drake. He has an abundance of hit 
points and takes some practice to kill. 

ABILITIES 
Wing Buffet: Knock back attack that hits everyone in front of Firemaw, reducing 
the threat of everyone affected. Some raid leaders instruct their Rogues to run 
in and intentionally get his with a Wing Buffet to reduce their threat so that 
they can let loose with the DPS. 

Flame Buffet : AoE pulsing fire attack that hits everyone within LoS of Firemaw. 
It can stack, doing anywhere from a few hundred to a few thousand damage 
per tick. 

Shadow Flame: AoE breath attack that deals 3938-5062 Shadow damage. 
If anyone affected is not wearing an Onyxia Scale Cloak, the damage 
is significantly higher as they incur an additional 1750-2250 DPS for 
approximately 12 seconds. This usually kills the target. 

Thrash: Firemaw can gain two extra attacks, giving him the ability to deal 
significant burst melee damage. 

-~!7!!~~~ 
The type of creatures in each pack varies slightly. Read the section an Death Talon 
Overseers for information about Overseers that is not covered in this section. 

DROPS 
The mobs in the Goblin Packs have a smal l chance to drop items. 

PREPARATION 
EQUIPMENT 

Axe 

Wand 

Quest ilem 

Ont-Hand. 83-l 54 Damage, 

Speed 2.3 seconds Sl S damage per second, 

+16 AGI. +9 511 +7 STA 
83· l S6 Damage, Speed: l. 4 seconds, 

85.4 second +7 INT +S STA 

The MT needs to get over 250 Fire Resistance and over 7000 life (buffed), 
preferably more like 300 FR and 7500 life. This fight requires a very well
equipped MT. 

Warriors other than the MT should wear their Vaelastrasz gear. Stack FR as 
high as possible. 

DPS classes should consider FR, but they have the ability to back out of Flame 
Buffet when it has stacked really high, so it's not quite as important for them 
as it is for the Warriors. 

Healing classes should take little to no damage from Flame Buffet and should 
wear their normal equipment. 

Lastly, but far from least, make sure everyone in the raid is wearing an Onyxia 
Scale Cloak so that they don't die instantly to Shadow Flame. 

GRO UP SETUP 

This is another Fire Resistance fight, so spread out your Paladins or Shaman to 
cover as many Warriors as possible with their auras or totems. 

Beyond that, you don't really have to do anything special with groups. Spread 
out the classes and healing as usual. 

HEALING 

The MT needs five healers on them, preferably three Priests, a Paladin or 
Shaman, and a Druid. Firemaw has some extremely high burst DPS and forces 
an abundance of fast heals. One of the Priests assigned to healing the MT 
should be casting PW:S before every Shadow Flame. 

All the other Warriors need someone assigned to healing them. They inevitably 
get hit by Shadow Flames and take significant damage while taunting. It's 
important to keep as many Warriors alive as possible, or the MT will get hit 
with Wing Buffet. 

The vast majority of healing should be on the Warriors. The DPS classes w ill 
take damage from Flame Buffet, but they can always move out of LoS when 
they get low and bandage themselves. Overall, DPS classes should not be 
taking that much damage. If they' re taking serious damage, they are staying in 
LoS of Flame Buffet for too long. 

f07 
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POSITIONING 

THE FIGHT 

STRATEGY 

Firemow 
....,......,,... ...._.,,._,..... _ 

- -- - -~- -

Haw ,1 I lunte1 >hoot Firemaw and bring him to the MT, who is already in the 
tanking po.,1tio11. I lave the off-tanks close to the MT, but out of Cleave and 
breath rangC'. 

Right oft the b,11, F1remaw might be out of position. Every time he gels out of 
po.,1lion, th1' 1' \\ h,ll )OU need to do and keep in mind: 

1. Ha\·e om• W.imor >tand behind Firemaw, Taunt him, and drag him into 
the correct po'>ition. 

2 1\> .,oon ,i- he·, back into position, the MT should Taunt lo get him 
b.ick. The MT .,hould not move at all during a reposition. 

l. It i., thl' rl''>pons1bilily of the off-tank Warrior to do the actual 
r<'P0'>1t1011111g. If the MT moves at all, they will probably go out of LoS 
110111 their he.iler> .incl die. 

4 M.tkt' '>lilt' your off-tanks know how to reposition, it will be necessary 
.111110.,t ('Vt'ry time you fight him. 

Hc,1IC'r' .,hould Ix able to heal the MT and not take any damage from Flame 
Bulll'l. 011 t.111k lw,1le1> have a harder time because of how the terrain is set up, 
but tlwr <,ti ll 'hould be able to easi ly back out of Firemaw's LoS if necessary. 
LJl'S < l,1.,,t., '>hould .. 1111 be hiding behind the wall, not doing anything, until 
tht• 111>t \.\'mg Bunt•! occurs. 

'<Jllr tir-t 1ntroc.lullion lo Shadow Flame hits soon after Firemaw is pulled. 
\l.1kc· '>Urt• 1•1 <'nune ha> their Onyxia Scale Cloaks on. Shadow Flame only hit!, 
pC'opil· in tront off iremaw, but he's going to be turning around and changing 
po,1liol' oftpn Ot ca51onally, he casts Shadow Flame as he turns and hits a 
g1oup "' pl:'oplt> \\ho wouldn't normally expect to be hit by it. This is why 
ever)rnic, not ju'>l the Warriors, needs to equip their Onyxia Scale Cloak. 

Shadow Flame itself isn't really a big 
deal. It hits for around 4000 damage 
and is resistible. He's going to cast it 
pretty often, just have a Priest reddy to 
cast PW:S right before it hit> and it's 
pretty much negated. 

The problem is that Firemaw likes 
lo gain extra attacks through Thrash 
immediately after casting Shadow 
Flame. If he gets lucky with the Thrash 

allacb )Our MT might die instantly. It happens and there's nothing you can 
clo .1lx1ut 11. That f'W·S before the Shadow Flame greatly reduces the chance of 
th1, h<1ppt>n1ng. As long a> your five healers on the MT are paying attention and 
doing their job. the MI will get low after each Shadow Flame but very rarely will 
tht•) dw 

Once you've got Firemaw in position, being tanked, and your healers aren't 
getting eaten by Flame Buffet, you're in good shape. Nobody else should begin 
attacking yet. The first Wing Buffet needs lo happen so you can time the next 
one. The first Wing Buffet will probably hit the MT because you can't time it. 
Have a Warrior ready to reposition him, as explained earlier. 

Once the first Wing Buffet has hit, you can time when the next one is coming. 
Wing Buffet is on a 30-second timer. Every 28 seconds, the Warriors in back 
need to Taunt, turning Firemaw away from the MT so that Wing Buffet does 
not hit the MT. Wing Buffet reduces threat, you don't want your MT having 
their threat reduced because they will lose aggro. However, keep an eye on 
when Firemaw is getting ready to cast Shadow Flame. Do not reposition him 
right before .i Shadow Flame since this cou ld cause a lot more people to be 
hit by it than necessary. 

Plenty of add-ons exi>t that warn you when Wing Buffet is 2-3 seconds away. 
All your off-tanking Warriors in back should have an add-on that tells them 
when to Taunt. The liming has to be very precise and every Warrior has to be 
on the ball. 

Dealing with Wing Buffet is an important strategy to master. All three Drakes 
have Wing Buffet so you will be dealing with it in the same way for each of 
them. It's a simple concept: Point the Drake away from the MT whenever the 
Drake is about to Wing Buffet. However, it can be complicated by latency, 
Taunt resists, Warriors not paying attention, dead Warriors, all sorts of things. 

No matter how good you get at dealing with Wing Buffet, your MT will 
occasionally get knocked back. Reposition him and go back into the same 
routine. If your MT gets hit by Wing Buffet too many times, their threat will 
have been reduced lo the point where they can't hold aggro, and you're 
probably going to wipe-or, at the very least, switch MTs. 

' 
I MORE TH A!\ n \\AY TO DO IT 

- -~~~~~~~~--

There are two goals for positioning and tanking. 

I. Position Firemaw in such a way that healers can get out of Firemaw's 
LoS and heal without taking damage from Flame Buffet. 

2. Always have Firemaw attacking someone who can take the hits; a 
well-equipped Worrior in FR/tanking gear. 

The way I explain dealing with Wing Buffet involves timing the cast so 
that Firemaw hos someone other than the MT targeted when he casts it. 
Only one MT is used and they rarely get hit by Wing Buffet. 

There ore alternate ways of dealing with Wing Buffet by using two MTs. 
It is the same tanking concept used at Razorgore. When Razorgore uses 
Conflagrate on the current MT, he switches to number 2 on the threat list 
(MT2) ond continues attacking. 

Wing Buffet can be countered the same way; by having two designated 
Warriors at the top of the aggro list, allowing Firemaw's aggro to bounce 
between them with each Wing Buffet. 

The key part to this strategy is that only one Warrior can be knocked 
backwards at a time. The two Warriors in front have to stay about 10-
1 S yards away from each other. Use the width of the dosed gate where 
Firemaw is lacing as a reference. If both Warriors are knocked back, 
Firemaw's position changes a lot, healers start taking damage from Flame 
Buffet, and constant repositions are required. 

As long as the tanking and positioning strategy a«omplishes the two 
goals needed without unnecessary complications, it will work out just line. 



Unfortunately, 11 onl} gets worse. 
F1rC'maw has another extremely 
powertul ability: Fldme Buffet. 
Throughout tht• fight. most of the raid 
wil l be getting hit by Hame Buffet. As 
Flame Buffet gets st.:icked on players, 
they need lo move out of Firemaw's 
LoS, w,111 until it resets, and rush back 
in. Having al l your DPS moving in and 
out of Flame Buffet severely reduces 
the amount of damdge being done to Firemaw, so be re<1dy for a long fight. 

You only re,1lly need three Warriors at his back Taunting for the Wing Buffets. 
Any extra W,miors should hide out of Flame Buffet's LoS, ready to replace 
a Warrior who has Flame Buffet stacked high and needs to reset it. Once a 
W,irrior behind Fircmaw gets to about 15 Flame Buffets, they should swap 
with ,mother Wc1rrior and go reset it. Sometimes you don't have the Warriors 
to do this If that is the case, make sure you have plenty of healing on your 
off-tanks in the back; they are essential to the fight. 

Firemav. has a sleep learning curve, but it is essential to get used to the 
Shadow Flame ,rnd Wing Buffet strategies. Just keep Firemaw in position, keep 
the Wnrriors alive, prevent Wing Buffet from hi tting the MT, and ki ll him as 
quickly ds possible. fhe fight does not change from the point Firemaw's at 
99% to I%; make sure everybody knows what they are supposed to be doing 
and hope everything happens like it should. 

Any problems you have fighting 
Firemaw shou ld have pretty obvious 
causes. If the MT is losing aggro, 
they're be111g hit by Wing Buffet too 
often and your off-tanks need to figure 
out what they' re doing wrong. If your 
healers are being killed by Flame 
Buffet, your positioning has problems. 
Figu re out exactly where the MT and 
their hea lers should stand before even 

pul ling Firemaw. If the MT is dying, think about more FR or more HP, depending 
on what they dre lacking, or consider putting more healers on them. 

The figh t is chal lenging (and annoying) due to the use of LoS. However, when 
you final ly drop him, be thankful that all the upcoming Drakes are easier. 

DROPS 
Firemdw w ill drop two r.indom items. 

ITEM DISC STATS 

BLACK ASH ROBE doth Chest 

BLOOOFANG GLOVES leather Hands 

Closs. Ro ue 

CLAW OF THE BLACK DRAKE Moin-Hond r~t 

E u1 : Im roves our chance lo el o crilicol s1rike b 1 % 
CLOAK OF FIREMAW Bock 

DRAGONSIALKER'S GAUNTLETS Moil Hands 

Equip. Improves your chance lo gel o crilicol strike by 1% 

Cla1s Hunter 

DRAKE IALON CLEAVER Two-Hond Axe 

Chon<e on Hil: Delivers o lotal wound for 240 dome e 
DRAKE TALON PAULDRONS Plate Shoulder 

E ui : lncrea1es our chance lo dod e on attock b 1 % 
flREMAW'S CLUTCH Cloth Wakl 

114 Armor. +22IHT,+17 SPt, +21 STA. 

+30 Fire lelislonce 
140Annor, +20AGI, +20STA, +19STR. 

+I 0 Shadow Resistance Immune lo Dilarm 

102 191 Damage, Speed: 260, 56.3 damage 

se<ond. +13 STl +7 STA 

57 Armor + 12 STA +SO Attodc Power 
30 I Armor, + 20 AGI, + 13 INT, +6 SPI, + 17 

ST + 1 0 Shadow Resistance 

199 JOO Domoge, Speed 3 40, 73.4 damage 

se<ond +22 STR + 17 STA 

Equip: lncreOlel damage ond heeling done by mogicol spelk ond effem by up to 35 

• • E ui : Restores 5 mono er 5 sec 

/ 
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GAUNTLETS Of TEN STORMS Moil Hon<k 
301 Armor. +17 IHT, +13SPI, +ISSTA, 

) +I 0 Shadow Resisl011<e 
Equip· Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effee1s by up to B 

Equip: lncrea1es heeling done by spelk ond effects by up lo 15 

Closs: Shaman ., 
535 Armor, + 20 SIA, + 15 STR, + I 0 Shadow 

GAUNTLETS OF WRATH Plate Hands : 
Resistance 

Equip: Increases your chance lo parry on attack by I% 

Equip: lncrea1es Defense +7 

da1s: Warrior 

HANDGUARDS Of TRANSCENDENCE doth Hands 
72 Armor, + 20 INT, + 13 SPI, + 12 STA. 

+ 10 Shadow ResistOll<e 
Equip: Improves your chance lo gel o critical strike with spelk by I% 

Equip: lncrea1es heeling done by spelk and effects by up to 29 ,, 
Oa1s· Priest ,, 

JUDGEMENT GAUNllffi Plate Hands 
535 Armor. +20 INT. +6SPI, +15 SIA +6 SIR. ;,.: 
+I 0 Shadow Resistance 

,, 

Equip: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec ' 

Equip. lncrea1es domoge and heeling done by magicol spelk and effects by up lo 15 
:· 

Cla1s: Paladin 
i 

LEGGUARDS Of THE FALLEN 
Plole legs 

740Armor, +28STR, +22AGI. +17 INJ, 

CRUSADER +22STA 
i 

NAIURAL ALIGNMENT CRYSTAL Trinket 
Use: Aligns the Shoman with nolure, increasing spell damage by 20%, improving heal eflee1s by 20%, and ,, 
increa1ing mono COii of spelk by 20% for 20 second 

d01s: Shoman 

NEMESIS GLOVES doth Hands 
72 Armor. +15 INT +17 SIA, .. 10 Shadow 

Resislance ;, 

Equip: Restores 3 health every 5 sec i• 
", 

Equip· Increases damage ond heeling done by magical spelk ond effects by up lo 15 

Equip· Improves your chance lo gel o critical s1rike with spelk by I% ::, 
da1s Warlock 

NETHERWIND GLOVES Oath Hands 
72 Armor, + 16 INT, +6 SPI, + 16 SIA. 

+ 10 Shadow Resistan<e 
" 

Equip: Improves your chance lo gel a criticol strike with spelk by 1 % 

Equip Increases domoge ond heeling done by magical spelk ond effects by up to 20 !' 

Cla1s: Moge :I' 
PRIMALISI S LINKED LEGGUARDS Moil legs 417 Armor, + 22 INT + 12 SPI + 22 STA !; 

Equip· Improves your chance to gel a crilicol strike with spelk by 2% 

Eau10: lmoroves vour chance to hit with soells bv I% 
!i 

RUUVENATING GEM Trinket Ii 
I : 

Equip lncreOlel healing done by spelk and effects by up lo 66 

I/ Eauio: Restores 9 mono oer 5 se< 
RING Of BIACKROCK Rnaer 

1: Equip: Increases damage and heeling done by mogical spelk ond effee1s by up lo 19 
I • 

Eauio: Restores 9 mono per 5 sec i: 
SCROUS OF BLINDING LIGHT Trinket i: 

Use: Energizes a Paladin with light, increa1ing melee ottock and spell COiiing speed by 25% for 20 seconds 

Cla1s: Polodin ,,. 

SHADOW WING FOCUS STAFF Stoff 
142-237 Damage, Speed: 3.20, 59.2 damage Ii 
Der se<ond +40 INT + 22 SIA + 17 SPI 

Eauip: lncreOles domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up lo 56 
[: 

140 Armor, t 19 INT, + 15 SPI, + 1 JSTA. 
'!. 

STORMRAGE HANDGUARDS leather Hands 1: + 10 Shadow Resistan<e 
Equip: lncreOlel healing done by spelk ond effee1s by up lo 42 :, 

da1s: Druid 11 
TAUT DRAGONHIDE BEU leather Wok! 125 Armor + 17 STA. +60 Attack Power 

I: Eauio: lncreOlel vour chance lo dodoe an attack bv I% ,;,. . .. , .. 
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DEATH TALON PACKS 

There are two groups of three Death Talon Overseers in Blackwing. These are 
arguably harder than some bosses in the instance, depending on what Brood 
Afflictions you get. 

Each Wyrmguard has random elements to it: a random Brood Affliction attack 
and a random weakness to a school of magic. Some Brood Afflictions are 
much more powerful than others. 

If your group is new to these pulls, you probably want to send people in to test 
what Brood Afflict ions they have and what their weaknesses are. 

The general strategy is to tank them and kill them one at a time. Some types 
need more than one tank, some types need certain resistance gear, and some 
are rather trivial. 

Make sure you do not fight these too close to the spiral staircase! Ebonroc has 
a small patrol route that brings him to the bottom of the stairs every now and 
then. Someone fighting too close and accidently adding Ebonroc is a recipe 
for disaster. 

MASTER ELEMENTAL SHAPER KRIXIX 

Ebonroc is the second Drake, both in killing order and difficulty. Overal l, he 
isn' t all that hard, but he can be extremely annoying. 

As with al l the Drakes, he has Wing Buffet and Shadow Flame. You will deal 
with both attacks the same way you did with Firemaw. 

DEATH TALON WYRMGUARD 
Brood Affliction - Black: Direct damage fire attack. You won't see a debuff on 
the tank, they wil l just take heavy fire damage. Wear Fire Resistance gear and 
keep the Warrior al ive. 

Brood Affliction - Blue: Single-target debuff that reduces attack speed. Only 
one tank is needed; probably the easiest Brood Affliction. 

Brood Affliction - Bronze: When someone gets Bronze they begin spinning 
and hitting everyone near them for significant damage all the while taking 
damage themselves. You should not melee Bronze Wyrmguards; burn them 
down from range. 

Brood Affliction - Green: AoE sleep. Green Wyrmguards are by far the most 
dangerous and can not be tanked easily. Kill them as quickly as possible. 

Brood Affliction - Red: Single-target, fire-based DoT that hits for significant 
damage. Wear Fire Resistance gear and keep the Warrior alive. 

War Stomp: All Wyrmguards have an AoE stun attack. Keep them away from 
the healers. 

This Goblin hiding behind the three Death Talon Overseers is the only mob 
in the game capable of teaching a Miner how to Smelt Elementium. He's as 
powerful as a regular level 60 Elite, so don't kill him right away. 

To teach someone how to Smelt Elementium, Mind Control Krixix; it will be 
one of his abilities on the Pet Bar. Target the person you want to teach and 
cast the ability. 

He drops no loot and there is nothing else to him. 

ABILITIES 
Shadow of Ebonroc: A debuff cast every 10-15 seconds that causes Ebonroc to 
heal himself whenever he does damage to someone with the debuff. 

Shadow Flame: AoE breath attack that deals 3938-5062 Shadow damage. 
If anyone affected is not wearing an Onyxia Scale Cloak, the damage 
is significantly higher as they incur an additional 1750-2250 DPS for 
approximately 12 seconds. This usually ki lls the target. 

Thrash: Ebonroc has a chance to gain two extra attacks, giving him the 
potential to inflict high burst melee damage. 

Wing Buffet: Knock back attack that hits everyone in front of Ebonroc, reducing 
the threat of everyone who gets hit by it. 

PREPARATION 

EQUIPMENT 

Everyone is free to wear their normal equipment. 

Don' t forget those Onyxia Scale Cloaks! 

GROUP SETUP 

There is nothing special for setting up the groups. Spread out the classes evenly 
and make sure the Warriors get plenty of healing. 



HEALING 

Three Priests need to be dedicated to healing whichever Warrior Ebonroc is 
attacking. 

An additional healer needs to be assigned to each of the three Warriors 
tanking. Shadow Flame hits all the Warriors in front of him; it' s important that 
all Warriors in front have a dedicated healer to keep their life topped off. 

Everyone else should focus their attention on keeping the Warriors in back 
that are taunting for Wing Buffet alive. Warriors are the most important class 
in this fight. 

POSITIONING 

MTs 

Raid Group 

Ebonroc 

THE FIGHT 
STRATEGY 

The pu ll is similar to Firemaw's. Have the MT shoot him and bring Ebonroc 
into position. The first Shadow Flame will hit, fol lowed by the first Wing Buffet. 
Position the five MTs around Ebonroc so that only one is hit by Shadow Flame 
and Wing Buffet at a time. Once the first Wing Buffet occurs, start timing it just 
like the Firemaw battle. 

As soon as Shadows of Ebonroc hits an MT, another should begin taunting 
immediately and take over the tanking duties. Set up a rotation that al lows 
each tank to recover and be healed while forcing Ebonroc to attack those not 
afflicted with Shadows of Ebonroc. 

Make sure that the new tank has a sol id hold on the top position and that 
it's not lost. Continue this process. Shadow Flame & Wing Buffet are to be 
endured and Ebonroc should be refaced when he casts his Shadows. 

Again, communication is absolutely essential for this fight. If a Taunt is 
resisted, the next tank in the chain needs to Taunt immediately and reposition 
Ebonroc to face them. This isn't a horrible situation. Ebonroc's just going to 
keep turning around in a circle while the tanks trade off as lead. The fight is 
going to be a bit chaotic due to the amount of times Ebonroc changes targets, 
but keep your two goals in mind: 1) don't let Ebonroc attack anyone afflicted 
with Shadows of Ebonroc and 2) don't let a single Warrior get hit by so many 
Wing Buffets that they unintentionally lose aggro. 

As all this is happening, DPS should 
kill Ebonroc as quickly as possible. He 
doesn't have an overwhelming amount 
of life, but he may occasionally heal 
and that's to be expected, but (with 
practice) can potentially be avoided 
altogether. You can minimize any 
hea l ing that Ebonroc gets by making 
sure that Mortal Strike and Wound 
Poison are active at all times. 

This fight is almost entirely up to the 
Warriors' ability to time their Taunts, 
assess the situation, and react quickly. 
A raid leader cal l ing out the rotation 
is helpful. If the Warriors can do their 
job, the fight should be relatively short 
and easy. The practice you gained 
whi le facing Firemaw's Shadow 
Flame and Wing Buffet shou ld 
help immensely. 
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DROPS 
Ebonroc: will drop two random items. 

, .. ., 
' 

' 1. 

AEGIS OF PRESERVAllOH Trinket 
Use: Increases armor by SOO and heals 35 damage every lime you take ronged or melee damage 

,': 
for 20 seconds 

Clasr Ptieil 

:;: 

BAND OF FORCED CONCENTRATION Ring + 12 IN! +9 STA 
Equip lmprovei your chance to hit with spells by l % 

Eauio lncreoses domoae ond healin done by mooicol spelk ond effects by up to 21 

ORAGONBREAIH HANO CANNON Gun 
86-1600omoge, Speed: UO, 43.9 damage .. 'i 
per seaind + l 4AGI + 7 STA . ' 

DRAKE FANG !AUSMAN Trinlcet + S6 Anack P- :· 
Equip lmprovei your chance to hit by 2% 
Equip lnueosei your chonce to dodge on attack bv l % '' 'I 

DRAKE !ALON CLEAVER Two-Hand Axe 
199-300 Damage, Speed: 3.40, 73.4 damage ~ l,' 
1111 seaind +27 m + 17STA 

Chance on Hit Delivers a fotal wound for 240 damaoe -~ ' 

DRAKE !ALON PAULORONS Plole Shoulder 634 Arnio! + 20 AGI + 20 5Tl + 17STA -'. f 
tau1p lnueosei your chonce lo dodge on attack by l % 

' ' 
EBONY FLAME GLOVES Clolh Hanek 72Asmor +l2 1NT +17 STA i; 

Eau1p lnueases damoae dane by Shodow spells and effects by up lo 43 
MAlfURION'S mssrn BULWARK leather Chest 392 Annor +40 STR + 22STA ·: 

REJUVENAllNG GEM Trinket ·~ !, .. 
Equip: lncreasei healing done by spells ond effecll by up to 66 ·: 
Eau1P Reitorei 9 mono per S sec 

RING Of BLACKROCK finoer : I 

Equip lnueosei damoge ond healing done by magical spells and ellecll by up lo 19 
I. 

Eau10 Re>lore> 9 mono per S sec 

SHADOW WING FOCUS S!Aff Stoll 
142-237 Damage, Speed: 3.20, 59.2 damage i' 
1111 second +40 INT + 22 STA. + 17 SPI 

., 

EoU•P lnueoses domoae ond heoling done by mogicol spelb ond effects by up to 56 
!AUi ORAGONHIOE BELT leather Wa~I 125 Asmar + 17 STA +60 Attadt Power :: 

Eau1u lnu~ase; vour chance to dodae an attack by l % 
"J ) : '\.: •.· ·;.•;:._ ''·"'""··- _, . .._, -------- ~- -

Flamegor is the fina l and easiest Drake. H is only trick can be neutra l ized wi th 
I ranquiliLin~ Shot. 

Ot course, he has Wing Buffet and Shadow Flame, both of which you should 
be very familiar with by this point. 

/ - -·-..,,, 

~:-,.r-=:::::===:::::==::=::::=:::::::::= 
\._ 

CLASS-SPECIFIC GAUNTLETS 
The class-specific gauntlets drop off any of the three drakes (firemaw, Ebonroc, and 
Flomegor). They're all listed in Firemaw's loot table and in the Item Sets section of 
this book. 

ABILITIES 
Fire Nova: Only activated when Frenzied; an AoE fi re attack that hits everyone 
for a about 600 damage. 

Frenzy: Greatly increases the attack rate of Flamegor. 

Shadow Flame: AoE shadow breath attack that hits everyone in front of 
Flamegor for several thous.ind damage. A guaranteed death if you are hit by it 
without wearing your Onyxia Scale Cloak. 

Thrash: Ebonroc has a chance to gain two extra attacks, giving him the 
potential lo inflict high burst melee damage. 

Wing Buffet: Knock back attack that hits everyone in front of Flamegor, 
reducing the threat of everyone who gets hit by it. 

PREPARATION 
EQUIPMENT 

o one needs to wear anything special. While he does have a powerful fire attack, 
Fire Nova, he only uses it whi le Frenzied, which shouldn't be very often. 

As usual, make sure everyone has their Onyxia Scale Cloak on . 



GROUP SETUP 

Make sure each Hunter has two healers in their group. Hunters are very 
important for this fight. Beyond that, use the same group setup as Ebonroc. 

HEALING 

Pretty much al l healing will be on the MT. Fire Nova occasionally hits everyone 
in the raid for a few hundred damage, but it's not that big of a deal. 

KeC'p the Hunters alive di all costs! 

POSITIONING 

THE FIGHT 

STRATEGY 

MT 

Offlanks 

Raid Group 

Flamegor 

I 

Flamegor's only trick is a FrenLy; when he Frenzies, he begins to rapidly cast 
Fire Nova. The goal of the fight is to keep hitting him with TranquiliLing Shot, 
preventing his FrenLy from killing everyone. 

The pull is exactly the same as Ebonroc. Get him in position and tanked. As 
usual, the first Shadow Flame hits, and shortly thereafter the first Wing Buffet 
hits the MT. Start timing the Wing Buffet and get every other Warrior in back 
Taunting every 30 seconds. Your Warriors should be near experts at dealing 
with Wing Buffet by now. 

Three Hunters are needed to keep him constantly under the effects of their 
Tranquilizing Shots (extras are usually welcome). Make sure your Hunters have 
a Tranquilizing Shot rotation setup and know where they are in the rotation. 
He's going to use Frenzy about every 5-10 seconds, so your Hunters have to 
be ready to react. Any extra Hunters not in the Tranquilizing Shot rotation 
should be emergency backups in case something goes wrong. 

Hunters make or break this fight. Flamegor can not be allowed to remain 
Frenzied for very long or else his Fire Nova will kill the entire raid or, at the 
very least, waste a ton of the healers' mana. 

Keep him Tranquilized, keep the MT al ive, deal with Wing Buffet, and you will 
find that Flamegor is a welcome relief from the previous two Drakes. 
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DROPS 
Flamegor w ill drop two random items. 

DRAGON'S TOUCH 

DRAKE TALON WAYEI 

EMBEIWEAYE LEGGINGS Mail legs 

HERALD OF WOE Two·Hand Mace 

REJUVENATING GEM Trinket 

417 Armor, +22STA, +17 AGI, +12 INT, 

+35 File Resistance 
199.300 Damage, Speed: 3.40, 73.4 damage 
per second, +31 STR, +20 INT, +17 Sl'I, 

+22STA 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells and ellem by up ta 66 

Fin er 
Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effem by up to 19 

SHADOW WING FOCUS STAFF 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effects by up to 33 

E ui : Restores 6 mono er 5 sec 
STYLEEN'S IMPEDING SCARAB Trinket 

Equip: Increases your chance to block attacks with a shield by 5% 

Equip: Increases the block value of your shield by 24 

Chromaggus is a very long fight and there's a random element to him. During 
each instance, he's assigned two differen t, random breath attacks. Some 
breaths are more challenging than others. 

The fight is made easier by using LoS to avoid getting hit by his breath attacks. 
Once everyone is fami liar wi th how the fight works, he will take a long time 
to ki ll, but isn't al l that hard. 

ABILITIES 
Brood Affliction - Black (Curse): Increases fire damage taken by 100%. 

Brood Affliction - Blue (Magic)": Reduces your mana by 50 every second, 
increases spell casting time by 50%, and reduces movement speed to 70%. 

Brood Affliction - Bronze: Stuns you for 4 seconds at random intervals. 

Brood Affliction - Green (Poison): Deals 250 damage every 5 seconds and 
reduces heal ing by 50%. 

Brood Affliction - Red (Disease): Deals 50 damage every 3 seconds, and if you 
d ie w ith Red on, you wi ll heal Chromaggus. 

Corrosive Acid: Deals 875 to 1125 damage every 3 sec for 15 seconds. Armor 
reduced by 3938 to 5062 for 15 seconds. 

Frenzy: Greatly increases the attack speed of Chromaggus. 



Frost Burn: Burns mana and does around 2200 damage. Also reduces attack 
speed by 80%. 

Ignite Flesh: A fi re DoT spel l that does 657-843 damage every 3 seconds for 
60 seconds. 

Incinerate: Direct damage fi re spel l that hits for around 4200. 

Shimmering Skin: Causes Chromaggus to become weak to a random magic 
element. 

Time Lapse: Freezes everyone it hits in place for 5 seconds and reduces their 
life by 50%. Chromaggus wi ll not attack anyone who has Time Lapse. The l ife 
reduction w ill be restored when Time Lapse wears off. 

PREPARATION 

EQUIPMENT 

Depending on w hat breath Chromaggus has assigned, the MT might want to 
wear different resist equipment. Even that is debatable; you will probably do 
fine if everyone wears their normal equipment. 

If your Chromaggus has Time Lapse, make sure all the Warriors are wearing 
thei r tanking equipment for reasons discussed later. 

GROUP SETUP 

Noth ing spec ial needs to be done with the group setup. Depending on what 
breath Chromaggus gets, make sure the MT has the proper res istance auras/ 
totems. Don't forget a Hunter for Aspect of the Wild when facing the Corrosive 
Acid Breath. 

HEALING 

The Chromaggus encounter is an extremely long fight, so it's smart to put the 
Priests in a healing rotation for maximum mana. Pair off al l the Priests, have 
the fi rst Priest in each pair heal until they are at about 25% mana, then have 
the second Priest take over as the first Priest regenerates back to ful l or until 
they're up again. Repeat this throughout the fight. 

Cleansing is a big deal in this fight. Chromaggus random ly places diseases, 
poisons, magic effects, and cu rses on 20 people at a time every 10-20 seconds 
or so. Designate a few people to cleanse the Brood Afflictions for the entire 
fight. No one should ever have more than three Brood Afflictions on them at 
one time. 

POSITIONING 

MT 
Raid (Sole against wall) 

Chramogg~ 

THE FIGHT 
STRATEGY 

Chromaggus changes on a weekly basis. The two breaths he uses are randomly 
set for each instance. Regardless of what breaths he gets, the general strategy 
remains the same. I wil l explain some specifics on dealing with each breath 
type later. 

First and foremost, make sure everyone has two or three Hourglass Sands. 
They are used in this fight to remove Brood Affl iction: Bronze. If the ra id 
is short on sands, just give them to the MT, healers, and as many Hunters 
as possible. 

The pull is rather straightforward; he is pretty much standing where he is going 
to be tanked. Have the MT obtain aggro and back him into position. The MT 
should barely be within LoS of all the healers along the wall. If the MT retreats 
too far back, the breath hits everyone along the wall. 

Chromaggus goes into a Frenzy about every 30 seconds. Since Tranqui lizing 
Shot is on a 20-second cooldown, the Frenzy should not be a big deal. There 
should never be a time when he remains Frenzied. 

Throughout the fight, Chromaggus 
becomes weak to random magic 
elements. He emotes "Chromaggus' 
skin begins to shimmer" every 20-30 
seconds. This means that the school 
of magic that he was/is weak to has 
changed. Players should be calling out 
what he is weak to as often as possible 
so that his weakness can be exploited. 
Chromaggus is already a long fight; do 
as much damage to him as possible by 
using his magical weaknesses against him. 

25 seconds after gaining the initial aggro, everyone except the MT needs to get 
against the wall in preparation for the first breath which hits 30 seconds after 
fi rst contact. Nobody shou ld be hi t by the breath except the MT. 

After the breath hits, everyone should move back into LoS to do damage. The 
next breath is coming in 30 seconds, so have everyone run back against the 
wall before the second breath hits. 

That is all there is to dealing with Chromaggus' breath . Move everyone out of 
LoS, against the wal l, for every single breath. Nobody should take any damage 
from the breaths except for the MT (Time Lapse is a little different and it's 
discussed later). Run up against the wall about 5 seconds before the breath, 
getting out of LoS, and wait unti l the breath hits. Once Chromaggus is done, 
go back in to resume dealing damage. Don't stay in too long because you 
might get stunned with Brood Affliction: Bronze as you start to run to the wall. 
Give yourself a few seconds to spare. The healers should never leave their spot 
against the wall (except after a Time Lapse); they have little to worry about 
during his breaths. 

As discussed in the Healing section, there are curable Brood Afflictions cast 
throughout the fight. There should be people designated to clearing these debuffs 

') \..}...\~: ' -........ '-.... I . . ' . ' 
_.., . 

X-"' . ., 

.. ~.:_, . ·, •··:~.~'.~ 

and no one should ever get over three 
stacked on them at any given time. If, 
somehow, someone gets al l five Brood 
Afflictions on them, they turn into a 
Drakonid and start ki ll ing the raid. You 
should never see this happen, but if it 
does, kill them immediately. 

Keep the MT alive, don't get hit by the 
breaths, cleanse everyone of Brood 
Affliction, keep him down using 

Tranquilizing Shot during his moments of Frenzy, and work him down. He has 
a lot of life and it is a long fight, but once everyone gets into the routine of what 
they are supposed to do, you should find it to be a fun, but not exceedingly 
difficult, encounter. 

ltS 
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There are some specific strategies to keep in mind when dealing with certain 
breath types: 

Incinerate: Put some Fire Resistance gear on. Make sure the MT never has Brood 
Affliction: Black before Incinerate is about to hit or they wi ll probably die. 

Ignite Flesh: Again, some Fire Resistance wouldn't hurt. Ignite Flesh is a DoT, so 
just keep heals on the MT while it is up. Watch out for Brood Affliction: Black. 

Corrosive Acid: Make sure there is a Hunter in the MT's group to provide 
Aspect of the Wild. Beyond that, it's another DoT Breath coupled w ith an AC 
debuff, so just keep the heals on the MT. 

Frost Burn: By far the most trivial breath. If you get Frost Burn, it's your lucky day. 

Time Lapse: This is the breath to watch out for. Sometimes Time Lapse can 
be awfully cha llenging to deal with. When Time Lapse hits, the MT becomes 
stunned and loses aggro. Chromaggus then begins to attack whoever is highest 
on his aggro list that isn't currently Time Lapsed. 

For this reason, the Warriors need to make sure they are very high on the 
threat list so that they get aggro when the MT loses it. You want Chromaggus 
to attack a Warrior other than the MT for the few seconds Time Lapse is active. 
He returns to attacking the MT when Time Lapse is over. 

Once he's back on the MT, it's likely that you'll need to reposition Chromaggus. 
The healers should be prepared for this and move away from the wall. The MT 
shou ld run forward into Chromaggus' room and then back out unti l they are 
back to the proper tanking position. This has to be done rather quickly and the 
healers must be prepared to move. 

Finally, it doesn't matter if everyone but the Warriors and Healers get hit by 
Time Lapse. DPS classes do not need to get out of LoS before a Time Lapse. It 
doesn't do any damage and there is no point in running away from it unless 
you're a Warrior or healer. 

DROPS 
Chromaggus wi ll drop two random class set shoulders and two to three 
additional random items that aren' t cldss set shoulders. 

ANGELISTA'S GRASP dothWois1 
E ui : Im roves our chance to hit withs elk b 2% 

ASHJRE1HU~ CROSSBOW OF 

SMmNG 

BLOODFANG SPAULDERS 

Crossbow 

Equip: Increases your chance to dodge on attack by I% 

doss: R ue 

STA +6 +I 0 Fire Resislance 

/. ·"' I 

CHROMATIC BOOTS Plate Feet S96Almor. +2DAGI +2DSTR +12STA 
.' Equip: Improves your chance lo hit b 1% 

. 

CHROMATICALLY TEMPERED SWORD One-Hand Sword 
106 198 Damage, Speed 2 60, SB.S domoge ! 
oer se<ond. + 14 AGI + 14 SIR + 7 STA 
3790 Damage, Speed: I.SO, 42.3 damage pef ! 

CLAW OF CHROMAGGUS One·Hond Dagger : 

se<ond + 17 INT. +7 STA 
Eouio: Increases domoqe and healina done bv moaicol soells ond effectl bv uo to 64 Restores 4 mono oe1 S se< : ! ~ 

362 Almor, +23 AGI, +13 INT, +6 SPI. ' 
DRAGONSTALJ(ER'S SPAULOERS Moil Shoulder 

+ 15 STA + 10 Fire ResistDll<e 
Equip: Improves your chance to hit by I% 

Closs: Hunter 
ELEMENTIUM REINFORCED BULWARK Shield 2893 Almer 54 Block +23 STA 

Equip: Increases the block value of your shield by 19 

Eauio: Increases Defense +7 . 
ELEMEHTIUM THREADED CLOAK Bock 169 Almor +13 STA 

- Equip: Increases your chance lo dodge on attack by 2% 
EMPOWERED LEGGINGS Cloth legs 103Almer,+12 INT, +24 SPI, +12 STA 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 77 
~· Equip: Improves your chance to get o criticol st1ike with spelk by I% 

! 

Moil Shoulder 
362 Almor. +17 INT, +8 SPI. +23 STA, . 

EPAULETS OF TIN STORMS 
" + 10 foe Resistance 

Equip: Improves your chance lo get a critical st11ke with spells by I% 

doss: Shoman 

'" 488Almor +20STR.+ISSTA, +171NT, 
GIRDU OF THE FALLEN CRUSADER PlaleWoist 

+13SPI +IOAGI 

JUDGEMENT SPAULDERS Plate Shoulder 
642 Almor, +14 INT, +6 SPI +20 STA, 

'.i' + 13 STR. +I 0 fire Res~tonce ' 
.· · Equip: Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

! 

Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effectl by up to I 3 

doss: Paladin 
: 

NEMESIS SPAULDERS Cloth Shoulder 
87 Almor, + 13 INT, +6 SPI, + 20 STA, +I 0 Fire 

•• Resiston<e 
Equip: Restores 3 health every 5 se< 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spelk and effects by up to 23 

doss: Warlock : 

,., 87 A1mor, + 13 INT, +12SPI,+16 STA, : 

~-; 
NETHERWIND MANTLE Cloth Shoulder 

+ I 0 Fire Res~tonce 
' Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 se< 

' Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mog1col spelk and elfecls by up to 21 
. 

doss: Mage 

:~ PAULDRONS OF TRANSCENDENCE Cloth Shoulder 
87 Almor, +25 INT, +13 SPI, +12 STA, 

'" + 10 Fire Resistance ' 

~: Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effe<ts by up to 26 
~ doss: Priest 
~ 642 Almor, +27STA, +13STR, +10 Fwe : 

PAULORONS OF WRATH Plate Shoulder ¥ Resistance .: 

~ 
Equip: Increases the block value of your shield by 27 

Equip: lnaeases Defense +7 

doss: Warrior 
;; 275 Almor. +16 STR, +16 INT, +15 SPI, : 

PlllMALIST~ LINKED WAISTGUARD Moil Woist 
+ 13 STA 

Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelk ond effects by up lo 20 
SHIMMERING GETA doth Feet 81 Almor +17 INT +13 STA 

Eauip: Restores 12 mono oer 5 se< 

STORMRAGE PAULDIONS leather Shoulder 
169 Almor, +21 INl. +10 SPI. +14 STA. . 

+ l 0 fire Resiston11 
Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effects by up to 29 

Equip: Restores 4 mono pef 5 se< 

: doss: Druid : 
._, 

TAUT DRAGONHIDE GLOVES leather Hands 142 AlmOI, +20 INT +20 STA ' 

'.~ Equip: Improves your chance lo gel o critical strike with spells by I% ; 

.· .... Equip: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 
'' TAUT DRAGONHIDE SHOULOERPADS leather Shoulder 170 Almor +30 STA. +46 Attoclc Power : 

"' ·.~ .. ,.,. ... ' . ,; '.<Ill 
~--=· --~ - - -



And so you've reached the iinal boss ot Blatkwing Lair It see1m as if Nefarian 
is both aware oi your presence and patiently wai ti ng for you upon his throne. 
All you have to do is talk to him and to begin tlw evmt. 

Take a look around the lair; it's a very c.ool plclt l' to be Prepare yourself 
for what 1s probcJbly the most enjoyable tight 111 the g,une so tar. It's rather 
complilated, there is a lot to know, but even it it seems over.vhclm1ng at iirst, 
Nefclri.in is not harder than some oi the previous bos;t•s 

EQUIPMENT 

One Warrior on e.ich side needs to wear t.inkmg Pqu1pment because they will 
bet.inking ChromcJtic Drakonids. The MT \\,ill be tanking Nl'farian cJnd should 
obviously wear full tanking gear. 

lleyond that. make sure everyone has lheir Onyx1.i St.lie Clo.ik equ ipped. 

PHASE. 1 

You won't know what Drakonid types you h.tvc until you st.irt the event. For 
this reason, I suggest having everyone take off their equipment (or log out) 
and start the event to find out what color Drakonids }OU have before doing 
anything ebe. 

Recently, efarian was changed to reset 15 minutes after a \\ ipe. If you 
choose to test the color, b€'fore mdking ,1 1e.il .ittemµt, be prepared to wait at 
fe;:ist 15 minutes. 

DRAKONID TYPES 

Black: Resistant to fire and has a single-target, direct damage fire attack. 

Blue: Resistant to ice and has an AoE attack that does minimal damage and 
burns mana. · 

Bronze: Has an AoE attack that does damage and slows attack/casting speed. 

Chromatic: No abil ities, but has an abundance of life. 

Green: Has an AoE sleep that only lasts for a second or 2. 

Red: Resistant to fire and has a single-target, DoT fire attack. 

GROUP SETUP 

Spread out the damage as evenly as possible. One side should not have all 
the Rogues while the other side h~s all the Hunters; it needs to be evenly 
distributed. Make sure you don' t have, for example, Frost Mages attacking 
Blue Drakonids; make sure everyone is capable of doing damage to the color 
on their side. 

One Warrior on each side needs to be designated to tank the Chromatic 
Drakonids. Make sure that Warrior has plenty of healing and a Warlock for 
Blood Pact. 

The MT, the person who wi ll tank Nefarian, should be in a very solid group 
with a Warlock with Blood Pact up from his Imp, a Hunter with Trueshot Aura, 
a Paladin/Shaman, and a Priest. 

HEALING 

For Phase 1, there is nothing particularly noteworthy about the healing. Make sure 
the Warriors off-tanking Chromatic Drakonids don't die, and heal your side. 

POSITIONING 
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STRATEGY 
The point of Phase 1 is to kill 40 Drakonids; Nefarian lands as soon as 40 have 
been killed. Designate a person on each side to count how many Drakonids 
have been killed on their side. 

This fight is all about assisting and single target DPS. There will be two MAs 
per side and two groups assigned to each assist. For example, Groups 1-4 are 
in the south, Groups 1 and 2 will assist someone (MA 1 ), Groups 3 and 4 wil l 
assist someone else (MA2). Try to keep the assists on different targets as often 
as possible. 

All melee classes should be up in the doorway. Do not get spread out. Begin 
attacking the second something spawns and stay on it until it's dead. Make 
sure everyone is assisting and attacking the correct Drakonid. Kill them one or 
two at a time as quickly as possible. 

Nefarian remains in his human form during part of Phase 1 and casts Shadow 
Bolts and, more importantly, Mind Control while teleporting around the room. 
Make sure that anyone under the effects of Mind Control is immediately 
Polymorphed. 

Chromatic Drakonids spawn every once in a while. The Warrior assigned to 
off-tanking them needs to pick them up immediately. The MAs should never 
attack the Chromatics; they should always be on the weaker Drakonids. 

Killing Drakonids swiftly enough and keeping the side under control is going 
to take practice. Keep trying over and over, hopefully killing more and having 
less deaths with each attempt. Everyone needs to be at the top of their game 
to kill them fast enough. 

With practice, you shou ld reach the point where you have killed 40 Drakonids, 
have two to three Chromatics being off-tanked per side, and force Nefarian 
into landing. Phase 2 begins when he lands. 

PHASE 2 

Bellowing Roar: Nefarian fears everyone within 30 yards of him about every 
30 seconds. 

Shadow Flame: AoE breath attack that deals 3938-5062 Shadow damage. 
If anyone affected is not wearing an Onyxia Scale Cloak, the damage 
is significantly higher as they incur an add itional 1750-2250 DPS for 
approximately 12 seconds. This usually kills the target. 

Veil of Shadows: Single target curse that reduces healing effects by 75%. 



I C LAS'> CALLS 
r 

~~~~~~~~~~~--

DRUID: All Druids will be shifted into Cat Form. Just make sure the Mages 
are decursing the MT and this won't be a big deal. 

MAGE: Random targets will be palymarplred. During a Mage call a 
Priest needs to constantly cast Dispel Magic on the MT. If the MT gets 
polymorphed, Nefarian will change targets ond possibly Shadow Flame 
the entire raid. The MT will get polymorphed occasionally, but should not 
remain polymorphed for more than a second. Beyond that, have everyone 
who can cleanse magi< removing polymorph as they need to. 

HUNTER: Hunters will have their weapons broken when they attack 
Nelorian. Use a Field Repair Bot or quickly equip a spare weapon when he 
calls Hunters. 

PALADIN: Nelarian will gain Blessing al Pratedian, becoming immune ta 
all melee attacks. Make sure magic DPS backs off a little bit since the MT 
can' t generate any threat and wait it out. 

PRIEST: Every time a Priest heals they apply a DaT ta their target. 
Obviously, Priests need to stop healing during a Priest call. Make sure the 
Druids and Paladins or Shaman keep the MT alive. 

ROGUE: Rogues are teleparted and immobilized in front of Nelarian. 
When this happens, the MT should run straight through Nefarian, spinning 
him around so that he faces the apposite direction. That way, the Rogues 
won't get knled by Shadow Flame. 

SHAMAN: Shamans will begin casting Corrupted Totems that damage 
tire raid or buff Nelarian. Have the Shaman run across the room so their 
totems are out of range from Nefarian and the rest of the raid. 

WARLOCK: Far each Warlock in tire raid 2 Corrupted lnlernals will spawn 
on top of tire Warlock. Kill them quickly. 

WARRIOR: All Warriors will be shifted into Berserker Stance, including the 
MT. Make sure lots of healing is on the MT during a Warrior call, they will 
take thousands of damage very quickly for the entire call. The MT should 
immediately switch back to Defensive Stance after the call is over. It's 
also a good time for Warriors to use last Stand or a lifegiving Gem for 
additional hit points. 

ffi 8 -&';;; e•• A 9 4 t +FM &G t f ; 0 if t 1 1 3 1 W £'2 i 

HEALING 

The vast majority of the healing should be on the MT. Keep in mind that 
Nefarian casts Veil of Shadows on the MT quite often. Make sure it always gets 
removed as quickly as possible. 

Watch for the class calls! Priests need to be ready when they get called or the 
MT wi ll die (quickly) from Corrupted Healing. 

POSITIONING 

STRATEGY 

r 
MT 
Ols 

Raid Group 

H Neforion 
b,; ' &ii ef' _ ''tffi ' 

First and foremost, everyone in the lair will be hit by a Shadow Flame. I can't 
stress how important it is that everyone is wearing their Onyxia Scale Cloak 
during this encounter. 

The second Nefarian gives his emote that he's landing, the MT needs to run 
over and meet him. The MT wi ll need two Priests, two Druids, two Paladins or 
Shaman, and one Mage to go with them for healing and decursing. Nefarian 
lands with no threat list so the MT should have an easy time getting him tanked 
and positioned. 

As the MT and their healers are getting into position, the rest of the raid shou ld 
continue assisting and killing Drakonids. There should be a few Chromatics 
up and possibly a few others roaming; it should only take a minute to clean up 
the Drakonids. Once all the Drakonids are dead, everyone else should move 
into position and begin attacking. 

Every 30 seconds Nefarian calls out a random class (Class Calls). Deal with 
each class call appropriately. 
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Addtionally, he Fears everyone with 
30 yards every 30 seconds or so 
Healers should never get feared, the 
can heal from far enough away 
avoid it. If you' re an All iance grou 
use Fear Ward liberally. If you' re 
Horde group, switch stances an 
activate Berserker Rage the mome 
the ground begins to shake. 

in 

y 
to 
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As long as you handle the Class Cal 
and Fear adequately, Phase 2 is not horribly difficult. However, Phase 3 

Is 
is 

approaching and is triggered when Nefarian reaches 20% life. 

PHASE 3 
When Nefarian is brought down to 20% life, he resurrects the 40 Drakonid 
your raid killed in Phase 1. They're now Risen Constructs and it's up to th 

s 
e 

AoE members of your raid to begin 
pulling them down. Mages, Warriors, 
and Warlocks should switch from 
Nefarian to the Risen Constructs. 

Keeping Mages provided with a 
Sou lstoned is a good idea. Of course, 
keep the Soulstones on the lead 
healers, but bringing the AoE power 
of the Mages back to the fray is almost 
necessary in this battle. 

e Warriors below the top two on the th reat list should be prepared to us 
Chal lenging Shout and rotate the use of this ability to bring as much aggr 
onto themselves as possible, keeping it off the Mages. If the MT is feared o 
Polymorphed, the second Warrior should jump in to take thei r place. 

0 

r 

st Mages under the effect of a Paladin's Blessing of Protection a llows them to ca 
their AoEs more safely. If the Paladins have a moment to take positions prio 
to bringing Nefarian down to 20%, they can stand near the locations wher 
the Risen Constructs are going to resurrect in groups and hit Divine Shiel 
before AoE'ing the adds as soon as they spawn. If they're shielded before th 
Constructs appear and cause the initial damage, they should get aggro whi 
invu lnerable, a llowing them to soak up the initial wave of attacks from th 
nearby Constructs. The Horde a lternative is to use the same method with the 

r 
e 
d 
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Warriors and Lesser Invul ne rabi lity Potions. 

After al l the Risen Constructs are dead (again), finish Nefarian off. Keep deal in 
with the Class Calls and Fear, maintain maximum DPS, and bring down th 
beast that made Blackwing Lair his home. 

g 
e 

Use Stratholme Holy Water during the Risen Construct rush! They ore Undead 
ond you will do thousands of points of damage with a single bottle. ~· 

DROPS 
Nefarian will drop two random class 
set chest pieces and two to three 
additional random items that aren't 
class set chest pieces. 

~- " ' 
AROllMTIROS' RING OF RECKONING RinQ +1 4AGI, +28 STA 
ASHKAHDI. 6REAl5WORO OF THE Two-Hand Sword 729.344 Damage, Speed 3.50, 81 .9 damage 
BROTHERHOOD 11e1 se<and +33 STA +86 Attack Power 

225 Annar. +26AGI, +17 STA, +12STR, +10 
BLOODFANG CHESTPIECE leather Che1t ,, 

Fire Resist once + 10 Nature ResistQOCe ' 

Equip: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 
Equip: lmprove1 your chance lo hit by 2% :: 
Closs: Rooue 

BOOTS OF THE SHADOW FlAME leather Feel 286 Armor + 22 STA +44 Attack Power 
Eouio: lmorove1 vour chance to hit bv 2% 

Moil Che11 482 Armor. +31 INT, +16 SPI, +17 STA, BREASTPIATE OF TEN STORMS + 10 Fire Resistance + 10 Nature Resiskm<e 
Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by mogicol spells and effect1 by up lo 23 l' 

Closs: Shoman 

BREASTPIATE OF WIATH Plate Che1t B57 Armor. +40STA, +17 STR, +10 Fire I: 
Reliltance. +I 0 Nature Reliltance 

Equip: Increases Defen1e + 11 
Oa11: Warrior 11 

CLOAK OF THE BROOD LORD Bock 63Armor. +1 4 INT, +lOSTA 
Equip: Increases domooe and healin done bv mooicol 1oells and ellect1 bv uo lo 28 11 

CRUtSHORUKH, EDGE OF CHAOS One-Hand Axe 
101 188 Oamoge, Speed. 2.30, 62 8 damage 11 

oer se<and + 13 STA, +36 Attack Powei I · 

482 Armor. +34 AGI, t 14 INI, +6 SPI, 
ORAGONSTALKER'S BREASTPLATE Moil Chelf +17 STA, +10 Fire Resistance, +10 Nature 

I. Relilronce 
Equip: lmprove1 your chance to gel o critical 1lrike by 1 % 
doss: Hunter 

HEAD OF NEFARIAH Storti o que11, 
discU1sed below 

851 Armor. +21 INT, +5 SPI, +21 STA, 
r. JUDGEMENT BREASTPLATE Plate Chelt +1 6 STR. + 10 Fire Reliltance, + 10 Nature ,, Reliltonce 

·' Equip: Re1I01es 5 mono per 5 sec 
.~ Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol 1pells and effe<11 by up lo 25 
t Ooss: Paladin 
I< , LOK' AMIR IL ROMATHIS Main-Hand Mace 47-127 Damage, Speed 210. 414 damage 

oer se<ond, + 18 INT, +B SPI + 10 STA 
Equip: Increases domooe and heolino done bv moo1Col 1oells and effects by uo lo 84 

MISH'UNDARE, CIRCLET OF THE doth Head 102 Armor. +24 INI. +9 SPI. +15 STA 
11 

.\ MIND FLAYIR 
h Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mog1Col 1pells and elled1 by up lo 3S 
,,. Equip: Improves your chance lo Qef o critical strike with soells by 2% 

''" NELTHARION'S TEAR Trinket 
., 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up lo 44 
h 

I• Equip: lmprove1 your chance lo hit with 1oell1 bv 2% 
I NEMESIS ROBES Ooth Chelf 116 Armor +16 INT, +8 SPI, +26 STA, +10 Fire 

Re1islo1Ke, + 10 Nature Reliltome 
Equip: Improves your chance lo gel o critical strike with 1pells by 1 % 
Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up lo 32 
Oa1s: Warlock 

NETHERWIND ROBES Ooth Chelf 
11 6 Armor, + 26 INT, t 8 SPI, + 16 STA. + 10 Fire 
Relillame + 10 Nature Resistance 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel a critical strike with ipells by 1 % 
Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effec11 by up to 32 
da1s: Mooe 

PltESTOR'S TALISMAN OF CONNIVERY Neck +30 AGI 
Equip: Improves your chance lo hit bv 1 % 

PURE ELEMENTIUM BAND Rina +10 INT +10 SPI +9 STA ' 

Eouio: Increases healino done by soells ond effects by uo lo 53 

ROBES OF TRANSCENDENCE Cloth Chest 116 Armor, +27INI, +16SPI.+ 17 STA, 
-t I 0 fire Resistance. + I 0 Nature Resillance 

Equip: Increases healing done by 1pells and effects by up lo 57 
" Oa1s: Priest ; 

STAFF OF THE SHADOW FlAME Stoff 141 247 Damage, Speed 3.20. 60 6 damage 
11e1 second +29 INI, +24 STA, +18 SPI 

L· Equip: lmprove1 your chance to gel o crilicol stnke with 1pells by 2% 
(Quip: Increases domooe and heolina done by mooicol soells ond elleds by uo to 84 

b STORMRAGE CHESTGUARD leather Chest 22S Armor. + 25 INT, + 17 SPI, + 20 STA. 
I.•. +I 0 Fire Resistance + 10 Nature RelillalKe ,, 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel o cril1Col 1trike with ipells by 1 % 
Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effedl by up to 42 
Oos1: Druid 

THERAZANE'S LINK MoilWoill 
295 Armor + 12 INI + 12 SPI. +22 SIA. 
+44 Attotk Powei I• 

Eauio: lmoroves vour chance lo ael a mticol strike bv 1 % I.· 

I ,' ~ 
~- -



Much like Onyxia, Nefarian alway~ drops a I lead oi efarian in addition to his 
other loot when he is killed. 

The Head is used to start the The Lord of Blackrock quest. The quest asks you 
to bring his head to the throne room of your capital city. The rewards for each 
side are identical and very desirable: 

Again, just like Onyxia, the head will be displayed in the city and everyone 
nearby will receive the Rallying Cry of the Dragonslayer buff. 

•' 
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Quests 

Region 

Sussested Levels 

Group Allowed 

It doesn't take much work to reach The Deadmines. Characters are often in 
Westfall at earlier levels, so it's likely that you already have a fair bit of the 
map filled out. Even if you don't, the roads take you everywhere you need to 
go. Sentinel Hill (which is near the inn & flight point) is on the eastern side of 
the area, just off the road. From there, either take the road south then west unti l 
you reach Moonbrook or cut directly southwest from Sentinel Hill. 

For Horde characters wishing to venture into Westfall , take the Zeppelin to 
Grom'Gol in Stranglethorn Vale. If you don't know anyone with higher level 
characters to help escort your group through the enemies of this area, ask 
a Shaman to buff your group with Water Walking and run north along the 
coastal waters, outside the aggro range of the enemies on the shore. 

Once in Moonbrook, look for a somewhat small building on the southwestern 
side of town. There are Defias everywhere, but they're low level and no threat 
by the time a group is ready to take on this dungeon. Look inside the bui lding 
in that corner of town and head into its depths. There is a somewhat substantial 
lead-in piece before you reach the instance itself, so warm up your group by 
fighting the enemies you aggro on the way in. 

This lead-in area has many non-elite miners, a few patrolling elite foes, and at 
least four good spawns of ore (copper and tin); it's a decent place for folks to 
harvest material for Blacksmiths and Engineers. 



The Deadmines 1s a very exciting instance, filled with a number of fun events 
and enjoyable fights. The patrols in the instance are carefully designed to be a 
bit tricky, especially for newcomers, and it's possible to end up with a couple 
of enemy groups at the same time. This makes it quite useful to have extra 
crowd control or tanking abilities when handling the instance. It's always great 
to have a Mage in here, for Polymorphing duties and added firepower. Rogues 
are likely to join in the fun as well (because they are useful for Sapping and 
DPS and because there are a number of solid drops and reward items for them 
in here). 

THE DEA DMINE~ 

POSSIBLE GROUP MAKEUP 

Tank Warrior, Druid, Paladin 

Crowd Control Rogue, Mage 

DPS Rogue, Hunter, Mage, Warlock 

Healer Priest, Shoman, Druid 

Free Slot A Se<ondary Tonic or (( ChClfactei is Wonderful ID Hovt 

-- - - -- - - - - ----- -

~-----~--------~ 

I ;5) QUESTS I I __ ----- - - - - ---------- - - -- -- -- ------- --- - -- - -- -- ----- - - --~- -
There are only Alliance quests for Deadmines and they can be gathered from Stormwind City, lronforge, and Sentinel Hi ll in Westfall. 

' ' ' ' 
Collecting Memories Wilder Thktlenettle Stormwind Wilder Thktlenettle Stormwind No 

REWARD Tunneler's Boo~ (Mo~ Feet, 111 Armor, +3STA, +2 SPI) or Dusty Mining Gloves (Leather Hands, 46 Armor, +3 STR, +2AGI) 

Oh Brother Wilder Thktlenettle Stormwind Wilder Thktlenettle Stormwind No 1,550 

REWARD Miner's Revenge (Two.Hood Axe, 13.0 DPS, +6 SPll 

Underground Assault Shani the Shilent Stormwind Shoni the Shilent Stormwind No 1,550 

REWARD: Polar Gountle~ (Moil Honds, 1D4 Armor +SSTRI or Soble Wond (Wond, 16.9 DPS) 

Red Silk Bondonos l<out Riell Atop Sentinel Hill Tower l<out Riell Atop Tower 2650 

The Delios Brotherhood Gryon Stoutmon~e Westloll Gryon Stoutmantle Westfall Yes 

REWARD: Chousses al Westfall I Mail Leg., 173 Armor, t 11 STR, + 5 STA) or !uni< of Westfall lleothtr Ches1, 92 Armor + 11 AGI, + 5 STA) or Staff al Westlall iStaff, 20.5 DPS, + 5 INT, + 11 SPll 

COLLECTING MEMORIES 

Quest Level 14 to Obtain 

Location Stormwind 

Contact Wilder Thisrienenle 

Goal Retrieve 4 Miner's Union Cords 

eastern side of the quarter (near the Hunter's Guild). Wilder Thistlenettle 
is in there and he gives two Deadmines quests to people who offer to 
help him. 

This marks one of the easier quests to handle for the Deadmines, and it 
can be accomplished before you even enter the instance. Travel to the 
southern section of the mines and search the purple-colored section of 

l 
the map for the many undead enemies who live there. Kil l them and 
collect the Miner's Union Cards that drop. It should not take too long to 
get enough for any single member of your group. Do this while fighting 
back to kill the named mob for the Oh Brother quest. 

.· 

OH BROTHER . . . 

Quest Level 15 to Obloin 

Location St . mwind 

Contact 

Goal Find Thktlenettle's Badge 

As with Collecting Memories, go to the Dwarven District of Stormwind 
and walk to the tavern on the eastern side of the quarter (near the 
Hunter's Guild). Find Wilder Thistlenettle. 

Wilder gives you this second quest. While you're collecting the Miner's 
Union Cards, he wants you to keep an eye out to learn what happened 
to his brother (who was an explorer). Sadly, his brother came to just as 
foul an end as the miners, and now walks the very southern part of the 
outer mine as an undead monster. Look for Foreman Thistlenettle, and 
give him peace by destroying his undead form. Retrieve Thistlenettle's 
Badge, and return that to his brother after you leave the mines. 

It's far easier to complete Oh Brother and Collecting Memories than 
the instance. A group of characters (levels 17-18) that are interested 
in the quest rewards can fight to the back of the mine and complete 
these quests. 
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~ UNDERGROUND ASSAULT 

1t Level Obtain 

Location Stormwind 

Contad Shani the Shilet1I 

Goal Retrieve the Gnoom Sprecklesprocket 

To begin this quest line, speak with Gnoarn in lronforge; he's in Tinker 
Town with the refuge leaders of Gnomeregan. He'll tell you about Shoni, 
who lives in Stormwind and needs help with an important quest. Shoni is 
in the Dwarven District, standing a tad north of the Blacksmithing area. 

Speak to Shoni and she' ll explain what's needed to help the Gnomes 
keep their interesting machines up to spec. There's a functional Goblin 
Shredder in the Deadmines, and that means this device has an intact 
power supply. The Gnomes want it and Shoni wants you to retrieve it 
by hook or by crook. 

The Gobl in Shredder is inside the Deadmines instance, found about 
halfway through (in the Mast Room). As with the greater quest to find 
and kill Edwin VanCleef, you need to have allies who are experienced 
and trustworthy to attempt this! 

RED SILK BANDANAS 

Sentinel Hill ot the Top of the Tower 

Bring 10 Red Silk Bondonll'i to the scout 

Collecting the red silk bandanas is a simple collection quest that you'll 
complete just by going through the mines. There are plenty of Defias 

l 
in the Deadmines both before you enter the instance and within. If you 
have a ful l group of five in need of bandanas, consider clearing out as 
many Defias as possible even before entering the instance to increase 
your chances that everyone will complete this quest. 

THE DEFIAS BROTH ERHOOD 

4 to Obtain 

Locatian Westfall 

Contact Gryon Stoutmontle 

Goal Return with VonOeef's Heod 

This is available at the end of a Westfall quest chain bearing the same, 
consistent name (The Defias Brotherhood). Talking to Cryan starts it 
off. First, fly to Lakeshire to spe;ik with Wiley (upstairs in the Lakeshire 
Inn). Upon returning to Westfall, you're sent to Stormwind to talk with 
Mathias Shaw of Sl:7 (in the R,macks in Old Town, Stormwind). The 
first difficult quest of the chain is given on your return: find and kill the 
Defias Messenger to snag an important letter. 

This messenger 1s found between the road out of Moonbrook and the 
two Defias mines along the coastal cliffs of Westfall. It's a long patrol 
route, but it often doesn't take too long to find the Messenger (ask for 
help from othPrs who may be looking and band together if you find 
such a group, since the drop item is shared by everyone). 

The next stage is an escort quest between Sentinel Hill and a building 
deep in Moonbrook (the secret entrance to the Deadmines). The 
Defias Traitor stands near the tower on Sentinel Hill. G<ither an al ly 
or two and begin the quest. Stay close to the traitor and move along 
the road until you approach Moonbrook. At this point, get a bit ahead 
of the former Defias man and kill anything that gets in your way. Be 
especially quick to bring down the Defias Pillagers (they will kill the 
Traitor quickly if you cannot get their attention). 

With the town cleared, the Traitor should arrive at the entrance to the 
Deadmines and show you where 1t is; your quest is complete. Return 
to tell Cryan and then gather a full force. It'll take everything that you 
have to enter the Deadmines and kill Edwin VanCleef. He's at the very 
back of the dungeon, and he's guarded by many elite foes. Imagine a 
fight with five enemies (all elite, and all between levels 20-22). If that 
sounds tough but possible, you're ready! 

Follow the dungeon walkthrough to make your way back to VanCleef, 
kill him, and bring proof of the kill back to Cryan for one of the three 
fine rewards he's offering. 



THE DEA DMIN ES 
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IN THE DEADMINES / 

. - . 

GENERAL ENEMIES 

THE MASTERS OF THE DEADMINES 

" 

Captain Greenskin 20Elile Emhenlone Stoll !Stoll, 19.7 DPS, +S STA, +8 INT, +S SPO, Impaling lbpooa ll'alearm, 14.4 DPS, +7 AGI), Blodtened Delios Belt !leather Wais!, 45 Armor, +S STRJ 

Note1: High Hit Points, linked with Pirate Patrol, CleD'le 

Coaltie 

Note1: Acid Splash 

Edwin VonCleel 

2091e 

22Elite 

Coaltie's Stirring Rod !Wand. 22.3 DPS), Coaltie's Tenderizer !One-hand Mace, 10.S DPS, +3 STRJ, Cat Carrier (Siamese) 

Blodtened Delias Armor I leather Chest, 94 Armor, +4 STI, +3 AGI, +II STA), Cape aflhe Bralherhaod !Cloak, 21 Armor, +6 AGI, +3 STAI, 

COISllir's Overshirt !Oath Chest, 42 Armor, +SSTA, +II Sl'tl, Cruel Barb !One-hand Sward, I 5.5 DPS, Equip: + 12 Anode Power) 

Note1: linked with 2 Blockguords, Spawns 2 More Blockguards at low Heohh, Dual-Wield, High Hit Points, Drops 2 Quell Items !The Delias Brotherhood & An Unsent letter) 

Foreman Thisllenenle 2091e 

Note1: Undeod, Drops Que1t Item for Oh Brother 

'lnid 20 Elite 

Note1: High Htt Points 

Marisa du'Paige IBQ!e 

Note1: Rore Spawn 

Miner Johnson 1991e 

Mr. Smite 21 ate 

Foreman's r.fawes lllather Hands, 48 Armor, +S STR), Farn11's Boats (Clalh Feet, 24 Armor, +4 STA, +2 IHT), Farn11's leggings !Mail legs, 147 Armor, +3 STA, +JAGI, +3 SP!) 

llYi5hly Jeweled Ring llling, +2 AGI, +6 lllTJ, Smelting Panis !leather legs, 69 Armor, +S STA, +4 Sl't) 

Waiting Boals I Cloth Feet, 22 + , + SP!) 

Gold-Plated Budd11 (Shield, 471 Armor, 9 llladi, +2 AGI, +S STA), Miner's Cape (IU, 16-., +3 STA) 

Smile's Mighty Hammer (Two.hand Mace, 19.7 DPS +II STR, +4AGI), Smile's t-IOne-hand Axe, JU DPS, +2 STR, +I STA, +I Sl't), 

Thief's Blade !One-hand Sward, 11.2 DPS, +3 AGO 

Note1: Linked with 2 Blockguords, U1e1 Multiple AoE War Stomps to Stun Group, Chonge1 Weopons, High Hit Points, Con Stun w/ 2H Hammer 

Rhahk'Zar 20 Eltte Rhahlt'Zor's Hummer (Two.hand Mate, 11.9 DPS), Racksli<ar (Two.hand Axe, 13.8 DPS, +7 STR) 

Note1: High Hit Points 

21 Qle Taskmaster Axe (Two.hand Axe, 19.6 DPS, +8 STA. +8 Sl'tl. Gald-lledced r.fawes (Clalh r.fawes, 22 Armor, +4 STR, +3 IHT) 

Note1: Spawns when Sneed's Shredder die1 

Sneed's Shredder 20Elite Bun Saw !One-hand Sward, 10.4 DPS, +2 STI, +2 AGI) 

Notes: Polrok, Drops Que1t Item for Underground Assault, O~tracting Pain, Terrify 
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--· 
~WALKING THROUGH THE DEADMINES I 
-- - - - ----- -- -- --- - -----------------------------------------------

THE OUTER MINES 

Entrance to Outer Area of Deadminll'l (Non·lnstonce) 

2 Central Cavern 

3 Depre'lsian, Marisa du'Paige (Rare spawn) 

4 Entrance ta Undead Area 

The initial area that leads into the Deadmines is not an instance at al l. First, 
you have to pass a number of miners (not el ite), and a number of patrollers 
who are far more powerful but very low level compared to future challenges. 

Miners in the area are always close to the wal ls and busy at work. Though 
it's a given that you are go ing to aggro many of them, these weaker enem ies 
can be brought down quickly. The only time they pose a threat is when they 
join during fights against the patroll ing, elite enemies in the region. Once the 
Miners (and future non-elite workers) in the mines join, they try to debuff 
people's armor, and that can be quite painful if there is already an elite 
Henchmen whacking you. 

Try to clear Miners quickly and 
efficiently so that Henchmen w ho 
are wandering back and forth can 
be taken down when they're alone 
or only near a single Miner. At this 
point, a group that's serious about 
doing the entire Instance and all 
Deadmines quests shouldn 't have 
any trouble killing several Miners 
and a Henchmen at the same time 
(future fights will be against much higher-level opponents). If your group is 
having problems, it's best to shoot for getting the Collecting Memories and Oh 
Brother quests done this time and wait a few levels before coming back. 

location of Foreman Thistlenettle 

The approach to the centra( cavern doesn' t take very long. Patrollers have 
long paths, the fights are short, and there aren't special enemies with which to 
contend. Clear the Miners and take a look around the large cavern that soon 
looms ahead. The eastern path is a longer one that isn't necessary. It's the 
western path (to your right) that doesn't take long to reach either the branch 
for the instance or the tunnel into the undead area. 

It's at this time that you start to see 
a tad more variety in the enemies. 
Defias Conjurers patrol along with the 
Henchmen here. That provides more 
potential for a couple elites in the 
same fight and the problem of ranged 
opponents. Practice group dynamics 
here to minimize pu lls and keep the 
fights in areas where you can see 
enemies approaching. 



RANGED PULLING 
It's olwoys easier to pull enemies ot ronge. This limits the problem of grubbing 
exlro forgets due to proximity oggro. Instead, only the creatures tho! link with 
the ottocked forget will heod over to fight you (since they ore covering the 
distance, you even hove time lo reod if anything unexpected joins). 

Though young Moges moy be eoger to pull ot long range with their potent 
bolts, it's better to hove someone tough use o simple, ranged ottock to get o 
foe's attention. This woy, it is easier for the group to assign oggro lo the tonks 
instead of fighting to peel enemies off of o cosier right from the stort. 

When o cosier engages your group unexpectedly (perhaps by wondering down 
the tunnel when everyone is olreody engaged), consider having the person being 
attacked pull bock ond continue retreating until the Moge comes into the group 
ottock ronge. This woy, nobody hos to run oheod ond oggro extro Miners while 
trying to stop the cosier. As long os the way behind you is deor, this todic is 
very sound. 

THE GREAT DEPRESSION 
The second large cavern is dominated 
by a giant depression. This cavern has 
two Defias Magicians at the bottom of 
the depression and a woman named 
Marisa du'Paige {a rare spawn) . Bring 
down the casters first if you wish to 
kill Marisa, then turn to her once the 
lower area is clear of these higher
DPS targets. 

Another good rule that should be put into practice now, even though it isn't 
as important until later, is to wait each time you enter a large room and watch 
the enemies who are moving around. Because of the longer patrol ranges that 
enemies have in and around instances, a room may only have a fraction of 
its total defenders when you first enter it. Do these checks from time to time 
before advancing; once you're inside the instance, it's critical to take down 
patrollers before engaging in some of the larger fights, and waiting for them to 
come to you is the key. 

THE DEADM il\L 

UNDEAD MINERS: CHEAP LABOR! 
If you're doing Oh Brother and Collecting Memories, avoid the next split to the 
right from the depression room {this is the tunnel that leads to the instance). 
Instead, take the passage on the far side of the room the leads south into the 
purple part of the map. 

The fights are a tad more challenging in the undead area, and this makes it 
a bit bitter for ramping up your group {these battles are closer to what you'll 
see early in the proper instance). Try to interrupt the Undead Excavators when 
they try to cast their damage curses (or have a Druid/Mage remove the curse), 
and advance slowly to prevent fights from escalating in size. Pulls of two or 
three enemies should be quite manageable, and ranged attacks ensure that 
those numbers don't blossom. 

Deeper into the southern part of the caverns are more concentrated undead. 
If there's anyone of slightly lower-level in the group, make sure they don't 
stay near the front of the party and 
accidentally aggro enemies in the 
tunnels. 

While killing the undead, look for 
the Miner's Badges. They drop about 
one time for every four kills. If your 
entire groups needs to do this quest, 
it may take some time to complete 
everything, which is why a number 
of people come here to do that quest 
before even considering going after VanCleef. 

At the back corner of the undead section is a small, open area with Foreman 
Thistlenettle. It's pretty easy to grab him with only a single add. Killing this 
poor creature and looting it completes your requirements for Oh Brother. 

TO THE INSTANCE! 
There are Watchmen and Magicians patrolling the passage that heads west 
toward the instance. Take this route from the depression chamber and look 
down {to the right) when you come to a small bridge. The glowing, blue portal 
below is the gateway into the instance. Enemies can't follow you through that 
from either side, so it's perfectly side to drop down and rush through if you 
want to avoid a couple encounters. Otherwise, slay the Defias Workers as you 
come to them and keep an eye out for the wandering casters. 

-------·- - -- - --

---- -

Entry Room 
Open Chamber 

Rhahk'Zar's Room 

Miner Johnson 

Ma1t Room 
Goblin Foundry 

Oelia1 Gunpowder 

Doors to Hidden Harbor 
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Patrols are more frequent, complex, and dangerous from this point forward. The 
higher-level elite and generic enemies inside the instance make it important to 
pay close attention to what's nearby. Add to th is that there are speci fic points 
where patrols spawn behind you, and it's clear that your group needs to be 
serious from this point forward. 

There are many Defias Miners in the 
entry. These are higher in level than 
the workers you fought previously, 
and their more powerful armor debuff 
adds immense pain to attacks if your 
lead tank is affected. Pull wari ly to 
create pockets of open area for safe 
fighting against patro ls, then wait for 
the Overseers to come to you. Try to 
make even more room before going 
after Evokers, since they bring range 
and even more DPS to a fight. 

The good news is that the way forward is linear, so you won't have lo worry 
about taking the wrong path or making mistakes in that sense. Clear the fi rst 
room, move on to the open chamber beyond, and repeat the process. Critters 
(rats to be spec ific) skitter around the floor, and can be used for rage or similar 
such benefits when between fights. The open chamber has three patrollers 
(two Overseers and an Evoker). 

HE CERTAINLY ROCKS 
The small, red room at the end of the long tunnel has a powerfu l Ogre living 
there. Rhahk'Zor is Level 19+ and has enough hit points to last for quite some 
time against similarly-leveled opponents, or even those who have substantially 
outleveled him. Notice that there are two Syndicate Watchmen here as well; 
they're linked to Rhahk'Zor (any pull w ill bring all three of these foes). 

Bring down the Watchmen with concentrated attacks as soon as your tank has 
secured aggro, and make sure to eliminate their DPS from the battle quickly. 
Rhahk takes more time, and in this case that means he's better saved for last. 
Still, see that he's properly debuffed the whole way through (Demoralizing 
Shouts, a Thunder Clap, Curses, and any class stuns). 

Rhahk'Zor may be tough, but he can't stand up forever once his allies are gone 
and he's isolated. Stack on as many DoTs as possible, since the fight is long 
and they provide effic ient damage, then keep mitigating as much damage as 
possible. If your healers tap out of mana, shift aggro onto decent secondary 
tanks or even the poor leather wearers to keep from having your main tank 
go dow n (this person can always run off until aggro is changed). Once Rhahk 
dies, the door into the eastern hallway opens. 

TOWARD THE MAST ROOM 
There isn't much new material to \\Orry about while you take the winding 
tunnel down to the Mast Room in the south. Yet, the small route on the left 
(halfway down) has a loot mob that is worth fighting. Look town this thick 
tunnel of Defias Miners and kill Mmer Johnson, who is 19+. The FvokC'rs and 
Overseers in the area ..iren' t terribly powerful compared to the fights ahead. 

Down 111 the south, the hall\\.l\' PncJ<. at a door than can simply be right-clicked 
to open the way. Thi; rC'vPal' th<' fir'>t part of the Mast Room, a place of intense 
combat. Goblins are bu<;y 111 lwre ,1t all times, working on the many projects 
needed to keep VanCl<'c>f', <>hip in good repair. These Goblins have throwing 
axes and have learn!'d to '>upporl l'arh other well. Expect to fight multip le 
enemies simu ltaneously. Comhme that with their abi l ity to Cleave' and your 
group suddenly is taking morc> damage than before; watch out! 

Even the first fight 1n the room is tough 
bee au'>e it's almost certainly though 
you arc going to get three Goblin 
Woodcarvers. Have people in lighter
armor stand back to avoid being the 
Clc>ave targets, and (if at al l possible) 
h,we the main tank hold aggro fiercely 
to prevent those guys from pe<>ling 
onto your healers. Ii said tank is a 
Warrior, uo,e AoFs early to grab aggro 

and bui ld fast rage from th<' many incoming attacks (Demora l izing Shout, 
a single Thunder Clap, tlwn mov<.> into Defensive Stance and immediately 
Taunt anyone who peels) ror tanks with healing (Paladins, Druids, and very 
explorativc Shamans), tlw u,p of healing to restore hea lth and get back aggro 
is effective. 

East in the room is thl' fMtroll1ng Shredder that people need to destroy 
for the UndPrground As,,1ult que.,t. 5nec>cl's Shredder is well-constructed, at 
Level 20+, and can debuff c a'>tl'r' with Distracting Pain for a 35% Casting 
Speed decrease. 

Pull the Shredder when its awav from other Goblin> (or pull the Goblins and 
entirely clear the room \\hilc thc> Shredder is away) then fight it in a cleared 
area. When the mach11w 10, <IP,lroyed, SnPcd himself will pop out of it and 
attack your group. Easily ktlk·rl, the Goblin may drop goodies. His Shredder 
has the Power Core that you wc>k During the fight, use armor-reducing .ittack-. 
heavily to improve mele<> rl.unage agam't the Shredder, since 1t has both 
high hit points and armor. 1 lw far doors out ol the Mast Room 01wn after 
Sneed i; killed 



THE GOBLIN FOUNDRY 
Before reaching the large Goblin Foundry ahead, there are a few more Human 
patrols to eliminate. Heed this warning: there is a large patrol in front of you 
with Taskmasters and an Evoker. Yet, there is also a patrol with Overseers and 
an Evoker that spawns back before the Mast Room and comes down the tunnel 
behind you. Clear the early part of these passages and ambush the patrols 
(don't get caught fighting extra Strip Miners and let multiple wanderers hit you 
from both sides). 

There's much more potential for ranged attacks in the enemies here, since 
there are Taskmasters, a few Goblin Woodcarvers, and some casters. That 
makes it all the more important to clear space and have tons of room before 
major battles. Debuff and ravage all fleeing opponents, as before. 

The next door opens into the Foundry. The Goblin Craftsmen on the ramp 
down don't seem too tough when they aren't using Melt Ore on you, but 
that AoE hurts (140 damage over time and a 30% movement debuff). Get a 
strong feel for these rascals as you move down the ramp, and resist any urge 
to simply jump down to the feel before. Fight all targets methodically and be 
patient. The Foundry seems simple, but the room is just waiting to have things 
go wrong for you. 

Toward the floor, you start seeing the Goblin Engineers; those guys are pet 
users, and they bring Level 18 Remote Control Golems into the fray. Engineers 
also have guns to attack from range (and all of your enemies run when badly 
wounded). You're probably starting to see how things can go poorly in this 
room, since the enemies have AoE, range, go for help, and have plenty of 
backup. Take out the Engineers before even worrying about their pets! They' ll 
just bring another pet to bear if you destroy their first one. 

Take out foes near the wall and up on the inner circle of the room and pull 
them back near the ramp each time (giving you more space to react when they 
flee). Use interrupts to prevent as many Melt Ore attacks as possible, and make 
your way around to the north end of the chamber. 

Before the next set of doors is Gilnid the Smelter; this large Goblin brings 
whatever allies are close to him when pulled, but that won't be too bad as 
long as you cleared the area well beforehand. The fight itself isn't too bad 
because it's all about the situation. Gilnid isn't very powerful at all, but his ally 
potential means a great deal. Without the room cleared, your group would 
end up in a swarm that has AoE potential and debuffs! ot good, and not safe 
in the least. 

ALMOST TO VANCLEEF'S HIDEOUT 
Taskmasters and Strip Miners guard the last stretch of the formal mines. Pull the 
Taskmasters into cleared areas by having a single, tough character shoot and 
retreat past the group (as you practiced earlier in the dungeon). This prevents 
the Taskmasters from bringing a bunch of extra Strip Miners to each fight. 

An especially deadly patrol with a Defias Wizard and two Defias Taskmasters 
is out there, so stay at high health and mana while drawing them forward. 
These three patrol the entire corridor; once you have a clear section, wait for 
them to come over to you. A single Overseer is also patrolling and should be 
stomped any time he is clear of major reinforcements. 

The last set of doors is at the end of the tunnel. Though a Rogue can pick the 
locks there, it's more fun to use the cannon nearby. Search the northern cubby 
that is just a short run back from the door; there's a barrel of Defias Gunpowder 
there. Take the powder and have the 
person who steals it load the cannon 
at the end of the tunnel. The process 
is fun to watch and gets the door open 
in a serious fashion. 

Two Defias Pirates rush to see what 
all the commotion is about when you 
open the doors, and this is a great 
time to see how they fight. The Pirates 
have Level 15 Companions that fight 
alongside their masters. These pets can Enrage and deal some damage, so it's 
not like they are a total joke (though the sounds they make are hilarious during 
the battles). 
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:~~) IRONCLAD COVE - -- I 

Entrance to Ironclad Cove 

Mr. Smite 
The Top Deck (and Edwin VonCleef) 

Secret Exit to Westfall 

Once you get onto the docks, it's quite easy to see where you're going. 
That said, there are a few enemies of interest to the sides if you desire to 
kill everything that moves in this dungeon. Up on the rocks are Goblin 
Shipbuilders (they are often Level 19+ and aren't nearly as vicious as some of 
the other elites in the area). 

Patrolling the piers are Pirates (with more birds), and Squallshapers (Mages 
with Frost Armor, Fire Blast, Frost Nova, and adequate hit points for casters). 
Stick with ranged pulling and move toward the end of the docks. There is a 
ramp onto the scaffolding around the ship. Don't walk directly up to this yet. 
There are two stealthy Defias Blackguards standing by the base of this, and 
they are fully linked with the Tauren Warrior named Mr. Smite who stands 
at the top. Buff, restore all hit points and mana, and get any bombs or other 
goodies onto your quickbars before triggering this intense fight. Mr. Smite 
doesn' t pull any punches. 

--------~-':'.:-===========:: 
SHORTCUT TO MR. SMITE 
If you wont to ovoid the pier, simply drop in the water and swim as deep as possible 
and head to Smile's locution. There's o piece of lond that allows you to get bock on 
the pier without having to deal with the Pirates and their annoying little birds. Hoving 
o Warlock in the party costing Demon Breath is o great chance to ovoid o bunch of 
battles if you' re in o hurry. 

MR. SMITE 
Here's what to expect from the dark-furred Tauren when you begin to fight. 
Mr. Smite rushes down once the Blackguards are engaged, so hit those lower 
two with everything you have as quickly as possible. Try to kill the Blackguards 
without any delay, and let your main tank grab Mr. Smite and the second 
Blackguard as soon as possible. Don't even try to deal damage to the big 
guy until the others are down, because he loves to use War Stomp and Stun 
hapless parties once he starts getting hurt. 

With the Blackguards dead, stack Do Ts, armor debuffs, and any other goodies 
onto Mr. Smite. He' ll do his first AoE Stun and grab better weaponry after 
he's taken about one-third of his health. At this stage of the fight, unleash any 
extra Stuns, Bombs, and other items to make su re that Mr. Smite has fewer 
options. Then, when the Tauren is down to about one-third of his life, he' ll 
Stun everyone again and grab his two-handed hammer. Now he can do cruel 
things. Do whatever it takes to finish off Mr. Smite without letting your healer 
go down. Trade aggro, use healing potions, and keep your fingers crossed. 

There are still a few tough fights ahead, but only VanCleef himself can rival the 
battle you just survived. Rest and cheer your group onward, because it's likely 
that everyone will succeed at this point. 



Climb the scaffolding and fight the remaining Pirates and Squallshapers. There 
are wandering Shipbuilders as well, but none of this is too bad as long as you 
look carefully before climbing each level of the scaffolds. 

At the top level, parallel to the deck of 
VanCleef's ship, there's another fight 
with these general Defias troops. Try 
not to approach the ship itself while 
fighting, since Captain Greenskin 
wanders up there with two buddies. Stay 
away from that cluster while clearing 
the scaffolding, then wait for full rest 
before attacking Captain Greenskin. 

The Captain has a Pirate and a 
Squallshaper with him. Attack the Squallshaper first, for the faster kill, then kill 
Greenskin second. He has tons of hit points and a Cleave that just isn't fun to 
see land. Stay away from the small structure on your right whi le fighting, since 
Edwin himself is in there, and the worst thing of all would be to draw him out 
prematurely (though there's enough room that it's unlikely to occur). 

EDWIN VANCLEEF 
VanCleef is tough. Do not underestimate him or the damage he can withstand; 
this is a foe who can dish it out and take it as well. Beyond that, there are two 
Defias Blackguards at his side at all times; later on in the coming fight, two 
more will arrive, so there are considerable numbers to face here. 

The battle itself is not as intricate as the skirmish against Mr. Smite, but there 
are ultimately five, elite enemies involved and VanCleef does enough damage 
to make this a battle of attrition. Make sure all potion cooldowns are completed 
and that your tanks are ready to do everything in their power to survive, hold 
aggro, and keep as little pressure on the casters as possible early in the fight. 

Have secondary healers do the restorative work early in the battle unless things 
get dire while the tanks build momentum. Kill those two Blackguards first, 
since it's going to be a long haul and their damage will add up. Those who 
have damage-effic ient Do Ts and such should slap them on both Blackguards, 
and even VanCleef as well (so long as the main tank has solid aggro). This 
leads to a faster kill of the peripheral fiends. 

After the Blackguards drop, turn all firepower onto VanCleef. This is a dead 
run to kill the guy now, and even when he summons two more Blackguards (at 
one-third health or thereabout) it's worth sticking on him. Start with any good 
Stun effects early on, when there are all three targets, and use any additional 
Bombs/Abilities once the new Blackguards join the fight. When VanCleef 
finally falls, turn to his second pair of defenders and kill them . 

. · 

THE DEADMINLS 

Search VanCleef' s body to take the Unsent Letter (involved with a Stockades 
quest chain for the future) and the head of this foul villain. This proves that 
your group was able to defeat VanCleef and end his traitorous reign. 

On the eastern side of the ship, the docks lead to the far side of the cavern. 
Few enemies are there, but one of the more amusing fights is against a Murloc 
(Cookie), who drops a very high-DPS wand or mace (you just have to equip 
the mace). Though the fight is often short against this gurgling monster, his 
Acid Splash does more than enough damage to give people some pain if the 
entire group stands close enough to be affected by the AoE. 

Once off of the docks, there is a small camp on the rocks below. More 
importantly, a tunnel leads east and back out of the instance. This dumps the 
group into a cave that is west from Moonbrook. You won't be able to return 
to the Instance once you leave the mines, so only take this way out if you are 
truly interested in leaving. 

You won't be able to return to the Instance through this exit, but that shouldn't 
be a problem because at this point you and your party have defeated VanCleef 
and ended the Defias threat in Westfall. Thanks to you, the kingdom of 
Stormwind will sleep a little softer tonight. All hail! 
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GETllNG TO DIRE MAUL 
Horde parties can fly into Camp Mojache and travel west along the road while Alliance parties fly into Thalanar and travel west along the road. In the center of 
the High Wilderness a path branches north from the road. Take this to the gates of Dire Maul. 

WHOTOBRING 
With a group limit of 5 people, each character is given the opportunity to shine. Every class has its place in Dire Maul. The thing to keep in mind when forming 
a group is variety. Having a group of the same class is very challenging. 

Several abilities will make your trip easier. Crowd control (Warlock, Mage, Rogue, Priest, Hunter), tanking (Warrior, Paladin), and heal ing (Priest, Druid, Paladin, 
Shaman) should be your first choices. Once these are filled, select characters that can bring a healthy does of DPS to round out your party. Another consideration 
to take into account is that Dire Maul is divided into three distinct wings: East, North and West. Each wing has its own selection of creatures and challenges, so 
you may want to create a group specifically tailored to an individual wing over trying to compile one with a more well-rounded structure. 

A number of the doors in Dire Maul are locked. Killing until you find the key is one option, but there are others. Rogues can pick locks, Blacksmiths can make 
skeleton keys and Engineers can make explosives. 

QUESTS FOR DIRE MAUL 
All quests in Dire Maul are Dungeon quests. You don't have to worry about whether or not you are in a Raid group as only 5-man groups can enter the ruins. 

ALLIANCE QUESTS 

Ho 7,050 

REWARD: Royal Seol of Eldre1holos (Trinket, Clos~ Polodin, + 10 fire Re!is1on<e, Possive: + 150 Armoc, lncreo% healing done by spelk ond effeds by up to 22) 

Sven legends Scholar Runethorn ferolos: feothermoon Stronghold Scholar Runethorn Ferolos: feothermoon Stronghold Ho 8,550 

Lethtendr~' Web Lotronicus Moonspeor Ferolos: feothermoon Stronghold Lotronicus Moonspeor ferolos: feothermoon Stronghold Ho 7,550 

REWARD: lorespinner (Moin·hond Dagger, 37.7 DPS, +5 SPR, +6 IHT, +5 STA, Possive: Restores 3 mono every 5 seconds) 

Ancient Equine Spirit Lord Groy50n Shodowbreoker Stormwind Gty Stormwind Gty 



Quest Level 60toolillin 

Class Paladin 

Quest Giver The Light and How lo Swing It 

Goal 

Max Experience Gaine 7,050 

loyal Seal of Bdre'lhalas (Trilket, Class Palmln, + 10 Fir• 
I-rd lesisllnm, Passive:+ ISO Annal, 1.,_ hdng dn by 

5111is IRhlflds by up lo 22) 

The Light and I-low to Swing It book can be found on the corpses of 
many of the high level enemies in Dire Maul. Returning the book to 
Lorekeeper Mykos in the Athenaeum in Dire Maul will earn you both 
the Royal Sea l and his gratitude. 

ELVEN LEGENDS 

Kariel took great knowledge with 
him when he fled the destruction 
of his land. Rumor has it he ran to 
Dire Maul. Kariel must be found 
and the knowledge recovered. 

Kariel can be found in the Dire 
Maul Library next to Lorekeeper 
Mykos. 

You must complete this quest 
prior to attempting any of the 
Libram quests. 

LETHTENDRIS'S WEB 

Class All 

Friis ( 

Quest Giver Lalronicus Moonspear 

Goal Rllrieve Lethtandris's Web 

Max Experience Gained 7,550 

Lethtendris has created a magic web that can drain the energy from 
entire areas. With all the magic in Dire Maul snared, Lethtendris would 
be quite dangerous indeed. Kill her and bring the web back to Latronicus 
so its power can be released back into the world. 

60toolillin 

Paladin 

Stonnwind Cily 

lord Grayson Shadowbreoker 

anddWis 

This is a two part quest. First, you must gather the feed required for 
a spectral horse and only Merideth Carlson in Southshore has the 
knowledge you need to get it. 

' Once you've obtained the Manna-Enriched Horse Feed from Merideth, 
you must travel to Dire Maul and slay Tendris Warpwood to release the 

! Ancient Equine Spirit. Feeding the spirit the horse feed is all you must L do to finish this quest and enchant the barding. 
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HORDE QUESTS 
- --- ··- .. --- . - ', 
' ' ' t r• ,11 11 ' ' t r• ,11 11 .... . . 
rr.iw•111 I Frost Shock and You l llhllllil I lorekeeper Jovan I DlnWA"'- I No I 7~ 

REWARD: Royal Seal of Eldre1holos (Trinket, Ooss: Shoman, +10 file Re.islonce, Pos~ve: lncreoses damage ond healing done by spelk ond effects by up lo 231 

a.i..-. I Sage Goroluslt l r..c.., ...... 
'*-'ts'N I Tola Thornhool l r..c.., ... 

REWARD: lorMpinner (Moin·Hond Dagger, 37.7 OPS, +S SPR, +6 INT, +S STA, P~ve: RMIOrM 3 mono every S seconds! 

- ~ ... .,,. ~ .. 
r-- ------- -. - -- - .- ·-

FROST SHOCK AND YOU 

Class 

( ELVEN LEGENDS 

Shoman 

7,050 

..... W.t8't1Wmcrmbl,O.sa..,+1llh 

........ Ptllllwc .................. ., 

...... ., .. 11231 

The Frost Shock and You book can be 
found on the corpses of many of the high 
level enemies in Di re Maul. Return ing 
the book to Lorekeeper Javon in the 
Athenaeum in Dire Maul will earn you 
both the Royal Sea l and his gratitude. 

....... it•** 
Class All 

Karie! took great knowledge with him when he fled the destruction of 
his land. Rumor has it he ran to Dire Maul. Karie! must be found and 
the knowledge recovered. 

Kariel can be found in the Dire Maul Library next to Lorekeeper Mykos. 

You must complete this quest prior to attempting any of the Libram quests. 

I Sage Goro1us1t 1..-c.., ... 
I Tola Thornhoof 1..-c.., ...... 

_, ,,- ·· -

,,,~ ·- --·---
LETHTENDRIS'S WEB 

I 

I 
I 

Class 

5411 .... 

All 

I No I 1,558 

I No I 7,550 

' Lethtendris has created a magic web that can drain the energy from 

I 
enti re areas. W ith all the magic in Dire Maul snared, Lethtendris would 
be qu ite dangerous indeed. Ki l l her and bring the web back to Talo so 

~ 

'- its power can be released back into the world. 
"-- -I' 'l""-""'I'~-- ,.,_..~, ~ -.·~-='\"."l!',.,...,...., 
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Ii 
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SHARED QUESTS 

I '" ·'" "' ~:~· 1• •111 I I I ' ' 

Amllle Relmhment l01ekeeper lydros Dire Maul: Athenaeum No 6,600 

Codex of Defense Codex of Defense Dire Maul lorekeeper Kildroth Dire Maul: Athenaeum No 

REWARD: Royol Seol of Ddre1holos (Trinket, Ooss: WorriDI, + 10 Rre Resistonce, Poslive: +200 Armor I 

Foro!'s Compendium Foror's CO!Opendium of Drogon Sloying DkeMoul lorekeeper Lydros Dire Moul: Adienaeum Yes 9,950 

!he Forging of Quel'Senor lorekeeper Lydros Dire Moul: Athenoeum lorekeeper Lydros Dire Maul: Athtnaeum Yes Mont 
!he Forging of Quel'Serrar Lorekeeper Lydros Dire Maul: Athenoeum lorekeeper Lydros Dire Moul: Athtnaeum Yes None 

REWARD: Quel'Serrar (Main-Hand Sword, Ooss: Warrior, Paladin, 52.5 DPS, +12 STA, Chance an Hit: Grants the wielder 10 Defense and 200 Armor for 10 seconds) 

Oreodsteed of Xoroth Mor'zul Bloodbringer Burning Sl1f11181: Altar of Storms Mor'zul Bloodbringer Burning Steppes: Altar of Storms Yes 1,050 

Garana: A Study on Sloalth ond Treachery Garono: A Study on Stealth ond Treochery Dire Moul lorekeeper Kildroth Dire Moul: Athtnaeum No 1,050 
REWARD: Royol Seol of Ddre1holas (Trinket, Ooss: Rogue, +10 foe Resistance, Passive: Improves your chonce to htt by 2XI 

Hamming tht Shadows Hornessing the Shadows Dire Moul L01ekeeper Mykos Dire Maul: Athenaeum No 1,050 
REWARD: Royal Seol of Ddre1halas (Trinket, Ooss: Wa1lock, + 10 Rre Resistance, Passive: Increases damage ond healing done by magicol Sfl"lls and effects by up lo 131 

Holy Bologna: What tht Light Won't Tell Yau Ho~ Bologna: What the Light Won't Tell You Dire Maul lorekeeper Javon Dire Maul: Athenaeuni Na 7,050 

REWARD: Royal Seo( of Ddre1halas (Trinket, Class: Priest, + 10 foe Resislan<e, P011ive: ln<reases healing done by spelk ond effects by up to 33, Restores 4 mono every 5 secan<kJ 

TheArtanist'sCool<boolc The Arconi11'1 Cookbook Dire Moul lorekeeper Kildrath Dire Maul: Athenaeum No 7,050 

REWARD: Royal Seol of Ddre1holas (Trinket, Oass: Moge, + 10 Are Resiston<e, Passive: Re'llore'l B mana every 5 seconds) 

The &nerald Dream ... 
!he Emerald Dream: Fact or Careful~ Planned Out 

Dire Moul lorekeeper Javon Dire Maul: Athenaeum No 
7,050 

Force Perpetuated by My Brother 

REWARD: Royol Seal of Ddre1holas (Trinket, Ooss: Druid, +10 Rre Resistonce, Passive: lncrease'l healing done by Sfl"lk ond effects by up to 441 

The Greatlll Race of Hunters The Greatest Race of Hunters Dire Maul larekeeper MykDI Dire Maul: Athtnaeum Na 7,050 

REWARD: Royol Seal of Eldre1halas (Trinket, Class: Hunter, + 10 Rre Resistance, Poslive: +48 Ranged Altack Power) 

Libnln al Focus Ubram of Focus Dire Moul lorekeeper LydrOI Dire Maul: Adienaeum No None 
REWARD: Arcanum of Focus (Use: Permonenl~ odds +B to your healing and damoge from Sfl"lk loo leg or head ~ol ttem. Do" not ~ock with other en<hontments lor the selected equipment ~oil 

u'brom of Ptatedion u'brom of Protection Dire Moul lorekeeper lydras Dire Moul: Athtnaeum No None 

REWARD: Arconum of Protection (Use: Permanent~ odds 1" Dodge loo leg or heod slot ttem. Does not stock with other enchontments lor the selected equipment slot) 

lDom of Rapidity Ubram of Rapidtty Dire Moul l01ekeeper lydros Dire Moul: Athenaeuni No None 
REWARD: Arconum of Rapidity (Use: Permanently ockk 1" Altock Speed loo leg or heod slot ttem. Does not ~ock with other en<hontments IOI the selected equipment slot) 

The 6onloli Ogre Suit Knot Thimblejock Dire Moul Knot Thimblejotk Dire Moul No 6,600 

REWARD: Gordolc Ogre Sutt (Unique, Use: Disguise yauneff as one of the Gordolc Ogres, ond maybe even (ooh particulorcoploin in the proce'ls! The sutt will on~ hold together for 10 minute'l) 

Pim and tht !Ider Azj'To<din Azi1ordin Ferolos: lams Pa'lilioll Azi1ordin Ferrklarissl'a'lilioll No 7,750 

REWARD: Spry Boots (leather feet, 101 Armor, + 11 AGI, Paslive: lncrease'l your chonce lo dodge on altotk by 1 " l DI Sprinter's Sword (Two-Hone! Sword, 44.3 DPS, Chon<e on Htt: lncrease'l run speed by 30" for 10 seconds) 

The Madness Within Shen'drolor Ancient Dire Moul Shen'drolor Ancient Dire Maul y,. 10,250 

The Treasure al the Shen'dralor Shen'drolor Ancient Dire Moul The Treosure of the Shen'drolar Dire Maul: Athenaeum y,. 675 

REWARD: Blackwood Helm (Moil Head, 301 Armor, +21 AGI, +9 INT, +9 SPI, +13 STR, P011ive: Improves yotwchonce lo gel o crilicol stn1ce by l" l or Boneuusher (Two-Hond Mace, 53.8 DPS, +30 STR, Poslive: Improves yourchonce lo get a crilicol strike by l"J or 
Sedge Boots (leather feel, 111 Armor, + 1 B STA, +11 INT, +5 Noture Resistonce, +5 Shodow Relisloncel 

Unfinished Gordak Business Coploin Kromcrush Dire Moul Coploin Kromcrush Dire Moul No 8,300 

Shards of the Felvine Robine Soturno Moonglade Robine Soturna Moonglode No 8,300 
REWARD: Milli's lexicon (He~·in-Hond, +7 INT, +6 STA, Possive: Re'llOles 6 mono every 5 seconds) DI Milli's Shield (Shield, 2106 ArmDI, 37 Block, +7 SPI, +7 STA, Poslive: Re'llore'l 3 heolth every 5 seconds) 

ARCANE REFRESHMENT 

Oto 

Class Mage 

Location Dire Moul(NOl1h Wing) 

Quest Giver Lorelceeper Lydros 

Goal Retrieve 1he Hydrospawn Essen<e 

Max Experience Gained 6,600 

CODEX OF DEFENSE 

Class 

Location Random 

Quest Giver Codex of Defense 

Goal Return lhe Codex ol Defense lo Lorebeper Ki1drtt1h 

Max Experience Gained 7,050 

Reward 
Royal Seal of Eldre'lhalas (Trinket, Class Warrior, + 10 Are 
Resis1unce, Pussive: +200 Armor) 

.,. 

Lorekeeper Lydros needs a sample from 
the Hydrospawn in the Warpwood 
Q uarter of Dire Maul. He's wi l l ing to 
teach you to conju re level 60 water as 
payment. 

The Codex of Defense can be found 
on the corpses of many of the high 
level enemies in Dire Maul. Returning 
the book to Lorekeeper Kildrath in the 
Athenaeum in Dire Mau l wi l l earn you 
both the Royal Seal and his gratitude. 
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FOROR'S COMPENDIUM 

Quest Level 

Class 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Gaal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

60 IO obtain 

Warrior, Paladin 

Random 

Foror's Compendium of Dragon Slaying 

Return Fa!or's Compendium al Dragon Slaying to 

larekll!* Lydros 

9,950 

The DuY and Flat Elven Blade 

Foror's Compendium of Dragon Slaying is different from the other 
books found in Di re Maul. The seal has been broken and the book 
is incomplete. Return the book to Lydros and undertake a quest you 
won't regret. 

THE FORGING OF QUEL'SE 

Quest Level 60 ta obtain 

Class Warrior, Paladin 

Locatian 

Quest Giver lorekeeper Lydros 

Gaal Give larekeeper Lydros the DuH and Flat Elven Blade 

Max Experience Gained 7,05D 

Reward Unfired Ancient Blade 

Lydros has a difficu lt quest for you. Give him the Dull and Flat Elven 
Blade to show him you are interested. 

THE FORGING OF QUEL'SE •• ' • 1f 

Quest Level 

Class 

Locatian 

Quest Giver 

Max Experience 

Gained 

Reward 

60 to obtain 

Warrior, Paladin 

Dire Moul 

. Blade 

7,050 

Ouel'Serrar (Main-Hand Swonl, Closs: Warrior, Paladin, 

52.5 DPS, +12 STA, Chance On Hit: Grants the wielder 20 

Deftnsa ond 200 Armor for 10 seconds) 

The end is in sight. Take the Unfired Ancient Blade to Onyxia' s Lair. 
Plant it in the ground in front of her before she breathes fire, kill her 
quickly, and drive the sword into her corpse to get the Treated Ancient 
Blade. Return to Lydros for your reward. 

DREADSTEED OF XOROTH 

Quest Level 60 to obtain 

Class Warlock 

Location Burning StllflPIS (Allor of Storms) 

Quest Giver Mor'zul Bloodbringer 

IX th 

Max Experience Gained 7,050 

After doing Mor'zul's bidding in Scholomance, he gives you a scroll 
detailing what you need to accomplish to summon and capture a 
Dreadsteed of Xoroth. 

After doing Mor'zul's bidding in Scholomance, he gives youf a scroll 
detailing what you need to accomplish to summon and capture a 
Dreadsteed of Xoroth. The Goblin nearby has many of the items you'll 
need for the quest. The rest must be done in Dire Maul. 

Make the journey to Dire Maul and destroy the mana pylons as if you 
were only going to kill lmmol'thar. You spell must be cast in lmmol' thar's 
Prison and it's doubtful he' ll share the space. 



GARONA: A STUDY ON STEALTH 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

60!0 oblain 

Rogue 

Random 

Gorono: A Study of Stealth and Treachery 

Return Garona: A Study of Stealth ond Treadiery to 

Lorakeeper lildrath 

7,050 

Royal Seal of Bdre'Thalas (Traet, Class: Rogue, + 10 Fire 
Resistance, l'aslive: Improves your chance to h~ by 2X) 

Garona: A Study on Stealth and Treachery can be found on the corpses 
of many of the high level enemies in Dire Maul. Returning the book to 
Lorekeeper Kildrath in the Athenaeum in Dire Maul wi ll earn you both 
the Royal Seal and his gratitude. 

HARNESSING SHADOWS 

60 to obtain 

Class Warlock 

Location 

Quest Giver Hornes~ng Shadows 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

1-lamessing Shadows can be found on the corpses of many of the high 
level enemies in Dire Maul. Returning the book to Lorekeeper Mykos 
in the Athenaeum in Dire Maul will earn you both the Royal Seal and 
his gratitude. 

HOLY BOLOGNA: WHAT THE LIGHT 

Quest Level 

Class 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

60to obtain 

Priest 

Random 

Ho~ Bologna: Whol the light Won't Tell You 

Return Holy BolOflO: What the Light Won't Tell You lo 

Lorakeeper Javan 

7,050 

Royal Seal of Eldrt'Thalas (Trinlctl, Class: Priest, + 10 fire 

Resislanct, l'aslive: lnaeases healing done by spells and 
ellects 

1-/oly Bologna: What the Light Won't Tell You can be found on the 
corpses of many of the high level enemies in Dire Maul. Returning the 
book to Lorekeeper Javon in the Athenaeum in Dire Maul will earn you 
both the Royal Seal and his gratitude. 

Quest Level 60 to obtain 

Class Moge 

Location Random 

Quest Giver The Arconisl's Cookbook 

Royal Seal of Eldre'Thalas (Trinlctl, Class: Mage, + 10 fire 

The Arcanist's Cookbook can be found on the corpses of many of the 
high level enemies in Dire Maul. Returning the book to Lorekeeper 
Kildrath in the Athenaeum in Dire Maul will earn you both the Royal 
Seal and his gratitude. 
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THE EMERALD DREAM ... 

Class 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

Druid 

Random 

The Emerald Dream: Fact or Carefully Planned Out Force 

Perpetuated by My Brother 

Return The Emerald Oreom: Fact or Carefully Planned Out 

Farce Perpetuated by My Brother to lorekeeper Javon 

7,05D 

Royal Seal of Eldre'lhalas (Trinket, Class: Druid, + 10 Fire 

Resistonce, Passive: lncrll0!8! healing done by spells and 
eflecls by up to 44) 

The Emerald Dream: Fact or Carefully Planned Out Farce Perpetuated 
by My Brother can be found on the corpses of many of the high level 
enemies in Dire Maul. Returning the book to Lorekeeper Javon in the 
Athenaeum in Dire Maul wi ll earn you both the Royal Seal and his 
gratitude. 

Quest Level 60 to obtain 

Class Hunter 

Random 

Quest Giver The Greatest Race of Hunters 

Goal Return o Lorelceeper Mykos 

xperience Gained 7,050 

loyal Seal of Eldre'lhalas (Trinket, Class: Hunter, + 10 Fire 
Resistance, Passive: +48 Ranged Attack Power) ......... Reward 

The Greatest Race of Hunters can be found on the corpses of many of 
the high level enemies in Dire Maul. Returning the book to Lorekeeper 
Mykos in the Athenaeum in Dire Maul will earn you both the Royal Seal 
and his gratitude. 

LIBRAM O F FOCUS 

Class 

Locatian 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Reward 

5 to 

All 

Random 

Loreke per Lydros 

Bring 1 Librom of Focus, 1 Pr~line Bla<k Diamond, 4 Lorge 

Brilliant Shards, and 2 Skin of Shadow to lorelceeper Lydros 

Arcanum of Focus (Use: Permanently odds +8 to your 

Healing and Damage from spelk lo a leg or head slot item. 

Does not stock with other enchantments for the selected 
equipment Jot) 

Lorekeeper Lydros can make you an item to enchant either a leg or head 
slot item if you bring him the necessary ingredients. This is quite a feat 
as improving leg and head slot items is fairly rare. 

LIBRAM O F PROTECTION 

Quest Level 

Locatian 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Reward 

5 t oin 

All 

Random 

Lorekeeper Lydros 

Bring 1 Librom of Protedion, 1 Pristine Black Diamond, 

21.arge Briliant Shards, and I Frayed Abomination Stitthing 

to Lorelceeper Lydros 

Arcanum of Protection (Use: Permanently odds 1" Dodge 

to a leg or heod Jot item. Does not stock with other 

enchantments for the selected equipment Jot) 

Lore keeper L ydros can make you an item to enchant either a leg or head 
slot item if you bring him the necessary ingredients. This is quite a feat 
as improving leg and head slot items is fairly rare. 



LIBRAM OF RAPIDITY 

Quest Level 

Class 

Quest Giver 

Gaal 

Reward 

S8 to obtain 

All 

Lorekeeper Lydros 

Bring 1 l.l'lwom of Rapidity, 1 Pristine Block Diamond, 2 

Large Brilliant Shards, and 2 Blood al Heroes to Larekeeper 

Lydros 

Arconum of Ropidity (Use: Permonenl~ odds 1 % Attock 

Speed lo o leg or heod ~of item. Does not stock with other 

enchontmen~ for the selected equipment slot) 

Lorekeeper Lydros can make you an item to enchant either a leg or head 
slot item if you bring him the necessary ingredients. This is quite a feat 
as improving leg and head slot items is fairly rare. 

THE GORDOK OGRE SUIT 

Quest Level 

Class 

Quest Giver 

Gaal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

56 to obtoin 

All 

Knot Thimblejock 

Bring 4 Bolts of Runedoth, 6 Rugged l.eathefs, 2 Rune 

Threads, and 1 Ogre Tannin to Knot lhimblejodt 

6,600 

Gordolt Ogre Suit (Unique, Use: Disguise younelf as one 

of the Gordolt Ogres, and maybe even fool a par1iculat 

captain in the process! The slit wi only hold together for 

10 minutes) 

If you bring Knot the materials, he will fashion a disguise for you. This 
is used to sneak in, kil l and replace the King, and then get tribute from 
the other ogres. It's good to be the King. 

PUSILLIN AND THE ELDER AZJ 

Class 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Gaal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

to obttin 

All 

Ftralas ( Lmiss Pavilion) 

Azj1ordin 

Retrieve the Book of Incantations 

7,750 

Spry Bao~ (leather Ftet, 102 Armor, +12 A61, Passive: 

lnaeoses you chance to dodge an attack by 1%) or Sprinler's 

Sword !Two-hand Sword, 44.3 DPS, Chance on Hit Increases 
run speed by 30% for 10 seconds) 

Azj'Tordin has given up immortal ity, but he wants his Book of 
Incantations back. An imp by the name of Pusillin stole it from him and 
is hiding in Dire Maul. Find Pusill in and retrieve the book. 

THE M A DNESS WITHIN 

Quest Level 56 to obtain 

Class All 

·on Dire Maul 

Quest Giver Shen' dralor Ancient 

The age of the immortals has passed. Now it is time for the immortals 
to pass as well. Destroy the five Pylons to bring down the shield around 
lmmol'thar. Kill lmmol' thar then confront the Prince. 
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THE TREASURE OF THE SH 

Quest Level 56 IO obtait 

Class All 

Location Dire Maul 

Quest Giver Shen' drolor Ancient 

Goal Coled lhe Treasure of !he Shen'dralor 

Max Experience G · ed 675 

Reward 

Bladcwood Helm !Moil Head, 301 Armor, +21 AGI, +9 INT, 
+9 SPI, + 13 STA, Possive: lmproY8S your chan<e lo gel a 
crilical stn"ke by 1 %1, Booeausher (Jwo.hand Mom, 
53.8 DPS, +30 STR, Possive: Improves your dllJIKe to get a 
aitkal strike by 1 %), and Sedge Boats (Leathei Baals, 
121 Armor, + 18 STA, + 11 INT, + 5 Nature Resistan<e, 
+5 Shadow Resistantel 

The Shen'dralar Ancient knows of only one way to thank you for slaying 
lmmol'thar and Prince Tortheldin. In the Athenaeum is The Treasure of 
the Shen'dralar. It is yours now. 

Quest Level 56 IO obtait 

Class All 

Location o· 
Quest Giver Captain Kromcrush 

Goal Retrieve lhe Gauntlet of Gordak Might 

Once you have ki lled King Gordok and become the new king, the 
remaining Ogres are friend ly to you. Captain Kromcrush will tel l you 
about a gauntlet that Prince Tortheldin stole. He asks you to retrieve it. 
Prince Tortheldin cannot be attacked until lmmol'thar is kil led. See the 
Madness Within to kil l lmmol'thar. 

SHARDS OF THE FELVINE 

la 

Class All 

Location 

Quest Giver Rabine Solurno 

Goal Use lhe Reliquary al Purity la called lhe Felvine Shard 

Max Experience Gained 8,300 

Reward 

Milk's Lexkan (Held In Hand, +7 INT, +6 STA, Possive: 
Restores 6 mono every 5 seconds) or Milli's Shield (Shield, 

2106 Armor, 37 Block, +7 SPI, +7 STA, Passive: Restores 
3 heahh every 5 seconds) 

After retrieving the Reliquary of Purity for Rabine, it's time to put it to 
use. Deep in Dire Maul there are extremely potent Felvines. Find a shard 
and use the Reliquary to contain it during the trip back to Rabine. 



THE INHABITANTS Of A SHATIERED ELVEN STRONGHOLD 

ENEMIES OF THE MAUL 

THE COMMANDERS OF A SHATTERED ELVEN STRONGHOLD 

CHO'RUSH THE OIYIYEI 

ILLYANNA RAVEllOAK 

Energelil Rad (Main-hand Mate, 38.7 DPS, + 5 INT, Passive: lna11151S damage and healing done by magiaJI spelk mnd tlleds by up to 141, Energized Chestplate (Plate Chest, 
617 Armor, +13 STR, +20 STA, +12 INT, Passive: RlltOres 5 Mana every 5 secands), rienchh Madn (One-hand Swan!, 38.8 DPS, +5 AGI, Passive: +36 Anadt Power when lighting 
Elementals), Gloves of Reslorotion (l.ealher Hands, 105 Armor, + 10 STA, +9 INT, Passive: lnaeases healing done by spells and tlleds by up to 371. Merdful Greaves (Mail Feet, 

56-58 8ite 240 Armor, +14 INT, +14 STA, Passive: lnaeases healing done by spells and effeds by up to 201, Razor Gountlels (Plate Hands, 386 Armor, +8 STR, Passive: When strudt in combat, 
inlb 3 Ann damage to the attadterJ, Ring of Demonic Guile (Ring, + 10 INT, Passive: Restores 6 Mana every 5 secands), Ring of Demonic Potency (Ring. + 10 STA, Passive: 
Reslares 4Health1Y11Y 511tands), Shodewood Cloalt (Bock, 42 Armor, + 13 STR, +7 STA, +7 Nature Resis1ancel, Whip¥ine Cord (Ooth Waist, 47 Armor, +9 INT, Pmsivt: Restores 6 
Mana IYll'f 5 secands and lnaeases healing done by spells and effeds by up to 311, Class Books 

Boots of the Ful Moon (Cloth Feet, 60 Armor, + 12 INT, +9 SPI, + 12 STA, Passive: lnaeases healing done by spells and tlleds by up to 26), Kromaush's Chestplate (!'tote Chest, 
56-61 Elite 777 Armor, +16 STR, +16 STA, +10 Defense), Monstrous GlcliYt (Poleann, 53.1 DPS, +23 STA, +7 Defense, Passive: Increases yaur chance to parry an attack by 1%), Mugger's Beh 

(Leather Waist, + 16 STA, + 5 Daggen, Passive: lnaeases your chono to get a critical strie by 1 %), Class Boob 

Cho'lush's Ii. (One-hand Swan!, 40 DPS, +2B Attock p_.J, lnsightlul Hood (leather Head, + 15 INT, +9 SPI, +12 STA, l'amiYt: looeases yaur chance ta get o critical strike with 
56·60 Elite spells by 1 % and increases healing done by spells and tffeds by up to 33), Mano Channeling Wand (Wand, 60. 9 DPS, Passive: RlltOres 4 Mana mry 5 secandsJ, Observer's Shield 

(Sia!, 2089 Armor, 31 Block, +14 INT, +5 SPI, +9 STAI, Class Boob 

58-60 Eltte Grizzled Mane 

54-59 Eltte 

54-59 Elite 

55.59 Eltte 

52-57 Elite 

Ganlok=(Ring. +9 STA, +5 STRJ, Hyena Hide 8eh tleatl. Waist, +13 STA, +28 Anadt Power), Jagged Bane Fist (Main-hand Fist Weapon, 35.B DPS, +8 STR, +7 STAI, 
lladesl (Mail Wrist, 141 Armor, +10 INT, Passive: lnaeases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 121, Ogre Pocket liih !One-hand Sword, 35.8 DPS, +7STA, 
+16 Anadt Power), Unsophistimted Hand Cannan (Gun, 27.8 DPS, +8 STRI, Rohe of Cambustion (Clalh Chest, 77 Armor, +17 INT, Passive: Increases damage done by Fire spells 
and elfeds by up to 26), tialant's Wristguards (Plate Wrist, 249 Annor, + 14 INT, Passive: Increases healing done by spelk and effects by up to 291, Class Books 

Ganlok Mose Ring (Ring. +9 STA, +5 STRJ, Hyena Hide 8eh lleatl. Waist, +13 STA, +28 Anode Power!, Jagged Bane Fist (Main-hand FistWeapan, 35.8 DPS, +8 STR, +7 STAI. 
lladesl Armprds (Meil Wrist, 141 Armor, +10 INT, Passive: lnaeases healing done by spells and tffeds by upto 12), Ogre Pocket liih (One-hand Sword, 35.8 DPS, +7 STA, 
+ 16 Attack Power), Unsophisticated Hand Cannon (Gun, 27.8 DPS, +8 STRI. Robe of Combustion (Oath Chest, 77 Armor, + 17 INT, Passive: Increases damage done by Are spells 
and effects by up to 261, Galan~s Wristvuards (Plate Wrist, 249 Armor, + 14 INT, Passive: Increases healing done by spels and tffeds by up to 29), Class Books 

Ganlok Mose Ring (Ring. +9 STA, +5 STRJ, Hyeoo Hide 8eh (l.ealher Waist, +13 STA, +2B Anode Power), Jagged Bane Fist (Mala.hand Fist Weapon, 35.8 DPS, +8 STR, +7 STAI, 
lladesl Armguanls (Mail Wrist, 141 Armor, +10 INT, Pmsivt: lnaeoses healing done by spells and elfeds by up lo 121, Ogre Podiet Knilw !One-liand Sword, 35.8 DPS, +7 STA, 
+16 Anack Power), Unsophislicated Hand CllllGll (Gun, 27.8 DPS, +8 STRJ, Robe ol Cambustion (Clalh Chest, 77 Armor, +17 INT, Passive: Increases damage done by Fire spells 
and effects by up to 261, Galant's Wristguards (Plate Wrist, 249 Armor, + 14 INT, Passive: Increases healing done by spels and tlleds by up to 29), Class Books 

lll11lllSf Talisman (Neck, +7 INT, +6 SPI, Passive: lmpr0¥1S yaur chono ta get a critical strice with spelk by 1%), Walenpaul Bools(Leather Feet, 114 Armor, +6 INT, +6 SPI, 
Passive: lnaeases damage and healing done by magiaJI spels and effects by up to 251, Class Boob, Act of e.m.tals 

fGrce lmliued Gallltllls (Plate Hands, 538 Armor, +14 STA, +7 Defense), PDe's TrOU!ln (Clalh !Jgs, 76 Armor, +20 HIT, Passive: lesllns 6 Mana evwy 5 secands and increases 
58-60 Elite healing done by spelk and effects by up to 421, Gountlels of Amwacy (Mail Hands, 204 Armor, + 15 AGI, l'lmive: lmplO¥IS yaur chem to hil by 1%), w.11 Balanod Axe (One-Hand 

Axe, 36.3 DPS, + 11 AGll, Class Boob 
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LORD HErNURATH 

MAGIST£R KAI.ENDRIS 

MUSH GOG 

PIMGIB 

PRINCE TORTHELDRJN 

PUSILLIN 

SKARR THE UNBREAKABU 

ST 

Notes: Vendor NPC 

TENDRIS WARPWOOD 

THE RAZZA 

TSU'ZEE 

Notes: Rore Spawn 

XOROTHWI DRfAOSTEED 

ZMIM THORNHOOF 
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58-61 Elite 

58-62 Eltte 

S2-57 Elite 

61 -62 Elite 

S6-60 Elite 

60 Elite 

Bile-el!hed Spaulden (Plate Shoulder, 485Annor,+17 STR, +6STA, +6 INT, +7 Defeme), Cloalc of the Cmmos (Badt, 44 AtRIOI, +11 INT, +7 STA, Poslive: lncreoses healing done by 
spells and ellem by up to 26), Demon Howl Wristguank (Mail Wrist, 160Annor,+17 STA, +14 Anadt Power), Evil Eye Pendant !Ned, +l SAGI, +7 Defense), Eyestal Cord (Leather 
Waisl, 98 Annor, +15 INT, +9STA, Passive: lncreoses healing done by spels ond ellem by up to 35), Odious Greaves (Mail Feet, 251 Annor, + 18STA, +9 INT, +22 Altadt Power), 
Quidulraw Gloves (Leather Hands, I 09 Annor, +8 AGI, +7 Sll, +7 STA, PossiYt: Increases your chanm to dodge an attadt by l" l, Robe of Everlasting Night (Cloth Chest, B8 Armor, 
+ 13 INT, + 11 STA, + 5 SPI, Possive: lncreoses damage and healing done by magical spels and effem by up to 27), Yigilan<e Chunn (Trinket, Possive: Increases your chance to dodge 
an attadc by 2"), Blade of the New Moon (One-hand Dagger, 40.7 DPS, +5 STA, Passive: Increases damage done by Shadow spels and effem by up to 191, Closs Books 

Band of the Ogre King (Ring. +14 Sll, +13 STA), Barbarous Blade !Two-hand SWOJd, 53.9 DPS, +60 Anode Power, Passive: Increases your chance to get o criti<ol strike by l" l, 
BllKers al Prosperity (leathet Wrisl, 77Annor, +10 INT, +8 STA, +5 SPI, Possive: lncreoses healing done by spells ond effem by up to 22), Brightly Glowing Stone !Held in lland, 
+7 STA, Passive: ln<reoses healing done by ipells and effem by up to 37), Crown of the Ogre King (Cloth Head, 73 Annor, +18INT, +11 SPI, +16 STA, Passive: Improves your chanm 
to get a aitical strike with spels by l" l, Grimy Metal Baoti (Plate Feet, SS2 Armor, + 17 Sll, Possive: Improves your chance to dodge an attadc by l" l, Harmonious Gauntlets (Mail 
llands, 231 Annor, + 5 INT, + S SPI, + S STA, Passive: Increases healing done by spels and elle<ls by up to 51), leggings of llestrudiOll (Mail legs, 324 Annor, + 14 AGI, + 13 INT, 
+20 STA, Possive: Improves your chanm to get a aitkal tie by I" ), Closs Books 

ftliide Cap (Leather Head, 134 Annor, +21 AGI, + 14 STA, +8 lire Resistance, +B Shadow Resistance), Quel'daiai Channeling Rod (Stull, 49.6 DPS, +lB INT, +8 STA, +8 SPI, 
Possive: Restores B Mana every 5 seconds), Band al Yigar (Ring, +8 Sll, +7 STA, +7 AGll, l.ethtendris's Wand (Wand, 50.9 DPS, Possive: Increases damage and healing done by 
magical spells ond effe<ls by up to 9), Closs Books 

Oiabo!k Mantle (Ooth Shoulder, 66 ArRIOI, +16 STA, Possive: Restores 8 Mana IYll'f S seconds), Dreodguard's Protector (Shield, 2121Armor, 39 Bladt, +18 Sll, +S STA), Fel 
Hardened Bracers (Plate Wrill, 283 AtRIOI, + 12 STR, + 12 STA, +3 Defense), XD1athian rrestick (Gun, 31.7 DPS, +6 STA, +4 AGI, +6 Shadow Resistan<e) 

Elder Magus Pencbit (Ned, +10 INT, +7 SPI, +6 STA, +10 rire Resistance), AamelCarredShaddm (Leather Shouldel, 131 AtRIOI, +12 AGI, +12 Sll, +II STA. +10 Fire 
Resistance), Mindtap Talisman (Trinket, PossiYt: Restores I I Miiia every 5111onds), ~lying Clook (Bade, 39 Annor, Possive: Increases damage and healing done by spels and 
effem by up to 18), Magkaly Seal Bracers (Plate Wrisl, 383 Armor, +3 Defense), Closs Books 

S4-56 Eltte Pimgii's Collar (Trinket, Closs Warlock, Possive: Increases the damage of your Imp's Firebolt spell by 8), Runedoth 

Bracers of the Edipse (leathet Wrist, 76 Armor, +10 AGI, +9 STA, +24Attadt POW81), Chestplote ollranqumty (Leather Chest, 174 Annor, +20 INT, +6 SPI, +10 STA, Possive: 
Increases damage and healing done by mogkal spels and effe<ls by up to 23), Distracting Dagger (Off-hand Dagger, 40.8 DPS, +6 Daggers), Eldrikh ReinlDlced lJgplates (Plate 
legs, 566 Armor, +IS STR, +20 STA, +9AGI, Passive: Increases your chanie to get a aitkal tie by l" l, Emerald Flame Ring (Ring. +12 INT, +8 SPI, +7STA, Possive: lncreoses 

59-61 Elite healing done by spells and effe<ls by up to IS), Flu<tvating Clook (Bade, 44 Annor, + 15 to a random Resistance, Passive: Restores 3 Health every 4 seconds), Mild Carver (Main
hand Sword, 40.8 DPS, +8 IHT, Possive: Increases damage and healing done by mogkalspels and effem by up to 12), Shermoon leggings (Mail legs, 320 Armor, +16 INT, +10 
SPI, + 16 STA, +6 AGI, Possive: Increases damage and healing done by magiml spels and effem by up to 18), Stone Shatter (Crossbow, 31.7 DPS, +4 Crossbows), T-.i Malt 
(One-hand Mace, 40.7 DPS, +7 Sll, + 11 STA) 

56-57 Bite Re<ipe: Runn T1111 Tuber Surprise (Requires Cooking (27S)), Cres<ent Key 

55-58 Elite Randain Rare Items 

S4-59 Elite Boalcs 

Tanglemoss leggings (Leather legs, ISO Armor, +20INT, +13 SPI, +12STA, Pmsivt: Improves your chance to get a aitical tie with spells by l" l, Warpwood Binding (Mail Waisl, 
55-60 Elite 202 Armor, + 14 AGI, +91NT, +6 STA, Possive: Improves your chanm to get a aitical rie by l" l, Petrified BcQ Slield (Slield, 1861 Armor, 58 Bladt), Stonellower Slaff (Slaff, 

47 .3 DPS, + 24 INT, Possive: 1,..oves your chanie to get a aitical rie with spells by I" ), Closs Boalcs 

56-60 Elite Random Rare ltams 

llriglll!pork Gloves (Cloth Hands, S3 Armor, + l S INT, +9 STA, Pmsivt: lmprom your chance to get a uitial! strike with spells by I%), Murmuring Ring (Ring, + 10 INT, 
S5-S9 Elite Passive: lncreoses your resistance ta lilen<e by 5" ), Threadbare Trousers (Oath legs, 68 Armor, + 13 STA, Possive: lncreoses damage done ta Undead by magical spells 

and effem by up to 3S) 

61 -62 Bite Feldoth 

Fervent Helm (Mail Heod, 279 Armor, +14 STA, +IS to random Resistan<e, Possive: Restores S Health every S 111onds), Helm of Awar~ (Plate Head, 493 Annor, +17 STA, Ptmive: 
S2-S7 Elite lncreoses your chance to dodge 111attadtby2%), Satyr's Bow (Bow, 29.8 DPS, +7 AGI, Passive: Improves your chance to hit by l" l, Clever Hat (leather Head, 122 Armor, +II INT, 

+IOSTA, Ptmive: Restores 7MonaeveryS111onds), Gloves of Shadowy Mist (Cloth Hands, 47 Armor, +12 STA, Passive: lncreoses damage done by shadow spelsand effem by up to 19) 



AN ANCIENT CITY 

THE ARENA 
The Ogres guarding the entrance from Feralas are much lower than the 
enemies inside and pose no threat to you. Parties of higher level can bypass 
these Ogres by moving around them carefully. Keep an eye out for the patrols. 
They aren't powerful enough to bring your party down, but they can slow you 
down or add to an existing fight. 

There are three monstrous enemies that call the Arena their home: The Razza, 
Mushgog, and Skarr the Unbreakable. They are rather tough, but the rewards 
for defeating them are impressive. 

THE RAZZA 

The two abilities to fear are Poison Bolt and Chain Lightning. The Razza's 
Chain Lightning dea ls increasing damage to each consecutive target, so make 
sure to spread out when tackling this beast. The Poison Bolt infl icts minor 
initial damage but has a DoT effect as well. 

MUSH GOG 

Mushgog has three spells: Spore Cloud, Entangling Roots, and Thorn Volley. 
Entangling Roots is an AoE, damage-inflicting root effect that may last up to 15 
seconds. Mushgog's Thorn Volley is an AoE damage and stun spell. 

SKARR THE UNBREAKABLE 

Entrance from Ferolos 

lhe Arena 

Instance Portal to the Wes1 Wing 

Instance Portal to the North Wing 
Instance Portol lo the East Wing 

This mob has three beastly abilities that can crush those within melee range. 
Keep the casters well back from Skarr. His Mortal Strike deals 300% weapon 
damage and reduces the healing received by the target. Skarr's Knockdown is 
a single-target damage ability with a 2 second stun. Cleave can crush a soft 
target near the tank, so stay back. 

An added danger to participating in the Arena battles is that it automatically 
flags you for PvP regardless of the server type. Roaming groups of enemy 
factions in Dire Maul can easi ly spoi l your victory. Take time to carefully look 
around prior to entering into battle within the Arena. 

There are several entrances to Dire 
Maul. Take the one which will best 
serve your parties goals. Many parties 
decide this ahead of time and only do 
one wing at a time. 
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THE EAST WING 

THE CONSERVATORY 
Upon entering, Pusillin stands immediately to your left. It will be quite some 
time before you can corner him, but confronting him now wi ll send him on his 
way and keep you from needing to come back. 

Speaking with Pusillin triggers the quest for the Crescent Key. Your party has to 
chase him through half the instance before confronting him after the pursuit. 
Once you engage, and eventua lly defeat, Pusillin, you can loot the Crescent 
Key that's used to open many of the doors throughout Dire Maul. 

The path ahead is lined with Warpwood Crushers, Phase Lashers, and patrolled 
by Warpwood Treants and Tanglers. Clearing the enemies slowly and carefully 
is the key to success. 

Entrance from the Areno 

Entrance from Eldreth Row 

Entrance from Ferolm 

The (onservotory 

Pusil~n's Ledge 
The Den of the Wildspown 

Alnin the Windshoper 

Warpwood Treants and Tanglers are linked and cannot be separated. Having 
a Hunter in the party to Freeze Trap one is quite helpful. In the event that you 
have no CC available, keep the party focused on one enemy at a time. 

Warpwood Crushers and Phase 
Lashers are not linked, but need to 
be pulled careful ly to avoid adds. 
Crushers have high armor and do 
high damage, but keeping a Warrior 
standing in front will keep the party 
safe. The Phase Lashers have a 
number of AoE spells and should be 
kil led quickly. 

Groups of Whip Lashers are scattered along the path. Pull these and have party 
members with AoE attacks bring them down all at once. 

Move around the room in a counter-clockwise fashion. Confront Pusillin when 
you get to him and keep him moving. Ignore the passage leading south as it 
leads to Eldreth Row. Move to the northeast corner to proceed. 



CHASING PUSILLIN 
Many of the enemies you will fight 
are now Wildspawn Satyrs. Have 
your highest level party member 
move slightly ahead of the party as 
you move-down the eastern passage. 
Wildspawn Shadowstalkers move 
around these passages stealthed. 
When they are spotted, consolidate 
the party to avoid fighting several 
enemies at once. 

Make sure your healers are ready to take care of the softer members of your 
party and lay in with the AoE goodness. 

The passage opens into a large room with several groups of Wildspawn and 
roaming Lashers. Pull each group back to the entrance until the path to Pusillin 
is clear. Confront him and he' ll run up a ramp on the south side of the room. 

Clear your way to the ramp and ascend. Pusillin is all alone with no where to 
run. Don't fall for his trick. He's standing beside a Warpwood Pod. Clear the 
pod and, if you have a Hunter in the party, turn his trick against him before 
confronting Pusillin. Put down a Freezing Trap to grab one of his friends when 
they spawn. Now that you have him cornered, Pusillin won't run from you . He 
calls for help and attacks instead. 

Once you've caught up with Pusillin and the Wildspawn Imps that he's 
called to his side, have your MT grab aggro and AoE the group into dust. The 
Wildspawn Imps have a nasty Fire Blast spell, but should fall quickly. 

Keep someone that can interrupt 
spells on Pusillin. He has a few spel ls 
(Fireball, Fire Blast, and Blast Wave) 
that can hurt the softer targets in the 
group. Interrupt his Fireball when 
possible. A Rogue having a Rank 5 
Kick ability can prevent any spells 
from that line for 5 seconds. The 
chase may have been annoying, but 
the reward is great. Pusillin can drop 
several Crescent Keys. With these, 

you can move about Dire Maul without needing a Rogue to pick the locks. He 
also drops the Book of Incantations for Pusillin and the Elder Azj'Tordin. 

Finish clearing the room and take the tunnel east. This tunnel exits Dire Maul 
under the Lariss Pavilion. Take a moment to complete Pusillin and the Elder 
Azj'Tordin before re-entering Dire Maul. 

THE DEN OF THE WILDSPAWN 
Move back to the passage exiting the Conservatory. This time, take the southern 
passage. This room looks very familiar. There are groups of Wildspawn and 
Lashers scattered throughout the room. 

Clear your way south along the east 
wall. Pull carefully and avoid charging 
forward. In the southeast corner are 
both a ramp up and a passage down. 
Take the ramp up first. 

Lethtendris and her assistant, Pimgib, 
are pacing around a table. Lethtendris 
has quite an array of spells, but the 
Void Bolt has a 4 second cast and is 
interruptible. Shadow Bolt Volley is 

an AoE shadow damage spell; Curse of Tongues increases the casting time of 
spells; Curse of Thorns gives a chance that the target will take extra damage 
on attack. However, keep in mind that all these spells can be shut down with 
a solid interrupt. 

Pimgib has a spell selection exactly like Pusillin: Fireball, Fire Blast, and Blast 
Wave. Interrupt the Fireball (longest casting time) to prevent her assistant from 
causing massive damage to the group. 

Have an interrupt order for Lethtendris to keep her from bringing her full force 
against your party. If possible, have the off-tank assigned to Pimgib be a Rogue 
to offer interrupt abilities against the assistant as well. Lethtendris has nearly 
3x as many hit points as Pimgib, so take out the assistant before focusing on 
his master. 

Once they're dead, make sure to col lect Lethtendris' Web. 

Take the circling passage down. This room also has several groups of 
Wildspawn and Lashers moving about. As before, pull the groups to you 
and clear the room slowly. In a pool in the center of the room stands 
Hydrospawn. 

Hydrospawn is not as dangerous 
as the Hydrolings that spawn. 
Have AoE attacks ready to take out 
the Hydro Ii ngs before they attack 
your healer. Hydrospawn has the 
spells Riptide, Massive Geyser, and 
Submersion (a stacking Stamina 
debuff that decreases a player's STA 
by 10 per application). 

Kill Hydrospawn and loot the 
Hydrospaw n Essence for Arcane Refreshment. 

With Hydrospawn defeated, move to the passage in the northeast corner. 
Follow the passage up to find Zevrim Thornhoof. Clear the enemies to the 
right before you engage Zevrim. 

Zevrim is a dangerous opponent. He periodically throws a party member onto 
the ritual slab and Sacrifices them. This leaches 300 health per second and 
stuns the target - ready the healers! His other spell, brutal in its own right, is 
Intense Pain. It's an AoE version of Shadow Word: Pain that deals 200 damage 
every 3 seconds for 15 seconds. Keep the casters out of range if possible. 

A sol id tactic is to have a Warlock Enslave either the Wi ldspawn Shadowstal ker 
or Wildspawn Hel lcal ler and use them to attack Zevrim. This deals significant 
damage to Zevrim whi le maintaining high levels of mana for everyone else 
in the party. Once the enslaved demon falls, gang rush Zevrim and drop 
everything you can on him to bring him down in a flash.With Zevrim dead, 
Old lronbark can now assist you in the Conservatory. Move down the passage 
and across the room to the southwest corner. This passage leads to the lower 
level of the Conservatory. 

THE CONSERVATORY (LOWER) 
The lower floor of the Conservatory 
is very dangerous. Death Lashes and 
groups of Whip Lashers stand guard 
along both sides of the path forward. 
Large groups ofWarpwood Guardians 
and Stampers patrol quickly across 
the path. 

Do not run forward. Do not attempt 
to avoid the patrols. Take your time 
getting across the room. Pull each 
group to your party. When fighting the elite enemies, CC and focused fire will 
keep your party from taking too much damage. AoE attacks will make short 
work of the non-elite enemies. 

Speak with lronbark the Redeemed and ask him to help you open the door 
forward. Continue clearing to the north side of the room. Take the passage north. 



ALZZIN'S LAIR 
The passage opens into a large circular room. Both paths lead down along the 
edge of the circle. There are Warpwood Crushers guarding along the paths and 

patrolling. They are always alone, so 
the fights aren't difficult. 

Clear the Crushers until you reach 
the bottom of the circle. In the center 
stand Alzzin the Windshaper and 
several groups of Death Lashes and 
Whip Lashers. Pull the Lashers to 
you and clear the room until Alzzin 
stands alone. 

Alzzin the Wildshaper doesn't look tough. In fact, when you begin the 
encounter, you're lead to believe that illusion. However, the true danger lies 
in Alzzin's ability to shapeshift. 

In his initial form, Alzzin has the spells Thorns, Enervate, and Wither. Thorns 
reflects damage back to the attacker on a successful melee attack, Enervate 
drains 200 mana per second from the target (and is considered a Poison effect), 
and Wither is a damage spell with a Disease effect that decreases the target's 
strength by 100. Enervate and Wither are interruptible, so take advantage of 
that when possible. 

OGRES 

Entrance from the Arena 

Entrance from the Athenaeum 
Guard Mol'dor 

Guard FengUI 

The Halls of De1lruction 
Guard Slip'kik 
Coploin KromcrU1h 

The Gordok Seal 

Take a moment to survey the area before moving in. On the upper edge, 
Gordok Brutes and Mage-Lords stand in small groups with Gordok Mage-Lords 
and Mastiffs patrolling. On the lower edge, Gordok Brutes and Mage-Lords 
stand in groups on the left and Gordok Mastiffs stand in groups on the right. 

When he shifts into Tree Form, his armor is increased significantly. Unload 
everything you have on him when he's in this form. He gains the Wild 
Regeneration spell while in Tree Form. DoTs and attacks that ignore armor 
are your most effective weapons against Alzzin's Tree Form. Casting armor 
reducing spells and using Sunder Armor will help your melee members. 

Alzzin can also shapeshift into Dire Wolf Form and gains the Mangle ability; 
it's a damage DoT with a 20 second snare. This form is extremely dangerous 
as it increases his damage substantially. When he shifts in the Dire Wolf Form, 
have all the members refrain from attacking for a moment to give the Warrior 
(or other MT) enough time to establish the top spot on the threat list. If Alzzin 
attacks a soft member of the party while in the Dire Wolf Form, it could mean 
a quick wipe. 

When Alzzin is brought down to 35% 
health, he summons several Lashers 
to his aid. Use AoE attacks to bring 
these down quickly. Once Alzzin 
is defeated, grab the Felvine Shards 
from his hut for Shards of the Fe/vine. 

The path behind his hut leads out to 
the Arena. It's only a short trip home 
from there. There are typically two 
to three Rich Thorium Veins in the 
tunnel leading out of the instance. Make sure your Miners take advantage of 
these veins. 



As the Gordok are humanoid, they're much easier to CC. When fighting them, 
CC the melee Gordok and kill the caster quickly. Kill the Gordok near the 
entrance and proceed down the right side of the ramp. Clear the Gordok 
Mastiffs one group at a time to make room for the fight with Guard Mol'dar. 
When your party's prepared, pull Mol'dar. 

He has melee-focused abilities, so keep your casters back a bit, but keep them 
close enough not to draw new aggro from other threats in the area. Along with 
Strike, Shield Bash, and Knock Away, Mol'dar has Shield Charge. Basically, 
it's l ike Charge, but has a knockback effect. Get your MT in there and wipe 
the floor with him. 

. ... - ~ -' ·. . . , . _....,. . 
TRIBUTE RUN '• - • 

With Mol'dar dead, ascend the 
northern ramp and clear your way 
west. Stamper Kreeg is dancing in the 
northwest corner of the room. Clear 
the ogres around him and then focus 
on Stamper Kreeg. He has the abilities 
War Stomp, Whirlwind, and Booze 
Spit. Booze Spit intoxicates players 
and decreases their chances to hit 
by 75%. After demolishing Kreeg, 
proceed west into the courtyard. 

GORDOK COURTYARD 
Clear the Gordok Brutes, Mage-Lords, and Mastiffs on your way to the ramp just 
south of you. Take the ramp up and survey the area. There are two patrols of to 
be watchful : 1) Guard Fengus and 2) a Gordok Mage-Lord with three Gordok 
Mastiffs. Clear a spot and wait for the patrols to come by before engaging 
them. 

Guard Fengus has the same ability set as Guard Mol'dar. Just as you did then, 
keep the melee fighters on Fengus and the softer targets out of melee range. 
The Gordok Shackle Key is one of the random drops that can be found on 
any of the creatures in the North Wing. If you find one, you can free Knot 
Thimblejack. Speak with him to begin the quest. After freeing him, a crate 
containing crafting items and, usually, a rare recipe is your reward. With the 
area clear, grab the Gordok Inner Door Key from Fengus' Chest and move down 
the west ramp. Open the door and move into the Halls of Destruction. 

THE HALLS OF DESTRUCTION 
Watch for the Wandering Eye of Kilrogg. Once it notices you, you have to kill 
it quickly or it will summon two Netherwalkers. Gordok Reavers and Gordok 
Warlocks stand in groups with the Warlock's pet. CC the Gordok and kill the 
pet first. Then kill the Warlock, then Reaver. This will allow your party to kill 
the softer enemies before the CC wears off on the tougher opponents. 

Continue down the hall until it opens into a room. Pull the enemies in the 
first section until you have a good amount of room. Wait for Guard Slip'kik to 
move away before pulling the Gordok near the fire. You must pull them all the 
way back; have interrupts ready for enemy casters. With the main group dead, 
engage Slip'kik when he returns. Again, like Guards Mol'dar and Fengus, keep 
the casters out of melee range and take him out. 
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There are several Gordok in the northwest corner on this level. These can be 
killed or bypassed as your group decides. Move up the ramp to a group of 
Gordok guarding a basket. Kill them and rest up. When you open the basket to 
get the O gre Tannin needed for The Ogre Suit a Gordok Bushwacker attacks 
you. Kill him and continue. 

At the top of the ramp, several Gordok guard the Gordok Inner Door. Clear 
the Gordok one group at a time and open the door with the key from Fengus' 
chest. This lock can not be picked. 

This hall has a group of Gordok near a fire in the center and Captain Kromcrush 
guarding the doorway farther in. Pull and kill the Gordok group as normal and 
rest up before dealing with Kromcrush. He's got brutal abilities to deal with, 
but they' re mostly melee-oriented. However, he calls for help when brought 
down to roughly 25% of his health, so make sure that you're out of range of 
any other Gordok enemies. 

Kromcrush has Mortal Cleave, Intimidating Shout, and Retaliation. Mortal 
Cleave is a combination of Mortal Strike (150% weapon damage and healing 
reduction on target) and Cleave. Again, keep the casters back. 

GORDOK'S SE.AT 
Gordok Captains stand in groups on 
both sides of the room and Gordok 
Mastiffs patrol the center. Pull the 
Captains back into the Halls of 
Destruction to kill them. They can 
Fear party members and having 
people running into additional enemy 
groups won't help. CC one and focus 
fire on the other. Keeping the combat 
target stunned helps a great deal when 
trying to avoid Fear. 

When both sides are clear, pull the Gordok Mastiffs. Kill them as you would 
any other enemy and move up the ramp. Rest up and prepare for the fight with 
the King. 

King Gordok is not alone. Cho'Rush the Observer stands by, ready to heal at 
the first sign of danger. Cho'Rush the Observer has the spells Heal, M ind Blast, 
Power Word: Shield, and Psychic Scream. Both Heal and Mind Blast have 
prolonged casting times and are interruptible. 

King Gordok has the following melee abilities: Berserker Charge, Sunder 
Armor, Mortal Strike, and War Stomp. His Berserker Charge is nasty. It's a 
Charge that inflicts 300 damage and has a Knockback effect. 

There are two viable options when attempting this encounter. 

Option 7: Kill Cho'Rush while having the MT hold onto King Gordok. This is a 
solid plan, but the healer(s) must be aware that the MT will be incurring solid 
damage throughout this fight. Use any interrupts that you can while depleting 
Cho' Rush's health. Once Cho' Rush falls, have everyone jump on King Gordok 

and begin using any/all of the highest damage abilities avai lable. Your MT 
should have had more than enough time to generate threat and won't need to 
manage aggro much more than that. 

Option 2: If you're on a Tribute Run, Cho'Rush must live. Send a Rogue (and 
possibly a tanking pet) over to Cho'Rush to interrupt his heals and to keep 
him off of the party. Everyone else should focus on taking King Gordok down. 
Use armor-reducing abilities and any spells that ignore armor. This option 
forces the MT to generate threat quickly and efficiently so as not to let the 
King dash over to the rest of the party. Having multiple healers using weaker 
Heals allows them to split the threat produced. Just keep Cho'Rush occupied 
until the King falls. 

Once both King Gordok is dead, Mizzle the Crafty comes forward and puts 
a chest on the ground. The chest has treasure your party will be interested 
in. Speak with Mizzle and he will declare you the new king. This makes all 
remaining Ogres friendly to you. 



THE PYLONS 
The first thing to be aware of upon 
entering is the patrolling treants. Pull 
them into the entrance hallway since 
another patrol will come by before 
you are done with the first enemy. 
The Eldreth Spirits are invisible, not 
stealthed. This is the perfect time to 
take full advantage of a Warlock's 
Detect Invisibi lity spell . 

Once the patrols are clear, move to the center of the room. A mana pylon 
stands guarded by Arcane Aberrations and Mana Remnants. To the north and 
the south of the pylon are groups of Petrified Treants and Petrified Guardians, 
but they are not required for the completion of this wing. Kill them if you like, 
ignore them if you don't. 

The first pull from the mana pylon will likely get you three enemies. All pulls 
after will be only two enemies. If you have a Warlock in your party, banish 
the strongest of the enemies and take the smaller enemies one at a time. If you 
don't have a Warlock, focus fire on the largest enemy first. Continue pulling 
and killing the Elementals until the mana pylon is clear. The elementals are 
immune to all arcane spells, so it's a waste for your Mages to blast them w ith 
anything from this line. The Arcane Aberrations have an unbelievably nasty 
effect when they die; they cast a melee-ranged AoE mana burn upon death. 
Any class that's mana-dependent should stay away from them as they near 
their demise. 

THE COURT OF THE HIGHBORNE 
Take the center doorway down into 
the Court of the Highborne. Tendris 
Warpwood awaits, but don't attack 
him yet! Make sure that you've 
cleared all the remaining ancients 
from the rest of the area. Tendris will 
summon any remaining to his aid. 

Tendris Warpwood has an AoE melee 
ability (Trample), a point-blank 
knockdown and immobilizing abil ity 

(Grasping Vines), Uppercut, and Entangle which is similar to Entangling 
Roots. 

lmmol'thor's Pr~on 

The Athenoeum 

Passage to The North Wing 

--~ -"~ .. ,,,. ~.,,,_......,...... _,,_.~ 

-------- -~ -~ -

Refrain from going through the door when Tendris falls. Head back and take 
the northern doorway. Keep your party in the northeast corner of the room. 
Your tank should move forward alone until he or she is attacked by an Eldreth 
Spectre as it unstealths and attacks. Drag the enemy back to the party to 
dispatch it. Repeat this a couple more times to try and lure the wandering 
stealthers before your group starts the real fights. The Eldreth Spirits are 
invisible, not stealthed. This is the perfect time to take full advantage of a 
Warlock's Detect Invisibil ity spel l. 

Continue camping in the corner whi le the tank begins pulling from the room. 
The path to the ramp needs to be c lear, so pu ll from the right side of the room. 
Focus fire on Eldreth Spirits fi rst as their Ribbon of Souls can damage multiple 
party members and their Si lence can make casters much less effective. Watch 
your party members for Ca ll of the Grave and Shrink. These should be cured 
as soon as possible. 

When the path to the ramp is clear, 
move your party across the room 
and begin to move up the ramp. 
Make sure you're rested up! Have 
the MT move up the ramp and look 
for Eldreth Spectres. When the area's 
clear, fi nd Magister Kalendris; he 
can be found upstairs and shou ld be 
pulled to the ramp. He has a variety 
of priestly spells: Mind Blast (the on ly 
interruptible one), Mind Flay, Shadow 
Word: Pain, and Mind Control. Interrupt him as often as possible and take him 
down. With him down, move around the room in a clockwise fashion, taking 
the northeast section first. 

Clear the Elves and Darters one group at a time until the way to the mana 
pylon is clear. Defeat the Elementals here as you did before. When the mana 
pylon is clear, continue moving clockwise. Guarding the way forward are 
Skeletal and Rotting Highborne. These enemies are non-el ite and numerous. 
Make sure your healers are ready to take care of the softer members of your 
party and lay in with the AoE goodness. 

The Shendra lar Ancient stands here and asks for your help. She asks you to kill 
Prince Tortheldrin. Accept The Madness Within and continue. Skeletal and 
Rotting Highborne also guard this side of the bridge. Use your AoE attacks to 
defeat them as you did before. This clears the way to the next mana pylon. 
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The Elementals guarding this pylon are no different than the ones before. Defeat 
them and prepare your party. Wandering along the upper floor of the Court 
of the Highborne are lllyanna Ravenoak and her pet Ferra. These two pose a 
serious threat and are a true chal lenge if hand led incorrectly. Like Hunters, the 
majority of ll lyanna's abilities require a minimum range to be effective. Her 
three strongest abilities, Multi-Shot, Concussive Shot, and Volley can all be 
negated by sticking close to her. The only abi lity that you have to worry about 
after that is her Immolation Trap. 

lllyanna's pet, Ferra, has both Charge and Maul. However, your party should 
focus on taking out the master before taking on the pet. Just have a non-caster 
off-tank the pet and take her out once lllyanna's dead. 

With both mana pylons on this floor destroyed, jump down to the center of 
the Court of the Highborne. Your party needs a Crescent Key or a Rogue with 
sufficient Lock Picking skill to continue. 

The hallway leading to lmmol'thar's Prison hides a recent addition to the halls 
of Dire Maul. Revanchion, active during the Scourge Invasion events, now 
resides there waiting to lay waste to any parties foo lish enough to enter. 

IMMOL 'THAR'S PRISON 
Open the door and move down the hal lway clearing Eldreth Spectres and 
Phantasms as you go. The hallway opens into a much larger room with a lot of 
enemies moving about. Take a moment to get used to the enemies movements. 
The Arcane Torrents and Arcane Feedbacks move in groups of five and patrol 
from the inner shield to the outer wal l. The Residual Monstrosities patrol the 
edge of the shield. 

Warlocks real ly pay for themselves here. If you have one in your party, 
have him or her Banish the Arcane Torrent while the party ki lls the Arcane 
Feedbacks. If your party is without a Warlock, the Warrior should keep the 
Torrent facing away from the party while they kill the Feedbacks, then the 
Torrent. Both the Arcane Torrents and Arcane Feedbacks are immune to al l 
arcane spel Is and effects. 

Move south along the wall to the mana pylon. Clear the Elementals around 
it as you have before. Move back to the doorway and this time move north. 
There wil l be another group of an Arcane Torrent and Arcane Feedbacks. Kill it 
like before and deal with the Elementals guarding the final mana pylon. 

With all the mana pylons deactivated, the shield drops. Once the shield drops, 
you' ll notice some Elves attacking lmmol'thar. As long as you have solid health 
and mana levels, have the MT jump in and gain lmmol' thar's aggro. If done 
correctly, the elves wil l contribute significant damage during the fight and help 
you in your battle. 

In addition to the abilities listed below, lmmol'thar has Infected Bite (a nature 
DoT that increases physical damage dealt to those infected). 

During the fight, lmmol'thar will summon Eyes to assist. Designate someone 
before the fight to kill the Eyes. The fight is straight-forward, but still dangerous. 
lmmol' thar will trample all melee attackers near him. He will enrage at 50% 
health, so have your healer prepared. lmmol'thar randomly teleports your 
party members to the center of the lair. If this happens to your tank, give them 
a moment to regain aggro before jumping in to resume the attack. Having 
a Mage or Healer remain on top of the threat list is a horrible situation for 
this battle. 

lmmol'thar's massive size can make it 
difficult to see who is being attacked. 
Keep lmmol' thar facing away from the 
group so it's very apparent when the 
tank loses aggro. Rogues and other 
melee party members who aren't the 
main tank should retreat from battle 
and bandage if they are wounded. 
This keeps your healer's mana high 
and threat low. 

If your party contains a Warlock with The Dreadsteed of Xoroth quest, there 
is sti ll much to do here. Rest to full hitpoints and mana and rebuff. The fight 
ahead is long and dangerous. 

Activate the items to start the event. 
Three totems will appear around 
the circle. Each does something 
different, but all are important to keep 
functional. Xorothian Imps spawn in 
large numbers are charge your party. 
With the totems active, the Imps only 
do 1 point of damage each attack and 
are more a nuisance than a danger. 

AoE the Imps, but keep them off 
the Warlock. The Warlock needs to use soul shards to recharge the totems 
whenever they fall to the ground. The Imps hitting the Warlock will slow the 
recharging. 

After several minutes and many Imps, Dreadguards begin to spawn. These are 
elite and more dangerous then the Imps. The tank should have plenty of rage 
from killing the Imps and needs to land hits early on to build aggro. Killing the 
Dreadguards quickly is very important. 

Even killing with maximum efficiency, 
you won't have the Dreadguard killed 
before the next spawns. Enslave an 
add and use it to fight against the 
Imps or other Dreadguards. If you 
are still getting overwhelmed, Banish 
a Dreadguard. This knocks them out 
of the fight long enough for you to 
regain your footing. 

Hunter pets a re great for pu 11 i ng 
Dreadguards off the healers. Your AoE damage dealer will be the one that will 
probably end up pulling Imps off the healer. Continue this mad frenzy of a 
fight for several more minutes. 



The demons will eventually be pulled back to their realm. Rest and rebuff 
when this happens as you're safe until you activate the next portion of the 
event. When your party is ready, summon the Dreadsteed. 

The Dreadsteed has many hitpoints and the Berserk Charge ability. It charges 
anyone beyond minimum distance and throws them into the air. The charge itself 
does damage as does the landing. If your health is low, stop and bandage 
before re-engaging. 

Fairly early in the fight, the Lord Hel'nurath will spawn as well. Put a Hunter 
or Warlock pet on him and concentrate your fire on the Dreadsteed. You need 
to ki ll one of them quickly and the Dreadsteed is already wounded. 

Keep your tank at full health to avoid a lucky critical from depriving your party 
of victory. Bring the Dreadsteed down and change targets to Hel'nurath. He's 
a very straightforward enemy and won't give you any surprises if you've made 
it this far. 

.. 

When both are dead, loot the bodies and speak with the Spirit of the Dread steed. 
It will teach Warlocks the Summon Dreadsteed spell. 

With lmmol'thar dead, Prince Tortheldrin will now be attackable by your 
party. Watch the Residual Monstrosities as you r party exits the prison and 
moves to the door to the northeast. 

THE ATHENAEUM 
Following the hallway brings you to the Athenaeum. The Shen'dralar Provisioner 
in the southeast corner can repair your equipment, buy excess treasure, and sell 
drinks for casters. Restock before challenging Tortheldrin. 

Prince Tortheldrin stands in the southwest corner of the lower level. His melee 
attacks are extremely powerful and he can cause trouble if you grant him 
too much mobility. His abi lities are melee-oriented and can crush a caster, 
so keep them back. Whirlwind strikes all surrounding enemies wh ile Thrash 
grants him two immediate extra attacks. Counterspell and Arcane Blast are 
also at his disposal. Make sure to have another healer pick up the slack if your 
main healer is Counterspelled. Arcane Blast deals approximately 875 to 1125 
arcane damage and knocks the target back. 

To limit his mobility, fight Tortheldrin in the southwest corner. Lower his attack 
power as soon as possible and keep any/all debuffs on him constantly. Healers 
should focus on keeping everyone's health topped-off since the prince has 
amazing burst damage potential. Since he's the final enemy in this wing (and 
probably the instance for those who made a full run), use your timed abilities 
to inflict optimal damage quickly or minimize his damage. 

Killing Prince Tortheldrin completes The Madness Within and Unfinished 
Gordok Business. Now it's time to return to the Shen'dralar Ancient in the Court 
of the Highborne. She tells you of the chest under the ramp in the Athenaeum, 
inside which is your reward for The Treasure of the Shen'dralar. 

There are many quests that end in the Athenaeum. Be sure to look around to see 
if anyone has any books to return before you leave. 

The other exit from the Athenaeum leads near the entrance to the North Wing. 
Your party can make a run to the entrance or take the walk back through the 
West Wing . 
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Gnomeregan is located in the 
northwestern section of Dun Morogh. 
For Alliance folks, it's easy to reach 
the instance (and you may have seen 
the area around it quite some time 
ago if you leveled in Dun Morogh as a 
young adventurer). Travel to the area 
of the map labeled as Gnomeregan 
and look for the diseased Gnomes. 
An even greater indicator that the city 
is close comes when you start to see 
green mist coming out of tunnels in 
the ground. Yup, that's Gnomeregan. 
The central entrance is out by the 
mountains, father northwest from 
the outer village areas. Though lowly 
level 9-1 0 Gnomes are on the outside 
of the tunnel, the fights quickly turn 
into ones against non-elite Gnomes 
in their mid-20s once you enter. 



Horde players can't fly into Dun Morogh, but it is possible for them to make 
it out to Gnomeregan without legging it across half of the continent! Go to 
the Engineering Shop in Orgrimmar (where you get Rig Wars, the quest from 
Nogg). Sovlik there gives you a quest to talk to Scooty in Booty Bay. Accept 
that quest. Then, take a ship from Ratchet to Booty Bay. Talk to a Goblin there 
named Scooty in the port; he's near the lower floor of the inn, outside and to 
the northeast of the building. He has a teleporter that takes people all the way 
into Gnomeregan. For the trip back at a later point, have everyone use their 
Hearthstones or return to the teleporter; fast and simple on both counts. 

r
---: .. - - ... - ... - -- -~·-···· --- ------ .. - -- ------------------------.-

1 t~"'f1 WHO TO BRING 

Gnomeregan is an instance with major fighting against large groups of 
machines, Troggs, and diseased Gnomes. This makes the inclusion of a 
secondary tank an extremely sound investment for a group, especially when 
that person has the ability to switch into backup healing when needed. Group 
organization and morale is hugely important in these battles, which can get 
kind of crazy if the main tank lets things unravel. 

POSSIBLE GROUP MAKEUP 

Tank Warrior, Druid, Paladin 

Secondary Tank Druid, Paladin 

cc 

- - -~ 

DPS Rogue, Hunter, Mage, Shadow Priest, Warlock 

r-..::::·-- .. - - -- - -- - - - -- -.. - - - - ---- - .. .. -- - - -------- --
1 t"'f' QUESTS FOR GNOMEREGAN 
l 

ALLIANCE QUESTS 
,.-- -

I I ' • • 1 11.-. 1111 I ""'" I 11• ,1111 .. 
Doto Rescue Moster Mechanic Costpipe lronlorge Moster Mechoni< Costpipe lronforge Ho 3,650 

REWARD: Repairman's Cape (Oook 21 Armor, +I INT, +6 SPI) or Mechanic's Pipehommer (2H Mote 20.4 DPS, +ID STA, +3 IHT) 

EssentiolArlificiok Klorkmart Spannerspon lronlorge Klorkmort Sponnerspan Iran forge Ho 3,DSO 

Gnogain and The Only Cure ~ More 
Ozrie Togglevoh Dun Morogh Onie Togglevoh Dun Maragh Yes 2,450 Green Glow 

Gyrodrillmotic Excovotionotof' Shani the Shilent Stormwind Gty Shani the Shilent Stormwind City Ho 2,450 

REWARD: Shil~ Mills !doth Hands 27 Armor +6 INT/ +6 SPI) or Shon i's D~rming Toal (OH Axe 16.1 DPS, Cho nee on H~: Disarm for 5 Sec) 

Save Techbol's Brain! linkmoster Dvef'porlc Iron forge linkmoster Overspark lronlorge Ho 2,700 

The Grand Betrayal High linker Mekkotorque lronforge High linker Mekkotorque lronlorge Ho 2,750 

... REWARD: Dual Reinforced leggings (Mo~ legs 391 ArmoH7 Defense) or Triprunner Dungarees (leather legs IOI Armor +3 STl/+18 AGV+6 STA) or Gviood Robes (Ooth Chest 54 Armor +7 ST.l/+18 SPI) 

- - ..a 
·-· --- -

•· 

j! 

·• 
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Bring a Prismatic Punch Card Back from Gnameregan 

Mechanic Castpipe needs a group to head into Gnomeregan and bring 
back a very high level security card. This can only be done by getting 
a common drop (a White Punch Card), and use that card on a series 
of termina ls, in order. Using the card on Punchographs A, B, C, then 
D transforms the item into a Prismatic Punch Card, which can then be 
taken back for the experience and item rewards. Also note that each 
punch card can be viewed and translated from binary into amusing 
jokes.There are two Engineering plans that are sometimes found while 
changing the cards over; this certainly adds extra appeal for crahers 
doing the quest. 

Take the White Punch Card to the Matrix Punchograph 3005-A. This 
reader is very close to the beginning of the outer dungeon, not far from 
the lih down into the city or the teleporter from Booty Bay. Look to the 
north of these and use the White Punch Card there to turn it into the 
Yellow Punch Card. 

Next, look for the Matrix Punchograph 3005-B in the lower level, by the 
Dormitories. Use that reader to earn the Blue Punch Card. 

Search the Launch Bay platform for the Matrix Punchograph 3005-C 
terminal (look out for the Electrocutioner 6000 there). That one gives 
you the Red Punch Card. 

Take the Red Punch Card to the Matrix Punchograph 3005-D that is 
located at the base of the Engineering Labs. Use that final terminal to 
complete the run. 

ESSENTIAL ARTIFICIAL$ 

Quest Level 24 10 Obtain 

Location lronlorge (Tinker Town) 

Goa I Collect 12 Essential Artilicials 

Klockmort is trying to find a fair supply of a nearly
universal machine component that the Gnomes 
used heavily in Gnomeregan: Essential Artificials. 
There are many containers deep inside the 
ruined capital that have the substance. Klockmort 
wants you to open some Artificial Extrapolators 
and return with 12 Units of Artificial Essentials. 
There are spawn points for this all over the main 
instance, so it isn't hard for large groups to get 
many of these in a single run. 

Quest Level 27 to Obtain 

Location Oun Morogh (Khoronos) 

ontact ou· l I oh 

Goal Retrieve High Potency Radioactive fallout 

There are two quests that Ozzie Togglevolt gives to groups that are 
heading into Gnomeregan. First, talk to Gnoarn in lronforge, a Gnome 
who has lost his hair in the radiation leak of Gnomeregan. He tel ls you to 
seek Ozzie in Kharanos. Go there and talk to Ozzie; his first quest is to use 
a collection phial on Irradiated Pillagers or Invaders inside Gnomeregan. 
This must be done while the enemies are still alive. Use Sap or other CC 
types for an easy completion, or have other characters distract a target 
while you complete the quest (and return the favor for them). 

Take the Full Leaden Col lection Phial back to Ozzie and start the next . 
step of the quest (The Only Cure is More Green Glow). In this step, you ' 
need High Potency Radioactive Fallout; take it from Irradiated Slimes, 
Lurkers, or Horrors. As before, use the rest of the group to distract the 
enemy while you do this, then return the favor. Take the item back to 
Ozzie as soon as the group is done. 

GYRODRJLLMATIC EXCAVATION 

vet 20 lo Obtain 

Location Stormwind Gly (Oworven 0~1rict) 

Contact Shani the Shi I 

Goal Collect 24 Robo·Mechonicol Guts 

Shoni is working to collect spare parts for assembling a fleet of 
Gyrodrillmatic Excavationators. The problem is that she needs so 
many that only Gnomeregan has enough machines to cannibalize. 
Travel there and start destroying the machines that wander about the 
city. There are many mobs that drop this Quest Item as you fight into 1 

Gnomeregan, so this quest 1s very easy to do while working on other 
chores at the instance. Return to Shoni when you have all 24 of these 
for a decent reward! Note that even some of the Humanoid mobs carry 
and drop these parts, so getting all 24 isn't too hard. 



.. 

SAVE TECHBOTS BRAIN! 

Quest Level 20 la Obtain 

Location lronlorge (linker Town) 

linkmasler Ovellj)Cllit 

Goal Retrieve Techbot's Memory Core 

Tinkmaster Overspark once had a machine of great knowledge and 
utility called Techbot. Something damaged Techbot during the fall of 
Gnomeregan and now this device has become dangerous. Tinkmaster 
Overspark is distressed by this, but he hasn't given up hope for his 
beloved machine. Indeed, he asks that you search through the tunnels of 
the city and find Techbot. When you finally discover Techbot's current 
location, fight and disable the machine, then loot its Memory Core and 
take it to lronforge. Luckily, Techbot isn't vary far into Gnomeregan, so 
groups that want to do this one at lower levels are free to get the quest 
out of the way (Techbot is outside the instance, in a Loading Room J 
north of the Train Station) . 

THE GRAND BETRAYAL 

Location lronlorge (linker Town) 

Contact High Tinker Mellotorque 

Goal Slay Mekgineer Thermaplugg 

2,750 

The High Tinker was betrayed by Mekgineer Thermaplugg, who now 
sits over the ru lership of Gnomeregan. Though Thermaplugg rules over 
only the diseased, irradiated, and destroyed, the High Tinker sees the 
death of this Mekgineer as an important step in recovering the capital. 
As such, you're charged with slaying the betrayer! Thermaplugg is very 
deep inside Gnomeregan, and the battle against him won't be easy 
(many dangerous machines protect him). Once Thermaplugg is dead, 
return to the High Tinker and receive a choice of some extremely high
end rewards. 

Note that this is the most difficult quest to complete in the entire 
dungeon. If you have a Workshop Key, you can bypass a good chunk of 
the dungeon. The other method for skipping a bunch of the instance is to 
walk straight ahead from the main entrance and jump down to the gear 
nearest the group in the courtyard below. From this point, head west 
into the Launch Bay. If you need the Workshop Key, kill Executioner 
6000. Jump down to the ring above the floor and walk around to the 
south side of the room before jumping to the ground level. You now 
have the option to either sneak or fight your way down the corridor to 
Thermaplugg. A party of level 33-35 players is recommended . 
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SHARED QUESTS 

' , ... .. ,., 
' .... ' 

,., .....-, ' ' .. 

A Ane~ I Kernobee 1 linoalnglll I Scooty I Booty Bay l No I 2,450 

REWARD: Are-Welded Bnxers (Mo~ Wrist 87 Armor, +I STA. +6 AGI). Niirywing Montie (Ooth Shoulder 32 Armor, +I STA. +B IHTJ 

Grime-Encrusted ling I Grime-Encrusted Ring 1--...llrGp 
REWARD: Inscribed Gold Ring ( +4 STA/ +4 SPI) 

Return of the Ring I Sporklemolic 5200 I Gaomnp 

The SpaBlema1K 5200! I Sporlclemotic 52DO 16-ep 
REWARD: Vories 

A FINE MESS 

Quest Level 22 to Dlllaii 

Location Gnomeregon 

Contact 

Goal Escort Kemobee to the Oockwerk Run Exit 

Just past the Clean Zone, is a set of rooms east of the punchcard reader. 
Kernobee was knocked out by a punch of nasty Dark Iron Dwarves and 
dumped in there for the Troggs. He wants the group to escort him to the 
Clockwerk Run exit; he also says that people can report to Scooty later 
(in Booty Bay) for a bit of a reward. Help the little guy out. The escort 
itself is quite easy. Be careful not to leave the instance early though; 
wait until the quest gives everyone credit before heading out, even if 
you are done with the instance. 

I Sporklemotic 5200 I Gnameregan T Yes I 2.700 

I Varies by Faction I Vories by Faction I Yes I 2,700 

I Sporklemotic 5200 I Gnomeregon I Na I None 

GRIME-ENCRUSTED RING 

Quest Level 28 to Obtain 

Location Gnameregon 

Contact Drop hem liom Doric Iron Agent 

Goal Toke Ring to be Oeoned 

The Dark Iron Agents are able to drop a Grime-Encrusted Ring that you 
use to begin this quest. These rings are so dirty that they need cleaning 
before anyone can use them. Luckily, there are cleaning machines 
inside Gnomeregan, and they are still in working order. At least one of 
them is. Take the Grime-Encrusted Ring to the area with the Alliance
Friendly Gnome Holdouts. There's a Sparklematic 5200 that continues 
to operate normally (and a few that are just not functioning). Try out 
these machines until you find the working one and out pops your 
perfect ly shiny, new ring! This chains into the next step of the quest 
(Return of the Ring). 



RETURN OF THE RING 

Quest Level 

Location 

Contact 

Goal 

28 to Obtain 

Gnomeregon 

Sparklematic 5200 

Toke the Ring to its lnsuiber 

After cleaning the Grime-Encrusted 
Ring in the Sparklematic 5200, 
you have the option of keeping it 
or returning it to the person who 
inscribed it. In the long run, this 
quest leads to a final step where 
you receive the ring again, but get 
to keep it as a +5 STA/+5 SPI ring, 
which is certainly quite nice for its 
level. The person who inscribed 
the ring on the Alliance side is 
Talvash del Kissel. Alliance players 

should seek Talvash in the Mystic Ward of lronforge. Horde players 
need to find Nogg (who gives a Horde-only quest into Gnomeregan 
anyway). Nogg waits in Orgrimmar, in Nogg's Machine Shop (Va lley 
of Honor). 

The final stage of the chain is to bring the inscriber 30 Silver, a Moss 
Agate, and a Silver Bar. This is what upgrades the ring to +5/+5 and 
gets you another burst of experience. 

HORDE QUESTS 

GNOME REG ;\ 

THE SPARKLEMATIC 5200! 

Quest Level 25 to Obtain 

Location Gnomeregon 

Contact SparklematK 5200 

Oean Grime-Encrusted Objects 

The Sparklematic 5200 machine is good for cleaning the Grime
Encrusted Ring, but it also cleans the far more common Grime
Encrusted Objects that you find. For three silver coins, the machine 
takes the object and spits out something more useful. These items vary, 
but include such things as Rough, Coarse, and Heavy Stones, Tin, and 
various gems! This can be repeated as often as you like, so long as 
people in the group have Grime-Encrusted Objects. 

---------- --- ----

Mogg 

REWARD: Duol Reinforced Legg~ (Moil l.egd91 Armor +7 Defense) or Triprunner DungoretS (l.eother le~ 101 Aimor +3 STR/+18 AGV+6 STA) or Ovinod Robes IOoth Ch.st 54 Aimor +7STA/+18 SPI) 

fruGWARS 

Nogg has grown to real ize the 
power and danger of Gnomish 
technology. Because of this, you're 
charged with find ing the Blueprints 
for a Gnomish Rig that surpasses 
even those of Goblin construct ion. 
Kill Mekgineer Thermaplugg, at the 
very end of Gnomeregan, and take 
the Safe Combination from him; the 
Blueprints you need are inside the 
nearby safe! Look on the northern 
side of the chamber, up on the slightly higher ledge that surrounds the 
room. The safe is there, and the key opens it to reveal the Blueprints 
your group needs. Bring those to Nogg for a fi ne selection of rewards. 
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ENEMIES 

Notes: Bottle Stonce, Homstring, Heroic 
Strike 
Frequent Drops: Silk, Wool, White Punch 
Cord (0ues1 Item) 

Bomh2600 20 
Notes: Summons Enemies When Groups 
Are Detected 

Arcane Nu51ier X-21 32-33 Eltte 
Notes: D~pek Debuffs 
Frequent Drops: Robo-Mechonicol Guts 
(Quest Item), Heavy Blmting Powder, FU1ed 
Wiring, Coarse Blmting Powder, Delta 
Access Cord, Copper Modulator, Bronze 
Tube, Bronze Framework 

AnaJSher 25-27 

Notes: Arcing Smmh (deove Effed), Flees 
Frequent Drops: Silk, Grime-Encrusted 
Objed (Quest Item), Robo-Mechonicol Guts 
(Quest Item), Wool 

Corrosive Lurker 28-29 Etde 

Notes: Alliance Friend~ 
Frequent Drops: Silk, Wool, Battered 
Junk box 

Holdout Medic 29-30 Elite 

Notes: Alliance Friend~ 
Frequent Drops: Silk, Wool, Grime· 
Encrusted Ob'ed (Ques1 Item) 

Holdout Warriar 29-30 Eltte 
Notes: Allionce Friendly, Strike 
Frequent Drops: Silk, Grime-Encrusted 
Ob'ed (Quest Item) Wool 

lrrodialed Horror 28-29 Elite 
Notes: Elemen1ol Immunities 
Frequent Drops: Bubbling Water, Robo
Mechonicol Guts (Quest Item), Elemental 
Water 

Pea<elceeper S«urily 

Sutt 
30-31 Eltte 

Notes: Pacify (Stun), High Hit Points, 
Mechonicol lmmunilies 
Frequent Drops: Robo-Mechonicol Guts 
(Quest Item), Fused Wiring, Heovy Blasting 
Powder, Bronze Tube, Coarse Blasting 
Powder, Bronze Framework, Copper 
Modulator 



GNO ME REGh , 

GNOMEREGAN'S LEADERS 

DARK IRON AMBASSADOR 

Noles: Rore Spawn, Flees 

rumOCUTIONER 6000 

~ 6uls (Quest llelal, 6-eliol Operating 8ools ll.ealhs lools68 Aria +ISTA/+3 SPll, llanual Ciwd ,._.1211Mao29.0 DPS +16 STR/+S AGI, 

Ike: + ~ Anudc s,..i lllr 30 Semnds), lllavy Blasting Powder, llranze Tuhe 

33 Elile Glass Shoolel !Gun 17.9 DPSI, Wool, Emissary Cuf'5 !leather llnlcen 47 Armor +S Aran Resis1ance, Additianal Slal5 Chosen at Random), Grime-Encrusted Object (Quest lteml 

32 Elite 
Workshop Key, Roho-Meihaniial &m (Quest lteml, Spiilertllllc Oilrag IOoth llnlcer 20 Armor +7 AGll, Eledrorutioner Lagnut (Ring +4 STAI +9 SPll Silk, Eledrocutioner leg (MH Sword 
22.1 DPS Chance on Hit. Deal 10.20 llaturt DMGI, Wool, Heavy Blasting Powder, Fused Wring 

Notes: Chain Boh, Megavolt, Shack 

GRUBB IS 32 Elile Objed (Quest Item), 6rulibis l'aw5 (Mail Gloves 144 Armor +6 STR/ + S AGI/ +9 SPI), Wool 

Noles: Has Pel (Champer, 30 Elilel 

lDMedaiml 6uls (Quest lteml, llwmaplugg's cnnl Cart (Shield 79S Armor 18 lllodt +3 SI'!, S" Chance lo lnftct 35-65 Nature Dmg wt.. Hill, ~·s ScH Cambiiotion 
MEKGINEER THERMAPLUGG 34 Elite (Quest Item), ~·s lelt Ann (211Axt32.6 DI'S +18 STR/+7 STAI, Eledr111nagilllic Gigaf'm Readiwalor (Cloth H*I 44 Annlll +IS INT/+12 SI'! Ike: Bait that deals 147·167 

llatwe llmg lo al Enemies in !rant, 10 S«und lkrrier Farms), <laged Gear (ling + S Arcn 1111/ + S llatwe Res, Adiitimd Random Stats), Copper Moilitor, Fused W'mg 

Noles: Knack AWlly, Activity Remole Bombs, High Hil Poin~. Mechanicol lmmunilies, High Damage 

TECH BOT 26 Elite Tedibat'1 Memory Core (Ouesl Item), Techbot CPU Shell (Shield 475 Armor 9 Block), Rolio-Mlchankal &m (Quesl Item), Heavy Blasting Powder, Bronze Tube, Coant Blasting Powder 

Noles: lag, Battle Nel (AoE Rool), Mechanical lmmunilies, Summon Dupe Bug (Minor Pet), Patch (Kill pet to heal Techbot) 

VISCOUS FALlOUT 30 Elite 
Bubbling Water, kitl< Walcen (Cloth Boats 34 Armor +4 AGl/+8 INT/+7 Sl'l/+S llatwe lies), Toxic IM11g11(IHDagger20.S DPS Chance on Hit: Deal S DMG Every S Seconds to any 

Enemy in 8 Yard Ar• lllr IS Semndsl, HydrD<D (Stall 21.6 DPS, + 1 S Frost lesisl, Equip: Grants Undnatw Bnathing), Elemental Water 

Notes: Elemenlal Immunities 

~
-------~----~ 

MISH CAPITOL ; 
- - ---- --- - ----- -- ---- ---- - - - - -- --- - --------- - - ---

Entrance via Dun Marogh Elevator 

Gablin·Controlled Teleparter to Booty Bay 

!Harde) 

Train Depot 

loading Room (lechbot) 

Workshop Entrance (Requires Key/ High 

lackpicking) 

Standard Instance Entrance 

_,.....~~-Jr ~·~~ t91f'..-.... ' - -_ -~- ~ - - -
- ~ - -- --
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OUTER REACHES OF GNOMEREGAN 

The tunnel leading into Gnomeregan is fil led with non-elite Gnomes. At first, 
you face the Leper Gnomes (Level 9ish), who cannot begin to harm anyone 
in your party. Push these aside and battle down toward the elevator at the 
base of the tunnel. There are Addled Lepers when you start to get down a 
ways, but these are also very low-level and non-elite. Gather them into clumps 
and dispatch them en masse for a faster set of fights. You may notice some 
Evacuees in the tunnel, especially around the elevator; these are friendly to 
Alliance characters and are civi l ians (Dishonorable Kills) for the Horde. Let the 
Evacuees pass and get onto the elevator. This takes groups down to the outside 
part of Gnomeregan (before the instance itself). 

Fight the group of Addled Lepers in 
the first room, at the bottom. Again, 
fight them in clusters to make things 
go as quickly as possible. This gives 
you an idea for the future as well. 
Gnomeregan is about fighting groups 
far more often than dealing with single 
enemies. In fact, pulling just a lone 
target is so rare in Gnomeregan that 
the few fights of that nature stand out! 
Get used to having a solid tank gather aggro and guide your group carefully, 
even though these fights are quite easy. This practice is essential, because later 
fights take you against Level 30 Elite enemies in groups of four to six targets. 

It's very easy to find White Punch Cards from the creatures you fight in this 
area. These security cards are a running gag throughout the dungeon; they are 
also involved in an Alliance quest (Data Rescue). Take these and read them; 
they contain merely a long string of Os and 1 s. These actually are messages 
written in binary. There are programs online designed to translate these 
if you don't want to do the codework yourself. Though the messages won't 
assist you in completing Gnomeregan, you might certainly enjoy the humor 
in their content. 

THE TELEPORTER AREA 
The tunnel out of the initial area heads west before turning north. A room 
ahead has several points of exit, and there are elite enemies to fight there; 
Caverndeep Pillagers are tougher than the weak Gnomes you've been facing. 
These Troggs have been damaged by radiation. Irradiated Invaders (there's one 
nearby) have an Aura of Radiation. This infects other Troggs when the radiated 
ones are slain. 

Kill the elite enemies in small groups, but don't worry too much, as they are 
low-level for this area and cannot threaten a persistent group. When the room 
is clear, look at the various exits. The rooms to the south of this area have the 
Teleporter to Booty Bay (Note: This is where Horde characters enter the pre
instance). To the west is a tunnel of enemies that terminates in the standard 
instance entrance. Or, to the north is the hallway toward the Train Depot 
(and Techbot). A backdoor to the deep part of the instance is up there as well , 
though it requires a Workshop Key or a very high-level Lockpicker. 

NORTHERN HALL TO THE TRAIN DEPOT 
Walk up the northern hallway into the Train Depot and fight down the 
tiny, western corridor of the room for a somewhat safe trip to the bottom. 
The lower section of the Depot has 
several places of importance; the 
western room there has Techbot, a 
quest target for the Alliance. There 
are also card readers at the northern 
lip of the room , by another passage. 
These Matrix Punchograph 3005-As 
turn White Punch Cards into Yellow 
ones. 

The Addled Lepers in the lower area continue to hone your party in slightly 
larger pulls because they are well-linked (even ranged pulls do little to curb 
the size of the fights, though it prevents future adds). 



One piece of good news is that Techbot is off on his own. Charging into the 
Loading Room keeps you from having to worry about the Gnomes joining in 
to help the damaged machine. Sunder Techbot's armor and bring him down. 
Have a single, high-DPS character take care of all the adds as they spawn. It 
prevents Techbot from putting any additional damage against the group and 
also keeps him from destroying them to heal himself. 

The northern corridor is useless the first time you enter the dungeon, unless 
you have someone who have Pick Locks with over a 180 skill. The door 
there is locked via the Workshop Key (found deep inside the instance, on the 
Electrocutioner 6000). 

WESTERN HALLWAY INTO THE INSTANCE 
Troggs cover the western route into the instance. There are Pillagers and 
Invaders throughout the hallway. Pulling at range avoids the wandering mobs, 
and leads to small and simple encounters. If you retreat slightly during the 
battles (while still fighting), it provides more than enough room to dispatch any 
foes before patrollers get close enough to add. 

Then, at the end of the west hall, is the portal into the proper instance. Take 
this when you wish and get ready for the real challenges. Gnomeregan is a 
very tough instance for its level, and it tests a group's ability to cooperate. 
At this point, if you have developed serious doubts about a pick-up-group's 
ability to function as a team, perhaps suggest that everyone refocus their efforts 
(because the fights aren't going to get easier). 

- -- - -
r-~-- ------ - ----- ----- - -- ------- -- - -------- ----- --- - ----------- ----
1 :~-tf1 INTO ~HE GNOMISH CAPITOL 

Standard Entrance lo Instance 

Holl of Gears 

Damaged Tunnel 
The Oeon Zone/Holdout Borra<ks 

The 001mit01y 
launch Boy 

Tinker's Court (Mekgineer Thermoplugg) 

Sole w/ Blueprints 
1 9 Engineering lobs 

10 Crowd Pummeler 9-60 

11 Workshop Entrance to lnston<e 
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THE CLOCKWERK RUN AND THE HALLS OF GEARS 
Enemy levels jump slightly as soon as you enter the instance. The Caverndeep 
Burrowers in the first hall are in their high 20s, so they take a bit more damage 
before falling. Be sure to use movement debuffing to limit the Troggs' abi l ity to 
run off and cause further trouble during encounters. 

You should see some of the 
Caverndeep Ambushers as you 
move into the huge chamber at the 
end of the Clockwerk Run. These 
seem laughably weak at first, being 
lower in level and non-elite. Don't 
underestimate what the Ambushers 
can cause; these fast Troggs are small 
and obnoxious. They patrol over 
decent areas and love to wander into 

your group during existing battles. Kill these wanderers quickly and don't 
allow them to engage you when there are other Troggs to link. 

The Hall of Gears is so massive that it takes up two tiers. Don't try to jump 
down onto the lower floor (you can reach it easily enough later on). Clear the 
pathway around the top ledge of the room and pause, as needed, to content 
with the patrollers. Luckily, Troggs don't link nearly as well as the Gnomes, so 
there is more tolerance for mistakes up here. 

The Pillagers use Radiation Bolts at range, so they make better targets when 
you go against groups of Troggs up on the ledges. These Troggs are also slightly 
faster to bring down compared to their somewhat beefier companions. 

The Pillagers are the mobs that you must collect radiation from if you're 
working on the Gnogain and The Only Cure is More Green Glow quests. 

If you're trying to get all the treasure that Gnomeregan has to offer, clear the 
entire ledge and use the bridge on the west end to reach the center part of the 
room; there is a locked, Large Iron Chest there and a Box of Assorted Parts for 
Engineering goodies. 

There are two safe exits from the upper 
Hall of Gears. For heavy fighting and 
a way down to the lower level, take 
the southwestern passage (this takes 
you to either the Dormitory or Clean 
Zone). Or, for a single treasure-fight, 
use the southeastern hallway into the 
ruined part of Gnomeregan. Either of 
these options have their place, but to 
keep things simple we'll deal with the 
shorter option first. 

THE DAMAGED TUNNEL 
The southeastern path from the upper Hall of Gears has seen better times. 
This area was almost destroyed, and future cave-ins seem almost certain. 
Fortunately, there aren't too many enemies as you first approach the end of 
the area. Instead, there is a stranded Alliance worker named Blastmaster Emi 
Shortfuse; you know that this person is in bad shape because she's perfectly 
willing to accept Alliance or Horde assistance. Her goal is to do some blasting 
and stop the new flow of Troggs from entering Gnomeregan; this won't get 
you an experience award, but the fighting is fine (and there is a guaranteed 
treasure drop at the end). 

To help Emi, talk to her and get her started on her blasting route. She walks 
west a short ways, back where you came, and looks at the south wall. After a 
moment, Troggs start to break out of the wall and boil into the corridor. While 
Emi sets charges to seal this gap, fight off the waves of non-elite Troggs. Tanks: 
Don't worry about losing individual targets aggro-wise. Instead, be sure to use 
multi-target abilities like Cleave and Whirlwind. Also, don' t hesitate to use 
Challenging Shout to draw an entire group onto you. 

Emi seals the southern breach before long, but the northern wall doesn't look 
so great either. Sure enough, here come the Troggs! This batch contains a few 
elite members, though their arrival is spaced out enough for your group to 
eliminate them in turn. At the end of the rush, two interesting characters join 
the fray. Grubbis (a tougher, Elite Trogg) and his Crocalisk "Chomper" attack. 
This isn't too taxing a fight, and you are certain to get some treasure from 
Grubbis when he fal ls! That done, Emi is able to rest a bit easier. Return to the 
Hall of Gears and continue your greater quests. 

THE CLEAN ZONE 
The southwest passage from the upper Hall of Gears has quite a number of 
the same Troggs you've been facing. More Burrowers and Pillagers are there, 
and you're forced to choose whether to travel north or south. North leads 
down some stairs into the Alliance-Friendly Clean Zone. The Gnomes there 
only attack Horde characters. Or, to the south is one of the entrances into the 
Dormitory (where legions of Troggs roam). 

Most of the time, people are going to take the northern route, into the Clean 
Zone (there isn't too much of interest in the Dormitory unless people are use 
the card reader there). Even Horde characters need to enter the Clean Zone 
at some point; this is where characters find the Sparklematic 5200. Grime
Encrusted Objects and Rings are brought here to be cleaned. 

If you're in a Horde group, stay on the stairs and pull various Gnomes back 
to you until the room is clear enough to safely enter. Alliance players can 
wander in without a care in the world, but the machines there operate just as 
well for either faction. Only one of the Sparklematics is still in full, operational 
order, so don't fret if you grimy loot doesn't do anything in the first machine 
you try. 

The bottom exit from the Clean Room 
takes a group into the Dormitory from 
its lower area. Another shared quest is 
nearby; Kernobee was wounded and 
captured, and a number of Troggs 
guard his location just north from the 
Clean Room. Escorting him out of 
the dungeon is a quest (A Fine Mess). 
Look inside the small rooms outside of 
the Clean Zone and take Kernobee up 
to the top of the Clockwerk Run when you find him. Don't leave the instance 
prematurely (or at all); make sure that the quest completes properly. 



THE DORMITORY 
There are Troggs all over the place inside the Dormitory. The sheer numbers 
are enough to make any group wary, but the smaller link area for Troggs keep 
these fights from becoming pure nightmares. Have the MT pull the Troggs from 
range and then duck behind the corner to the rest of the party. Line of Sight 
(LOS) pulls are a favorite tactic in most instances and this is no exception. You 
gain the advantage of eliminating the ranged abil ities of most mobs as they'll 
chase your MT around the corner and into melee range of the whole party. Be 
ca lm and methodic. Don't try to scout around with stealth (this area has many 
ways to bounce a person out of stealth, and being aggroed by a couple groups 
of Troggs without group support leads to a sticky demise). 

There are Matrix Punchograph 3005-B readers on the lower part of the 
Dormitory. These convert Yellow cards into Blue ones. 

The first substantial concentration of Reavers is found here. These Warrior 
Troggs have the Cleave ability, and they take a bit longer to bring down. Keep 
your non-melee members at range and have the MT turn the Trogg around 
so that the other melee members of the party can stay behind it. This erases 
any advantage that Cleave may have given the Trogg. Other than that, make 
sure to crush the softer enemies while your MT grabs the aggro of any melee
oriented Troggs. 

Your goal while fighting through this 
area is to reach the northern area 
(the lower tier of the Hall of Gears). 
Irradiated Slimes are there. Though 
more powerful than the Troggs, the 
enemies there are quite isolated. Use 
single, ranged pulls for fast and easy 
fights. Clear the way to the northern 
section of the Hall, and practice your 
techniques against the poisoned 
Water Elementals in that part of 

the room. The generic ones of these are called Irradiated Horrors. As with 
all Elementals, they scoff at a number of class abilities (such as Rend and a 
number of additional Do Ts). Use physical damage and non-nature attacks to 
kill these. 

When the group has its feet wet with the Elementals, pull the more powerful 
Viscous Fallout from the northeast. This Elemental is high on hit points and 
deals substantial damage. Though troublesome and slow to defeat, this enemy 
is certain to drop one of several good items when it dies, so groups should 
stop to kil l when they go through (unless they are bypassing the eastern part 
of the dungeon). 

WEST, INTO THE LAUNCH BAY 
The western passage from the lower Hall of Gears leads into the deeper areas 
of Gnomeregan. Again, the fights increase in difficulty, and groups soon face 
the tougher machines and larger pulls that characterize this instance. This 
western corridor has two tiers (the upper one has more fighting and somewhat 
less room to do it). For an easier push, take the lower path and stay on the right 
edge of it while advancing. 

There are both non-elite and elite Gnomes in this area and they could cause 
problems for an unprepared group. There are two options when taking out 
these groups. 

Option 1 - No Aof: Groups without any AoE abilities should have the tank 
rush forward to grab the aggro of the elite Gnome while the Main Assist (MA) 
begins picking off the non-elites with the rest of the party. You can bring the 
regular Gnomes down relatively quickly while the MT absorbs the attacks of 
the dangerous elite. 

Option 2-AoE: Taking out these groups is much easier when you have at least 
one party member with AoE abilities. Have the MT grab the aggro of the elite 
and then lay into the rest with AoE spells. (Frost Nova/Arcane Explosion is a 
favorite among Mages.) This is a standard attack procedure in later dungeons 
(Uldaman's scorpions and Stratholme's skeletons come to mind) and it's a 

GNOME RL1. 

good idea to practice it to perfection from this point on. Stay and watch some 
of the Sentries and Gnomes at range to get a feel for the patrols of this area. 
There's quite a bit of danger for getting involved in a fight that is too large 
for your group to handle. Longer pulls at range help, but there is danger 
even then. 

THE LAUNCH BAY 
The Launch Bay is another room with immense dimensions. Again, this place 
has two tiers and dozens of foes (much like a meaner version of the Hall of 
Gears). Your group first enters the upper tier of the room. West from your 
location is a central ledge with the Electrocutioner 6000, but it takes some 
fighting to reach the necessary walkway. 

Before going anywhere, look at the 
size of the Gnomes/Machine clusters 
around the tier. Fights with groups of 
four or five enemies are now going 
to be normal. Linking is such in the 
Launch Bay that you cannot avoid 
getting a swarm if you touch anyone 
who's remotely close to their allies. 
As always, wait for patrollers to come 
all the way to you to keep them from 
adding during the already intense 
fights. 

Many of the weaker Gnomes have ranged attacks (Technicians and, later, 
Mechanesmiths). It's best to rush in and eliminate their ranged advantage or 
use a LOS pull to bring the entire group to your party in a cluster. 

This is where you start to see the Peacekeeper Security Suits as well as the 
Peacekeeper Sentries and Mechanized Sentries. All of these are quite powerful 
and have limited crowd control, so the fights against them are slow. Continue 
to target Gnomes first to eliminate soft targets at high speed, then go after the 
Mechs when the Gnomes aren't there to support or repair them. 

The bridge to the central area is only lightly guarded compared to the rest 
of the room, but the reasoning for that is soon revealed; the Electrocutioner 
6000 is more than capable of defending itself. When fully healed, rested, and 
buffed, attack this machine with full force. Use armor and damage debuffing 
as early as possible, and make use of the wide battle space on the ledge to 
spread out your group. Have the main tank on one side of the Mech, other 
melee allies on the opposite side, and keep ranged buddies away from the 
fight entirely. This gives the MT considerable time to regain aggro if it is lost. 
Executioner 6000 has three special abilities, but one could be devastating to 
your party if you don't manage it correctly. Both Megavolt and Shock are 
single-target abilities and your MT will l ikely absorb these spells. However, 
Chain Bolt is much like Chain Lightning and your party should spread out to 
reduce the potential dangers of this spell. 

Loot the Electrocutioner 6000 for the Workshop Key (this lets you use the 
secondary instance entrance and bypass many of the early fights if you 
ever wish to return to Gnomeregan). Also on the center ledge is a Matrix 
Punchograph 3005-C to turn your Blue Punch Cards into Red ones. 
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The southern ramp, on the upper 
ledge, leads down to a lower tier 
of the area. Fighting cools down 
slightly while you are on the ramp 
itself, though there are still Sentries 
and Leprous Defenders. The easier 
part is that these are smaller and 
simpler fights. 

You're given a choice at the hallway below. Either take the hallway northwest 
and move back into the Launch Bay (this is the direction for heading toward 
Mekgineer Thermaplugg) or, push farther down the hall to the west and make 
for the Engineering Labs. Either way, it's important to be wary of the patrollers 
in the hall. There are Peacekeepers and Mobile Alert Systems. Stay on guard, 
and keep your fights out of the way (back on the ramp even), until there is 
enough room to safely fight. 

LAUNCH BAY - LOWER TIER 
The lower floor of the Launch Bay has similar Gnomes, but they're supported 
by Mechano-Tanks! These machines are very sturdy, and there are enough 
Gnomes around that it can be challenging to attack them when they aren't 
going to have them around. Look for smaller pockets and use these for safer 
clearing of the room. Fighting west around the circle is the faster way to get 
where you want. This way soon opens into a descending hall. 

The southern hall is guarded by a different enemy; there are many Dark Iron 
Agents out there. They have a chance to drop the Grime-Encrusted Ring for 
both Horde and Alliance characters. This offers a short quest chain for either 
faction, so it's certainly nice to find! Another nifty thing about the Dark Iron 
Dwarves is that they aren't as well 
linked as the Gnomes, so the fights are 
tough but not as hectic. The Agents 
try to set Mines during the battles, but 
these take ten seconds to arm (so you 
can pull the battles back and away 
from them in time to avoid trouble). 
Also, characters can peel from 
battle to destroy them, if that is your 
wish instead. 

Another interesting development is the introduction of Arcane Nullifiers 
to the fight. These machines are capable of dispelling negative effects, so 
it's hard to land and keep debuffs going when they're in the battles. However, 
their most dangerous trait is their ability to reflect all spells (including abilities 
like Hammer of Justice). The reflection ability does have a visible particle 
effect when activated, but it's wiser to avoid using spells against this mob 
completely. Though the Arcane Nullifiers aren't fast kills, nothing in this 
hallway is super fast to bring down, so going after the machines before the 
Dwarves may be useful for some groups (especially those that count on Do Ts 
and other non-nuke magic during battle). 

There are several parts to the hallway. A thin ledge that offers little space for 
the battles is on the left side. Its advantages are that it meets an adjoining 
hall that connects to another Engineering Lab passage. You can also continue 
down the upper part of the ramp until it reaches the bottom. The lower route 
on the same ramp is wide enough to give groups greater space while fighting. 
Yet, the action is a tad thicker there. There's another upper ledge above to the 
right, but it can only be reached from the bottom of the ramp. 

Look around while fighting for a 
rare Dwarf to be here; the Dark Iron 
Ambassador drops some interesting 
equipment if you are lucky enough to 
spot him and bring the foul creature 
down. Not all instance spawns are going 
to have the Ambassador, so it's really a 
matter of timing and sheer luck. 

When the trip to the bottom is done, rebuff your allies and prepare for the final 
couple of battles to end Mekgineer Thermaplugg's rule over this wounded city. 

TINKER'S COURT 
This is the door into Tinker's Court, though it doesn't take any effort to open 
the way. Beyond it is a final line of defense before the Gnome traitor himself 
faces you. The fight, which you must take en masse, is against five non-elite 
Gnomes (Machinesmiths), an Arcane Nullifier, and a Mechanized Guardian. 
Since none of these can be pulled away from the others, it's better to charge 
forward and begin the fight on your terms. 

Kill the Machinesmiths with all due haste to remove their support for the 
machines and low damage. Once isolated, the Nullifier and the Guardian 
won't be able to do nearly as much to your group. Take down the Nullifier 
next, then finish with the Guardian (a slug-fest by that point). Rest and rearm 
yourself once that battle is done, because an even greater challenge awaits! 

Mekgineer Thermaplugg stands at the center of the large chamber (or sits, as 
the case may be). He is positioned inside a large battlemech. This device adds 
a heavy serving of armor and hit points to the Gnome, and that isn' t all that 
he has going for him in Tinker's Court. The six statues around the room aren't 
for decoration; they are machines that spit forth deadly bombs once the battle 
begins. Thermaplugg engages these in a random sequence, and the bombs 
head in toward the party without much delay. 

Before worrying about how to defeat Thermaplugg (who is actually the lesser 
challenge here), you must develop a plan to keep the bombs from ravaging 
your group. If you have a decently high-level person with keen ranged 
power, it is possible to have them intercept the bombs en route. This gets 
very challenging later in the battle, when there are almost always two of them 
incoming in a short span. 

The more dependable tactic is to disarm the machines as they come online. 
Take two members of the group (not healers), and have them focus on each 
side of the room. One takes the left, one takes the right. Stay fairly close to 
the center machine (this way, no matter what activates it won't be a long 
run), and push the red, candy-like buttons that are found on the lower parts of 
the devices. This stops the bombs. Thermaplugg's activation sequence reveals 
which statue is coming online next; look for the lightning charge that he sends 
to do this for a hint at where to run! 

A few are going to pop out anyway, as the first bomb is very fast to engage, 
but the runners can quickly shoot/hit the bombs to steal their attention and 
keep them from trashing the rest of the group. As long as your runners each 
have a Healing Potion ready, they shouldn't even need healing from the main 
group (no single bomb does enough damage to be too vicious when hitting a 
single target). 



As for the central battle, Thermaplugg isn't so tough when the bombs aren't 
blasting the party to shreds. Keep your lead DPS player, tank, and healer on 
the big battle, and have them use their proper long-term abilities. Have the 
tank in front, the other two behind the Mech, and make sure to let your tank 
hold that aggro solidly. 

Eventually, it'll all be over. With a sound strategy, this is a very doable fight 
(though if the group loses cohesion everything kind of melts). Loot the foul 
Gnome and pat yourselves on the back. For Horde characters, the safe that 
you seek is on the northern side of the room (inside are the Blueprints that 
Nogg requested). You are done! 

Yet, there is one section of Gnomeregan that we haven't gone over. Rewind a 
bit and deal with the Engineering Labs. The reason these are saved for the end 
of the walkthrough is because they are most often seen by groups returning 
for a second run through the instance. These labs connect the Launch Bay, 
the ramp by Tinker's Court, and the backdoor of the instance (the Workshop 
Door). The Labs are important because they allow groups to bypass quite a 
large number of the early fights. Characters of higher level can skip straight to 
battles that are worth more experience to them and offer greater rewards! 

THE ENGINEERING LABS 
First off, look on the map and see the three entrances to the Engineering Labs. 
You can approach from the west (via the small passage on the ramp to Tinker's 
Court). You can come from the north (by taking the ha llway southwest from 
the Launch Bay). Or, you can come into the instance using the Workshop Key 
and fight your way west into the Labs. 

No matter which way you choose, there are many fights, but these are 
challenges that you have mostly dealt with before. The distinct aspect of the 
Engineering Labs is that they have two Mechs that aren't found elsewhere in 
the dungeon. Mecho-Flamewalkers and Mechano-Frostwalkers are found in 
this area. 

GNO ME REG ... 

These elemental machines have cone attacks and point-blank AoEs. Keep 
ranged characters back to avoid the excess damage, while even non-tank 
melee combatants should stay on behind of the machines to avoid the cone 
sprays. Fights in and around the labs are somewhat dangerous, but they are 
more resource intensive than anything else. 

There are several items of interest inside the actual labs. The elevator that 
connects the upper and lower tiers of the room is on the northeast side. The 
Matrix Punchograph 3005-D is in the room (this is the final Punch Card 
upgrader, and gives you a Prismatic Punch Card). Finally, the upper tier has 
a loot boss that you can fight without engaging other enemies. This enemy 
is the Crowd Pummeler 9-60. Though a melee boss, this machine deals 
damage to groups at high speed, using its version of Cleave and Trample with 
high frequency. Keep everyone except for the MT behind the Pummeler to 
avoid incurring major damage among al l party members. 

While clearing the way around the upper tier, be wary and note the Mobile 
Alert Systems and other patrollers that I itter the ledge. Even experienced 
groups should stay organized and avoid getting involved with a large fight 
while patrollers are incoming. 

With that boss defeated, your group has seen all that Gnomeregan has to offer. 
With the Workshop Key and your experience in the dungeon, it should take 
substantially less time to clear important parts of the dungeon in the future 
(you can hit the bosses in the western part of Gnomeregan without spending 
2 1/2 hours setting everything up). Not only is that useful for you if you wish 
to farm loot; taking allies in to kill Thermaplugg is great if they still have a 
quest to do that but aren't interested in doing everything that the dungeon has 
to offer. 

So, keep that Workshop Key in your bank for at least a few levels while leaving 
the option open to return whenever you like. 
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Tucked away in the Valley of Spears in Desolace, Maraudon has every type 
of centaur guarding it: scouts, wranglers, windchasers, and even the spirits 
of fallen warriors. The Valley of Spears is west of the Kodo Graveyard and 
north of Shadowprey Village; the entrance to Maraudon is in the deepest part 
of the valley, marked by immense stone doors. The centaurs on either side 
of the doors shouldn't pose any problem to a group ready to face the perils 
of Maraudon. A solid group makeup for this dungeon run would be a Warrior, 
Priest, Rogue, Paladin/Shaman and any respectable DPS class to round it out. 

Vyletongue Seat 

Wkked Grotto 

Eor1h Song Falls 
Zoetar's Grove 



- ·· I ·•••1• •1111 ,., ... I 1~ '.•••'··• 111 · ·•:.•' . 
51.dowshard l'flllllllll5 I Archmoge Tervosh I 11us1wa1ow llri I Arclmoge Tervosh I 11us1wa1ow llri I Ho I 3,4SO 

REWARD: Prodigious ShadowJiard Pendant (Hedc, + 10 INT) or Zeoloos Shodow5hord Pendon! tNedc, +20 Anode Power) 

51.dowshard FflllllllllS I Uthel'Hay I O!grimlls I Uthel'Nay I Otpmar I Ho I 3,4SO 

REWARD: Prodigious Sliadowshard Pendon! (Nedc, + 10 IHT) or Zealous Shodowshard Pendant (Neck, +20 Anodt Power) .. ~ ...... I Centaur Pariah I Desala I Cenltlur Parioh I Desala I No I S,4SO 

REWARD: Mork of the Cha.en (Trinket, When struck in comboat, 2" change of all stats increasing by 251 

s.dalldt I Zaetar's Spirit I llanMlan I Rernulos , ........ I No I 6,100 .,.......""- I Talendlra I Desala I Talendira I Desala I Ho I S,250 

REWARD: Branchclaw Gauntlets (Plate Honds, 284Armor, +12 STR) or SagebMh Girdle (leather Woist, 71 Armor, + 15Agility) or Woadsffd HOO!I (Ring, +5 ST.I/ +9 IHT), 

,.....Cllnllfllol I York Batdes<or I Desala I Yark Battll!<ar I Desala I Ho I S,250 

REWARD: Bran<hdaw Gauntlets (Plate Honds, 284 Armor, +12 STR) or SagebMh Girdle tltother Woist, 71 Armor, +1 5 Agmty) or Woackffd Hoop (Ring, +5 STA/+9 INn 

Twlslld hlls I wJ1ow I Desala I w.11ow I Desala I No I S.250 
REWARD: Hulkstone Pouldrons (Plate Shoulder, 341 Armor, +5STl/+13STA) or Relentless Cherin tMoi Ches1, 758Armor,+10ST.I/+10 INT, Equip: +20 Anodt Power) or Sflrightring Helm (leather Head, 103Armor, +1 5 AGV+lD STA) or Acumen Robes (Ooth Chest, 
61 Armor, + 20 INT) .......... I Covindro l lllnudol I Celebros l llarlulbi I No I 3,400 

REWARD: Scepter of Celebros 

~" &rtli and Seed I Keeper Marona~ I Desola I Keeper Marondk I Desola I No I 6,100 

REWARD: Verdant Keeper's Aim (Bow, 28.2DPS, +1 ·4 Nalure Damoge) or Resurgen<e Rod (Staff, 45.8 DPS, Restores 8 mana/2 heahh every 5 secOllds) or Throsh Blade (lH Sword, 35.2 DPS, Chonce on hit grants 2 onadts on nex1 swing) 

""-" Eri ..I s.d I Selendra I 11esa1a I Selendra I 11esa1a I Na I 6,100 

REWARD: Verdant Keeper's Aim (Bow, 28.2 DPS, + 1 .4 Noture Damage) or Resurgence Rod (Staff, 45.8 DPS, Restores 8 mana/2 heahh every 5 seconds) or Throsh Blade (lH Sword, 35.7 DPS, Chance on htt: gronts 7 anocks on next swing) 

SHARED QUESTS 

SHADOWSHARD FRA 

Dustwullow Marsh !Alliance) I Ogrimmar (Horde) 

Antmge ftlh !Mmcll / Ulhel'nar tllordel 

Goal Collect 10 Shadowshord Fragments 

Inside the Shadowshard side of Maraudon are Shadowhard Smashers 
and Rumblers. These are the enemies that drop Shadowshard Fragments. 
They appear only outside of the instanced area of Maraudon. 

THE PARIAH'S INSTRUCTI :)''. . 

Olilained at IMI 39 

Location Oesoloce 

Goal Obtain lhe Amulet of Union 

The Centaur Pariah is found in the southernmost part of Mannoroc 
Coven. After obtaining the quest, head inside Maraudon and take on 
the Nameless Prophet, found near the stone door entrance. He drops 
The Amulet of Spirits, which is needed to pick a fight with the spirits 
of the khans. 

The five khans roam the rocky paths of Maraudon in different locations. 
Three of the khans are outside the instanced portion of Maraudon. One 
of the khans patrols the Wicked Grotto in the Shadowshard side of the 
instanced area, about halfway to Vyletongue's Seat. The final khan is 
not far inside the instance entrance of the Ambershard side. 
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SEED OF LIFE 

Quest level 

Location 

est Giver 

Goal 

Reward 

Moroudon 

Zaetar's 5pirit 

Seek out Remulos in Moonglode and give him the 

Seed of Life 

HID 

one only 

After defeating Princess Theradras, Zaetar's Spiri t appears and offers this 
quest. Druids should have an easier time completing this quest than 
others who have yet to visit Moonglade. 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

nee Gained 

Reward 

Oesoloce 

Talll1llni ._,I Vcrk flaltlescs IHonlel 

Heol 8 ~ants 

S2S.S2SO 

Bronchdow Gauntlets (Plate Hands, 284 Armor, + l 2 STR) or 

Sagebrush Girdle (leather Wo~t. 71 Armor, + l S Agility) or 

Woodseed Hoop (Ring, +S STA/+9 INT) 

The orange crystal pool needed to fill the Coated Cerulean Vial is just 
past Cavindra. Once it's full, enter the Ambershard side of the instance 
and look for small, green plants with an orange-red color at the base of 
their leaves. When you use the Filled Cerulean Vial near one of these 
plants, one Noxxious Essence and a few Noxxious Scions spawn. Ki lling 
the Essence cleanses the plant. 

TWISTED EVILS 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Experience Gained: 

Reward 

Coiled 25 Therodric Crystal Carvings 

S2S.S2SO 

Hulkstone Pouldrons (Plate Shoulder, 341 Armor, +S STR/ 
+ 13 STA) or Relentless Chain (Mo~ Chest, 258 Armor, 

+ 10 STA/+10 INT, Equip: +20 Attack Power) or Sprightring 

Helm (leather Head, 103 Armor, + 1SAGI/+10 STA) or 
Acumen Robes (doth Chest, 61 Armor, +20 INT) 

The Theradric Crystal Carvings drop from el ite enemies inside Maraudon. 
With 25 to collect for each person in the group, expect this quest to take 
most of the run for everyone to complete. 

LEGENDS OF MARAUDON 

Location 

Goal 

Experience Gained 

Maraudon 

Obtain the Celebrion Rad and Celebrian Diamond, and find a 
way to speak with Celebras. 

340-3400 

Scepter of el as 

Look for Cavindra in the Ambershard side 
of Maraudon. Obtain the Celebrian Rod 
by defeating Noxxion in the Ambershard 
side of the instanced portion of Maraudon. 
Lord Vyletongue in the Shadowshard side 
holds the Celebrian Diamond. 

After obtaining these two parts, you must 
find and defeat Celebras the Cursed in 
the Poison Falls area. His spirit appears 
afterward and provides further instructions 
about combining the Rod and Diamond. 



CORRUPTION OF EARTH AND 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Reward 

Oblaiied at level 45 

Oesoloce 

Keeper Morandis !Aliancel I Selendru !Hardel 

Slay Princess Therodroi 

200-6100 

Verdant Keeper's Aim (B1w, 28.2OPS,+1 -4 Nature 

Oomoge) or Resurgence Rod (Stoff, 45.8 OPS, Restores 

8 mono/ 2 health every 5 second\) or Throih Blode 

(One-handed Sword, 35.2 OPS, Chance on hit: gronll 
2 attacks on next swin9) 

Princess Theradras is deep inside Maraudon, in Zaetar's Grave. The 
encounter against Princess Theradras is covered in greater detail in the 
"Zaeter' s Grave" section of the this text. 

WITHIN THE D£PIHS 

ENEMIES OUTSIDE 
THE INSTANCE 

ENEMIES INSIDE 
THE INSTANCE 



LEADERS OF MARAUOON 

IANDSUDE 50 Elite 

Claw of Celelrm (Off Hand fill, 34.4 DPS, Clau on lit: l'lli!Gns targ11lar9 llalln damage nsy 2 semndsl, GrMbeper's °"1111 ICW. 37 hw, +12 SW+IO llalln 
Rl5islan!e), 5aolhsayer's Htadpieie (lladier Head, +7 STA/+25 lllT/ +8 51'11 

Helm ol lhe Mountain (Plate Head, 683 Armor, +10 llcdllre Resis1ance, Equip: Defense +10), Cloud Slone (Off Hand, +10 INT/+1051'1/+IO Amine Rlsislan!e), Rodtgrip Gaundels 
(Mail Hands. +10 SW+IO INT, Equip: +28 Anack r-1, fill of Slone IMH Mace, 3S.3 DPS, +11 STA/+S SPI, 0-. on lit: restores SO mano) 

Notes: Trample, Kn0<k Away, spawm Therodrim Shordlings 

LORD YYLETONGUE 49 Eltte 

Notes: Shot, Multishot, Smoke Bomb, Blink 

MESHLOI THE HAIYESTER 48 Elite 

lnfwnal Trkblar Leggings (Mail L191, 263 Armor, +20 JS/+9 lllT, Equip: Bows +4), Salyr's lash (Dagger, 33.2 DPS, Chanm on lit: Shadow Ball far SS ta 8S Shadow Damage), 

~Sash (Clolh Waisl, 40 Armor, +10 SW+IS INT/+10 Shadow ll!isll 

Bioomsjlruut ~(Mail Head, 249 .._, +18 SW+IO llalln llasislma, (quip: +36Allack "-1. flllfis SlnudAnnor (llalhs Cliest, 148 Amor. +2SJS/+IO STAI, 
lkmn's Etabra (Cloth Chest, 73 Annor, laaease ltGly spel 111.m by IP 11122. lastlrll a-M1Y S llCllllds) 

Notes: Rare spawn, Wor Stomp, Earth Sh0<k, Harvester Strike 

Notes: Curse of Blood, Earth Shoo 

NOXXIOll 

41 Eltte 

4B Elite 
lloxxlon's Shackles (Plate Wrist, 23S"-, +S STAl+IS llalwe R8!1stann), lleart of lloxxion (Trinbt, +IOllalurt R8!1stann, Ilse: llmovt I poison elltd), llclllaas Shaoliw 
(Wand, SO.O DPS, +7 ST4/+5 llalurt R8!islannl 

Notes: Toxic Volley, Uppercut, spawns smaller versions of self 

PRINCESS THERADRAS 51 Elite 

Notes: Dust Field, Repulsive Gaze, Boulder (~lences) 

WOii.ASH 4B Eltte 

Notes: Oeave, Puncture 

ROTGRIP 50 Elite 

Notes: Puncture, Fatol Bite 

TINKERER GIZ10CK 50 Eltte 

Notes: Dragon Goblin Gun, Shoat, Bomb 

BralllSollhe Slone PriKm IMailWdsl. 141 Armor, +6 SW+S INT, Equip: +30 Allack r-1, llackslone ling llllg. +6 STA, Equip: +20 Allack r-.1..-,_ chance to hi 
by 1%), PriKm lhenDas' Sceptw 12H Mia, 46.S DPS, 0-.on lit: Waunds1arg11far 160, lowers !heir mM'by 100), Elemental Rodt Leggings (Plate ltgs, 496Ama, +20 
STR/ + 18 STAI+ 10 11a1ure RISislllul. Gemshmd Heart llW. + 10 SW+ 10 lllT/ +6 SPI), Eye of 1linlras !Clalh Head, 63 Anaor. +13 STAI +20 INT/+ II SPll, Clam. Dirk 
(Dagger, 3S.9 DPS, + 11 lllt (quip: restores 21111111 M1Y S llClllldsl 

Chloromesli 6inll (Clalh Waisl, 37 Armor, +20llalanResistonat), 8nalidt1.epgs(!Jalhlr IJgs, 118 Armor, +II STAl+IS lllT/+10 llahn lll!islaacel, Pl.,iosliii SpMlen 

(lladier Sho.lds, Ill Amar, +IUGl/+10 STAl+IO llalure lll!islaace), V"Nnll Saadals IClolh Feet, SO Amor. +12 INT/ +12 SPl/+12 llalurt R8!islannl 

~ Mande (Clolh 5baulder, 57 Armor, +17 INT/+ll 51'1), Alino Croamle lools lllalhw Feet, IOS Armor, +20 AGl/+5 STA, +5lkmnR8!islannl, GatarlileAu1211 Axe, 

45.8DPS,0..onHit.-a1arg11lar230 damage- 30 llCllllds) 

Glzlodc's Hypertedt Bvdder (Shield, 183S Armor, 32 Blodt, +S SW+IO INT, Equip: restares 4 mano IVll'f S se<ands), Inventor's F«al Swo!d (lH Sword, 3S.2 DPS, +6 INT, 
Equip: imprOYll chance to get ailkalsde with spels by 1%1, Megashot lille (Gun, 27.4 DPS, +S Amine lte!iston<e, Equip: +19 Rqed Anack power) 



INTO THE CAVERNS 
The path to fol low beyond the stone 
doors through the initial area is fairly 
straightforward. The single noteworthy 
encounter here is with the Nameless 
Prophet, who has Curse of Blood and 
Earth Shock at his disposal. There 
are a few shortcuts avai lable (usual ly 
by jumping off staircases instead of 
fol lowing them down), but all paths 
lead to a pair of centaur statues. 

Entrance from Valley of Spears 

Spirit of Kolk, the First Khan 

Spirit of Gelk, the Se<ond Khan 

Shodowshord instance entrance 

Covnidro 
Orange Cry;tal Pool 
Spirit of Magro, the Third Khan 

Ambershard instance entrance -....... ~-'"~ ~~.-... ~_,.... 
+ -:- = _- ~-_;- ~ - - --=- -

The path that runs between the statues 
ends at the stationary Spirit of Kolk, 
the first Khan. While the five khans 
equip different weapons, none of the 
encounters are particu I arly cha I lengi ng 
or radica lly d ifferent. The smal l room 
behind Kolk becomes functional with 
a Scepter of Celebras (obtained after 
completing the Legends of Maraudon 
quest) as a shortcut to Earth Song Falls. 
Going north from the centaur statues 
leads to the Shadowshard area, while south leads to the Ambers 



-

SHADOWSHARD SIDE 
The Shadowshard area is essentially a 
deep pit with a spiral path that winds 
through a handful of caves. The 
Spirit of Gelk, the Second Khan, is 
about halfway down the path, almost 
directly underneath where your group 
first overlooks the pit. 

The Shadowshard Rumblers and 
Smashers needed to complete the 
Shadowshard Fragments quest are 
found throughout this area, mixed in with two types of giant worms. Both 
worm types have a ranged attack: Acid Spit inflicts nature damage, while 
Tunneler Acid reduces armor and stacks with itself in a manner similar to 
Sunder Armor. Shadowshard Rumblers are the least threatening of the elite 

enemies since their only special skill 
is Trample. Shadowshard Smashers 
are far more dangerous with both 
Knockdown and Knock Away. 
Knockdown is mostly an annoyance 
(until a big hea l is interrupted), but 
Knock Away is extremely dangerous. 
It throws characters a good distance, 
so work to keep your back to a wall 
while fighting these rocky foes. 

INSIDE TI-1£ INSTANCE: SHADOWSHARD 

THE WICKED GROTTO 

AMBERSHARD SIDE 
The enemies waiting to greet you amongst the orange crystals include 
Ambereye Basilisks and Reavers, both with the Petrify ability. Reavers also 
employ Cleave, so keep your healer behind the enemy to avoid being tagged 
by a dangerous skill. 

The entrance into the Ambershard 
side of the instance is buried in the 
back of the area. On the way to the 
entry, you encounter the Spirit of 
Magra, the Third Khan, near a small 
alcove filled with orange crystals. 

Lord Vyletongue 

There are two pools of note in th is 
area. The first holds Cavindra, who 
offers the quest Legends of Maraudon. 
The second pool is used to fi ll the vial 
for the Vyletongue Corruption quest. 

The Wicked Grotto is the initial area inside the Shadowshard instance area 
and is filled with multiple types of demons. The smallest are not elite and are 
typically found in small groups. These Corruptors and Poison Sprites stay back 
and attack with ranged abilities that inflict status effects. 

The Putridus Satyrs and Tricksters mingle with these groups, while the Putridus 
Shadowstalkers patrol the area, often stealthed, looking to surprise unprepared 
groups. Rogue abilities are divided between these three Putridus species, but 
they share the Putridus Breath attack. 



The elementals that roam the area 
are Deeproot Stompers and Deeproot 
Tanglers. The enemy's name gives 
you a clue about the attack you 
should expect from them. Deeproot 
Stompers use War Stomp, similar to 
the Tauren racial ability. Deeproot 
Tanglers emulate the Druid ability, 
Entangling Roots. 

VYLETONGUE'S SEAT 

Drop, or fight, down to the bowl
shaped area, then follow the path that 
leads out of the bowl, and away from 
the waterfall. The Spirit of Maraudos, 
the Fourth Khan, makes a slow circuit 
of this area 

Multiple Putridus Shadowstalkers 
patrol this area, so never rush 
ahead without first checking for 
their stealthy presence. The deeper 
your group moves into the area, 
the larger the number of elites per 
pull. The best way to handle these 
more difficult encounters is to focus 
on the non-elite enemies with the 
higher DPS classes while your 
designated tank keeps the elites 

occupied. Once the non-elites and their ranged skills are eliminated, 
move the pile back toward the area already cleared by your group. 
This reduces the chance of a stealthed roamer entering the battle at an 
inopportune time. 

Lord Vyletongue appears to be alone, but don't believe what you see; there 
are two sets of stealthed guards. The first two guards are just inside the hallway 
and can be pul led individually with a careful ranged attack. The second 
pair of guards is linked with Lord Vyletongue, so you have a messy boss 
battle ahead. 

Lord Lord Vyletongue has two abilities 
that can be eliminated by staying 
close to him and engaging him in 
melee combat: Shoot and Multi-shot. 
They have a minimum range of 5 
yards, so stay in melee range when 
possible. He does tend to blink away 
to set up his ranged attacks again, 
but a quick group can get close to 
him to prevent him from using his 
more powerful attacks. He should 
be the primary target since he's the 
most mobile enemy, and has an AoE 
ranged attack. Once he's down, take 
out his guards, then restore mana and 
health. The fun is just about to start! 

If your next destination is Foulspore Cavern- which is only necessary to 
complete quests or farm Razorlash and Noxxion-you have the option of 
pushing ahead to the Poison Falls or exiting the instance through the portal 
in the Shadowshard area, then reentering the instance through the portal in 
the Ambershard side. (Unlike Scarlet Monastery, Maraudon is one contiguous 
instance with multiple entry points.) Either choice leads to the same general 
area, so the difference maker (assuming you must complete quests) is likely to 
be how much your group wants avoid fighting more demons, or how eager 
they are to face giant plants. 
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~I INSIDE THE INSTANCE: AM8f.RSHARD 

FOULSPORE CAVERN 

Tests of patience and group coordination await your team in Foulspore Cavern. 
Expect to face up to four elite plants in a single encounter, with a Hunter's 
Freezing Trap being the only means to keep an enemy out of commission for 
an appreciable amount of time. Constrictor Vines are the smaller enemies, 
and they use Entangling Roots to hold one target in place while they dash off 
to attack someone else. Barbed Lashers are the greater threat with Entangling 
Roots, Thrash (grants an extra attack), and a sweeping attack called Thorn 
Volley, which both damages and knocks down the target. 

The only break you can expect from the plant fights in the early portion of 
Foulspore Cavern is the widely wandering Spirit of Veng, The Fifth Khan. 

I 

Entrance from Ambershord 
Spirit of Veng, the Filth Khan 

Noxxion 

Rozorlosh 
_,....._ ~_,...,.,,.. ...... ,.,.._,......... ~_,..., 
-~ ___.....:'.::__ ~---------

~ --~-~-

Beyond the Constrictor Vines and Barbed Lashers, linked groups of non-el ite 
Vile Larva blanket the cavern's floor. Pull a group at a time and use AoE skills to 

efficiently clear the way. Look for the 
Larva Spewer and any Spewed Larva 
that emerge from it. The larger larva 
are elite enemies and cover ground 
quickly. Use the Larva Spewer (you 
should get the bronze gear pointer 
on a mouseover) to shut down its 
production. 

Noxxion patiently awaits your party 
in the back of a pool, beyond the 

Vile Larva. Noxxion is a necessary battle when you' re trying to complete the 
Legends of Maraudon quest. Noxxion has a sweeping attack with Toxic Volley, 
and a knock away skill called Uppercut. At certain points in the fight, Noxxion 
temporarily splits into smaller versions of himself. While it' s not necessary 
to pull Noxxion out of his pool, it will make finding these smaller spawns 
easier. When these smaller versions are defeated, Noxxion reforms and the 
fight continues until his health is depleted. 



A single named enemy is left in Foulspore Cavern, the stationary Razorlash. 
Razorlash isn' t part of any quest, so skipping the fight is an option. However, 
considering his loot table, you should prepare to deal with a possible mutiny 
from the cloth and leather wearing contingent of your group should someone 
suggest avoiding him. 

Razorlash has a nasty bag of tricks, including a brutal DoT called Puncture. 
Keep the casters well away from the action since Razorlash's Cleave has 
monstrous range. Fortunately, he appears alone and backed into a cave, so 
there's essentially no chance for additional enemies to wander into this fight. 

After dealing with Razorlash, there are a few more encounters to clean up 
before reaching Poison Falls. However, the closer your group comes to Poison 
Falls, the greater the chance that a roaming duo of Celebrian Dryads and/or 
Sister of Celebrian blunders in your fight. 

llrlHE FALLS 

Entry from Wicked Grono 
Meshlok the Horvester 
Entry from Foulspore Cavern 
Celebros the Cursed 
Entry through use of Scepter of Celebros 

.... ,..._ ~-..........- ~~,,.,... ~-.... 
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POISON FALLS 



The enemies previously encountered in Foulspore Cavern and the Wicked 
Grotto appear in small pockets near the entry points to their respective areas. 
Near the Wicked Grotto entry point, Creeping Sludges mindlessly discharge 
Poison Shock, so stay wide of them if you' re trying to stealth through to 
scout ahead. These enemies are brutal in close quarters, but they move at 
the proverbial snail's pace. Pull them 
from maximum range, then pour it 
on as they crawl to your position. By 
the time they reach your location, 
they should be close to dead. The 
Noxious Slimes that appear closer to 
the Foulspore Cavern side are linked 
and emit a poisonous cloud when 
they're killed. 

You can skip some of the enemies though the Poison Falls running through the 
water or by sticking to land. The elemental Cavern Lurkers and Shamblers that 
appear in the water are easier to deal with than the slimes and centaurs that 
appear on dry land. Lurkers have a single-target knockdown, while Shamblers 
do them one better with an AoE knockdown and Wild Regeneration to restore 
lost health. 

Celebras the Cursed is on the edge 
of the Poison Falls and is flanked by 
three Corrupted Forces of Nature. 
Fortunately, these guardians are not 
elite, but they continually spawn 
while Celebras is alive. Celebras has 
four spells: Wrath, Force of Nature, 
Entangling Roots, and Twisted 
Tranquility. 

Wrath is the one that Celebras casts most often and that's a blessing in disguise 
since it's interruptible. Using Kick to interrupt this spell prevents Celebras 
from bringing his full force against the party. Force of Nature summons a new 
guardian should one of his fall, Entangling Roots is just like the Druid spell of 
the same name, and Twisted Tranquility slows both attack rate (by 75%) and 
movement speed (by 70%) and has a damaging DoT that deals 194 points of 
damage/tick for 10 seconds. 

Target Celebras and make sure to set up an interrupt order. Bring him down 
as quickly as possible before focusing on the clean up of any remaining 
Corrupted Forces of Nature. 

After defeating Celebras, his redeemed spirit appears and shows the members 
of your group with the quest how to create the Scepter of Celebras. This is 
an extremely significant event as you' re able to use the Scepter outside the 
instance to open a portal into the next section of Maraudon, Earth Song Falls, 
and bypass the demons and plants in future runs. 



EARTH SONG FALLS 
Beyond Celebras the Redeemed is Earth Song Falls, and there are two 
ways to reach the bottom. The first way involves taking the long path 
down and fighting the linked, non-elite Deep Borers. There's also 
the smart way, which consists of running to the edge of the waterfall and 
jumping into the giant pool of water below. 

Whichever path you choose to take, 
your next destination is the same. Head 
south through the pool to the point 
marked by the large, yel low-flowered 
plants. The Thessala Hydra that appear 
here use Thrash to gain an extra attack, 
and they also have Water Jet to blast 
away opponents and interrupt spells 
and skills. The greatest danger is being 
thrown into another of the wandering 
beasts and suddenly finding a tougher 
fight than expected. 

-
A soon-to-be-familiar sight greets you just past the yellow flowers: Subterannean 
Diemetradons come in two colors, and encounters w ith them must be handled 
careful ly. Every group encountered is l inked, so don't waste any time trying to 
pul l them singly. Casters should stand well back from the action to avoid the 
AoE si lence skill these beasts possess. 

While advancing through this area and taking on the dinosaurs, keep a close 
eye on the patrolling rock Elementals. The large ones are Theradrim Guardians, 
which split into the smal ler Theradrim Shardlings when killed. Some patrols 
are a mix of both types, and all patrols cover a large area. These enemies have 
a bad habit of reappearing just as you're sure they aren't coming back. 



ZAETAR'S GRAVE 

After a few uphill Diemetradon and rock patrol encounters, you reach a flat 
area, at which point, you face a choice. Taking an easterly course leads down 
to an encounter with the deranged goblin, Tinkerer Gizlock. Heading west 
continues the upward climb to encounters with the giants, Landslide, and 
Princess Theradras. 

To avoid excess backtracking, first head west and upward to Landslide's 
location. The Primordial Behemoths are large, but so long as they're pulled 
solo (rock patrols persist here!) and kept away from the soft, cloth-wearing 
casters, they aren't an insurmountable obstacle. Communication is key here 
as these giants don't always move location to switch targets, opting instead to 
use Boulder, and when you're fighting up close, your view may be limited to 
ankles and kneecaps. Casters, if you' re being hit, say something! Don' t assume 
the tank is immediately able to tell that he's lost aggro. 



Up in the highest point of the area is the named giant, Landslide. His skills 
are similar to the Primordial Behemoths already encountered, but he has an 
additional pair of tricks. Knock Away shouldn't be difficult to deal with since 
he appears in an enclosed area; just keep the fight deep in his alcove. The 
nastier skill is Summon Theradrim Shardlings, which stuns anyone too close. 
These Shardlings despawn once Landslide is defeated. 

A causeway guarded by Primordial Behemoths is all that remains between 
your group and Princess Theradras. Once they're cleared, take a few minutes 
to organize and position your group, because this is not an encounter to rush 
into blindly. 

Before engaging the Princess, move the group to the back of the cavern. Princess 
Theradras has multiple attacks that drive away anyone engaged with her, so 
fighting her near the narrow causeway and waterfall is asking for trouble. The 
aptly named Repulsive Gaze is a Fear that scatters people in all directions. 
Having a Dwarf Priest (Fear Ward) is a great help, as are the Warrior abilities 
Recklessness (although risky due to the increased damage taken) and Berserker 
Rage (which cancels a Fear effect when activated). Horde parties should have 
their Shaman drop Tremor Totems for this battle. 

Dust Field is her other skill, which pushes away the pesky gnats who dare 
engage her. It also damages, so if you're at all able to deal ranged damage, 
stay out of Dust Field's area of effect! Since Princess Theradras has two skills 
that move the pile of battle, you should take a moment to assess any new 
location before continuing the fight. There are a handful of turtles in the water 
who will contentedly watch the battle, but if they' re hit with an attack or AoE 
skill, they're coming after you. The Princess is tough enough; she doesn't need 
the help. 

Once Princess Theradras is defeated and you've checked in with the Spirit of 
Zaetar, look over the edge of the waterfall for a slow-moving, large, white island 
and a few Hydras. That island is actually the giant crocolisk, Rotgrip, your next 
foe, making a slow circuit of the entire pool at the base of Zaetar's Grave. 

Drop into the water away from the Hydras and engage Rotgrip in an area 
where you're safe from adds in the middle of the fight. Rotgrip has powerful 
attacks that match its incredible size. Puncture goes through health as quickly 
as an overeager Mage does mana, and it's a DoT. Most importantly, don't let 
anyone's health get too low as a single Fatal Bite could reduce your group's 
number by one before anyone realizes it. 

There's one more named enemy left standing in Maraudon, but he's not the 
most stable of individuals. To reach Tinkerer Gizlock after defeating Rotgrip, 
exit the pool (there's only one way out), and follow the path back up to the 
lower bridge that spans Rotgrip's pool. This eventually brings you back to the 
flat area described previously, where you could go east or west. This time, take 
the downward path heading east. 

The path to Gizlock leads through 
clusters of non-elite worms and one 
final Elemental patrol. Do not start 
the fight against the Tinkerer until this 
patrol has been dispatched I Gizlock's 
abilities are range-dependent. If you 
rush up into melee range, he won't 
be able to take advantage of his 
three abilities: Shoot (single-target) 
and Bomb (AoE). He can still use his 
Goblin Dragon Gun, so it's wise to have the MT face him away from the rest 
of the group. With everyone else behind him, they'll be safe from the effects 
of his gun. 

With all of Maraudon explored and its artifacts in your possession, it's time 
to travel and claim your rewards. There are multiple stops for members of 
the Horde and Alliance to make, and for many adventurers, their first trip 
to Moonglade lies ahead. However, a lingering question remains: Is all the 
interest in Maraudon strictly for knowledge of the past, or is there something 
sinister darkening the future? 



l@?GE.TTING TO THE MOLTENmCoR£ 

Getting to the Molten Core is easily accomplished, but a bit tricky. Alliance 
parties should gather at Thorium Point to begin the trek south, while Horde 
parties often gather at Kargath to begin their adventure. Blackrock Mountain 
is the destination, but you'll need to reach the entrance to Molten Core within 
the mountain. 

When you arrive at the gates to the mountain, you wind through a short hallway, 
eventually reaching the hallowed interior of the volcano. Immediately turn left 
and traverse the chain to the stone spiral in the middle of the lava. Work your 
way down the spiral as if you were heading to the Blackrock Depths instance 
and you will come face to face with a High-Elf named Lothos Riftwaker. 
The attunement crystal is to the left of him. Laying your hand on the crystal 
immediately teleports you into the Molten Core if you' re attuned. 

If you're not attuned, there's a quest that must be completed prior to being 
allowed access: Attunement to the Core. 



Entrance 

Luci Iron 
Mag mad or 

Gehennas 

Garr 

Baran Geddon 
Sham ah 
Galemagg the Incinerator 

Sulfuron Harbinger 
10 Majordamo Executus 

11 Rognaros 
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QUESTS 

SHARED ALLIANCE AND HORDE QUESTS 

ATTUNEMENT TO THE CORE 

Location 

Contact 

Goal 

SS to oblain 

Blockrock Mountoin 

Retrieve o core lrogment from out~de the Molten Core 
instance portol in Blockrock Depths 

Max Experience Gained 6600 

After speaking w ith Lothos, you must descend into the Blackrock 
Depths instance with a group of your closest comrades and secure a 
core fragment. 

Make your way into Blackrock Depths, as you would with any group, 
and advance all the way to the room of the seven dwarfish ghosts. 
The hal lway to the Lyceum will be opened after you clear the room. 
However, instead of going to the Lyceum, exit the room and turn right 
instead of continuing straight ahead. There's a bridge guarded by a 
number of Fireguard Destroyers. Defeat the Fireguards and make your 
way to the large, green, swirling portal. This is the portal to the Molten 
Core. Instead of going into the portal, look to the left of it. You wi ll see a 
large stone that allows interaction. Clicking on this stone yields the core 
fragment you need to complete the quest. 

Now, whenever you need to meet your ra id group for the Molten Core, 
you will not have to clea r Blackrock Depths every time. You need 
simply to click the stone next to Lothos Riftwaker. 

POISONED WATER 

SS IO oblain 

Location Azshoro 

Goal Return 12 Discordant Brocers to Duke Hydroxis 

Duke Hydraxis is your main contact for most of the quests re lating to 
the Molten Core. He's on a small island off the southeastern coast in 
Azshara, as pictured and marked in the map. In order to receive the 
quests for the Molten Core, you must first perform a few less glorious 
tasks for him. 

This quest takes you to the Eastern Plaguelands. To complete the quest, 
seek out the lake in the southeastern area of the Plaguelands and find a 
spawn of water elementals that have been corrupted by the scourging of 
Lordaeron. Simply use the Aspect of Neptulos you acquired from Duke 
Hydraxis on the elementals and they will transform into Discordant 
Surges - the enemy that you need to defeat to retrieve the bracers. 
Repeat this process 12 times to complete the quest. 



STORMERS AND RUMBLERS 

55!0 obtain 

Azshara 

Duke Hydraxis 

Defeat 15 Desert Rumble11 ond 15 Dust Stormers 

Make your way to Silithus in the southwestern corner of Kalimdor. Upon 
landing in the Cenarion Hold, head northwest to the far corner of the 
region. Once you discover the location of the ravaged twilight camp, 
you'll notice that it's patrolled by the very Desert Rumblers you need to 
slay. Defeat 15 Rumblers and make your way south of the camp. 

It won't be long before you see the Dust Stormers mulling about the 
sands. These enemies can be dangerous for several reasons: a) their 
melee attacks completely ignore armor and b) they have a lighting cloud 
spell that blankets an area in front of them with nature damage every 
few seconds. To avoid this spell, simply back away from the shadow of 
the cloud, the Stormer will soon follow. Defeat 15 of these and return 
to Duke Hydraxis. 

EYE OF THE EMBERSEER 

Location 

Goal 

56 to obtain 

Azshora 

Duke Hydroxis 

Defeat the Pyroguard Embellet!r and return his eye to Duke 

Hydroxis 

Things get a little more complicated now. You must venture into Upper 
Blackrock Spire and defeat the Emberseer. Upper Blackrock Spire is a 
10-person raid zone, so finding a good group for it can be a little tricky, 
but once you do, your goal is not too terribly far in. 

The key to Upper Blackrock Spire is known as the "Seal of Ascension" 
and it's a good idea to make sure that someone in the party has one 
before trying to get inside. Once inside, clear the rune rooms filled with 
Ores to open the door to Emberseer's prison. Interrupt the spell that the 
Ores are casting on Emberseer by touching the altar, then begin to slay 
them all. 

A few moments after the Ores die, the Emberseer will break free and 
attack your party. The Pyroguard Emberseer is not an awfully difficult 
fight, so your group should make short work of him. Loot the eye and 
complete the quest. 

AGENT OF HYDRAXIS 

Quest Level 

a ti on Azshora 

Contact Duke Hydraxis 

Goal Become Honored with the Hydraxxian Waterlords 

Are you ready for the long haul? Nobody ever said this was going to be 
easy! Out of all the tasks Duke Hydraxis has asked and will ask you to 
perform, this requires the most patience. 

The premise is simple. Attain an honored faction with the Hydraxxian 
Waterlords. However, achieving that reputation is another story 
altogether. 

Do not fret! There's a method that makes this madness a bit easier. By 
now, you may have gone to the Molten Core a few times, or your guild 
is gearing up to run it. This could not have come at a better time. Every 
enemy and boss in the core yields a high number of reputation points 
pushing you closer and closer to the desired status. 

Another way to gain faction is by defeating the lesser enemies of the 
Hydraxxians. Remember the Desert Rumblers and Dust Stormers you 
defeated in an earlier quest? Each one of these yields reputation until 
you are halfway through the friendly reputation bar. After that, you will 
only receive reputation gain from Molten Core kills, but it gives you a 
head start on a future quest. 

THE MOLTEN CORE 

Location 

Goal 

Azshora 

Defeat one Mohen Giont, one firelord, one Ancient Core 

Hound, ond one lova Surger 

Max Experience Gained 9950 

This quest is pretty self-explanatory. Enter the Molten core with your 
raiding group and eliminate each one of the listed creatures before 
returning to Duke Hydraxis. A detailed description on how to kill each 
type is listed in this walkthrough. 
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HANDS OF THE ENEMY 

Location 

Contact 

Gaal 

Azshoro 

Return the hands of lucilron, Gehennos, Shozzroh, and 

Sulluron Harbinger lo Duke Hydrax~ 

x Experience Gained 9950 

Ocean's Breeze (Ring: +4 STR, +4 STA, +7 AGI, + 15 FIRE 

RES) or ftdol Loop (Ring: +4 STA, +4 SPI, +7 INT, 

+lSFIRE RES) 

This is the final quest the Duke of the waterlords has you perform. To 
complete this quest, slay all four captains of the Molten Core and return 
their hands to Duke Hydraxis. If you have the quest, the hands appear 
as drops on the bosses' corpses. The number of hands that can be looted 
is unlimited, meaning everyone that has the quest may loot a hand. 

The reward may, at first, look a bit too small for all the work you have 
done, but its usefulness quickly becomes apparent when you seek to 
do battle with Ragnaros himself. That being said, make sure you save 
the ring. 

From this point on, you can secure a flask of Aqua! Quintessence 
anytime you wish. This flask is used to douse the runes in the Molten 
Core, calling forth Majordomo Executus from his lair. It's wise to have 
seven or more complete the quests up to this point or you' ll never be 
able to summon Ragnaros. There are seven runes in the Molten Core. 

Location Silverpine Forest 

Quest Giver 

Gaal Obtain Narain's Saying Goggles 

After completing Stewvul, Ex-8.F.F., this quest leads you to the Molten 
Core to get the goggles off of one of the mobs. Once you've obtained 
the goggles, head to Tanaris to turn them in to Narain. 

Locatian 

Contact 

Gaal 

Reward 

Bring both halves of the Bindings of the Windleeker, the 

Essence of the Firelord, and ten Elemenlium Bari lo Highlord 

Demilrion 

Thunderfury, Blessed Blade of !he Windseelcer (legendary 

Sword: Main Hand 53.9 DPS +16-30 Nature Domoge, 

+5 AGI, +8 STA, +8 FIRE RES, +9 NAT RES, Chance on 

Hit: 8iosls your enemy with lightning, dealing 300 nolure 

damage and then jumping lo oddttionol nearby enemies. 

Each jump reduces that vidim's nature resistance by 25. 

Allem 5 targell. Your target ~ also consumed in a cydone, 

slowing ill attack speed by 20" for 12 se<onds.) ----llllli....-i 

This is an incredibly difficult quest to complete, perhaps the hardest in 
the entire game. However, the reward is worth it. To begin this quest, 
you need a lot of luck. Baron Geddon and Garr both have a 4% chance 
to drop the Bindings of the Windseeker and you need both halves. 

Should you get lucky enough to come into possession of one of these 
halves, take it to the far northwestern corner of Silithus and speak to 
High lord Demitrian. Hethen gives you the quest to summon Thunderaan, 
his lord and master. From this point on, you will be seeking three more 
items to complete your quest. 

The first, of course, is the other half of the bindings. This is based purely 
on luck. It could drop for you next week or it could take six months. Be 
prepared to be patient - it's worth the wait! 

The second required item is the Essence of the Firelord. This is a 100% 
drop from killing Ragnaros if you have the quest. 

The third item is a little tricky. Elementium bars are legendary items 
smelted only by truly seasoned miners. To even think about smelting 
ten of these bars you must first delve deep into Blackwing Lair, until you 
meet a Goblin named Krixix. A Priest must use Mind Control on him and 
force him to use his special abi lity on a miner in your raid. The ability 
is called Teach Smelt Elementium. After that is done, you must combine 
ten Arcanite Bars (created by Alchemists), three Elemental Flux (bought 
from Blacksmithing vendors), one Fiery Core (random drop from mobs 
in the Molten Core), and one Elementium Ore (random drop from the 
Goblin Technicians in Blackwing Lair). Sound expensive? Well it is! 

Once you have acquired all these items, bring them to Highlord 
Demitrian and wait for him to summon Thunderaan to destroy you. 
Rest assured though. As difficult as collecting the items to summon him 
were, he is not a difficult challenge for a 40-person raid and, indeed, 
even a 20-person raid can handle him. Your reward is the blade. This 
sword has the ability to slow any player's, any enemy's, any boss's 
melee attack speed in the game by 20%. That alone makes this blade 
invaluable to any gui ld. Good luck. 



GET EQllt· \~OLTEN CORE 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ 

No, not swords, helms, and staves! I speak al much more powerful weapons for your arsenal: Programs for your computer, main assists, and raid leaders. 

~GIPT--"bu.:.i. 
These are voice programs that allow everyone in the raid to Osten and speak 
over a microphone. The importance of this cannot be stressed enough in the more 
chaotic battles when the difference between su«ess and fm1ure <an be measured 
in the amount of time it takes to type a sentence or speak it over a microphone. 
Downloading and utiUzing one of these programs will inaease your su«ess rate 
tenfold in all 40-person raids. The only stipulation is t~at all 40 members must 
be onboard. 

<91 rn:::ftfl~ 
This is a third party add-on allowed by Blizzard that makes raiding much easier. 
It has many options that you can toggle on and off to warn your raid of incoming 
threats, debuffs, and curses. It also has an option that allows you to see who 
your tank's target is targeting. This serves you well in many battles, as you can 
see who has the aggro al a porti<ular enemy or bass. To utlfize this program, you 
must stay informed and updated on all the latest versions. You must also keep 
your gudd informed to these updates as well. 

lim•••a;f.:k) 
This addon helps dasses with debuff removal abt1ities. Yau can bind a hotkey to 
automatically remove a debuff from the target ii you have a spell or abffity that 
wdl do so. This is a fantastic mad for many al the bosses in MC spedlically. 

Molten Core is filled with many types of creatures that pose a formidable 
challenge to any raid group. As time progresses, you wil l learn to deal w ith 
these monsters in more efficient ways, cutting down the time it takes you to 
clear the path. 

MOLTEN GIANT 62 ELITE 
Molten Giants always come in 
pairs of two at the beginning of the 
instance. 

Attributes: High Armor, High 
Health 

Knock Down: This ability is used 
on your MT every 15 seconds or 
so. If your tank is knocked back, 
there's a chance he/she may lose 
aggro, causing the giant to run 
rampant through your raid. 

lld:ftil~ 
The main assist is a player designated to acquire the most important target first 
for easy targeting. This role is usually given to a Rogue or a Hunter, as their 
only responsibdity in the raid is to target and kill things. You can easdy aeale 
a hotkey to acquire the main assist's target by pressing escape, going into the 
maao menu, and creating a maao called MA (main assist). The command for 
selling the main assist is /assist <name of player>. Alsa, you <an toggle on an 
option that allows you to immediately begin attacking when you press your MA 
key; it's in the interface options menu. 

~~ 
The raid leader is an extremely important part of your raid. In a nutshell, the raid 
leader is the player that orders everyone to start attacking or stop attacking. 
This is needed for tanks to acquire a good amount of aggro before the rest of the 
raid starts attacking. Having the MT lose aggra early on can wipe the raid group, 
so having a conservative raid leader helps to ensure victory. 

FIRE LORD 

Attributes: High Damage, Debuffs 

Incinerate: The most frequently used 
abi lity by the Firelord is directed 
toward your MT. This debuff causes 
the player to take extra fire damage 
and, since all the Firelord's attacks 
are fire-based, the longer your MT 
tanks the Firelord, the more harmful 
its attacks become. This debuff also 
stacks upon itself, so your MT may 
want to wait for it to fade away 
before tanking another enemy with 
fire-based attacks. Another solution 
to this is to have another tank pick 
up the next Firelord. 

Soul Burn: The Firelord randomly 
targets nearby players and casts Soul Burn on them. While this debuff 
is active, the player can't cast spells and takes a fair amount of fire 
damage over time. It's a Magic effect and can be removed by Priests 
or Paladins. 

Lava Spawn: The Firelord periodically creates a smaller version of itself 
called a Lava Spawn. This spawn is not a huge threat alone, but must 
be dealt with immediately. If the spawn survives too long, it divides 
into two and - given enough time - those two split into four. Needless 
to say, this can quickly wipe the raid. The best way to deal with this 
threat is to have all the Mages blanket the area around the Firelord with 
Blizzard. Next, have a competent Rogue or Hunter become your MA, 
immediately acquiring the spawn as a target so the rest of the melee 
players can switch targets to eliminate the spawn hastily. 



LAVA ANNIHILATOR 

LAVA SURGER 

Attributes: High Armor 

Drop Aggro: This isn't really a 
visible ability, but it needs to be 
mentioned. Every five seconds or 
so the Lava Annihilator will simply 
ignore who had aggro last and 
acquire a new target to attack. To 
control this lack of aggro, a tank 
rotation can be set into effect. With 
four tanks chain taunting him he 
will be locked into place for easy 
killing. Even if he does run loose for 
a few seconds, the Lava Annihilator 
is not an especially dangerous foe. 

. "· 61 ELITE 

The Lava Surger has a fast respawn 
timer and you always have to watch 
your back for them. The respawn 
time is approximately 20 minutes 
until Garr has been defeated, which 
eliminates the respawn time. 

Attributes: High Armor and 
Damage 

Patrol: The Lava Surger's a patrolling 
mob. It patrols back and forth along 
a preset route, never stopping. 

Surge: As you may guess from 
the name, the Lava Surger has 
the ability to Surge through your 
party causing all spellcasting to be 

interrupted and felling everyone for a few seconds. The Surger targets 
the farthest possible target within a 40 yard range. It's possible to force 
the Surger to target one person, but it'll still deal damage to the nearby 
melee attackers when it begins its Surge. Keep the majority of your raid 
on one side of the Surger and relatively close to it (20-2S yard range 
for casters and ranged DPS); place the "target" on the opposite side at 
about 35 yards. This prevents the spell interruptions, but opens the raid 
up to potential mistimed pulls with the odd positioning. 

ANCIENT CORE HOUND 

The Ancient Core Hound has a 
short (-20 min) respawn timer 
until Magmadar has been defeated, 
which eliminates all Ancient Core 
Hound respawns. Watch your back 
when you' re in an area with these 
hounds. 

Attributes: High Damage, Large 
Aggro Radius, Detect Stealth 

Patrol: The Ancient Core Hound 
patrols a set path. However, they 
move so slowly that you can easily 
see them coming. Every hound 
does this. 

Flame Breath: Every hound often breathes forth a massive cone shaped 
blast of fire. Have your MT face the Ancient Core Hound away from 
your raid group so only he/she is damaged by it. 

Every Ancient Core Hound only has one of the following abilities 
attributed to it. Which ability that is, however, is completely random. 

Withering Heat: This debuff reduces your maximum health by 35%. 
Needless to say, the less maximum health your MT has, the harder they 
are to keep alive. It must be removed from them first and foremost. This 
is a magic debuff . 

Ancient Despair: This forces all players in the immediate area to 
wander around in a confused state for five seconds. To counter this, 
keep your MT's health topped off since it will likely be a few moments 
before they can receive a heal. Also, give your MT a little extra time on 
aggro since they will be confused the first five seconds of the battle. 

Ancient Dread: It reduces your casting and attack speed by 50%. 
Clearly, this needs to be removed off of the healers first and the DPS 
second. This is a magic debuff. 

Ground Stomp: An AoE stun that lasts for five seconds. Treat this exactly 
like the Ancient Despair debuff and keep the MT's health topped off 
with a little extra aggro time. 

Ancient Hysteria: Probably the worst of all the Ancient Core Hound's 
abilities, this debuff reduces all players' INT and SPI by 50%. This 
ability is a curse, so the Mages and Druids need to remove this from 
the healers and casters as quickly as possible. 



MOLTEN DESTROYER 

FLAME IMP 
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: 63 ELITE. 
The farther you go into the Core, the 
more likely Molten Giants will be 
replaced with Molten Destroyers. 

Attributes: High Health, High 
Damage, High Armor 

Ground Pound: The Molten 
Destroyer uses this attack quite 
often. Ground Pound knocks all 
players in the immediate area 
down, causing them to be stunned 
for three seconds. Make sure your 
MT grabs the Molten Destroyer as 
far from the casters as possible and 
away from any other battles going 
on. All melee players attacking the 
Destroyer take high damage, so the 
healers need to work extra hard. 

~ 61 ELITE. 
The Flame Imp has an incredibly 
fast respawn timer. They respawn 
in approximately 7 minutes, so you 
need to move fast. 

Attributes: Social 

Note: The Flame Imps are extremely 
social and have the Fire Nova spell 
(like a Mage's Blast Wave without 
the debuff component). There are a 
few acceptable strategies for taking 

them down. First, Mages can Frost Nova the Imps in place and then AoE 
them. Second, have a single Warrior charge in using Challenging Shout 
and Whirlwind to get their aggro while Mages nuke them. Lastly, have 
a Paladin "Shield Pu ll" them and get their initial aggro whi le Mages 
AoE them. 

CORE HOUND PACK 
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The tricky part about Core Hound 
Packs is how to kill them. Every 
Core Hound must die within ten 
seconds of the first one or they begin 
to resurrect each other to full health 
and you must start over again. Have 
your Warriors pre-select targets and 
drag them back to the group. After 
all the warriors have acquired aggro 
on their hounds, your raid leader 
should call out a barrage of AOE 

attacks such as Blizzard and Rain Of Fire, all the while your main assist 
is choosing the target with the highest health for your melee DPS to 
attack, ensuring that al l of the Core Hounds are at generally even health 
and dying at the same time-or close to it. 

Attributes: Social 

Serrated Bite: This is a DoT inflicted by the Core Hound every few 
seconds. The damage starts out to be minimal, but over time it begins to 
stack upon itself and becomes quite a bother. Good healing is really the 
only remedy for this affliction. 

LAVA PACK 

FIRE WALKER 

There are four types of enemies you 
encounter in a Lava Pack, so they 
are broken down and listed below. 
The Lava Packs are the single most 
difficult non-boss battle in the 
Molten Core. 

. . 61 ELITE. 
This should be your primary target in the pack. 

Flame Buffet: This is a small AOE pulse that lowers the fire resistance 
of all targets. The counter for this is wearing as much fire resistant gear 
as possible. 

Fire Blossom: This is a high-damage string of fireballs directed at a single 
target; the Firewalker performs this often. The damage is so high that 
sometimes it completely annihilates a player without even giving them 
a chance to heal. Again, the counter for this is high fire resistance. 

FLAMEGUARD 
This is the second target in the priority list and should be taken out as 
soon as the Firewalker is dead. 

Melt Armor: This is a large AOE pulse that the Flameguard emits. Every 
pulse lowers the armor of the target by 1000. 

Flame Cone: This is the main attack of the Fireguard. It spews forth a 
cone-shaped inferno, dealing high damage to anyone in the path of it. 
To alleviate this problem, simply have your tank face him into a corner 
or wall, forcing him to only damage the tank. 

LAVA ELEMENTAL 
Pyroblast Barrage: This is a directional-based attack that stuns all the 
targets in its path and applies a heavy DoT. When pulled, this mob 
should be immediately Banished by the Warlocks until the Flameguard 
and Firewalker are destroyed. When you' re ready to tackle this foe, 
make sure your MT turns him away from the raid. 

Note: Each pack features either two Lava Elementals or one Lava Reaver. 
This is the final foe of the pack that should be destroyed. 

LAVA REAVER 
Cleave: The Lava Reaver often uses a heavy damaging frontal attack 
called cleave. Anyone that is not a tank will likely die from it, so make 
sure your MT has him faced away from the raid when you attack. 

Note: Being the least lethal, this is the last monster you will want 
to defeat. 



SET PIECES 
Every c lass in the game will find an epic set in the Molten Core. Bosses drop 
most of these items, but two pieces of each set are randomly dropped by the 
enemies that roam the hal ls of the core. Every mob you meet has a sma ll 
chance to drop one or more of the fol lowing items. 

DRUID 

Equip: Restores 4 mono every 5 seconds 
Equip: looemes damage and healing done by spells and effects by up to 9 

LeotherWrist5 • ._ 14111f, 13SPl, 13STA 

Equip: lncremes all damage ood healing done by spelk and effects by 6 

HUNilR 

Equip: Improves your chance lo get a crilkal strike by 1" 

MAGE 

Equip: lncremes damage and healing done by spelk and mogi<ol effects by up lo 9 

OothWrist5 44 Arna, 20 llltl SPI, 6 STA 

Equip: lncremes damage and healing done my spells and effects by up lo 6 

Equip: Restores 2 mono every 5 seconds 

PALADIN 

Equip: lncremes healing done by spelk ond effects by up lo 18 

1.AWBRINGER BRACEIS PloleWrist5 321 Arna, 8 INT, II SPI, II STA, 10 STR 

Equip: Restores 4 mono every 5 seconds 

PRIEST 

Equip: Restores 4 mono every 5 seconds 
Equip: lncremes damage and healing done by spells and magical effects by up lo 9 

VAllllACfS OF PIOPHKY OolhWrilll 44._, 12111T.7SPl, 8STA 

Equip: Restores 2 mono every 5 seconds 
Equip: looemes healing done by spells and effects by up lo 20 

ROGUE 

a har, 20 AGI, 1 S STA 

SHAMAN 

Equip: Restores 4 mono every 5 seconds 
Equip: lncremes healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

WIHRllYIRACBS MoilWrist5 llHr~ 1711T, II SP!, IOSTA 

Equip: lncremes damage and healing done by spelk and effects by up lo 6 

WARLOCK 

Equip: Restores 4 heohh every 5 se<onds 

Equip: lncremes damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up lo 11 

FELHWT BRACEIS Oolh Wrist5 44 Annor, 11 I , 

Equip: Restores 2 health every 5 se<onds 

Equip: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up lo 7 

WARRIOR 

OfMIGHT PloleWrist5 371 Annor, 23 STA, II STR 

MISCELLANEOUS 

THE IMMORTAL RAID 
Even the best raid group faces the bitter taste of defeat once in a while; 
starting aver from scratch can demoralize your party laster than anything, but 
all hope is not lost! 

Should your raid be defeated in a somewhat sale and dear spot, a Warlock 
Soulstone can be just the ticket you need to a quick recovery. 

Keeping a Soulstone on a Shaman, Paladin, or Priest ensures that no nasty 
surprises end your raid. That being said, make sure you have one ready for 
EVERY bass light. You never know when things will go sour. 

TRADE ITEMS 
The following list of items shows you what can possibly drop off bosses inthe way of 
formulae, patterns, plans, recipes & schematics. They are not boss-specific. 

TRADE ITEMS 

Teaches you how lo permonen~y enchant a weapon lo odd up lo 55 healing lo spells 

FORMULA: ENCHANT WEAPON SPRI. POWER 300 Enchanting 

Teaches you how lo permanently enchant a weapon lo odd up lo 30 damage lo spells 

PAmlll: COIE AIMOI m 
Teaches you how lo croh o Core Armor Kil 

PATTOll: FWECOIE WRAPS Reqiff: 300 Tailoring 

Teaches you how lo sew Flore<ore Wraps 

l'WS: ElEMENTAI. SHARPENING STONE 300 Blocksmithing 

Teaches you how lo moke on Elemental Sharpening Slone 

IEOPE: MAllJI IEJllYBIATION POTION 300Akhemy 

Teaches you how lo make o Major Rejuvenation Potion 

SCHEMATIC: BIZlllOS 247x 128 ACCURASCOPE 300 EnJiir-ing 
Teaches you how lo moke o 8iznicks 247x 128 Accuroscope 

SCHBIATIC: COIE MARISMAN RIRf 300 Engineerilg 

Teaches you how lo make o Core Marksman Rillr 

SCHEMATIC: FORCE IEACIM DISK 300 Engineerilg 

Teaches you how lo make a Force Reoclive Disk 



(~MASURS Of lHE CORE 
In the Molten Core, you wi ll face a grand total of ten bosses. Lucifron, 
Magmadar, Gehennas, Garr, Baron Geddon, Shazzrah, Golemagg the 
Incinerator, and Sulfuron Harbinger are the initial eight. Majordomo Executus 
is the final barrier before reaching the lord of the core: Ragnaros.Each requ ires 
teamwork, skill, and strategy. Are you up to the challenge? 

LUCIFRON 
Lucifron is the first boss in the Molten Core. The weakest of the four captains, 
but sti ll requiring technical prowess, 
he is the first real test of your raid's 
organization and skill. 

After clearing the first two Core Hound 
Packs in his room, your raid group 
should buff up and prepare for the 
pull. Lucifron comes with two guards 
that should be dispatched in the back 
of the room while being tanked by 
two capable tanks. The positioning of 
your raid for the battle should be as 
the following map shows. 

Casters 

Tanks 

Guards 

Lucilron 
Warning: Do not Go Here 

_,........ ~-............ ......"""',,.,.., ~~ 
- - -------

It cannot be stressed enough that you remind your raid to stay away from the 
hallway marked on the map. If a member of the ra id strays too close to this 
cave, you wi l l aggro the quick-spawning Flame Imps and Lava Surgers. In 
essence, you'll be utterly wiping your raid. 

The guards are your first priority. Before launch ing into the fray, make sure 
every Warrior in the raid prepares to use Intimidating Shout on the first 
available target. This way, it' l l sti ll be on cooldown if Lucifron Mind Controls 
a Warrior during the battle. 

While the MT pulls Lucifron to his spot, a pair of hunters shou ld be ready to 
peel the Flamewalkers from Lucifron to a pair of tanks ready to taunt them 
off the hunters, pu ll them to the back of the room. It must be noted that these 
guards have a very dangerous Mind Control attack and they use it often. Priests 
must be quick to dispel this! If the MT becomes Mind Controlled during the 
pul l, don't pan ic. A well-timed Dispel is all it takes to get him/her back into the 

fray. If your raid is low on Priests, have Mages ready to Polymorph the MC'd 
target. They' ll even replenish some of their hea lth while sheeped. After the MT 
successfu lly has Lucifron placed, begin draining his mana with your Warlocks 
and Hunters. Leaving Lucifron with no mana forces him to rely on pure melee 
damage-your MT's specialty. 

Use the MA to eliminate the guards, then shift your attention to Lucifron 
himself. Hopefu lly, the healers in your raid have kept the MT up and healthy 
this whole time so he/she will have secure aggro; this allows your ra id to 
use strong DPS right from the start. Lucifron has two abilities that must be 
mentioned before going any further. 

LUCIFRON'S ABILITIES 
Curse of Lucifron : Th is is a truly nasty curse. It forces everyone in range to use 
twice the amount of mana, energy, or rage spent for any spell or attack. Your 
first priority of removal should be the healers and then the ranged DPS. The 
MT shou ld be your next target and finally the melee DPS last. 

Impending Doom: This is what wi ll ki ll your MT. Ten seconds after infl icting 
this debuff to a target, Lucifron's ability slams them with 2000 shadow damage. 
This kind of burst damage can be quite deadly to your MT, so make sure it's 
cleansed immediately. 

If your dru ids and mages were ski lled in removing the Curse of Lucifron up 
until this point, your raid should have plenty of mana to finish off Lucifron. 
Lucifron has relatively low health compared to some of the other bosses in the 
core (approximately 350k) and it shouldn't take a solid raid group too long to 
bring him down. 

LUCIFRON'S LOOT TABLE 

DRUID 

Equip: Restores 3 mono every 5 seconds 
Equip: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

MAGE. 

Equip: Increases your chome to gel a critical strike with spells by l % 

Equip: Increases damage dane by Frost spells and effects by up to 11 

PALADIN 

Equip: Restores 2 mono every 5 seconcls 

Equip: Increases hea~ng done by spells and effects by up to 18 

SHAMAN 



WARLOCK 

Equip: lncreose5 your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1" 

Equip: lncreose5 damage done by Shadow spells and effedl by 9 

WARRIOR 

Equip: Improves your chance to hit by 1" 
Equip: + 5 Defense 

MISCELLANEOUS IIlMS 

Equip: lncreose5 damage and healing done by spells and effedl by up to 18 

CllllSOll SllOCIB Wand 73.2 llPS, 10 lllT, 10 FIU6 

Plate legs 

Equip: lncreose5 your chance ta dodge on ottock by 1" 

HfAYY llMI llOl llG Ring 

Equip: + 5 Defense 

llBJl Of THE l.IFEGMI Mail Helmet 

741 - 12 511, 22 STA. 11 RI£ 1115, 
II SIWIRES 

324-14 STA, 30 II\ 9 SPI 

Equip: lncreoses healing done by spells ond effedl by up ta 42 

Cloth legs IS Annar, 19 STA, 14 lllT 

Equip: Restores 14 mono every 5 seconds 

1116 OFSftlJ.POllEI Ring 

Equip: lncreose5 damage and healing done by spells and effedl by up to 33 

ROIEOF1111A11lfl'OIB OothChest 102- lOSJA, ISllJ, lOSPI 

Equip: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike with spells by 2" 
Equip: lncreoses damage and healing done by spells and effedl by up to 23 

Equip: lncreose5 healing done by spells and effedl by up to 51 

Equip: Restores 9 mono every 5 seconds 

Moin Hand 

Dagger 
4tl DPS, I STA, 17 llT 

Equip: lncreose5 damage and healing done by spells and effedl by up ta 20 

WSl&UAIDS Of 5TAlllJIY Leather Wrists IU111~ 24 511, I S1A 

CLASS TOMES 

MAGMADAR 
This beast of a hound is usually the 
second boss you face in the Molten 
Core. When your raid is set, pull him 
and position your raid as is indicated on 
the map. 

MAGMADAR'S ABILITIES 

Main Tonk 

Melee DPS 

Ronged DPS & Costers 

Magmador 

Frenzy: Magmadar often enters a state of pure rage, almost doubling his 
damage output. The only remedy is to set up a rotation of Hunters to use their 
newly-acquired Tranquilizing Shot (learned from Lucifron) on Magmadar. 
There are two ways for you to know that Magmadar is entering a Frenzy. 
The first is a message in your chat log saying, "Magmadar goes into a ki lling 
frenzy! " and the second is a more visual representation-Magmadar grows in 
size. The Hunters must be quick to use the shot or your MT will end up taking 
far more burst damage than he/she can withstand. 

Panic: Every 30 seconds, Magmadar emits a large AoE fear. Fear Ward and 
Tremor Totems can help alleviate this danger for your MT. However, if you 
do not have either, your MT will have to time his/her Berserker Rage to be in 
effect right before the fear hits to become immune to fear. If the MT does get 
feared, Magmadar wi l l run rampant through your raid until the fear runs its 
course. Keep your casters at max healing range so there is never a break in the 
healing on your MT. 

Flame Breath: Magmadar frequently breathes a cone-shaped stream of fire at the 
MT. Have your MT keep his/her back to the wall so only they are affected. 

Lava Bomb: These appear as burning globs of fire on the ground around 
Magmadar. Make sure you move away if one lands on you. If you stand in it 
too long, it deals 3200 points of Fire damage over 8 seconds. 

Once Magmadar is in position, give your MT a little extra time to coordinate 
his/her Berserker Rage with Magmadar's Panic. Once aggro is establ ished, 
have your melee DPS close in behind Magmadar whi le the rest of the raid 
assumes a position out of range of his Panic. Assign a few secondary healers 
to the melee DPS group. 

Keeping the MT from being feared and using quick Tranquilizing shots ensure 
a smooth battle against Magmadar. After he dies, Ancient Core Hounds no 
longer respawn in the Molten Core; that's a wonderful feeling. 



MAGMADAR'S LOOT TABLE 
DRUID 

Equip: Improves your chonce to get o criticol strike wilh spells by l % 

Equip: Restores 4 mono every 51e<onds 

Equip: lncreoses heoling done by spells and effects by up to 22 

HUNTER 

MAGE 

Equip: lncreoses your chance to get o critical strike with spells by l % 

Equip: lncreoses dornoge done by Frost spells ond effeds by up to 14 

PALADIN 

IAWBllllGB l.£GPW6 

Equip: Restores 3 mono every 5 seconds 

655 Annor, 7 S1R, 24 STA, 18111\ 18 5'I, 10 SHAD 
R6 

Equip: lncreoses healing done by spells ond effeds by up to 22 

PRIEST 

Equip: Restores 6 mono every 5 1e<onds 

Equip: lncreoses healing done by spells ond effeds by up to 22 

ROGUE 

SHAMAN 

Equip: Restores 6 mono every 5 1e<onds 

Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by spells and effeds by up to 12 

WARLOCK 

Equip: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effeds by up to 12 

WARRIOR 

Equip: lncreoses your chance to parry by l % 

Equip: +7 Defense 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

AGED CORE LfAJllER GUIYES 

Equip: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l % 

Equip: Increased daggers + 5 

Moil Shoulders 399 Amlor, 11 STA, 121~ 7 SPI 

Equip: Increases damage done by Nature spels and effeds by up to 4D 

Two-Handed 

Mace 
62.6 DPS 

Chance on htt: Knocks down oil nearby enemies for 3 1e<onds 

Equip: + 22 Attack Power 

E5KIWlllM'S ll6HT CIAW Moin-hond Fist 48.0 DPS, 4 A6I 

Chance on htt: Increases your ottock speed by 30% for 51e<onds 

ARE 1u11m GllMOIRE Off-hand 12 STA, 21 INT 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by spells and effects by up to 11 

RAME6UARD GAllll1lm Plate Gloves 488Aim', 13STA 

Equip: Improves your chonce to get o critical strike by 1 % 

Equip: + 54 Attack Power 

Plate Legs 

Equip: lncreoses your chance to dodge on attack by 1% 

Plate Boo~ 

748 Armor, 12 S1R, 22 STA, 11 AIE m, 
II SHAD RES 

544 Armor, 19 STA, 181NT, 12 51'1, 8 AIE m 
Equip: lncreoses healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

MAllA 1611mll6 CORD Cloth Belt 61Armor, 12 STA, 161NT 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by spells ond effeds by up to 25 
Equip: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1 % 

MEIW.UOll OF STEAOfAST MIGHT Necklace 

Equip: lncreoses your chance to dodge by 1 % 

Equip: 8 Defense 

OBSIDWI EDGED BIADE 
Two-Handed 

Sword 

Equip: lncreosed Two-Handed Swords +8 

QUICKSlllKE RING Ring 

Equip: Improves your chance to get o crtticol strike by 1 % 
Equip: +30 Attack Power 

SA8ATOllS OF THE ruMEWAWI Moil Boo~ 

Equip: +30 Attack Power 

mtKER'SMARK Bow 

Equip: + 22 Attack Power 

Equip: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

TALISMAll Of EPHEMERAi. Trinket 

9S11, 13 STA 

64JDPS,42m 

5 S1R, 8 STA 

298 Armor, 27 STA, 11 INT 

39.6 DPS 

Use: Increases domoge healing done by spells and effeds by up to 17 5 for 15 se<onds 

GEHENNAS 
Typically the third boss you face in 
the raid, Gehennas is like Lucifron 
in many ways, but a bit trickier. Like 
Lucifron, he comes with two guards 
that must be destroyed first. The map 
shows the positioning for your raid. 



Use your Hunters to pull the guards 
to your tanks along the wall . Your MT 
should drag Gehennas back to the 
lava and begin keep him busy while 
the guards die. 

Group 1 
Group 2 

Guord 
Geliennas 

....,....,. ~~·..- .,..."'"""",..... ~-..... 
---~-- ~ --=--- -----=-=---

The MT has two groups Healing and Decursing everyone in their party during 
this time. The guard tanks must be given extra time for aggro, as these guards 
have a large AoE stun. Make sure all your casters remain at a safe distance from 
the guards or their spells wi ll be interrupted by the stun. Having all the tanks 
(MT and off tanks) use Free Action Potions before charging in is a fantastic way 
to avoid the stun effect (Fist of Ragnaros) from Gehnnas' adds. Fist of Ragnaros 
lasts for 4 seconds and occurs in a frontal arc. Non-tank melee DPS can avoid 
it by staying behind the target. 

Once the guards are dead, have the entire raid move to Gehennas and begin 
attacking him. Make sure you know what Gehennas can do before you take 
him on; his abilities can be brutal. 

GEHENNAS 'S ABILITIES 

Once your raid begins to pound away at Gehennas, he should drop without 
too much concern. Like Luc ifron, he has approximately 350k health, but 
makes up for it with some insane damage output. Stay out of the Rain of Fire, 
keep people Decursed, and ensure that the MT stays alive. Victory will soon 
be yours! 

GEHENNAS'S LOOT TABLE 

HUNTER 

ROGUE 

PALADIN 

PRIEST 

Equip: Restores 6 mono every 5 seconds 
Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effects by up to 18 

SHAMAN 

Equip: Improves your chance lo gel o critical strike with spells by I" 
Equip: Increases damage and healing done by spelk and effects by up lo 9 

WARRIOR 

Curse of Gehennas: This is a very dangerous curse. It effectively reduces the Equip: +5 Defense 
effects of all heals by 75%. Your Mages and Druids must be quick to remove '------------------------------' 

this or your MT will face a quick death. MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

Rain of Fire: A large AoE spell that Gehennas often casts to inflict heavy damage. 
Your raid must pay attention to this at a// times. Regardless of where he casts 
this, you must move out of the affected area no matter what. The only exception 
is the MT. With the amount of healing on the MT that should be coming in, the 
rain won't affect him/her much. Also, keep your raid spread out over a wide 
area. This ensu res that his Rain does not affect many people at once. 

Shadow Bolt: Gehennas has a nasty Shadow Bolt that inflicts 2250 to 2750 points 
of shadow damage with a 3-6 second cooldown. However, this spell is actually 
on two separate timers. The first timer targets the player highest on his threat list 
(MD. The second targets a random player in the raid. That damage is enough to 
kill a caster, so make sure your Priests cast Shadow Protection before the raid 
begins. Try to keep everyone's health topped off to prevent one-shot kills. 

Besides a few healers and decursers on the MT, the rest of the raid should focus 
on the guards away from Gehennas. This keeps the raid out of Gehennas' 
range and his curse is exactly what you want to avoid . Once the guards fall, 
have the ranged DPS immediately switch targets to Gehennas. If you've got 
sufficient hea ling/decursing, have the melee DPS groups rush Gehennas as 
well, but you may want to hold them back and let the MT and ranged DPS 
handle him. If your raid's targeted with Rain of Fire, move immediately to 
avoid incu rring serious damage. 

748 Armor, 12 STI, 22 STA, II AREIES, II 

HEAVY DARK IRON RING Ring 1 JO Armor, 2D STA 

Equip: + 5 Defense 

Moil Helmet 324 Armor, 14 STA, 30 llfT, 9 Siii 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effects by up lo 42 

MAllASTORM LEGGINGS doth Legs 85 Armor, 19 

Equip: Restores 14 mono every 5 seconds 

RlllG OF SPB.l POWEi Ring 



Equip: lmprove1 your chance lo gel o uilicol strike with spelk by 2% 
Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by spells and effects by up la 23 

SAlAIWIDEI SCA1£ PAll1S leather legs 171Annor, 14STA. 14 IHT, 10 FIRE R5 

Equip: lncreoses healing done by spells and effects by up to 51 
Equip: Reitorei 9 mono every 5 seconds 

Main Hand 
42.1 DPS, 8 STA, 17 IHT SORCEIOUS DAGGER 

Oogger 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by spelk and effects by up lo 20 

GARR 
Garr is usually the fourth boss you take on in the Molten Core. With eight 
guards, Garr can seem very intimidating; but, if you handle him correctly, he's 
actua lly quite simple. 

The first thing that must be mastered in this battle is target calling. Knowing 
which of his guards to tank and which of his guards to Banish is very important 
and helps alleviate some of the chaos at the beginning of the fight. As a general 
rule, you wi ll want to Banish four of his guards and tank four right off the bat. 

In order to call targets, have your 
Hunters mark four different Firesworn 
and have a tank assist each for their 
targets. Next, have a Priest in each 
of the Warlock's groups cast Mind 
Vision on a different guard until all 
four guards have Mind Vision on 
them, then have the Warlock assist the 
Priest in his or her group. When you're 
ready, position your raid as shown in 
the map shortly after pulling. 

Main Tonk 
Tonk 
Raid Group 

Gorr 
Pull Point 

You will want to destroy the four guards being tanked by the Warriors first. 
When Garr's guards are pulled too far away from him, they gain "Separation 
Anxiety" which dramatically increases their damage output. Have your MA 
choose a target and begin dropping its health. At about 30% health, have your 
tank pull the guard back to the pul l point only dealing ranged DPS to it. At 
this point, your MA should choose a new guard to destroy. When the previous 
guard reaches 0% health, he explodes deal ing area damage. That's the reason 
for pulling him away from the raid and only dealing ranged DPS from 30% 
unti l death. Deal with al l four Firesworn in the same way. 

After this is done, have your MA select one of the Warlock's targets to attack 
and wait for it to become Unbanished. As soon as Banish breaks, one of the 
free tanks must pick up its aggro and deal with it exactly like the previous four. 
You should now have three Firesworn left. Leave them banished for the rest of 
the battle and shift your attention to Garr. 

You will want to destroy the four guards being tanked by the Warriors first. 
Have your MA choose a target and begin dropping its health. At about 30% 
health, have your tank pull the guard back to the pull point only dealing ranged 
DPS to it. At this point, your MA should choose a new guard to destroy. When 
the previous guard reaches 0% health, he explodes dealing area damage. 

That's the reason for pulling him away from the raid and only dealing ranged 
DPS from 30% until death. Deal with al l four Firesworn in the same way. 

After this is done, have your MA select one of the Warlock's targets to attack 
and wait for it to become Unbanished. As soon as Banish breaks, one of the 
free tanks must pick up its aggro and deal with it exactly like the previous four. 
You should now have three Firesworn left. Leave them banished for the rest of 
the battle and shift your attention to Garr. 

GARR'S ABILITIES 
Antimagic Pulse: Garr emits a pulse that purges all targets of buffs. For this 
reason, buffing before battling Garr is not even necessary. 

Magma Shackles: This effectively lowers all the targets' movement speed to 
40% of normal in a small area for 15 seconds. 

Erupt Firesworn: As Garr's life continually lowers, he will attempt to force one 
of his Firesworn to explode. If the Firesworn are kept Banished, however, his 
call will be in vain. 

Before engaging Garr, you must keep two Important things in mind. Garr's 
attack speed increases with every Firesworn slain. At the beginning of the battle 
Garr is very slow and weak. However, after slaying five of his kin, his attack 
speed increases greatly. Make sure one of the free tanks keeps Thunderclap 
on him. The second thing to keep in mind is rare but can happen. If for some 
reason, he is successful in forcing all of his Firesworn to explode, a swarm of 
miniature "Garrs" begin to pour into the room, exploding shortly thereafter. 
If this happens, it is not the end of your battle, but it does make it much more 
difficult. Make sure your Warlocks are quick with the Banishes. 

Garr has a lot of health, so it takes a few minutes to bring him down. However, 
he's not extremely dangerous without his minions to assist him. After Garr 
falls, you must then defeat the remaining three guards exactly the way you 
did the first. You may now rest assured that no more Lava Surgers will be 
respawning anytime soon! 
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GARR'S LOOT TABLE 

DRUID 

HUNTER 

GWIIDALKER'S HEUIET 

Equip: Improves your chonce to get o criticol strike by 1" 

MAGE 

PALADIN 

Equip: Restores 4 mono ever 5 se<onds 

Equip: lncreoses heoling done by spells ond effects by up to 22 

PRIEST 

ROGUE 

SHAMAN 

Equip: Restores 6 mono every 5 seconds 

Equip: Increases heoling done by spells and effects by up la 22 

WARLOCK 

Equip: Restores 3 heohh every 5 se<ands 
Equip: Increases damage done by Shadow spelb ond effects by up to 14 

WARRIOR 

Equip: Increases your chance to dodge an attock by 1" 

Equip: +7 Defense 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

AGED CORE LEATHER GLOVES 

Equip: Improves your chance lo get o critical strike by 1" 

Equip: Increased daggers +5 

AURASTONE HAMMER 
One-Honded 

Mace 

Equip: Restores 5 mono every 5 se<onds 

44.6 DPS, 10 STA, 10 INT 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by spelb and effects by up to 25 

The right half 

BINDINGS OF THE WINDSEEKER of Thunderoon's 
eternal prison 

BRUTALllY BLADE 
One-Handed 

Sword 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel o critical strike by 1" 

51.6 DPS, 9 STR, 9AGI 

DEEP WTH SPAULDERS Moil Shoulders 399 Armor, 11 STA, 12 INT, 7 SPI 

Equip: Increases damage done by Nature spells and effects by up la 40 

DRILLBORER DISK Shield 2539 Almor, 46 Block, l 0 STA 

Equip: When struck in combat, inflicts 3 orcone domoge ta the attacker 

Equip: Increases your chance to block attacks with o shield by 2" 
Equip: Increases the bl0<k value of your shield by 23 

FIRE RUNED GRIMOIRE Off-hand 12STA, 21 INT 

Equip: Increases damage ond healing done by spelb and effects by up to 11 

RAMEGUARD GAUNTLETS Plate Gloves 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel o critical strike by 1" 

Equip: + 54 Attack Power 

Fl.AMEWAKEI LEGPLATES Plate Legs 

Equip: Increases your chance lo dodge on attack by 1" 

GUTGORE RIPPER 
One-Handed 
Dagger 

488 Armor, 13 STA 

748 Armor, 12 STR, 22 STA, ll FIRE RES, ll SHAD RES 

S0.6 DPS 

Chance on hit: Sends a shadowy bolt ol the enemy causing 75 shadow domoge ond lowering all stats by 25 for 

30 seconds 

MAGMA TEMPERED 80015 Plate Boots 
S44 Armor, 19STA, l BINT, 12 SPI, 
BFIRE RES 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 1 B 

MANA IGNffiNG CORO doth Belt 61 Armor, 12 STA, 161NT 

Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by spelb and effects by up lo 25 

Equip: Improves your chance lo gel o critical strike with spelb by 1" 

Two·Handed 
OBSIDIAN EDGED BLADE 

Sword 

Equip: Increased Two-Handed Swords +8 

QUICKSTRIKE RING Ring 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel o critical strike by 1 % 

Equip: +30 Attack Power 

SABATONS OF THE Fl.AMEWALKER Moil Boots 

Equip: +30 Attack Power 

TALISMAN OF EPHEMERAL Trinket 

64.7 DPS,42m 

S STR, 8 STA 

298 Armor, 27 STA, ll INT 

Use: Increases damage healing done by spelb and effects by up lo 175 for 15 seconds 



BARON GEDDON 
Baron Geddon is probabl y the most amusing fight the Molten Core has to offer. 
Position your ra id in Garr's room as shown on the map. 

BARON GEDDON'S ABILITIES 
Ignite Mana: This is a nasty debuff that burns away 400 mana every 3 seconds 
converti ng it into damage. Clearly, this needs to be Dispelled as quickly as 
possible. There is no need to remove this from Rogues and Warriors, as they 
suffer nothing from it. 

Inferno: Often referred to as "Hellfi re" by players since it resembles a Warlock's 
spell of that name, Inferno is a common occurrence during the Baron Geddon 
fight. He emits several pu lses of fire that deal progressively greater damage 
the longer a player stays w ithin range. The damage is dea lt in waves; take 
advantage of that and use it as a warn ing to get out of range. The first "tick" 
deals 375 base Fire damage and the final one deals 5000! 

Living Bomb: This is where the fun begins. Every 15 seconds or so, Baron 
Geddon places a Living Bomb on a random member of the raid. After 8 
seconds, the target explodes dealing heavy damage to anyone around him 
or her. CTRA has an option to warn the raid of this debuff and it is highly 
suggested you make use of it. Make sure your raid leader is on the ball in 
letting raid members know over your voice server if someone is "The Bomb". 
If you're the target of this debuff and you realize it in time, you must run to the 
wall behind your group. A wel l-timed Priest shield can save a life if it's cast 
before they explode. If the melee DPS is the target, the must run to the tunnel 
east of Garr's room to ensure they do not explode near the MT. Should the MT 
receive the Livi ng Bomb, he/she should hold fast and stand their ground. Have 
the remain ing melee DPS move back to their respective groups. If the MT 
receives the Living Bomb during a Flame Pulse, he/she should run to an open 
space while the raid leader informs nearby healers to be ready. 

There is something about Living Bomb that requi res a special note. W hile it 
can't be d ispelled, it can be removed w ith Ice Block or Divine Shield. 

As long as your raid members are quick to real ize Living Bomb targets and take 
the necessary steps not to blow their groups up, Baron Geddon is a relative 
walk in the park. With rough ly 580k health, he's not even close to one of the 
toughest bosses in the core. 

If your raid is having trouble with the eight 5-man party setup due to a lack of 
casters with Dispel, try switching to four 10-man groups. 

H 
Group 1 

Group 2 
Group 3 

Group 4 

Group 5 

Group 6 

Group 7 
Group 8 

Main Tonk 

10 Soron Geddon 
.... ,..... .-r'\_-.... ..,.- ..................... """"--.... 

- - ~ - -- - - -

BARON GEDDON'S LOOT TABLE 

DRUID 

CENARION SPAULDERS 150 Armor, 13 STA, 20 INT, 10 SPI, 7 SllAD RES 

Equip: Reslores 4 mono every 5 sernn<k 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelk ond elfecll by up to 18 

MAGE 

Equip: Restores 4 mono every 5 seconds 

Equip: Increases domoge done by Fr~t spelk ond elfecll by up lo 11 

PALADIN 

LAWBRINGER SPAULDERS 

Equip: ln<reoses healing done by spells ond elfecll by up to 18 

SHAMAN 

Equip: Restores 4 mono every 5 seconds 

Equip: lncre~ healing done by spelk ond elfecll by up lo 18 
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WARLOCK 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

AGED CORE LEAlltEl GUM'S 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel o critical strike by l" 
Equip: Increased daggers +5 

BINDINGS OF WINDSEEKER 
The left holf of 
Thunderoon's 
eternal prison 

DEEP EARTH SPAUlDOS Moil Shoolders 399 Armor, 11 STA. 12 INT, 7 SPI 

Equip: Increases damage done by Nature spelk and elfem by up to 40 

ARE RUN!D GllMOllf Off-hond 12 STA, 2111T 

Equip: Increases damage ond heonng done by spelk and effem by up to 11 

FIAMEGUARD GAUllTlffi Plate Gloves 

Equip: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l % 

Equip: + 54 Attack Power 

FIAMEWAKER UGPIATIS Plate legs 

Equip: Increases your chance to dodge on attack by l % 

MAGMA TEMPERED 80015 Plate Boots 

488 Armor, 13 STA 

748 Armor, 12 STI. 22 STA, ll Fiil RES, 
11 SHAO RES 

544 Armor, 19STA. 181NT. 12 SPI, 8 ARE RES 

Equip: lncreoses healing done by spells ond effects by up to 18 

MANA IGNmNG CORD doth Belt 61 Arnlor, 12 STA, 16 INT 

Equip: lncreoses domoge ond healing done by spelk and el/em by up to 25 

Equip: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1 % 

Two-Handed 
OBSIDIAN EDGED BlADE 

Sword 

Equip: Increased Two-Handed Swords +8 

QUICKSTRIKf RING Ring 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel o criticol strike by 1% 

Equip: +30 Attack Power 

SABATONS OF THE FIAMEWAlKfl Moil Boots 

Equip: +30 Attack Power 

SEAL OF THURCHMAGUS Ring 

Equip: Restores 3 mono every 5 se<onds 

TAUSMAH OF EPHEMWL Trinket 

SHAZZRAH 
Shazzrah is one of the most difficult 
encounters in Molten Core. Your raid 
must be spread out in Carr's room 
in three separate groups as show in 
the map. Make sure each of the three 
groups has a warrior in it! Some raids 
may call for a two- or four-group 
setup. It's up to the raid leader to 
make that decision. 

64.7 DPS, 42 STR 

S STR, 8 STA 

298 Armor, 27STA. 11 INT 

11 STA, 11 INT, 11 SPI, 6 ARC RES, 6 RRE RES, 
6 NAT RES, 6 FIS RES, 6 SHAD RES 

I ~
1 Main Tonk 

Groups 1, 2 & 3 

Groups 4, 5 & 6 

4 

SHAZZRAH'S ABILITIES 

When your raid is assembled and 
ready to go, have a Hunter use Eyes 
of the Beast to pull Shazzrah. Once 
the pet is dead, he will come for the 
Hunter. Using Aspect of the Cheetah, 
the Hunter must run directly to the 
MT until Shazzrah is in the middle 
of the room and being tanked by the 
MT. Now the fun part begins! 

Blink: Every 40-45 seconds Shazzrah drops all aggro on the MT, Blinks to a 
random raid member and begins casting. 

Arcane Explosion: Shazzrah often casts a large AoE that deals 925 to 1075 points 
of arcane damage. 

Curse of Shazzrah: This curse doubles all magical damage done to the target. 
This must be Decursed immediately in groups. Those that have the curse on 
when he Blinks into their group will take double damage from his Arcane 
Explosion if the curse is not removed. Needless to say, this must always be 
removed from the MT as quickly as possible. 

Deaden Magic: This is a self-buff cast by Shazzrah on hirnself every few 
seconds. It effectively reduces all magic damage on him by 50%. The only 
way to see this buff is to assign a Mage to cast Detect Magic on him and assign 
a Priest to Dispel it. This must be done or the battle will last too long, Incurring 
too many casualties. 

When your raid is assembled and ready to go, have a Hunter use Eyes of the 
Beast to pull Shazzrah. Once the pet is dead, he will come for the Hunter. 
Using Aspect of the Cheetah, the Hunter must run directly to the MT unti l 
Shazzrah is in the middle of the room and being tanked by the MT. Now the 
fun part begins! 

After Shazzrah is pulled, he almost always Blinks away to another group. 
Aggro control is extremely important in this fight, so make sure nobody attacks 
until the call is given. The reason for having a tank in each group is to ensure 
Shazzrah gets dragged out of the group as quickly as possible. Make sure he's 
dragged 10 the middle where the MT will pick up his aggro again. 



As soon as Shazzrah is back in the middle of the room and being tanked, you 
have a short window to deal damage. The moment he is secure, have a Mage 
cast Detect Magic on him, and a Priest cast Dispel to remove his buff. Give 
the order to attack as soon as possible; you won't have much time before the 
next Blink. Remember to remind your raid not to use DoT spells. These last 
through the Blink, generating aggro on the caster, making it more difficu lt to 
secure aggro for the MT. 

45 short seconds later, you'll be faced with another Blink. Repeat the previous 
strategy to win this battle. You may have to practice many times to get it just 
right, but fear not-practice makes perfect. 

SHAZZRAH'S LOOT TABLE 
DRUID 

HUNTER 

MACiE 

PRIEST 

ROGUE 

WARLOCK 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

7 48 Arl110I, 12 STI, 22STA, 11 ARE RES, 11 SHAD RES 

Equip: Increases your chance lo dodge on ottock by 1 % 

Equip: + 5 OefeMe 

HOM OF lfff UFEGIYEI Moil Helmet 374 Ar-. 14 STA, 30 INT, 9 SP1 

Equip: lncreosei healing done by spells ond effern by up to 42 

MANASTOIM LEGGINGS Cloth legs BS Armor, 19 STA, 14 INT 

Equip: Re1tores 14 mono every 5 second! 

llNG OF SPB.l POWER Ring 

Equip: lncreosei domoge ond healing done by spells ond effern by up to 33 

IOBEOFVOWILEPOWER ClothChe11 102Arm", lOSTA, 151NT, 10SPI 

Equip: lmprove1 your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 2% 

Equip: lncreose1 domoge ond healing done by spells ond effern by up to 23 

SAIAMAHDER SCALE fANTS leather legs 17Un1101, 14 STA, 14 INT, 10 ARE RES 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells ond effern by up lo 51 

Equip: Re1lore1 9 mono every 5 se<onds 

Moin Hond 
42.1DIS,8 STA, 17 INT SOICEROUS llA6GEl 

Dagger 

Equip: lncreose1 domoge ond healing done by spells ond effern by up lo 20 

WRISTGUARDS OF 5TA81U1Y leather Wr~ls 86 Alftlor, 24 STR, 8 STA 

GOLEMAGG THE INCINERATOR 
Golemagg is an incredibly simple 
fight that will be mastered in the first 
one or two tries. Two hounds ca lled 
"Core Ragers" guard him. Use the 
map to position your raid shortly after 
pulling. 

Main Tank 

Tank 
Raid Group 

Guard 

Golemagg the Incinerator 
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Make sure that Golemagg and the Core Ragers are a safe distance from each 
other. If the Ragers are too close to Golemagg, they receive an attack power 
and speed bonus that can be the death of your off tanks. 

The fi rst thing to note is that Golemagg the Incinerator has no real abi l ities to 
mention. He casts Pyroblast now and then that inflicts an initial 1388 to 1612 
Fire damage and an additional 200 every 3 seconds for 12 seconds, but it's 
nothing that your healers can' t remedy. The second aspect of this batt le that 
should be noted is that the Core Ragers are invincible. If their health is brought 
to 50% or less, they w ill refuse to die and completely hea l themselves. The two 
Warriors that tank the Core Ragers are basically there to keep them as far away 
from Golemagg as possible and to keep them busy until their master dies. 
Golemagg does have a chance to proc Magma Splash when struck with melee 
attacks. It's a Fire-based DoT with a stacking debuff effect. Each separate effect 
deals 50 damage every 3 seconds and reduces the target's armor by 250. 

Once your MT has secured aggro on Golemagg, your raid should immediately 
begin to infli ct heavy DPS as hard as they can. This giant has more than 800k 
health, so he takes quite some time to defeat, but nothing he does proves to 
be terribly lethal. 

At 10% health, Golemagg's damage increases dramatically and he gains the 
Earthquake effect. It deals approximately 1500 AoE melee damage when he 
strikes. Heals need to be taken up a notch from here on out until the giant is 
slain. When Golemagg fa lls, his Core Ragers fol low suit w ithin moments of 
him hitting the ground. 

GOLEMAGG THE INCINERATOR'S LOOT TABLE 
DRUID 

Equip: Restores 3 mono every 5 se<onds 

Equip: lncreOleS heoling done by spells ond effects by up to 22 

HUNTER 

MAGE 

PALADIN 

LAWIRINGER CHBTGUARD 

Equip: lncreOleS heoling done by spells and effecll by up to 22 

PRIEST 

SHAMAN 

Equip: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike with spells by 1 % 

Equip: Increases heoling done by spells and effects by up ta 22 

WARLOCK 

WARRIOR 

Equip: Improves your chance ta block with a shield by 3% 

Equip: +7 Defense 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

AGED CORE LEATHER GLOVES 

Equip: Improves your chonce lo get a critical strike by 1 % 
Equip: lncreosed daggers +5 

AZURESONG MAGEBLADE 
Main-hand 

Sword 
42.5 DPS.7 STA, 12 INT 

Equip: Improves our chance to gel a cr~ical strike with spells by 1 % 

Equip: lncreoses domage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 40 

BLASTERSHOT LAUNCHER Gun 40.2 DPS, 6 STA 

Equip: Improves your chonce to get o critical strike by 1 % 

DEEP EARTH SPAULOERS Moil Shoulders 399 Armor, 11 STA, 12 lllT, 7 SPI 

Equip: lncreOleS damage done by Nature spells ond effecll by up to 40 

FIRE RUNED GRIMOIRE Off-hand 12STA, 211NT 

Equip: Increases damoge ond healing done by spells and efferts by up to 11 

FLAMEGUARD GAUNTlETS Plate Glaves 

Equip: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1 % 

Equip: + 54 Attack Power 

FLAMEWAKEl LIGPl.ATES P1ote Legs 

Equip: lncreoses your chance to dodge an attack by 1 % 

MAGMA TEMPERED BOOTS Plate Boots 

488 Armor, 13 STA 

7 48 Armor. 12 STR, 22 STA, 11 FIRE RES, 
II SHAD RES 

544 Armor, 19STA, 1 B INT, 12 SPI, B ARE RES 

Equip: lncreOleS healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

MANA IGNffiNG CORD doth Belt 61 Armor, 12 STA, 16 INT 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by spells and effem by up to 25 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel a critical 11rike with spells by I% 

Two-Handed 
OBSIDIAN EDGED BLADE 

Sword 

Equip: Increased Two-Handed Swords +8 

QUICKSTRIKE RING Ring 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel a critical strike by 1 % 

Equip: +30 Attack Power 

SABATONS OF THE FLAMEWALKER Mail Boots 

Equip: +30 Attack Power 

6.U DPS, 42 STl 

5 STR, 8 STA 

298 Armor, 27 STA, JI INT 



Equip: Improves our chonce to get a critical strike with spells by 1" 
Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effects by up to 40 

TAUSlWI OF EPHEMERAi. POWER Trinket 

Use: Increases damage healing done by spells and effects by up to 17 5 for 15 seconds 

TRADE ITEMS 

SULFURON HARBINGER 
At first, this boss looks quite intimidating. 
Flanked by four healers, who wouldn't be 
a little scared to face off against it? Luckily 
for you, this fight is not nearly as difficult as 
it looks. Pull him much like any boss and 
position your raid as shown on the map. 

Main Tonk 

Tonk 

Raid 
MT Porty 
Guard 

Sulfuron Harbinger 
Kill Spot 

Obviously, the Flamewalker Priests 
need to be taken out first, but they 
heal each other, so separating them, 
removing LOS to their allies and 
el iminating them individual ly is 
the only way to defeat them. Have 
three of your tanks pull the guards 
along the bottom wall while the MT 
tanks Sulfuron Harbinger at his spot. 

Your fourth tank will drag their target north, out of range of the other healers, 
and begin to tank the him. Rogues must kick the target to interrupt any spel l 
casting. The healers w il l also cast a series of DoT spells on your tanks that need 
to be Dispelled immediately. One by one, drag the healers north and destroy 
them. Within a few short minutes, your raid can then focus their attention on 
Sulfuron. 

SULFURON HARBINGER'S ABILITIES 
Fist of Ragnaros: This is a short duration AoE stun that he often casts. During 
the stun, he attempts to move out of melee range of the MT and begin throwing 
spears. Simply move to him and re-engage him in melee combat. 

Demoral izing Shout: An AoE shout that lowers all melee and ranged attack 
power by 300. There is no counter to this. 

Flame Spear: This is a ranged attack with a 45 yard range and a 2 second 
cooldown dealing 850 to 1150 damage to the primary target and some 
carryover splash damage to others close to that player. 

Inspire: Now this is a nasty buff that increases physical damage by 25% while 
also boosting his attack speed by 100% for 10 seconds. 

Sulfuron has a lot of armor so he takes some time to take down. However, he is 
not as lethal as the previous captains, so it's on ly a matter of time until he falls. 
Keep the heals up, the damage pumping, and the corpse of Sulfuron Harbinger 
shal I soon I ie at your feet. 

FLAMEWALKER PRIEST ABILITIES 
Dark Mending: This powerful healing spel l restores 27,750 to 32,250 HP to 
the target. It has a 2 second casting time and a 60 yard range. That casting time 
allows for interruptions and should be the focus of an interrupt order. 

Shadow Word: Pain: It's like the Priest spell, but deals 440 Shadow damage 
every 3 seconds for 18 secs. 

Dark Strike: Adds 570 to 630 melee damage to the next successful melee 
attack. All damage dealt is considered Shadow damage. 

Immolate: This is an instant cast DoT that deals 760 to 840 Fire damage and 
380 to 420 damage every 3 seconds for 21 secs. 

SULFURON HARBINGER'S LOOT TABLE 

HUNTER 

GIAHTSTALKER'S EPAULm 

Equip: Improves your chance to hit by 1" 

PRIEST 

R()(jUE 

WARRIOR 

Equip: Improves your chance to block with o shield by 2" 

Equip: + 5 Defense 
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

FWIEWAKER UGPWB 748 Armor, 12 STR, 22STA, 11 FIRE llB, 11 SIWI RB 

Equip; lncreoses your chance to dodge on ott0<k by 1" 
HEAVY DARK IRON RING Ring 110 Armor.20 STA 

Equip; + S Defense 

HELM OF THE UFEGMR Moil Helmet 324 Armor, 14STA, 30 INT, 9 SPI 

Equip; Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 42 

MANASTORM UGGINGS Ooth legs BS Armor, 19 STA, 14 INT 

Equip; Restores 14 mono every S seconds 

RING OF SPEll POWER Ring 

Equip; Increases damage and healing done by spells and effects by up to 33 

LORDS Of lHE CORE. 

MAJORDOMO EXECUTUS 
This is - by fa r - the most technical 
fight the Molten Core has to offer. 
Majordomo Executus is bolstered 
on all sides by eight guards of 
two varieties. However, before 
Majordomo even shows his face, 
all seven runes of the Firelord must 
be doused. Once they are, Executus 
yel ls, announcing his arrival into the 
Molten Core. 

The pull is like any boss, except that you are taking care of eight guards instead 
of two or four. Immediately sheep al l four hea lers at the beginning of the battle 
and line up the Flamewalker Elites along the east wall as shown in the map. 

Majordomo must be kept busy this entire fight by ei ther two Warriors, one 
Warrior and a Hunter, a Warrior and a Shaman/Paladin, or one Warrior and 
a Druid in Bear Form. The reasoning behind this is the fact that every 25-30 
seconds, Executus simply drops aggro on the MT and goes on a killing spree. 
Having a Warrior and another player constantly figh ting for his attention keeps 
him off the rest of the raid. Rage can be a problem as long as his shield is up, 
but you must do the best you can. Your MT will make good use of Bloodrage 
in this battle for certain. 

MAJORDOMO EXECUTUS'S ABILITIES 
Aegis of Ragnaros: This is an instant spell that heals Majordomo to fu ll health 
if he's damaged. In essence, it makes him unkillable. 

Damage Shield: This buff gives all of Majordomo's allies a shield that reflects 
100 Arcane damage when his minions are struck with a melee attack. 
Majordomo al ternates between using this and his Magic Reflection buff. 

Magic Reflection: Watch for th is spell, it's a buff that grants al l of Majordomo's 
all ies a 50% chance to reflect harmful spel ls for 10 seconds. Majordomo 
alternates between using this and his Damage Shield buff. 

Teleport: Majordomo periodical ly teleports a random player to a fire pit near 
his spawn point. It has a 25-30 second cooldown and appears to completely 
wipe the Majordomo's threat l ist. 

Teleport (2) : Executus occasionally teleports his primary target to the (ire pit. 
Again, this has a 25-30 second cooldown and completely wipes his threat 
list. 

Equip; Improves your chon<e lo gel a critical strike with spelk by 2" 
Equip; lncre111e1 damage and healing done by spelk and effects by up to 23 

SALAIWIDEI SCALE PAllTS leolher legs 171Annal, 14 STA, 14 lllT, 10 RIE RB 

Equip; lncre01es healing done by spells and effecll by up to S 1, Equip; Restores 9 mono every S seconds 

SOICIIOUS DAG6EI 
Main Hand 
Dagger 

42.1 DPS, BSTA, 17 lNI 

Equip; lncreOlel domoge and healing done by spelk and effeds by up lo 20 

SHADOWSTRIKE Pole-arm 

Chance on hit; Steals 100-180 life from target enemy 
Use; Transform Shodowstrike into Thunderslrike 

59.4 DPS 

WllSTGUARDS Of STAllLllY leather Wr~ts 8' .,_, 24 5Tl. B STA 

Hunter 
Group 1 
Tonk 
Rold Group 
Aomewulker Uite 
Aomewolker Healer 
Majordomo Executus 

FLAMEWALKER ELITE ABILITIES 
Blast Wave: Again, similar to the Mage spell, it hits nearby targets for 763 to 
887 Fire damage and reduces their movement speed to 50% for 8 seconds. 

Fire Blast: Instantly hits a single target for 1188 to 1452 points of Fire 
damage, 

Fireball : This is simi lar to the Mage spell of the same name and hits a single 
target for 1275 to 1725 Fire damage. 



FLAME WALKER HEALER ABILITIES 
Shadow Bolt : This is similar to the Warlock spell and deals 1 350 to 1650 
Shadow damage. 

Shadow Shock: An instant attack that deals approximately 800 points of 
Shadow damage to nearby targets. 

After four of Majordomo's guards (either El ites or Healers) have been slain, 
Flamewalker Healers become immune to Polymorph. 

As soon as the fight begins, the DPS must defeat the first Flamewalker Elite 
that is being tanked. Remember to space these guards far enough apart that 
their AoE flame bursts won't overlap on tanks. As soon as the guard Is down, 
the free tank should begin to break the sheeped targets one by one, tanking 
them, until all four are defeated. Have your raid leader ready to speak over 
your voice when the healers bring their shield up. They have two types of 
shields that must be taken seriously if you hope to survive. The first reflects 
100 Arcane damage back to the attacker from a melee strike for a few seconds. 
While this shield is up, yout melee DPS must not attack. The second shield 
returns al l magic damage back to the owner(s) for a few seconds. As with the 
melee shield, your casters must not attack during this time. 

Once all four healers are defeated, have your raid finish off the remaining 
three Flamewalker El ites being tanked along the wa ll. When there's only one 
of Majordomo's all ies standing, he' ll hea l them completely and buff them to 
increase their damage output. When all eight guards are defeated, Majordomo 
Executus revea ls his true colors and surrenders. He then leaves for you a chest 
of spoils and asks you to meet him in the center of the Molten Core-the lair 
of Ragnaros the Fi relord! If the entire raid leaves, you have 30 minutes before 
Majordomo despawns from the soft reset. However, as long as you leave one 
player inside, Majordomo won't. Regardless, step on it! 

CACHE O F THE FIRELORD LOOT TABLE 

ITEM 011( STATS 

ANOEllT PElllAm LEAF 
This item begins 
o quest 

!Miier, A V11J liqe pellllied leaf 

CAllTEllZING BAND Ring 9 STA. 12 lllT 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and elledl by up to 46 

CORE FORGED G«EAVES Plate Boots 634 Armer, 18 STA, 12 FllUES, 8 SHAD RES 

Equip: +4 Defense 

CORE HOUND TOOTH 
One-Handed 

51.2 DPS, Uta 
Dagger 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel a criticol strike by l % 

Equip: +20 Attack Power 

ffiOFDMNITY Trinket llvest him 

ANKLE'S LAVA ORBl60 
Two-Handed 

67.1DPS,255TA, 24111\ 15AIEl£S 
Mace 

Equip: Restores 9 mono every 5 seconds 

FIREGUARD SHOULDERS 
Leather 

159 Armer, 21 STA, 22 FIRE IES 
Shoulders 

FIREPIOOF CLOAK Back 54Annor, 12 STA, 9 Hlt8 Sl'I, II FIR£ RES 

GLOVES Of THE HYPNOTIC FUME Cloth Gloves 67 Armer, llSTA, 19 lit 8 SPt 

Equip: Increases damage done by fire spells and effedl by up to 23 
Equip: Increased damage and healing done by spells and effedl by up to 9 

.. 

SASH OF WHISPmll SECIEIS Cloth Belt 61 Armer, 11 STA 

Equip: Increases damage dooe by Shadow spells bnd effedl by up to 33 
Equip: Restores 4 health every 5 seconds 

Leo th er 
. 

WILD GIOWIH SPAULDOS 
Shoulders 

1 SUnnor, 11 STA. 12111', 10 sr1 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and elle<h by up to 62 

WRISTGUARDS OF TRUE FLIGHr Moil Wrist 191Annor,lhGI, 11SfA,61NT 

Equip: Improves your chance to hit by 1" 

RAGNAROS THE FIRELORD 
So you've beaten every boss in the Molten Core and now you stand in the 
lair of Ragnaros ready to summon him forth, thinking you're hot stuff. Well 
Ragnaros has news for you! He was hot stuff long before you were ever a 
twinkle in your mother's eyel This battle commands every resource your raid 
group can muster-and then some. 

The first thing to wotk on is your fire resistance. Neatly every attack Ragnaros 
throws at you is fire-based (melee is sti ll melee). Your Warriors should try to 
aim for 315 buffed fire resistance; a daunting task, yes, but very necessary. 
Everyone else in your raid should shoot for 200 buffed fire resistance to stand 
a chance against the Firelord himself. There are many ways to attain these 
resistance levels. The most effective is via Thorium Brotherhood faction. These 
able dwarves hold many plans to suits of armor with a great amount of fire 
resistance to them. The second path is via random drops and the Auction 
House. Items such as rings of fire resistance become incredibly useful in this 
fight, as is your previous reward from Duke Hydraxis at the end of his quest 
l ine. 

The second item you will want to procure is the Greater Fire Protection 
Potion. Ski l led alchemists can make these using a simple list of ingredients. 
You should have as many of these as possible to make the battle run smoothly. 
Drinking two or three of these per Ragnaros battle extends the life of your raid 
by a great amount. 

When you think you're ready to take 
on Ragnaros, speak with Majordomo 
Executus and watch in awe as he 
summons forth the Firelord. You now 
have exactly two hours to ki 11 Ragnaros 
before he despawns. Quickly move 
your raid into the positions shown 
on the map, maki ngsure yourcastersare 
spread out widely to avoid his 
Might of Ragnaros. 

Main Tonk Healers 
Melee OPS 
Casters 
Hunters 
Ragnaros 
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RAGNAROS'S ABILITIES 
Elemental Fire: This is a fire-based DoT proc that deals 4800 damage over 8 
seconds. 

Melt Weapon: Every time you strike Ragnaros with a melee weapon there is a 
chance its durability will be decreased. Bring a spare or a repair bot just in case. 

Wrath of Ragnaros: Every 30 seconds Ragnaros attempts to deal damage to 
and knock back all players in melee range-your MT is the one to receive 
this the most often. 315 fire resistance makes your MT almost immune to this 
attack, but if your M T does get sent flying, your secondary MT should be 
there to pick up the aggro until your MT can return. Players often use CT 
Raid Assist to time his Wrath, so all melee attackers (except the MT) can back 
away in time to avoid it safely. Regardless, anyone that gets knocked back 
takes extreme fa ll damage, so the healers must make sure that their health gets 
topped-off in mid-air. 

Magma Blast: This is a ranged spell that deals 6000 base Fire damage. Ragnaros 
only reverts to casting this spell if there's nobody engaged in melee combat 
with him. This is why it's important to have your secondary tank grab aggro 
in the event that your MT is sent flying from Wrath of Ragnaros. Some guilds 
simply have two tanks take the hit from Wrath of Ragnaros to ensure that at 
least one resists it. 

Might of Ragnaros: Quite often, Ragnaros fires off a large bal l of flame at a 
random person in the raid dealing heavy fire damage and sending this player 
- and anyone around them - flying away. This often knocks a raid member into 
the lava. As long as they have a nearby healer and a Greater Fire Protection 
Potion, they should be able to survive this attack. 

This fight is totally different from anything you've experienced before. It's 
impossible for the ranged DPS to pull aggro because of Ragnaros's rooted 
nature. He cannot leave his spot to go attack someone else. The MT should 
be the only target of his melee attacks. So, the second the MT starts to attack 
Ragnaros, the ranged DPS can begin attacking at full strength. It's important 
that they inflict as much DPS as possible. Ragnaros must be at 50% or less after 
the first 3 minutes or you may not surv ive the ordeal. 

After a few seconds, the melee DPS can join in the battle and add their damage 
to the fight. After about 2 minutes and 45 seconds, the entire raid needs to 
reform to the positions shown on this map. 

Tonks 
Moges 

I 43 Melee DPS 
Coste rs 

Sons of Rome 

Rognoras 

After 3 minutes, Ragnaros submerges into the lava becoming completely 
immune to attack. He summons forth the Sons of Flame. These creatures are 
lesser fire lords that deal pure melee fire damage, so your tanks should drink a 
Greater Fire Protection Potion at the beginning of this phase. They have an AoE 
mana drain, so keeping them out of the casters is extremely important in this 
phase. Have a warrior use Challenging Shout to round them all up, using your 
other tanks to grab the stragglers and prepare to have your mages use Blizzard 
like they've never done before. Your mages must alternate Frost Novas to keep 
them in place while your warriors try to keep them on them as much as possible. 
Once all of them are rounded up and rooted, your mages must begin to cast 
Blizzard. If you have five or more mages, this phase is incredibly easy, but if you 
have less it might just be a challenge. If you take longer than 1 minute, Ragnaros 
re-emerges and resumes the battle. 

Sons of Flame are vulnerable to a variety of CC methods including: Banish, 
Fear, and Freezing Trap. Use these to buy the tanks time to get them into the 
correct positions. Some guilds prefer to have one tank use Chal lenging Shout 
to gather the Sons, but many gui lds also assign a single tank to every Son that's 
not CC'd. It's up to your raid leader to define the parameters of th is battle. 
Have your MA lead the Rogues through the swarm of Sons of Flame bringing 
them down one by one wh ile the Blizzard is being cast. However, before you 
defeat the final Son of Flame, have your raid return to their original phase 1 
positions. When the last Son dies, Ragnaros shows himself again. Repeat this 
phase just as you did the first 50% of his health. With a little luck - and a lot 
of DPS - you might just drop him before the next 3 minutes is up. If you don't, 
however, prepare to crush another wave of Sons of Flames. 

Do your best and practice plenty. Ragnaros has over 1 mi ll ion H P and taking 
him down is as chal lenging as it is rewarding. You've gotten this far; it's only 
a matter of time until you stand victorious. With a bit of teamwork combined 
w ith determination and ski ll, the orange hammer of Ragnaros wi ll soon be 
resting in that pool of lava, just begging to be looted. 

Congratu lations on completi ng the Molten Core! Now enjoy the spoi ls! 

RAGNAROS'S LOOT TABLE 

DRUID 

STORMRAGE LEG GUARDS 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelb ond effects by up lo 48 

HUNTER 

10 ARC RES, 10 FIRE RB 

Equip: Improves your chonce lo hit by 2% 

MAGE 

NETHERWIND PANTS 

Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by spelb and effects by up lo 30 

PALADIN 

JUDGMENT LEGPIATES 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelb ond effects by up lo 35 



PRIEST 

LEGGINGS OF TRANSCENDOO 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelb ond effects by up lo 46 

ROGUE 

BLOODFANG PANTS 

Equip: Improves your chonce lo gel o criticol strike by 1" 

SHAMAN 

LEGPLATE OF TEN STORMS 

Equip: Improve your chance lo get o crificol strike with spelb by 1" 
Equip: Increases domoge ond heoling done by spelb ond effects by up to 29 

WARLOCK 

NEMESIS LEGGINGS 

Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by spells ond effects by up lo 30 

WARRIOR 

Equip: Increases your chonce to dodge by 2" 
Equip: + 11 Defense 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

Equip: Improves your chonce lo h~ by 2% 

BAND Of SULFURAS 

BONEREAYER'S EDGE 

Ring 

Two-Handed 

Sword 

Equip: Improves your chance fa gel a crilicol strike by 1 % 

CHOKER Of THE FIRELORD Neckloce 

13STA, 23 INT. 10 SPI 

75.9 DPS, Chance on hit 
Reduces target's armor by 300 for 10 seconds 

7STA, 7 INT 

Equip: Increases domage ond heoling done by spelb ond effects by up to 34 

CLOAK Of THE SHROUDED MISTS Bock 

CROWN Of DESTRUCTION Moil Helmet 

Equip: Improves your chonce to get a crificol strike by 2% 

Equip: +44 Attork power 

DRAGON'S BLOOD CAPf Back 

ESSENCE Of PURE FLAME Trinket 

EYE OF SULFURAS Use 

MALISTER'S DEFENDER Shield 

Equip: Restores 9 mono every 5 seconds 

ONSLAUGHT GIRDLE Plate Belt 

Equip: Improves your chonce to gel o criticol strike by 1 % 

Equip: Improves your chance to hit by 1" 

One-Honded 
PfRDmON'S BLADE 

Dogger 

SHARD Of THE FLAME Trinket 

SPINAL REAl'fR 
Two-Honded 

Axe 

57 Armor. 22 AGI. 12 STA, 6 ARE RES. 6 NAT RES 

392 Annor, 23 STA, 9 INT, 9 SP1. 10 FIRE RES 

116 Armor, 22 STA, 9 STR. 5 ARC RES. 5 ARE RES, 5 
SHAD RES 

Equip 

When struck in combat inllim 13 lire damage lo the 
attacker 

The Eye of Suffuros c111 be combined with the Suffufon 

Hommer lo create Sulluras. the legendary Hammer 

of R19111ros 

2B22 Armor. 52 Blade, 9 STA, 12 INT 

494 Armor, 31 STR, 11 STA 

SB.3 OPS, ct-eon hit 

Blasls o target for 4(). 56 lire damage 

Equip 

Restores 14 heohh every 5 seconds 

74.7 DPS 

Equip: Restores 150 mono or 20 rage when you kill a forget that gives experience 

lhk effect con not occur more than once every 10 seconds 

Equip: +34 Attack Power 
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Everyone who wants to fight Onyxia must perform a long series of quests to obtain a Drakefire Amulet. Not only is it a decent fire resist necklace, it's the key 
to Onyxia's Lair. You do not need to equip the amulet to enter her lair; it just has to be in your inventory. The quests for Alliance and Horde are different and 
equally challenging. 

AUIANCE QUEST SERIES 

DRAGONKIN MENAC£ 

Location 

Starts at 

Ends at 

Goal 

Helend~ Riverhorn 

d 15 Black Brodngs, 10 Blade Dragompawn, 4 Black 
Wynnkin, and I Blade Oralie 

THE TRUE MASTERS 

Location 

Starts at 

Ends at 

Goal 

Burning Steppes (Morgan's Vigil), Red Ridge Mountains 

(Lakeshire) 

Magistrale Solomon 

llth• a message to Magis1rate Soloman in lakeslire 

4100 



location 

Ends at 

Gaal 

Quest Level 

location 

Starts at 

Ends at 

Goal 

48 rooblain 

Red Ridge Mountains (Lokeshire), Stormwind Gty 

(Stormwind Keep) 

Highlord Bolvar Fordragon 

48 ro oblain 

Stormwind Gty (Stormwind Keep) 

lllghlonl Bolvar Fordragon 

Highlord Bolvar Fordrogon 

t..n allout Dlagonkii and lhe llodi Dragonllight liom 
Llllr Kalrana l'rlstor 

Stormwind Gty (Stormwind Keep), Red Ridge Mountains 
(Lakeshire) 

Magi1trate Solomon 

· nee Gained 5450 

Quest Level 49toolilain 

Location 
Red Ridge Mountains (Lakeshire), Burning Steppes (Morgan'1 
Vigil) 

Starts at Magis1ralt Solomon 

Ends at Marlhol Maxwell 

..... far dilly lo llrial llanll in 8ning SllpplS 
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THE TRUE MASTERS (CONTINUE 

vel 49 lo obtain 

Location Burning Steppes 

Starts at ~Maxwell 

Ends at Ragged John 

Goal the IDie of Marshal Windsor from Ragged John 

Maxwell has already been gathering information on the Blackrock 
Ores and the Black Dragonflight, but the information was with Marshal 
Windsor who has gone missing. Without Windsor, Maxwell has no 
evidence. You must find Ragged John at the camp along the north edge 
of Burning Steppes, just above the Ruins of Thaurissan. He may have 
information on the fate of Windsor. 

MARSHAL WINDSOR 

Quest Level 

Location 

Starts at 

Ends at 

Goal 

49 lo obtain 

Burning Steppes, Blackrock Depths 

Ragged John 

Marshal Windsor 

Travel into Blockrock Depths to lo<Dle Yfmdsor or proof of 

his dea1h 

Max Experience Gained 5450 

Ragged John tells the 
story of how Windsor 
was attacked by the 
Blackrock Ores and 
taken to a prison inside 
Black rock Depths. 
Bring a full group and 
head into the dungeon, 
enter the large circular 
room directly in front 
of you as you zone in. 
W indsor is down the 
third hallway from the 
right, in the second cell 
on the left. 

ABANDONED HOPE 

Location Blackrock Depths, Burning Steppes (Morgan's Y-ign) 

Starts at Manhal Windsor 

Ends a t Marshal Maxwell 

Goal Give Manhal Maxwell the 

A CRUMPLED UP NOTE 

Location 

Starts at 

Blockrock Depths 

Randomly dropped note from humanoids in Blockrodc 
Depths 

Marshal Windsor 

Windsor thinks al l his information has been lost, but you have found a 
note that may have been written by him. Maybe there is hope to regain 
the proof~ 



tion Blockre<k Oeplhs 

Stam at 

Ends at 

Goal 

Morshol Windsor 

Kl General Angerforge and Golem Lord Argelmach in 

llackrodt Depths 

Windsor is breaking out of jail and wants you to help him. Oi course, he 
has some things to take care of on the way out and ends up traveling all 
over the caverns. Before even starting this quest you have to clear all of 
the hal lways that have cells and the large circular room in the middle. 
Open all the doors and cel ls that you can as you kil l monsters. As he 
travels cel l to cell, ki ll ing or freeing prisoners, new monsters spawn on 
top of you. Stay ahead of Windsor and have the monsters attack you 
instead of him. You can't heal him; if he dies, you fail the quest. This 
can be a frustrating escort and it may take a few attempts. 

Starts at 

Ends at Reginald Windm 

Goal Meet Wmdsoi at the gates al Starmwincl 

700 

Location 

Stam at 

Ends at 

Follow Windsor as he confronts General Marcus Johnathan at the gates, 
and is allowed to pass to the Keep. Once he arrives at the throne of 
Stormwind, you need to hide down the stairs a little ways. Windsor 
unmasks Lady Prestor for who she really is, and Dragonkin quickly 
attack the throne room. Bolvar is quite the fighter, able to fend off the 
entire attack by himself. As long as the dragons attack him instead of 
you, there's nothing to worry about. If the dragons attack you, you wil l 
almost certainly die and fail the quest. 
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THE. DRAGON'S E.YE 

Location 

Starts at 

End 

Goal 

toolllairi 

Stormwind Gly, mterSjlfing ( ozthorii) 

Holeh 

s.ilt DUI someone who is able to restore power to lhe 
Fragment of tht Dragon's Eye 

key to Onyxia's lair has been 
destroyed in the battle; all that remains is a 
powerless fragment. You must search the world 
for someone of dragon blood who can restore 
power to the key. 

Haleh, protector of the Blue Dragon's lair, 
Mazthoril in Winterspring, is the only person 
who can help you. She's not easy to reach. Fly 
to Everlook and head southwest to the cave of 
Mazthoril. Fight or corpse-hop through the cave 
until you reach the fina l room; there's a blue 
rune on the floor. Step on the rune to teleport 
to Haleh. 

HORDE QUIST SERIES 

Speak with Warlord Goretooth in the town of Kargath. Listen to his story 
and, after you have spoken with him, he offers a quest to kill several 
bosses in Lower Blackrock Spire. Take a strong group; Omokk is a pretty 
hard fight. You tnust also find the Important Blackrock Documents, 
which are a random spawn on the ground at any of the three bosses 
you must kill . 

r 
I 

DRAKEFIRE AMULET 

Location 

Starts at 

ds at 

Winterspring (Mazthoril), Upper Blockrock Spire 

Haleh 

Holeh 

Bring tht Blood of tht Blade Dragon Champioa lo Haleh 11 

she may restore power lo the amulet 

9050 

Haleh can restore power to the amulet, but she needs the Blood of the 
Black Dragon Champion to do it. Get a 10-person group together and 
go kill General Drakkisath in Upper Blackrock Spire. 

Return to Haleh and turn in the quest to receive the Drakefire Amulet, 
key to Onyxia's lair. 

Goretooth is alarmed that Rend is sti ll alive and urges you to inform 
Eitrigg in Thrall's Hall . Talk to Thrall after speaking with Eitrigg. 



Thrall orders you to travel to Upper Blackrock Spire and kill the 
Warchief Rend Blackhand. Take another strong group into UBRS and 
complete the arena event to kill Rend. This quest can be completed in a 
raid group. When you have his head, return to Thrall. 

"i ~ _,_..., __ 

Thrall has received news from Eastern Kingdoms, listen to it. Speak to 
him again afterwards. 

L 

A horde champion named Rexxar may know of a way into Onyxla's 
lair. Travel to Desolace and find him. He wanders along the north/south 
path throughout the entire zone. 

., Rexxar knows only one person who can help you get into Onyxla's 
lair. The illusionist Myranda the Hag, who sits on a log at the Sorrow 

I 

~
Hill graveyard in Western Plaguelands, might be able to help deceive 
the dragons. 

:.,..i-.-91\lil" "f'".> "":J911f!!!!!l!!!9l'!IJ!!!li!!!!!!!!!i!l!f!i!!l9••••••ir 
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Myranda can provide the i llusion you need, but she requires 20 Black 
Dragonspawn Eyes to do it. The eyes drop from the Dragonkin in Upper 
Blackrock Spire. Take a group (or a raid, it is a Raid quest) to UBRS 

d collect the eyes, they are pretty common drops when you have the 
est. Return to Myranda when you have the required components. 
l'J":'....,..,. ,~ -

~. Locatiole¥eln_RS---T~Rl~F~E~~~~-"~11--~~~~--~~~~--~----------4-I I§ Western Ploguelonds (Sorrow Hill). Duslwollow Marsh 
f (Wyrmbog) 

Ends at 

Max Experience Gained 

.,,.. .... 
Emberslrile 

Tniw1111 Desa1aie.-..... ..,.,._ 
W....1tllickta.rslrftiltt ..... ,. 
5450 

Emberstrife is an old, powerfu l dragon that has the job of testing new 
Dragonkin who wish to serve in Onyxia's elite guard. You must wear 
the Amulet of Draconic Subversion that Myranda has given you to trick 
him into thinking you are a Dragonkin, and accept whatever tests he 
~Don the amulet and speak with him. 

THE TEST OF SKULLS, SCRYER 

t 

I Your first task is to slay the Blue Dragonflight Champion Scryer. He:Js 

ljound near the caves of Mazthoril, southwest of Ever look in W interspring. 
ring a few friends, kill him, and bring his skull back to Emberstrife. 
.,,..--

THE TEST OF SKULLS, SOMNUS ---· 
Duslwollow Marsh (Wyrmbog), Swamp of Sorrows 

Emberstrile 

Next up is Somnus, Champion of the Green Dragonflight. He wanders 
I the swamp to the east of the Sunken Temple. Gather some help, ki ll 
"-him, and bring his skull back to Emberstrife. 



~Loc;;a;ti~"o;n;;~:::::::r;DUl!w~al;l~;M:a~:h:{W:yr:mbag::),:Tu:na:r~:::::::::w 1 ....... ~ 

Emberstrife wants you to kill Chronalis, who guards the Caverns ofTime 
in a mountain along the eastern edge of Tanaris. Return his skull to ,. 
Emberstrife once you and your mates have killed him. J 

~ ..... -T-~,,.,.,-----.""';;;;;;:=:;=~;~· 

Head over to Grim Batol in the northeastern part of Wetlands and kill 
the Red Dragonflight Champion Aztroz. Return to Emberstrife when you ) 
have his skul l. 

................. ,_"""!l' ..... ';::;;::;;;;::;::;:;;;:;:;:;::;::;::;;;;:~:v;~··~=-c;;;s;--..::-==---' 

5'tuM 
Dustwullow Mo~h {Wyrmbog), Desoloce 

Emberstrife has rewarded you with a Dulled Drakefire Amulet and 
instructs you to take it to General Drakkisath in Upper Blackrock Spire 
for its final enchantment, but the illusion Myranda created for you 
won't work within Blackrock Spire. Seek out Rexxar and explain your 

l problem, hopefully he knows what to do. 
' Ii .. ,_,...... .: 'I"' - · 1.• •rr · · 

e!OI c , Upper Blodtrock Spire 

.... at 

Ends at 

Max Experience Gained 10900 

You're pleased to hear that only the Blood of the Black Dragon 
Champion from General Drakkisath in Upper Blackrock Spire is needed 
to finalize the amulet. Bring a strong group and slay Drakkisath. 

Return to Rexxar when you have the blood. He gives you the Drakefire 
I'\ Amulet, key to Onyxia's lair. 

~~t -:ir---s;;;;;:;:;:;r~::;;;;:;:::;;::;~~;;:::::;:;:;::::::::::::;::::::;;;;;;;~r 



PREPARATION 

PLAYERS 
A group learning how to kill Onyxia should bring a full level 60 raid group-
40 people. Every raider needs to have their Drakefire Amulet in their inventory 
before zoning in. 

The classes you have at your raid should be pretty evenly distributed. There 
are eight classes and raids can hold 40 people, so most raid encounters are 
balanced for a raid group consisting of five people from each class. This is 
true for Onyxia. It's important to have good healing and solid ranged damage 
dealers. Melee damage classes have limited usefulness during Phase 2 of 
the fight, but are important for Onyxian Whelps and the times when she's 
on the ground. 

People often ask if the talents your character has are going to make or break a 
PvE raid encounter. Yes and no. Experienced raid groups/guilds often plan out 
their raid by having people spec certain ways. There is typically a "preferred" 
spec for each class and, in fact, there may be a need for different specs for the 
same class. 

Most high-end encounters are planned out ahead of time and require certain 
specs to work properly. This is especially important before you get your higher
end equipment from the dungeons that you're raiding. You can benefit greatly 
from those items and that's when your spec becomes less important. A totally 
geared up, Tier 2 Warrior may be able to handle some raids without a full 
Protection spec, but it's unlikely that they'll do that. 

It all depends on the demahds of the group that you're planning on raiding 
with and whether they can assimilate your current spec into their plans. 
To be invited to a raid group, simply ask what type of spec they require 
or would like and get into the raid. Don't try to force your way in as your 
own spec unless you've been raiding for a while and have tested that spec. 

EQUIPMENT 
The main tank (MT) is the most important person as far as equipment goes. 
They should have over 150 fire resist (FR) and over 7500 life (buffed). Dark 
Iron armor from the Thorium Brotherhood is good at providing hit points and 
FR. Without decent FR and hit points, your healers won't be able to keep lhe 
MT alive while Onyxia is on the ground attacking. 

Everyone else in the raid should be equipped In at least level 55+ supefior 
quality items from UBRS, LBRS, Stratholme, Scholomance, and Dire Moul. 
You don't need epic quality gear to kill Onyxia, but you probably wbn't 
survive in greens. 

OTHER ITEMS 
Greater Fire Resist Potions are always a good idea if you cah get the materials. 
They absorb a solid amount of fire damage, making Phase 2 and Phase 3 easier. 

Lung Juice Cocktail from the repeatable quest in Blasted Lands is easy to 
obtain and gives 25 stamina, nice for your MT. The Flask of Titans, made by 
alchemists, is much harder to make but is nice to have for an additional 1200 
hit points. 

All PVP reward class trinkets that remove Fear and the Glimmering Mithrll 
Insignia (from the Blacksmithing quests) are useful for Phase 3 when Onyxia 
is using this ability. 

GROUP SETUP 
The raid is going to be split in half-even-numbered groups and odd-numbered 
groups. Evenly distribute the classes for each side. 

The MT should have a Priest, a Warlock (for Blood Pact), and a Shamar1 or 
Paladin (for fire resist) in their group. 

Mages should have Priests because they wil l need to AoE Onyxian Whelps at 
some point. 



GElTING TO ONYXIA 

ONYXIAN WARDERS 

Onyxia's Lair is a small instance and only has four Onyxian Warders blocking 
the way to her. The warders have a very powerful AoE (Fire Nova) that hits 
everyone within 20 yards. In addition, they have Cleave, Flame Lash (112-120 
Fire damage and reduces Fire resistance by 68 for 45 sec.), and Pierce Armor 
(reduces target's armor by 75% for 20 sec.). 

Flame Lash can be dispelled and the 
other two abilities are melee-orlented. 
Only the MT should be in range of 
their AoE attack while everyone else 
should be attacking from range. 

Wait for each warder to walk as close 
as possible before you pull. They have 
long patrol routes and you don't want 
to fight more than one at a time. 

Your raid is formed, everyone is there, the warders are dead; all that remains 
is a large sleeping dragon to kill. It's time to wake her up and see if you have 
what it takes to bring her down. 

Get lully buffed up before rushing in. Make sure everybody knows where they 
are supposed to be. Double check everyone is ready and run in. 

PHASE 1 
SPECIAL ATTACKS 
Fire Breath: Cone shaped fire breath attack that hits everything In front of her 
for 3063-3937 damage. It is resistible. 

Solution: Always keep her pointed north, away from the groups on the sides. 
Only the MT should be hit by her breath. 
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Wing Buffet: A knock back attack (563-937 damage) that hits everyone in front 
of her, tossing them a fair distance. 

Solution: Correctly position yourselves at her sides as far away as possible 
while still being in melee range. Keep your back away from the eggs. 

Tail Whip : Another knock back attack (600-1000 damage) that hits everyone 
behind her, near the tail. Tail Whip throws players much further than Wing 
Buffet, likely well into the eggs if their back is to them. 

Solution: Never stand behind an angry dragon. 

Cleave: Deals melee damage +315 to the primary target and up to ten other 
targets in front of Onyxia. 

Solution: Remain in your assigned positions and let the MT adjust who will 
be hit by this attack. 

POSITIONING 

Odd.numbered groups oreo 

Moin Tonk {MT) position 

Even·numbered groups oreo 

Onyxia should always be facing north and attacking the MT. The MT needs to 
be 10-15 yards away from the wall; being against the wall causes you to bounce 
to either side when she knocks you back with Wing Buffet. You want to bounce 
off the north wall and Onyxia shouldn't turn much when she knocks you back. 

The rest of the raid splits in half, odd-numbered groups on the left, even
numbered groups on the right. Everyone should be at least 10 yards north of 
the egg caves, nobody should ever go near them or near Onyxia's tail during 
Phase 1, because you'll be tail whipped into the eggs. Try to keep your back 
facing east or west (depending on which side you're on) in case you do get 
knocked back; you won't end up in the eggs. 

STRATEGY 
MT should rush in a good 20-30 yards ahead of everyone to make sure they get 
initial aggro. 

There should be no whelp spawns 
whatsoever during this Phase unless 
someone gets knocked into the eggs. If 
there are whelps, have a couple mages 
use Frost Nova and AoEs to wipe them 
out. Keep Priests/Warriors ready to 
help if things turn sour. You shou ld be 
able to handle any amount of whelps 
that come, but any more than about 
15 may significantly damage the 
raid's long term survivability. Don't 
get anywhere near the whelps and 
you'll be fine. 

/ :; .. ~{~ 

'-----" The eggs do not require you to stand on lop of them before they spawn like the UBRS 
Rookery room; their spawn distance is much larger. 

Have the MT slowly move into position at the north center of the lair. The MT's 
exact position is very important due to the knock back. They need to be 10-15 
yards away from the north wall. When positioned correctly, the knock back 
from Wing Buffet should bounce the MT against the north wall and have them 
land very close to their original position. 

Again, Onyxia should always be facing north. 

Once the MT has built 30+ seconds 
of threat, everyone can attack. Mind 
your DPS. Hunters: use Feign Death 
as often as you can. Rogues: Feint 
when it's up. Mages: don't over do 
the nukes. Priests: use Fade only if 
you draw aggro. If the MT loses aggro, 
Onyxia will turn to one of the sides 
and probably kill everyone with a Fire 
Breath. Remember, she's immune to 
Taunt and Mocking Blow. 

With an inexperienced raid group and, especially an MT, Rogues shou ld stick 
to using their default attacks (no combos/finishing moves) and casters should 
wait a few seconds between each spell. It's best to survive the run slowly than 
continue to pull aggro from the MT and likely wipe the raid. Kill her slowly 
and steadily by keeping her on the MT and in position. 

When she's reached 70% life, take a 
good 30-second break on attacking to 
let the MT rebuild aggro; better safe 
than sorry. During that break is a good 
time to drink a fire absorption potion 
in preparation for Phase 2. 

At 65%, Onyxia walks from the 
north to the south and takes flight. 
Phase 2 begins. 

·=· ======::;·lt!J.~-~~~====::::::::=: 
\___'j' 

Aggro management and MT positioning are the keys to this Phase. This Phase is 
remarkably easy compared lo the next two due lo its straightforward "MT tank her 
in the middle, healers keep MT alive, everyone else DPS slowlyn strategy. There 
should be no deaths and no whelps alive when Phase 2 starts. There shouldn't be any 
need to drink any potions (except maybe a lire protection) or use anything with a 
noticeable cooldown during this Phase. 



PHASE 2 
SPECIAL ATTACKS 
Fireball: Onyxia spits fire at random people. The fire hits for approximately 
1700-2300 damage ato anyone in the AoE. 

Solution: Stay spread out to avoid the fire hitting people near you. Use 
bandages to heal yourself so your healers don't use al l their mana. 

Deep Breath: W hen you see the emote: "Onyxia begins to take a deep breath," 
approximately 5 seconds pass before a huge column of fire erupts along the 
floor from her spot. It' s more than likely that it can instantly kill everyone it 
hits. This attack completely destroys the run if it's not dealt with properly. 

Solution: Deep Breath simply can't be avoided, so you'll have to dodge it to 
the best of your ability. Every time Onyxia is going to move, there's a 30% 
chance that she'll decide to advance forward, a 35% chance that she'll move 
left, and a 35% chance that she'll move right. If she chooses to move forward, 
she'll use Deep Breath. There's a relatively intuitive method to avoid her 
flame. Imagine that her lair is a giant clock. If she's facing 6:00 {south), you 
will be out of range as long as you are three clock positions away (3 :00 or 
9:00). Otherwise, you'll be caught in the blast. 

POSITIONING 

As you can see from the map, you need to be spread out all around the lair. 
This setup is important for two reasons : avoiding a Deep Breath attack, and 
minimizing the damage done by Engulfing Flames. Keep moving around until 
there is nobody within about 5-10 yards of you. Ranged damage dealers will 
have to change positions as she flies around to stay within attack range. 

The most common place people get clustered up at is near the eggs because 
whelps are now spawning during Phase 2. Melee classes attacking whelps 
need to make sure they aren't on top of each other. 

Stay within range of your healer and general ly on your group's side of the lair. 
You don't want to be on the wrong side when she's about to land. 

An alternate strategy used by some gui lds is to follow Onyxia throughout 
the fight while rema ining as spread out as possible as opposed to remaining 
stationary and reacting to her facing. To make this strategy work, everyone 
in the raid must be acutely aware of her location at all times. Have the raid 
leader use a macro to identify her position or a voice program to call her 
position out. 

Do not go too far south. There is an Onyxian Warder at the mouth of her lair; 
don 't aggro it. 

STRATEGY 
As soon as Onyxia leaps in the air, the first wave of 15-20 whelps appears, 
and everyone needs to help with them immediately. After the first wave is 
dead, melee classes should be focused on keep the whelps under control. The 
occasional Mage AoEing is useful as well. If they get out of control, everyone 
needs to help deal with them and go right back to attacking Onyxia once 
they' re dead. Throughout this Phase, whelps are almost constantly spawning; 
make sure to keep them from killing healers. 

Have everyone move into position and 
spread out. Melee classes shou ld kil l 
whelps since they aren't impressive 
with ranged DPS. Healers should 
keep whelp killers and Engulfing 
Flames victims alive. Focus everyone 
else on ranged damage DPS. 

Ranged damage is the most important 
factor. The goal is to get her back on 
the ground as quickly as possible. 
Cast every DoT, curse, and damage spell you have. Zap wands. Remember, 
this Phase is long and you need to recast curses and Do Ts as they wear off. 

Stop casting al l DoTs when she reaches 42%. You do not want to bui ld any 
threat with Onyxia through damage spells once she lands. 

At around 45%, have the MT start building rage on whelps to pul l Onyxia back 
onto him when she lands. At this point, ranged DPS should be unloading, the 
whelps should be under control, and the MT should have rage. 

Once Onyxia's health reaches 40%, she's going to land any second. Move the 
MT to the center of the lair where Onyxia is going to land and have them ready 
to draw aggro. Everyone else should stop attacking the second she hits on the 
ground. Phase 3 begins. 

Seconds before she lands, everyone 
needs to move away from the egg 
entrances to avoid being Feared into 
them. Everyone needs to go back 
to their Phase 1 positions against 
the wall. 
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PHASE 3 
SPECIAL ATIACKS 

Everything from Phase 1. 

Bellowing Roar: The ground shakes and Onyxia Fears everyone in the lair. 
Simultaneously, the lava fissures explode with lava causing even more havok. 
The Fear is resistible. 

Solution: Alliance players should bring a Dwarf Priest along for Fear Ward 
because it negates the MT getting Feared. Fear Ward is on a 30 second cool 
down, so bring two Dwarf Priests to be safe. Horde MTs have to rely on 
changing to Berserker stance, activating Berserker Rage, and quickly changing 
back to Defensive stance. An experienced Horde Warrior will be able to 
do this very quickly. Shamans should also be placing tremor totems, which 
occasionally remove Fear on party members. It's very bad for the MT to be 
Feared because Onyxia will then turn and face the MT as they run around, 
possibly blasting a Fire Breath attack while facing a side of players. 

Eruption: The floor shoots lava every time Onyxia Fears the raid. You will see 
the ground shake, the Fear hit, and the lava fissures explode, damaging players 
within range for about 1500 life. 

Solution: If you can get rid of the Fear and control where your character is 
standing, stay away from cracks in the floor; the explosions have limited range. 
If you do get Feared, and you usually will, there isn' t much you can do about 
it. Bandage yourself as often as you can. 

POSITIONING 
Similar to Phase 1. The only difference is that you're going to have a new 
element to keep in mind-Lava Fissures. Find as safe a spot as possible and 
stand their to avoid damage during the eruption of the lava fissures. 

STRATEGY 
Once Onyxia lands, the MT should be waiting under her with near-full rage to 
Sunder Armor and do everything possible to climb the threat ladder. Nobody 
else should attack until the MT has aggro. 

Regaining aggro in Phase 3 is tricky. There seems to be no clear reasoning 
behind which player she targets as she lands. She may clear her threat list 
completely, nobody really knows. The MT just needs time to build enough 
threat and get back to number one on the threat list. Anyone who has aggro 
needs to move to the MT's location so that Onyxia is not facing a side. You 
always want her facing north to avoid the Fire Breath attack. 

As soon as the MT gains aggro, have them move to the Phase 1 position, now 
mindfu l of cracks in the floor. 

It's likely that the MT will get Feared ahd lose aggro before they're positloh. 
Assuming the MT has enough threat, she will chase them around whi le they 
are Feared. If she doesn't, the second person on her aggro list is probably gding 
to die. If she uses Fire Breath on a bunched up side while the MT doesn't have 
aggro, it's almost certainly a wipe. 

Beyond the floor exploding with lava, 
being Feared into the lava, the MT 
losing aggro or changing positioning 
often - and everyone being low on life 
and mana - this is exactly like Phase 
1. Mind your DPS and position. Deal 
with the whelps if any come. Let the 
MT tank and keep them alive at all 
costs. If the MT dies when she's at 
even 5% life, the run is likely over. 

Anyone that can do damage should be focused on balancing DPS and thteat 
while surviving. Anyone that can heal should be healing the MT. If your Priests 
say the MT is under control, backup healers should be keeping people hit by 
the exploding lava alive. 

Just keep the MT alive, keep yourself alive, and do as much damage as possible. 
Kill her before she kills all of you. 

VICTORY 
Congratulations, you've defeated a 
powerful raid boss and a treacherous 
villain of both the Alliance and Horde. 
It's not an easy task to get 40 people 
working together and the experience 
you gain from defeating Onyxia is 
invaluable in future raid encounters. 



ONYXIA'S HEAD 

Asipe from her normal drops, Onyxia always drops a Head of Onyxia. 

In addition, when you turn in the quest, Onyxia's head is displayed in the city 
and everyone nearby gets a powerful 2-hour buff. This buff, the Rallying Call 
of the Dragonslayer, has a cooldown and won't affect those in the city if it's 
recently been triggered. This item is used to start a quest called Victory for the Alliance/Horde. Each 

quest asks you to return to Stormwind or Orgimmar and present the head at the 
city's throne. The rewards are identical for both factions and very impressive: 

You can only complete the Head of Onyxia quest once per character. 

THE DRAGON'S HOARD 

DRAGONSTAWR'S HEUI 

ESllWlllAl'S COl.W 

HEATED ANOENT BlADE 

HEIM OF WRATH 

HEIMET OF TEN STORMS 

JUDGEMENT CROWN 

NEMESIS SKULLCAP 

NETHERWINO CROWll 

leather Head 

One·Hond Axe 

Quest Item 

Moil Head 

Neck 

doth Head 

Que1t Item 

Que1t Item 

Plate Head 

Moil Head 

Plate Head 

Plate le!P 

Que1tltem 

doth Head 

doth Head 

Tr ode 

392 Armor, +27 AGI, +16 INT, +8 Sri, +26 STA, +10 FnlSf le!isl, +lOShadow Resist, Equip: Improves your chann to git a afttalllbie liy "' (Oilpslaier Armer) 

Use: Drive into the heart of the brood mother to temper the heated ~ 

. , +I 0 Shadow le!isl, (qlip: laaeased Defne +6 (Baltlegear of Wrath) 

392 Armo1, +24 INT, +12 S", +20 STA, +10 FnlSf Iasis!, +IOShadowResist, Eqalii: ro-your chance lo git a aitiml sdewitlisptil5by 1", mlCl!eSdamage and 
healing done by magi<ol spelk and effem by up lo 9, lnaeases healiag 4one by speli and effeds by up to 18 (The Tin StomlS) 

696 ArRIOI, + 23 INT, +6 SPI, + 18 STA, + 17 STR, + 10 Frost Resist, +I 0 Shadow hsisl, Equip: l11<reases damage and healing doAI by mlgi<al spels and effem by up to 32 
(Judgement Armor) 

Resist, Equip: 1111111118S your dau lo parry aa allodt by I", laaeased Defense +7 (~ al IJliahtl 

94 ArRIOI, + 16 INT, +6 SPI, + 26 STA, +I 0 Frost Resist, + 10 Shadow hsisl, (qlip: lestons 4 htallh per S sec., lnatases ...... aail ..... da by J11111k11 spels Giid 
effem by up to 32 (Nemesis Raiment) 

94 ArRIOI, +26 INT, +7 S", +17STA, +10 flost Resist, +10 Shadow Resist, Equip: llstores 4 llllll10 per S sec., lllCllCISIS danilp Giid i..a done by magiail spels and 
effeds by up to 32 (lletherwind Regalia) 

Container 18 Slol Bag 

ing 60ArRIOI,+10 to Al Resistunals, Equip: Increased Otfeme +4 

Bock SS ArRIOI, + 17 INT, +I 0 STA, +6 Armne Resise, +6 Frost Resist, Equip: lea-... and healing done by magical spels and effects liy up to 14 

Trade 

Trinket 

leather Head 

Equip: Restores 16 mano per S sec. (Shard of the Gods) 

183 ArRIOI, +31 INT, +12 Sri, +20 STA, +10 Frost Resisl, +10Shadow lesist, Equip: llstores 6 mono per S sec, loolCl!eS hMli'I done liy magiallspels and effeds liy up lo 

29 (Stonnroge Raiment) 
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G TO RAGEFIRE CHASM 
----- - -------------- - -- - -------~-- -----~-------------------------- - --- -

Ac level 13, Horde characters are still fairly scattered amongst the starting areas. 
Ores and Trolls likely already have made the trek to Orgrimmar as they begin 
their lives in Durotar. Tauren need to make the journey across the Barrens and 
through Durotar. Undead characters take the Zeppelin on the lower platform 
from just outside Undercity. 

Alliance parties should not attempt to get to Ragefire Chasm. It is deep in the 
heart of the Horde capital. At this level you will be unable to get to the portal 
without several deaths. 

WHO TO BRING 
It's fairly important to have a good variety in classes as there is little overlap 
with abi lities at this level. Having a tank is always important. A Warrior is the 
best choice, but a Shaman or Druid (in bear form) can be used also. Druids, 
Priests, and Shamans all have the ability to act as a healer, but don't ask a 
Druid or Shaman to be both healer and tank. Mages are very useful for their 
Polymorph spel l's ability to control combat. 

After the more difficult jobs are fi lled, it's time to add some damage to your 
group. Every class can add damage. Extra Warriors can serve as backup for the 
main tank whi le they cut through the enemies. Additional Priests can serve as 
backup healers while they blast the enemies with the power of shadows. 



All quests involving Ragefire Chasm are Dungeon quests. These can not be completed in Raid groups. Raid groups should be avoided unless treasure 
is your only goal. 

--- - . ------- -~ 

' '"'" ' ' t 1• ,11 r1 ' ,., • 11• . 1111 .. 
llslillf•fnellly'sSlrMgtli I Rohouro 1 ...... 1Hs• ·.\r l Rohouro 1 .......... I Yes I ... 

REWARD: Is 

.W.!'llllliel I Thrall 1- ....... I Thrall I °""""""..., ,,.._ I Yes I 1150 
REWARD: Bs ........ I Thrall 

, .._,__....._., ... I Neeru Fireblode I o.p..: Oiltrf SW.. I Yes I 110 ........ I Neeru Ftreblode 1- ~·......, ' -1 Throll I Orpim: _.,,,.._ I Yes I 1451 

REWARD: Kris of Orgrimmor(One-Hond Dagger, 9.0 DPS, +I STA, +I SPll or Hommei of Orgrimmor (Moi .. Hond Mo<e, 9.1 DPS, + I SIR, +I STAI or Axe of Orgrimmor (Two-Hand Axe, 11.8 DPS, +3STA, +3 SIR) or Stoff of Orgrimmor (Stoff, 11.8 DPS, +2 SPI, +4 INT) 

.. ,_ .. °'*" I Vorimothros l~w...., ,,. ___ I Vorimothros ,~..,.. ... I No I .. 
REWARD: Ghostly TrDlll<" (Oath l!gs, 28 Annor, +2 STA, t-4 INT), Dredgemire leggings (leather Leg., 65 Armor, +2 AGI, +2 STA, +2 SPIJ. Gorgo~e Leggings (Mon legs, 141 Armor, +2 SIR, +2 AGI, +2 STAI 

.... lll'lbe lml 5lllW I Rohouro , ........... ,; .-

......... lmlSlllW I Mour Grimtotem's Corpse . ~-- <c,_;,.·:"'.1{ I 

REWARD: Feotherbe.d Brocers (Oath Wrist, 14AR, +31NTI. Sovonnoh Broce" (leather Wrist, 33AR, +JSTA) --- I Neeru fireblode I < 
REWARD: Bs 

Rahauro is located in Elder Rise in Thunder Bluff. He's in the main 
tent. Killing enough of the needed Troggs and Shaman is simp le and 
straightforward. 

] Mour Grimtotem's Corpse 1 ..... 0. I Yes I 115 
,I Rohouro l........r:•• I Yes I 1451 

-.I Neeru fireblode I a..i-i: °"' ,,..._ I No I 1150 

This quest takes you all the way to the end of the instance. Bazzalan is 
a little tricky to find unless you pay close attention to a path that climbs 
the back of the cave above Jergosh the Invoker. Both of the target mobs 
are near each other. 

"--- ....-

} 
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ri·THE PO-.-;,~R TO DESTROY 

! 

Varimathras Is located in the Royal Quarter of Undercity. It's a secluded 
area off of the Apothecarium. The books for the quest can drop off 
of any of the Searing Blade Cultists toward the back of the Instance. 
It's a random drop, but isn't extremely rare and when it drops, it drops 
for everyone. 

Maur Grirntotern's Corpse is in a smal l room up a ramp and is guarded 
by some Ragefire Troggs and Oggleflint the Ragefire Chieftain. Once 
they' re de<1d, loot Maur Grirntotem's corpse. 

RETURNING THE LOST SATCHE 

Location 

12te0blllln 

Ragelire Chasm 

Return Mour Grimtotem's satchel to Rohouro 

1258 

Fealherbead Bracen (Clalh Wr~I, 14 Armor, +3 INT), 

Savannah Bracers (lealher Wrist, 33 Armor, +3SIA) 

After retrieving the satchel from Maur Grimtotem's corpse, return it to 
Rahauro in the Elder Rise in Thunder Bluff. 

Taragan1an the Hungerer is located at the center of the lava pools 
toward the end of the instance. Ki ll him and collect his heart. 



' - ---· -,---- - -• - ,.. ~ • - --~-- --- - -~ ,,.-.--.,,,,, ~--~·-- - ~-- • ~ -~ • • ---~· - - - - -"' ' '"' ~- r- • .,,, ...... _.....,., .. -

:-f1 THE FORCES OF RAGEFIRE 
' -

El'IEMIES THE LEADERS OF RAGEFIRE 

• ·~ .,.,_.,...,.,._ ~ • -~ - - -· ._ - -~~- • .., ' - .. - ... - • - - ~- • • .. ~ ;.+ "?> ~ • - • - ~ ~ ... ~ ----- -.-----~ --

' ::·f1 BENEATH ORGRJMMAR 

Mour Grimlolem's Corpse 

Torogomon the Hungerer 
Romp up lo Bazzolon 

Bozzolon 

Jergosh the Invoker 

Just inside the instance are several Earthborers and Molten 
Elementals. These can be pulled singly and dispatched. If you have 
a Warlock in your party, now is a good time for her to stock up on 
Soul Shards. While these fights are easy, use the time to practice 
your roles. For some, this will be the first time in a full group. 
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Tanks should practice holding aggro. Healers should practice healing without 
pulling aggro off the tank. DPS classes should practice dealing damage without 
pulling aggro off the tank. There are several of the smaller fights, so your party 
has time to work out any kinks that show up. 

The path leads down to a large intersection that is filled with Ragefire Troggs 
and Shaman. Now it's time for more practice, except the stakes are a good bit 
higher. There are two groups and a wanderer. When the wanderer is between 
the two groups, the tank should pull with a ranged attack. This will be a small 
pull, but it makes the next two pu lls much easier. 

If you have a Mage in your group, you' ll be using crowd control (CC) from 
now on. After the tank pulls the Troggs, the Mage Polymorphs (sheeps) the 
Shaman. It's important that the tank hits first. If the Mage sheeps before the 
tank pulls, the Troggs will run straight for the Mage. This makes the Mage's job 
reactionary and more difficult. To make it easier, the Mage can target before 
the pull and let the party know who she intends to sheep. 

If you do not have a Mage in your group, the ranged damage party members 
need to kill the Shaman quickly. The tank will hold the melee enemies while 
the damage classes kill the enemy healer. Be careful about healing your ranged 
damage classes unless they are risking death. Healing them can pu ll one of the 
Troggs off the tank onto the healer. 

Ranged damage classes need to wait until the tank engages an enemy before 
opening fire. A careful eye or keystroke will make sure you' re fighting the same 
enemy the tank is. If you don' t see which enemy the tank shot, select the tank 
and use the Friendly Target button. This is defaulted to 'f' and gives you the tanks 
target. Making a macro can also serve this fundion. "/assist Rolf" where Rolf is 
the name of your tank will give you Rolf's target every time you push it. 

With the intersection clear, take the first path to the right. If you have a Hunter 
in your party, he should be using Track Humanoids to watch for roamers. 
Warning the party before a pull about an incoming roamer can save everyone 
the walk from the graveyard. 

The stationary enemies stand mostly in pairs along this path. Pull and CC. 
This keeps the fights small and easy. If you are without a Hunter, be ready for 
patrol ling Troggs to add to a fight. Should this happen, stop healing (unless 
someone is going to die) until the tank has a chance to hit the new target a 
couple times. If you only have one enemy when a patroller adds, the Mage 
can sheep it instead. 

There is a small tunnel ahead with a larger group of enemies just on the other 
side. There are two Ragefire Troggs and a Ragefire Shaman. You won't be able 
to see all the enemies, so be ready to sheep or kill the Shaman as soon as he 
comes into view. 



At the top of the path is a small cave. Keep all except your tank down on the 
ramp. Pull the two Troggs standing guard down the ramp to the party. With 
them dispatched, once again only the tank should approach the cave. Inside 
are two Troggs, Oggleflint, and Maur Grimtotem's Corpse. Pull the two Troggs 
and run back to the party. This is a standard fight and will pose no trouble to 
your party. 

Rest up and prepare to fight Oggleflint. Bring the entire party up to the cave 
entrance. The tank should charge in to start the fight. Give the tank a few 
moments to establish aggro before healing and dealing damage. Oggleflint is 
higher level and hits harder than anything you've encountered so far, so it's 
important that the tank take the beating. If Oggleflint attacks any other party 
member, cease attacks and heals {unless someone is in peril of death) until the 
tank can regain Oggleflint's attention. Once this is done, continue the fight. 

Killing Oggleflint gets you access to Maur Grimlotem. Unfortunately Maur was 
dead long before you got here as Rahauro suspected. Collect his satchel to 
finish Searching for the Lost Sache/ and start Returning the Lost Satchel. 

Take care to avoid getting near the ledge when you exit the cave. There are 
Ragefire Troggs and Shamans along a path below you. If they see you, they 
will run around the path to get to you. This wouldn't be a problem if they 
didn't get the help of every other enemy as they went. Make your way back to 
the intersection and take the next path to the right. It climbs well above where 
you just were and leads deeper into the dungeon. 

Wandering along the ramp are the same Earthborers and Molten Elementals 
you've fought before. Pull them to you singly or in small groups and defeat 
them. Stay focused and avoid the temptation of charging in. It's effective now, 
but will get you into trouble later. 

At the top of the ramp is a large area with several Molten Elementals moving 
about. Watch their movements and pull each one when it is away from all 
others. Clearing this area is slow, but trying to clear it quickly will kill your 
party just as quickly. Follow the path as it descends again. Ahead are pools of 
lava and the Searing Blade. 

"· ~:~:;:11\!il 
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LAVA IS HOT ·~· -· : 

' 
There is a lot of lava in this section and stone bridges that converge to a central 
high point. Taragaman the Hungerer is located there but to get to him you will 
need to do a bit of fighting. 

Hunters should watch the patrolling Searing Blade Enforcers. Let the tank 
know when it is safe to pull. If your party is without a Hunter, wait for a 
patrol to pass before pulling. The enemies are in large groups of Searing Blade 
Enforcers, Cultists, and Warlocks. 
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The Warlocks have Voidwalker Minions which makes these fights against a 
minimum of four enemies. Pull as you have before, Have your Mage sheep 
the Warlock or kill it first. If you have a Warlock or Hunter in your party, have 
their pet attack the Voidwalker Minion when it gets close. The tank needs to 
grab and hold the two melee attackers while the DPS members kill them one at 
a time, Once the melee attackers i:lre dead, kill the Voidwalker Minion before 
attacking the Warlock. 

After each fight, pull back a bit and watch for the patrollers. Have people 
watching both directions to make sure you don't get any surprises. If a patroller 
comes behind your during a fight, a melee party member should grab it and 
drag it to the main tank. The main tank can then taunt it without dragging all 
the enemies all over. 

It take~ two fights to clear the first landing. There are now two bridges to 
choose from, At this point, the decision is moot as both lead you to your 
target.,,Taraailman the Hungerer. Choose a direction and have your tank 
move onto the bridjle. The party should stay on the landing or just on the 
bridge, but not in sight of the next land Ing. 

The next landing has as many Searing 
Blade members as the previous. 
Locate the patrollers and wait for them 
to leave or come to you. If a patroller 
Is approaching the party, return to the 
first landing and let them attack you 
without their friends. Kill them and 
find the next patroller. When all the 
patrols are clear, the tank should head 
to the top of the bridge. 

Pull the enemy close~t to you and run over the bridge and back to the party. The 
bridges are quite solid and the enemies can't see through them. This means that 
any enemy casters have to come to the top of the bridge to see your party and 
attack. When they c;rest the top of the bridge, begin the fight. Sheep the Warlock 
or kill It first. Send a pet to off-tank the Voidwalker Minion. Tank the two melee 
enemiiis. Kill the melee enemies one at a time. Kill the Voidwalker Minion. Kill 
the Searing Blade Warlock, This pattern will serve you well for the remainder 
of the Instance. 

Pull the rest of the landing in the same fashion. When the landing is entirely 
clear of enemies, move your party forvvard. Over the next ramp is Taragaman. 
If you haven't cleared all the patrols already, now is the time to wait for them. 
Taragaman is going to be a handful w ithout any help. Rest tofu II before engaging. 
Take the fight to him. 

This gives your Warriors a chance to 
charge and start the fight with rage. It 
also gives your Priest a chance to shield 
the tank before the fight starts. This 
lets the tank establish aggro without 
taking much damage. Give the tank a 
moment or two to get Taragaman's full 
attention before the rest of the party 
joins. Taragaman has a Fire Nova 
attack that hits all party members near 
him. Melee party members who aren't the tank, should use Healthstones (if you 
have a Warlock) or potions to heal the damage. This keeps the healer focusing 
on the tank and Taragaman from noticing the healer. 

Ranged characters shou ld stay at range. Start the fight by stacking every DoT 
you have on him. This starts the damage while giving the tank more time 
to really anger Taragaman. Once all the DoTs are stacked on him, start the 
simple blasting. It's not elegant, but it gets the job done. As with Oggleflint, if 
your tank loses aggro, stop attacking or casting until the tank regains aggro and 
pulls Taragaman back into position. 

Once Taragaman finally dies, loot his heart to complete Slaying the Beast. No 
wonder Taragaman was so hearty ... he had five hearts! 

There are two paths from Taragaman's landing. Take the bridge to the right. 
Once again there are two large groups of enemies. Pull across the bridge to 
break line of sight and defeat them as you have before. When the landing is 
entirely clear, move your party across. 

Again, you have a choice of paths. An ascending path lays hidden in the 
shadows against the cavern wall, while a bridge leads to another landing and 
out of the lava pools. The hidden path will be useful later, so remember where 
it is. First, you need to head across the bridge. On the other side is another 
landing filled with Searing Blade enemies. 

Pull them across the bridge as you have before. These fights are the same 
as you have done so stay focused and use the same tactics. Sheep or ki ll 
the Warlock. Send a pet against the Voidwalker Minion. Tank the two melee 
enemies. Kill the melee enemies one at a time. Kill the Voidwalker Minion. 
Kill the Warlock. 



As you ascend the ramp, there are three Searing Blade Enforcers guarding the 
way forward. Pull the left and run back to your party. This will give you two 
enemies to fight. Ki l l the Enforcers and then kill the final guard. In this area, 
there are two smal l groups and Jergosh the Invoker. 

Keep your party on the ramp and pull each group back. Defeat the enemies 
unti l Jergosh stands alone. Rest to fu ll health and mana before engaging. If you 
have a Warlock, now is a good time to hand out new Healthstones. 

If you were uncomfortable pulling al l the enemies, Jergosh will have an 
ally or two. This is not the end of the world and can be dealt with quickly. 
Start the fight by shielding your tank and charging Jergosh. Your tank needs 
to hold him whi le your party deals with his allies. Sheep and kill unti l Jergosh 
stands alone. 

Now that Jergosh is alone, bring all your might against him. Interrupt his 
Shadowbolts when possible and stack DoTs on him. Use Healthstones and 
potions to keep the healer's mana high and aggro on the tank. When Jergosh 
fa lls, you are one step closer to completing Hidden Enemies. 

Return to the ascending path hidden in shadows. This leads you up the cavern 
wall and to Bazzalan. The way up is guarded by pairs of Searing Blade. 
With nothing to use to break line of sight, the casters will be more difficult. 
If you have a Mage, sheep the caster as soon as the tank pulls. If you don't, 
have someone else pull. The puller needs to use a ranged weapon to hit the 
Searing Blade Warlock, then run. Run past the party and keep running until 
the Warlock gets to the party and the tank engages. As soon as the tank has 
tbe Warlock, return. 

This keeps the enemies coming to you and keeps them from running for help. 
Slowly clear your way up the ramp. Rest to full after every fight as it's very easy 
for a fight against two to become a fight against four. If you get four enemies, 
kill the Warlock quickly and sheep one of the melee enemies. Use Warlock 
and Hunter pets to hold aggro from some of the enemies as your tank won't 
survive the attention of so many. With the fight more controlled, focus fire on 
one enemy at a time until all are dead. 

There are two Searing Blade standing in front of Bazzalan on the top ledge. 
These can be pul led without effecting Bazzalan. Pull and kill them to leave 
Bazzalan standing alone. Shield your tank and charge to start the fight. Give 
your tank a moment to gain Bazzalan's undivided attention before joining 
the fight. 

Bazzalan is a Rogue with Sinister Strike. This al lows him to do incredible 
damage in a very short period of time. The tank should keep Bazzalan as 
far away from the softer members of the party at all times. Keep your party's 
health at full to keep Bazzalan from cutting a teammate down before you can 
react. 

With his most dangerous abil ity mitigated, kill Bazzalan. Stack the DoTs on 
him before using your most damaging attacks. Keep blasting away unti l there 
is nothing but a burn mark on the rocky floor. Bazzalan is now dead and you 
have completed Hidden Enemies. 

At this point you should have all of the quests complete and ready to turn in. 
Check to make sure everyone has their quests completed. If you still have not 
found the books for The Power to Destroy, head back to the lava pools and 
clear the remaining landings. It's time to decide how to get home. You can 
use your Hearthstone or walk out. Don' t let the party separate. If you choose 
to walk out, there are likely to be respawns and you'll need everyone there to 
kill them again. 

Once out, you have a little running to do. Thrall has a couple more things 
for you to do for Hidden Enemies, but they don't even require you to leave 
Orgrimmar. You can do them now or at your convience. Rest assured that you 
have done much good this day. 



.... ,....---- . ~- J.... ·- - ··-..- ·~ ... "'----~ .... ------------... -----... ..--.------~~----
: :~";1 GETflNG TO RAZO Rf EN DOWNS 

The western entrance to Razorfen Downs is northeast of The Great Lift in Southern Barrens. It' s directly across the road from Razorfen Kraul. 

The southern entrance can be found through the Grimtotem camps on Darkcloud Pinnacle in the Thousand Needles. The southern entrance is closer to both 
Horde and Alliance flight points (Freewind Post and Thalanaar respectively) and bypasses The Great Lift. The time saved by using this entrance makes it ideal. 

THI 
lHI MMJllJtoG rLA'.flc 

freewind Post 

Thalanoor 

Ramp to Grimtotem Compound 

Southern Entrance to Razorlen Downs 

---. ~,_,.,.,.__. ~....- ......... -...: .... .......,.... 
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While forming your party, consider bringing someone who can cure diseases 
(Paladin, Priest, or Shaman). The Quilboar have forged an alliance with the 
Scourge. You'll be afflicted with many diseases as you travel through Razorfen 
Downs and having the abi lity to cure them makes this assault easier, even 
possible to some groups. 

A number of fights have several enemies. Having strong AoE potential in the 
party can make these fights much easier. Mages and Warlocks are ideal for this 
with Hunters being a reasonable backup. 

r;-~--.-__,__-·---~·····-··-~··---------

fc"~-1 QUESTS FOR RAZORFEN DOWNS 
,~ 

ALLIANCE QUEST 

' t • I 

Anhbishop Bendictus Stormwind: (othedrol District Archbishop Bendictus 

REWARD: Vanquisher's Sword (One-Hond Sword, 26.6 OPS, + 16 Attack Power) or Arnbergrow Tolismon !Neck, +1 AGI, + 10 IPR) 

BRING THE LIGHT 

Quest Level 39 to obtain 

Stormwind (Cathedral District) 

The Scourge have found al lies in the Barrens. The Qui lboar of Razorfen 
Downs have joined forces with the Scourge. A Lich by the name of 
Amnennar the Coldbringer is leading the Quilboar and building an 
army. The Scourge must be stamped out whatever the cost, w herever 
the threat. Ki ll Amnennar for the sake of Azeroth. 

Stormwind: Cathedral District No 4,300 



Andrew BrowneH No ... 
..... ____ ,..P"'ll!l:'J--llf."'11111!1 ... -----------,,,..-----.... ·-. -~ .)f!&,. . 

BRING THE END 

The initial scouting of Razorfen Downs did not worry the Horde. 
With undead showing up, a new assessment was made. The Quilboar 
of Razorfen Downs have formed an alliance with The Scourge. This 
cannot be allowed to continue. The Scourge should have no foothold 
this close to the people of the Horde. Amnennar the Coldbringer is The 
Scourge's link to Razorfen Downs. Bring the Skull of the Coldbringer to 
Andrew Brownell as proof the link is no longer. 

. _, 
:' 

AN UNHOLY ALLIANCE 

i 
I The Scourge is working to solidify their power in Razorfen Downs. They 
\ have sent Ambassador Male in to see to this. Bring his head to Varimathras 

~send a message to The Scourge to col lect y~o':lu!:r:!re'.lliw!!l:ar:::d~.:;F ~11G;;;;;;;;:7f'~"' 



SHARED QUESTS 

REWARD: 70 s 

Scourge of Iha Downs Belni~rosz Razorfen Downs 

b1inguisbing the Idol Belnistrosz Razorlan Downs 

REWARD: Drogonclow Ring (Ring, +4 SPI, + 10 STA) 

A HOST OF EVIL 

Quest Level 

Location 

Goal 

Max Experience 

Reward 

281o olilain 

Southern Barrens (Rozorlen Dowm Entrance) 

Myriam Moonsingel 

Kill 8 Death's Head Cultis~. Rozorlen Thornweovers, and 

Rozorlen Bottleguords 

70s 

Myriam Moonsinger has been observing the Quilboar. Problems are 
stirring quickly and help may not arrive in time. You are asked to slow 
the Quilboar by slaying a number of them. Return to Myriam when you 
have slain the appropriate enemies. 

EXTINGUISHING THE IDOL 

Quest Level 32 to obtain 

Location Rozorfen Downs 

Belnistrasz can stop the Quilboar from getting any more power from the 
idol, but he needs you to cut a path through the enemy to the idol and 
defend him while he works. When he is done, examine the brazier he 
leaves behind to collect your ring. Plaguemaw the Rotting spawns when 
the quest is finished. 

Myriam Moonsinger 

Belnislrosz Razorfen Downs Yes 30 

Brazier Rozorfen Downs Yes 4,250 

Quest Level 

Location Rozorlen Dowm 

Person 

Goal Give Belnistrosz on Oothstone 

Max Experience Gained 30 

During his imprisonment, Belistrasz has had time to see how the 
Quilboar are attaining their new power and needs your help to put a 
stop to it. Return his oathstone to him to open Extinguishing the Idol. 



1r;-----·---1rc:;1 LEGIONS OF THE UNDEAD 

RAZORFEN LEGIONS 

MASTERS OF RAZORFEN 



l- ---- .. -----~L. -~·-ic•f1 INTO THE TANGLE 

THE THICKET 
After crossing the bridge from the Grimtotem on Darkcloud Pinnacle, there is 
a ledge to the right that leads to our quarry. 

The enemies are spread out and can be pulled singly or in small groups 
relatively easily. The Death's Head Cultists have an AoE attack that can disease 
your entire party, so be sure not to stand in it. 

Move northeast past the first camp. As you come to the large boar-head 
construct, turn southeast and move up the hill. Perched above is Myriam 
Moonsinger, who will give you A Host of Evil. 

Standing beside the hut to the south is Ambassador Malcin and a small party 
of Quilboar. Killing the Death's Head Cultist and Ambassador Malcin quickly 
ensures that your party remains at high health. The Cultist and Malcin are both 
casters. Their most potent attacks can be nullified with well-timed interrupts. 
Their lack of hitpoints ensures a fast fight. Finish the Razorfen Thornweaver 
and Battleguard. Horde parties should grab Ambassador Malcin's Head to 
complete An Unholy Alliance. 

South Entra11<e 

Myriam Moonsinger 

Ambossodor Makin 

West Entra11<e 
The Boor's Mouth 
lnsla11<e Portal 

- ......... ~ ..... ~.........- ....... ~-~ .-i\ ............ - ~ .. :.:~ - -

Kill your way toward the West entrance to finish A Host of Evil. These targets 
are easy enough that your party will use few resources, but high enough level 
that any Warlocks have the chance to fill up on Soul Shards before heading in. 
With this accomplished, return to Myriam Moonsinger then move north into 
The Boar's Mouth. 

THE BOAR'S MOUTH 
There is a distinct change in the Quilboar as you move deeper. The Withered 
Spearhides and Withered Warriors are a definite sign that something isn' t right. 
The Quilboar are still spread out and can be fought in small groups. 

The withered Quilboar won't back down from a fight and actual ly become 
more dangerous near death. Have your damage dealers ready to bring the 
enemy down when they Enrage at 25% health. 

The Death's Head Geomancers are far more dangerous than the Cultists. They 
have an AoE fire attack that can cause massive damage to your party. Have 
your interrupts ready and kill them as quickly as possible. 

Fight your way through the Quilboar to the Instance Portal. The path is short 
and direct. 



THE PROBLEM PRESENTS ITSELF 
A glance down the southern passage 
will prove beyond any doubt that 
something is very wrong. There are 
undead in Razorfen Downs. A Skeletal 
Frostweaver, two Frozen Souls, and 
two Thorn Eater Ghouls guard the 
south passage. This is a fight should 
be left until later when your party is 
fully warmed up and working well 
together. Less dangerous targets can 
be found by taking the east passage. This gives your party time to figure out 
the best way to work together and helps fill your bags. 

A couple single Withered Spearhides with wandering Death's Head 
Geomancers and Withered Warriors block the east passage. Attack the 
Withered Spearhides when the wanderers are away from them and will not 
come to help. With the Spearhides dead, ambush the wanderers when they 
come back toward you. At the end of the passage are a Withered Spearhide 
and four Withered Battle Boars. Kill the Boars first as they are softer and make 
your tank's life difficult if left alive. With the Boars dead, the Spearhide will 
not pose a threat. 

·- .. ~ ~ ..... ~ 
WATCHING THE PATROLS · ~ 

II you hove o Hunter in your 

r wcmdering hours. Loter he w . -----------

At the back of the room are a Withered Spearhide, a Withered Warrior and 
a Death's Head Geomancer. This formation (ranged attacker, melee attacker, 
and caster) is common in the Downs. Your party should start practicing 
your battle plan. Casters should be brought down first due to their lower HP 
and higher damage output. Ranged attackers should be kept in close range, by 
snares or roots, to keep them from using their more powerful attacks. 

Gong 

Murder Pens 

The Idol 
The Bone Pile 
Glutton 
Rogglesnout 

Amnennor the Coldbringer 

In the next passage are a Death's 
Head Geomancer and a Withered 
Warrior. A Battle Boar Horror runs 
up and down this passage. Its patrol 
speed is quick enough to come upon 
you in the middle of a fight. Keep 
an eye out for it as you clear the 
Quilboar and attack it away from the 
others. A Withered Spearhide and 
four Withered Battleboars guard the 
entrance to the next room. Dispatch 
them as you did before. 

The room has an altar on the left side, and two groups of enemies on the far 
side. Each group consists of a Death's Head Geomancer, Withered Warrior, 
and Withered Spearhide. The groups are very difficult to pull separately. It's 
better to assume they will pull together. Start the fight by CCing the Withered 
Spearhides. They do high damage, but aren't your first targets. The Death's 
Head Geomancers need to be interrupted until they are dead. One party 
member should focus on keeping a Geomancer interrupted, while the rest of 
the party kills the other. This will keep you from suffering double AoEs. If the 
Spearhides are still CCed, kill the Warriors first. 

The next room is heavily guarded. Two groups, consisting of a Death's Head 
Necromancer, Skeletal Servant, Withered Quilguard, and Withered Reaver, 
guard the two entrances to the room and another group of a Death's Head 
Necromancer, two Withered Quilguards, and a Withered Reaver guards the 
ledge to the right. Pull one group at a time into the hallway. Hiding around the 
tunnel walls will even force the casters to come to you. 

FOR WHOM THE GONG TOLLS 
A large Gong stands on the north side of the next room. Many groups of 
Quilboar guard the room and must be cleared before the Gong is used. Each 
group is made up of a Death's Head Necromancer, Skeletal Servant, Withered 
Reaver, and two Withered Quilguards. Pull them into the passage one at a 
time to keep the fighting control led. 



When the room is entirely clear, it's 
time for the Gong. Have your party 
stay to one side of the room. The 
Gong ringer should run back to the 
party immediately after ringing. The 
first hit brings three groups of five 
Tomb Fiends. This fight is fairly easy 
and your AoE members will enjoy 
it. All must be killed before you can 
ring the gong again. The second ring 

brings two groups of two Tomb Reavers. You can fight these groups separate 
from each other and they shouldn't pose a threat to your group. The third ring 
brings Tuten'Kash. Your tank should grab Tuten'Kash's attention and keep him 
away from the more fragile party members. Keep him facing away from the 
party so it's easy to see when aggro is lost. Should Tuten'Kash attack anyone 
but the tank, cease fire. Hold attacks until the tank has regained aggro. If the 
tank is webbed, whoever has Tuten'Kash's attention needs to drag him back to 
the tank. Kill him and find the wonders he was carrying. 

THE MURDER PENS 
Kill the Withered Quilguards, Death's Head Necromancer, Withered Reavers 
and wandering Battle Boar Horrors on your way to the next room. The 
passage forward is clear while a Death's Head Necromancer, Skeletal Servant, 
Withered Reaver, and Withered Qui lguard guard the ramp on the left. Clear 
the ramp as you ascend. 

Another group - similar to the first - guards the second ramp. They are hiding 
on the right side to ambush any who come. Eliminate the group to gain access 
to the pens. In the left of the west pens stands Henry Stern. He can teach you 
the recipe for Goldthorn Tea if you have sufficient cooking skill. Goldthorn Tea 
can be extremely useful to casters as it restores 1344 Mana over 27 seconds 
and is made with Goldthorn and Refreshing Spring Water (one of each provides 
four Goldthorn Tea). In the north pen is Belnistrasz, who is involved with both 
the Scourge of the Downs and Extinguishing the Idol quests. 

The way is clear for the escort part of Extinguishing the Idol. Simply follow 
Belnistrasz back to the altar. Guarding him is quite difficult. Multiple waves of 
enemies spawn without leaving you time to rest between waves. Each wave 
has a Death's Head Geomancer, Withered Quilguard, and two Withered Battle 
Boars. Any group without strong AoE potential should avoid this fight as killing 
the enemies one at a time isn't fast enough and you will get overwhelmed. 
Close to the end of the battle, Plaguemaw the Rotting will spawn to complicate 
matters. Send a tank in to keep him busy and continue to guard Belnistrasz. 
Should you guard Belnistrasz for the full 5 minutes, he leaves a bowl on the 
ground in which you can find your reward for Extinguishing the Idol. 

THE END OF THE LIVING 
There is little left alive in Razorfen 
Downs. Return to the Murder Pens 
and take the bridge to the Bone Pile. 
Another AoE opportunity presents 
itself. Dozens of Splinterbone 
Skeletons are gathered around a pile 
of bone on which stands Mordresh 
Fire Eye. Taking the fight to Mordresh 
will keep him from being able to cast 
on your party from afar. Warriors 
should be shielded by a Priest so they 
can charge and use Retaliation to make sure all the Splinterbone Skeletons are 
wounded and in one spot so they can be killed by the party's AoE members 
quickly. Keep Mordresh interrupted and claim your treasure when he falls. 

____ .· ,~-----• . 
-~ 

BACKTRACK 
After you kill Mordresh, moke o 180 and work your way back to the entrance to take 
the "left" path toward Amnennor. This is the more difficult path, so it's best that you 
save it for last. 

The eastern passage is filled with patrols. Thorn Eater Ghouls are paired with 
Skeletal Frostweavers or Frozen Souls. A pair of Splinterbone Skeletons runs 
along the passage. Clear each patrol when it is alone. 

As the passage widens, groups of undead stand guard at regular intervals. The 
standard enemy formation is a Thorn Eater Ghoul, a Skeletal Frostweaver, 
and two Splinterbone Warriors. There is little deviation from this pattern. The 
Frostweaver should be kept interrupted while the DPS members of the party 
bring down the Splinterbones. The Frostweaver and Ghoul should follow. 

Take the spiral slowly and carefully. You 
are very near your goal and eagerness 
may become carelessness. At the top 
of the ramp stand the final guards. 
A Skeletal Summoner, Splinterbone 
Captain, and four Splinterbone 
Centurions are your opponents. The 
fight will be hard on both your tank 
and healer as there will be a lot of 
damage coming in. Kill the Skeletal 

Move with the passage as it curls 
south and begins to spiral in on 
itself. Fight each guard group as you 
have and watch for patrollers as you 
make your way around the spiral. 
Ragglesnout can sometimes be found 
along the southwest wall. He is a rare
spawn loot mob and a skeleton may 
be standing by the hut instead. 

Summoner before it can bring more enemies, then move to the Centurions. 
A party with strong AoE potential should ki ll the Centurions all at once. 

Amnennar the Coldbringer stands in a hut at the top of the spiral. When your 
party is rested, bring the end to Amnennar. Keep Amnennar interrupted to 
significantly reduce the damage your party takes. When Amnennar reaches 
66% HP, and again at 33% HP, he summons four Frost Spectres. These 
creatures will dissipate when Amnennar dies. If your party is dealing damage 
quickly, ignore the ghosts and bring down the boss. If your party is dealing 
damage slowly (or has strong AoE potential) ki ll the ghosts quickly to avoid 
taking unnecessary damage. 

Since Amnennar is a casting enemy, it's even more important for the tank to 
keep him facing away from the party. This makes it much easier to notice 
when Amnennar has changed targets. Any party member, aside from the tank, 
who comes under attack by the Lich should cease fire. Any damage or heal ing 
done will make it harder for the tank to pull the Lich off the party member. 
Amnennar's demise will complete Bring the Light for Alliance parties while his 
skull will complete Bring the End for Horde parties. Head home knowing that 
the Scourge has one fewer bastions of power in Kalimdor. 



I' - - - - -=---=-~~---·------~~~---~---~-~-------~---_--:::::;:::::;;.::-- - . 

[:~~;1 GETIING TO RAZORF~f\J_I<RAUL_________________ ___ __ . 

Razorfen Kraul sits northwest of the Great lift to Thousand Needles. Horde 
parties can form at either Camp Taurajo or The Great Lift before entering. 
Alliance parties will have a more difficult time approaching the entrance as 
it's deep within Horde territory. Gather your group at Theramore and make the 
run through Dustwa llow Marsh to the Barrens. Hugging the mountains along 
the east side of Barrens keeps you out of eyesight of many of the Horde while 
you make your way to Razorfen Kraul. 

~
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~f'1 WHO TO BRING 
--- - - - ----- - ---

Because the multitude of Quilboars use magic and ranged attacks, having a 
party member who is familiar with the dungeon can make the assault easier. 
If the entire party is new to Razorfen Kraul, take it slow and have someone 
who is familiar with pulling casters and ranged attackers lead. Using terrain 
to pull enemies into melee range will keep the Quilboar from feasting on 
your corpses. 

Characters with ranged interrupts make this easier. Mages with Counterspell 
and Shamans with Earth Shock can force enemy casters to come to you. 



- ---=------------- .,.;::::::::::.---~ 

:~~;) QUESTS FOR RAZORFE.N KRAUL 
- - - ---- - ---------------------- - ----- -- - -- -

All quests for Razorfen Kraul are Dungeon quests. These can not be completed in a Raid group. 

ALLIANCE QUESTS 

' I ' I QUEST RECEIVER 

Rre Hardened Moil Furen Lon beard Slormwind: Ownrven Dillrict Furen Lon beard Yes 2 300 
REWARD: Are Hardened Hauberk IMo~ Ches1, 218 Armor, +5 ffi, +14 STA, Use: Increases Roe b 30, Warrior On ) 

FIRE HARDENED MAIL (WARRI 

st Level 20 to obtain 

Location Stormwind (Oworven D~trict) 

Contact Furen Longbeord 

Goal Collect Viol of Phlogiston 

Max Experience Gained 2,300 

Reward 
fire Hardened Hauberk (Moil Chest, 21 B Armor, +5 STR, 

This quest is Warrior only and can only be obtained after you have 
completed The Shieldsmith. One of the pieces Furen needs for your 
Warrior's Fire Hardened Hauberk is the Via l of Phlogiston. On ly one 
person in the world can make the Phlogiston: Roogug in Razorfen 
Kraul. Ki ll him and take the Vial of Phlogiston and the other materia ls 
needed to Furen to claim your armor. 

MORTALITY WANES 

Quest Level 

Location 

Contact 

Goal 

26 to obtain 

Rozorfen Kroul 

Heralalh Fullowbiaolc 

Find Tresholo's Pendant and toke it to Tresholo Followbrook 

Mourning Show! (Cloak, 21 Armor, -3 SPI, +7 STA) or lancer 

Boots (leather Boots, 64 Armor, +5 STA, +6 AGI) 

Finding a wounded al ly is usually a sign of 
good fortune for them, but this is not the case 
when you find Heralath. With his last breaths, 
he asks you to retrieve the pendant his wife 
gave him when they were married. One of the 
Quilboars has taken it. His last wish was that 
Treshala receives the pendant and news of his 
death. Find Treshala's Pendant by ki ll ing the 1 

Quilboars en masse. Once you have it, return , 
it to Treshala in the Tradesman's Terrace in Darnassus. She's on the I 
second floor across from the weapon shop. Ii, 

Dornassus: Tradesman's Terrace No 3 050 

Thousand Needles: lholonoor No 3 350 
+ 5STA) or Mort.led Sudler (Shield, 775 Armor, 17 BloO, + 5 AGI, + 5 ffi, + 5 Sl'I + 5STA) 

THECRONEOFTHEKRAUL 

Quest Level 29 ta obtain 

Location Thousand Needles llhalanaar) 

Contact FaHindel Waywardei 

Goal Bring azorflank's edallion to Fallindel 

Max Experience Gained 3,350 

Reward 

' Mage-Eye' Blunderbuss (Gun, 12.5 OPS) and Berylline 

Pods (Oath Shoulde~. 39 Armor, +6 SPI, +5 STA, +10 INTJ 

or Stonelist Girdle (Motl Waist, 234 Armor, +6 STR, +5 STA) 

or Marbled Buclcler (Shield, 775 Armor, 17 Bla<k, +5 AGI, 

+5 STR, +5 SPI, +5 STA) 

Upon delivering Lonebrow's Journal (found in his dead hand on a hill 
near the bottom of the Great Lift in Thousand Needles) to Falfindel, you 
are asked to kill Charlga Razorflank. She is bui lding an army in Razorfel 
Kraul and must be stopped. Tear the medall ion from her corpse and 
return it to Falfindel as proof of your actions. 



HORDE QUESTS 

n-=.:---- --
! 

Thoo'grim Firegaze 

REWARD: Brutal Hauber!! (Maa Chest, 203 Armor, + 5 STR, + 14 STA, Use: Increases Rage by 30, Warrior On~) 

Thun'grim Firegaze 

Na ... 
Na .. ,. 

REWARD: Berylline Pods(Ooth Shoulders, 39 Armor, +6 IPI, +SSTA, +10 INT) or ltonefisl Girdle (Mail Woist, 234 Armor, +6 STR, +SSTA) or Marbled Buckler(lhiekl, 775 Armor, 17 Block, +5 AGI, +5 ITR, +5 IPI, +5 STA) 

This quest is Warrior only and can only be obtained after you have 
completed The Trial at the Field of Giants. One of the pieces Thun'grim 
needs for your Warrior's Brutal Hauberk is the Vial of Phlogiston. Only 
one person in the world can make the Phlogiston: Roogug in Razorfen 
Kraul. Kil l him and take the Vial of Phlogiston and the other materials 
needed to Thun'grim to claim your armor. 

Master Apothecary Faranell needs help with an experiment. He needs 
some Kraul Guano, but is too busy overseeing the Apothecarium to get 
it himself. The Kraul Guano can be obtained by kil l ing the Kraul Bats 
and Greater Kraul Bats at the back of Razorfen Kraul. Bring the Kraul 
Guano to him to open the Hearts of Zeal quest. 

\., 

No t.l 

Not everyone leaves the past behind. Au ld can't get over the conflicts 
of old. Only one thing will allow him to die in peace ... the heart of his 
enemy. Tear Razorflank's Heart out and bring it to him. 

After ki lling Charlga Razorflank, take the Small Scroll from her body 
and read it. It seems there is more happening here than first presented 
itself. Take the scroll to Varimathras in Undercity. He should be alerted 
at once. 



SHARED QUESTS 

Mehok Minyrix 

REWARD: A SmaD Cootainef of Gems 

Wilt the......... Willix the Importer lmrf. lniul 
REWARD: Mankey Ring (Ring, +6 AGll, or Snake Hoop (Ring, +6 INTI, or figer Band (Ring, +6 SIR) 

BLUELEAF TUBERS 

Level 20 ID alilaii 

Location Barrens (Ratchet) 

Contact Mehok Minyrix 

Goal Collect 6 Blueleol Tube~ 

Max 

Mebok is always on the lookout for some fast coin. He's willing to pay 
you handsomely if you help him with his latest scheme. He needs you 
to collect 6 Blueleaf Tubers from Razorfen Kraul. It sounds much easier 
than it really is. Before you head off to the Kraul, be sure to pick up the 
Crate with Holes, Snufflenose Owner's Manual, and the Snufflenose 
Command Stick that are beside Mebok. Take this time to familiarize 
yourself with how you are to harvest the Blueleaf Tubers. When you' re 
ready, head to Razorfen Kraul and col lect your tubers. 

Mehok Miuyrix 

Willix th. Importer 

WILLIX THE IMPORTER 

Location 

Goal 

24111 ... 

Razorlen Kroul 

Escort Willix out of Rozorfen Kraul 

• Gained 3,050 

Monkey Ring (Ring, +6 AGI), or Snoke Hoop (Ring, 

+6 INT), or figer Bond (Ring, +6 STR) 

rn=I~~ 

Willix is a shrewd fellow. Rather than coming up with his own idea, he 
listened to Mebok and tried to beat him to the tubers. He underestimated 
the danger of such an undertaking. Escort him out of Razorfen Kraul, 
and he'll make it worth your while. 

[t~'1 THE DENIZENS OF RAZORFEN l<RAUL --- --- ----

ENEMIES IN THE KRAUL 



Notes: Battle Shoot, Chain Heol, Summons Boor Spirtt 

2 , +4 STA. +I SPll 

f'til.IRml·1M..., ........... ,.._,, ~lllllt,~Wllii9' +SSTA. +9SPll, Hecrtol ..... (SliWd, 77U1~ 17 ... 
+r-.:tt91J.,....0..P. 111, 24DPS, +6 Sii. +5 SPIL ...W's.,.. 

lllf llllll "8-+tSll. +IMill, ~ tAu 211. 21.t DPS, +15 Sii. +I STAI 

- - -- - - -- ----. -~- - ------------------
~ : -=~-1 THE VINES ENCROACH - --- ---------------------~-------~~~- - ----- - -
l.... ------ -- - - - - -~- --- - -------- - - -

1 first Fork 
2 Poth to Roogug 
3 Roogug 

4 The Trenches 

5 The Prison 

6 PD1h lo Razarflonk 
7 Aggem Thorncurse 

Deoth Speaker Jorgbo 
9 Overlord Romtusk 

10 Eorthcoller Holmgor 

11 Bot Cavern 
12 Agothelos the Roging's Word 

13 Chorlgo Rozorflonk 



THE FIRST FORK 
Fighting past the Razorfen Servitors 
to get to the entrance of Razorfen 
Kraul is quick and easy. Pull them 
one at a time or run past them and 
enter the instance. 

There is a wandering Razorfen 
Geomancer and Stone Rumbler 
before the first intersection. Eliminate 
them when they wander away from 
the two Quilguards; once they're 
finished, take the Quilguards. 

Parties have a decision to make here. If there are any Warriors in the party 
w ith the Brutal Armor or Fire Hardened Mail quests, then move west. Else, 
move east. 

THE PATH TO ROOGUG 
The route to Roogug is fairly short. Follow the tunnel west. There are roaming 
Razorfen Handlers with pets and a Razorfen Qui lguard. Pull them one at a 
time to keep the fights simple. The real work is yet to come. 

When the tunnel is clear, proceed 
across the large vine to Roogug's 
area. There are many enemies here. 
Death's Head Adepts, Death's Head 
Seers and Razorfen Quilguards fill the 
landing. Pull them in smal l groups 
and slowly clear the room. 

Roogug, a Stone Rumbler, a Razorfen 
Defender, and a Death's Head Adept 
should be al l that remai n. These 

cannot be separated by anything short of death. The Adept's Chains of Ice w ill 
make the fight much more difficult by rooting your melee characters. Your 
tank shou ld charge in and pull the Stone Rumbler and Defender away from the 
party while al l DPS focuses on the Adept. Crowd Control Roogug to keep him 
form terrorizing you r party. With the Adept down, focus fire on the Defender, 
then the Stone Rumbler. Keep Roogug CC'd though this process as well. When 
Roogug is alone, heal your party and engage him. Use stuns to keep him from 
being fully effective and bri ng everything you have left at him. Loot Roogug 
for the Vial of Phlogiston. 

DOWN IN THE TRENCHES 
Return to the First Fork and take the east passage. There is a pair of Razorfen 
Defenders patrolling the next room. Wait for the Defenders to move way from 
the Death's Head Adepts and the Groundshaker(s) before pul ling them. With 
the melee enemies dead, charge and 
eliminate the casters in the room. 
Move west into The Trenches. 

The Trenches are fi lled with roaming 
Blood of Agamaggan, Rotting Agam'ar, 
Agam'ar, and Raging Agam'ar. Having 
someone who can remove curses makes 
this much easier, but it's not required. 
Fight the enemies individually as you 
move through The Trenches. I

··,. -·- .. ·-J. ,.~.- -. 
.. ....-.. ' . '•. 

·~.:. . . 

As you move, now is a good time to release your Snufflenoses to look for 
Blueleaf Tubers. Each party member needs 6 to complete the Blue/ea( Tubers 
quest. Use the box to release your gopher, use the command stick to tell it to 
look for tubers, then defend it while it looks. The enemies love the taste of 
gopher apparently. 

At the end of The Trenches is a ramp guarded by Quilboar. Pull the two 
Razorfen Warden's then kil l the Death's Head Priests one at a time. Make 
your way to the hut at the top of the ramp. Remove the two Wardens at the 
hut to gain entrance. Alliance parties should speak with Heralath Fallowbrook 
first to receive the Mortality Wanes quest. Both factions can escort Willix the 
Importer to the entrance. 

THE PATH TO RAZORFLANK 
Once Willix has been escorted out safely, return to the entrance to The 
Trenches. Move north instead of west this time to find the leader of this 
dungeon. 

The next room is more difficult as there are higher ledges on both sides. Keep 
your party moving down the middle to avoid drawing the attention of casters 
and ranged attacks above. Should you be spotted from above, retreat out of the 
instance to regroup. A whole wave of enemies will be coming for you and you 
don't want to be inside when they do. Move down this room slowly. Kill the 
enemies in small groups to avoid being overwhelmed. At the end of the room 
is a ramp that leads in three directions. Pull as many of the enemies near the 
ramp down to you before ascending. 

Move onto the southern ledge. There are two small huts with a Razorfen 
Groundshaker in each. These should be pulled separately as their Ground 
Tremor complicates fights enough. You don't need two of them knocking 
you down. 

Moving up the ledge is more 
dangerous. There are many casters 
and no corners to pull them around. 
Rest up before engaging them as 
adds are likely. When your team is 
fully prepared, rush the first enemy. 
If a second adds, kill the first and 
immediately attack the second. When 
there are no adds, be sure to rest 
before starting the next fight. Keep 
your position in mind if things start going sour. When more enemies than 
your party can handle join the attack, jump off the ledge and make a run to 
the entrance. 

At the top of the ledge is a small pen. Two Razorfen Beast Trainers with pets 
and Aggem Thorncurse guard the pen. Pull the Beast Trainers and their pets 
before attacking Aggem. When the area is clear, Aggem's time in this area is 
coming to an end. He will summon Boar Spirits to aid him in the fight. Kil l 
these as quickly as possible. He can summon more than one at a time and 
can increase their attack power wi th his Battle Shout. If the Boar Spirits are 
ignored, you may find your party fighting an army. Designating one person to 
kill the boar spirits al lows the rest of your party to focus on Aggem. 

With Aggem dead and the southern 
ledge clear, return to the ramp and 
look towards the northern ledge. 
Clearing your way to the top is quick 
as many of the enemies can be pul led 
singly. Be aware of the Razorfen 
Totemic and keep it's totems down. 
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At the top, two Razorfen Groundshakers are waiting with two Death's Head 
Acolytes and Death Speaker Jargba. Pull the closer Groundshaker and Acolyte 
around the corner and kill them to thin the room a bit. Once the room is 
down to only three enemies, begin the attack. Send your tank against Jargba, 
but the Groundshaker should be your first target. Its Ground Tremor will 
make the fight much longer and more dangerous if allowed to live. With the 
Groundshaker dead, keep Jargba's Shadow Bolts interrupted while you kill the 
Acolyte. Continue to interrupt Jargba's spells while your party unleashes its 
fury. With no allies, Jargba will fa ll quickly. 

Moving back to the ramp, there is a 
room to the west with an upper ledge 
and a lower passage. Kill the two 
Quilguard Champions before entering 
the room. Pull the Death's Head Sages 
around the corner one at a time to 
clear your way to the upper ledge. 

Overlord Ramtusk is flanked by two 
Razorfen Spearhides. This will be a 
difficult fight. All three have powerful 
melee attacks. Ramtusk is dual wielding fast weapons while the Spearhides 
have AoE attacks. Keep your casters well away from the fight. All enemies 
should be snared to slow any enemies who charge your casters. These few 
precious seconds can give the melee party members a chance to gain aggro 
again. Keeping the enemy's attack power decreased can save your melee 
members and your healer. Your main tank (if a Warrior) should use Defensive 
Stance and hold Ramtusk's attention while the party kills the Spearhides. Once 
the Spearhides are dead, focus on Ramtusk. 

The key to surviving the fight is to bring the Spearhides down quickly. Don't 
try to AoE them as it will mean the death of your party. Instead focus all 
your attacks on one to ensure a quick kill. Your tank won't survive long 
against all three and your healer will be the next target if the tank goes down. 
Once the Spearhides are down, the tank's life becomes much easier. By this 
time there is little that will pull Ramtusk off your tank, so blast him down 
without hesitation. 

THE PATH JS LONG 
Once Ramtusk is dead, follow the lower passage west. There are many enemies 
in this room. Clearing them all slowly wi l l keep from having unexpected adds. 
Pull back around the corner and force ranged and casting enemies to fight 
on your terms. With the Quilguard Champions always pairing and the Beast 
Masters having pets, you can bet on having at least two enemies each fight. 

When all the cubbies are clear, take the two Quilguard Champions guarding 
the large vine. Move across the vine slowly. There is a lot of aggro on the next 
landing. A Razorfen Stalker, a Razorfen Totemic, a Razorfen Beast Tamer and 
it's Tamed Battleboar guard Earthcaller Halmgar. There is no way to split the 
group, so prepare for a large fight (restore health, mana, and buffs). 

The Razorfen Totemic's low HP and ability to drop totems make it an ideal first 
target. Kill it quickly and move to Earthcaller Halmgar. Halmgar can also drop 
a rooting totem. These must be destroyed immediately. They will immobilize 
your group and allow Halmgar to run to casting range where you don't want 
him. After Halmgar falls, it's simply a matter of cleaning up. Keep your party 
healed and bring down the Beast Tamer, Battleboar and Stalker. 

Keep your casters here while having your tank move to the next landing. There 
are two Quilguard Champions on the right that are hidden from view. When 
you tank proximity aggros them, pull back to the center of the bridge and 
fight there. 

Also on the landing are a Razorfen Earthbreaker, Death's Head Sage, and a 
Razorfen Stalker. Wait until the patrol pair of Quilguard Champions moves 
away, then charge the Earthbreaker. It has a 10 minute casting speed debuff 
that should be avoided if possible. Kill it before it can make your healer's life 
difficult. Bring down the Sage and it's totems next, then move on to the Stalker. 
Rest back on the bridge as the patrol should be nearing your position again. 

When you are rested begin moving across the bridges. There are several pairs 
of Quilguard Champions along the bridges. These should be easier fights 
as there are only two with no casters. Kill them and cross the bridges to the 
Bat Cavern. 

WHAT LIES AHEAD? 
The ever present Qui I boar are not to be seen in much of the Bat Cavern. Kraul 
Bats and Greater Kraul Bats wander aimlessly through this area. Pull the bats 
one at a time. Keep them away from your casters as the bats have an AoE 
silence that lasts 8 seconds. Horde parties collect the Kraul Guano for the 
Going, Going, Guano! quest. Each bat only drops one guano, but there are 
plenty of bats. 

Clear the area and follow the southern wall. Quilboar guard a shimmering 
wall of energy that blocks off part of the cave. Is there something even the 
Quilboar fear in there? 



A Death's Head Seer and two Ward Guardians stand guard whi le two Death's 
Head Ward Keepers maintain the barrier. Focus on the three guards as the 
Ward Keepers are not aggressive. The Seer's Lava Spout Totem is something 
to be avoided. The best way to avoid it is to kill the Seer quickly. Once down, 
split your party to deal with the two Guardians. Both have high armor, high 
HP, and the ability to heal themselves or others. Have one party member keep 
a Guardian interrupted while the rest of the party kills the other. When only 
one stands, the fight can be fin ished. 

Killing the two Ward Keepers brings the shimmering barrier down. Rest 
before entering the tunnel. At the back is Agathelos the Raging. Keep your 
casters back so they aren't hit by his Rampage (AoE knockdown). With good 
teamwork, he should fal l easi ly. Have stuns ready when he reaches 25% HP. 
He w ill become Enraged and much more dangerous. 

Keep your tank on one side of Agathelos while you party stays on the other. 
This makes it very easy to see if the tank loses aggro. In the event that Agathelos 
attacks another party member, cease fire. All attacks should stop until the tank 
regains aggro and pulls Agathelos back into position. The tank should signal 
the party when to attack once again. 

Return to the Bat Cavern and continue making your way to Charlga Razorflank. 
As you clear the bats, keep an eye out for the Blind Hunter. He is a rare enemy 
that carries some rare equipment. 

At the northwest edge of the Bat Cavern is a ramp guarded by more Quilboar. 
The first guards are a Quilguard Champion and a Razorfen Stalker. Pull 
the Champion to get the two to come to you. Pull the roaming Quilguard 
Champion next and kill the Razorfen Totemic and Earthbreaker last. 

Move through the tunnel onto a landing with a stairs leading to a single hut. 
Within the hut is Charlga Razorflank, so now would be a good time to restore 
buffs and rest. 

Charlga is content to stay in her hut, so your casters will need to move to 
the middle of the landing to have line of sight once the fight begins. A party 
member with an interrupt should start the fight. Get her attention and when 
she starts to cast, interrupt her and bring her down onto the landing. Her 
Chain Bolt puts a lot of pressure on your healer if it's not interrupted. Have an 
interrupt order to nullify her casting. When she gets low on health, she wi ll 
cast Renew to slowly restore it. Putting DoTs such as Rend, Deadly Poison, 
Shadow Word: Pain, and Curse of Agony on her will slow this process and 
even turn it around. She will cast Mana Spike to instantly restore her entire 
mana pool when she gets low on mana. Her Purity spell grants her a 2-second 
invulnerabi lity. Keep her interrupted and bring her down. 

Remove Razorflank's Medallion or Heart depending on which faction you 
follow and return home with the knowledge that much good has been done 
this day. 



- -~ __.,....,.........,._ ,.__..., -- - - --~ - - ~ - - -- - c~ --- -~-: :=:~-1 BEYOND-LORDA-ERON-'S RW-NS________________ ------- -- --- -- -------------------- -~ 

-- - - - --- -- - - - - - - - - - ----- --- - --- ~ - -- - --- ----------- ----- - - -

The Scarlet Monastery is a short trip 
northeast of the Undercity in Tirisfal 
Glades. For Alliance players, there 
are two options. The first, and easiest 
for players in the early 30s, is to 
travel north from Southshore, skirting 
the edge of Undercity. From that 
point, just follow the path northeast 
until you reach the monastery. 
The second option is to fly to 
Chillwind Point and hug the wall of 
the Western Plaguelands into Tirisfal 
Glades. Yes, it's more deadly since 
the mobs are so much higher in level, 
but it is closer. 

Because this is the beginning area 
for Undead players, the avai lable 
resources, while abundant, are low 
level. Until you reach the grounds 
outside the Monastery itself, the 
enemies are also low level. However, 
the enemies just outside the 
Monastery are level 30 elites, a mix 
of casters and melee fighters. 



WHO TO BRING 
While you can tai lor your group based on the destination within the monastery 
(Graveyard, Library, Armory, or Cathedral), a good general group is possible. 
A solid tank (Paladins and Feral Druids work iine in l ieu of a Warrior) helps 
during the bigger pulls and most boss encounters. A Priest is indispensable 
for the Shackle Undead, Dispel and Mind Control options in addi tion to 
the obvious healing advantage. Mages are fantastic for Polymorph and AoE 
options while Warlocks can take advantage of their DoT madness and Curse 

of Recklessness to prevent runners. Shaman are a perfect fit since they're 
so versatile and can fill in the blanks for most SM groups. Lastly, DPS is a 
necessity in most encounters; Rogues and Hunters have this in spades. They 
also offer a few CC options that should help in many encounters. As mentioned 
previously, Paladins and Druids can fit in as a tank, but they're also great as 
backup healers and off-tanks. 

r - ----- -- _---~- -·- ---- -- - -=-"-----~---- ~------=----------====--=~ -=-==:. 

:-·~-1 QUESTS 
l... -----~----- ---- - - --- ------- ~--- -~--~--------- ------ - - - -

ALLIANCE QUESTS 

r ' 
~~of the Trtons I ~oe Poledust 0 I ;,onlorge .•• ,,. .. .,,,. I ~oe Pol~lll1 . I :,:;:: . ''"""' I ~o I . 3;~ ] "' 

REWARD. Explorer's leogue Commendotion (Neck, +6 STA/+6 SPI) 

In the Nome of the Light I Raleigh the Devout I Hillsbrod Foothills I Raleigh the Devout I Hillsbrod Foothills I Yes I 4700 

REWARD: Sword of Serenity (Dre-Hond Sword, 30.D DPS, +9 STA/+4 SPI) or Orb of lDrico (Oll-Hond, +6 INT/+11 SPI) or Bkxk Menace (Dagger, 'J'/J DPS, Clxm on Hit lefxk shadowy bolt ot Ifie enemy, cousilg 30 Shodowdomoge) or Bone!iter (211Axe,38.8 DPS, +20 STJ/+lD STA) 

J 
MYfHOLOGY OF THE ITTANS 

28 to Obtain 

Location lronlorge 

Mae Paledusl 

Pay a visit to the Explorers' League inside lronforge. One of its 
members is Mae Paledust who seeks the knowledge contained inside a 
book named Mythology of the Titans. In order to obtain this book, you 
must search the Library inside the Scarlet Monastery. 
The book spawns near the end of the Library section of the instance, 
close to the encounter with Arcanist Doan. The book vanishes after 
each member in the group picks it up, so some patience is required 
when everyone needs to complete this quest. 

IN THE NAME OF THE LI 

Quest l.e¥91 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Hillsbrad Foothills 

Kill High Inquisitor Wlitemone; Scarlet (ammonder 

Magraine; Herod, the Scarlet Champion; ond Houndmaster 

Loksey 

Max Experience Gained 4700 

Reward 

SW11rd of Sereni1y (l H Sword, 30.0 DPS, +9 STA/+4 SPI) or 

Orb of lorica (Off-Hand, +6 INT/+ 11 SPI) or Blork Menace 

(Dagger, 29.7 DPS, Chan<e on hit: Sends a shadowy boh at 

the enemy causing 30 Shadow damage.) or Bonebtter 

{TW11-Handed Axe, 38.B DPS, +20 STR/+10 STA) 

In order to obtain this quest, you must first complete a quest entitled 
Down the Scarlet Path, which begins at Cathedral Square in Stormwind, 
and culminates at Nijel's Point in Desolace. Once these early steps are 
complete, travel to Southshore and speak with Raleigh the Devout. 
The four targets of th is quest are scattered around the instanced areas of 
Scarlet Monastery. Houndmaster Loksey and the three Tracking Hounds 
that serve as his guardians are at the Huntsman's Cloister, found inside 
the Library wing. Herod, the Scarlet Champion, awaits you at the end 
of the Armory. The greatest test comes at the hands of High Inquisitor 
Whitemane and Scarlet Commander Mograine, found together inside 
the Cathedral. 
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MAGE. QUE.ST 

Once a mage reaches level 30, the mage trainer sends you to 
Dustwallow Marsh in order to speak with Tabetha. She asks you to 
retrieve a book entitled Rituals of Power. First, you are directed to 
Shimmering Flats to speak with Magus Tirth. 
Unfortunately, Magus Tirth has fallen on hard times and lacks a copy. 
However, he sends you to the Scarlet Monastery to obtain the book. 
It's in the same area as Mythology of the Titans, inside the Library near 
Arcanist Doan. 

HORDE. QUESTS 

~1~111 .... IJSogelD!Truthseelclll•lllllllJll 

REWARD: Drogoo's llood Ne<kloce INe<k, +l25TA/+5 SPI) or Prophetic Cone !Dff-hond, +5STA/+l2 INTJ or Sword of Omen (IH Sword, 2'1.7 DPS, +9 STl/+3 AGV+4STA) 

.... r. Porquol Finlollas ....., Porqual Fin1alos 



Mograine; Herod, the Scorlet Champion; ond Houndmoster 

loksey 

5158 

Dragon's Blood Necklace !Neck, +12 STA/+S SPI) or 

Prophetk Cone (Off-Hond, +S STA/+ 12 INT) or Sword of 

Omen (One-Hand Sword, 29.7 DPS, +9 STR/+3 AGV+4 STA) 

The Scarlet Crusade's continued existence so close to the Undead's 
stronghold is cause for concern. Varimathras wishes to eliminate this 
threat by destroy ing its leadership. 
The four targets of this quest are scattered around the instanced areas of 
Scarlet M onastery. Houndmaster Loksey and the three Tracking Hounds 
that serve as his guardians are at the Huntsman's Cloister, found inside 
the Library wing. Herod, the Scarlet Champion, awaits you at the end 
of the Armory. The greatest test comes at the hands of H igh Inquisito r 
Whitemane and Scarlet Commander Mograine, found together inside 
the Cathedral. 

After completing a quest named Going, Going, Guano! For Master 
Apothecary Faranell, he requests a second component for his chemical 
experimentation. 
Because Hearts of Zeal drop from any of the el ite enemies of the Scarlet 
Crusade, it's not necessary to enter any of the instances to complete this 
task. However, it's more efficient to collect these Hearts whi le fu lfi lling 
the obligations to other quests inside the instanced areas. 

This quest is part of the series started by Braug D imspirit in Stonetalon 
Mountains. The Beginnings of the Undead Threat book is in one of 
the fi rst side rooms on the left side of the Library. The book lies open 
on a desk. 

r--·--·-
' COMPENDIUM OF THE F 

Reward 

We Proledor (Shield, 1051 Armor, +4 STR, 'Mien struck in 

combat has a I" •e of inllicting I 05 lo 17 5 Shadow 
damage lo the anadt•.) or Forcestone Buckler (Shield, 1051 

Armor, +3 STA/+8 SI'!) or Omega Orb (Off-Hand, lnaeases 

damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by 
up loll) 

This quest is not avai lable to Undead characters, in keeping with the 
storyl ine. The Compendium of the Fallen book is on a bookshelf in the 
hallway just before you reach Arcanist Doan's chamber. 



Graveyard Entrance 

Cathedral Entron<e (Requires Scarlet Key to unlock) 
Armory Entrance (Requires xorlel Key to unlock) 

only for holding the entries to the four 
instances: Graveyard, Library, Armory, and Cathedral. Unless you're trying to 
col lect Hearts of Zeal, the best idea for your group is to hurry to the instance 
of choice as quickly as possible. 

Scattered amongst the columns, side-rooms, and statues are stationary guards 
and a handful of roaming enemies. If your level is high enough to have 
acquired any of the quests for this location, these guards pose little threat 
when taken in small numbers. 

Of the four entry points, two are in itially locked. In order to access the Armory 
and Cathedral, you must fi rst venture though the Library, defeat Arcan ist Doan, 
and claim the Scarlet Key from his strongbox. The two open portals are for the 
Graveyard (western-most entrance) and Library (eastern-most entrance). The 
locked door on the eastern half of the Grand Vestibule leads to the Armory. 
Beyond the other locked door is the Cathedral. 

ENEMIES IN THE GRAVEYARD 

1-6 Azhir the Sleepless, Follen Champion, or lronspine 
7 Bloodmoge Tholnos 

Interrogator Yishos I Vorrel Sengutz 



LEADERS OF THE GRAVEYARD 

. "bomb" that inflicfl 330 damage if not d~pelled), Soul Siphon (12 sec. heahh droin), Terrify (4-second, single-target fear) 

EmWned Slnud (Clolli Htad, 42 Ar-. +7 STA/+l I lllJ/+12 5Pl1S.. .. Cllalhsw.70 ~ +4 m/+6 Ali!, +I STAt ..WO..~,., 11.2 DPS. 
+IOm/+ISSTAl 

32 Elite llaody lnm lllllldas (Fit ..... IU llfSL lat U.. Tali.lat Mtr (Dip, 21.2 DPS. +S lh 9-pl 

34 Elite llloodmage Manlle (Oalli 5hUlei; 35-+I lllT/+4 SPIL Giii al '8 forgallen Seer (Off-Hand, m-magk eH.m br 4' ID 71 

CHAMBER OF ATONEMENT 
The path to the Graveyard winds 
through a short hallway with two 
guards, then ends at the Chamber 
of Atonement. There are two points 
of interest inside this room. One is 
Interrogator Vishas, who stands over 
Vorrel Sengutz, around the corner 
from the entryway. Before you meet 
him, clear out the guards from the 
doorway, then take the roaming 
caster. With those nuisances out of 
the way, it's time to face Vishas and the Scarlet Scryer who stand at the table. 
Vishas is a tough nut to crack but does not possess any noteworthy tricks. 

The other point of interest is the chest that appears almost directly across from 
the entryway, very close to four members of the Scarlet Crusaders torturing 
a nameless Undead. If your group has minimal levels for the quests for the 
Scarlet Monastery, taking on four enemies simultaneously promises to be a 
tough fight, but the items found inside chests in world dungeons are generally 
worth the effort. 

FORLORN CLOISTER 

Follow the short hallway and flight of stairs beyond the Chamber of Atonement 
to the Forlorn Cloister. This is the true graveyard, and it has been overrun by 
wandering spirits and reanimated, rotting carcasses. 

The good news is that the whitish Unfettered Spirits wandering the 
graveyard are not elites. The bad news is that they are plentiful and often 
roam in groups of three. The black Haunting Phantasms are elite and should 
be eliminated individually. They have a nasty trick where they summon 
illusory Phantasms to harass the group. These Illusory Phantasms despawn 
after a single hit, so assign one person in the group to eliminate any as 
they appear. 
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HONOR'S TOMB 
Beyond the courtyard is an underground tomb that holds an encounter with a 
powerful bloodmage. The steps leading down are guarded by the same undead 
types that roam the courtyard. The key 
to surviving encounters in confined 
spaces with many enemies is patience. 
Never pull more enemies than your 
group can reasonably handle. Always 
pull toward your group with a spell 
or ranged attack. Never charge into a 
cluster of enemies when you can't see 
what's around the corner. 

Houndmasler Loksey 
Beginnings of tire UnJead Threal 
Compendium of the Fol/en 

Mythology of the Titans 

Rituals af Power 

Arconisl Doon 
~~~~f--~~~~~.-----

Bloodmage Thalnos awaits you in the lowest level of Honor's Tomb. Keep the 
casters clear of his immediate area, as he makes liberal use of both of his Area 
of Effect spells: Fire Nova, Flame Shock, and Flame Spike. Assign a main tank 
(preferably one with no significant ranged ability) to keep Thalnos' attention, 
then hammer away at him outside the range of his spells while keeping the tank 
alive and kicking. Savor this victory, but don't get cocky. Greater challenges 
await you deeper inside the Scarlet Monastery! 



LEADERS Of THE LIBRARY 

lllf\lllllf*-...... 1t ....... ,...,.lemts), llltllilllltU--hddlea-I....., 
._......,,. ...... -.1uars.•At11D,._'5.._, 

u ds, Bottle Shou!, Bloodlust (+30% ottock speed for 30 se<.) 

34-35 .., .. (Slllf; 34J DPS, +1$1/+lSlll/+10 Sft), llllllluf 0. KWi ~ 31-+I IJJT/ +7 SPIL ffrpaolic llWe lllwr. 2ll OPS. +I llJ/+3 SPI), Wtlf 
Eltte a.W..o.t.SU.-.+4Stl(+13Sfl 

Notes: Silence, Ascone Bubble (shield), Ascone Explosion (AoE), Sheep, Detonotion (AoE). 

HUNTSMAN'S CLOISTER 
There are multiple groups of two and three Scarlet Adepts and Gallants that 
line the first hallway inside the Library, and there's enough space that careful 
pu lls should bring on ly a manageable number of enemies at the same time. 
The danger lies in a pair of patrols that move through the hallway. Quickly 
dispatch the first pair of guards just inside the hallway; then wait for the patrols 
to move close, and eliminate them before advancing down the hal lway. 

If any member of the group is even sl ightly under level here, it's a better 
idea to pull individual enemies into the hallway after clearing it out. Scarlet 
Beastmasters and Tracking Hounds roam the interior courtyard, and the stone 
path around it is packed with Scarlet Ga llants. One wrong step, or one fleeing 
enemy, could result in suddenly overwhelming odds against your group. 

Tucked away in an alcove off the Huntsman's Cloister is Houndmaster Loksey 
and three Scarlet Tracking Hounds. Laskey is the most dangerous of the quartet, 
and he should be the first target for the group. To start the fight, put as many of 
the Hounds out of commission as your group has available ski l ls. Use Sheep 
{Mage) and Hibernate or Root {Druid) to keep the Hounds from entering the 
fray until after Loksey is el iminated. Loksey doesn't have many tricks, but he 
does have an impressive number of hit points and sometimes uses Blood lust to 
add some punch to his attacks. 

GALLERY OF TREASURES 
Another short hallway w ith scattered groups of Scarlet Gallants and Adepts 
leads from the Huntsman's Cloister to the Gal lery of Treasures, which marks 
the true beginning of the Scarlet Monastery's collection of books. If you 
have any of the quests that require retrieving a book, the end of that quest is 
at hand. 

The books actual ly work to disguise dangerous pockets of Scarlet Crusaders, 
hidden in small alcoves off the main, carpeted path through the library. Do 
everything in your power to prevent any enemies fleeing battle from reaching 
one of these spots, or your group cou ld suddenly be outnumbered. 

Keep fights contained in as small an area as possible. Stick to the red carpet, or 
clear out a room, and continue to pull enemies into it to reduce the number of 
ways they can escape and bring reinforcements. 
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ATHENAEUM 
This is the fina l part of the Library. There are two rooms filled with books 
on both sides of the carpeted walkway. Scarlet Monks are the most common 
enemies waiting for your group. It is vital to keep the group's healers clear of 
the Monks. They lash out with a Kick attack identical to the ones known by 
rogues. Having the group's healing spells unavailable for any amount of time 
cou Id turn the tide of any battle. 

When you reach the circu lar room at the end of the Athenaeum, do not cross 
the threshold into it until all enemies outside have been eliminated! Arcanist 
Doan is a difficult fight and you don't want to provide him with any assistance. 
Once the room outside of Doan 's chambers is cleared, take the time to heal, 
restore mana and buffs, and prepare to tackle a powerful Mage. 

Because both Arcane Explosion and Detonation are area of effect spells, 
keep the group's cloth wearers in the doorway and Doan far enough away 
from it that they aren't caught inside their range. Expect Doan to sheep 
whichever group member catches his attention for a whi le. When this 
happens, keep the fight c lose to that sheeped group member, and wa it 
for another AoE to break the spell. Doan's final trick is a shield ca lled 
Arcane Bubble. Once he deploys this and you manage to crack it, the fight is 
essentially over. 

Before you leave Doan's study, look for the lockbox near the back of the room 
and loot the Scarlet Key from inside. Everyone in the group can pick it up and 
should do so. This key grants access to the Armory and the Cathedral. 



r, -~-----..---~ 

!c1'JARMORY 1 

LEADER OF THE ARMORY 

TRAINING GROUNDS 
The initial hallway inside the Armory is sparsely guarded, which may 
seem comforting at first, but don't letthat quiet lull you into any sense of security. 
Beyond this first hallway, the enemy groups are numerous and packed densely. 

After eliminating the two guards at the end of the hallway, set your group inside, 
but keep them out of the direct line of sight of the Training Grounds. The first 
order of business is to eliminate the roaming unit that patrols the wa lkway 
around the Training Ground's Courtyards. Pull the roamer first, eliminate it, and 
continue the pattern for the stationary enemies closest to the doorway. When 
targeting an enemy from the stone walkway, check the interior courtyard for any 
potential adds to the pull. 

When the area is secured except for the final sets of enemies near the stairs 
leading to the next area, watch for a second roamer that paths to the bottom of 
the stairs. Before advancing up the stairway, dispatch the roamer, and set up to 
fight either on the stairwell or just below. 



FOOTMAN'S ARMORY 
Just like the Training Grounds, pull the enemies closest to the stairwell into 
areas that you've already cleared. A single runner could pull up to three new 
elite enemies into battle. Unless your group is of an extremely high level or 
possesses many ways to hold enemies out of combat (such as Sheep), this 
typically results in a trip to the local graveyard and a run back into the instance 
to reclaim your bodies. 

When you draw closer to the exit to 
the next area, watch for yet another 
roamer that walks between the 
Footman's Armory and the Crusader's 
Armory. Allow this Scarlet Crusader 
to reach the end of his path before 
engaging him. If you fight too close to 
the hallway leading to the next area, 
you may draw the enemies just inside 
the hallway into the fray. 

CRUSADER'S ARMORY 
The hallway past the stairs is packed with various types of Scarlet Crusaders, so 
pull the first two groups down into the stairway to limit the danger of runners. 
Continue to work methodically through the clumps of Scarlet Crusaders, and 
watch for the two roaming enemies. 

HALL OF CHAMPIONS 

There is at least one other point of 
interest in this area, and that is the 
barrels of Red Rockets. These are flashy 
fireworks, not a ranged weapon, but 
they are free and fun! Clear the final 
hallway past the Crusader's Armory, 
then take some time to restore health 
and mana and set up the group's buffs 
for an encounter with an opponent 
with powerful melee attacks. 

This hall dedicated to fallen heroes is the stage for the final battle inside the 
Armory against the Scarlet Champion, Herod. For this battle, keep anyone 
with ranged attacks on either side of the staircase, but move close enough to 
maintain line of sight on your target: Herod for damage, others in the group 
for healing. 

Herod possesses enormous strength, a powerful Two-Handed Axe, a large 
health pool, and one other trick, Cleave. The good news for you is that Herod 
announces his intention to initiate Cleave by shouting a plea to the Light. 

Have the melee attackers back off when Herod signals that he's going to use 
his Whirlwind; it's deadly to anyone within melee range, but offers the perfect 
chance for casters to bandage and regain a bit of mana. Herod is immune to 
magic while using his Whirlwind. There are no other tricks to watch for while 
Herod lives, so focus on keeping Herod off the cloth- and leather-wearing 
types. Once Herod fa lls, everyone should drop down to the floor and bunch 
together as tightly as possible. A large contingent of non-el ite Scarlet Trainees 
fills the room and swarms over the group. Fortunately, these trainees have little 
health, but their strength lies in numbers. 

There's a good chance any mages 
and warlocks in the party have been 
itching to unleash area of effect 
spells that would've drawn too much 
attention in the hallways packed with 
elites, so consider this encounter a 
reward for their patience. Let loose 
with everything that hits multiple 
targets, and tear through the Trainees 
as quickly as possible. 



,,....--_--- ----·-·--~--------....._~ _,.__,,,,__ . ._,_..,..,._,,._..._--.-~ -- --•••-· --"" ,, ... ,.,..~,...,r.#-.-.-•._-lc;J cATHEDRAL i 

I High Inquisitor Fairbanks 

2 Scarlet Commander Mogroine I 3 High Inquisitor Whitemone 
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Notes: Hommer of Justice, Retribution Aura, Divine Shield, Crusader Slrike 
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CHAPEL GARDENS 
Hushed whispers and ominous music assault the senses upon entering the first 
hallway. Light filters through the windows on both sides, and guards are posted 
at several points. This first hallway is somewhat easy to manage, however, as 
most enemies are singles. 

Two guards are at the end of the hallway. Slay them, and the hallway is yours 
to use as a safe pull location. There are some roaming defenders just outside 
the doorway leading into the garden; they' re able to cause severe chain 
aggro if they're not pulled into the recently cleared hallway. Go slow and 
pull carefully. It's a good idea to bring them into the hallway away from the 
opening. This does two things: 1) It limits additional incoming enemy aggro. 
2) It forces those nasty casters into the hallway as they have direct line of sight 
rules. It's definitely not a good thing to have a caster standing by the fountain 
sending ice bolts at your party! 

After securing the area around the 
archway, continue pulling enemies 
that patrol around the fountains. 
Several groups are to the immediate 
left and right of the archway; they'll 
definitely aggro low-level party 
members. Not all enemies need be 
killed though, as the far leh and right 
should ignore your party. When it 
looks safe, lead your party out to the 

fountains and climb in. If you cleared all of the roamers around the fountains 
from your safe spot in the hallway, then there should be no problem running 
through the fountain to the waterfall. If you leh a few roamers, take your time 
and pull them into the fountains. Your goal is to reach the waterfall safely. 

There are stairs leading up to the higher level of the garden to the leh and 
right of the far end of the fountain and, coincidentally, the main chapel itself. 
Both sets of stairs lead to the same general area, but for each instance, a chest 
can randomly spawn at the top of either set of stairs. Look for the chest upon 
reaching the top of the stairs. If it isn't there, turn around and look across 
the courtyard. You can climb into the fountain to cross the courtyard without 
acquiring aggro. Clear to the chest, and the goodies inside are yours! 

The entire courtyard is visible from the 
fountain. Watch the movements of the 
roaming enemies, and pull them at 
the most opportune time. Several are 
casters; Wizards are point blank area 
of effect casters and charge the party. 
Sorcerers are long-range casters, so 
different strategies are required. Having 
a mage Counterspell the sorcerers 
usually brings them to you. Or you can 
have your puller run far enough back 
to bring the caster to the group. 

Like the lower level, you can generally 
leave the far leh and right sides alone. 
However, kneeling between the 
fountain and the chapel doors is a 
"hidden" enemy. Many a time he has 
surprised a group by standing up and 
aggroing unexpectedly. It's a good 
idea to kill him before continuing 
to the chapel doors. The chapel is 
guarded by two sets of enemies, each 
independent from one another. Dispose of them before continuing to the 
chapel. The doors themselves require either the Scarlet Key or a skilled rogue 
to open. 

CRUSADER'S CHAPEL 
Thundering beats fill the air as you step inside the chapel. The war-like music 
sets the scene for combat, and all around are enemies kneeling in respect and 
prayer for their cause. Commander Mograine is at the far end of the chapel 
standing near the decrepit and stained altar. Tread cautiously here, as one 
wrong move can cause the death of the entire party. 

One of the best strategies is to position 
your group at the base of the stairs to 
the chapel doors and have one puller 
run just inside the chapel to pull. 
Generally, you get a minimum of two 
mobs per pull. Clear up the right side 
of the chapel, bringing mobs down to 
your waiting group below. Remember 
to pull the kneeling enemies along the 
right set of pillars as well, as these will 

aggro as you walk past them. Your goal is to clear the entire right side to the 
far end, leaving Mograine alone. 

At this point it's safe to bring your group inside. A group of three enemies is at 
the far end, around the corner and to the right. Charge these, keeping the fight 
down at the end and as far away from 
Mograine as possible. Aher killing 
them, proceed into the small room 
nearby. A monk kneels before a small 
table of candles. Dispose of him and 
rest up. The room may not look like 
anything out of the ordinary, but take 
a second look. The torch is the key 
to a hidden side room w ith a named 
enemy inside! 

High Inquisitor Fairbanks awaits you and your party. He's a fun fight and 
anything can happen. His arsenal of skills consists of: 1) A nasty Curse that 
can be removed by a mage or druid, 2) A mean Fear spell that can cause the 
best of groups to flounder in disarray and chaos, 3) Power Word: Shield that 
gives him a nice damage absorb, 4) Heal, which can be quite frustrating if not 
interrupted, 5) Dispel Magic, which strips buffs in a short time, 6) Sleep, a spell 
that renders you useless for the duration of the battle unless you take damage 
or are cleansed by a Priest or Paladin. 

Initially, Fairbanks lies on the ground 
and does not aggro unti I you start the 
encounter. If you survive the wrath of 
Fairbanks, expect a few nice pieces 
of equipment. Congratulations! Once 
again, you can use this area to rest up, 
cure any curses, and rebuff yourselves 
before continuing. 



Head back out into the main chapel area, and over to the chapel doors where 
you first entered. Once there, work the left side in a fashion similar to how you 
cleared the right side. Your group should be safe to stay inside the chapel for 
th is side as long as everyone stays far back from the enemies. After the left side 
is clear, lead the group around to the left side of the far-back section of the 
chapel (opposite Fairbanks). Three mobs stand outside two rooms, with each 
room containing mobs as well. Stand near the corner just before turning left 
down the side hall, and pull the first room to your group. If you don' t, they may 
aggro as you walk past. Afterwards, pull the closest enemy to you in the main 
left hall; two of them are separate from the third and farthest mob. Proceed 
to kill these, then pul l the third mob. All that should be left is the final room. 
Clear this room as well. 

After clearing the left hall, every mob in the chapel should be dead except 
for Scarlet Commander Mograine and the presently out-of-sight High 
Inquisitor Whitemane. Rest up, rebuff, and prepare yourselves for a very fun, 
scripted fight. 

Aggroing him starts the script. Mograine has a few tricks up his sleeves. He's 
considered a Paladin; however, he does not heal himself. He uses the Hammer 
of Justice skill, which is a lovely little stun, and Retribution Aura, a damage 
shield based off of Holy damage. At some point during the fight, depending 
on how long it takes to kil l him, he uses Divine Shield, which gives him 
invulnerability from attacks for the duration. After you kill him, don't bother 
trying to loot his body. 

The second he dies, the doors open nearby and Inquisitor Whitemane makes 
her first appearance. Charge her, as she is a priest and stands back while 
casting Holy Smite on the first person she sees. She is immune to stun and 
frequently uses Holy Smite and Retribution Aura. After she's dropped down to 
half health, she casts an irresistible and unstoppable AoE sleep spell. This is 
where it gets tricky, and your party needs to be on its toes. 

Whitemane proceeds to run to the fallen Mograine and bring him back to life. 
She heals both Mograine and herself to full health. At this point, your sleep 
spell should wear off, and the fight resumes. It's a good tactic to have your 
tank hold the aggro of both Mograine and Whitemane, but have your group 
focus on Whitemane. Slay her first before moving on to Mograine. Be on the 
lookout for spell graphics dark in nature. This isn't a shadow bolt coming your 
way, but instead, Whitemane is attempting to take over the mind of one party 
member! If this happens, do not kill your party member! Your party member 
becomes attackable by your group, and also attacks someone in your group. 
When Whitemane uses her Mind Control ability, the target then becomes 
susceptible to the same forms of crowd control used against humanoid mobs 
- like Polymorph and Blind. Polymorph has the added benefit of al lowing 
the party member to regenerate health while they're "Sheeped". Try to hold 
out until the mind control breaks, or, with a priest available, dispel it. Killing 
Whitemane also breaks the mind control. 

After Whitemane is dead, work on killing Mograine, again. He uses the same 
skills, but if he already used Divine Shield, he won't use it again. This time, 
when Mograine dies, you can loot his body. 

When you report back with the successful completion of so many tasks, 
expect relieved faces to greet the news. The deaths of the High Inquisitor and 
Commander have struck a blow to the upper levels of the Scarlet Crusade. 
With the loss of their Champion, Herod, the morale of the rank and file of 
the Crusade shou ld be at an all-time low. In addition, the tomes rescued from 
the library all provide knowledge to aid you should the Crusade rise from the 
ashes of this devastating defeat. 



GE111NG TO SCHOLOMANCE 
Scholomance is in the southern portion of the Western Plaguelands. Horde parties can gather at Undercity and travel from Light's Hope Chapel or Tarren Mill, 
while A lliance parties can group at Stormwind and begin their treks from Aerie Peak (via the semi-secluded path), Chil lwind Point, or Light's Hope Chapel. 

WHO TO BRING 
Having a party with crowd control is essential as many fights involve a large 
number of enemies. Sap, Polymorph, Mind Control, and Shackle Undead are 
all extremely useful in this school of magic. AoEs are also extremely helpful as 
there are many fights with large numbers of non-elite enemies. 
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Deatlibone Oiestplate Plate Chest, 637 Arna, + 12 STA, Passive: limased lleilllSI + 17, llodGr n.len hliaow, lllllrudar Mab, lady llilliD ._, Lani Aleui lorov, Lanbeper r.lelt, 1he RllVlllian 
l'lmift: llstares 5 - every 5 sec. 

DedMGMllts .... Hands, 391 Arna, + 14 STA, PassiYe: lnalll!ld o.r- Dadar n..i. "'5tM, lllllrudar Mia, lady 111i1Inv,LRAleui1nr. Lanbeper ""811, Tiie lanaiaa 
+ 10, Pamm: llstares 4 - every 5 llC. 

DWHIOllE 6llARllWI Deatlm 6inle .... Waist, 351 Annor, + J5 STA, '1mhe: --o.r- +9, Dadar U... hliloY, lllllnldar Mia, lady 11111-.1.1n1Meu1 '-· Lanbeper l'lllll, 1he lanaiaa 
l'lmM: llstares 4 - every s II(. 

DtatMione IJgguards Plare Legs, 5S7 Annor, +20STA,Passive:11111115111 Del-. +J3, Dadar 1heolen hliloY, lnstnKtor IWda, lady lluda Inv, lllnl Aleui '-· Lanbeper Pelelt, 1he Rmnian l'lmM: lestam 5 111111111 every 5 $8(. 

Deathae 5ahatans Plate Feet, 431 Alm', +9 STA, l'lmM: lnalll!ld De'-+10, Dadar ... hlnl't, lllllrudar Malcil, lady lluda Inv, l.lnl Aleui lnw, Lanbeper Pelelt, Tiie Rmnian 
l'lmM: lestam 6 - every 5 llC. 

Dreodmisl Mon!le Oo!h Shoulden, 64Armor,+15INT,+14STA, +9 SPI Jondice Borov 

DREADMIST RAIMENT Dreodmisl Mask Oo!hHeod, 71 Armor, +231NT,+J5ST +12S 

Dreodmist Wraps Oo!h Hands, 52 Armor, + J 4 SPI, +9 lNT, + J 3 STA Lorekeeper Polkelt, Scholomonce Necromancer 

Wrists. 261 "-, +JO STA, +8 51'1, +7 511, +4 A6I Lani Aleui ..... llsea l'ralldar, ... Wllllar 
UGlflfORGE ARMOR Plala llead, 526 Armor, +20 STA, +J3 511, +J4 lllT, +J091, Lighlfaige ~ +6A61 on-~ 

Mogister's Crown Ooth Heod, 71 Armor, +30 INT, +5 SPI, +11 STA Oorkmoster Gondling 

MAGISTER'S REGALIA Mogisler's Gloves Oo!h Hands, 52 Armor, +14 SPI, +14 lNT, +9 STA 00<1or Theolen Krostinov, Sd!olornonce Adept 

Mogister's Montie Oath Shoulde~. 64 Armor, + 22 INT, +6 SPI, +6 STA Ros Frostwhisper 

Cloth Feet, 60 Amor, +JO INT, +9 51'1, +J5 STA, Passive: lna1a!ls 

""""' 8aaa 
....... and healng done by magiml spals and elltds by .. Dadar Theelen lrastilll\ lllllrudar Makia, lady lluda ._, Lani Alalli '-· Lanbeper Pelelt, 1he Rmnian 
to JI 

llECIOPllE UIMOO DadarU... 

""""' Mantle 
Cloth Shoulden, 65 An., +JI Ill, +9 91, + 17 STA Dadar.,... ~ lllllrudar Maida, lady lllil ._, Lani Alllli lorov, Lanbeper Pel.it, Tiie Rmnian 

Cloth Chest, 87 Ann, + 12 lllT, + 12 91, +22 STA, l'aslive: 
lleaa,ile Robe Increases dmnage and healng done by magiml spals and elltds 

by"tol 
Dadar Thealen lnistinov, Instructor IWda, lady lluda 8-, l.lnl Aleui larov, Lorekeeper Pelelt, 1he Roverian 

Shodowcrolt Boots Leather Feet, 115 Armor, +2J AGI, +9STA Rottlegore 

SHADOWCRAFT ARMOR Shodowuolt Bro<ers Leather Wrists, 71 Armor, + 1 HGI, +7 STA Dork Shade, Instructor Molicio, Risen Construct, Sd!olornonce Occuhist 

Shodowcrolt Cop Leather Heod, 141 Armor, + 20 AGI, + 18 STA, + 13 STR, + 5 SPI Oorkmoster Gondling 

VESTMENT5 OF THE Devout Crown Ooth Head, 71 Armor, +24 INT, +15 SPI, + J 3 STA Dorkmoster Gondling DEVOUT 

\Meart ''Ille lanaiaa 
WILDHWT RAIMENT 
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The leaders of the forces in Scholomance are the only enemies that can drop the Scholomance specific sets. There are only S pieces in each set and the set 
bonuses are listed below. 

BONUSES OF SCHOLOMANCE SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT SETS 

QUESIS FOR SCHOLOMANCE 

ALLIANCE QUESTS 

QUEST NAM! QUIST GIVIR QUIST GIVIR LOCATION QUIST RICllVIR QUIST RICllVIR LOCATION CHAIN? MAX IXPIRllNCI ~ 

~--~-+----+-~--~--~! 
Barov fami~ fortune Weldon Borov Alterac Mounloins: Chillwind Point Weldon Borov Alteroc Mountoins: Chillwind Point Yes 6,600 

Judgment ond Redernplion Lord Groyson Shodowbreaker Stormwind: Calhedral Square Lord Grayson Shadowbreoker Slormwind: Colhedral Square Yes None 

Schalamance Cornmonder Ashlam Valarlist Altera< Mountoins: Chillwind Poinl Alchemist Arbington Alrerac Mountains: Chillwind Poinl Yes 82S 

Skelelal frogmen~ Alchemkl Arhinglon Aherac Mounkrins: Cht11wind Poinl 

Maid Rhymes wilh ... Alchem~I Arbinglon Alreroc Mounlains: Chillwind Poinl 

fire Plume Forged Krinkle Gaadsleel Tonaris: Gadgelzon 

Araj's Scarab Alchernkl Arbinglon Aherac Maunlains: Chillwind Poinl 

REWARD: Key to Schalaman<e 

Alchemkl Arbington Alteroc Mountains: Chillwind Poinl Yes 4,SOO 

Krinkle Goadsleel Tonor~: Gadgelzon Yes 600 

Alchemist Arbington Aherac Mountains: Chillwind Point Yes 4,SOO 

Alchemkl Arbington Aheroc Mountains: Chillwind Point Yes 6,600 

BAROV FAMILY FORTUNE 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

S2 to oblain 

Altera< Mountains (Chillwind Point) 

Weldon llarov 

Collect: The Deed to Brill, The Deed to Caer Darrow, The Deed 
to Southshore, and The Deed to Torren Mill 

I 
There are only two heirs to the Barov Family fortune. Weldon and Alexi 
are both searching for the deeds to areas owned by their family. The 

L
deeds are somewhere in Scholomance and both are willing to pay 
handsomely to get the deeds. 



i~ JUDGMENT AND REDEMPTI 

Quest Level 

Location 

est Giver 

60 

Stolmwind Gty (Ca1hedral Square) 

Lord GroYIOn Shodowbreoker 

Give !he Charger's Redeemed Saul and 1he Bleswl Arllllilt 
Bring lo Dcim-'1 Falto Charger 

When you have finished The Divination Scryer, Lord Grayson 
Shadowbreaker gives you a satchel with everything you need in it. 
Travel to Scholomance and use the Divination Scryer in the heart of the 
Great Ossuary's basement to summon the spirits that you must judge. 
Death Knight Darkreaver attacks when you're finished judging the 
spirits. You must defeat him to reclaim the losl soul of the fallen charger 
and continue the quest for your own charger. 

SCHOLOMANCE 

Quest Level SS to obtain 

a ti on Alteroc Mountains (Chillwind Point) 

Quest Giver Commander Ashlam Valorfisr 

Goal Speak with Alchem~t Arbington of Chillwind Point 

By completing All Along the Watchtowers you have proven yourself a 
valued warrior of the Alliance. Scholomance is on the island of Caer 
Darrow. Alchemist Arbington knows better how to make a key to gain ' 
entrance into the school of magic. /;: 

SKELETAL FRAGMENTS 

Creating a key to Scholomance is a delicate and difficult process. Many 
reagents will be needed. The first reagent is a bunch of 15 Skeletal 
Fragments from the skeletons in Andorhal. Smash skeletons and retrieve 
fragments until you have enough to return to Arbington. 

MOLD RHYMES WITH .. . 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

SS lo obtain 

Alteroc Mountains (Chillwind Point) 

Deliver the Imbued Skeletal Fragments ond IS Gold to 
Krinkle Goodsteel in Godgetzon 

With the skeletal fragments imbued, now you need a mold for the key. 
The only person qualified to make the mold is Krinkle Goodsteel in 
Gadgetzan. Unfortunately, his work isn't cheap and AlchemistArbington 
doesn't have the money, so you'll have to pay the 15 Gold. 
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FIRE PLUME FORGED 

Location 

Goal 

Tonoris (Godgetzon) 

Use 2 Thorium Bors and the Skelelon Key Mold al fire 

Plume Ridge in Un'Goro Craler lo creole !he Unfinished 

Skelelon Key 

With the mold created, you now need to create the stem of the key. It 
needs to be made of Thorium, so you need to acquire two bars. Take 
the mold and the bars to the lava lake at the top of Fire Plume Ridge 
in Un'Goro. Dip the mold into the lava and wait for the volcano do to I 
the rest. Take the Unfinished Skeleton Key to Alchemist Arbington at I 
Chil lwind Point. ~ 

ARAJ'S SCARAB 

The key is nearly complete. All that is needed is the scarab of Araj the 
Summoner. Araj used to be the leader of Scholomance before he took 
over Andorhal. Destroy the four summoning crystals in the Andorhal 
towers to force him to fight you. Defeat him and take his scarab from 
his phylactery. 

HORDE QUESTS 

(i ---------- ------ ---------------·--~ 

I I I .... , .. , ... ' I :•U ' ' 
. . ...,..,,._ Alexi Borov .... ...... ''.'~' Alexi Barov ... ... u. ..... y,. 6.600 . 

~ High Exerula< Derringlon -· ...... ·~ Alchemist Dithen .... ...... y,. as 
Akhemisl DilhM ............. Akhemisl Dithen ..... ....... y,. 4,jll ............... . •. 

Akhemisl Dithers WMI*•.._. Krinlile Goads1eel 
, . . y,. 600 

ID~ . ..... ...... ·.:;:;, Krinkle Goockleel ......... Akhemist D~ ·- -·· < Yes 4,51111 . 
~··· -._:,·:~«?~;.;.·· Akhemist Dithe" ........... .· .. AkhemistD~ 

~ .. 
~ ··..-. y,. 6.600 

REWARD: Key lo Scholomonu ......... ' 'I Sagome Cremtricler .,.._...,,, ... Sogorne CrMls1rider , ..... .., ..... y,. .. 
REWARD: Skyfury Helm (Moi Heod, 324Al111or, +14STA, +13 STR, +12 SP1, PDWe: lmprov" your chon<e lo gel o uili<ol !trike with spelk by 2%, lmprov" you chon<e lo gel o critical strike by l " l 

NOTE: Shomon on~ 

\ 



BAROV FAMILY FORTUNE 

There are only two heirs to the Barov Family fortune. Weldon and Alexi 
are both searching for the deeds to areas owned by their family. The 
deeds are somewhere in Scholomance and both are willing to pay 
handsomely to get the deeds. 

After finishing All Along the Watchtowers, you have proven yourself be 
a valiant warrior for the Horde. Scholomance sits on the island of Caer 
Darrow. Alchemist Dithers knows better how to make a key to gain 
entrance into the school of magic. 

{;_ELETAL FRA~ENTS 

Creating a key to Scholomance is a del icate and difficult process. Many 
reagents are needed and the first is a collection of 15 skeletal fragments 
from the skeletons in Andorhal. Smash skeletons and retrieve fragments 
until you have enough to return to Dithers. 
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(-~~-~YMES WITH ... _~-
1 I Que9t ""91 SSllM 

W ith the skeletal fragments imbued, you now need a mold for the key. 
The only person qual ified to make the mold is Krinkle Goodsteel in 
Gadgetzan. Unfortunately, his work isn' t cheap and Alchemist Dithers 
doesn't have the money, so you'll have to pay the 15 Gold. 

With the mold created, you need to create the stem of the key. It needs 
to be made of Thorium, so you need to acquire two bars. Take the mold 
and the bars to the lava lake at the top of Fire Plume Ridge in Un'Goro. 
Dip the mold into the lava and wait for the volcano do to the rest. Take 
the Unfinished Skeleton Key to Alchemist Dithers at The Bulwark. 

.. ' ~ 

ARAJ'S SCARAB 

ss .... 
Location firisfal Glades (The Bulwark) 

The key is nearly complete. All that is needed is the scarab of Araj the 
Summoner. Araj used to be the leader of Scholomance before he took 
over Andorhal. Destroy the four summoning crystals in the Andorhal 
towers to force him to fight you. Defeat him and take his scarab from 
his phylactery. 

Cla11 

Quest Level SB to obtain 

Quest Giver Sogome Crestslrider 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained None 

Skylwy .......... 314- +14SIA. +13511, 
+12SPI, FlllM: ..... ,.. ........ ...... 
.... .,21, .... ,. ........ ...... 
sdtlirllJ 

Once you have finished Material Assistance, it is time to end Darkreaver's 
meddl ing. Travel to Scholomance and use the Divination Scryer in the 
heart of the Great Ossuary's basement. Defeat the spirits until Death 
Knight Darkreaver approaches. Slay him and return with his head. 



SHARED QUESTS 

QUEST GIVER . ' .. • I ' I 

Plagued Hatdilings Belina Bigglezink 
Eoslem Plaguelonds: lighl's Hope 

Betino Bigglezink 
Eastern Plaguelands: u;rt's Hope 

Yes 6,200 Chapel Chapel 

Heallhy °""°" Scale Heollhy Dragon Scale Scholomance Belina Bigglezink 
Emtern Ploguelands: u;rt's Hope 

Yes None 
Chapel 

REWARD: Increases your repulolion wilh lhe Argenl Down 

Doctor lheolen Kraslinov, the Butther Eva Sorkhoff West1rn l'taguelands: Coer Darrow Eva Sorkhoff Western Plaguelands: Coer Darrow Yes 6,600 

Krastinov's Bog al Horroo Eva Sorkhoff WMllrn Ploguelands: Coer Darrow Eva Sorkhoff Wes1ern Ploguelands: Coer Derrow Yes 6,600 

Iii'-... Herald Eva 5orkhoff Western Plaguelands: Coer Darrow Eva Sorkhoff WISllm Ploguelands: Coer Derrow Yes 8.300 
REWARD: Miroh's Soog (One-hand Sword, 4D DPS, +9 AGI, +9 STll or Penelope's Rose (Held in Hand, +11 IHT, + 11 SPI, + 10 STAI and St>e<trol Essence (Trinkel, Equip: A!lowHOmmunicotiori wilh lhe deceose.! afCoei Darrow) 

.... Uch. las Frostwhisper Mog~lrole Morduke Western Plaguelands: Coer Darrow Magistrate Morduke Weslem Plaguelands: Coer Derrow Yes 10,900 

REWARD: Dorrowihire Slrongguord (Shieh!, 2153 Armor, 40 Block, +B SPI, +B STA, +10 Nature Resistance, +10 fr01t Reskton1el orWorhlode ofCoer Darrow (Two-hand Sword, 57.4 DPS) or Crown of (oer Darrow (Oolh Head, 73 Armor, +20 INT, +20 SPI, +B STA, 
+15 frOlt Resistance) or Donowspike (One-hand Dagger, 41.3 DPS) 

PLAGUED HATCHLINGS 

loin 

Easlern Ploguelands (Light's Hope Chapel) 

Betina Bigglezink 

Kill 20 Plagued Hotchlings 

The necromancers in Scholomance are raising their own plagued 
dragonflight. If the hatchlings are al lowed to grow fully, this will 
certainly turn the tide against both the Horde and the Alliance. Travel 
to Scholomance and kill the hatchlings before they grow large enough 
to become a real threat. 

HEALTHY DRAGON SCALE 

lo 

Location Scholamance 

Quest Giver Healthy Dragon Scale 

Goal Deliver the Heollhy Dragon Scale to Belina Bigglezink 

Max Experience Gained None 

Reward Increases your reputation with the Argent Down 

To begin this quest, you must first complete Plagued Hatchlingsand return 
to Scholomance. This scale isn't like the manyotherscovering the Plagued 
Hatchlings. While the others show signs of disease, this one is enti re ly 
healthy. Bring the scale to Betina in Light's Hope Chapel. Bring any and all 
you find. 
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DOCTOR THEOLEN KRASTINOV, THE B 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

SS to obtain 

Weitem Ploguelonds ICoer Dorrow) 

Eva Sarkhoff 

Kill DO<lor Theolen Kra1tinov and bum the Remains of Evo 

Sorkhoff and the Remains of Lucion Sorkholl 

Max Experience Gained 6,600 

The Sarkhoffs are unable to rest peacefully as their remains have been 
desecrated by Doctor Theolen Krastinov. He's ki l led thousands and 
deserves to die. Eva asks you to burn the remains of herself and her 
husband once you kill Krastinov. 

KRASTJNOV'S BAG OF HORRO 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Weitern Ploguelonds ICoer Darrow) 

Eva Sorkhoff 

Kill Jondice Borov and bring Krostinov's Bog of Horrors lo 

Evo Sorkhoff 

Krastinov is dead, but there is more work to be done. He had a master 
by the name of Kirtonos. Before you can defeat Kirtonos, you must 
first learn how to summon him. Jandice Barov was a go between for 
Krastinov and Kirtonos. Kill her and look for clues. Return to Eva with 
the new information. 

KIRTONOS THE HERALD 

Quest Level 56 to obtain 

Location We11em Ploguelonds ICoer Darrow) 

Quest Giver 

Goal Kill Kirtona1 lhe Herold 

Max Experience Gained 8,300 

Reward 

Miroh's Song (One-hand Sword, 40 DPS, +9 AGI, +9 STR) or 

Penelope's Rose (Held in Hood, + 11 INT, + 11 SPI, + 10 STA) 

and Spectral Essence (Trinket, Equip: Allows communication 
with the de<eosed of Coer Darrow) 

With the Blood of Innocents you found in Krastinov's Bag of Horrors, you 
have the chance to slay Kirtonos the Herald. Travel into Scholomance 
and find the porch. Place the Blood of Innocents in the brazier to 
summon Kirtonos. When he comes, slay him to avenge the innocent 
lives taken. Return to Eva for your reward and sleep better at night. 

THE LICH, RAS FROSTWHISPER 

Location 

QuestGlver 

Goal 

Reward 

60 lo olilaii 

Weslem Ploguelonds (Coer Darrow) 

Collect the Human Head of ROI Frostwh~per 

Dorrowshire Slrongguord (Shield, 2153 Armor, 40 Block, +8 

SPI, +8 STA, + 10 Nature Resistance, + 10 Fros1 Resistance) 

or Worblode of Coer Darrow (Two-hand Sword, 57A DPS) or 
Crown of Coer Darrow (Oath Head, 73 Armor, +20 INT, +20 

SPI, +8 STA, + 15 Fros1 Resistance) or Dorrowspike (One
hond Dagger, 41.3 DPS) 

You have everything you need to bring an end to Ras Frostwhisper. Find 
him in Scholomance and use the Soulbound Keepsake on the lich. He 
reverts to his mortal self and it is in that instant that you must strike him 
down for all the evils he has committed. 



CLASS-SPECIFIC QUESTS 

IMP DELIVERY 

Quest Level 

Location 
Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

Goneeki Wildeyes 

Tab die Imp in a .hr to .. aid-, .. in Sdiolomance, 
and lhen rtUll ~ IO 6ameki Wide,. 

7,050 

To finish making Mor' zul 's parchment, you need paper infused with 
Xorothian. Gorzeeki doesn't have the equipment to make it, but the 
alchemy lab in Scholomance does. He can't journey there himself, but 
he gives you a very clever Imp who can work the equ ipment. Take 
the Imp to the alchemy lab and let him loose. When you have the 
parchment, return the Imp in a Jar to Gorzeeki. 

A School Dedicated to Magic. What Could Go Wrong? 

Notes: frost Bolt 
Frequent Drops: Mog~ter's Gloves (Cloth 
Honds 52 Armor + 14 SPI + 14 INT +9STA) 

Sdiolomance Dark ---

I 



DEATH IS NO EXCUSE FOR TARDINESS 

BLOOD STEWARD OF KIRTONOS 
Ooombringer (Two-Hand Sword, 51.4 OPS, Chance on Hit Sellls a shadow bah at the enemy caU!ing 125 to 275 Shadow damage), Serothil (One-Hand Axe, 40.0 DPS, +9 STR), 

Notes: Curse of Impotence (decreases spell damage by 91 for 2 min), Curse of Weakne55, Paralyzing Poison (stun target for 8 sec) 

DARKMASTER GANOUNG 

Pattern: Robe of the Void (Requires Toiloring(300)), Heodmoster's Charge (Two-hand Stoff, 58.4 OPS, +30 STA, +20 SPl, lka: lncrB0!81 lorget's INT by 30), Detention Strop (Moil Waist, 205 
Armor,+ 17 INT, +11 SPI, +10 STA), Witchblode (One-hand Dagger, 40.6 OPS, +8 INT, Poisive: Increases domoge dooe by Arcane ond Shadow spells ond ellecl! by up to 14), Boots of the 
Shrieker (leother Feet, 120 Armor, +10 INT, +10 SPI, +10STR,+10STA, +10 Shadow Reiistonce), Yigorsteel Vornbroces (Plate Wrist, 283 Armor, +17 STA, +7 AGll, Bonecreeper Stylus 
!Wond, 62.6 OPS, +4 INT, Passive: lncr80!8l domoge ond tung done by mogiml spells ond effects by up lo 11 ), Silent Fong (Moit-hond Sword, 40.6 OPS, Chance on Hit Silen<es 111 enemy, 

61 Elite preveming ~from casting spelk lor 6 ierondsl, Tomb!lone Breas1plote (Leather Ches!, 174 Armor, +4 STR, + 10 STA, +6 SPI, Passive: lncrB0!81 your chon<e to get o uitiml mike by 2%), 
Devout Crown (Oath Heod, 71 Armor, +24 INT, +IS SPI, +13 STA), Oreadmist Mask (Cloth Head, 71 Armor, +23 INT, +IS STA, +12 SPI), W"ddheorl Cowl !Leother Heod, 141 Armor, +20 INT, 
+20 SPI, +10 STA, +6 STRJ, lleo!tstolker's Cap !Moil Heod, 297 Armor, +20AGI, +20 STA, +10 INT, +6 SPI), Helm of Valor (Plate Head, S26 Armor, +23 STA, +IS STR, +9 AGI, +8 SPIJ, 
Mogiller's Crown (Cloth Heod, 71 Armor, +30 INT, +S SPI, +11 STA), Shadowtrolt Cop (leather Head, 141 Armor, +20 AGI, +18 STA, +13 STR, +S SPI), Lighllorge Hehn (Plate Heod, 
S26 Armor, +20 STA, +13 STR, +14 INT, +10 SPI, +6AGI), Coil of Elemen!s (Moil Head, 297 Armor, +23 INT, +13 STA, +12 SPI, +7 STR), Ace of Portok 

Notes: Arcane Missiles, Curse of Dorkmoster (·SO STA/STR for 1 min.), Shadow Porto) (Periodically leleports o player into on adjacent room), Shadow Shield (Absorbs 610 damage and deok 30·31 damage lo melee attackers) 

DEATH KNIGHT DARKREAVER 62 Elite Necromantic Band (Ring, Unique, Passive: Resteres 5 health every S seconds), Spectre's Blade (One-hand Dagger, 40.8 DPS, Passive: +4S Attack Power when lighting Undeod), 
Malicious Axe (Two-hand Axe, S2. 9 DPS, +30 STA, Passive: +26 Attack Power), Oblivion's Torch (Wand, 62.5 DPS, + 11 INT), Charger's Lost Soul 

Noles: Blood leech (AoE HP drain, heak cosier for 3x omounl drained), Geove, Mind Control, Shadow Boll 

DOCTOR THEOLEN KRASTINOV 60 Elite Mogiller's Gloves (Cloth Hands, 52 Armor, +14SPI,+14 INT, +9 STA), Scholamance Set Items (See Set Items) 

Notes: Knock Away, Rend, Increases ottock speed at 50% health 

INSTRUCTOR MAUCLA 60 Elite Shodowuolt Brocers (Leothet Wrists, 71 Armor, + 15 AGI, +7 STA), Scholomonce Set llems !See Set Items) 

Noles: Call al the Grove (Curse ' Bomb' for 2100 damage aher 60 sec.), Corruption, Heal, Renew, Slow (-3S% attack speed & ·60% movement speed) 

JANDICE BAROV 

Royal Cop Shoulders (Mail Shoulders, 274 Armer, + 13 SPI, +9 INT, +B STA, Passive: Increases healing done by spells and elle<ts by up lo 26), Ghostloom Leggings (Leather Legs, 
152 Armor, +18 INT, +13 SPI, +10 STA, Passive: Restores 6 mono every Sseconds), Oa!kshode Gloves (Cloth Hands, 55 Armor, +7 INT, +6 STA, +6 SPI, +10 Shadow Resistance, 

61 Elite +IS Arcane Resisto!Kel, Dreodmilt Montie (Cloth Shoulden, 64 Armor, +IS INT, +14 STA, +9 SPI), Borovion Forni~ Sword (Two-hand Sword, 52.1 OPS, Chance on hit Deals 30 Shadow 
damage every 3 seconds fer 16 seconds. All damage done ~ transferred lo the caster), Kroslinov's Bag of Horr on , Stoll al Metonaio (Stoll, 53.1 OPS, + 1 S INT, + 13 SPI, + 15 STA, 
Passive: Increases healing done by spells and effem by up to 35.) 

Noles: Summons several Illusions of Jondice Barov, Banish, Curse of Blood (increases physical damage received) 

KIRTONOS THE HERALD 

Loomguord Armbraces (Moil Wrists, 157 Armor, +7 INT, +6 STA, Passive: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 33), Heart of the Fiend (Ne<kloce, +15 SPI, +5 INT, 
+5 STA), Gutch of Andras !Oath Waist, 49 Armor, +22 INT, +3 STA, +8 SPI), Stonelorm Shoulden (Plate Shoulders, 688 Armor, Passive: Increased Defense +7), Frighlalon (One-hand 

60 Elite Dagger, 40 OPS, Chance on hit: Lowers oU attributes of the large! by 10 for 60 seconds), W"mdreaver Greaves (Moil Feet, 247 Armor, +20 AGI, +7 SPI, +7 STR), Gargoyle Slashers 
(Leather Hands, 107 Armor, + 5 AGl, +I 0 STR, + 12 STA, Passive: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %), Gravestone War Axe (Two-hand Axe, 53.1 OPS, Chance on hit 
Diseases large! enemy for 55 Nolufe domoge every 12 se<onds for 60 seconds), Boots of Valor (Plate Feet, 424 Armor, +20 STA, +8 STR, +4 AGI, +3 SPI) 

Noles: Curse of Tongues, Disarm, Pierce Armor (-50% armor for 20 sec.), Shadow Bolt Volley, Swoop (frontal Cone Damage), Wing Flop (Fronlol Cone Knockbock), Costs in humon form ond focuses on melee in gargoyle form 

IUUO OV 60 Elite Scholoman<e Set l!ems (See Set hems) 

Noles: Curse of Agony (AoE). Oominole Mind (Like Priest Mind Control), Feor, Silence (AoE), Shadow Shock 

LORD AUXEI BAROV 60 Elite Lighllorge Bracers (Plate Wrists, 261 Armor, +10 STA, +8 SPI, +7 STR, +4 AGI). Schalomon<e Set Items (See Set Items) 

Noles: Immolate, Unholy Auro (AoE 150 Shadow damage per sec.), Veil of Shadow (Curse, reduces effect of healing spelh by 75%) 

LOREKEEPER POLKEU 60 Elite Dreodmisr Wraps !Cloth Honds, S2 Armor, +14 SPI, +9 INT, +13 STA), Scholomonce Set hems (See Set hems) 

Noles: Corrosive Acid (AoE-960 armor), Noxious Catalyst (-88 Nature resist for 2 min.), Volatile Infection (Target deah 540 Nature damage lo all nearby allies every 15 sec.I 

MARDUK BLACKPOOL 58 Elite Ebon Hih of Marduk (Main-hand Sword, 3B.9 OPS, Chance on hit (Ollllpl5 the target, musing 210 dornoge over 3 se<onds). Death Knight Sobotons (Plate Feel, 424 Armor. + 11 STR, 
+ 11 STA, + 11 INT, +9 SPI 

Noles: Cleave, Defiling Auro (decreases Shadow resist by 100), Shadow Shield (ob!orb! 580 domoge ond returns damage lo ottockers), Shadow Boll Volley 

RAS FR05TWHISPER 

Death's Oukli (Leather Shoulden, 131 Armor, +12 INT, +11 SPI, +11 STR, + 12 STA), Shadowy Moil Greaves (Mail Feet, 251 Armor, +22STA,+10 Shadow Resistance), Moefllrom 
leggings (Meil Legs, 320 Armor, +6 AGI, +20 SPI, +20 INT, + 10 STRJ, 8onedenched Gauntlets (Plate Honds, 624 Armor, +I 0 Frost Resillcmcel, Freezing Lich Robes (Cloth Ches!, 88 

62 Elite Armor, + 15 Frost Resillonce, Passive: Increases damage done by Fras!spells and effects by up lo 43), Frostbite Girdle (Leather Waist, 98 Armor, +5 STR, +15 AGI, +15STA,+10 Fros! 
Resillon<e), Bone<hill Hommer (One-hand Mace, 40.6 OPS, Clion<e on hit Blasts target for 90 Frost damage), Mog51er's Mantle (Goth Shoulders, 64 Armor, +22 INT, +6 SPI, +6 STA), 
lnlri<ately Runed Shield (Shield, 2121 Armor, 39 Btadt, +8 STA, Passive: Increases the black value of your shield by 24) 

Noles: Chill Novo (AoE, - 675 Frasl damage, knockback, 10 sec. movement reduction), Frost Armor, Feor, Freeze (Stun ond 149 Frost damage every 3 sec. for 15 sec.), Frasl Bolt Volley (AoE) 

RAITLEGORE 

Noles: Knock Awoy, Strike, Wor Stomp 

THE RAVENIAN 

Oeodwolker Montie (Cloth Shoulders, 66 Armor, +19 STA, +9 INT, Passive: Increases domoge done by Shodowspells and elle<ts by up lo 13), Bone Ring Helm (Leather Head, 141 
Armor, +6 STR, +30 STA, +6 SPI, +6 INT, +SAGI), Corpselight Greaves (Plate Feet, 445 Armor, +22 STA, +10 Shadow Resistance), Shodowuoh Boots (Leather Feet, 1IS Armor, +21 

61 Elite AGI, +9 STA), FrightslcuH Shah (Two-hand Moce, 50.4 DPS, Chance on hit: Deals 8 Shadow domoge every 2 seconds for 30 seconds and lowers their STR for the duration of the disease), 
Rottle<oge Buckler (Shield, 2121 Armor, 39 BlcKk, +7 SPI, +12 INT, +7STA, +7 Shadow Resillonce), Bone Galem Shoulders (Mail Shoulders, 274 Armor, +19 AGI, +9 INT, +9 STA), Tap 
Holl al Advanced Armorsmithing: Volume II, Yrewing Room Key 

60 Elite W-ddheort Beh (Leather Waist, 93 Armor, +17 INT, +10 SPI, +9 STA), Scholomonce Set Items (See Set hems) 

Notes: Geove, Knock Awoy, Sundering Cleave (frontal Cone version of Sunder Armor), Trom~e (AoE melee domoge) 

VECTUS 60 Elite Slcullsmoke Pants (Cloth legs, 76 Armor, +20 INT, +20 STA, +10 fae Resistance, +5 Shadow Resiston<e), Dork Advisor's Pendant (Neddoce, +8 STA, +7 INT, Passive: lnaeases damage 
done by Shadow spells and effe<ts by up to 20) 



BEHIND CLOSED DOORS 

The first landing is guarded by four Risen Guards. The path is closed-off by a 
gate. This is the standard throughout Scholomance. The gates are unlocked, 
but are enough to keep Rogues and Druids from stealthing through. The 
Risen Guards can be pulled singly or in pairs and really aren't a danger to 
your party. 

The next room gives you an idea of what you'll be facing. Groups of 
necromancers and spirits l itter the room in small groups. The casters have 
ranged attacks and the spiri ts can knock you across the room, so it's safer if 
you pull the enemies up the stairs and back onto the landing. This forces the 
casters to come around the corner to restore line of sight and keeps the spirits 
from knocking your party into other groups of enemies. Party members should 
call out who they are CCing before the fight starts to avoid accidental breaks. 

AN EERIE CAMPUS 

Pull each group up to the landing 
until the Reliquary is clear. A deed 
for Barov Family Fortune is on a table 
in the northeast corner. The Blood 
Steward of Ki rtonos is in another 
corner. Th is enemy drops the Blood 
of Innocents you need later for 
Kirtonos the Herald (The Blood 
of Innocents can also be dropped 
by Doctor Theolen Krastinov and 
Jandice Barov.) The steward has a 
couple curses and the Paralyzing 
Poison special attack that is an 
8 sec. stun. Have Mages ready to 
remove the curses and take the 
steward down. 

lD 

11 

12 

Entrance 
Blood Steward of Kirtonos 

Deed to Southshore 

The Porch 

Kirtonos the Herold 

Jondice Borov 
Torch Lever 

Deed to Torren Mill 
Rottlegore (Below) 

Secret Chest 
Marduk Blockpool 

Vectus 

Alchemy Lob 
Ros Frostwh~per 

Deed to Brill 

Stoirwoy to Heodmoster's Study 



268 

There are two exits to this room. The northern passage reveals a balcony with 
the Brazier of the Herald. Placing the Blood of Innocents in the brazier summons 
Kirtonos the Herald and allows you to complete Kirtonos the Herald. 

Kirtonos the Herald has two forms and each requires a different strategy. 
Regardless, have your MT gain aggro and place his/her back against the wall. 
This keeps Kirtonos faced away from the party and prevents the MT from being 
knocked back. While in human form, Kirtonos uses his caster abil ities. This 
isn't a horrible threat, just make sure to have a Mage or Druid clear Curse of 
Tongues if it's on a healer. 

Kirtonos periodically shapeshifts into his gargoyle form at which point his 
attacks become melee-oriented. If you keep you MT highest on the threat list, 
this becomes a non-issue since he'll be focusing on the best target for this type 
of abi lity. 

The doorway west leads to a large room of enemies. Pull the Risen Guards and 
Necrofiends patrolling before setting foot in the room. With the patrols dead, 
clear the right side and move into the room. 

The room can be cleared as normal. Pull each group and CC the casters. Be 
wary of the Spectra l Tutors. They split into several non-elite enemies and later 
reform several times. These need to be killed with AoEs as soon as they split or 
your healer w ill end up with unwanted attention. 

The east passage takes you to the Viewing Room. The way is closed and you 
need a key to continue on, so head north instead. The Chamber of Summoning 
lies through the gate and around a corner; there are several groups of enemy 
casters and spirits waiting as well . Pull the patrolling enemies as they move 
away from the stationary groups. When all the patrollers have been dispatched, 
begin pulling the groups. Have your puller duck around a corner to force 
enemy casters to come to you. This keeps your melee members from running 
into the room and potentially pulling more enemies. 

With the room clear, you now have three choices on how to proceed. Take 
the passage west first; it descends into the catacombs. Follow the stairs until 
you come to a large room. There are several groups of undead mill ing around 
inside. Casters and ranged party members should be on the stairs while melee 
fight on the bottom landing. Pull one group of enemies at a time. 

Have your party follow along the right wall once it's clear. Take out the 
enemies in front of the door on the east side before using the torch on the 
south wall . This opens the way to )andice Barov. 

Jandice has several tricks up her sleeve, the deadliest of which allows her to 
create multiple copies of herself to aggravate the party. They must be targeted 
and attacked individually (AoEs won't work) and a Rogue or Fury-specced 
Warrior is perfect for this task. However, the other option is to simply focus fire 
on )andice and ignore the spectres. Her other two spells are Banish and Curse 
of Blood. When she falls, search her corpse for Krastinov's Bag of Horrors. 
Before leaving the area, find a torch in the southwest corner of )and ice's room. 
It opens a gate barring access to a treasure chest near the Viewing Room. 
Ascend the ramp back to where you were and continue. 

Before you take the passage to the south, grab the deed in the southwestern 
corner for Barov's Family Fortune. It opens into The Great Ossuary and is filled 
with Plagued Hatchlings and casters. Pu ll small groups of the hatchlings into 
the previous room and around the corner so they have to come to you. If you 
have any party members who aren't level 60, you' ll need to clear the entire 
room instead of only the left side. Parties with a Priest have a second option. 
Mind Control the Scholomance Handlers and use their AoE spells to kill off 
the Plagued Hatchlings. 



Continue down the twisting passage to the next room. Your party needs to 
remain on the steps whi le the puller brings enemies to you one at a time. The 
enemies have AoE attacks, so the tank should stay at the bottom of the stairs 
while the rest of the party remains on the first landing. 

Pull Rattlegore when the Risen Constructs are clear. Rattlegore hits very 
hard. Rattlegore has melee-oriented abilities, so keep your casters well back 
from the fray; he can nearly kill a cloth-wearer in a single shot. Have the MT 
face Rattlegore away from the main party and bring him down by reducing his 
armor for melee and using solid damage from casters. When Rattlegore fal ls, 
search his body for the Viewing Room Key. 

Paladins and Shamans have class specific quests to act on once the room's 
clear. Place the Divination Scryer in the center of the room and retreat to the 
southeast corner. The Spirits spawn in waves. Paladins can Judge Seals to affect 
each wave most effectively. Using the correct Judgment on the mob stuns it 
and reduces its health by roughly 10%. If there are other mobs nearby, the 
Judgment will hit them as well , so focus on tightly-knit groups of mobs. Each 
wave of spirits is followed by an "Aspect." They're slightly tougher versions of 
the spirits themselves, with frequently better drops. 

The first wave is comprised of many non-elite ghosts that spawn on top of you. 
AoE these and have your casters start drinking as soon as the last one is dead. 
The ghosts in the second wave are elite melee attackers. Pull and shackle to 
keep from getting overwhelmed. 

The third wave is the most difficult as many of the groups are linked. Pull the 
ghosts from the northeast corner to get the fewest. The fourth wave consists 
of elite casters. Have your priest give everyone shadow resistance and defeat 
the enemies. 

Death Knight Darkreaver spawns when the final wave is killed. This knight 
can be the death of a party caught unawares. Darkreaver can Mind Control 
a member of your party, so be ready to have a Priest dispel it or Polymorph 
that player. However, it's Blood Leech that you need to be fearful of. It's an 
AoE life drain that heals Darkreaver for three times the amount drained. That 
can prolong the battle considerably and everyone should except the MT 
should stay well back to prevent this from affecting the entire group. When he 
dies, Paladins use the Charger' s Lost Soul at the Divination Scryer to get the 
Charger's Redeemed Soul and complete Judgment and Redemption. Shamans 
need only loot his head for The Darkreaver Menace. 

Move back to the large room and take the eastern passage. This leads you into 
a room directly beneath the entrance walkway. Pul l the patrolling Necrofiends 
and Risen Warriors before pul ling the stationary groups. With the room clear, 
move to the south wall and open the Viewing Room Door. 

The Viewing Room is full of non-aggressive students. Speaking to any of them 
will bring the entire room upon your party. Move quickly through the room to 
the south wall and through the passage. Marduk and Vectus are standing on 
the raised platform. To clear the way to Marduk and Vectus, pull the students 
one group at a time into an adjacent room. Once cleared, Vectus and Marduk 
can be handled separately. Vectus is a soft target with Fire-based spells. Set 
an interrupt order to negate his strength and bring him down quickly. Marduk 
has a passive effect (Defiling Aura) that affects anyone within range and his 
Shadow Shield damages all those that attack in melee. Have the MT keep him 
locked in place and burn him down from range. 

The passage leads to Ras Frostwhisper. Clear the room by pulling the groups 
into the hallway one at a time. Duck around the corner to break line of sight 
(LoS) and force the enemies to come to you. When Ras is alone, rest to full 
and charge in. Give the tank a few seconds to gather aggro before joining 
the fight. 

Frostwhisper has a tome of spells at his disposal. The big threats are his Fear, 
Freeze, Chi ll Nova, and Frost Bolt Volley; Frost Armor isn't too dangerous. He 
can deal serious damage quickly. Designate an interrupt order to decrease the 
damage and have the MT keep him facing away from the main party. When 
you see him begin to cast a spell, interrupt him with anything available: Kick, 
Pummel, Si lence, Counterspel l, etc. 

In order to complete the quest The Lich, Ras Frostwhisper, you must first 
use the book provided by the quest giver to turn him into his human form. 
Designate one person to do this and start his transformation as soon as the fight 
begins; it takes a while to cast. If you get interrupted, try again. You won' t be 
able to complete this quest if you kill Ras whi le he's in his Lich form. 

After killing Frostwhisper, there are a few things to do. Druids shou ld grab the 
Embalming Fluid and Warlocks should set loose their Imp in a Jar. The Alchemy 
Lab in the room is a wonderful place for Alchemists (obviously). This is where 
they'll create Flasks. With these objectives completed, move back through the 
Viewing Room and take the east passage to the Headmaster's Study. 



THE HEADMASTER'S STIJDY 

Entrance from Main Section 
Instructor Molicio 

Doctor Theolen Krostinov 

lorekeeper Polkeh 
The Rovenion 

lord Alexei Borov 

Deed lo (oer Dorrow 
Lody Jllucio Borov 

Dorkmosler Gondling 

Ri. +·fJ2'. 

With so much of the student body destroyed, it's time to take the fight to the 
administration of this unholy school. The Headmaster's Study consists of six 
rooms on two floors with a large room connecting them in the center. The 
order in which you clear each room is not important. The important part is that 
each room must be cleansed before the Headmaster will show himself. 

LOREKE.E.PE.R POLKE.LT 
Lorekeeper Polkelt resides in the 
northern room on the upper level. 
He's guarded by several Unstable 
Corpses and Diseased Ghouls. The 
puller should shoot each group and 
then jump over the railing into the 
center room. This forces the enemies 
to shamble slowly over to the stairs 
before they can descend after the 
puller. This time can be used to CC or 
kill the enemies. 

Avoid clumping the enemies and killing them with AoE attacks unless you can 
do it from range. The Diseased Ghouls emit a poison gas cloud on death that 
can kill even the stoutest warrior in several seconds. If multiple ghouls die at 
the same time, party members in the cloud are doomed. 

When the room is clear and your party rested to full, pull Polkelt. As with the 
minions, have the puller jump off the railing. Instead of attacking Polkelt as 
he runs around the stairs, let him get to the lower level and have your warrior 
hold him there. This way, your party can open fire from the safety of the upper 
ledge. If Polkelt breaks away from the warrior and runs up the stairs to your 
party, jump down to the warrior. This keeps Polkelt, who is a melee-based 
enemy, out of range of anyone but your tank and nullifies nearly all of his 
damage potential. Polkelt's spells are all short-ranged-even Corrosive Acid 
(AoE). Volatile Infection can ruin a clumped party and using this tactic keeps 
him in tight with your MT. Anyone infected should separate from the rest of 
the party to keep the damage to a minimum. 

DOCTOR THE.OLEN KRASTINOV 
The eastern room on the upper floor is 
called the Hall of the Damned. Doctor 
Theolen Krastinov conducts his 
gruesome experiments in this room. 
Let your tank engage Krastinov for a 
few seconds before joining the fight 
and back up against a wall. Keeping 
aggro on your tank makes this a 
simple and straightforward fight until 
Krastinov reaches 50% health. Once 
this occurs, his attack speed increases dramatically and your MT will incur 
some serious damage. Keep up the heals and this won' t be too much trouble. 
Keep Krastinov facing away from your party to make the tanks job easier. 
When the Doctor has been vanquished, search the room for the Remains of 
Eva Sarkhoff and Lucian Sarkhoff. Burn these to complete Doctor Theo/en 
Krastinov, The Butcher. 

INSTRUCTOR MALICIA 
The Coven is a greater threat. The Scholomance Occultists of the southern room 
on the upper floor are commanded by Instructor Malicia. Pull the Occultists 
into the main room in small groups. CC all but one and focus fire on a single 
target at a time. When the Occultists are gravely wounded, they change forms 
into Dark Shades. Dark Shades are immune to all physical damage and taunt. 
When an Occultist changes to a Dark Shade, all magic users in the party 
(i ncluding healers) need to bring it down quickly. 

Once all the students are dead, engage Malicia. She has a variety of spells at her 
disposal: Slow, Heal, Renew, Corruption, and the deadly Call of the Grave. Make 
sure to interrupt all of her Heals using an interrupt order and have Mages or Druids 
remove Call of the Grave on everyone cursed. As before, allow your tank a few 
seconds to gain aggro before joining in the fight. Keep your party members' health 
high and keep her facing away from the party. She has few tricks up her sleeves 
and won't be a genuine threat to your party if you're careful. 



LADY ILLUCIA BAROV 
Risen Bonewarders stand guard in the Shadow Vault. The northern room on 
the lower floor is home to Lady lllucia Barov. Pull the Bonewarders into the 
center room one at a time and destroy them. When the way to lllucia is clear, 
shield your tank and send him in. Give him a few seconds to turn lllucia 
away from the party and establish aggro. Lady lllucia can Mind Control a party 
member. Make sure to Polymorph them or dispel the Dominate Mind spell as 
soon as possible. With two AoEs (Curse of Agony and Si lence), she can be a 
danger. Destroying ll lucia quickly is the key to winning this fight. 

ALEXEI BAROV 
The Barov Family Vault, eastern room on the lower floor, holds one of the 
more difficult fights. Pull the first pair of skeletons and dispose of them to clear 
the way to Lord Alexei Barov and his bodyguards. The green liquid on the 
lower section of the room is poisonous and foolish to fight in. Pull Alexei and 
his guards to the upper portion for the fight. 

Both of the skeletons hit very hard and are not as dangerous as Alexei. CC 
them using either shackle, or a secondary tank. Hunter and Warlock pets work 
very well as secondary tanks. They can survive long enough for your party to 
focus fire on one of the skeletons and kill it. Paladins should feel free to use 
Turn Undead on the minions to CC them almost indefinitely and Hunters can 
use Freezing Traps before the battle to take one Skeleton out of the battle for a 
bit if necessary. If you don't have enough CC, then have your main tank pull 
Alexei away from the party and hold him while the party kills the skeletons 
one at a time. This increases the aggro on the tank instead of endangering the 
healer early. The dangerous spell from Barov is Veil of Shadow: a curse that 

decreases the effect of healing spells by 75%. Unholy Aura is an AoE that 
inflicts a Shadow damage DoT to all within range. When Alexei is dead, take 
the last deed for Barov Family Fortune from the lower area. 

THE RAVENIAN 
The southern room on the lower level 
is home to The Ravenian. Splintered 
Skeletons wander the room as well, 
but they can be pulled and disposed 
of without trouble. Al low your tank 
to engage The Ravenian for several 
seconds before the rest of the party 
joins. He hits extremely hard and fast, 
but is a close-range enemy. Although 
he's generally melee-oriented, The 
Ravenian has an AoE damage ability (Trample) and a armor reducing cone ability 
(Sundering Cleave). Keep him facing away from the party and retain aggro on 
the tank. Should The Ravenian charge another party member, cease fire until the 
tank regains aggro and has pulled The Ravenian back into position. 

DARKMASTER GAN DUNG 
When the fight begins, your tank should hold Candling on the lower floor 
while the ranged members of your party make their way up the stairs. This 
keeps them out of quick range of Candling, but within healing and blasting 
range themselves. Candling has a ton of hit points and won't go down easily. 

To make matters worse, he periodically casts Shadow Portal and teleports a 
party member into one of the six rooms. The party member will be locked in 
the room until they can defeat the enemies that spawn or Candling is kil led. 
Determining who will take over essential duties (tanking and healing) if the 
wrong person is teleported away can prevent a lot of panic during the fight. 
If you've cleared the Study quickly enough, none of the bosses should repop. 
Quickly kill the enemies that have spawned in the room into which you've 
been teleported and rejoin the battle against Candling. 

Have an interrupt order in place to mitigate some of his damage if he begins 
casting Arcane Missiles. It' s channeled and is easy to interrupt. He will also 
weaken your melee players with Curse of the Darkmaster and Shadow Shield. 
Have a Mage or Druid remove the Curse of the Darkmaster immediately! If 
your party has multiple healers, they should use smaller heals more frequently 
to spread the aggro between them and help the tank keep Gandling's attention. 
Bring justice to the head of Scholomance and collect your winnings. 

zn 
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! i-:;;) OF WORGEN AND WANDERING SPIRITS 
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Shadowfang Keep overlooks the Great Sea in the southern part of Si lverpine 
Forest, near Pyrewood Vi llage. Once a human outpost, it has been occupied 
by the host of Arugal, a blend of Worgen and human spirits. 

The entrance to the keep is at the 
end of a path that diverges from the 
entrance to Pyrewood Village, then 
runs above it. Al liance characters 
have little to fear from the residents 
of Pyrewood; in fact, there are a few 
vendors inside the vi llage's smithy. 
Members of the Horde need only stay 
outs ide of the vi I I age for a relatively 
safe trip inside the Keep. 



REWARD: Grinled Boon (leather Ftet, 63 Anno!, +2 m/+7 STA) or Steel~losped Bra<en (Moil Wrist, BS Armor, +6 STA/+l SPI) 

Dalen llreamweaver • 

REWARD: Seal of Sylvorm (Rilg, +3 m/+B STA) 

The first Deathstalker is found inside a cell under the guard of 
Rethilgore, the Cell Keeper. Speak with Deathstalker Adamant and he 
unlocks the door to the courtyard. The second Deathstalker, Vincent, 
is in the courtyard, near the portcullis. Speak w ith him to complete 
the quest. 

Arugal spins his plans deep inside Shadowfang Keep, guarded by a 
host of Worgen, spirits, and a nasty W org named Fenrus the Devourer. 
Your task is to battle through these guards and kil l Arugal; however, 
this Archmage has a few tricks at his disposal. 

lfigh Exeartar Hadrec No -
Keeper Bel' dugur No 2000 

OalarDreamwecmr • No 3300 

T•"I 

After defeating Fenrus the Devourer, search the shelves in the same 
room for this book. 
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CLASS-SPECmc QUESTS 

r· Jordon Stillwell 

l 'NOTE: Th•• on~ ooe part of the Polodin Quest 

l The Orb al Scllln'r1' Doon Korhon 

'NOTE: Th• • on~ one part of the Worlock Quest. 

Only one of the four components required to complete this stage of 
The Test of Righteousness is found inside Shadowfang Keep. After 
Sorcerer Ashcrombe opens the door to the Keep's courtyard, look 
for the stables directly across from the doorway. Jordan's Smith ing 
Hammer rests on a crate just inside the door. 

' I ' I 

Yes' 

Doon Korhan Yes' 

A visit to Shadowfang Keep fulfills only half of this quest. In order to 
complete this quest, you must also visit Blackfathom Deeps. To collect 
the Large Soran' ruk Fragment, locate Shadowfang Darksouls inside 

• Shadowfang Keep and eliminate them until one drops a Fragment. 

f{ ::.;-~---- -·- ------'-- ---·-'- ----- --- --------- -- --- - ----------'---------~ - - - -""'c ~ 

1 c'f> ENEMIES IN SHADOWFANG KEEP 
I _____ --- - - - - - --~- - -- ------ - --- - --------------------- - - - --- -
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· :-~) WARDENS OF SHADOWFANG 
I_'-:__ ----- -

LEADERS Of SHADOWFANG KEEP 

2Hlte 

Motts: Intimidating Roar and Diseased Spit 

5 Bte 

Notes: Summons Worg 

R
;:::--=-c._:--- ------. -=------·· - ---- ~~~-~-~~c~~-

~JSUPERNATURAL ENCOUNTERS ! 
I 

i. - ', - ~ 

RUN AHEAD QUICKLY! I -~ ~ 
' 

A portcullis blocks access to the courtyard, leaving a doorway to the right 
as the only direction in which to travel. A Bleak Worg and a Shadowfang 
Whitescalp are just inside the doorway, and more of each wait beyond them. 
The Whitescalps use Frost Armor, which works the same as the Mage spell of 
the same name. Wavering Will slows down any character afflicted with it. It 
impacts casting speed, attack speed and movement. 

After a few encounters with Whitescalps and Bleak Worgs, look for a descending 
staircase leading to a small dungeon, and the first encounter against a named 
enemy. However, before you rush in to take him on, try to pu ll the single 
Worgen under stairs. It may not be visible initial ly, but it's there and you don't 

want to tackle it, the named, and the Worgs waiting nearby at the same time. 
Rethilgore's Soul Drain is a nasty stun, so be prepared to remove it the moment 
anyone's hit by it. 

If you want to continue your trek into Shadowfang Keep, you must take 
out Rethilgore and free one of his charges behind the cell doors. If you're 
with the Horde, free Deathstalker Adamant, then speak with him in his cel l. 
Sorcerer Ashcrombe, in another cell, opens the door for any Allliance groups 
in Shadowfang Keep. 



COUR'TYARD 

A host of new enemies appears in 
the courtyard beyond the portcullis. 
Shadowfang Moonwalkers, Slavering 
Worg and the first undead encoun
tered, Haunted Servitors, patrol the 
area. Watch for a green glow from 
the Moonwalkers' hands; this signifies 
the appearance of their Anti-Magic 
Shield. When these Worgen are sur
rounded by a green glow, don't bother 
using any magic against them. Anyone 

Rethilgore the Cell Keeper 

Deothstolker Adomont 
Sorcerer Ashcrombe 

afflicted by the Haunting Spirits curse used by Haunted Servitors should expect 
random spirits to appear and attack. The good news is that a single hit dispels 
these spirits. The bad news is that the curse tends to go off at inopportune times, 
such as when stealthed or in the midst of a battle. 

KITCHEN AND DINING ARE.A 

When enough of the courtyard is cleared, and you have the proper quest, speak 
with the second Deathstalker, Vincent. He's on the ground near the portcullis. 
Stabled horses, known as Fel Steeds and Shadow Chargers, are on the opposite 
side of courtyard from Vincent. For questing Paladins, the hammer sought rests on 
a crate just inside the doorway. 

Rozorclaw the Bu1cher 

Boron Silverloine 

Commander Springwle 

Odo the Blindwotcher 
Deothsworn Captain 



With the courtyard cleared, look for a doorway leading down into a kitchen 
area. Eliminate the Haunted Servitors outside the prep area, then prepare for 
another encounter with a named Worgen. Pull Razorclaw the Butcher into the 
now-empty room to make the battle easier. 

The dining room is occupied by Shadowfang Gluttons, Haunted Servitors and 
Baron Silverlaine. Baron Silverlaine's ability, Veil of Shadow, reduces healing 
effects by 75%, so don't let it linger on any member of the group. 

Take the stairs behind the Baron up and then to the left. Turning right at the 
top of the stairs takes you to a room filled with undead and, eventually, back 
to the ramp leading back down to the courtyard. 

WATCH COMMANDER 
Shadowfang Darksouls appear for the first time in the short hallway above the 
dining area. These are the enemies that drop the Large Soran'ruk Fragment 
needed by Warlocks. The other new enemies to watch for are the Shadowfang 
Wolfguards who have long patrols through this area with their companion 
Wolfguard Worgen. Do not hurry ahead into the next area until after dealing 
with the patrolling Wolfguard and accompanying Worgen. 

A room filled with more Undead 
is at the end of the hallway and up 
a short flight of stairs. The Haunted 
Servitors are no different from the 
ones faced previously, but the 
Wailing Guardsmen must be dealt 
with carefully. Their special skill, 
Screams from the Past, is an Area of 
Effect Silence. Keep spellcasters well 
back, and don't take on too many of 
these guards at once. They have a knack for timing Screams from the Past to 
keep parties silenced for long periods if you face more than one at a time. 
If there's a Priest in the group, keep them back and have them Dispel the 
Screams while remaining out of range. 

Commander Springvale, the named enemy in the room, stands behind a table 
just to left as you enter. The Commander was a Paladin during his life, and 
retains many of those skills. He uses Hammer of Justice during the battle, and 
resorts to Divine Shield as his health meter is diminished. 

BATTLEMENTS 
After clearing the remaining enemies 
from the room with Commander 
Springvale, take the stairs that lead 
up to the battlements. The first stretch 
of the battlements means more 
encounters with Wailing Guards and 
the, likely hated by now, Screams of 
the Past ski II. 



At the end of the battlements, take the wooden staircase up and around to 
a bat aviary, and its trio of guards. Don't be fooled if one of the three sits 
alone in a corner. All three enemies, 
including the Worgen named Odo the 
Blindwatcher, are linked. Disturb one 
of them, and all three react. The Vile 
Bat uses a powerful dive attack, and 
the Blood Seeker drains life, but the 
greatest danger from this encounter is 
facing three elites at once. Use Sheep, 
or Hibernate (if a druid is along) to 
make this fight manageable. 

Beyond Odo and his bats is another run atop one of the keep's walls, and 
a new type of Undead known as Tormented Officers. They use a powerful 
curse called Forsaken Skills to reduce any afflicted party member's skill with 
random (and incredibly specific} weapons and spells. The overall curse lasts 
five minutes, but the curses it spawns all last one minute. Multiple curses 
can appear on the same character if you don't remove the main curse. The 
other noteworthy appearance in this area is the rarely-spawning Deathsworn 
Captain, who often drops an excellent breastplate. 

Fenrus the Oevou1er 
Wollmas1er Nondos 
Archmoge Arugol 

Three new lupine enemies make their first appearance in this tower. When 
their health gets low, Shadowfang Ragetooth use Wild Rage to increase the 
amount of damage they inflict. The ghostly Lupine Horrors summon Lupine 
Delusions in the midst of battle. When one of these Delusions appears, attack 
it quickly as a single hit is enough to dispel it. The hulking Sons of Arugal enjoy 
sharing the Gift of Arugal, a Curse that inflicts an enormous amount of Shadow 
damage over time. 

Navigating through this area is a bit tricky as the path seems to double back 
on itself. Keep following the stairs though this area and you should make it 
through with relative ease. 



The next spiral staircase is lightly defended, but the fight waiting at the end 
makes up for it. Fenrus the Devourer has a nasty bite and a large pool of health. 
After you manage to defeat him, Arugal appears and spawns Voidwalkers that 
use an ability called Dark Offering to heal each other. 

Victory in these two battles opens the gate that Fenrus was guarding. Follow 
the stairs up, then go through the spot where Arugal appeared after the defeat 
of Fenrus. One final spiral stairway leads to Wolf Master Nandos and his pack 
of one Bleak Worg, Wolfguard Worg, Slavering Worg and Lupine Horror. 
The four Worg are linked, but Wolf Master Nandos won't join the fray until 
disturbed, or all four Worg are killed. You must work quickly to eliminate 
Nandos. If given enough time, he begins to summon a new pack of Worg. 
Killing Nandos opens the doors to Arugal's chambers. 

FINAL CHAMBER 
Between you and the final battle with Arugal are three Sons of Arugal. There's 
a broken ledge that rings the interior walls of this final chamber. It's narrow 
(a few hops are required to make it around the room). It's tempting to run up 
a gravelly ramp to reach Arugal and bypass the Sons of Arugal. This is a trap 
of sorts. 

Arugal has a few skills, including Shadow Port. He may start the battle on 
the side of the room where he first appears, but during the battle he teleports 
across the room to the landing where your group entered. If you skipped the 
Sons of Arugal before engaging the Archmage, they are now between your 
party and your most dangerous foe. Arugal's Void Bolts are deadly from a 
distance, and likely outdamage anything you can throw back at him. 

Pull the Sons of Arugal individually up the stairs before facing Arugal. Two 
at a time shouldn't be a problem for a group that's survived to this point, but 
there's no need to take chances this close to the end. After dealing with all 
three, take the time to position your group for the battle against Arugal. Leave 
spellcasters on the ground so they don't need to move as much when Arugal 
teleports between platforms. You have the option to leave one group member 
near the door where you entered the room to cut down on the amount of time 
Arugal is free to fire away with spells (the time required for the melee members 
of the party to run between platforms). The previously mentioned Void Bolts 
are complemented by a short range skill, Thundershock, but a well-prepared, 
and informed, group should be able to eliminate Arugal in short order. 

After crushing Arugal and his supernatural followers, report back to the 
Sepulcher with the news. With Arugal's threat removed, the Undercity's 
Deathstalkers are free to scout elsewhere, and continue the search for other, 
possibly more dangerous incursions into their home soil. As always, the danger 
of the Scourge lurks, and all must be wary. 
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::~i'J G-ETIING TO THE STOCKADE - --- ------------------ -----
1 ------- - - - - - -

Finding the Stockade is easy. Travel to Stormwind City and bind at an inn. 
Following that, gather a group and form at the large building between the Park 
and the Mage's Quarter. There is certainly time to col lect the local quests from 
the city, which as discussed later, but more distant quests should be gathered 
ahead of time (there are additional Stockade quests in the Wetlands, Redridge 
Mountains, and Duskwood). Going into the blue portal at the bottom of the 
fortified building zones your group into the formal instance, and that's where 
the fun begins. 



The Stockade is quite small allowing a quick run through; it's also forgiving POSSIBLE GROUP MAKEUP 
about the type of group entering the area. It's possible to try non-traditional 
groups and still be successful without much adaptation. Thus, tank groups, DPS 
parties, and so forth are perfectly fine. The humanoid base of the area makes 
Sap a very successful CC type, and any Rogues in the group are certainly able 
to add a great deal to a fight. 0( course, Mages have their fun as well. CCing in 
this dungeon is easier than usua l, and the massive prevalence of melee targets 
ensures that pulls are fairly predictable. 

Tank 

cc 
DPS 

Healer 

'""Slot 

Waniar, llnid, Paladin 

Rogue, Moge 

Rogue, Hunlel, Mage, Warlodt 

Priest, Shomon, Druid, Polodin 

Anything at al 

ri-~ ----------- ~ ------- - -- ----- - - - ----------- - - - ' 
1 :~-+;1 QUESTS FOR STOCKADES . 
I -- - ----- -

ALLIANCE QUESTS 
r;--

~ 

' ' ,., , , . ,1111 

' 
,. , IU' , ' • 1 1!• dllt . ' 

Crime and Punishment Councilman Milktipe Dorkshire Counciknon Milktipe Dorkshire No 2,100 

REWARD: Dorkshire Moil leggings !Moil leg! 163 Armor t6 STR/+6 SPI) or Ambossodor's Boon lleother Boon 59 Armor +4 AGV+4 STA) 

I 

-
~\ 

Quell the Uprning Worden Thelwoter Stormwind St0<kode 

The Color of Blood Nikovo Roskol Stormwind Old Town 

The Fury Ru"' Deep Modey Gormason Dun Modr, Wedonds 

REWARD: Belt of Vindkotion I leather Beh SO Armor +4 AGV+2STA) or Heodbosher {Two-Handed Mace 17.6 DPS +8 STR/+JSTA) 

The StO<kode Rion Worden Thelwoter Stormwind St0<kode 

Whot Corn"' Asound Guord Berton lol<eshire, Redridge 

REWARD: Hardened Root Stoff IStoll 16.8 DPS + 1 STR/ +8 SPI) or Lucine longsword IMoin·Hond Sword 12.8 DPS +4 STA) 

--··-- ·- ------ ------·-

location Duskwood (Oorkshire) 

Contact 

Goal Bring Bock the Hood of Dextren Word 

The honorable representative of Duskwood, Councilman Millstipe, asks 
that justice be done in the name of Darkshire. Dextren Ward was caught 
stealing bodies for the most foul of purposes, but Stormwind City whisked 
him away for imprisonment there instead of allowing him to be executed 
in Darkshire (as the people there requested). Travel to the Stockade 
and bring justice to this foul man and return with his hand as proof 
of the deed. 

Worden Thelwoter Stormwind Sta<kode No 2,650 

Nikovo Roskol Stormwind Old Town No 2,650 

Motley Gormoson Dun Modr, Wedonds y., 2,750 

Worden Thelwoter Stormwind St0<kode y., 2,350 

Guord Berton Lakeshire, Redridge No 2,000 

~ 

-

QUELL THE UPRISING 

22 to Obluin 

location Stormwind Ci1y (OU1Side the Stockade) 

Goal 
Slay 8 Delios Insurgents, B Delios Convicts, and 10 Delios 

The Warden is not the most competent man in Stormwind, and it seems 
that much has turned against him of late. He is trying to keep word of 
the uprising as quiet as possible, but that won't stand for long if things 
continue. To silence the Defias, he asks that you hurry into the prison 
and kill a fair number of the rioting Defias. With a full group, this won't 
be a lengthy task; he believes it will serve to end the uprising and return 

.., 

l
the Stockade to Stormwind control. Return to the Warden when the 
requisite numbers of Defias are slain. 

~ 

.,, 
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, THE COLOR OF BLOOD 

Quest 22 to Obtain 

Location Stormwind Gty (Old Town) 

Contact 

Goal Collect 10 Red Wool Bondonos 

Nikova Raskol wanders the streets of Old Town, a grim look found often 
on her aged face. She bears the weight of her grandson's death; the 
young lad was killed in the Stockade when he reprimanded the Defias ! 

members for showing gang colors. Nikova wants vengeance, and she 
isn't shy about asking for it. Slay enough Defias inside the prison to 
collect ten Red Wool Bandanas and take those to her. This is al l that 
she asks. All of the Defias in the prison are able to drop these with a 1 

l moderate chance, so even a full group can finish the quest withou~t • 
much more than a single run through the instance. 
~ ~~ -

Quest Level 25 to Obtain 

Location Wedonds (Neor Dun Modr) 

Goal Return With Kam Deeplury, Minus His Body 

2,750 

To get this quest, you must first complete The Dark Iron War for Motley 
(a Level 25 Kill Quest in Dun Modr). That quest also requires that you 
kill elite enemies, so taking a group up there is essential for success. 
After those vicious Dwarves are slain, Motley gives you the task of 
killing Kam Deepfury for his part in the attack on Thandol Span. Travel 
to the Stockade and search the eastern wing for Kam. After kil ling him 

~and retrieving his ~ead,-return with it to Motley for your reward. 

Stormwind Gty (Ou™de The Stockade) 

Return with the Heod of Bozil Thredd 

This is yet another step in a very long chain of quests. The whole thing 
starts when you kil l Edwin VanCleef (the final boss of the Deadmines 
instance). He drops a Strange Letter that implies worse things for the 
future of Stormwind. That letter must be taken to Baros Alexston (a city 
architect for Stormwind in City Hall-Cathedral District). 

Baros sends you on to the Stockade where you should talk to Warden 
Thelwater there; he'll give you permission to speak with Bazil. The rub 
is that the uprising has blocked access to all prisoners. You must go into 
the prison and get your information by force, then kill Bazil and bringj 
back his head as proof of your loyalty to Stormwmd. 

From there, the quest continues for some time as you gather more 
information about VanCleef, his allies, and the corruption that is 
prevalent in certain areas of Stormwind. 

WHAT COMES AROUND 

Quelt Level 22 to Obtaii 

Location Redridge Mountoins (Lokeshire) 

Contact d Berton 

Goal Return With the Heod of Targorr the Dreod 

Targorr the Dread is an Ore with a dark reputation in Redridge 
Mountains. The things that he did to the defenders there while serving 
under Gath'llzogg have to be answered for, yet a noble in Stormwind has 
placed a hold on the execution of this fiend. Guard Berton of Lakeshire 
smells treachery, and he pleads for you to find Targorr and enact justice 
before this honorless Ore has a chance to escape punishment. Return to 
Berton with the head of Targorr to receive your reward. 



"r, ~---------------------------------------~------------------------] 

')--tfJ HOST OF THE REBELLION 
1 I '-- - - - --- - -- - - - - -- - - - -

INMATES INSTIGATORS 

Note-i: Extremely Rore Spawn 

26 Elite 

26 Elite 

Jimied Hanckufh (Mail Bracer 89 Armor +3 m/+7 STAI, Iron Knuckles (list W..,,.16.S DrS Oa Hit Cham to 

Punmel l\ir 4 OMG + lnlernlpl), Prison Shank (IH 0..., 16.7 DI'S +S l61/+2 STAI, Sil 

Note-i: Intimidating Shout, Strike (like Heroic Strike) 

28 Eltte 

Note-i: Chain Lightning, Bloodlust 

2 El"t 

Note-i: Shield Slam, Shield Woll 

TllGOIR THE DRWl 24 Eltte 

Note1: Ouol Wield Swords, Thrash 

THE MAIN HALL 
There isn't any fighting until you enter the instance, but there are certainly 
enemies waiting for you just a short run after the zone edge. The main hall of 
the prison is at the base of the ramp; there are three hal ls in tota l, so this isn't 
a very large area to explore. 

Don' t rush ahead. Each hallway has both static guards and patrol lers. Combine 
this with 3-4 foes inside every room along the sides and there is a huge 
potential for a simple pu ll to go sour. Linking can bring people who are close 
to the doorways inside a room, and fleeing Defias are l ikely to run into clusters 
of their buddies. As with earlier instances, ranged pul ling by tanks is highly 

- -
- ---

lnslonce Entrance 

Oextren Word 

Ham hock 

Bazil lhredd 

suggested. Warriors unskilled in 
ranged weapons still serve well here. 
As long as they get the aggro of the 
target, they've served their purpose. 
Or, a Druid who pulls at range and 
switches to Bear form can accomplish 
the same thing. Rogues trained in Sap 
and Stealth can start the fights with 
a Sap pul l and serve admirably as 
scouts throughout the dungeon. 
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Determine who's pulling, who everyone is following target-wise (set your assist 
macros now), and divvy out debuff work. Movement debuffs are an instance 
staple, and it's no different here. Running Defias are your bane. Many of these 
fights are entirely simple unless a fleeing target escapes the group. Snare early 
and often. 

The main hallway has five rooms (a 
set of two across from each other, a 
second such set, and a final room al 
the end of the passage). There are also 
about half a dozen Defias waiting in 
the hall. Pull the ones at the bottom 
of the ramp first, when the patrollers 
aren't close enough to link. Wait 
for the wanderers and do the same 
to them before targeting enemies in 
either room. Then, use more ranged pulling to bring targets from one room out 
and back to the ramp. Deal with them there to keep adds from either the hall 
or the back of the room from attacking. 

Clear the rooms as you pass, attempting to do them in two pulls each. The 
Defias in the cell areas don't come all the way out of the rooms, but they 
do wander inside their areas. Be cautious while approaching the archways 
for the rooms, especially if your puller is lower in level (if that is the case, 
consider a higher-level person even if they aren't an ideal class). The reason 
for this concern is the possibility of proximity aggro from both rooms if there 
are Defias close to the door when you approach. That is another reason why 
Rogue scouting and pulls are very useful in this instance. 

The split at the end of the hallway 
divides the prison into its side wings. 
To the left is the western wing (with 
Dextren Ward at its terminus), and to 
the right is the eastern wing (where 
Bazil Thredd waits). If you're clearing 
the entire instance, it doesn't matter 
which hallway you choose first. 

WESTERN WING 

Two Defias Inmates block entry to the western side. Pull these back, kill them, 
then start to clear the rooms ahead. These rooms are quite full, with some having 
four Defias. There are Prisoners, 
Inmates, and Captives here. The 
add range for linking is high enough 
that solo pulls are nearly impossible 
at this point. With a full group and 
proper debuffs, that won't be much 
of a problem. 

The large room at the end of the 
hallway has several foes, but won't 
take too long to clear. There are three 
more cells off this chamber. Four 
standard Defias wait in the left room 
(kill them first). The right chamber is 
an uglier prospect, possessing five 
enemies! Wait for one to approach 
the doorway and pull (better a fight 
with two or three than to end up with 
all five). 

Continue along the hallway, 
methodically clearing the rooms. 
Cloth drops extremely well in the 
Stockade, so people with First Aid 
are free to compliment their group's 
healing with any drops. This reduces 
downtime and allows the healers to 
keep the group moving. 

Finally, Dextren Ward is in the center room with five more opponents (two 
Inmates, two Captives, and a Prisoner). Though it would sure be nice to have 
Dextren come on his own, even a patient pull is going to bring several foes. 
The best bet is to shoot the Defias closest to the front and let Dextren add. 

Ward is a mysterious foe, and his 
abilities are not what you would 
expect to look at him (he has Warrior 
abilities, with Intimidating Shout and 
Strike). Because of this, Dextren adds 
quite a bit to his allies. El iminate the 
side targets early in the fight, then 
focus on Dextren (he isn't a higher
damage boss, so this is a fair tactic). 

Once Dextren is dead, people can collect their proof of the dead and return to 
the central corridor. If there's a chest in Ward's room, be sure to open that for 
some well-deserved loot as well. 



EASTERN WING 

A lone Insurgent patrols the early part of the eastern wing; he can wander 
quite a way up the ramp toward the main hallway. Pull him, then wade into 
the Convicts below. The rooms down this hall aren't quite as populated as the 
ones in the other side of the prison, but most of them still have three targets. 
Kam Deepfury is likely to be in one of these rooms, if you haven't already 
encountered him. That Dwarf can take quite a bit of damage, so debuff his 
armor early, lay on the Do Ts, and be sure to clear side targets before cutting 
into him. 

The real fighting comes in the larger room at the end of the hall. As with the 
western wing, this is an open room with three cells adjoining it. In the center 
is Hamhock, an Ogre with magical powers. Pul l Hamhock directly and use the 
doorframe for cover as he approaches. Have everyone jump onto Hamhock 
when he attacks (the main tank should ensure that the two Insurgent adds 
who link don't go after any allies, but otherwise all damage should go toward 
Ham). The Ogre casts Chain Lightning and uses Bloodlust to deal fair melee 
damage as well. Luckily, his hit points are low. As long as your group unloads 
quickly, Hamhock won't be so fierce. 

Once the open room is clear, clean the two side cells. There are four Defias 
in each (and one of their wanderers practically enters the room from time to 
time). Shoot for pulls of two enemies 
per fight. It won't be long until you're 
ready for the central cell. Rest fully, 
restore buffs ahead of time, and 
look inside. Luckily, Bazil Thredd 
has fewer allies than Dextren Ward. 
There are only three people in the 
room (Bazil, an Inmate, and a lone 
Insurgent). 

THE STOC KAD: 

Wait for a short time and watch the closer enemy (the Inmate). He' ll wander 
enough for a solo range pull if you are patient and very fast to fire once the 
poor bloke gets into the right position. This means that Bazil is practically 
alone when you go after him (charge full in at that point, since it's a full fight 
either way). 

Debuff Bazil's damage as much as possible, since he cuts into people fairly 
well. Being a dual-wielder, Bazil is especially affected by anything that reduces 
damage per hit (good thing for him Shamans don't often enter the Stockade). 
In any event, Bazil is tough, but he can't pull down an entire group without 
having several buddies. Trade aggro if your tank is about to go down, and that 
should provide enough time for the group to slay Bazil. 

That's it for the Stockade. Though there are a full six quests in this small 
instance, it doesn't take very long to get everything done. The people of 
Stormwind shall hold you in high regard for keeping the peace. Because of the 
finite treasure in these runs, it's very useful to get all of the quests ahead of time 
and handle the instance in a single, fiery sweep. This isn't one of the better 
places to return to for consistent farming (unless you are interested in raking in 
a great deal of cloth without heading anywhere far away). 
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j@2GE111NCi TO mATHOLME 

Little has survived the plague that 
retains some element of sanity. 
The Scarlet Crusade will attack any 
non-crusader to protect themselves 
from the Scourge. Only the small 
Argent Dawn outpost of Light's Hope 
Chapel stands. Here both Horde 
and Alliance can land and prepare 
for the trials ahead. With the plague 
attacking both sides, there isn't time 
for petty bickering between factions. 
There are larger problems. 

To complete Stratholme and all the 
quests in a single session, you will 
need to port out of the dungeon 
twice. 

Stratholme Main Entrance 

S1ro1holme Rear Entrance 
light's Hope Chapel 



There are several abilities you' ll 
want in your group. Each class can 
fill several of these ro les and it's 
important to fill as many as possible 
w ithout over-burdening one player. 

Si .:«S 

------ -------

Codex: Prayer of Fortitude II 

Codex: Prayer of Shadow Protection 

Tome of Arcane Brilliance 

Book: Gilt of the Wild 

CLASS SET PIECES 

Devout Brocers 

Devout Gloves 

Devout Skirt 

llrtadmist Belt 

Binding'! of ElemenlS 

Kih of ElemenlS 

Mog~ter's Beh 

Mog~ter's BoolS 

Mog~ter's Leggings 

Shodowcrolt Brocers 

Shodowcrolt PonlS 

Shodowcrolt Spaulders 

Belt of Valor 

Crimson Conjuror, Crimson Initiate, Crimson Priest, 

Thuzodin Necromancer, Thuzodin Shodowcoster 

Archivist Galford 

Bar n ivendore 

Bcron livendin 

Crimson Monk, Crypt Beos1, Crypt Crawler 

Boron Rivendore 

fllllllJ the Cruel 

Crimson Bottle Mage, Crimson Conjurer, 

Crimson Sorcerer, Thuzodin Necromancer, 

Thuzodin Shodowcoster 

Heorthsinger Forresten 

Boron Rivendore 

Plague Ghool 

Boron Rivendore 

Connon Moster Willey 

Bile Spewer, Venom Bekher 

Crimson lnquMor, Shrieking Banshee, Wailing Banshee 
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QUESIS FOR STRATHOLME 

SHARED QUESTS 

·' ' ' ·!!!!!!!J· . ,., ·••t1••t1•I .. 
Menethfs Gilt Leonid Bartholomew the Revered &sin h .~ " A Menethil's Gilt 5lnllmie: llcnl\ Omlier Yes 7,f'A 
MIMthfsGilt Menethil's Gift Slnilli.-: llcnl's Omlier l.eonid Bartholomew the Revered £mtn.._.....,.sllapea...I Yes ... 
Of love and~ Artis! Renlroy ..... .......-c.111nw1 r rion Fordriog Easlmll.......m Yes a.-
The Fle!h Does llot I.it Betina Bigglezink &sln~l*' .. o.i Belina Bigglemli ......... ~Hapea.I Yes 6,l50 
lheAmtAgeti Belina Bigglezinlt r.........-:1*' .. 0llllll Belina Bigglezink fmllm ..... ~HapeOllllll Yes 6,l50 

RlWARD: Seal of the Down (Trinket, +Bl Anock Power when fighting Undeodl 
ii 

lheArdiivisl Duke Nicholas Zveronhoff &sln~l*' .... a...I Duke Ni<holas Zverenhoff £aslem Plaauelands: ........ Hape a...i Yes a.sse 
1loe Truth Comes er-. 0- Head of Bolnonor ~ Dul<e Ni<holas Zverenhoff .... Plaauelands: ~Hape a...i Yes ... 
Ai- and llnoad Duke Nicholas Zverenhoff £asln ........ lillts .. Ollllll Dul<e Nicholas Zverenhoff ......... Lml'l .... a.I Yes ... 

RlWARD: Atgenl Avenger (Dne-hond Sword, 40.7 DPS, Chance oo Hit lnaeoses attack power ogoinsl undeod by 200 for 10 seconds) 0< Atgent Defender (Shield, 2121 Atmor, 39 Bladt, PossiYe: Hos a 1" chance when struck in combat of increasing chance lo blodc by 
50" for 10 seconds)°' Argent Crusader (Stoff, 53 DPS, +3D INT, +6 STA, +10 SPI) 

lledaloli of Failh Aurius Shllialml Aurius Sllllholme No ... 
Canuplioa Sen1 Scourgebone Willnrila: berloolc Seii Scourgebone W'mnlrila; herlook No 8,SS8 

RlWARD: Plans: Blozing Rapier (Requires Bladcsmithing (280), Requires Moster Sword!mitb) ' 

Cap al !he Scarlet Sam I Mofyfous's Catalogue ......... berloolc I Mafyfous Darkhommer ......,_, berloolc No .. 
RlWARD: Cap al the Sca~et Savant (Cloth Head, 78 Armor, +20 INT, +17 STA, Passive: lmp1oves your chance to get a critical striltewith spels by 2", Classes: Priest, Warlock, Mage, Druid, Shaman! 

Bteas1platt of Bloodrlinl Malyfous's Catalogue Wllllnlrill: berloolc Mafyfous Darkhc.nmer Willlnariia: berloolc No ... 
RlWARD: Breastplate al Blaadthint (leather Chest, 190 Atmor, +20 STA, +13 STR, Passive: Improves your chance to gel a critical !Irie by 2% and your chance ta dodge an attack by l" l 

leggings al Arllllll I Mofyfous's Catalogue ..._berloolc I Mafyfous Darkhmnmer Willersprilg: berloolc No .. 
RlWARD: L!ggings of Alcona (MaU legs, 166 Atmor, +30 SP!, +20 INT, PossiYe: lnaeoses domage and heating done by magical !pOls and effem by up to 1 B) 

Breastplate of the Clw-ik Rglll Catalogue of the Wayward .......... Jezibo Wes1ern Plaguelands: Andorhal No ... 
" REWARD: Breastplate of the Chromatic Right (Plate Chest, 706 Armor, +30 STA, +20 STR, +10 AGI, + 15 rue Re!istancel . 

' 
..... 
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MENETHIL'S GIFT (PART I) 

Quest Level 

Location Eastern Ploguelonds (Lighrs Hope Chapel) 

Quest Giver Leonid Borthalomew the Re'191ad 

Goal Toke the Keeplllke of Remembronce lo Slrotholme 

This chain of quests begins with Doctor Theo/en Krastinov, the Butcher. 
Leonid was there when the Lich King transformed Ras Frostwhisper. It 
happened over a pentagram drawn on the floor of Baron Rivendare's 
chamber. That's where you must take the Keepsake of Remembrance. 

MENETHIL'S GIFT (PART II) 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Stratholme (Boron's Chomber) 

Menethil's Gilt 

Return lo Leonid Bortholomew the Revered with the 
Soulbound Keeplllke 

Max Experience Gained 8,800 

The Keepsake of Remembrance transforms into the Sou lbound 
Keepsake when placed on the pentagram. Return to Leonid with it 
for your next assignment. 

OF LOVE AND FAMILY 

Quest Level 

Location le n oguelonds (Coer Darrow) 

Quest Giver 

Goal Recover of Love ond Family 

This quest chain starts wi th the quest Carrion Grubbage. The painting 
Of Love and Family Deep is in Stratholme. It was painted over to protect 
it. Find the painting of the Twin Moons and chip away at the paint to 
reveal the true painting. Take it to Tirion Fordring. 

THE FLESH DOES NOT LIE 

Quest Level 55 to oblain 

Location Eoilern Ploguelonds (Light's Hope Chapel) 

st Giver Belina Bigglezink 

Goal Collect 20 Plogued Flesh Samples 

Max Experience Gained 6,850 

Aher helping Betina with Blackrock Spire, she has more work for you. 
She has been studying the plague closely. Her original data showed 
the plague was getting weaker, but upon traveling to the Eastern 
Plaguelands she has revised that opinion. The plague seems to be 
growing stronger. She wants samples so she can test her theory. 
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THE ACTIVE AGENT 

Que1t Level 58 to obtain 

Location Eastern Plaguelands (Light's Hope Chapel) 

Quest Giver Betino Bigglerink 

Goal Collect the S<ourge Doto 

Max Experience Gained 6,850 

Reward 
Seal of the Down (Trinket, +Bl Attack Power when lighting 

Undeodl 

The samples you brought have spurred another request for data. Search 
the ziggurats in Stratholme for the Scourge Data and return to Belina 
for your reward. 

THE ARCHIVIST 

Quest Level SS to obtain 

Location Eastern Ploguelonds (Light's Hope Chapel) 

Quest Giver Duke NKholas Zvetenhoff 

Goal Kill the Archiv~t and burn the Archives 

The Scarlet Crusade has kil led countless innocents in their campaign 
against the Scourge. Duke Nicholas wants you to venture into 
Stratholme and kil l Archivist Galford and burn his Archives. This must 
be completed to open The Truth Comes Crashing Down. 

THE TRUTH COMES CRASHIN 

Quest Level 58 to obtoin 

Location Stratholme 

HIGll of 

Deliver the Head of Bolnonor to Duke Nicholas Zverenhoff 

After you have completed The Archivist and battle the Grand Crusader 
of the Scarlet Crusade, an interesting event occurs. Balnazzar shows 
himself. A demon has been leading the Scarlet Crusade. Duke Nicholas 
must be told of this. Take Balnazzar's head as proof. 

ABOVE AND BEYOND 

lo 

Location Eastern Plaguelands (Light's Hope Chapel) 

Quest Giver Duke Ni<holos Zverenholl 

Goal Coiled Boron Rivendare's Head 

Max Experience Gained 8,800 

Reward 

Argent Avenger (One-hand Sword, 40.7 DPS, Chance on 

Hit: Increases attack power against undeod by 200 for 10 

se<onds) or Argent Defender (Shield, 2121 Armor, 

39 Block, Passive: Hos o l" chance when struck in combo! 

of in<reosing chance to block by 50% for 10 seconds) or 

Argent Crusader (Staff, 53 DPS, +30 INT, +6 STA, +10 SPI) 

icholas is pleased with your work. He now wants you to set 
your mark higher. Kill Baron Rivendare and return with his head. After 
speaking with Duke Nicholas, then Lord Maxwell Tyrosus, you have 
the opportunity to select a reward from the Argent Hold. 



Location Stratholme 

Quest Giver 

Goal eturn the Medallion of Foith to AuriUI 

Max Experience Gained None 

Reward 
Will of the Mortyr (Neck, +I 0 STA, +30 Attock Power) or 

Blood of the Mortyr (Ring, +15 STA, +JO INn 

Aurius has been able to resist the taint of the Scourge, but at a terrible 
price. He has been unable to leave the chapel and has only been able 
to watch as his friends fell to the taint. Recover the Medallion of Faith 
from the Scarlet area of Stratholme and return it to him. With the new 
protection, he can pay Baron Rivendare back for all the wrongs done. 

After giving him the Medallion of Faith, Aurius will aid you when 
you fight Baron Rivendare. After the fight, speak with Aurius for 
your reward. 

CORRUPTION 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal Coiled the lnsignio of the Block Guord 

Max Experience Gained B.SSO 

Reward 
Plons: Blozing Ropier (Requires Blocksmithing (2BO), 

Requires Moster Swordsmith) 

The plans for one of the more powerful 
swords were stolen by the Scourge. 
Seri! wants you to make your way into 
Stratholme and find them. They are 
guarded by the Black Guard, an elite 
unit of Baron Rivendare's, so it won't 
be easy. Bringing back proof of your 
success will warrant your elevation to 
Master Swordsmith and grant you your 
first set of plans. 
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Quest Giver 

Goal 

Collect 1 Pristine Hide of the Beost, 5 Frayed Abomination 

Stitchings, 8 Arcane Crystak, and 5 Enchanted Scarlet 

Threads 

Max Experience Gained Mone 

Reward 

Cop of the Scarlet Sovont (doth Head, 78 Armor, +20 INT, 

+ 17 STA, Passive: lmpmes your chance to gel a critical 

strike with spelk by 2%, Oasses: Priest, Warlock, Mage, 
Druid, Shoman) 

Malyfous has crafted many great items in his day. If you bring him what 
he needs, he' ll craft a beautiful headpiece. One of the items he needs is 
the Pristine Hide ofThe Beast. This can only be obtained from the Beast 
in Upper Blackrock Spire with the help of a skinner of 310 ski ll. 

BREASTPLATE OF BLOODTHIRST (L 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

60 hloblain 

Winterspring 

~·s Catalogue 

Collect 1 Pristine Hide of the Beast, 10 Frayed Abomination 

Stitchings, 5 Arconite Bors, and 5 Skins of Shadows 

Max Experience Gained None 

Reward 

Breastplate of Bloodthim (leather Chest, 190 Armor, +20 STA, 

+ 13 STR, Passive: lmpioves your chance to gel a critical strike 

by 2% and your chon<e to dodge on ottock by 1%) 

Malyfous has crafted many great items in his day. If you bring him what 
he needs, he' ll craft an incredible piece. One of the items he needs is 
the Pristine Hide ofThe Beast. This can only be obtained from the Beast 
in Upper Blackrock Spire with the help of a skinner of 31 O skill. 

LEGGINGS OF ARCANA (LEA 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

to obtain 

Winterspring 

~·s 

Coiled 1 Pristine Hide of the Beast, 10 Frayed Abomination 

Stitchings, 5 Arconite Bors, and 5 Fr01twhisper's Enbolming 

Fluids 

Max Exper;-e Gained None 

Reward 

leggings of Arcano (MoHegs, 166 Armor, +30 SPI, +20 INT, 
Passive: Increases damage and healing done by mogical spelk 

and effects by up to 18) ______ .. 
Malyfous has crafted many 
great items in his day. If you 
bring him what he needs, he' ll 
craft a gorgeous set of leggings. 
One of the items he needs is 
the Pristine Hide of The Beast. 
This can only be obtained from 
the Beast in Upper Blackrock 
Spire with the help of a skinner 
of 310 skill. 

BREASTPLATE OF THE CHROMATIC FLIGHT ( 

Quest Level 

Location 

Goal 

57 hi obtain 

Collect 1 Chromatic Coropoce, 10 Chromatic Scoles, 10 Blood 
of Heroes, ond 5 Froyed Abomination Stitchings 

Experience Gained None 

Reward 
Breostplote of the Chromatic Flight (Plote Chest, 706 Armor, 
+30 STA, +20 STR, + l 0 AGI, + 15 Fire Resistance) 

After running errands for Haleh, you 
have the opportunity to have Jeziba 
the Sculptor create a truly magnificent 
piece of armor for you. Col lect the 
needed materials and speak with Jez iba 
in the Inn of Andorhal in the Western 
Plaguelands. 



ENEMIES 

WHAT STILL LIVES? 

Notes: Immolate, Blast Wove, Arcane Explosion 

frequent Drops: Mogister's Belt !Oath Waist, 46 

Armo[ +21 INT +6 SPI +6 STA) 
Cril11!Gl1( • DI 52-SBElite 

Notes: frost Novo, Scorch, frost Bolt, Summons 

Water Elementok 

frequent Drops: Devout Broce~ (doth Wrist, 35 

Armor, +I 0 INT, +I 0 SPI, +7 STA), Dreodmist 

Beh (doth Waist, 46 Armor, + 17 INT, +I 0 STA, 

+9 SPI), Mogister's Belt (doth Waist, 46 Armor, 

+21 INT +6 SPI +6STA) 
Crimson Delendel 54-59 Elle 

Notes: Devotion Aura, Hommer of Justice, 

Divine Shield, Holy light 

frequent Drops: Beoststolker's Bindings (Moil 

Wrist I 4B Armo[ +I SAGI +7 STA) 

Burn, Shadow Barrier 

frequent Drops: Wildheort Broce~ (leo!her 

Wrist 71 Armor +IS INT, +7 'in) 

frequent Drops: Bindings of Elements (Moil 

Wrist 14B Armor +10 INT +JO SPI +7 STA) 
Crimson Priest 54-59 Elle 

Notes: Power Word: Shield, Heal, Smtte, 

Holy Fire 

frequent Drops: Dreodmist Belt (Cloth Waist, 46 

Armor, + 17 INT, +I 0 STA, +9 SPI), Mogister's 

Belt (Cloth Waist, 46 Armor, +21 INT, +6 

frequent Drops: Dreodmist Belt (doth Waist, 46 

Armor,+ 17 INT, +I 0 STA, +9 SPI), Mogister's 

Beh (doth Waist, 46 Armor, +21 INT, +6 

SPI, +6 STA), Devout Brocers (doth Wrist, 35 

Armo[ +I 0 INT, + 10 SPI, +7 STA) 

frequent Drops: letter from the front, 

Municipal Proclamation, Town Meeting Notice, 

fros Siobi's Advertisement 



THERE'S STILL A CHAIN Of COMMAND? 

ARCHMST GAlfORO 60 Elite 

Notes: oblost Fire Nova Burnin Winds 

62 Elite Boss 

Devout Glom (Cloth HCl!ds, 52 Armor, +4AGI, +7 STA, +10 00, +17 SPI), Tomb of Knowtedge (Off-bond, +8 STR. +8 AGI, +8 STA, +8 lllT, +8 SPll, foresight Gircle !Mail Waist, 202 
Armor, + 13-14 to IWIJ slals, Restofes 3 health every S 18C011dsl, Archivist Cape (Badt, 43 Armor, +9-10 to IWIJ stots, Restofes 4 moaa every S 18C011ds), Alh Covered 8ools ll.eatl. Itel, 

118 Armor + 13 AGI +I 3S'l lnaeases chanm lo 111 anadt "' I 

Book of the Dead (Off-hand, +I 0 SPI, +IS INT, +8 SIA, Use: S...-o Skeleton that wil prol8d you for 6018C011ds.), Puttn Trueltith Yeshllmm (Requires Tailoring 130011, Crown 

of Tyranny (Mail Head, 301 Armor, +20 STA. -10 SPI, +40 Attadc !'Mr, Improves your dionce to get a critical strilia by 1'", Demanshear (Two-hand Swwd, 53.9 OPS, Chance on hit 
Sends a shadowy bait al the enemy causing 1 SO Shadow damage ond dealing 8 damage every 2 Sl<onds for 30 18C011ds), fh 5lriden (Cloth Feet, 61 a.-, + S SPI, + 1 S Fira lesislance, 

lnaeases damage done by Fire spels and effects by up to 291, Gilt of the Elven Magi (Dagger, 41.3 OPS, +S STA,+ 10 INT, +6 SPI), Star of Myslaria (lledt, +8 SPI, +9 INT, +9 STA, 

Equip: 1111!1111'115 your ct-e to lit wilh spels by 1"-1, Wynntongue 5haulder1 (Leather Shaulder1, 132 Armor, +23 AGI, +10 SIA), lightlalge Boats !Plate Itel, 424 Armor, +18 STA, +9 
SPI, +8 SIR), Hanner al the Gnni Crusader (Two-hand Mace, 53.9 DPS, +26 INT, + 10 STA, +9 SPI, lnaeases healing done by spels nl effects by up to 22), Gnni Crusader's Helm 
(Plate Head S84Annor + 16 +I 6St + 12 SPI +IS Shadow Resislance) 

Notes: Mind Blast Shadow Sh0<k Slee Domination, hie Scream 
Runeblode of Baron Rivendore (Two-hand Swwd, 59 .4 DI'S, Equip: lnaeoses movement speed ond life regeneration rote.), 0rG<orilll 6tMidels (Mail Honds, 231 Armor, +I 0 STA, + 11 

INT, +18 SPO, Robes of the Exalted !Cloth Chest, 89 Armor, +S INT, +I I SPI, Equip: lnaeoses healing done by spels ond efleds by up to 68), Scepter of the Unholy (Main-hand Mace, 
41.2 OPS, +SSTA, Equip: lnaeoses damage done by Shadowspelsond effedl by up lo 24), Seal of Riveadare (Ring. +17 INT, +7 SPll, Tuni< of 1he C.1!<1111 Moon !l.eatl. Ches!, 176 
Armor, +14 SIA, +12 IHT, +11 SPI, Equip: lnaeoses damage ond healing done by magical spels ond effedl by up lo 15. i.-yoar dau lo gel a ailiml srie wilh spels by 1'-1. 

lhuzadin llllltte (Cloth Shoulder, 67 Armor, + 11 STA, + 18 INT, Equip: Ina eases damage ond healing done by magical spels and efleds by up lo 12.), litssyn's Wand of Bad Majo (Wand, 

63.8 DI'S, +4 STA, Equip: lnaeases damage ond healing done by magical spels ond efleds by uplo 11.1, Gcmn Family Crest (Shield, 2121a.-, 39 Blodc, +SAGI, +4 INT, +17 SPll, 
WON llVENOARE 62 Elite Boss Gc.in1lels of Oefule55 (Mail Honds, 311 a.-, +23 AGI, + 10 SIA), Cape of the Black Baron (Cloak, 45 Armor, +1 SAGI, Equip: +20 Anadt l'ws.), Skullarge Reaver !Ont-hand Swwd, 

41.4 OPS, Chance on hit Drains target for 2 Shadow damage MIY 1111 ond transfers ff to the tllSler. l.asls for 30111.I, Helm of the ExeaJlioner (Plate Head, 534 Annal, + 14 SIR, +20 

STA, Equip: l111111oves yow ct-a to lit by 2'.I, Bonescraper (Dagger, 40.7 DPS, Equip: +30 Allodc POW91), Beaststolker's Pants (Mail legs, 315 Amw, +6 STI, +26AGI, +6 STA, +12 
SPI), Devout Skirt !Cloth legs, 76 Amw, +12 STA, +lSINT, +23 SPll, Oreadmist IJggings (Cloth legs, +21 SPI, +lSSTA, +14 lllTI, lill of Elements (Mail legs, 315 Amw, +12 STR. +6 

AGI, +7 STA, +15 INT, +20 SPl), lePJtes of Valor !Plote legs, 557 a.-, +23 STR. +ll AGI, +15 STA, +4 SPll, lightlorge laPtes (Plate legs, 557 Armor. +20 Sii, +BAGI, +14 

STA, +12 INT, +9 SPI), Magisler's IJggings !Cloth legs, 76 Ana, +12 STA, +20 INT, +21 SPI), 5hadowualt Pants ll.eatl. legs. +12Sll, +25 AGl +12SIAJ, filleart lit !leather 

Notes: Summons Skeletons from the Bone Piles 

BARONESS AllASTARI 59 Elite Boss 

CANNON MASTER WIUEY 55-60 Elite 

S l lite 

DAIHROHAN 
57-62 Elllf BOSS 

+12AGI +145'1 +14 INT +14 SPll 

Anaslari Heirbim (Nedt, +ISSTA, Equip: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 13.), Oreodmisl Sandals (Cloth Feet, 58 Amw, +17 SIA, +IOSPI, +9 INTI, 
Banshee Finger (Wand, 59.7OPS, +10 frasl Resistance), Screeching Bow !Bow, 30.7 OPS, +3 SIA, +10 Shadow Resistunce), 5hadawy l.aod Handwraps (Cloth Hands, S3 Amw, +IS INT, 

+ 12 Shadow Resistunce, Equip: Restofes 5 mana every S 18C011ds), Caldtouch Phontorn Wraps (Cloth Ches!, 77 a.-, +20 Frost Resistanie, +13 Arane lesislan!t), Chilide Bracers 
11.Jather Wrist, 67 Armor, +IS Frost Resistance), Windshrieker Pauldrans (Mail Shoulder, 242 Amw, + 20 Artane leslstance), Bllllliee~ Touih (Platt Hands, 356 Armor, + 13 Frost 
Resislance +13 Arcane Resistance) Wail of the 8lll!liee (Use: llduces and 's dau lo lit 10% for 12 Seconds.I 

. . : Vobne 111 Boak: Gilt al the Wild II Tome of Arcane Bliiance Codex: of Forlilude 11 
Plans: lleallseeker (Requires lladtsmithing (300)), Master C-8ools (Plate Itel, 438 a.-, + 10 STR. +21 SIA), Connonhal R._ !Trinket, Use: mmons a amnon that will 
fire al lllllllies in flan1ofttthat111 attacking you), Willey's Portalile Howitzer (Gun, 31.2 OPS, +9 STA, Equip: +8 Altodl Power.I, Shadowcralt Spaulders (Leather Shoulders, 127 Amw, 

+22 Mil, +9 SIA), Barrage Girdle (Mai Waist, 202 Armor, +6 00, +6 SPI, +6 STA, Equip: Increases damage nl bealing done by magiml spels nl efleds by up lo 23), Redemption 

!Stoff, 52. I OPS, + 12 SPI, Equip: lnaeoses healing done by spels nl elleds by up lo 66.), Wiley's Badt 5aakhtr (Main hand Fist Weapon, 40.2 OPS, + 12 SIA, Equip: +I 0 Anadt 
POW91.), Mantle al lhe ScarlerCivsadt (Cloth SlicMler, 65 Ara., +I I STA, +I I INT, +12 SPI, Equip: lnaeases healing done byspelslllll ellembyup lo 20.), Diana's 1'8111 lledtlam 
I • : I dau lo Iii_.. ond done with 111111 elfacts lo 9.1 

Notes: Chan es into Balnauor Crusader Strike, Ho Strike, Crusader's Hommer, Mind Blast 
Magisler's 8ools (Cloth Feet, 58 Armor, +14 SPI, +14 INT, +9STA),Woo5es of1he Pranci1g lliaslrel (Mail legs, 301 a.-, +10 STA, +12SPI, Equip: Reslares 10-per S 111.), 

HEAllHSIHGER FORRmEll 52-57 Rare Sangbint Blouse (l.eatl. Ches!, 165 Armor, +13 AGI, +13 SPI, +13 Sii, +13 INT, +13 SIA), Rainbow Gircle !Platt Waist, 341 a.-, +IOSTI, +10 STA, +9 SPI, +10 INT, +9 AGI), 

Piccolo of lhe · Fire (T!iMet Use: Causes to danml 
ol : Enc anf n Lull a e orolizin S out Shoot hi- I 

JARIEN 60 Elite 

Noles: Oeave, Cripple, Mortal Strike, and Shadow Shock 

Key lo the Cily, l'eatemaller (Two-hand Puleann, S0.4 DI'S, Equip:~ yow duwe lo gel a ailimlsrie by I", +56 Anadt POW91), Oealh Gr'5 (Plate Honds, 404 Armor, +22 STR. 
llAGISTIATE WTHllAS 53-58 Elite Immune ta Oismml, MagislrGle's Cuffs (leather Wrist, 73 Amw, +IS STA, Equip: Restarts 4 moaa Ml'f S 18C011dsl, Royal llilunal CW (Bed, 42 Annor. + 16 00, +7 SIA), Clinsoa 

oles: Knockback AoE Stun 

MALEll IHE PAl.UO 56-61 Elite 

Felt Hat !Cloth Head 68 Armor +8 HIT +8 SPI +8 st inamses nl done nl tfhcts lo 30) 

SkuH 018001ing Shadows (Off-hand, +IS fire Resislance, +10 Shadow Resislancel, Devout Sandals (Cloth Ftet, 58 Armor, +17 SPI, +10 INT, +9 STAI, Maleki~ foalwraps (Cloth Itel, 

60 Armor, +9 SIA, +9 INT, Equip: lnaeoses damage done by Shadow spells ond effects by up to 271. Bone 5lidng Hakhet !Ont-hand Axe, 40.6 DI'S, +13 AGI, +S SIA), Plote Moon 

Cloak (Cloalt, 44 Armor, +8 STR, +12 STA, +10 Shadow Resistance), llamesmrred Gircle (Leather Waist, 89 Armor, +20 Fire ResislonltL Oarklind Fingers !Cloth Hands, SOArmor, +20 

Shadow Resislance), Lavawaler Greaves !Plate Feet, 404 Armor, +20 Fire leslstancel, 'fwi¥t Vail lrG<ers (Mail Wrist, 145 Armor, +IS Shadow lesislonlt), Clutdi of Fores9if (Ilse: 

Counters the from that sdiool of · flam • cast for 10111. Generates a · -n al tlnat.) 



NERUB'ENKAN 

POSTMASTER MAlOWN 

Beastslalter's Boots (Mail Feet, 240 Armor, +21 AGI, +9 STA), Husk of W 'enlu11 (Shield, 2089 Armor, 38 Block, + 10 STA. + 15 Nalule Resislonce), Caropace Spine Crossbow 
(Crossbow, 31.2 DPS, +9 STA. +4AGl), lhuzodin Sosh (Clolh Waist, 49 Armor, +12 INT, +11 STA. +11 SPI, Equip: lnaeasas damage and healing done by magi<al spells and elfeds by 

55
_
60 

Elite Boss up lo 11 ), Chilinaus l'tote Leggings (Plate legs, 557 Armor, +20 INT, + 20 STA. Equip: Restores 5 lllOllll 8Vll'f 5 seconds), Crypt Stalker leggings (Leather Legs, 136 Armor, + 18 Nalule 
Resislun!e, +18 Shadow Resislun!e), Darkspinner Claws (Mail Hands, 204 ArlROI, +13 llolure Resislonce, +13 Shadow Resis!Olllt), Fongdrip Rumas (Cloth Feet, 54 Armor, +20 Noture 

Resislun!e), Atifl.tkhed Pouldrons (Plate Shoulder, 434 Armor, +20 Halule Resislance), Eye of Aradviido (Use: Summons on Eye of Kdrogg and binds your vision lo tt. lhe eye is stealthy 
and . but .) 

1he Poslmastar's Seal (Ring, + 17 SPI, +3 AGI, +61111), Malown'1 Slam (Two.hand Maia, 52. I OPS, Chan<e on Hit Knocks target saly for 2 seconds and increases Strenglh by 50 for 30 

seconds), 1he Postmaster's Trousers (Clolh legs, 76 Armor, +12 A6l, +20 SPI, +201111), lhe Poslmasler's TUllic: (Clolh Chest, 87AllROI, +10 SPI, +13STA. +20 INT, Equip: lnaeasas 

57-60 Elite Boss damage ond healing done by magi<al spels ond elfeds by up lo IS.), The Poslmastar's Treads (Cloth Feet, 60 Armor, +15 INT, +14 STA, +6 SPI, Equip: Increases damage and healing 
done by mogiml spels and elfeds by up to 7.1, lhe Pomnasler's Band (Cloth Head, 70 Armor, +25INT, +10 STA, +10 SPI, Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magi<al spels 
ond elfeds to 14.) 

Notes: Bockhond Fear Curw of Weakness o 

RAMSTElll THE GORGER 55-61 Elite Boss 

Notes: Tram le Knockout 

SKUL 57-58 Rore 

Gaundets-olYalar (l'tote lltnls, 386 Armor, +17 STR, +10 STA, +8 SPI, +3 AGI), Crest of Retribution (Shield, 2057 Armor, 38 81ock, Equip: Deals 5 to 35 domoge ewry lime you block), 

SMteafer Monda (Cloth Shoulder, 64 AllROI, +9 SPI, +221111), Slcmimer's Cane (Slofl, SI .3 DPS, +29 STR, +12 STAI, Romslein's Lighlniag Baits (Trinket, Use: Harness the power 

of lightning to Slrtedown ul 1111111ies oroood you for 200 Nature damage), Bond of Resli (Ring, Unique, +16 STA, +6 STR. +3 A6l), Animoled Chain Neddoce (Neck, +7 STA, +6 SPI, 
done and effects lo 33) Ahominotion s . . 

Sltul's FiRgOJne Claws (Leother Hands, 105 Armor, +10 STA, Equip: +40Attadc l'owlr), Sltul'1 Cold EmbrO!I (l'tote Chest, 617 Armor, +20 STA, +19 STR, +10 Frost lesistan<e, Equip: 

Increased Def-+6) Sltul'1 Touch (Wand SS.B DPS done Shadow and ellem to 14) 
Notes: Rare S wn Frost Bolt Frost Shock Frost Armor 

SOTHOS 60 Eltte 

Notes: Fear, Shadow Bolt Volley, Shield Block, Shield Chorge, ond Shield Slom 

Yrillt Footpads (leather Feel, 118 AllROI, Equip: Increases healing done byspelsondefleds by up to 37. Increases damage done by Nature spels ond elfeds by up to 24.J, Gargoyle 

STOllESPlllE 55-60 Rare Slndder Tmoas (Off..hand Fist Weapon. 38.9 DPS, Chan<e on Hit: Wounds the torget musilg them to bleed for 110 damage over 30 seconds), Slollelkin liargoyle Cape !Bode. 43 Armor, 

+8A6l +7 +14 STA) 
Notes: Rare S Y-tseious Rend 

THE UNRIRGMN 

Notes: Rore 

TIMMY THE CRUR 

54-57 Eltte 

Wailing lti;1tbone PUnns (Plale Slloulden, 448 Armor, +14 STA, +14 STR. +10 Shadow le!istonce, Equip: Increased Defense +3), Mask of the Unlorgivetl (Leather Head, 132 Almor, 

+12 STA. Equip: ln.,vfll your duxe to bit by 2%, Improves your duxe toget o crilicol 5lrte by l" l· Saul Breofter (Main-hand Axe, 37.S DPS, Chance on Hit: large! enemy loses 12 
heallh and mano 3 seconds for 30 seconds! Tearful B~ (Clolh Wrist 3SArmoc +9 -10 to twollols) 

oddttionol enemies 
L9itforge 6aoodets !l'tote Hands, 386 Armor, +14 SPI, +14 STR, +9 STA), Timmy's Galoihes (Mail Feet, 240 Almor, +17 AGI, +II INT, +11 STAI. Grimgore Noose (Clolh Waist, 47 

54-58 Elite AllROI, +10 SPI, +9 STA, +171111), YamlrOC8S of the 5odist (Plate Wrist, 270 Annor, +7 STA, +6 STR, Equip: Improves your duxe to gel o uitiall srie by'" '· 1he Uuel Hand of 
Ti (One-lml IS for 60 seconds! 



JIWEST SlRATHOLME 

Entrance 
Skul 

Stratholme Courier 

Fros Siobi 
Heorthlinger Forresten 

The Unforgiven 
Timmy the Cruel 

Archivist Galford 

Bolnozzor 
Connon Moster Willey 

Grand Crusader Oothrohon 

Bock Entrance 

KING'S SQUARE AND MARKET ROW 
The gates slam shut behind your 
party. Take the time to cast buffs, 
apply poisons, soulstone rezzers, and 
discuss any special battle plans. 

The enemies you face in King's Square 
are of two general types: stationary and 
patrolling. Patrolling enemies can be 
pulled and killed alone while stationary 
targets attack in large groups. 

Wait for the Patchwork Horror to 
wander away from the stationary enemies. Pul l it alone and kill it. Repeat this 
for any other wanderers. They have a faster respawn timer, but having them 
add in the middle of a fight can be devastating. 

the patrollers dead again, 
resume pulling the stationary groups. 
The groups have a couple different 
patterns. Some have only a few 
Mangled Cadavers and are relatively 
easy to fight. The groups made up of 
Mangled Cadavers and skeletons are 
more difficult. 

The tank should pull with a ranged 
weapon if possible. If you have a Priest, 

shackle one of the elites before it gets to your party. Hunters should put their 
pets on any elites that aren't shackled or engaged by the tank. This keeps the 
elites off you for now. AoE the Skeletal Berserkers and Guardians. With the 
non-elites dead, turn to the elites and bring them down one at a time. 

There are a few things to be aware of 
when fighting the Mangled Cadavers. 
Once you defeat them, they may not 
be dead. Broken Cadavers can rip 
themselves from the bodies and attack 
you. These are non-elite, but can be 
dangerous if ignored. The Cadavers, 
as wel l as the Horrors, can drop the 
Plagued Flesh Samples for The Flesh 
Does Not Lie. 

II 

Look for the Stratholme Courier near Fras Siabi's shop. He drops three random 
keys when killed. Use the keys to open the appropriate mailboxes to summon 
Postmaster Malown. 



STRATHOLME POST 

Move northwest through King's Square to Market Row. It's much the same as 
King's Square. There are Plague Ghouls wandering in addition to the Eyes of 
Naxxmaras and Patchwork Horrors. Clear the enemies in the same fashion as 
you move west toward Scarlet Bastion. 

THE SCARLET BASTION 
As you exit Market Row to the west, the enemies change dramatically. The 
Scarlet Crusade has managed to survive al l this time inside Stratholme. 
With such a change in enemies, there is also a change in tactics your party 
should employ. 

Pulls should be started by Rogues 
sapping (if your party has them). 
The Scarlet Conjurors need to be 
CCed and the Scarlet Guardsmen 
pulled to the party. Avoid getting 
behind the Guardsmen since their 
charge also knocks you back. Getting 
knocked back into another group 
is dangerous. 

Fros Siobi's Postbox 
King's Square Postbox 
Eider's Square Postbox 

Festival lone Postbox 
Market Row Postbox 
Crusaders' Square Postbox -........ ~-........, ....... ,,..... ........ ~~ . - - - - - - - - -

When the melee opponents are dead, take the casters one at a time. Have a 
ranged interrupt (Shaman: Earth Shock or Mage: Counterspell) ready to force 
them to come to you. The Conjurers can summon elementals if given time. 

Clear the Scarlet Crusade groups one at a time. There are a few fights between 
the Crusade and undead. Join these fights with caution as both sides will attack 
you if given the chance. Timmy the Cruel spawns when the last enemies are 
cleared from the courtyard. 

Timmy has a skill that restores HP and 
hits like a falling dragon. Your tank 
needs to engage him as far from the 
party as possible and keep him facing 
away. If Timmy changes targets, the 
party needs to cease fire unti l the tank 
regains Timmy's attention and moves 
him back into position. Keep your 
tank's health high and you won't have 
any trouble with Timmy. 

With Timmy down, the way into the Scarlet Bastion is clear. The Scarlet 
Crusade won't give up without a fight. The enemy is almost always in groups 
of four. Crowd control the casters and kill the melee enemies first. Watch 
for patrols. 

After you clear a hallway of enemies 
in the Scarlet Bastion, either two 
Scarlet Gal lants spawn at the end of 
the hallway near the door to the next 
room or a small group of undead 
spawn in the previous room and 
wander into the group. Take the time 
to get your group into good condi tion 
before taking on the final pull of each 
hallway. 

Move down the hall and prepare for the fight against Malor the Zealous. Malor 
inflicts high damage, has an AoE knockdown and can heal himself. Keep 
your ranged damage near their maximum range to avoid the knockdown, and 
interrupt (Kick and Shield Bash) his heals and the fight should go smoothly. 
When Malor is brought down, search his strongbox for The Medallion of Faith. 



Continue killing the Scarlet Crusade TO THE CHAPEL 
until you reach the next long hallway. 
Take the western door. The enemies 
are much the same in ability and 
formation until you get the Cannon 
Master Willey. 

Designate someone in your group for cannon duty. When the fight begins, 
move your entire party behind the cannons. The member on cannon duty 
should stop at one of cannonball stacks and grab a cannonball before joining 
the fight. As the fight continues, reinforcements arrive and stand at the end 
of the hallway to use ranged attacks. Use the cannon to blow down the new 
enemies. As soon as the person on cannon duty uses their cannonball, they 
need to get another immediately. They should have their attention divided 
between the ha llway and Cannon Master Willey. Whenever there are 
reinforcements in the hallway, use the cannons. 

Cannon Master Willey isn't terribly dangerous on his own. Since your party's 
in cramped corners, it'll be more difficult to keep him off your softer party 
members. The difficulty lies in Knock Away being a threat wipe. If the main 
tank is hit with this skill, Cannon Master Willey changes targets to the next 
person on the threat list. If this happens, give the main tank some time to 
regain his attention before the group starts up with its attacks. With Cannon 
Master Willey down, return to the long hallway and take the southern door. 

The southern door leads into another hallway. Watch the wandering Crimson 
Monk and Battle Mage as you enter. Wait for them to come to you and away 
from the others before you pull. With the wanderers clear, pull one group 
of enemies at a time. Pull the final group back and well away from the two 
doorways. If the enemy knocks one of your party members through either, it 
could spell defeat for the entire group. 

Clear the room to the left before 
moving right into the next hallway. 
Clear this room entirely and prepare 
to fight the Archivist. Pull the Archivist 
out of his room and down the hall 
before fully engaging him. Allow the 
tank to accumulate aggro for several 
seconds before the party jumps in. 
Keep the Archivist interrupted or 
stunned and the fight is much easier. 

_.,. 
HEY! YOU INTERRUPTED MY INTERRUPf! 
Establish an interrupt order before any light that will require several. This 
keeps the party from using all its interrupts at the same time and having them 
on cooldown when the enemy casts next. 

Having everyone jom on their Pummel/Kick/Shield Bash/Counterspell keys at 
the same time is a recipe for disaster. Assign an order so that everyone knows 
when their turns up. 

There is much to do in this room once the Archivist is dead. A picture of Two 
Moons is to the right. Examine it closer to reveal Of Love and Family. Be sure 
to burn the archives to complete The Archivist. 

RETURN TO STRATHOLME 

With the Archivist dead, his archives 
burned, and the plagued flesh 
samples collected, it's time for a 
quick run to Light's Hope Chapel. 
Horde parties with a mage should 
take a portal to Undercity. All other 
parties shou ld use their hearthstone 
and fly to Light's Hope Chapel. Turn 
in The Archivist and The Flesh Does 
Not Lie and pick up Active Agent. 

Make the run back to Stratholme. You should be ahead of most of the 
respawns. Keep your party together and don't delay. Kill any patrollers you 
come across as you make your way back to the Archivist's room. With The 
Archivist completed and turned in, you will be able to collect Balnazzar' s 
head and begin The Truth Comes Crashing Down. 

Rebuff and rest to full before engaging Grand Crusader Dathrohan. Shield your 
tank before starting the encounter. Wait several seconds to allow the tank to 
build aggro before the rest of the party starts attacking. Dathrohan's attacks 
aren't terribly damaging at this point, but don't give him the chance to engage 
any of your softer members. Pull him to the back wall, facing away from the 
party. Keep the party's ranged damage 10 to 15 yards away to avoid his stun. 
Around 40% health, Dathrohan sheds his disguise and becomes Balnazzar, 
a demon. Balnazzar retains all threat from the battle, so don't worry about 
the tank re-establishing aggro. While your enemy has changed, your tactics 
shouldn't. Keep him away from your casters and wear him down. Most of 
his skills are considered Magic and can be removed by a Priest. When he is 
defeated, undead spawn outside the room, which is the reason for fighting 
near the throne. Move away from the doorway (if you were feared in that 
direction) before finishing the battle. Collect his head for The Truth Comes 
Crashing Down. 

Jarien and Sothos must be summoned 
in this room after defeating Balnazzar 
for the Mage and Priest Dungeon Set 
2 upgrade quest: The Right Piece of 
Lord Valthalak's Amulet. They're 
two former members of the Scarlet 
Crusade who were executed. 

When one is finally killed and no 
longer undead, they'll rise as a spirit 
to assist you in defeating their still
undead sibling. However, the undead one regains all their health and gains 
more power as a result of the "death" of the other. 

Jarien has four abilities. Cleave (damage +207 to up to four targets in front of 
her) and Mortal Strike (200% weapon damage and 50% reduced healing for 
5 sec.) are mainly going to hit your tank. Cripple reduces movement, attack 
speed, and strength by SO%. Her Shadow Shock deals roughly 800 Shadow 
damage to a single target. 

Her brother, Sothos, is a true danger with his Shadow Bolt Volley that deals 
650 Shadow damage to all nearby targets and his single-target, 6-second 
Fear. However, his other abilities are all melee oriented: Shield Block, Shield 
Charge (Charge and weapon damage + 150), and Shield Slam (140 damage 
and 2-sec. stun). 

Make a quick run back to Light's Hope Chapel to turn in quests. You can 
also hearthstone or portal and then fly to Light's Hope Chapel. Speed 
isn't important this time as you will be dealing with East Stratholme when 
you return. 



EAST STRATHOLME 

ELDER'S SQUARE 
There are two ways to enter Elder 
Square. The back entrance to 
Stratholme (use the key dropped by 
Magistrate Barthilas to get past the 
gate) and going northeast through 
King's Sq uare both get you there. 
Large groups of skeletons and ghouls 

Skul 

Bode Entrance 

Aurius 

Stonespine 

Baroness Anoitori 

Nerub'enkon 

Moleki the Pol~d 

Mog~trote Borthiloi 

Abomination Gate 

Romstein the Gorger 

Boron Rivendore 

await you. As in the west side, CC THE GAUNTLET 
the elite ghouls and AoE the non-elite 
skeletons. With the skeletons dead, 
your entire party can focus on the 
ghouls. 

Kill your way to the chapel. Inside is Aurius. He will ask you to give him 
the Medallion of Faith. As you col lected it when you were going through 
West Stratholme, give it to him. He agrees to spend his last breaths aiding you 
against the Baron. Clear the way to the Baron and Aurius appear to help you. 
Move north through the gate to the Gauntlet. 

The Gauntlet has the same groups 
of enemies with a few exceptions. 
The first and most important are the 
patrollers. There are Crypt Crawlers 
patroll ing slowly and Gargoyles 
patroll ing quickly. Stay at the gates 
and pull each patroller as it moves 
away from the static groups. Don't 
move forward until al l the patrols 
are dead. 
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When the patrollers are cleared, 
head northeast. Clear the path to 
Baroness Anastari's ziggurat. On the 
south side of the ziggurat are some 
Blacksmithing Plans. the Blackguard 
Swordsmith attacks when you loot 
them. Defeat him to collect the plans 
for Corruption and the Insignia of the 
Blackguard for Corruption. 

When the area is clear, have your tank shoot Anastari and run back to the 
gates. She has ranged attacks, so the tank must run through the party in order to 
draw her within range. Anastari fights like any other enemy until she possesses 
a party member. Anastari vanishes and takes control of one party member 
while she heals. 

Attack the person with everything you 
have except DoTs. When the person 
drops to 25% health, Anastari jumps 
out. You r healer shou ld be ready 
to use a large heal on the player as 
soon as Anastari jumps out. It's very 
important that you don' t use DoTs 
on the affl icted party member. These 
remain after Anastari leaves the 
person and can ki ll your friend. 

The Baroness does this several times during the fight, but with consistent 
firepower, your party wi ll prevail. Have your tank run through the ziggaraut 
and gather the enemies and bring them to your AoE. With the enemies dead, 
enter the ziggurat to col lect the Scourge Data for The Active Agent. 

With Baroness Anastari's ziggurat 
down, return to the gate and move 
west to Nerub'enkan's ziggurat. There 
are several groups at the base of 
Nerub'enkan's ziggurat. Nerub'enkan 
moves around a great deal w hen you 
fight him, so you need to clear al l 
other enemies first. Pul l each group 
back and destroy them. 

Pull Nerub'enkan wel l off his perch 
and back toward the gate. He 
summons eight short-duration pets 
that attack for ten seconds before they 
die. If he roots your tank and changes 
targets, whoever has aggro should 
drag him back to the tank. Keep your 
party's health high and bring him 
down. When he fa lls, the doors to the 

ziggurat open. Have your tank run through and bring the Thuzadin Acolytes 
out together. 

There's only one more ziggarat to clear. Move north toward Maleki the Pa l lid's 
ziggurat. Clear the enemies as normal on the way. 

Maleki 's ziggarut is no different from the other two. Clear mobs from both 
sides before pul ling the group on the stairs. The group on the stai rs can be 
pul led without pul ling Maleki. When all his possible allies are destroyed, 
charge Maleki and make him pay for his evil ways. 

His attacks are fairly light. If your party was able to beat the Baroness, Maleki 
only poses a problem if you relax. Keep with the tactics you've used in the 
past. The tank should turn Maleki away from the party. Cease fire if Maleki 
changes targets unti l the tank has regained his attention and has him back in 
place. 

When Maleki fal ls have your tank run through the building and bring the 
enemies back to the party. With the fina l ziggurat breached, the way to 
Slaughter Square is open. There is only one final task. 

Clear the enemies as you move west. Magistrate Barthilas stands to the north of 
the gates to Slaughter Square. Rest to ful l before engaging him. 

Give your tank a few seconds to bui ld 
aggro before joining the fight. Barth ilas 
hits very hard and has a good number 
of hitpoints, so it's important to keep 
him beating on the tank. He also has a 
knockback that clears aggro. Anytime 
you see the tank get thrown into the 
air, cease firing. The tank wil l need 
a few seconds to get aggro back and 
continuing to attack Barthi las only 

makes it more difficult. Keep aggro on your tank and keep everyone's health 
high, since Barthi las does so much damage each swing, and the fight will end 
in your favor. Loot Barthilas and rest before entering the gates. 

SLAUGHTER SQUARE 
There are legions of Bi le Spewers and Venom Belchers guarding the square. 
Keep your party between the two gates and pu ll one of the abominations. 
The Bile Spewers can release Bile Slimes throughout the fight and when they 
die. These are non-el ite enemies and should be kil led with AoE attacks before 
they congregate around your healer. The Venom Belchers have an AoE poison 
attack that does significant damage. 

.. -~--~~--- -~--·--~ ~· ~===========::::; .. 
EVERYBODY IN 

Everyone in the group must be through the back gate before anyone pulls the first 
abomination. As soon as you pull, the gate drops to prevent you from fleeing. 
However, without a Warlock in the group, your party members will end up staying on 
the other side of the barrier and probably end the run. 



Once the first is pulled, a timer is started. More wander to the gates one at a 
time in intervals. This means you must have your target dead before the next 
arrives. There are several longer intervals where resting can occur. When the 
party chooses to rest, have the tank stand at the forward gates and hold any 
enemy that comes until the rest of the party is ready. 

Casters shouldn't wait for the long intervals and should drink every chance 
they get. This consumes supplies quickly, but it's important to keep your mana 
as high as possible at th is stage. 

When the final abomination is dead, the doors to the Slaughter House open 
long enough for Ramstein the Gorger to step out. The abomination walks 
slowly to the gates, so your party has plenty of time to regenerate health and 
mana. 

Keep your softer party members spread out and well away from Ramstein. His 
damage is extremely high and he can demolish a cloth wearer in a few hits. 
Your tank should slowly pull Ramstein to the gates if you engaged him in the 
courtyard and keep him facing away from the rest of the party. As soon as 
Ramstein falls, all party members need to retreat to the gate with all haste and 
start recovering mana and health. 

Ramstein 's defeat causes the west gate 
to open and release dozens of non
elite zombies and skeletons to charge 
your party. You have a few moments 
before they reach your group, so make 
them count. Use every AoE damage 
ski ll avai lable to the party (includ ing 
spare Stratholme Holy Water) and the 
undead should drop in short order. 

Moments after the last of the enemies are dead, the doors to the Slaughter 
House release more guards. Five Black Guard Sentries advance on your party. 
Your tank will not be able to withstand the pounding of all five enemies. 
Hunters, Paladins, and Priests need to CC as many of the Sentries as possible. 
Do not allow more than three enemies to engage your tank at a time. Back up 
tanks should pull aggro from one target each and then focus fire with the rest 
of the party if you don't have any other CC. 

Bring the enemies down one at a time. When the last falls, the doors to the 
Slaughter House open permanently and Baron Rivendare awaits. Rest to full 
before entering the building. 

Move into the room and hug the wall on the left. The Baron has an Unholy 
Aura that deals Shadow damage each second you are exposed to it. Several 
bone piles are stacked against the walls. Skeletons spawn from these bone 
piles during the fight. 

When your party is prepared, shield the tank and have them charge the Baron. 
Give them a few seconds to build aggro before the party jumps in. Keep the 
Baron on the opposite side of the room as your party and keep him facing away 
from them. If the Baron changes targets, cease fire until aggro is reestablished. 
During the fight (assuming you turned in the Medallion of Faith earlier), Aurius 
joins you and fights against Rivendare. With the help of Aurius and the small 
skeletons being taken care of (have Mages or Warlocks AoE, or use Stratholme 
Holy Water) before Baron Rivendare uses Dark Pact to restore his health from 
them, the Baron becomes a long, but simple fight. Keep your tank alive, keep 
aggro on your tank, and bring the Baron down. When Baron Rivendare fina lly 
falls, so does Aurius. 

Speak with Aurius while breath is still with him (if he falls to 0 HP before you 
eliminate Baron Rivendare, the quest is considered fai led). Use the rune in the 
center of the floor to complete Menethil's Gift. Your task is complete. Return 
to Light's Hope Chapel victorious. 
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GETI1NG TO DiE TEMPLE OF ATAL.HAKKAR 

In the center of Swamp of Sorrows is a large lake with the Temple of Atal'Hakkar 
showing. Swim across to the south facing and cl imb the stairs to enter. 

WHOTOBRING 

Having a group that can deal with a variety of situations will make the passage 
through the temple much easier. There are many foes inside and each should 
be dealt with and reacted to differently. Several of the fights will be against 
a few elite enemies and several non-elite enemies making characters with 
AoE attacks (Mage, Warlock) important. Some fights are against several elite 
enemies, making characters with crowd control abi lities (Priest, Druid, Mage) 
useful. 

The trip is rather quick from the nearby flight points. Horde parties can gather 
in Stonard while Alliance parties gather at Nethergarde Keep. 



ALLIANCE QUESTS 

' I • I 

Brohonn Coskbtl~ Stormwind: Dworven District 

Quest Level 42 to obtain 

Location Stormwind (Dwnrven D~lricl) 

Quest Giver Brahcm Casltbelly 

Goal Collect l 0 Aloi' oi Tobie ts 

x Experience Gained 7,100 

Guardian Talisman !Trinket: Equip: Hove a 2% chance when 

The Temple of Atal'Hakkar is a wealth of lost history. Being guarded by 
fanatical worshippers makes artifacts even more valuable. Brohann is willing 
to reward you greatly for braving the dangers of the Sunken Temple. 

) 

• I ' I 

Brohonn Coskbtl~ Stormwind: Dworven District No 7,1 00 

ferolm: Twin Colassak 

~ HAZE OF EVIL 

Quest Level 47 lo obtain 

Location ferolm (Twin Colmsak) 

Quest Giver Gregan Brewspewer 

Goal Collect 5 Aloi' oi Haze 

5,100 

After talking with Muigin in Un'Goro regarding his plant problem, you 
are sent to Gregan in Feralas. Gregan knows how to help, but can't 
collect the necessary items himself. He needs 5 Atal'ai Haze. Atal'ai 

I Haze can be found on any of the slimes or worms in the lower portions 
b-. of the Temple of Atal'Hakkar. 4iil 
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There have been strange occurrences in the Temple of Atal'Hakkar. 
First, the temple has been sunk. Second, green dragons are guarding 
the site. Fel'zerul needs you to collect 10 Atal'ai Artifacts to aid him in 
the investigation. The artifacts can be found on the ground around and 
inside the lake. After Fel'zerul examines the artifacts he will ask you to 
bring them to an exile in the Hinterlands. 

The information from the Hinterlands alarms Fel'zerul greatly. He asks 
you to collect 20 Fetishes to further his investigation. These can be 
taken from many of the Trolls inside the Temple of Ata l'Hakkar. 

, r . ·---- - - -- -

After Larion asks you for help in Un'Goro, you are sent to Rizzlefix in 
Ratchet. She is willing to give you a prototype of her bug zapper, but 
you need to collect the fuel for it. Atal'ai Haze can be found on the 
slimes and worms in the lower portion of the Temple of Atal' Hakkar. l Bring the Zapper and Haze to Larion in Un'Goro for your reward. 

r.---=~ 



SHARED QUESTS 

RIWARD: Hikkari Urn 

Jamllllian the l'nlphet Atol'oi Exile Aloi' oi Exile No 6,SSO 

RIWARD: Helm of the Exile IMoil Head: 266 Armor, + 11 AGI, +18 INT, + 18 SPll or Roinstrider leggings !Cloth legs, 69 Armor, +8 AGI, +7 STA, +27 SPI) 

The Essence of Eranikus Essence of &onikus Temple of Alal'Halckar Essence Font Temple of ltal'Haldiar No 2,800 

RIWARD: Chained Essence of &onikus (Trinket: Use: SllllllllOl1' o dood of poison tho! deok SO nature do~ every 5 se<onds loony enemy in on 8 yord radius around the caster for 45 se<onds) 

The 6od llakkar Yeh'kinyo Tanaris: si..a..le l'art Yeh'kinyo Tanaris: ~ l'art Yes 1,900 

RIWARD: Aveflguord Helm !Plate Head: 461 Annor, + 10 SPI, +5 AGI, +2S STA) or lifeforce Dirk (One-Hand Dagger: 35.9 OPS,+ 11 STAI or Gemburn Grdel (Cloth Head: 63 Armor, +SAGI, +17 INT, +18 SPI, +9 STA) 

INTO THE DEPTHS 

46 toobtain 

Location Tanoris (Broken Pillar) 

Quest Giver 

Goal Find the Altar of Hokkor 

After retrieving his Stone Circle from his shop in Ratchet, Marvon tells of 
his investigation in the Temple of Atal'Hakkar. While inside, he noticed 
an altar at the bottom of the temple. He believes the stone circle is a 
key to unlock the altar. 

====== !~=-=-=~====== ·-.. 
COLORING OUTSIDE THE LINES 

Manipulating the statues out of order will bring misery to not only you. It will ollect 
anyone dose to you. The statues cause an AoE curse thot reduces STR by 50% when 
used out of order. 

SECRET OF THE CIRCLE 

Location Tonork (Broken Pillar) 

Quest Giver 

Goal Dkcover the secret hidden in the statues 

When inside the Temple, Marvon was able to activate a set of lights. 
These must be guarding a treasure of immense importance. Activating 
the Altar of Hakkar at the bottom of the lowest level will start the light 
sequence. Green light will show on the balconies above in a specific 
order. This shows you which order to manipulate the statues. 

The sequence is south, north, southwest, southeast, northwest, northeast. 
When the statues are manipulated in the proper order, a statue and 
Atal'alarion spawn in the water at the bottom. The statue holds the 
Hikkari Urn. Open the Urn to find your reward. 
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JAMMAL' AN THE PROPHET 

Quest Level 38 to obtain 

Location Hinterlonds (Shadra Alar) 

Alal'ai Exile 

Goal Collect the Head of Jammol'on 

Max Experience Gained 6,550 

Reward 

Helm of the Exile (Moil Heod: 266 Armor, + 11 AGI, + 18 INT, 
+ 18 SPI) or Roinstrider Leggings (Cloth Legs: 69 Armor, 

+8 AGI, +7 STA, +27 SPI) 

The Atal'ai Exile isn't happy that he was exiled for questioning 
Jammal'an. He will reward you if you carry out his vengeance and 
remove jammal'an's head. 

THE ESSENCE OF ERANIKUS 

Quest Level 48 to obtain 

Location The Temple of Atol'Hokkor 

Que Corpse of of Eroniltus 

Goal Place the Essence of Eronikus in the foence Font 

Max Experience Gained 2,800 

Reward 

Chained foence of Eronikus (Trinket: Use: Summons a 

cloud of poison that deals 50 nature damage every 

5 seconds to any enemy in on 8 yard radius around the 
cosier for 45 seconds) 

When the Shade of Eranikus falls, its Essence can be removed. Placing 
the Essence in the Essence Font will chain it to your will. You will be 
able to use it as equipment thereafter. 

THE GOD HAKKAR 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Experience: 

Reward 

44 to obtain 

Tanoris (Steamweedle Port) 

Yeh'kinyo 

Collect the Filled Egg of Hakkar 

7,900 

Avenguard Helm (Plate Head: 461 Armor, + 10 SPI, +5 AGI, 

+25 STA) or Lifeforce Dirk (One-Hand Oagger: 35.9 OPS, 
+ 11 STA) or Gem burst Circlet (Cloth Head: 63 Armor, 

+5AGI, +17 INT, +18 SPI, +9 STA) 

Once you bring Yeh'kinja the Ancient Egg he asked for, he asks you to 
fill it with part of the god Hakkar. The way to do this is the summon an 
Avatar of Hakkar in the Sunken Temple and defeat it. You must remove 
the Hikkar'i Blood from the Hikkar'i Bloodkeepers and extinguish the 
four braziers in the room to engage the Avatar. 



CLASS QUESTS 
All class quests l isted here are the end of a chain of quests that begin with a class trainer. 

REWARD: forest's Embr0<e (leather Chest, I SI Armor, +8 INT, +7 SPI, Equip: ln<reoses h.oling done by spelk ond effects by up to SS.) or Grinled Pelt (leather Chest, I SI Armor,+ 17 STR, + 16 AGI, +11 STA) or Moonihodow Stove (Stoff, 4S.O DPS, Equip: lncreoses 
domoge ond h.oting done by magical spelk ond effecl! by up lo 19. Reslores 7 mono every S sec. Improves yoir chance lo gel o crrticol slrike wilh spelk by I". I 

(Hunt11) The Green Drab Oglinc Azshara Oglinc Anharo Yes 2,550 

REWARD: Oevilsour Eye llrinkel, Use: lncreoses your ottock power by I SO ond your chance lo hil by 2". Effect ~sn for 20 seconds.I or Devilsaur Toolh (Trinket, Use: Your pet's nexl ottock ~guaranteed lo crrticolly slrike if !hot attack is capable of striking critically.) or 
Hunting Spear (Poleorm, 4S.O DPS, + 17 STA, Equip: Improves your chance to gel o critical strike by I". Reslores S mono per S sec.) 

(Mage) Dlstroy Morphoz Archmage Xylem Azshora Archmoge Xylem Azshata Yes 2,550 

REWARD: Arcane (ryslol Pendant (N11k, +6 INT, Equip: lncreoses domoge ond healing done by magical spelk ond effects by up lo 16.) or roe Ruby llrinkel, Use: Restores l to SOO mono ond increoses the domogt of your next rue spell by up to 100. Effect lasn for 1 
min.) or Glaciol Spike (Dagger, 34.6 DPS, +4 INT, Equp: Your Frostboh spells have o 6" chan<e to restore SO mono wh.n cost.) 

(Paladii) Forging the Mightstone Ashlom Volorfist Wes11111 Plaguelands Ashlam Volorfis1 Western Plaguelands Yes 2,S50 

REWARD: Chivalrous Signet (Ring, +7 STR, +7 STA, +7 INT, Equip: lncreoses healing done by spells ond effects by up to IS.) or Ughriorged Blade (Two.hand Sword, 44.8 DPS, +9 SIR, +9 STA, +10 fire Resistance, +JO Frost Resiston<e, +10 Shadow Resis1once., Equip: 
lnueoses domoge done by Holy spells ond effects by up lo 16.) or Sanctified Orb llrinkel, U..: Increases your uitiol strike chance wilh spells ond melee ottD<ks by 3". losn 2S sec.) 

(Priest) ltood al Morphoz Ogtinc Azshora Greto Mo<shoof Felwood Yes 2,550 

REWARD: Blessed Prayer BeO<h ITrinkel, Use: lncreoses hearing done by spells ond effects by up to 190 f0< sec.)°' Grde of Hope (Ring, +6 Shadow R~lonce, Equip: lnueases !he critical effect chance of yoor Holy spelk by l".I °' W""'°" (Wand, 51.3 DPS, +3 STA, 
Equip: ln<reases domogt done by Shadow spelk and effects by up lo 11.) 

(Raguel The Azure Key Archmoge X~em Azshora lord Joroch Rovenholdt Hilkbiad Foothilk Yes 2,S50 

REWARD: Duskbol Drape (dook, 37 Armor, + 14 AGI, Equip: Reduces domoge from lolling.) or Ebon Mask (le<lh.r Head, 122 Armor, +11 Stam, Equip: Improves your chance lo gtl o critical slrike by I". +36 Attack Power.) or Wh~rwolk Boon (leather Feel, ID4 
Armor, + 18 AGI, +4 STA, Equip: ln<reoses your effective stealth level by I.) 

(Shaman) Da 'loadoo Both'roh the Windwatcher AhlllK Mountains Both'roh lhe Windwotcher Ah11D< Mountains Yes 2,550 

REWARD: Azurite r~n (Moil Hands, 195 Armor; +6 AGI, +7 STA, +7 INT, +6 SPI, Equip: Improves you chance lo get o critical strike with spelk by l".I or Enamored Water Spirrt (Trinket, Use: Summons o Mono Spring Totem wrth 5 h.olth otthe feet of the cosier for 24 
sec tho! rest0<es 27 mono every 2 seconds lo group members within 20 yards.I or Wildstoff (Stoff, 45.0 DPS, + 10 STR, +I 0 STA, +9 INT, Equip: Improves your chance lo hil by I". Improves you chance lo get o <riticol strike by I ".I 

(Warlock) Tfllls of a Feather lmpsy Felwood lmpsy Felwood Yes 2,S50 

REWARD: Abyu Shard (Trinkel, Use: Cosn your Summon Voidwalker speU wilh no mono or Soul Shard requiremenn.) °' Robes of Servitude (Oath Chest, 7 S Armor, + 1 S STA, + 10 INT, Equip: Increases domoge done by fire spelk and effects by up lo 23. lncreoses 
damage done by Shadow spells ond effects by up lo 23.) 0< Soul Harvester (Slaff, 44.8 DPS, + 16 STA, Equip: Improves your chance to hit with spells by l ". lncreoses damage done by Shadow spells ond effects by up to 24.) 

(Wmriar) 'loadoo Feathen Fallen Hero of the Horde Swamp of Sorrows Fallen Hero of the Horde Swamp of Sorrows Yes 2,550 

REWARD: Diamond Aoslt {Trinkel, U..: Rest0<es 9 health "'l'f S sec and increoses your Strength by 7 S. losn 1 min.) °' Firy V'~ (Plate Head, 445 Armor, + 18 SIR, Equip: Improves yoor chance lo gel o criti<ol strike by I". Improves your chance to hit by I ".I or 
RozOlsleel Shoolden (Plate Shoulder, 410 Armor, + 10 SIR, +ID AGI, +9 STA, Equip: Improves your chan<e to hi1 by l".I 

A BETTER INGREDIENT 

Quest Level SO to obtoin 

Location Un'Goro Croter 

Goal Retrieve o Pulrid Vine 

Max Experience Gained 2,5SO 

Reward 

Foresl's Embroce (leather Chest, 151 Armor, +8 INT, +7 

SPI, Equip: Increases healing done by spells and effedl by 

up lo 55.) or Griuled Pelt (leother Chest, 151 Arnnor, + 17 

STR, + 16 AGI, + 11 STA) or Moonshodow Stove (Staff, 4S.O 

DPS, Equip: ln<remes domoge and heoling done by mogicol 

spells ond effects by up to 19. Restores 7 mono every 5 

sec. Improves your chonce lo get o critical strike with spells 

by l" .) 

Follow the directions provided in the quest Secret of the Circle to 
summon Atal'alarion. Dispatch him, loot the Putrid Vine and return to 
Un 'Goro Crater to claim your prize. 

THE GREEN DRAKE 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

SO to obtoin 

Azshoro 

Ogtin< 

Relrive the Toolh of Morphoz 

2,5SO 

Devilsour Eye (Trinket, Use: Increases your attack power 

by 150 and your chonce to hit by 2" . Effect lmll for 20 

seconds.) or Devilsour Tooth !Trinkel, Use: Your pet's next 

attack ~ guoronteed lo <rilicol~ strike ii thot ottock ~ 

capoble of striking critical~.) or Hunting Spear (Polearm, 

45.0 DPS, + 17 STA, Equip: Improves your chance to gel o 

critical strike by I" . Restores 5 mono per 5 sec.) 

Morphaz is one of the green drakes guarding the way to Eranikus. Kill 
him, then return to Ogtinc with his Tooth in your possession. 
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DESTROY MORPHAZ 

Quest Level 50 lo obtain 

Location Azshoro 

Quest Giver 

Gaal Retrieve the Arcane Shard 

Experience Gained 2,550 

Reward 

Arcane Crystal Pendant (Neck, +6 INT, Equip: lncreose1 

domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by 

up to 16.) or Fire Ruby (Trinket, Use: Restores l to 500 

mono and increases the domoge of your next Fire spell by 

up lo 100. Effect losts for l min.) 0< Glociol Spike (Dagger, 

34.6 DPS, +4 INT, Equp: Your Frostboh spelb hove o 6% 

chance lo rest0<e 50 mono when cost.) 

Morphaz is one of the green drakes guarding the way to Eranikus. Kill 
him, then return to Archmage Xylem with the Arcane Shard in your 
possession. 

FORGING THE MIGHTSTONE 

50toob · 

Location Western Plogelonds 

Quest Giver Ashlam Valorfist 

Goal Retrieve the voodoo feathers 

Max Experience Gained 2,550 

Reward 

Chivalrous Signet (Ring, +7 STR, +7 STA, +7 INT, Equip: 

lncreose1 healing done by spelb and effects by up to 15.) 

or Ughtforged Blade (Two-hand Sword, 44.B DPS, +9 STR, 

+9STA,+10 Fire Resistance, +10 Frost Resistance, +10 

Shadow Res~tonce., Equip: lncreose1 damage done by Holy 

spells ond effects by up to 16.) 0< Sanctified Orb (Trinket, 

Use: Increases your critiol strike chance with spells ond melee 

attacks by 3%. Losts 25 sec.) 

There are six trolls in the Temple of Atal'Hakkar assigned to guard the 
shield that protects Jammal'an. Each of these trolls holds one of the 
feathers you need to complete this quest. 

BLOOD O F MORPHAZ 

Quest Level 50 tooblain 

Location Azshoro 

est Giver 

Goal Retrieve the Blood of Morphoz 

Max Experience Gained 2,550 

Reward 

Blessed Prayer Beads (Trinket, Use: Increases healing done 

by spells ond effects by up to 190 fa< se<.) or Grcle of Hope 

(Ring, +6 Shadow Resistance, Equip: lncreose1 the critical 

effect chonce of your Holy spells by 1%.) or Woestove 

(Wand, 51.3 DPS, +3 STA, Equip: lncrease1 domoge done by 
Shadow spells ond effects by up lo 11.) 

Morphaz is one of the green drakes guarding the way to Eranikus. Kill 
him, then find Greta Mosshoof in Felwood to exchange the Blood of 
Morphaz for the reward of your choice. 

THE AZURE KEY 

Quest Level 50 to obtoin 

Location Azshoro 

Quest Giver Archmage Xylem 

Goal Return the Azure Key 

Max Experience Gained 2,550 

Reward 

Duskbot Drape (0ook, 37 Armor, +14 AGI, Equip: Redutes 

domoge from lolling.) or Ebon Mask (leather Head, 122 

Armor, + 11 Stam, Equip: Improves your chance to get o 

critical strike by 1%. +36 Attack Power.) or Wh~lk 

Boots (leather Feet, 104 Armor, +18 AGI, +4 STA, Equip: 

Increases your effective stealth level by 1.) 

Morphaz is one of the green drakes guarding the way to Eranikus. Kill 
him, then take the Azure Key to Lord Jorach Ravenholdt in Hillsbrad 
Foothills. 



DA VOODOO 

so to obtain 

Location Alter0< Mountains 

Que1tGiver lkdh'rah lhe Windwakher 

Gaal Retrieve the voodoo feathers 

Max Experience Gained 2,5SO 

Reward 

Azurite Fists (Moil Hands, 195 Armor, +6 AGI, +7 STA, +7 

INT, +6 SPI, Equip: Improves you chance to get a critical 

strike with spells by 1 ".)or Enomored Water Spirit (Trinket, 

Use: Summons a Mono Spring Totem with 5 health at the 

feet of the caster for 24 se< that restores 27 mono every 

2 seconds to group members within 20 yords.) or Wildstoff 

(Stoff, 45.0 OPS, +10 STR, +10 STA, +9 INT, Equip: Improves 

your chance to htt by 1 ". Improves you cho1Ke to get o 

critical strike by 1".) 

There are six trolls in the Temple of Atal'Hakkar assigned to guard the 
shield that protects Jammal'an. Each of these trolls holds one of the 
feathers necessary to complete this quest. 

TROLLS OF A FEATHER 

Que1t Level SOtoolilain 

Location Felwood 

lmpsy 

Gaal Retrieve the voodoo feathers 

Max Experience Gained 2,5SO 

Reward 

Abyss Shard (Trinket, Use: Costs your Summon Voidwolker 

spell with no mono or Soul Shard requirements.) or Robes 

of Servitude (doth Chest, 75 Armor, + 15 STA, +I 0 INT, 

Equip: Increases domoge done by Fire spells and effe<ts 

by up to 23. Increases domoge done by Shadow spells ond 

effects by up to 23.) or Soul Horves1er (Stoff, 44.8 OPS, 

+ 16 STA, Equip: Improves your chance 1o hit wi1h spells by 

' "· Increases damage done by Shodow spells ond effe<ts 
by up to 24.I 

There are six trolls in the Temple of Atal'Hakkar assigned to guard the 
shield that protects Jammal'an. Each of these trolls holds one of the 
feathers necessary to complete th is quest. 

VOODOO FEATHERS 

Location Swomp of Sorrows 

QueltGiver hllen Hero ol lhe Honie 

Goal Retrieve the voodoo feathers 

Max Experience Gained 2,5SO 

Reward 

Oiomond Flask (Trinket, Use: Restores 9 heohh every 5 se< 

ond increases your Strength by 75. lasts 1 min.) or Fury 

V°ISOf (Plate Head, 445 Armor, +18 STR, Equip: Improves 

your chonce to get a critical strike by ' "· Improves your 
chance to hit by 1 " .)or Razorsteel Shoulders (Plate 

Shoulder, 410 Armor, +10 STR, +10 AGI, +9 STA, Equip: 

Improves your chonce to hit by 1 ".) 

There are six trolls in the Temple of Atal'Hakkar assigned to guard the 
shield that protects Jammal'an. Each of these trolls holds one of the 
feathers necessary to complete this quest. 
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WORSHIPPERS Of THE LOST 
ENEMIES 

AVAJAI OF IWCW 

Notl!'i: Mind Control 

OREAMSCYIHE 

50 Eltte 

Atal'alarion's Tusk Ring !Plate Waist 302 Arll10f, +I B STR. +8 STAI, Headspih !Poleann: 44.2 OPS, + 1 Sm. + 18 STAI, Darkwater Bracen !Leather Wrist, 6Urmar, +7 Shadow 

Blaodshot Gleaves !Mail Feet, 221 Armor, +5 m, +6AGI, +20 STAI, Fea1hriin Cope !Back, 39 Armor, +4 STA, +4 INT, + 15 SPIJ, Yfmds<ale Sarong !leather legs, 136 Armor, 

+7AGI,+10STA,+10 INT, +20 SPIJ, Wtmor's Embrace !Plate Chest, 567 Armor, +4AGI, +11 STA), Might of Hakkor !Main-hand Mace, 35.B Ops,+ 11 STA, +5 SPI), Spire of Hakkar 

!Stall, 46.5Dps, +16 STA, +16 Sl'I, Equip: lnueases damage and healing done by magical spels and ellecll by up 10 IO), Embrace of the Yfmcherpem !Cloth Chest, 86 Armor, +30 Sl'I, 

+ 17 INT, +9 STA, + 12 Nature Resistan<e) 

Smoldering Claw !Polearm: 46.6 DPS, + 10 Are Resistance, Chance on Htt: Hurls a fiery ball that causes 135 fire damage and on additionol 15 over 6 seconds), Arebreather !One-Hand 

SWllfd: 35.2 DPS, 0-e on Hit: Hurls a fiery bal that causes 70 lire damage and an addi1ional 9 over 6 seconds), Drakelang Butcher ITwo·Hond Sword: 45.9 DPS, +I 5 STR, Chance on 

53 Elite Hit: Wounds the target causing them to bleed for 1SOdamageover30 seconds), Drokes1one of the Owl !Held in Off-Hand: +9-10 INT, +9-IO SPI, Equip: lnaeases damage and healing 
done by magical spels and elledl by up to 4), Drakedaw Band (Ring: +9-10 to 2randarn1hlfl) Nightfall Drape (Back: +14 STA, +B SPI), Bloodlire Talons !Leather Hanek: 96 Armor, 

+5 INT, +9SPI, +10 Fire Resisturu, Equip: lncr111111 damage and healing done by magical spelk and effedl by up to IOI, Dawnspire Cord !Cloth Waist 43 Armor, +19 INT, +B Sl'I) 

Notl!'i: Acid Breath (36 nature damage every 5 1e<ondsJ, Wing Aop (knockbock) 

GASHEI 

Notl!'i: Dual-wield 

50-51 
Elite 

Alal'ai Baals (Mail Feet 185 Armor, + 11-12 to 2 random Slals), Atul'ai Glaves (Cloth Hands: 47 Armor, + 12-13 to 2 random lhlfl), Alal'ai Breoslpiate !Mail Chest 311 Armor, 

+16-17 to 2 random slats), Atul'ai Girlie (Plate Waist 280 Armor, +11-12 to 2 random llall), Atal'ai Spaulders !Leather SIWders: 193 Armor, +12-13 to 2 random slats), 

Alal'ai leggings !Leather legs: 120 Armor, + 14-15 to 2 random lhlfl) 

53 Elite Same as Dreamscythe 

Notl!'i: Acid Breath 136 nature damage every 5 seconds), Wing Rap lkna<kbock) 

HUKKU 52 Elite Same as Gasher 

Notl!'i: Shadow Bolt, Summons Voidwolker, Imp ond Succubus 

JAMMAtAH THE PROPHET 54 Elite 
Glovl!'i of the Atal'ai Prophet (Oath Hands: 49 Arll10f, +5 m, +6 STA, +20 SPI), Kilt of the Atal'ai Prophet (Cloth legs: 69 Armor, +4 STR, +9 STA, +I 8 INT, +I 8 SPI), Vtslmlnts of the 

Alal'ai Prophe1 !Cloth Chest 78 Armor, + 11 INT, +27 SPI) 

Notl!'i: linked with Ogom the Wretched, Hex of Jommol' An, Healing Wove, Floml!'itrike 

48 Elite 

51 Elite 

52 Elite Same as Gasher 

Notl!'i: Greater Heo~ng Word 



OGOM lffE WRETOIED 53 Elite 
Eater of the Dead (Main-Hand Axe: 32 DPS, Equip: +30 Anack l'ow8I when f9iling undeadl, Blade of the Wretthed (Main-Hand Sword: 32.1 DPS, Chance of Hit Camipls the target, 

cousi1g 90 damage OYW 3 secOlldsJ, Fist of the Damned (One-Hand Mace: 32. l DPS, 0-e on Hit Steak 30 life from the target) 

Notes: Shadow Bolt, Shadow Word: Pain , Curse of Weakness 

54-55 
SllAD£ OF EWllKUS 

Elite 

Rod of Corrolion (Wand, 55 Ops, +10 Nature~), Wof &onibs (Main-hand Axe, 37.l Dps, +6 SlR, Equip: Increases your chonce lo hit by l" I, Homs of Eronilius (,._.Head, 

271 Armor, +27 INT, +11 SPIJ, Die Nail (o.Hand llapr, 36.7 Dps, +5 Shadow Resistonce, l rondom bonus), Crest of Supremacy (Shield, 1930 Armor, 35 Block, +6 SlR, +6 AGI, +7 STA, 

+7 INT, +7 SPI), Drop's Eye (Neck. +6 STA, +15 SPIJ, Drop's Cal (o..tml S..d, 41.4 DPS, 0-. on H~: Cals lor1h on Emerald Drogon Whelp to proled you In llanleferashort 
period of lime.) 

Notes: Worstomp (AoE knockbock and stun), Deep Slumber, Throsh, Acid Breath 

Of HAKKAR 51 Elite Slithencale Boots (l.eadier Feet 104 Annor, +5 Sii, +12 STA, +15 SPIJ, Wingveil Claak (lade 34 Armor, +12 SPI) 

lffE CAllNIBAl 48 Elite Random level 42-45 UIKlllllml ........... llagewmn, Tral s-t 

51 Elite Same OS Oreamscythe 

Notes: Acid Breath (36 nature damage every 5 seconds), Wing Rap (knockbock) 

48 Elite Random level 42-45 UncDnlllll equipmlnl, ......... Tral 5'11111 

ZOLO 51 Elite Same 115 Gasher 

Notes: Chain Lightning, Skeleton Summoning Totem 

10R 52 Elite Same 115 Gasher 

Notes: Frailty (Curse, AoE, -10 all slots, l minute duration) 

WHAT LIES BENEATH? 

Entrance from Swamp of Sorrows 

Holl of Masks 
Chamber of Blood 

THE WAYIN 

4 The Butchery 

Getting to the Hall of Masks is relatively easy. The 
Murk Slitherers and Fungal Oozes can be pul led 
singly and are good practice targets for your group. 
Once through, take the right hallway down the stairs 
to the Chamber of Blood. 

I ! Den ol the Coller 

Holl of Ritual 

Holl of Bones 

Instance Portal 

The stairs bring you to the lower level of the 
Chamber of Blood. There are a number of Atal'ai 

-....... _, ..... ~ .. " ..... .,,._,..... .....,,~ 

Priests, Cursed Atal'ai, and Enthralled Atal'ai. This 
area wil l give you party practice in dealing with 
fleeing enemies and some of the special attacks you 

. ~ . 

will encounter later in the dungeon. This is also a good place to start gathering 
Fetishes of Hakkar and Atal'ai Tablets. 

Once the room is clear, ascend the stairs and take the left corridor from the 
Hall of Masks. There's a room to the left at the bottom of the first steps. The 
Butchery has relatively few enemies, but Veyzhak the Cannibal is a rare-spawn 
in this room. Should he be present, prepare for a straightforward fight. 
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Give the tank a couple seconds to establish aggro before laying into Veyzhak. 
High DPS parties can bring him down before he has the chance to do significant 
damage. Parties with less DPS need to be ready to heal the tank. Drop Do Ts on 
him and prepare for the long haul. 

Taking the hallway as it curls to the right brings you to the Den of the Caller. 
This room should be approached cautiously. There are two pair of Atal'ai 
Priests and another Atal'ai Priest wandering solo. With that much healing 
power, the fight cou ld be very difficult should you gain the entire rooms 
attention. Pull the groups one at a time around the corner until the room is clear 
before proceeding. 

Take the stairs to the south to the upper ledge of the Chamber of Blood. Kazkaz 
the Unholy can often be found here and is a quick fight. Once Kazkaz is no 
longer, return to the Den of the Caller and move down the eastern hallway. 

THE PllZZLE 

The Hall of Ritual is another dangerous room. There are several groups without 
much space between them. Pull the groups one at a time around the corner 
and deal with them. Keep the enemy from running as a fleeing opponent here 
can spell doom for your party. Moving down the stairs brings you to the Hall 
of Bones. 

There are two ways to get to the Instance Portal. You can jump to the middle 
level (not recommended unless you've been here before), or take the stairs 
on the right to the middle level. Fight your way to the northwest side on the 
middle level to gain access to the Instance Portal. 



UNLOCKING THE MYSTERY 
The Pit of Refuse is populated by a variety of aggressive enemies and a number 
of neutral Slime Maggots. Do not let this fool you. When you engage any of the 
aggressive enemies, the Slime Maggots will come to their aid. 

Clear around the Altar of Hakkar and the pool beneath before examining the 
altar to complete Into the Depths. When the altar is activated, green light will 
shine on the balconies overhead one at a time. The order is important as it is 
the key to the mystery. Having a piece of paper handy to mark the sequence 
makes it much easier to remember. 

With the order noted, move back to the Instance Portal and take the 
forward right passage. Take the stairs down from the first landing to the Hall 
of Serpents. 

The enemies in the Hall of Serpents are very similar to the enemies in the Pit 
of Refuse with a few exceptions. There are slow wandering Elite enemies and 
fast wandering non-Elite enemies to watch for. The Spawn of Hakkar also 
wanders the Hall. 

Move around the Hall of Serpents clearing all opposition. The enemy tends to 
guard in groups with a Deep Lurker, several Murk Worms, or a Saturated Ooze 
accompanied by many Slime Maggots. 

With the Hall of Serpents clear, activate the statues to complete Secret of the 
Circle. The Idol of Hakkar and Atal'alarion will spawn in the Pit of Refuse. 
Jump down to the level below, but don't jump into the water. Rest up at the 
steps in preparation for the fight. 

Atal'alarion has a lot of hit points and does tremendous damage. If that weren't 
enough, he has an aggro clearing ability. He can knock party members high 
into the air. The party members take falling damage when they finally land, 
and Atal'arion attacks other members. 

Start the fight by having the tank drag Atal' alarion against a wall. Keep your 
healers and ranged damage dealers away from Atal 'alarion, but move everyone 
into the water. This way when he throws the melee party members, he'll have 
a long wa lk to get to anyone soft and the water prevents falling damage from 
the knockup attack. 

Layer Atal'alarion with Do Ts to keep the damage going even if you must kite 
him around while the melee members are in flight. Have heals ready when 
party members land. 

The constant damage will wear Atal'alarion down and leave you free to pillage 
the Idol of Hakkar. Inside you find the Hakkari Urn. It holds a number of items 
to reward you for your trouble. 
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BREECHING JAMMAL' AN'S SHIELD 
There are many barricades and safeguards between you and your objectives. 
Taking them out in the proper order is the only way to leave the Temple of 
Atal'Hakkar victorious. 

There are four passageways leading from the instance portal: one on your 
left, one on the right, and two in front of you. Take the passage that's second 
from the left. There are many groups consisting of both living and unliving 
Atal'ai. The Unliving Atal'ai are immune to much of the crowd control your 
party has. (A Priest's Shackle Undead is a great root). Use your CC on the 
Atal'ai Witchdoctors and kil l the others first. As you ascend the stairs, you wil l 
also encounter Atal'ai Slaves in the groups. These can be dealt with at your 
convenience and pose no immediate threat to your party. 

Instance Portal 
Holl of the Curied 
Laro 

Gasher 

Mijon 

Zolo 
Zul'lor 

Hukku 

The Pit of Sacrifice 

10 lair of the Chosen 

11 Chamber of the Dreomer 
12 Sondum of the Fallen God 

At the first large land ing, there is a passage toward the center of the Temple and 
stairs continuing up. The passage leads to a ledge overlooking the Pit of Sacrifice. 
More importantly, it is guarded by Loro. Loro and his companions use their 
power to hold a shield protecting Jammal' an. You must ki ll all six oftheshielders 
before Jammal'an is vulnerable to attack. Begin by killing Laro. Continue up 
the stairs. 

The stairs end at the Hall of the Cursed. This hall runs around the edge of the 
Pit of Sacrifice. There are several passages leading off the circle. These lead to 
the other balconies above the Pit of Sacrifice. 



There are wandering Atal'ai Warriors that should be watched for. At several 
points around the circle there are groups of Ata l'ai guarding. These groups 
usually consist of at least one Atal'ai Witchdoctor, one melee enemy (either 
Unliving Atal'ai, Atal'ai Corpse Eater, or Atal'ai Warrior) and another melee 
enemy or a group of Atal'ai Slaves. The Witchdoctors, Corpse Eaters, and 
Warriors can be CCed to keep the find from getting out of hand. Clear the 
groups while watching your back for wanderers. 

Move around the Hall of the Cursed in a clock-wise direction, killing Gasher, 
Mijan, Zolo, Zul'Lor, and Hukku. There are stairs on the inside of the circle 
leading directly to the ledges of Gasher and Zul'Lor, while there are stairs on 
the outside of the circle leading to platforms with passages to the ledges of the 
other four. 

With the six guardians dead, the shield guarding Jammal' an falls. You objective 
is one step closer. Return to the Instance Portal and take the stairs to your left. 

MOVING ON JAMMAL' AN 
Your enemies have changed, but the tactics are very similar. The Nightmare 
Wyrmkin can cast Sleep (dispellable by Priests and Paladins) and have a ranged 
poison attack and should be considered extremely dangerous. The wrong party 
member sleeping can spell doom for your group. Once the Wyrmkin is dead, 
focus on the Nightmare Wanderers and Nightmare Scalebane. When the last 
of the Elite enemies has fallen, clean up the Nightmare Whelps. 

Move into the Pit of Sacrifice. There are many groups of Dragonkin. Allof 
these must be dea lt with before you confront Jammal'an. Move around 
the room, avoiding the hole in the center, and systematically exterminate 
the Dragonkin. 

DRAGONKIN PULLS 
~- ._. - --~; 

If you have a hard time handling multiple elite dragonkin al the same time, 
use a Hunter's Freezing Trap or the Druid ability Hibernate to put enemies 
temporarily out of action. 

Proceed down the east passage to the Lair of the Chosen. This room is one of 
the most dangerous in the dungeon. Melee enemies are mixed with casters. 
Pu ll the enemies back around the corner. This is very important as leaving the 
Atal'ai High Priests at range will make your life much more difficult. The High 
Priests should be killed first and quickly. They can summon Atal'ai Skeletons 
to their a id if left alive. 
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With the High Priests dead, turn your attention to the Atal'ai Deathwalkers. 
They can cast Fear and should not be engaged near the room. One party 
member being feared into the Lair of the Chosen means a total party wipeout. 
On death, the Deathwalkers spawn Atal'ai Deathwalker's Spirit. These are 
immune to all damage while still inflicting damage. They are also very slow 
and dissipate after a few seconds. Anytime a party member becomes engaged 
by a Deathwalker's Spirit, they need to kite it (move around to keep the enemy 
out of attack range) unti I it dissipates. The character assigned to tank Jammal' an 
should burn up all his or her long cooldown abilities during these fights. 

Once the room is clear of smaller targets, it's time for Jammal'an the Prophet 
and his assistant Ogom the Wretched. Ogom has much less health and should 
be pu lled away from Jammal'an, then killed quickly. Jammal'an is very 
dangerous. Hex of Jammal'an transforms its target into an Atal'ai Berserker 
under the Prophet's control. This only lasts a short while, but the controlled 
character attacks other party members with every special ability available. 
While under control, the character moves more slowly, but hits hard. Spread 
out your party as much as possible. Party members under attack should keep 
out of range until the spell wears off. Use Do Ts and nukes to whittle away at 
his health until he falls to his knees for the last time. 

Collecting the Head of Jammal'an will complete the }amma/'an the Prophet 
quest. The primary objective is complete, but there is still treasure to be had. 

CLEARING THE WAY TO ERANIKUS 
With the death of Jammal'an, the drakes Weaver and Dreamscythe have 
appeared in the Pit of Sacrifice. It's possible to pull each singly if you wait 
for one to pass around the circle, then shoot the one that's trailing behind, 
provided they have enough distance between them. These fights are fairly 
straightforward, if a bit difficult. The tank should keep the drakes facing away 
from the party to minimize the damage caused by their breath weapons. If 
both drakes come at the same time, select a second tank to occupy one of 
them while its health is drained. Another option is to use a Hunter to kite the 
drake around while the rest of the party drops the other target. Bring them 
down one at a time and continue to the southern passage. 

Here, there are two more drakes by the names of Hazzas and Morphaz. Kill 
them as you killed the others and prepare for the fight against the Shade of 
Eranikus who resides in the Chamber of the Dreamer. 

The Shade of Eranikus summons all Dragonkin left alive to aid him. A quick 
survey to make sure all the Dragonkin are dead may be in order if your party 
is unsure. The winged serpents in the western section won't answer his 
summons. 

Eranikus has a number of abilities that make him very dangerous. Warstomp 
is an AoE stun that centers on him. Keep as much of your party out of this as 
possible. The more party members at range, the better. 

If a single party member is being too effective against him, Eranikus will cast 
Deep Slumber. This single target spell puts one of your members to sleep for a 
long time. If your tank is slept, a secondary tank (Druid in bear form, a Paladin, 
or a Rogue with Evasion available) should grab and hold Eranikus until the 
main tank can be woken. 

With Eranikus under control, let your DPS fly. This is a long fight with a lot 
of pounding before the Shade falls so be careful about pulling aggro off the 
tank. DPS classes should use skills such as Feign Death and Feint to reduce the 
amount of threat generated by their attacks. 



Remove the Essence of Eranikus from the corpse and begin the Essence of 
Eranikus quest. The Essence Font is in the same room and placing the Essence 
in the Font completes the quest. 

THE GOD HAKKAR 
The passages on the west side of the Pit of Sacrifice lead to the Sanctum of the 
Fallen God. The Hakkar' i Sappers and Frostwings can be fought individually 
and pose little threat to your party. Eliminate them and have you entire party 
move into the chamber before proceeding. 

Use the Ancient Egg to begin the fight. The enemies spawn endlessly. Kill 
them until the Hakkar'i Bloodkeeper spawns. Slay the Hakkar'i Bloodkeeper, 
grab the Hakkar'i Blood from the corpse and extinguish the braziers quickly. 
Only one brazier can be extinguished per blood, but it won't take long unti l 
another arrives. 

When the Avatar of Hakkar first shows, he doesn' t attack provided no one 
in the group is near the center of the chamber. Before extinguishing the final 
brazier, have everyone move close to a wall and take this time to clear any left 
over spawns in the room. Having spawns in the room when the Avatar attacks 
is a recipe for disaster. Should this occur, the tank needs to hold Hakkar while 
the party finishes clean up before engaging the Avatar. 

Once the room is clear of everything save the Avatar of Hakkar, take a few 
moments to rest and restore mana. If your tank gets in trouble whi le your 
healers are out of mana, have a secondary tank pull Hakkar off the main tank. 
Druids in bear form, a Paladin, or a Rogue (with Evasion) can pull Hakkar off 
and hold him long enough for the main tank to bandage. Once the casters 
have mana again (use Mana Tide Totems or Judgement of Wisdom to help 
restore mana) it's time to end the fight. Unload all your damage and keep 
the tank healed. W ith the resources of your party restored, don't hold back 
anything. 

With the Avatar of Hakkar fallen, col lect the essence for The God Hakkar. 

With friends sti l l alive, and bags full, it's time to head home. 
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GETTING TO ULDAMAN 

WHOTOBRING 

The primary entrance into Uldaman is just south of the Loch Modan border in 
Badlands. It's easy to spot by the multitude of Shadowforge Dwarves roaming 
around the dig site. Fight past these into the tunnels. 

Alliance groups should fly into Thelsamar in Loch Modan and head south into 
Badlands. Horde parties have a longer run if they've never been there before. 
Fly to Hammerfall in Arathi Highlands and head south through Wetlands and 
Loch Modan into Badlands. Before you start your run into Uldaman, make the 
trek west to Kargath to get the Flightpoint. 

Having a party member with high armor and high HP is crucial for surviving this dungeon. Chain-wearing classes can 
handle the Shadowforge Dwarves and the Troggs, but when you reach the Golems, you'll need someone in plate. The 
Golems hit extremely hard and have very high health. Another necessity for U ldaman is including classes that have 
snare abilities. Many enemies flee when at low health and there are always more enemies close by. 



All the quests for Uldaman are Dungeon quests. These cannot be completed in a Raid group. Avoid Raid groups unless your are going in for the treasure alone. 

ALLIANCE QUESTS 

QUEST NAME QUEST GIVER I' I 

A Sign of Hope Prospector Ryedol Badlands: Hammertoe's Dig Sile 

Amulel of Seuell Hommertoe Grez Uldomon 

Prosped of foilh Hammertoe Grez Uldamon 

Prospect of Foilh Prospector Ryedol Badlands: Hammertoe's Dig Sile 

The Los! Tablets of Will Advkor Belgrum lronforge: Holl of Explorers 

REWARD: Medol of Courage (Neck, +9 STA, +3 SPll 

Agmond's fole Prospector lronbond La<h Madan: lronbond's Excovolion Sile 

REWARD: Prospector Gloves (leather Hoods, 65 Armor, +BAGI, +7 INTI 

The lost Dwarves Prospector Slonnpike lronforge: Holl of Explorers 

The Hidden Chamber Boelog Uldomon 

The Shot!ered Necklace Shattered Necklace Uldomon: Random Drop 

lore for a Price Tolvash del ~sel lronforge: Mystic Word 

Bock lo Uldomon Tolvosh del K~I lronforge: Mystic Word 

find the Gems Remains of a Paladin Uldomon 

Restoring !he Necklace Tolvash del Kissel Phial of S<rying 

REWARD: Tolvosh's Enhancing Necklace (Neck, + 10 STA, +I INT, +I 0 SPll 

Uldamao Reagent Run Ghak Heohouch la<h Madan: Thelsomor 

REWARD: S Restorative Elixirs (Removes oU negative effe<ls) 

Recloimed Treasures Krom Stoutarm lronf0<ge: Holl of Expl0<ers 

The Plolinum Oi1CS 

Uldomon 

Uldomon 
l The Platinum Dis« The Plotinum Dis« 

The Platinum Discs 

A SIGN OF HOPE 

Quest Level 35 to obtain 

location Badlands (Hammertoe's Dig site) 

Contact Prospector Ryedol 

Find Hammertoe Grez 

This quest begins when you find a Crumpled Map in Hammertoe's Dig 
Site. Take the map to Prospector Ryedol. He explains that Hammertoe 
has been kidnapped by the Shadowforge Dwarves. Hammertoe is 
hiding in a small dead-end tunnel just east of the instance portal. Find 
Hammertoe and he offers you the Amulet of Secrets quest. 

I' I 

Hammertoe Grez Uldamon Yes 2,750 

Hammertoe Grez Uldamon Yes 3,150 

Prospector Ryedol Badlands: Hammertoe's Dig Sile Yes 2,35D 

Historian Kornik lronforge: Han of Explorm Yes 3,150 

Advisor Belgrum lronforge: Holl of Expl0<m Yes 5,BSO 

Prospector lronbond La<h Madan: lronbond's Excovolion Sile No 2,B50 

Boelog Uldomon Yes 341 

Boelog Uldomon Yes 3,900 

Tolvash del K~sel lronforge: Mystic Ward Yes 3,300 

Tolvash del ~sel lronf0<ge: Mystic Word Yes 3,900 

Remains of a Paladin Uldomon Yes 2,550 

Tolvosh del K~sel Phiol of S<rying Yes 3,600 

Tolvosh del K~sel lronforge: Mystic Word Yes 925 

Ghak Heohouch La<h Madon: Thelsomor Yes 3,450 

Krom Stoutorm lronf0<ge: Holl of Explorers Ho 3,600 

The Platinum Dis« Uldomon Yes 5,250 

High Explorer Mogellos lronforge: Holl of Explorers Yes 5,25D 

AMULET OF SECRETS 

Quest Level 36 ta obrain 

location 

Contad 

Goal 

The Shadowforge Dwarves have already had their way with Hammertoe, 
and Magregan Deepshadow has Hammertoe's Amulet. This is a problem 
as it leads them to some highly sensitive scrolls. With these scrolls, 
the Shadowforge Dwarves plan on creating even more deadly Golems. 
Your mission is clear: find and slay Magregan, and return the amulet 
to Hammertoe. Magregan can be found in the southeast section of the 
tunnels outside the instance. Completing this quest leads to the Prospect 
of Faith quest. 
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PROSPECT OF FAITH 

Que1t Level 36 to obtain 

Location Uldomon 

Contact 

Goal Toke Hammertoe's Amulet lo Prospector Ryedol 

PROSPECT OF FAITH 

Uldomon 

Contact 

Goal Deliver Hammertoe's Amulet lo H~lorion Komik 

3,150 

I 
It appears Ryedol wasn' t as in touch with Hammertoe's work as was 
believed, but al l is not lost. Hammertoe was working closely with 
Historian Karnik in lronforge. Surely he'll know what should be done 

l next. Speaking with Karnik unlocks the Passing Word of a Threat and 
An Ambassador of Evil quests in the Badlands. ,J 

Location lronlorge 

Contact 

Goal find the Tobie! of Will 

Experience Gained 5,850 

If you have comp leted the Passing Word of a Threat and An 
Ambassador of Evil quests (which stemmed from the Prospect of Faith 
quest), Advisor Belgrum has more work for you. The Shadowforge 

I 

clan has been weakened by your efforts, but the Tablet of Will still 
resides in Uldaman. You need lo get it before they do. The Tablet of 

'-- Will can be found deep within Uldaman in the northwestern area. 

AGMOND'S FATE 

Quelt Level 31 IO ahlain 

Location loch Madon (lronbond's Excavation Stte) 

Contact 

Goal Collect 4 Carved Stone Urns 

Prospector Gloves (leather Gloves, 65 Armor, +8 AGI, +7 INT) 

With the news of Agmond's death, Prospector lronband is worr ied. He 
believes the Carved Stone Urns found at the dig site incited the Troggs. 
To test this, he'll need some. The urns can be found in the tunnels or 
taken from the monsters. 



THE LOST DWARVES 

The invasion of the Troggs was very quick. Stormpike believes that an 
expedition lead by his friend (which left for the deeper part of the ruins 
the day before the invasion) may sti ll be alive and cut off from aid. He 
charges you with finding them. Baelog and his expedition are indeed 
alive, and can be found through a whole in the south wall just inside 
the instance. ~ 

THE HIDDEN CHAMBER 

It Level 39 IO ablain 

Location Uldomon 

Contad 8aelog 

Goal Explore the Hidden Chomber 

Baelog and his expedition are alive. They were cut off by Troggs before 
they could open a special room nearby. Baelog would like you to continue 
his work and explore the Hidden Chamber. His journal, which is on the 
table beside him, details how to open the door in the Map Room. You 
need the Gni'kiv Medallion and the Shaft of Tsol to open the door. The 
Gni'kiv Medallion is in Baelog's Chest on the table. The Shaft of Tsol is 
in the hands of Revelosh (he's in a room to the northwest). Combining 
the two items and inserting them into the building in the center of the 

l 
Map Room opens the door to the Hidden Chamber. Defeat its guardian, 
explore the chamber and return to Baelog for your reward. 

~ THE SHATTERED NECKLACE 

37 IO ablain 

Uldomon 

LORE FOR A PRICE 

Location lronlorge IMY5tic Word) 

Contact 

Goal Collect 5 Silver Bors 

Talvash has fallen on hard times. He'll tell you about the necklace if 
you help him complete an order. He needs five Silver Bars to finish. The 
bars can be obtained from a Miner or the Auction House. Giving him 
the bars opens the Back to Uldaman quest. 
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BACK TO ULDAMAN 

37 to obtain 

Location lronlorge (M)'ltic Ward) 

Talvash' s current business luck is directly tied to the necklace you 
found. His competitor has spread rumors that the necklace cursed the 
Paladin who bought it. Talvash wants his name cleared and asks for 
your help. If he could reconstruct the necklace, he could prove that 
it isn't cu rsed. The Paladin who bought the necklace probably knows 
what happened to it. 

Finding the Paladin is fairly easy, though not terribly cheerful. The 
Remains of a Paladin can be found just inside the instance in the second 
northern hallway. There's nothing you can do for the Paladin, but you 
can stil l help Talvash. Examining the Paladin's journal leads to the Find 
the Gems quest. 

FIND THE. GE.MS 

Quest Level 37 lo obllin 

Location Uldaman 

Con tad Remains al a Paladin 

Goal Find the Shattered Necklace Ruby, Sapphire, and Topaz 

The Paladin did one final deed that makes your (and Talvash' s) life 
easier. He jotted down information on the gems. 

1. The Shattered Necklace Topaz is hidden in an Urn near Baelog. 

2. The Shattered Necklace Ruby is stashed in the northern area of 
the dungeon. 

3. The Shattered Necklace Sapphire is held by Grimlok, who can be 
found in the northern area of the dungeon. 

1 When all the gems are found, contact Talvash using the Phial of Scrying he 
gave you. Contacting Talvash grants the Restoring the Necklace quest. 

Rf.STORING THE. NECKLACE. 

Quest Level 

Locati 

Contact 

Goal 

Reward 

38 to oblain 

Uldaman 

del Kissel (via Phial of Saying) 

find the Shattered Ne<klace Power Source 

ined 925 

Talvmh's Enhancing Necklace (Neck, + l 0 STA, + l INT, 
+ 10 SPI) 

Even with the gems collected, Talvash needs something to power the 
necklace. He suggests that you take the power source from the largest 
Construct you can find. The largest Construct is at the end of the 
dungeon. With as much power as it brings against you, it' ll surely make 
a wonderful necklace. 

¥. .. u•L•D•A•MA_N_RE.•A•GllllE.•NT-R!•U•N-----.... ~ 
Quest Level 38 to abluin I I 
Location Loch Madan (Thelsomar) 

Ghalc Healtauch 

Goal Collect 12 Magenta fungus (ops 

3,450 

If you have completed the Badlands Reagent Run, Ghak has more work 
for you. Magenta Fungus Caps grow deep in the Uldaman site and Ghak 
wants a dozen for alchemical research. The fungus can be found on the 
ground or taken from the many denizens of Uldaman. 



F RECLAIMED TREASURES 

Quest Level 33 to oblain 

Loe "on lronforge 

Contact Krom Slaularm 

Retrieve Krom's priced possession 

Krom's story is fairly sad. He was a digger in Uldaman when the Troggs 
invaded. To escape with his life, he abandoned his most treasured 
possession. He had it locked in a chest that the Troggs won't be able 
to open, but he can't get past the Troggs. You can. The chest is in the 
North Common Hall. It can be found in the southern area before the 
instance portal. 

THE PLATINUM DISCS 

401o .man 
location Uldomon (final Room) 

Goal learn more 

The Platinum Discs are found in the final room of Uldaman. After 
examining them, the stone watcher appears nearby. Speak with the 
stone watcher to learn more about the dungeon. After speaking with the 
watcher and learning everything you can, return to the discs to open the 
The Platinum Discs quest. 

THE PLATINUM DISCS 

Quest Level 40 to obtain 

location Uldaman (final Room) 

Contact The Platinum Dis<s 

Goof Take the Miniature Platinum Dis<s home 

After examining the discs again, you will find the Miniature Platinum 
Discs in your bags. It's time to tell your people what you have learned. 
Return the discs to High Explorer Magel las in lronforge. 
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HORDE QUESTS 

r/~~31 ...... ~Dlron~~~~~mm ...... ~~~!mfllillllll!ll~~mm ...... ~~~li:;t!J1illl ..... ErJmllll.ll~~mi 
! Dron~ffm 

Yes 451 
Yes 

Remains of o Paladin 
Jorkol Mossmeld 
Jorkol Mossmeld 
Jorkol Mossmeld 

REWARD: 5 Res1orolive Elixi~ (Remom oil n olive effeml 
....... '- Potri<k Garrett 
....... k The Plotinum llis<s 
........ k The Platinum D~s 

NECKLACE RECOVERY 

Loe a ti an Orgrimmor (The Drug) 

Rumors have reached Orgrimmar about a Paladin who died in Uldaman. 
This isn't uncommon and wouldn't be worthy of interest if he hadn't 
been wearing a rather expensive jeweled necklace. Dran, not willing to 
let an opportunity pass him by, would like you to retrieve the necklace 
for him. The Shattered Necklace can be found on one of the enemies in 

I the entrance to Uldaman or in Uldaman itself. Recovering the Shattered 
r Necklace opens the Necklace Recovery, Take 2 quest. 
~ . ____ ...,.........,._.,._...........,u: 

r
,.... NECKLACE RECOVERY, TAKE 2 

.......... 'Si ii .... 

Location Orgrimmor (The Drug) 

Contact 

Gaal 

The necklace was what held the jewels and it's the jewels that Dran 
w;rnts. He decides there is a good chance the jewels are sti ll inside 
Uld.iman. The first place to look wou ld be on the Remains of a Paladin. 
This can be found shortly after entering the Uldaman instance. Finding 
the Remains of a Paladin will unlock the Translating the Journal quest. 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

On the body of the Paladin is a journal. The only problem is that you 
can't read it. Before you can find the jewels, you need first get the 
journal translated. Kargath post is likely a good place to start. Bringing 
the journal Jarkal Mossmeld in Kargath opens the next part in the 
Translating the Journal quest. 

--- - ....... -..... .--- ....... - --=.:;;; 

Jarkal is willing to translate the journal for you, for a price. He wants to 
study the necklace to learn how to make it. If you let him borrow th0 
Shattered Necklace, he'll translate the journal for you so you can find 
the jewels. After studying the necklace, Jarkal will offer the Find the 
Gems and Power Source quest. 



Jarkal has studied the necklace and can repair it if you bring him the 
parts. He needs the gems that were taken from the necklace and a power 
source. The journal mentions that the gems can be found in Uldaman. 

1. The Shattered Necklace Topaz is hidden in an Urn near Baelog in a 
southern tunnel near the entrance. 

2. The Shattered Necklace Ruby is stashed in the northern area of 
the dungeon. 

3. The Shattered Necklace Sapphire is held by Grimlok, who can be 
found in the northern area of the dungeon. 

For a power source, Jarkal suggests you find the largest construct in 
Uldaman and destroy it. This will be in the final room of the dungeon. 

in life. He tells of a time when 
his fami ly worked as diggers 
in Uldaman. He also tells of a 
rather secure chest that has the 
Garrett Family Treasure in it. 
He's wil ling to give you what 

j little he has made if you help him reclaim his birthright. The Garrett 

~
Family Treasure can be found in a chest in the North Common 
Hall in Uldaman. It's a large room on the southern side before the t 

I 

instance portal. ~ 
.... .. ,~ . - - \._ ~ • •! • ~ - ; ... " (\ ~._ .. ~r-_ ' 

The Platinum Discs are found in the final room of Uldaman. After 
examining them, the stone watcher appears nearby. Speak with the 
stone watcher to learn more about the dungeon. After speaking with t:Je • 
watcher and learning everything you can, return to the discs to open the 
The Platinum Discs quest. 
--~~---:11C11<ir:"»'!"'6''11!"':!"--""l'll'~~~~~~·~rrj';:;;><~·~ :-:>':~ 

examining 
again, you will 

If you have completed the Badlands Reagent Run, Jarkal has more work ~ 
for you. Magenta Fungus Caps grow deep in the Uldaman site and Jarkal 
wants a dozen for alchemica l research. The fungus can be found on the 
ground or taken from the many denizens of Uldaman. I 

Miniature Platinum Discs 
in your bags. It' s time to tell 
your people what you have 
learned. Return the discs to 
Sage Truthseeker in Thunder 
Bluff. 
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SHARED QUESTS 

I ,., . • 11• , 1111 ,., I . ,,. ,, .. ," •" ,., .. 
'" 

lndurium I Martek the Exiled I Bachnds: Yaley of Fangs I Martek the Exiled I Bachnds: Yaley o1 Fangs I Yes I 2,750 

Power Stones I Riggle!un I 8oclonds: Yaley al Fangs I Rigglefuu I Bachnds: Yaley of Fangs I Na I 3,500 

REWARD: Durocin Br0<en (Mai Wnst., 95 Armor, +7 AGI, +3 STA) DI Energized Stone Grcle (Shield, 67B Armor, 14 Block, +2 STA, +7 SPI) DI Eveilost Boals (Oath Feet, 33 Armor, +11 SPI) 

Solution to Doom I Theldurin the lost I 1ac1anc1s: Agmonds End 
REWARD: DoollllOye(s Robe (Oath Chest, 53 Armor, -10 STA, +20 SPI) 

INDURJUM 

Quest Level 31 to obtain 

Location Badlands (Valley of Fangs) 

ct Martek the Exiled 

Goal Called 10 lndurium Flakes 

If you have done the Martek the Exiled quest from Shimmering Flats, 
Martek will ask you to help him fill the order. He needs 10 lndurium 
Flakes to create the pistons for Fizzle's car. These can be mined 
in Uldaman or taken from the Stonevault Troggs in Uldaman or 
in Badlands. 

SOLUTION TO DOOM 

Location Badlands (Agmonds End) 

Contact lheldurin the Lost 

Goal Find the Tablet of Ryun' eh 

Max Experience Gained 3, 150 

Theldurin has foreseen a doom coming. He wants you to get the Tablet 
of Ryun' eh for him. It can be found in the center of the Sealed Hall in 
the southern area before the instance portal. 

I Theldurin the lost I Boc11anc1s, Agmonds End I Na I 3,150 

POWER STONES 

Quest Level 

Location 

Contact 

Goal 

Reward 

to obtain 

Badlands (Valley of Fangs) 

Rigglefuzz 

Called 8 Oentrium Power Stones and B An'Alleum 

Power Stones 

Duracin Bracers (Mail Bracer, 95 Armor, +7 AGI, +3 STA) or 

Energized Stone Grcle (Shield, 678 Armor, 14 Block, +2 STA, 

+7 SPI) or Everlost Baals (Cloth Boots, 33Armor, +11 SPI) 

Rigglefuzz was kidnapped and taken to Angor Fortress to examine 
some stones found in Uldaman. He's been released and wants another 
opportunity to work with the stones. If you bring him some, he'll make 
you an item. The stones can be taken from Shadowforge Dwarves 
throughout U ldaman. 



CLASS QUEST 

ll!f11@h 
LTabeth• 

- f 

1.!11\1'1Mil!.F!i\.li 
I Duslwalaw Manh 

POWER IN ULDAMAN (MAGE ONLY 

Quest Level 

Location Dusiwallaw Marsh 

Goal Retrieve on Obsidian Power Source 

Max Experience Gained 3900 

At level 35, your respective Mage trainer sends you to visit Tabetha 
in Dustwallow Marsh. After a trip to Desolace, the next destination is 
the back entrance to Uldaman and a battle wi th an Obsidian Sentinal. 
Defeat the Obsidian Sentinel and loot the Obsidian Power Source and 
return to Tabetha to continue the chain of quests. 

THE OTHER DIGGERS 

Hi!fii@ii§h M.iiifiUl!Mlii'·!f.\i!·'1 
I Duslwalaw Manh LTabeth. 

c :g;;;;g: ±ff.:± L-¥$ u 

Notes: Construct, Minor Tremor (AoE Stun), 
Self Destruct (AaE damage on death), 
Hi h Armor 

Steward 44 Elite 
Noles: Social, Construct, Sell Destruct, 
Ground Tremor (AoE Knockdown) 

Slonevoult AmlJusher 33-35 

*iif!iilfiiiij@iil!i,) I Yes I 3,900 

™' 
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ARCHAEDAS Boss 

Notes: High HP. High Armor, High Damage 

Archaedic Stooe (Ring, Random En<hantmentl, Stonesloyer (Two-Handed Sword, 42.7 DPS, Chance on H~: lnaeases damage by ID per lit for 8 seconds), The Rockpounde! 
!Two-Handed Mace, 42.7 DPS, +S STI, +2" Critiall Chancel 

BAELOG 41 Efoe Nordic Longshank (One-Hand Sword, 29.3 DPS, +BAGI, +S STAI 

Notes: Social, Ranged Anack, Alliance Quest Giver 

DIGMASTH SHOVRl'ltl.AllGE 38 Elite 

Notes: Rare spawn, Sunder Armor 

ERIC "THE SWIFT' 40 Elite 

Notes: Social, Increased movement speed, Intercept 

GALGANN FIREHAMMER Boss 

Expert Goldminei's Helmet (l.eallMf Helm, 9S Armor, +SAGI, +6 STA, +7 Axe Skill, Shovelphfange'1 Minilg Axe (One-Hand Axe, 2S.7 DPS, +6m,+10 Anode Power). 
Trompng Minel'1 loots (lea1he! loots, 73 Armor, +8 STR, +7 STAI 

Horned Vilcing Helmet (Plate Helm, 303 Armor, +10 AGI, +IS STA, Ike: Charge 111.-ny knodcing ~5', fGI 30llalllds. Also knodcs yvu down, slunning you fGI a short period of 
time. Any damage will r9Yive the target), Worn Running Boals llea1he! Boals, 72 Arau, + 11 A61, +3 STAI 

6a(gann'1 Firehammer (One-Hand Mace, 27.S DPS, Chance on Hit Bloll5 t .. getlw I0-1121iredamage), AameseerMantfelCloth Shoulders, SI Arna, +IOSPI, Increases damage 
done by lire spels by 1111to10), Galgann's Fireblaster (Gun, 2S.4 DPS, +1-3 Fire Damage), Embenaile Cape (Claok, 30 Armor, +12STA, +3 SPll 

Notes: Social, Flome Shock (Ool, Instant cos!), Amplify Flames(+ 100 damage from fire spells). Flomelosh (-26 fire res~tonce), fire Novo (AoE, Instant cost) 

GRIMLOK S4 Elite Grimlok'1 Cllarge !Two-Handed Poleonn, 40.9 DPS, +10 m , +!SAGI, +lSSTAJ, Grimlok'1 Tribal Vllllmentl (Cloth Chest, 68 Armor, +lOSTA, +S INT, +20 SPIJ 

Notes: Social, AoE Shrink (-32 STR, -32 STA, 3 minute duration), Lightning Bolt, Chain Bolt, Flees, Bloodlust (+30" attack speed for 30 seconds) 

llONAYA Boss kanshod Bblgeon (Slaff, 371 DPS, +I STR, +20STAJ, ~ Uggings (Clalh IJg!, SI Arna, +9STA, +I HIT, +IS SPI), irunaiu's llnusol (MailWrisl, 16S Armor, Rll1dam Enchar*'1entl 

Notes: Construct, Arcing Smash, War Stomp, Knock Away 

Notes: Social, Shield Slam (Knockdown) 

40 Elite Olaf'1AI Pwpose Shield (Shield, 1287 Armor, 22 Blodt, +11 STA, Ike: redum lalspeed fGI IOsecondsJ, Oi of Olaf (+SO Arna for I ml 

40 El~e Revelash'1 Spaulden (Lea1he! Shoulders, 84 Armor, Random Endianlm.itl, IMlosli's Gloves, (Clolh Gloves, 33 Armor, Random En<hantment), Rmlosh'1 Boals (Plate Boot5, 
206 Armor, Random Enchantment), Rmlosh'1 Annguards (Mail Bracen, IOI Armor, Random EnchanlmeAtl 



EXCAVATION CENTER 
A> the tunnel walls close around you, the escape routes narrow. The creatures 
on the way to the instance portal are not much more difficult than the ones 
outside. The big difference is the tunnels themselves. They provide the enemy 
with a quick route to friends while providing you few escape options. Now is a 
good time to practice the skills your group needs to make it through Uldaman. 
Pull from cleared areas, organize aggro, and prevent the wounded enemies 
1rom fleeing. 

Excavation Center 

Hammertoe Grez 

Dig One 

Mogregon Deepshodow 
Tablet of Ryun' eh 

North Common Holl 

South Common Holl 

Instance Portal to Uldomon 

The way forward is blocked by groups of Shadowforge Dwarves. They're very 
social and difficult to pull separately. Be sure to keep the Ruffians in front of 
you as they have backstab. The Surveyors should be kil led fai rly quickly. The 
Diggers should be ki lled last. 

There is little of importance in this room. Clear the upper ledge to avoid a 
messy fight before you head through the tunnel on the lower level. 

A small cave along the right wall reveals a Dwarf sitting by a fire. He's alone, 
wounded, and obviously not a Shadowforge. Alliance parties will recognize 
him as Hammertoe Getz who they were asked to find in A Sign oi Hope. 

DIG ONE 
Following the tunnel brings you to an upper ledge of Dig One and reveals the 
Instance Portal. Don't make a run for the portal. There's still much to do. 

Move east and continue clearing the groups of Shadowforge Dwarves. The 
Diggers along the left wall come in pairs when pulled at range and should be 
easy fights. Watch for the Surveyors that wander along the tunnel>. Clear the 
room when the Surveyor is away, then attack the Surveyor whC'n it returns. 

Magregan Deepshadow also wanders the tunnels. When your party is 
prepared, deal with Magregan and Alliance parties can finish Amulet of 
Secret . Magregan is a vicious opponent if he closes with your party. His 
Whirlwind attack hits multiple people and can devastate any party members 
in light armor. Be sure to keep him away from your casters. 
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There's a room with more Shadowforge 
Dwarves and an Obsidian Golem to 
the southeast. Pull the Dwarves back 
to the intersection to keep them from 
running back to friends. Once the 
Dwarves are clear, engage the Golem. 
It has high HP, high armor, and is 
immune to Do Ts. Warriors make such 
fights much easier as they can lower 
the enemy's armor (Sunder Armor) 
whi le boosting the party's attack power (Battle Shout). Once the Golem is 
down, the Tablet of Ryun'eh can be taken for Solution to Doom. 

Move back to the where you felled Magregan and take the southwest tunnel. 
The Stonevault Troggs have taken this area. Pull enemies around the corner 
to force the Cave Hunters, who have ranged attacks, to come to you. Keeping 
the fights sma ll is important. The Cave Hunters have nets and an immobi lized 
party may quickly find itself in trouble. 

EVERYONE WANTS ONE - ~ --
Many of the enemies inside and outside the instance can drop the Shattered 
Necklace. This item starts The Shattered Necklace for Alliance groups and 
completes Necklace Recovery for Horde parties. 

A LONG DEAD CIVILIZATION 

NORTH COMMON HALL 
The rough stone gives way to smooth ti les. Stonevault Rockchewers and Cave 
Hunters line the hallway. As before, pu ll the Cave Hunters around a corner to 
force them to come close to your party. The hallway shou ld be quick work. 

The North Common Hall has a number of Cave Hunters and would be quite 
a fight if your party charged in. Play it safe and pu ll them one at a time. Once 
the room is clear, A ll iance Parties can get Krom Stoutarm's Treasure for 
Reclaimed Treasures. Backtrack a bit to Dig One and head west. 

SOUTH COMMON HALL 
After clearing the room in front of the instance portal, take the tunnel in the 
west wall. This tunnel is also infested with Stonevaul t Rockchewers and Cave 
Hunters. The tunnel is narrow and very twisted. This wi ll make pulling the 
Cave Hunters to you easier. Clear the tunnel and move under the purple 
sculpture into the South Common Hall. 

Main Entrance 
Boelog, Eric 'The Swift', Olaf 

Remains of o Paladin 

ReveloYi 

Mop Chamber 

lronoyo 
Reor Entrance 

Obsidian Sentinel 

There are 6 Stonevault Cave Hunters 
scattered about the room. They are far 
enough apart that they can be pulling 
one at a time and dealt w ith. Grab 
the chest on the ledge for Reclaimed 
Treasures if your cha racter owes 
allegiance to the Horde. A ll that is left 
is U ldaman itself. 

9 Annora, Moster Enchanter 

10 Ancient Stone Keeper 
11 Golgonn firehommer 

12 Grimlok 
13 Archoedos (lower Level) 

14 The Discs of Norgonnon (lower level) 



HALL OF THE KEEPERS 
There are passages to the north and the south. Failure to clear both can lead 
to unexpected adds later on. Head north first. The hall is short and only has a 
handful of Stonevault Oracles and Rockchewers. The Oracles can cast healing 
spells and use totems. Those totems can make the fights much longer if not 
brought down quickly. The Rockchewers can become enraged. Stun them to 
reduce the damage they can inflict. The hall ends with some debris blocking the 
way to a large room. You can backtrack to the southern hallway or jump over 
the debris. 

The southern hallway is almost a mirror of the northern. Clear it and make your 
way to the large room. Clearing the east side of this room is much like the 
hallways. Watch for the Stonevault Ambushers that patrol before trying to clear 
the west side of the room. The Ambushers are not elite, but move quickly and 
call for help immediately when engaged. If one adds to a fight, things can go 
very poorly. 

After clearing the room, clear the 
southern hallway of the Stonevault 
Rockchewers and Oracles. Keep 
watch behind you as there may be 
more Stonevault Ambushers patrolling. 
There is a tunnel broken in the wall. 
Your tank should move slowly toward 
the tunnel after the hallway is clear. 
There are Stonevault Cave Lurkers in 
the tunnel stealthed. Pull them one at a 
time and proceed through the tunnel. 

Inside Dig Two there are Stonevault Oracles and Cave Lurkers on the lower 
level and Baelog, O laf, and Eric "The Swift" on the upper ledge. Clear the 
Troggs before approaching the Dwarves. Alliance parties can stroll up to the 
Dwarves and speak to them for The Lost Dwarves. Horde parties need to fight 
the Dwarves for loot and access to the chest on the table. 

Eric can charge and intercept. This makes him a very dangerous opponent as 
he can keep multiple party members stunned by running into them constantly. 
Unleash all your party's burst DPS into Eric and bring him a swift end. 

With Eric dispatched, tank Olaf while crowd controlling Baelog. Olaf 
won't last long under the combined might of your party, but don't switch to 
Baelog until Olaf is dead. Should someone break the crowd control on Baelog 
before Olaf is dead, they should immediately stop attacking so Baelog can be 
re-CCed. 

There's a chest with the Gni'kiv Medallion on the table which is needed 
later. The urn nearby is the home of The Shattered Necklace Topaz for the 
Alliance quest Find the Gems and the Horde quest Finding the Gems and 
Power Source. 

Taking the northern hallway reveals the Remains of a Paladin. Necklace 
Recovery, Take 2 and Back to Uldaman for the Horde and the Alliance, 
respectively, are completed here. Revelosh and some Stonevault Rockchewers 
are in the new room. This group is linked and cannot be broken up. With that 
in mind, use the element of surprise and bring Revelosh down quickly. 

Shield your tank, if you have a Priest, and charge in. CC the Rockchewers, 
with Polymorph, Frost Nova, or pets, and move all your damage to Revelosh. 
His Chain Lightning can be very damaging to multiple party members, so keep 
him interrupted. Once Revelosh is down, cease fire until the tank chooses the 
next target. Allowing the tank to break the CC keeps attention on someone in 
heavier armor. 

THE MAP CHAMBER 

With the enemies dead, search for 
loot. The Shaft ofTsol shou Id be picked 
up or given to the person in possession 
of the Gni'kiv Medallion. The two 
become the Staff of Prehistoria when 
joined. 

At the entrance to this chamber are two Stonevault Cave Lurkers. Pull these 
into the Hall of the Keepers to kill them. At the bottom of the stairs lay a trap. 
There are three Stonevau lt Ambushers on each side of the stairs for six total. 
You can pu ll them up the stairs or fight them at the bottom. Be sure to keep 
them snared as their run speed is high and their friends close. 

The room has many groups of 
Stonevault Oracles and Cave Lurkers. 
These must be pulled slowly and 
carefully to avoid large fights. Once the 
room's clear, rest and place the Staff 
of Prehistoria in the model building. 
This opens the door to The Hidden 
Chamber and releases lronaya. 

lronaya is quite a handful. She has 
high armor, high HP and is immune 

to DoTs. Keep her facing the tank and away from the party to minimize the 
effect of her Cleave and make it very apparent when she changes targets. 
Keep the tank healed and pour on the damage. Should lronaya change targets, 
cease fire and don't run. She may be large, but you can't outrun lronaya and 
running makes it more difficult for your tank to regain her attention. Stay put 
and use any threat reduction abilities you have. Disengage and Feint are prime 
examples of threat reduction abilities and Fade is a temporary hate wipe. These 
make your tank's life easier during heavy battles of this sort. Bring lronaya 
down and collect your prize. Alliance parties should enter the room she came 
out of to complete The Hidden Chamber. 

THE TUNNELS 
The tunnels are more dangerous 
than anything you've found yet. 
The uneven walls and floor make it 
very difficult to see enemies lying 
in wait. The room north of the Map 
Chamber is an excellent example. 
There are eight Cleft Scorpids in a 
pit just to the right of the entrance. 
Entering the room will draw them 
to you, so leave any party members 
with low HP in the Map Chamber 
and pull the Scorpids back. If you have faith in your parties AoE capabilities, 
destroy the Scorpids all at once. Shield your tank and have him use 
attacks and/or taunts that affect multiple creatures to keep the healer from 
getting swarmed. 
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Once the Scorpids are dealt with, clear the room by pulling the Jadespine 
Basilisk and the Shrike Bats one at a time. Interrupt the Basilisk's cast to avoid 
have a party member sleeping on the job. The Shrike Bat's Sonic Burst is 
something for casters to avoid if possible. 

Move north and clear the Shrike Bat and Basilisk from the room. This will be 
your base for a short whi le. The room immediately east contains another group 
of UC>fl Sc:orpids, a Jadespine Basilisk and a wandering Shrike Bat. Clear the 
Bat, !hen the Basilisk before engaging the Scorpids to avoid a massive battle 
that put~ your party in peril. 

Farther east, the runnel splits north and 
-.outh. Clear the Venomlash Scorpids 
,ind the patrolling Shrike Bat and move 
along the southern tunnel. The room 
has only eight Cleft Scorpids in it at 
first look. After clearing the Scorpids, 
Annor.i makes herself apparent. 
High level Enchanters become well 
acquJintcd with Annora as she is 
the on ly Enchanter Trainer that can 
train arti~ans. 

Ignore !he norrhern tunnel split for now and head back to your camp. 
rhe runnel west soon splits to the north and south. Beyond the southern tunnel 
is another bastion of the Shadowforge Dwarves and the rear entrance/exit to 
the B,1dlands. 

The Sh.:idowforge Relic Hunters and Geologists can be pulled in sma ll groups. 
Pull ,1round .i corner to bring the Geologists into melee range and bring them 
down quickly. The Geologists can cast Flame Spike (an AoE fire spell) and 
~hould be interrupted at all costs. After the Geologist is down, your party 
should m,1kc ~hort work of the Relic Hunter. 

The Sh.:idowforge Dwarves can be killed without angering the Obsidian 
Sentinel at the back of the room. At first the steps seem to provide an obstacle to 
any warrior wishing to begin the fight by charging. Move to the side to find an 
avPnue of attack. The Obsidian Sentinel has the high HP, high armor, and DoT 

immunity common to the constructs 
of Uldaman. At 66% health, and 
again at 33%, the Obsidian Sentinel 
will spawn 2 Obsidian Shards. These 
are non elite, but make the healer's 
life much more difficult. Change 
targets and bring the Shards down 
before returning to the Sentinel. 

Once the Sentinel is dead, the Back Door is clear. Keeping in mind where 
it connects to Badlands can make returning at a later time (for enchanting 
training or quest completion) easier than going through the front. 

The northern split of the tunnel leads into a room of ledges with Shrike Bats 
on them. Careful pulling can keep your party from fighting more than one 
at a time. This is important as the multiple silences keep casters from doing 
anything and make the fights much harder. 

There's another room farther to the north with a pit of Scorpids in it. This 
fight is more difficult than previous Scorpid pits. The Deadly Cleft Scorpids 
are higher level and can poison party members. There are also ten in this 
pit. Shield your tank have have him wade into the room and begin the fight. 
Secondary tanks should be extra watchful about casters getting aggro. The 
main tank will have his/her hands full and won't be able to peel. The main 
tank should keep the Scorpids in front of him/her whenever possible to make 
better use of Block and Parry. 

Dig Three, through the west tunnel, is guarded by two Shadowforge 
Sharpshooters. Pull them around the corner toward the room with ledges you 
already cleared. Once you have them in melee range, they fall quickly. Keep 
fights along the west wall at al l costs. The Troggs in the northern room are 
very social. Move into the tunnel where the Sharpshooters were and survey 
the room. Multiple groups of Shadowforge Darkcasters and Archaeologists 
populate the room. Pull them back to the ledge room one group at a time. 

SOMEONE SET US UP THE BOMB ' ~
~ 

. -+.. . 
. ' 

~ 

The Shadowforge Darkcasters cast Spell Bomb. This is a I 0 second effect that 
will inflict 300 damage to the target any time they cast a spell. If any of your 
casters, especially your healer, are affected with this, they must stop casting or 
risk death. 

Once the Archaeologists and Darkcasters are cleared, take a rest and restore 
buffs. The next fight is brutal. Galgann Firehammer and two Shadowforge 
Geologists are waiting against the west wall. Combine the Flame Spike of 
the Geologists and the Fire Nova of Firehammer, there's huge AoE potential 
your party must get through. The tank should start the fight to gain early aggro 
and keep Firehammer away from the rest of the party (Fire Nova is a PBAoE). 
Bring the Geologists down first. CC one and have everyone concentrate fire 
and level the other. Firehammer is immune to CC and it will take the blood 
and sweat of your tank to keep him busy. He also has a number of debuffs 
that increase damage taken from fire. Dispel these from the tank as quickly as 
possible. Once the Geologists are dead, heal the tank and kill Galgann. 

The Shattered Necklace Ruby for 
Find the Gems and Finding the Gems 
and Power Source is hidden in a box 
along the northern wall and The Lost 
Tablets of Will are laying against the 
western wall. 

Head back to the camp room, several 
rooms back, and head north. There are 
strange, semi-dwarf looking creatures 
cal led the Earthen in this room. The 
Earthen are not el ite, but these fights are always big. The Earthen Sculptors and 
Rocksmashers are linked. Each fight will bring several enemies. Wait for the 
Stone Steward to wander into the other room before you pull the Earthen. 



Once you have the room clear of Earthen, fight the Stone Steward. It has the 
typical high HP, high armor and DoT immunity, but it also has Ground Tremor. 
This is a PBAoE knockdown that makes fighting them much more dangerous. 
They can also Self Destruct, when low on health, causing damage to all party 
members near them. 

The room to the east (Temple Hall) has another group of Earthen. Pull 
them around the corner and eliminate them as you have all other who have 
opposed you. 

Further east is a much larger room with 
many Earthen, two Stone Stewards 
wandering amongst the rooms, and 
an Ancient Stone Keeper against 
the north wall. Pull the Earthen on 
the hill and beside the Ancient (you 
can pull them without it adding) when 
the Stewards are away. When the 
Earthen are clear, pull the stewards 
one at a time. Keep away from the 
ledge the Ancient is on as it moves 
for.vard occasionally. 

The Ancient Stone Keeper fights much like the Stone Stewards. It's only bigger 
and a bit meaner. Bring it down with much the same strategy. 

Move through the tunnel to the west. Stick close to the southern wall as you 
make your way back to the room where you killed the Deadly Cleft Scorpids. 
The Troggs have lived long enough. 

The room to the north, The Stone Vault, has many Stonevault Brawlers and 
Geomancers. Pull them around the wall to bring the Geomancers to you. 
Fighting in The Stone Vault before significant clearing is folly. Slowly clear the 
way to the north wall. Once clear, move to the platform and clear the room to 

the north. 

Pull the Stonevault Brawlers and Geomancers from the hallway to the east 
back to the room. You can hide behind the door.vay to bring the casters 
to )OU. Clearing the hall sets the stage for a fight with Grimlock. He stands at 
the end of the hall with a Jadespine Basilisk, Stonevault Brawler, and a 
Stone~,iult Geomancer. 

Grimlock has many abilities and spells 
that cou ld spell the doom for your 
party. Charge in and bring all your 
DPS against him. Keep his casting 
interrupted as his spells are quite 
devastating. Killing him before he can 
use his AoE Shrink spell or his Chain 
Bolt is an accomplishment and makes 
the remainder of the fight much easier. 
After he falls, the Geomancer should be 

your next target, then the remaining two. Pry The Shattered Necklace Sapphire 
from his dead hands to advance the Find the Gems and Finding the Gems and 
Power Source for Alliance and Horde groups, respectively. 

Moving through The Stone Vault east is dangerous as the tunnel is filled with 
Stonevault Flameweavers and Mau lers. These have the potential to inflict 
serious damage to your party. Pull and ki ll them away from adds. Bringing the 
Flameweavers down before they can cast their AoE fire spell w ill do wonders 
for your party's health. 

Clear the room and head north into the 
Hall of the Crafters. Camp in the small 
room and pull the Earthen from the 
larger room. They will attack in groups 
of four Stone Breakers, one Stone 
Carver, and one Stone Steward. The 
Steward is the only Elite in the group. 
Bring the others down, then focus on 
the Steward. There are three groups in 
the room. 

Once the Earthen are cleared, rest 
and restore buffs. There is an altar 
surrounded by four statue; in the center 
and a locked door to the north. At least 
four party members must activate the 
altar to move for.vard. One of the 
Stone Keepers will awake and attack 
the party. Its AoE knockdown and 
sheer level makes it a difficult fight. 
Move back to the smaller room as you 

fight. Keep lower HP characters away from it when it nears death. When near 
death, the Stone Keeper can Self Destruct and do significant damage to all party 
members nearby. When it dies, the next awakens and attack the party. Use the 
few seconds it takes for the enemy to travel to restore health and mana. Once 
you have the second down, the third awakens and again for the fourth. 

With the death of the final Stone Keeper, the doors to the north open. The 
way for.vard is blocked by several groups of Earthen with support from Stone 
Stewards. Pull them as you have been. These fights are enough to keep you from 
relaxing and prepare you for the final engagement. 

Entering the Final Room reveals a huge statue in the center of the room, a circle 
of six smaller statues, many statues ringing the walls and two large statues on the 
sides of the room with an altar in the center. Again, you will need most of your 
party to activate the altar to begin the fight. Rest and restore buffs first. 

When the altar is activated, Archaedas will awaken and attack the party. His 
high HP, high armor and high damage ensure a long fight. He's not willing 
to fight you alone, however. Periodically through the fight, he awakens one 
of the Earthen Hallshapers along the walls. The burst DPS of the party should 
bring these non-elites down quickly. If one person can't bring them down before 
Archaedas awakens another, everyone except the tank and healer should break 
off Archaedas and kill the Earthen. 

When Archaedas drops to 66% health, he awakens the six Earthen Guardians 
around him all at once. The tank needs to grab aggro quickly so the softer party 
members don't go down. Kill the Guardians and resume the previous tactic. 

A WARRIOR'S PLAYGROUND 

....... ;:=· .. , _.,.. ·.;-... . . . ~ - . 

The waking of the Earthen Guardians provides a moment where the warrior' 
con truly shine. Battle Stance warriors should use Challenging Shout, then 
Retalliation to grab and maintain agro while the party slaughters the enemies. 
Defensive Stance warriors should use Challenging Shout and Demoralizing Shout 
to grab aggro. 

Archaedas isn't out of tricks. At 33% heal th, he awakens the two Stone Keepers 
against the walls. These head straight for the character with the most threat, 
which is all too often a healer. The tanks must grab aggro quickly. Once aggro 
is drawn, concentrate all party fire on Archaedas. The Keepers deactivate once 
he falls. 

Congratulations. Your party has accomplished a mighty feat. Remove 
The Shattered Necklace Power Source from Archaedas. It's needed in the 
Restoring the Necklace quest for Alliance parties and Finding the Gems and 
Power Source quest for Horde groups. 

With Archaedas dead, the door at 
the back of the room opens to reveal 
a treasure vault. In the center of the 
room stand The Platinum Discs and 
a coffer sits to one side. The coffer 
holds a wealth of equipment and the 
Discs hold a wealth of knowledge. 
Learn what you can and access the 
Discs again to get your own copy. 

The people of your homeland will 
want to see these for sure! 
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r ----~~-~- ~-~~-~-~~~~ 

J C~J GETTING TO WAILING CAVERNS ___ ___ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ____ __ : 

Reaching Wailing Caverns is a stroll in the park for most Horde adventurers. Trolls, Ores, and Tauren have likely already been through Crossroads and can fly 
there to form the party. Most Undead wi ll also have the flightpoint, but there might be someone who needs to run from Orgrimmar. 

Alliance groups wishing to enter Wailing Caverns have a much harder journey. There are several ways to get to Barrens, but the safest for parties at this level will 
be running from Astranaar in Ashenvale. There is a breach in the wall to the left as you approach the border to Barrens. This keeps you out of sight of the NPC 
guards, but players will sti ll be a problem. Follow the western zone wall south {don' t enter Stonetalon Mountains). This will keep you out of sight of Crossroads. 
As you cross the road to Stonetalon, start moving S.E. toward Wailing Caverns. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- - --- --
~ BRJ~-----~-~------------~: 

It'+ '_ v_~-~ -- • \J -- ------- --- - ----- - - - -- ------ - - ~~--- - - -- ---- - -- -- - ------

Most of the enemies in Wailing Caverns are elite and hit fairly hard. You need 
a tank that can survive these hits and someone to heal them. With these two 
components found, look for a player with an interrupt or stun ability (Warrior 
- Shield Bash, Rogue - Kick, Shaman - Earthshock, Druid - Bash, Paladin -
Hammer of Justice). There are several enemy casters that can make your life 
much more difficult if not kept in check. 

Some of the casters can sleep party members. This can be detrimental if your 
healer gets put to sleep early in the fight as the sleep lasts a very long time. 
Having someone to wake party members is good. Having two people to wake 
party members is better. Only a couple classes have abilities that wake others: 
Shaman - Tremor Totem, Paladin - Clense, and Priest - Dispel Magic. If you 
have fewer than two in your party, make sure to have a second person with an 
interrupt ability. 



All quests involving the Wailing Caverns are Dungeon quests. Th is means they 
can not by completed in a Raid group. Avoid Raid groups unless treasure is 
your only goal. 

~~-~.-~----·-----------10J HORDE QUESTS L - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - ---- -- - --- -- - - -- - - - - - - --

Location lhunderbluff (Elder R~e) 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Nora Wildmane 

Coiled Collect the Gem of Cobrahn, the Gem of Serpent~, the 
Gem of Pylhos ond the Gem of lody Anocondro. 

Experience Gained 2200 

Crescent Stoff (Stoff, 20.3 OPS, +7 STA, +7 SPI, +7 INT) 

or Wingblode (Moin-Hond Sword, 15.7 OPS, +5 AGI, +2 STA) 
Reward 

A prerequisite for this quest is the Altered Beings quest. You must 
also speak wi th Hamuul Runetotem before you can speak with Nara 
Wildmane to get this quest. 

Each of the Gems will be collected off one of the named Druids (Lady 
Anacondra, Lord Cobrahn, Lord Pythas & Lord Serpentis} in the various 
sections of the W ailing Caverns. Each Druid is progressively harder 
than the previous, but w ith a good group it can be accomplished. By 
kil ling all of the Druids, you' ll also be able to speak with the Disciple of 
Naralex at the start of the instance to start an escort quest and face the 
final boss mob. Once completed, return to Nara Wildmane. 

Nora Wildmane 

Apotherory Zomah 

r-·---
1 SERPENTBLOOM 
I 

Quest Level 14 to Obtain 

Location lhunderbluff (Pook of Vision) 

Collect 10 Serpentbloom 

This quest can be completed without ever entering the instance, though 
it takes time and patience to both handle the outer spawn and wait on 
the Serpentbloom if others are also collecting. For Herbalists, this can be 
made easier by activating the Find Herbs ski ll and using the mini-map 
to locate them. No special ski ll is needed to gather the serpentbloom 
however. Return to Apothecary Zamah to turn it in. 
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(@?>SHARED QUESIS 

QUIST QUEST GIVIR QUEST GIVER LOCATION 

Trouble al the Docks Crone Operator Bigglefuu Barrens: Raldlet 

Smart Drinks Mehok Miuyrix Bamns: Ratchet 

llevioieHides Nolpok Barrens: Woing Caverns 

REWARD: Deviole Hide Pock (10-llol Bog) or st•k Deviate leggings (Leoiher legs, 65 Armor, +4 AGI, +4 STA) 

0.Vlale Errodi<otion Ebru Barrens: Wailing Covems 

REWARD: Sizzle Slick !Wood, 17.6 OPS) or Oogmi"e Gounrleh (Mo~ Hands, 107 Armor, +5 STR, +2 AGI) 

The Glowing Shard The Glowing Shard Wailing Caverns: Mutanus lhe lleYourer 

In Nighlmores Folio Sogewind lamas: Wailing (ovems 

REWARD: Tolbor Monrle (Clolfi Shoulder, 30 Armor, +3 STA, +6 INT) or Quognire Galoshes (Mo~ Ftet, 126 Armor, +6 STA) 

18 IO Obtaii 

Location Ratchel 

Quest Giver Crane Operaror Biggleluzz 

Goal Relrieve lhe 99-Year-Old Port 

Max Experience Gained 1350 

Crane Operator Bigglefuzz is located near the shoreline in Ratchet 
closest to the bank. This quest is easi ly accomplished without ever 
entering the Wailing Caverns themselves. Mad Magglish is located in 
three spots w ithin the outer caves fairly close to the front entrance. He's 
a stealthed level 18 Elite Goblin. 

His first possible location is the easiest to reach. It's just to the right of 
the entrance to the cave in a small nook. If he's not there, he' ll be in one 
of the two other spots east or west of the pool of water just a little farther 
in. The most difficult part of this quest is carefully controlling the mobs 
in the area since there are stealthed Deviate Stalkers roaming among 
the visible mobs. Once complete, return to Crane Operator Bigglefuzz 
to turn it in. 

QUIST RECEIVIR QUEST RECEIVIR LOCATION CHAIN? 

Crone Operolor Bigglefuu larrMs: Raldlet No 1350 

Mebok Miuyrix Barrens: lakhtl Yes 1350 

Nolpok Barrem: Woing Caverns No 950 

Ebru Barrens: Wailing Caverns No 1250 

Folio Sogewind Barrens: Wailing Ccmrns Yes 2650 

Hamuul Runelalem Thunderblull: !Ider list Yes 2000 

SMART DRINKS 

Questwvel 13 lo Obtain 

Location Ratchel 

Quest Giver Mebolc Miuyrix 

Goal Collect 6 Wailing Essence 

Max Experience Gained 1350 

Reward I 0 Silver Pieces 

In order to obtain this quest, you must have previously completed Raptor 
Horns. Mebok Mizzyrix is located just outside the bank in Ratchet. This 
quest can be completed without ever entering the Wailing Caverns. Kill 
the Ectoplasms and collect the essence. You will most likely have to kill 
quite a few of them in order to get the required amount. 

It's easiest to do this quest at the same time you do the quests within 
the instances, since you can kill on your way in and there are many 
wandering Ectoplasms within the instance itself. Once completed, 
return to Mebok Mizzyrix and turn it in. 



DEVIATE HIDES 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

14 to Obtain 

Wailing Covern1 

Nolpok 

Collect 20 Deviate Hide1 

950 

Deviate Hide Pock (10-Slol Bog) or Slick Deviate legging1 

(leather leg1, 65 Armor, +4 AGI, +4 SIA) 

Deviate Hides can come from many of the mobs within the Wailing 
Caverns. This is a quest that you could do without ever entering the 
instance. However, it goes more quickly for the entire party w ithin the 
instance itself. Return to Nalpak when you have all the sca les. 

DEVIATE ERRADICATION 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

15 to Obtain 

Wailing Covern1 

Ebru 

Kill 7 Deviate Dreodfong1, 7 Deviate Shombler1, 7 Deviate 

Viper1 and 7 Deviate Rovoger1 

1250 

Pollern Deviate Scale Bell (Require1 leolherworking) or 

Sizzle Slitk (Wand, 17.6 DPS) or Dogmire Gountlet1 (Moil 

Hond1, !07 Armor +5 SIR, +2 AGI) 

Enter the Wailing Caverns instance to kill al l the Deviates required. As 
you progress through the different areas of the Wailing Caverns, you'll 
easily be able to accomplish this. If, for some reason, you miss some 
Vipers before doing the Boss Mob at the end, you' ll have a chance 
whi le escorting the Disciple of Naralex since a few more w ill spawn on 
the way. Return to Ebru when you' re done. 

THE GLOWING SHARD 

Quest Level 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

15 to Obtain 

Wailing Covern1: MutonUI the Devourer 

Glowing Shard 

Speek lir1I with Sputtervolve in Ratchet, then folio 

Sogewind above Wailing Covern1 

2650 

None 

This is a two part quest. You'll obtain the Glowing Shard from Mutanus 
the Devourer (the last boss mob in the Wailing Caverns). To get to the 
boss, kill al l four named Druids in a single run and speak to the Disciple 
of Naralex at the start of the instance again. He asks you to escort him to 
the Dreamer's Rock to awaken Naralex at last. Many fun and interesting 
mobs try to kill you until a very large and nightmare-inducing albino 
Murloc comes out of the water to try to finish you. Once you have killed 
him, loot the glowing shard and right-click it to start the quest. 

For the first part, you' ll need to seek out Sputtervalve in Ratchet. He 
won't give you a reward at this time, but instead he'll point you to yet 
another person with whom you must speak. 

Falla Sagewind is on top of the mountain above the Wailing Caverns on 
the east side in a small hut. She'l l take a look at the shard and send you 
to Thunderbluff to speak to Hamuul Runetotem. 

IN NIGHTMARES 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

0 ·n 

Borren1 

Falla Sagewind 

See Homuul Runelotem in Thunder Bluff JEliler R~e) or 

Molhrengyl Beorwolker in DornossUI 

Tolbor Montie (doth Shoulder, 30 Armor, +3 STA, +6 INT) 

or Quagmire Goloshe1 (Moil Feel, 126 Armor, +6 STA) 

Falla Sagewind sends you on your way depending on your faction. For 
the Alliance, you're off to meet Mathrengyl Bearwalker in Darnassus; 
for the Horde, Hamuul Runetotem in Thunder Bluff is your next point of 
contact. This is the end of th is series of quests. 



THE CORRUPTED 

THE LEADERS 

20 Eltte flnlielda 1W1a1, 20.3 llPSL fersmle CW ICW. 17 • +3 SU. +2 SPll 

20 Eltte W'sladtl5lieW,471- 9 M, l'lmln: hmasedlllfne +41, Worn Tw* Shell Sliield 1412 Arni-. 6 Block), Smal llcnaded Clam, lleviall 

21 Eltte .. af 6t r., OMIMr Wllsl, 45-+3 STA, +2 AGI), Ser,..rs SliMleis (leather Shaulder, 59 Arm'), Wool Oalh 

Notes: Lightning Bolt, Sleep, Heoling Touch, Thorns Auro 

LORD S8P8ITIS 22 Eltte 

Notes: lightning Bolt, Sleep, Heoling Touch 

Notes: Steolth 

24 Eltte 

Notes: Summoned by escorting the Disciple of Norolex, Thundercrock, Terrify 

21 Elite .... U..W. Giak (CW, II-+Util, +2 SPIL ill Stilt ICJne.lfmd ~ 1 I.I OPS, +2 Mil, +2 STl), 1hunder l.lziU ill 

Notes: Chained 

1llGOIE 1HE I.ASHii 19 Eltte 

Notes: Rare Spawn 



r;-----~--~------~~---------161 ENTRANCE TO WAILING CAVERNS : ,_ 

Cove Entrance 

Mod Mogglilh 

Entron<e to Wailing Caverns 

Trigore the lasher's Pool 

Boahn 

From the entrance to the Wailing Caverns you' ll need to clear your way. These 
mobs are a precursor to what you'll face. Before going too far, take a moment 
to check the first nook 10 the right for Mad Magglish. He's a stealthed mob 
and isn't always easy to see since he's a level 18 elite mob. If he's not there, 
continue a little deeper into the opening caverns. There are three possible 
spawn points (as noted on the map) for this mob. 
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Head northeast until you reach the first intersection on your left. Take that left and 
enter the shallow pool area. There are three thoice> at this intersection. North leads 
to the instance. East and west are the two additional >pawn points for Mad Magglish 
who has the brandy from the Trouble at the Docks quest in Ratchet. Don' t forget to 
start gathering Serpentbloom as you go through as well. 

Have your interrupts ready as you fight the ectopl.hms. At low health, they 
summon a Cloned Ectoplasm. Anytime it beg111s lo clone itself, hit it with 
an interrupt. 

Continue north until you gel to the next pool I his pool is much deeper and 
Deviate Lurkers w<1it beneath the surface of the water. The Deviate Lurkers are 
purely aquatic enemies and wi ll not follow you onto land. For this reason, you 
can simply swim across the pond and ignore the Lurkers. Before doing this, 
gaze into the pool. Trigore the Lasher is a rare spa\'.11 that is not purely aquatic. 
If he's in the pool, pull him onto land where the Lurkers ca n't help him and 
dispatch him. Once sa fely across the pond, enter to Cwern of Mists. 

Entrance la WC and Disciple Of Naralex 

Lady Anacandra 

Naralex (The Sleeper) 

lard Cabrahn 

Skum 
lard Serpentis and Verdon the Everling 

lard Pythos 

Taking the right path is the shortest way to the inst.inc£' port;il. M;ike sure you 
don' t fall in the hole on the right side of the path h·pn experienced players 
often fall through the hole if they don't pay attention. Falling forces you to 
swim through a fc\\ e'tr,1 mobs to get to the ln>l,lflll' It ,111y p,1rty members 
fall, everyone should al>o It's import.int to "-eep lht• group logl'ther no 111.i tter 
what. Splitting up will ,pell the end of your group 

Boahn is a rare spawn t•1wm} who resides along the il•l t p.llh. I .ii.;(' this path 
if the fighting is simple and to check for Boahn. He ha' ,1 very long re~pawn 
timer and is often absent. 

The Disciple of Naralex rs just 
inside the lnst.:ince. Spe;ik 10 him to 
receive his Mark of the Wild. II you 
have a Druid in your party, this isn't 
import,111t, but the butt will help you 
greatly for as long as it lasts if you' re 
without one. A Deviate Guardian is 
the first mob you' ll see. Pull ii toward 
you as many of the raptors scream for 
help when low on health. 



The roaming Ectoplasm is next. Wait until it gPl'> out ot range of the two 
Deviates and pull it solo. It follows quite a distance !>o don' t pull it too soon, or 
you'l l find yourselves fighting a trio. The t\\u Deviate'> Mt' next. The guardian 
is a screamer that cal ls adds if they're within range, '>O pull them bac.k dS far as 
they' ll come. Sheep, Hibernate or stun the add 1f you t.111. 

As soon as you make the right into the 111,1111 C.Jvcrn, thc1e are ci few more 
mobs. They're not linked, but remain in a relati\el} tight group and a couple 
may come. Just pul l them and take them out. Drag them back to the main 
group and wipe them out. These few end the fir'>! section of the c.:<1verns. It only 
gets h,Hder from this point on. 

SCREAMING GULLY 
At first look, there are only a couple raptors here, but looks are deceiving. A 
Druid of the Fang and an Ectoplasm patrol across this area. Watch the patrols 
and pull the raptors into the previous room when the patrollers are away. Their 
screams can bring the Druid if you don't pull them far enough back. 

Once the raptors are dead, pull the patrollers one at a time. Once the Druid 
starts casting at you, run around the comer back into the previous room. Once 
you break line of sight, the Druid is forced to come to you. Don't attack it until 
it's in the room with you. The Ectoplasm is an easy fight. Be sure to interrupt 
it before it can clone itself. 

Take the path to the left. It ascends to a sma ll group of enemies. There are three 
mobs: a Deviate raptor, a Druid and either .mother Druid or Lady Anacondra. 
The one Druid roams, the other doesn' t. Wait until the roaming Druid gets to 
the end of his roaming path farthest awa} from you. Ii you time it right, you 
can pull that Deviate solo. It's hard and ha~ .1 high fail rate, but it's worth a 
tr¥. If you get everything, sheep one oi the Druid., Jnd 1ocu., fire on the other. 

If you don't have a Mage, have one party member with interrupt abilities keep 
the Druid occupied while the party kills the other. Using a pet to hold the 
Deviate during this time is ideal. If you are without pets, the tank will need to 
hold both it and a Druid. 

Lady Anacondra has several spawn points. Clear these upper ledges unti l 
you've found and kil led her. If you ki l led Lady Anacondra, drop into the water. 
Have your puller pull across that little bridge where you just killed the Druids 
and Deviate. The main party should wait before the bridge and have the 
puller pull the mobs to them. Watch those Deviates; timing it right gives you a 
good pull. 

If you manage to kill the two Deviates without bringing Lady Anacondra, the 
fight should go much more smoothly. Pull and run across the bridge. The 
Druids should start casting and, if you run away and force the Druid to chase 
you, you won't aggro the spawns behind them. However, if you charge in, the 
spawns in back will join in. Cast and run! If there's a Mage in the group, Sheep 
the Lady as soon as she's in range. 



Once Lady Anacondra's dead, and you've gotten her gem for The Leaders of 
the Fang, jump into the water and head west. The Crocolisks are not elites 
and you can chew through them quickly. Kresh roams through the waterway. 
He's neutral and won't attack, but has a chance to drop a great shield for 
your tank. Continue west into the Pit of Fangs killing all the Crocolisks. 
They drop Deviate Hides for the Deviate Hides quest, so they're worth it. They 
also drop the occasional green item. (At the very least your Enchanter will get 
new materials.) 

PIT OF FANGS 
Stop at the bottom of the next ramp! This is the first "wipe spot," as in "there's 
a great chance your group will get wiped out." There are wandering Deviates 
and Druids up there. Your best bet is to use a Rogue to scout the ramp. Make 
sure nothing is roaming close when pulling. If this isn't an option, use the 
highest level character with ranged attacks to pull. 

The first thing you'll see is a wandering Ectoplasm. If you don't see it, wait until 
you do. When it approaches the bottom of the ramp, kill it. Now for the fun 
part. You shou ld have a good head start on the Deviate Eradication quest and, 
if you don't have all of your Deviate Hides yet, there are plenty of chances to 
get them all as you pass through this next area. 

The first mobs you see are Deviate Adders and Vipers. However, there's also a 
wandering Druid. Wait until you see the Druid head back up the ramp. There 
are so many columns to hide the Druid that you must be sure that he's gone 
before provoking another attack. Pull the Viper to the left and hug the wall as 
you return to the group. Two mobs may come and that's fine. Keep the group 
at the bottom of the ramp and pull to them. Don't let them follow you up until 
you're sure that it's clear. If you don't grab the second Deviate, go back and 
pull it (watch ing for the Druid). 

Bring your group to the top of the ramp and take out the Druid. Hit him and run 
to the bottom of the ramp to bring the Druid into your party. Don't charge the 
Druid since there's a bunch of mobs near him. Take out any other stragglers at 
the top of the ramp and move the group up a bit more. 

There are three mobs in the corner. This is a common sight since they're often 
protecting a chest. The chests in the dungeons have good loot, so don't pass 
up the chance to snag it. 

Head north by northwest. Druids and mobs are often on this path and they're 
surrounded by snakes. The pulls are easy in this area if you pay attention. AoEs 
are great against the snakes since they aren't elites. A wandering Druid and 
Deviate Viper could cause a bit of trouble, so keep your eyes open. 

Keep clearing out the mobs to reach the next trio. Wait for the Druid to get 
close and pull it; there's a good chance to pull the Druid solo. The Druid 
casting the green spell won't come on the first pull. Wipe out the trio and grab 
the chest if it's there. Continue south, but watch out. The mobs can easily 
chain and that could cause problems. Remain at max pulling range and keep 
your main force behind at all times. Study the area for a few seconds before 
pulling. Those seconds could save your group. 

Lord Cobrahn, the next boss, is in the very next group. Try to pull any mobs 
that you think may come solo (the ones to the left) and then pull the snake and 
run! Lord Cobrahn hits like a truck. Tackle him by dumping as much damage 
and armor debuffs onto him as possible. He can heal and cast Lightning, but 
if you overload him on the damage, he'll be too busy focusing on surviving to 
dish out some reciprocity. The Warriors and Rogues should interrupt anything 
that the boss begins casting. With the tank and interrupts on Cobrahn, have 
your DPS members kill the snakes before joining the fight against Cobrahn. If 
left unattended, the snakes will find their way to your healer and complicate 
the fight greatly. 

Once Cobrahn joins Anacondra in death, loot the gem from him for Leaders 
of the Fang. Move to the edge of the cliff to the north. There is are outcroppings 
that can be used to get back to the Screaming Gully without take the 
long way. 

Drop down and keep dropping until you reach the bottom. Do it as a group or 
send the warrior to aggro any stray mobs. Head east back into the Screaming 
Gully. If you did that entire run quickly enough, it should be clear of mobs. 
Pass up the entrance and continue east. Continue killing all the Crocolisks, 
but beware of the wandering Ectoplasms. Keep in mind that all wanderers 
respawn about every 15 minutes. Head east and south until you reach the 
Crag of Everliving. You can ignore some of the Crocolisks in this area, but if 
members still need Deviate Hides for the quest, kill them all. 

CRAG OF EVERLIVING 
You'll reach a section where you spy 
your first Shambler. This is where it 
starts to get hard again. Shamblers 
tend to cast Wild Regeneration on 
themselves once you get them down 
to about half their life, so be quick 
in killing them or disrupt the Wild 
Regeneration with Kick, Shield Bash, 
or Earth Shock. 



There are two wanderers: a Shambler and Ectoplasm. Make sure they' re not 
around when you pull the first group. The first Shambler and Druid are linked. 
Pull the Shambler and keep going until the Druid reaches the group. You know 
that routine by now. Wait for the wandering Ectoplasm and Shambler and kill 
them before snagging the next group. 

Right next to them are two Druids and another Shambler that are linked. 
Another one of your standard groups of three. Sheep or Sap a Druid, if 
possible, and kill the other Druid first. The Shamblers hit hard, so let a Warrior 
tank them. Make sure when you finally attack the Shambler that the whole 
group attacks them. They cast a decent Regeneration spell, that can outdo the 
damage of one or two people. Drop a damage dump on the Shamblers to take 
them out quickly. Head north. 

You'll come across a Druid and a Shambler, take them out. Smoke the next 
trio while ignoring the one casting the green spell. Run back to the group and 
there's a chance that you'll only pull the Shambler and the Druid. Continue 
north until you run into the Lashers. These annoying little plants that are easily 
crushed with a single AoE. They' re not elite and die quickly, but they do hit 
multiple party members for decent damage so take them seriously. Their 
biggest threat is their ability to disrupt the healers and casters. Keep them away 
from the bulk of your party at all costs. 

Keep going and kill the batches of Lashers and the Druids. Once you reach the 
Shamblers and Druids, take them out. You' re pretty much on auto pilot until 
you reach the Winding Chasm. 

THE WINDING CHASM 
The Winding Chasm is aptly named. It has a ton of twists and turns. Kill the 
Shambler and head northeast into the water. While in the water, wait for the 
wandering mobs (Ectoplasm and Shambler) before taking on the Shamblers 
and Druid at the end of the water. After you Sheep/Sap kill the Druid and 
Shamblers, slow down! You've reached another wipe spot. This happens to 
be one of the most dangerous areas in the instance. If you get past this, you're 
golden. Lord Pythas is waiting here and he's not easy. 

(Use the pictures below to see how "right" and " left" are used in the strategy.) 
There are mobs all around. Everything needs to be cleared before attempting 
to take Pythas on. Pull the Lashers and the Druid and remember to run the 
Druid into the group. There's another tunnel to the left with two Shamblers 
and a few Lashers. The tunnel to the right has a wandering Ectoplasm, a couple 
Druids and a few Lashers. There's nothing to really worry about if you take 
your time and stay sharp. 

If you pull a Lasher the Druids should follow, so pull everything into your main 
force. Kill everything in site and then take out the two Shamblers to the north. 
They won't link with Pythas, so make sure to take both of them out before 
tackling the third boss. 

A Druid is by Pythas and it's a difficult trick to bring him solo, so just grab 
the two mobs and Sheep or Sap Pythas and take the Druid out of the picture. 
Drop that damage dump on Pythas. He fights like Cobrahn, but hits harder. He 
uses Lightning, Sleep, a Thunderclap and can heal himself. Interrupt anything 
that looks like a cast and pile on the damage. Keep him away from your tank 
and wake your tank if you need. If Pythas gets to your healer, your party is 
in terrible danger. Keep him interrupted and pile on the stuns. He won't live 
long, but the trick is to make sure you live longer. Loot the gem from Pythas to 
advance The Leaders of the Fang. 
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Head south in the tunnel to the right. Mop up ,111y mobs and snag any chests that 
may be around. Continue south until you notice the first Deviate Dreadfang. 
The Dreadfangs are needed for Devi,1te Er.1dic.ition and should be killed on 
sight, but they should be pulled far from other enemies. The Dreadfangs can 
fear your party members and having a teammate run into another enemy group 
spells doom for you all. 

It should be in a room with Druids and a bunLh of candles. There are more 
mobs (Shambler, Druids, etc.) in the room, >O make ;ure the roaming Druid 
is out of site before pu lling anything. Clear the room and continue southeast. 
(Take the extra room if you'd like; it leads back to the main area.) 

Send a Rogue to scout ahead to see if there's a chest in the room worth fighting 
for or just move on. 

Pul l the Venomwing and Druid out and kill them. Move your group up and 
take out anything that's in your way. St,1y clo.,e to the wall and away from 
any mobs in the room (if you sk ipped it) or ju,t '>tart grabbing the Lashers 
and Druid. 

Take out Skum's bodyguards before 
engaging him. Sheep or otherwise CC 
one Druid and have the tank keep the 
other interrupted as he pu lls it back 
to the party. Ki ll the Druids one at a 
time and rest up for Skum. Skum's 
restricted to his pen for good reason. 
He hits hard and ha; a mountain 
of hitpoints. Give the t,rnk a few 
moments to establish Jggro before 
stacking Dols on Skum. Don' t use 
any of your large attacks until every Do I you have is on him. This gives your 
tank even more time to e;tablish aggro Keep Skum's attention on your tank 
and this fight is won. You tank's health .,huuldn't be allowed to drop below 
half as Skum's critical Jllacks can be monstrous. 

Continue we>l and cle..tr out the nl''t room 13e l,11erul ther(> arP two groups 
and they' ll aggro. Continue through th<' ruor11' ,llld lw.1d 'outh (LO thP /(•//not 
right) killing any mob'> that pop up 

The ne>.t room rs iull oi Vl'nOrTl\\ ings and IJrurcJ,, but vuu ,hould be able to 
pull them in twos ii you'rt• cart>iul. OntL' you rt> through clparrng till' room. 
you'll be back in the Cr.ig of Evcrli\ ing .it thl• Lc,1p ur I .1ith fhb jump is very 
import.mt to make. It you tdil, you will tall to your cll'.llh .rnd out 01 resur rc1 ti on 
range. Use the walk button (def,nr lt1·cl to u/") ,md ,1ppro.ich tht> il'dgc slowly. 
Find where the shorte~t drst<111tc ,., betore b..ic king up .1g.1in. Make sure you 
are out oi walk mode bc•forl' rn,1krng ..i running 1urnp oft thl' k•dge. II onl' p .. 11l\ 
member Ja ils the jump, all 111.1~ not be lo>t it tlwrt· r~ .1 \\i,ulmk in your part) 
As long a> the Warlock and l\\O other~ make rt to the otlwr srdc, the Warlock 
can sun11non the person a; suun as they run b.ick tu the rn>lance. 

BACK IN THE CRAG OF EVERLIVING 
Clear the enemies as you ascend the ramp. You've been in here enough to 
know what lo e>.pect. Move slowly and clear as you go. Lord Serpent is bin the 
next room. He wanders, so wait until he gets far away from the Venornwing 
before pulling it. Wait for the wandering Ectoplasm before even thinking ,1bout 
taking on Lord Scrpentis. When he stands alone, it's time to end it 

Shield your tank before charging in. Serpent!'> hrb \'t'rY h..ird and your tank 
will need a few moments to establish aggru. It you have a ;ernnd µcrson 
with interrupt>, thi; per,(Jn .,hould 1..eeµ Serpentb irom ta<;ting. Your t..ink\ 
entire attention should be on kl'eprng <lggro. Serpenti., will lt•vel a ,ofter p;irty 
member in only a iew swings. 

Make ;urc• your party fighh rwar Ser penlis. I f,1\ ing a ml'mbl'r \\ .inder tun' lo~e 
to Verd,111 the Evcrli\111g will doom your p;ut~, \\hrle h .. tving a part) member 
get knolked off the cli tt rsn't good either. 

Drop your Do Ts on him bt•lor( bl;i-.ting him do\\ n J\, tht• 11nal nwrnher ul 
The Le,1dl'r; ot the F..ing lalb, till' Disciple of '\Jr, il' 'creams At Ja<,l! 1'a1,1lt'" 
can be awakened! Come aid me, bra\c adventurers!" While the cause is just, 
there's one problem. There are only h\O ways down: jumping to your death or 
through Verdan the Everlivinr,. 



VPrdan isn't a part ot dny que;t, but he ha; d proper name and that can only 
mean one thing ... loot! He has a mountain of hitpoints and a lot of armor. 
Shield your tank before charging in. You r tank won't live long without heals, 
but you need to give him a couple seconds to establish aggro before jumping 
in. Stack every DoT you have on him before blasting away. Verdan is huge, so 
keep your party members at maximum range so you can see what's going on. 
Melee members who aren't the tank should try to remain behind Verdan. 

This fight won't be fast. Keep Verdan snared and on the tank. If the healer is 
fa lling behind, a secondary tank shou ld try to grab aggro long enough for the 
tank to bandage. Use potions, healthstones, and timed abilities for this fight. 
Don't hold anything in reserve as Verdan certainly won't. Once he finally falls, 
loot his body for your reward. 

Now it's time to head to the entrance. There is a hold in the floor at the north 
Pdge of Verdan's cave. Jump in. You fall a very long ways, but you land safely 
in water. Follow the water back to the Screaming Gully. 

BACK IN SCREAMING GULLY 
Head west and start clearing everything again; you're not done yet. You've 
been in the dungeon a long time now and chances are everything's respawned 
up near the entrance. You need to head up the ramp to the entrance and this 
is a bad place now. Roaming Druids and Ectoplasms cause havok, so make 
sure they're cleared before taking on the Deviates (or just keep an eye out for 
them). Pull the Guardians as far away as possible and try to reach the area 
where you took out Lady Anacondrn. Clear the whole bridge again and the 
area past the bridge. 

Clear all the mobs past Lady Anacondra's spawn location. Continue on and 
clear the next room. Return to the beginning of the instance and speak with 
the Disciple of Naralex. He's going to walk you to the area you just cleared 
and you've already cleaned it up a bit. However, as you reach the camp, 
more mobs wi ll spawn. This is a good timl' to get any of the last of the Deviate 
Adders you may have missed for the Oe11rlfc Eradication quest. 

The Disciple of Nara lex is taking you to the Dreamer's Rock to the sleeper and 
casts a spell to wake him. 

DREAMER'S ROCK: THE SLEEPER AWAKENS 
Mobs will spawn at this point to remove your presence. First are the Deviate 
Mocassins and Nightmare Ectoplasms. They'll seem to come from all directions 
and, truth be told, they do. It's <'a~y ior an entire group to get crushed if you 
don't stay focused. Call targets and focus your fire. You'll need to work quickly 
to minimize the damage they inflict. 

You may be fighting up to five at a 
time and they're not that difficult, 
but there are a bunch of them. 
Consolidate aggro on your tank and 
AoE them down. A timely shield 
on your AoEcr will make sur<' she 
survives the encounter. When the last 
falls, eat and drink immediately. You 
don't have much time and will need as 
much health and mana as possible. 

Mutanus the Devourer is a 24 elit<' mob and if you haven't had nightmares about 
Murlocs yet, you will. He's a larg<' albino Murloc on steroids. He's much like the 
last two bosses in that he hits hard and has a ton of hit points. Shield your tank 
and charge in. Hold Mutanus well away from ranged party members. 

Much like Verdan, it's very important to keep aggro on your tank. Use Do Ts 
to start the fight and be ready to cease fire. Should the tank lose aggro, stop 
casting or fighting. Everyone should stop what they are doing except the tank. 
The tank now has to regain Mutanus' attention and continued casting makes 
his job much harder. Once the tank regains aggro, pull Mutanus back into 
position before continuing the attack. 

Keep him snared to slow his progress toward other party members and keep 
the Do Ts on him. Recast them as soon as they fall. If you have a secondary 
healer, this is when they will pay for themselves. Be ready to take over healing 
if the primary healer runs out of mana. If the primary healer runs out of mana, 
he should stop casting. This sounds obvious, but you don' t regenerate mana 
for S seconds after casting a spell, that means he will stop regenerating mana 
as soon as he starts casting again. The primary healer should stop casting and 
use non-magical attacks until he has full mana or the backup healer is out of 
mana. Rotating healers is a useful skill and will aid you in later instances. 

Mutanus may be huge and ugly, but he's mortal. He will eventually fall. Check 
his body for the Glowing Shard. There is much to do now. Sputtervalve in 
Ratchet can direct you to someone who knows more about the Glowing Shard, 
and your bags are full. Walk out of the instance or hearthstone out. Make sure 
the entire party does one or the other. Keeping the party together until you are 
all in the safety of town is import.mt 
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Getting the Tanaris Flight Point in Gadgetzan is the only issue here. Have 
everyone fly down to Gadgetzan and move out to the west from there. Zul'Farrak 
is in the far northwest of Tanari s, and the instance portal is practically out in 
the open (it's just inside a small set of ruins}. Low-level Elite Trolls are found in 
the areas nearby, and are good to hunt while preparing for a Zul'Farrak run. 

WHOTOBRING 

Zul 'Farrak is a short instance area, but the fights make up for that in terms POSSIBLE GROUP MAKEUP 
of size and ferocity. Large Troll/Basilisk patrols, a noticeable respawn rate, 
and the impressive set encounters all keep Zul'Farrak from being a cakewalk. 
Appropriately leveled groups shou ld consider a secondary tank or healer to 
reduce the dangers of some of the larger (and longer} fights. Crowd control is 
necessary in almost every encounter, and combinations of such abil ities are 
successful here as well; using Sap to begin encounters while Mages Polymorph 
additional threats is a sound tactic. Priest Mind Control, used to disrupt larger 
enemy groups and reduce pull size, is risky. Yet, the risk is sometimes quite 
acceptable. Fights with five or six elite Trolls demand serious methods! 

Tank 

cc 
DPS 

Healer 

Support Slot 

Warrior, Druid, Puloctm 

Rogue, Mage, Pries! 

Rogue Hunter. Mage, Warlodt 

Priest, Shaman, Druid, Paladin 

Se<andary Tanlc or Healet- is Suggesttd 



ALLIANCE QUESTS 

I • I 

Location 

Contad 

Goal 

This quest is part of a chain that starts with Witherbark Cages in the 
Hinterlands. Though killing Nekrum is easy, getting to him can be quite 
difficult. This Troll won't spawn unless you release the prisoners from 
the Troll pyramid, at the northern end of Zul 'Farrak. This starts a very 
long fight against dozens of Elite and Non-Elite Trolls, and Nekrum is 
one of the two final spawns during that encounter. This requires a full 

1 
group and fairly high level for this instance, since the battle is quite long 
and brutal. 

SHARED QUESTS 

Divlno-matic Rod Chief Engineer Bilgewhizzle Gadgetzan Chief Engineer Bilgewhizzle 

REWARD: Mosons froternity Ring (Ring + 13 AGV+5 STA) or Engineer's Guild Heodpiere (t.other Helm 113 Aimor +23 IHT/+9 SPI) 

Gahz'rila Wizzle Brossbol~ Mirage RDllWllY Wizzle Brossbol~ 

REWARD: Speedy Rocer Googles (Oath Hehn 53 Aimor +14 AGV+141Nn or Carrot on o Stidt (Trinket +3" Moon! Speed) 

S<arab Shells Tron'rek r..lgetzan Tron'rek 

T1C110 of the Deep Tobetho Dus1walow Manh Tabetha 

REWARD: Gemshole Pouldrons (Plote Shoulders 334 Aimor + 10 STR/ +9STA) or Spellshifier Rod (Stoll 35.7 DPS +6 STA/+ 16 lNn 

The PropM<y of Mosh'oru Yeh'Kinyo Steomwhede Por1 Yeh'Kinyo 

Troll Temper Trenton Lighthommer Gadgetzon Trenton 

6,300 ... ..., No 7,100 

r..lgetzan No 3,900 

Duslwalow Manh No 6,0SO 

Steomwheetle Port 

Ugldhammer 
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DIVINO-MATIC ROD 

Quest Level 40 to Obtoin 

Location Tonar~ (Gadgetzan) 

Contact 

Goal Retrieve the Oivina-matic Rod 

The Chief Engineer needs the Divino-matic Rod back from the traitorous 
Sergeant Bly, who is in Zul'Farrak currently. Bly is a captive of the 
Trolls, but he is quite a cantankerous and dangerous fellow nonetheless. 
On top of the pyramid in the northern end of Zul'Farrak, Bly and the 
other prisoners are kept in cages. Kill the Troll Executioner that guards 
these people and the nearby Basilisks, then release the group. A very 
long fight ensues as the captives make their way to the bottom of the 
pyramid. Once this is done, talk to the Goblin to have him open the 
way to the Troll's king, then talk to Bly and demand the Rod (Bly attacks 
your group, but he cannot survive this assault). Take the Rod when Bly 
is dead and return it to Gadgetzan. 

GAHZ'RILLA 

Quest level 

Location 

Contact 

Goal 

40 lo Obtain 

usond Needles (Mirage Rocewuy) 

Sloy Gahz'rillo ond Collect H~ Electrified Scale 

This is not the easiest quest for Zul'Farrak, 
and it takes more than a few minutes of 
setup time. Travel out to the Shimmering 
Flats and talk to Wizzle Brassbolts in 
the raceway. Wizzle wants Gahz'rilla's 
Scale to add extra power to his car. This 
involves summoning the great Hydra, 
and a random group wandering through 
Zul'Farrak isn't going to encounter this 
legendary beast. 

Instead, you must travel to the Hinterlands and climb the Altar of Zul. 
Kill the Elite Trolls up there to receive the Sacred Mallet (take a group 
even for this, since the fight contains multiple El ite, Troll Casters). Next, 
travel to the southeastern edge of the Hinterlands and climb through 
the levels of Trolls to the top of the area, where the Sacred Mallet can 
be charged (use the Mallet on the Altar on top of city). 

With the Mallet properly charged, return to Zul'Farrak and use this item 
on the Gong by the pool inside the Instance. This is on the western 
side of the area. Fully clear the room before activating the encounter, 
and read the battle strategy farther down in the walkthrough. Collect 
Gahz'rilla's Electrified Scale from the body when the creature fa lls, and 
return to the Mirage Raceway for your reward. Note: Only one party 
member needs to have the Mallet for Gahz'ri lla to be summoned. 

SCARAB SHELLS 

Quest Level 40 to Obtain 

Location Tonar~ (Gadgetzon) 

Tron'rek 

Goal Collect 9 Unuacked Scarab Shells 

Max Experience Gained 3.900 

There are non-elite/neutral Scarabs all over Zul'Farrak. These creatures 
have a fairly high chance on death to drop their Shells for people on 
this quest. Hunting the eastern side of Zu l'Farrak is best for quickly 
polishing off Scarab Shells, since there is a room there with many of 
the beetles. 

TIARA OF THE DEEP 

to Obtain 

Location Central Oustwallow Marsh 

Contact Tabetha 

Goal Slay Hydrornonm Velrotha and co:· ;I the Tiara of the Deep 

The first part of this quest is simply to find Tabetha. She lives in the 
middle of Dustwallow Marsh, so it isn't terrible easy to get to her. She 
is found east and a bit south of the Barrens entrance to the zone. Speak 
to her and receive the quest, then look in the western end of Zul' Farrak 
from Hydromancer Velratha (she is the only Hydromancer in the area 
by the pool). Slay this lone caster and take the Tiara from her. 



THE PROPHECY OF MOSH'ARU 

Quest Level 40 to Obtain 

Location Tonorn (Steomwheedle Port) 

Contact Yeh kinyo 

Goal Collect the 2 Mosh oru Tablets 

Max Experience Gained >.250 

This quest is the second step in a chain of good errands. The first step 
takes you into Feralas, where you collect Screecher Spirits! In this step, 
you enter Zul'Farrak and need to kill two enemies (one on the east side 
and one of the west). To the east is Theka the Martyr, a Troll who goe~ 
immune to all physical damage when low on health. Stack as many 
DoTs as possible on him before he reaches 1/3 health, use finishing 
moves at the last moment, then have the casters of your group go to 
town on him (loot his tablet afterward). To the west is Hydromancer 
Velratha; she is needed for the Tiara of the Deep quest anyway, so slay 
her and collect her tablet and the Tiara. 

Thi5 I lorde que5t stJrts in Sen' jin 
village as part of a long chain. The 
rha111 .,tJrh in thc Hinterlands, 
with the Venom Bottles quest, 
and eventually leads all the 
way clown to Sen'jin, where 
'v1,15ter C.adnn a<,k~ you to ~eek 
Zul FJrra1'. The goal is to read the 
tablN ncar Theka the Maryyr (on 
the c~.1-.tern side of Zul'Farrak). It 

isn't hard to find the tablet, in the l 
area wlwre Thcka patrols. Your 

group can C'1thC'r wait and -. lip hy ThPb, to get the quest done without 
extra figh1111g, or ldkP cJm, n tlw troublt•-.ome Troll, il~ net>dl'd. After 
reading the IJblC'l to find out the namP of the Sp1dt•r God, return to · 
C:adnn Tlw lll''t stpp 111 tlw < h.un '' to actually summon the creature~ f, 
up 111 th(• H111tl'rl,mds J 

TROLL TEMPER 

Quest Level 40 to Obtain 

Location Tanor~ (Godgetzon) 

Contact Trenton Ligh1lanmer 

Goal Collect 20 Troll Tempers 

Trenton Lighthammer is a member of the Mithril Order, but he gives this 
quest to anyone who is wi lling to fight the Trolls of Zul'Farrak. All of the 
Trolls inside the World Dungeon drop these with a high frequency. For 
characters of low level, this quest can be quite safely but very slowly by 
also fighting the Trolls that guard the towers outside of Zul'Farrak. The 
drop rate is terrible for the Trolls outside, but they are low level and can 
be fought one-at-a-time. 
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TROLLS. AND BASILISKS. AND SCARABS (OH MY) 

ENEMIES IN THE SAND 

LEADERS Of ZUL'FARRAK 

AllTll'SUL 
Lifeblood AnWt (Necklace +13 STA/+5 SPI), The Hand of Anlu'sul (Main-Hand Mace 32.2 DPS Chance on Hit Thunder~ for 7 ~IO!ll. D=geand 10% Altack Speed Debulf), Vke 

Grips (Plale Hands 318 Amor +14 Anack r.-/iariallle 8-es), Smig'lhnm the Delledor(One-hand Sword '.!9.1 DPS. ~· 1.lUoi:;.;. fir.. :hance to parry 111 llftolkby1 %.) 

Notes: Summons Basilisks, Flash Heal, Eorthgrob Totem, Fire Novo Totem, Healing Word, Eorth Shock, Chain Lightning 

CHIEf UKORZ SAHDSCALP 48 Elite 

Ripsaw (Mein-Hand Axe 33.3 DPS Chance on Htt: Wounds fOf 75 DMG), The Chief's Enlorier (Stoff 43.5 O~ Oionce or Hit >t. T get fur 3 Seconds), 8ig Bad Pauldrons (Plate 

Shoulders 396Armor +12 STR/+12STA/+8 SPIJ, Embrace of the Lyain (ltalher Head 118 Armor +8STR/+16 STA/ S )Pf/ .. 32 Attad; Power), Jong'tlvaze the l'lotedlil (Mait

hand Sword, 33.4 OPS, Use: Combines Jang'thraze and Sang'throze to farm the mighty sword, Sul'throze. C!iance on h1r. Sh'elds the Wi6ider from phyiicol damage, absorbing 55 to 

85 damage Losl5 20 seionds.J Mageweave, Silt, Trol Temper (Quest Item), Flask of Moja 

Notes: Wide Slosh (Whirlwind Attack), Cleave, Enrage (temporary increase to damage dealt) 

GAHZ'RILIA 46 Elite Gahz'rila Smit Armor (Mail Chest 290 Armor +10 SW+23 SPI), Gahz'iila's Fong (Dagger 28.1 DPS Chance on Htt: 10 DMG Notur Shield for 15 Seconds) 

Notes: AoE Throw (Massive Falling Domoge), Icicle, Freeze Solid (Magic) 

HYOROMAHCER YELWHA 46 Elite f1C110 of the Deep (Quest Item), Second Mosh'oru Tablet (Quest ham), Magewwit, Silk, Flask of Moja 

Notes: Moderate Hit Points, Wonders Alone, Shadow Bolt, Healing Wove, Wroth of Zum'roh Totem 

NEKRUM GUTCHEWER 45-46 Elite Nelirum's Medalion (Quest Item), Magewaove, S.1k, Troll Temper (Quest ham), Flask of Moja 

Hates: Appears Aher Pyramid Bottle, Fevered Plogue (Disease) 

RUUZLU 46 Elite Mogeweave, Silk, Troll Temper (Quest ham), Flask of Mojo 

Hates: High Hit Points, Ass~ts Chief Sondscolp, Oeave, Execute 

SHADOWPRIEST SUZ-ZIZ 47 Elite 
Jinxed Hoodoo Skin (ltalher Chest 144 Armor +8 STR/+10STA/+20SPI), OialdK Skiver (Puleorm 42.8 DPS Chance o,, Hit 080! 160 180 E..'1:':: DMG), Jinxed Hoodoo Kit (l.aalher Legs 

126 Amor +10 INT/+24 SPI), BadMojoMask (Clolh Head S4 Amor +24 INT Addi up to 10 to Shadow Spells and Effects), Magweo.e, Silk, Trol Temper (Quest Item), Flask of Mojo 

Notes: Appears Aher Pyramid Bottle, Shadow Bolt, Psychic Scream, Renew, Heal 

THEKA THE MARTYR 45-46 Elite mt Mosh'aru Tablet (Quest Item), Mail-•. Silk, Troll Temper (Quest Item), F1ask of Mojo 

Holes: Goes Immune to Melee ond Shadow Damage ot 1/3 Health, Fevered Plague (Disease) 

WITCH DOCTOR ZUM'RAH 46 Elite 
Jumonza Grips (Ooth Hands, 42 Armor, +11 INT, +10 SPI, +10 STA), Zum'roh's Vexing Cone (Stoll, 40.9 DPS, +JO INT, +10 STA. EqJip: lncrenses damage and healing done by 
magical spels ond effects by up to 21.), Magewwit, Silk, Trol Temper (Quest Item), Flask of Mojo 

Notes: Neutral Until Approached, Low Hit Points, Calk Undeod Allies, Healing Wove, Shadow Bolt 

ZE 4SElite Sondstalw Ankleguards (ltalher Baals 95 Armor +6 STR/+17 AGl/+3 SPI), Magewwve, Sil, Troll Temper (Qusl !terr:), Flos!; of Mojc 

Notes: Rore Spawn 



WAR AGAINST THE. TROLLS 

Entrance ta Zul'Farrak 

Cave of Antu'sul 
Theka the Martyr (Scarab Area) 

Witch Doctor Zum'rah (Graveyard) 

Exerutioner's AreQ/lhe Pyramid 

Chief Ukon Sondscolp 

Pool of Gohz'rillo 

ENTERING THE SOUTH SIDE 
Though there is no danger of attack at the portal itself, there isn't much lead in 
before the Trolls start to defend Zul'Farrak. From the beginning, your group can 
spot clusters of Trolls milling about. This linear route into the main junction of 
Zul' Farrak passes through about ten or so fight of these Trolls, so it' s great to 
get your strategy honed here and now. 

The majority of the fights at this stage of the Instance are against three Trolls. 
These come in a somewhat random mix of Blood Drinkers (melee Warriors 
with a Life Stealing ability), Shadowcasters (that love their Shadow Bolts), and 
Witch Doctors (who Heal and drop damaging totems). 

During most encounters, focus on the Witch Doctors first to remove their 
support from the enemy group. Use Mind Control pulls or Stuns to interrupt 
these foes, since it's tough to say during a casting whether they are using a 
Totem or a Heal (and the Totems can't be interrupted with normal abilities). 
Tear through these foes while using your tougher group members to peel and 
use their interrupts on the Shadowcasters instead. After the Witch Doctors, 
bring down the remaining casters, then focus on the Blood Drinkers last. 

When there isn't enough room to 
charge forward and engage the 
enemies without fear of pul l ing two 
groups, have your allies stay back and 
use line-of-sight pulls with standard 
group interception techniques. This 
area is linear, which makes it harder to find places to hide from the casters; 
though this makes the pulls longer, it is much safer than ending up in a fight 
with 4-5 casters at once! 

The first open area to the north has no side passages. This place is merely an 
obstacle. The neutral scarabs you see wandering around drop their shells for 
the Scarab Shell quest. Pull them ahead of time to avoid agroing them with 
AoE spells during fights. Nothing shares a social faction with the scarabs, so 
there you will not get other creatures by pulling them. Cure the Plague Cloud 
disease that the scarabs inflict on people, since it lowers STR/AGl/INT by 11 ! 

By making longer pul ls, your group avoids the dilemma of having 
the wounded Trolls run into other parties when seeking help. Yet, the patrolling 
Trolls of Zul' Farrak are common sights, and it's always wise to snare Trolls 
before they run, just in case patrollers come near. Have a Warrior Hamstring 
targets or keep a Rogue up front with their Crippling Poison lo slow enemies 
down. Hunters too are simply cruel against running foes, and are great to 
have around. 

At the end of the path into the main junction there are Shadowhunters. 
These Trolls are extremely troublesome at times; they have a Hex ability that 
is even worse to face than Polymorph. The Trolls change you into a Frog 
and effectively control you without the issue of their spell breaking when 
you take damage. Unless your group can dispel magic (or has access to 
Grounding Totems), this ability is an unpleasant fact of life when fighting the 
Shadowhunters. 

The central junction al lows parties 
to travel either east or west into 
Zul'Farrak. The eastern path is 
somewhat easier, so it makes a better 
choice if you are doing al l of the 
quests. Either way, the route to the 
right has Theka the Martyr, many 
Scarabs, Antu'sul (Treasure Mob), and 
leads around to the northern area with 
slightly less fighting than the western 

route. Alternatively, the western route has Hydromancer Velratha and the 
gong to summon Gahz'rilla. For now, we' ll face the eastern wing. 
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EASTERN WING 
The first room down the eastern path has many more Trolls but no bosses 
or items of consequence. Clear a path to the northern side of the area and 
continue from there. The group quickly arrives at a massive pen of Scarabs; this 
infestation is better to ignore unless characters are working on Scarab Shells. If 
that is the case, stay here and collect these items quickly and efficiently. The 
only hostile Troll in the area is Theka the Martyr. 

Theka is easily dealt with once a party knows his gameplan. This Troll does 
light damage, but he goes immune to all melee damage at 1/3 health (he 
also is fully resistant to Shadow Magic at this point). To counter this, stack as 
many DoTs on the Troll when he reaches hal f health or so. These continue 
to deal damage after the immunity hits. Also, have casters hold back a bit 
on their damage early in the fight, then fully unload once Theka tries to save 
himself. It's a simple fight when handled in this fashion. Theka drops one of 
the two Mosh'aru Tablets. Also in the area is Theka's Tablet that reveals the 
name of the Spider God, as part of a Horde-only quest. Be sure to read that 
if appropriate. 

Though the passages lead northwest from the Scarab Chamber, there is a hard
to-see path that leads east instead. This trickles over toward a cave where 
Antu'sul and a number of Basi lisks and Trolls live. Do not approach the cave 
at first. Instead, use ranged attack to pull all of the Basilisks and Trolls outside. 
Kill everything you can, then fully buff and prepare for an ugly fight. 

Antu'sul is a treasure mob, so he isn't needed for any quests. Low-level groups 
should avoid him entirely, but those with experience and skil l need not worry. 
Here is what to expect: Antu'sul summons seven non-elite Basilisks once he 
detects enemies coming toward his cave. Have everyone stay close to the main 
tank so that your defender can quickly steal the attention of these incoming 
Basilisks. Immediately lay into these Basilisks for fast kills. Mage and Warlock 
AoEs work wonders here if done under the veil of a Warrior's Challenging 
Shout, and all characters in the group must focus on dealing high DPS early 
on. Also, having the entire region cleared means that Fear can be used without 
the specter of adds clouding the action. The first elite Basilisk appears when 
Antu'sul is around 75% health, and two more are summoned when his health 
hits 25%. 

Antu'sul has quite a selection of spells and totems from which to choose. 
His totems - Earthgrab Totem, Fire Nova Totems, and Healing Ward - are 
dangerous, but it's a problem easily solved. Assign a Rogue or Hunter to focus 
on them as soon as they spawn. He also has Chain Lightning and Earth Shock. 
His last spell, Flash Heal, should be interrupted immediately. 

The reason for immediacy during the Antu'sul fight comes from the Basilisks. 
Those enemies have a very good stun. This takes your main tank out of the 
fight from time to time; clearing a number of the Basilisks early makes it 
easier for the tank to reengage and snag aggro again after such an event. With 
high group DPS, the non-elite Basilisks die quickly. Then, it 's only the three 
elites and Antu'sul himself. Clear them with standard aggro management and 
combat techniques. 

The way into the northern area, back from the Scarab Room, is filled with side 
rooms. Each of these contains similar Trolls to the ones you have already been 
facing. There are more Shadowhunters than before in this region, however, 
and the Soul Eater~ .ire there a~ well (these casters can be brought down 
quickly, and are good PMly targPts for this reJson). 

If your group is high pnough 1n IPvel, it is possible to avoid these rooms and 
their encounters by going down the middle of the hall. However, characters of 
lower level for Zul'Farrak should clear everything, to avoid drawing foes from 
the rooms during any existing fights. 

NORTHERN STRUCTURES 
The next open area is a graveyard where the Trolls leave their fa llen to become 
Zombies. All of these graves can be looted, though it is common for one or 
two Zombies to spawn during each such event. Don't allow characters to 
loot mu ltiple graves at the same time, of course, and select a single person to 
loot if this is being done. There aren't many good items in these graves, but 
this is a good way to get more cloth and some money. Also, the Zombies and 
occasional Dead Heroes that spawn drop Troll Tempers, so this allows groups 
to complete the Troll Temper quest very easi ly. 

Inside the small shrine by the graveyard is Witch Doctor Zum'rah. Though 
he appears neutral, Zum'rah just wants to wait until characters come near 
before he attacks. For th0 easiest possible fight, clear all of the graves before 
attacking Zum'rah, but this is hardly necessary (Zum'rah summons the dead 
to aid him, yet the fight is not a difficult onP). For a fast kill, have everyone 
rush in and use thei r better mel00 attacks to slice Zum'rah down (you can Kick 
him out of spells), then turn to fdcc his allies when their leader is dead. Your 
main tank shouldn't have problems taking aggro from each of the adds when 
they arrive. 

Note that any free-standing Undead in the area come to Zum'rah's aid when 
he is attacked. If someone is already looting the graves when Zum'rah aggros, 
this can be quite bad! Also, there are 
Troll patrols from the north that come 
through the graveyard, so fight inside 
the shrine even if you are a caster 
(better than accidentally getting 
attacked from behind by a couple 
Soul Eaters). Loot Zum'rah and his 
chest before leaving. 

The open pla7a in the north is a buffN of Trolls. There are set groups of 
enemies, patrols (with Basilisks), and a leader to kill at the top of the far
stancling pyramid. Kill Pvery group that is close to th<> base of the pyramid, 
then wait for the patrols to come by .:ind take them out as wel l. For the trouble 
ahead, it's very wise to have everything cleared out. 

At the top of the pyramid is tlw Sandfury Executioner; he is flanked by two 
Sul'lithuz Sandcrawlers (and their nasty Petrify Stuns). The great news is that 
the Executioner can be pulled and won't bring the Basilisks with him! Kill this 
easy boss and eliminate th0 Basilisb afterw.:ud. The Executioner drops the key 
to the prisoner's cages Tlw proper way to deal with these folks is to release 
them, (which is useful for Divino-matic Rod and is always needed for the 
Alliance quest· Nekrum ~ Med,illion). 



The actual fight that triggers after the prisoners begin to escape is complex. 
Enemies spawn at the base of the pyramid and come up to your position. There 
are multiple goals while staying alive in this encounter; try to bring down 
elite Trolls first, because the non-elites are quite weak, protect the prisoners, 
and keep your hit points/mana as high as possible by using efficient abilities. 
Shadowpriest Sezz'ziz has four spells: Heal, Psychic Scream, Renew, and 
Shadow Bolt. Psychic Scream and Renew can't be interrupted, but focus on 
her Heal spel I. Remove the Renew effect when she casts it. Nekrum Gutchewer 
has the Fevered Plague spell, which is a weaker version of the one Theka the 
Martyr uses. 

Stay at the top of the pyramid and 
don't get onto the stairs until Bly says 
to start descending. Getting onto the 
stairs puts the fight into a constant 
mode that precludes the short periods 
of downtime that otherwise occur. 
Use downtime for bandages first, 
since a few seconds are sometimes 
al l that you get. Then, use food and 
water if a long rest window opens. 

Your main tank is needed to grab the elites and casters off of the prisoners. 
Challenging Shout is great for this when Warriors are filling said role. Have 
someone else in the group call targets and let the other members assist that 
person wi th bringing down elites, then casters, then the rest of the Trolls that 
add into the fighting. 

Once at the bottom, your group faces two named Elites (Sezz'z iz and Nekrum 
Gutchewer). Go after Shadowpriest Sezz'ziz first, then finish off Nekrum (who 
drops the Medallion for the Alliance Quest). Rest with all the enemies dead, 
but keep a watch out for respawning 
patrollers. Then, ask the Gobl in 
to blow up the door that blocks 
your way toward the Chief! Before 
leaving, speak with Bly and demand 
the Divino-matic Rod; Bly gets very 
angry and attacks your party. Kill the 
ingrate and take the Divino-matic 
Rod to complete the Gadgetzan 
quest. 

SIEGING THE THRONE ROOM 
Walk up the path toward the Throne Room of the Chief very careful ly. There 
are two Basilisks (Sul'lithuz Abominations), and four Sandfury Guardians there. 
These can be pulled in two fights without drawing the Chief and Ruuzlu, his 
ally, away from their areas. Have a sturdy character approach the room and 
shoot the Abominations if they don't automatically aggro, then repeat this later 
to ki l l the serpentine Sandfury Guardians. 

Chief Ukorz Sandscalp and Ruuzlu are at the back of the room. When all 
is clear, race forward to attack Ruuzlu and focus all damage on him for the 
fast ki ll. If your group has a strong secondary tank, have that person pull the 
Chief away during this short stage of the fight and tank him whi le the other 
members slay Ruuzlu; the Chief's Wide Slash and Cleave give him the ability 
to harm many targets in front of him (have as many attack him from behind as 
possible), which is why it's useful to draw him away. Groups that only have 
one or two melee members can disregard this, of course. 

All told, the fight against these two 
isn' t as hard as the brawl by the 
pyramid or a couple of the other boss 
fights in Zul' Farrak. The rewards are 
wonderful as wel l, as the Chief has a 
number of useful drops! Decide who 
needs what, loot happily, and move 
on to the western side of the region. 

WESTERN EDGE, HOME OF GAHZ'RILLA 
There isn' t much to do on the western side; there is only one large room (the 
smaller southern area has nothing of importance or value, save for more Troll 
fighting). The room by the pool is where al l the action comes together. 

The first and most important action in Gahz' rilla's area is to clear everything. 
Kill all Trolls, and make sure the patrols are down and out. This takes quite 
some time, but it's very risky to take on the following challenges without 
having a ton of room. For the early fights, when the room is choked with Trolls 
and add-potential, have a puller attack from range and draw everything back 
to the hallway where your group waits. 

Look for Hydromancer Valratha on the eastern side of the pool. Her main 
spel l is the ability to create a totem cal led "Wrath of Zum' rah" that summons 
skeletal adds. She also has Healing Wave and Shadow Bolt. Attack her when 
the patrols are not in the area. She drops the Second Mosh'aru Tablet and the 
Tiara of the Deep when you defeat her. 

The worst of the smaller encounters is in the northeast part of the room; there 
are five Trol ls near each other who do not wander. It takes quite a bit of work 
to clear this fight safely. If your group is too low level to survive that much 
aggro at once, clear al l of the other fights first, then use Fear and other risky CC 
abilities to make the attack manageable without the danger of adds. If Mind 
Control is an option, this is the type of fight to risk it! Getting one of those 
Trolls killed off while wounding another is a fine solution; the group can most 
certainly defeat four Trolls, especially with one of them injured! 

At last, your group has done it! Gahz'ri lla is the final challenge of Zul ' Farrak. 
Those who took the time and energy to find the Sacred M allet and charge it 
atop the altar in southeastern Hinterlands can unlock the encounter by hitting 
the Gong on the southern side of the pool. Gahz'rilla steps out along the north 
side of the water and waits for your party there (this is one of the reasons it's 
great to clear everything ahead of time). 

Charge Gahz' rilla in his pool and have the melee characters keep the beast's 
attention. Attacking in the pool prevents the fa lling damage from his Slam 
ability (which knocks players into the air). If you attempt to fight Gahz' ri lla on 
land, be prepared to heal those knocked into the air. Don't have the casters 
get anywhere near the beast. Gahz'rilla also has the Icicle (like Frost Bolt) and 
Freeze Solid spells. Freeze Solid is a DoT and stun, but since it's considered 
a magic debuff, it can be dispelled. Even melee-capable classes, like Shaman 
and Druids, should hang back and let the Warriors and Rogues handle the 
melee DPS for this battle. 

Done without adds and by a party that anticipates Gahz' rilla's throws, the fight 
is quite fair and exciting! Use attack-reducing abilities (Demoralizing Shout), 
Do Ts, Sundering, and keep someone on the lookout for any unexpected adds 
as they cast. If any patrols weren't cleared or respawn, be sure to drag the fight 
away before the threat of adds become a reality. 

Gahz'rilla drops the Electrified Scale upon death, and that is used for a fine 
turnin up in the Shimmering Flats. 

Congratulations everyone; this is another instance under your belt, and you 
are well on your way into the most fierce level of dungeons in the game. 
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Getting to Zul'Gurub is easy. Simply 
enter Stranglethorn Vale either via 
Booty Bay or Duskwood and head 
due east of Lake Nazferiti. 

A few elite trolls guard the entrance, 
but they can be handled by small 
groups, unlike their brethren inside 
the instance. At the top of the stai rs 
you'll find an unlocked door guard ing 
the instance portal. 

Entrance 
High Pri~tess Jeklik (Bat Aspect) 

High Pri~t Venaxil (Snake Aspect) 
High Pri~t~s Mar1i (Spider Aspect) 
Blaadlord Mondokir 

EDGE OF MADNESS 

Gri'lek of the Iron Blood 

Houo'rah the Dreomweaver 

Renotoki of the Thousand Blod~ 
Wushooloy the Storm Witch 

Gohz'ronko 

High Pri~I Thekol (Tiger Aspect) 
9 High Pri~l~s Arlokk (Panther Aspect) 

10 Jin' do the Hexxer 

Hokkor 



SHARED QUESTS 
All Zul'Gurub quests can be found on Yojamba Island. To reach this island, head directly west from Lake Nazferiti, or northwest of the Grom'go l Base camp, 
past the Vi le Reef. 

QUEST GIVER • I • I ' I 

Al'iobim lhe All·Seeing, Jin'rokh the Al'iobim the All·Seeing, Jin'rokh the 
Paragons al Power Breaker, Moywiki of Zulzodor, follhir Yoiombo klond Breaker, Moywiki of Zulzodor, Folthir Yojombo kloncl Yes 2SOO 

the Sighrless theSighrless 

Guruliasli, Vilebronch, and Yfiiherbork 
Vi111hoxo Yojambo Island Vi111hoxo Yojombo Island Ho 0 

Coins 

REWARD: Zondolor Honor Token (Use: Permanent~ i111reoso your reputation with the Zondolor Tribe.) 

Zulian, Rmashi, and Hokkori Coins Vinchoxo Yojombo Island Yojombo Island Vin<hoxo No 0 

REWARD: Zondolor Honor Token (Use: Permanent~ i111rease your repulolion with the Zondolor Tribe.) 

Sandfwy, Skullsp&tter, and Blood1<1ilp 
Vinchoxo Yojambo kloncl Vinchoxo Yojombo kloncl No 0 

Coins 

REWARD: Zondolor Hono< Token (Use: Permonenrly iooeoso your repu1otion with the Zondolor Tnbe.) 

Mal's Measwing Tape Item Drop Zul'Gurub Not Pogle Duskwood (Todefury C..e) No 0 

The Hest of Hakkor MohhDI Yojombo kloncl MolthO! Yojombo kloncl No 9300 

REWARD: Zondolor Hero Bodge (Use: Increase to ArmDf and DEF), Zondolor Hero Charm (Use: Increase to Healing and Spell Damage), Zondolor Hero Medallion (Use: Increase to Melee ond Ranged DAM) 

Essence of Mangoes Rin'wosho the Trader Yojambo Island 

REWARD: Essence Mango 

A Caledion of Heads Exzho) Yojombo Island 

REWARD: Belt of Shrunken Heads (Cloth, Leather, Moa or Plate depending on your doss. Ito~ vary by type.) 

Zllllll'sl'ndl'otaliles Rin'wosho the Trader Yojombo klond 

n."""' l'ailGll Dirk Thunderwood 5i1ilhis (Cenorion Hald) 

PARAGONS OF POWER 

Location 

Contact 

Goal 

Yojombo Island, Stronglethorn Vole 

Al'tabim rhe All-seeing, Jin'rokh lhe Breaker, 
Maywiki of Zulzadar, Falthir lhe Sightless 

Return oil the itelTll ne<essory to creole your class armor 

Three quests exist for each class to obtain small sets of armor from 
Yojamba Island by returning a number of drops from Zul'Gurub. Each 
piece of the armor requires a different level of reputation with the 
Zandalar Tribe. Speak wi th these quest givers to find out what they 
have in store for you. They require drops from the enemies and the 
bosses in Zul'Gurub. 

Rin'wosho the Trader Yojombo Island No 0 

Exzhol Yojambo Island No D 

Rin'wosho the Trader Yojombo Island No 0 

Dirk Thunderwood lithis (Cenoriorl Hold) 

GURUBASHI, VILEBRANCH, 
WITHERBARK COINS 

SANDFURY, SKULLSPLITTER, 
BLOODSCALP COINS 

60taolilain 

No 

Location Yojambo Island, Stranglethorn Vale 

Can tact Yindiaxa 

Goal Give Vinchaxa one of each coin 

Max Experience Gained 

6600 

Reward 
Zondalar Honor Taken (Use: Permanenrly increase your 

reputation with the Zandolar Tribe) 

Vinchaxa offers three different quests to turn in a certain combination 
of coins. Simply return one of each requested coin to this Troll and he 
shall reward you with a Zandalar Honor Token. You can use this token 
to gain a permanent reputation boost with the Zandalar Tribe. 
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NAT'S MEASURING TAPE 

Location 

Contact 

Goal 

60 to oblain 

ul'Gurub 

Not Pogle 

Return Nat's Measuring Tape to Nat Pagle in 

Dustwallow Marsh 

Max Experience Gained 650 ........................ 
This quest al lows you to summon an 
optional boss named Gahz'ranka from the 
murky depths of the river that runs through 
Zul'Gurub. In order to learn how to fish 
this beast up, you must first return Nat's 
Measuring Tape to a fellow named Nat 
Pagle in Dustwallow Marsh. 

To locate the Measuring Tape, look for 
a tackle box near some Crocodi les by 

the river, just south of the Tiger section. Once you have secured the 
Measuring Tape, take a quick trip to Theramore Island in Dustwallow 
Marsh and head south into the water. Nat Pagle is on a small island just 
off the coast. After listening to his story, he teaches you al l you need to 
know to fish out Gahz'ranka. Buy a few Mudskunk Lures off of him and 
head back to Zul'Gurub when the time is right. 

Go to Pagle's Point in Zul 'Gurub and look for the Muddy Churning 
Waters to drop your pole into. When you have enough of them, load 
them up into your new lure and start fishing! It won't be long before 
Gahz'ranka comes in for a snack! 

THE HEART OF HAKKAR 

Quest Level 

Location Yojambo ldond, Stranglethorn Vole 

Goal Return the Heart of Hokkor to Mohhor 

Max Experience Gained 9300 

Reward 

Zandalar Hero Badge (Trinlcet: Use: Increases your armor 
by 2000 and your defense by 30 for 20 se<onds. Every time 
you take melee or ranged damage, the bonus is redU<ed by 
200 Armor and 3 DEF) or Zandalar Hero Charm (Trinket: 
Use: Increases your spell damage by up to 2BO ond your 
healing by up to 560 for 20 se<onds. Every time you cast 
o spell, the bonus is redU<ed by 35 spell domoge ond 70 
healing) or Zondalar Hero Medallion (Trinket: Use: Increases 
your melee ond ranged domoge by 40 for 20 seconds. Every 
time you ottock, the bonus is reduced by 2 damage) 

Aher slaying Hakkar, the Blood God 
drops a single Heart of Hakkar that can 
be looted by your raid group. The person 
that wins this item must take it back to 
Molthor on Yojamba Island and choose 
one of the three trinket rewards. 

Aher completing the quest, Molthor has 
the heart destroyed by his priests on the adjacent island. Should your 
raid choose to stay in close proximity to the ceremony, they receive a 
2-hour buff that lasts through death called The Spirit of Zandalar. This 
buff increases your movement speed by 10%, dodge chance by 5% and 
all stats by 15%. 

ESSENCE MANGOES 

Location 

Contact 

Goal 

Reward 

60 looblait 

Yojombo ldond, Stranglethorn Vole 

Rln'Wlllho the Trader 

Give Rin'wosha the Trader three Zandalar Honor Taken 

Essence Mango (Food) 

A simple turn-in quest that allows you 
to forgo using your Zandalar Honor 
Tokens for reputation and, in turn, 
you receive a very powerful food that 
replenishes your health and mana at 
a rapid rate when eating. This quest 
requires that you hold a Revered 
faction with the Zandalar Tribe. 

A COLLECTION OF HEADS 

Contact 

Goal 

60 to oblait 

Yojombo Island, Stranglethorn Vale 

String 5 Channeler's Heack onto the Sacred Cord, then return 

the Collectii>n of Troll Heads to Exzhol on Zandolar Isle. 

Max Experience Gained 9950 

Reward 

Belt of Shrunken Heads (Plate Belt: 408 Armor, 23 STR, 
11 STA, 7 AGI) or Belt of Shrunken Heock (doth Belt: 
55 Armor, 17 INT, 13 STA, Passive: Restores 7 mono every 
5 seconds) or Belt of Shrunken Heads (leather Belt 
I 08 Armor, 1 SAGI, 14 STR, 11 STA, Passive: Improves your 
chance to hit by l" l or Beh of Shrunken Heads (Moil Beh: 
7 SPI, l B STA, 11 INT, 11 AGI) 

Exzhal gives you a Sacred Cord to string the heads on. Anytime you 
defeat a High Priest or Priestess in Zul'Gurub you can loot a head. Once 
you have five in your inventory, simply use the cord to create a Head 
Col lection to return on Yojamba Island. 



ZANZA'S POTENT POTABLES 

Location Yojombo lslond, Stronglethorn Vole 

Contact llil'wosho the Trader 

Goal Give Rin'wosho the Trader one Zondolor Honor Token 

Bring Rin'wosho one Zandalar Honor 
Token to receive your choice of a few 
very powerful potions. Not only do 
they have unique effects, but the effects 
transcend death and won't be removed 
when you die. The "Zanza Flasks" can be 
stacked with the Flasks from Alchemists. 

NAVIGATING ZUL "GURUB 

Zul'Gurub is basically one big circle. A river runs around the center of the 
ruins where Hakkar resides. The five High Priests and Priestesses are at five 
different points around the map; they must be destroyed in order to defeat 
Hakkar. There are also several side areas that house optional bosses used for 
quest items or unique loot. It's up to you whether or not you want to do the 
minimum to defeat Hakkar or bring vengeance upon the entire zone. 

THE PERFECT POISON 

Location 

Goal 

60 toalilail 

Si1ithis (Cenorion Hold) 

Return Venoxis' Venom Soc and Kurinnoxx's Venom Soc 
to Dirk 

Max Experience Gained 6600 

Reward Vories by Closs 

Half of this quest must be completed 
in Ahn'Qiraj, but the other half occurs 
in Zul'Gurub. Loot Venoxis' Venom 
Sac after defeating him to obtain an 
important part of the quest resolution. 

GET EQUIP" LUL'GURUB 
-------· ---------

No, not swords, helms, and staves! I speak of much more powerful weapons 
for your arsenal: Pr..- for your mmputer, main assists, and rcid leoclers. 

~-· nflt:> These are voice programs that allow everyone in the raid to listen and 
speak over a microphone. The importance of this cannot be stressed 
enough in the more chaotic battles when the difference between success 
and failure can be measured in the amount of time it takes to type a 
sentence or speak it aver a microphone. Downloading and utilizing one 
of these programs increases your success rate tenfold in all 40· and 20· 
person raids. The only stipulation is that aU members must be onboard. 

81 ~ll:s:Jld 
This is a third party add-on allowed by Bhmwd that makes raidi1g so 
much easier. It has many options that you can toggle on and off to warn 
your raid of incoming threats, debuffs, and curses. It also has an option 
that allows you to see the target of your tank's target. This serves you 
in many battles, as you can see who has the aggro of a particular enemy 
or boss. To utilize this program, you llUSI keep informed and updated 
on an the lotest versions of this program. You lllUSI also keep yo1r guild 
informed abotit these updates. 

l&:ftil.amto 
The main assist (MA) is a player designated to acquire the most 
important target first for easy targeting. This role is usually given to a 
Rogue, as their only responsibility in the raid is to knl things. You can 
easHy ueate a hatliey ta acquire the MA' s target by pressing escape, 
going into the macro menu, and creating a macro called MA. The command 
far setting the main assist is /assist (name of player). (For example: / 
assist Phobos) Also, in the interface options menu, there's an aplion that 
allows you to immediately begin attacking when you press your MA key. 

~~ 
The raid leader is an extremely important part of your raid. In a nutshell, 
the raid leader is the player that orders everyone lo start attacking or 
slap attacking. This is needed for tanks to acquire a good amount of 
aggro before the rest of the raid starts attacking. Having an MT lose the 
oggro early on can wipe out the raid group, so having a conservative raid 
leader helps to ensure victory. 
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ENEMIES IN THE RUINS 
An army of Trol ls, beasts, and other monstrosities, all loyal to Hakkar the Soulflayer, populates Zul'Gurub. While few of them are particularly strong alone, you 
will find that when they come, they come in great numbers, making this one of the most lethal zones in the game. Do not underestimate anything. 

ATAL'AI MISTRESS 
These undead ladies always come in packs of four or five. The tanks should 
be quick to pick them up and pull them together for an AoE pounding. They 
have Pummel (like Warrior ability), Snap Kick (Deals about 875-1125 damage 
and stuns target for 2 sec.), and Thrash (chance to get two extra attacks). 
Should you require crowd control, Priests can shackle the Mistresses. 

BLOODSEEKER BAT 60}NON-ELITE 
Easy prey. They usually accompany a stronger enemy when pulled. 
Simply use your AoE attacks to obliterate them completely. 

GURUBASHI AXE THROWER 
The Axe Throwers always come in pairs along with whatever they are being 
pulled with. If no one is in melee range, they start to throw high-damage axes 
at the casters. These must either be Sheeped or tanked immediately. Every 
so often they begin a devastating attack called Whirling Trip. This forces the 
Gurubashi Axe thrower into a whirlwind of blades, causing heavy damage to 
all within range. Sheep the whirling axe thrower to stop the madness. 

GURUBASHI BAT RIDER 
At first, the Bat Riders seem like a simple enemy. They will, however, 
be the death of a careless raid group. Your tanks must separate the Bat 
Riders from all other members of the raid group as quickly as possible. 
Use ranged damage to take their health down to 40% and prepare for an 
explosion. Rather than fighting until the end, the Gurubashi Bat Riders 
choose to explode, causing deadly damage to all in the vicinity. When a 
Bat Rider gets a "crazed look in his eyes" (check your text box) he roots 
himself for about 3 seconds, giving your tank just enough time to run 
away, before exploding. If your Warrior is at full health when the Bat 
Rider explodes, there is a good chance that he or she may survive, but 
it's better to be safe than sorry. The other, safer, option is to assist the 
MA and take down the Bat Riders before they can explode. Of course, 
this requires more coordination, but it's the preferred method. 

GURUBASHIBERSERKER 
The bane of all raid groups, these hulking Trolls patrol many areas of 
Zul'Gurub, so you must continually be on the lookout for them. Once 
pulled, the casters must stand as far away as possible to avoid the AoE 
fear that the Berserker frequently uses. Have your tank drag him back to 
the wall to avoid the imminent knock-back. When your tank is knocked 
back or feared, the Berserker typically heads straight for a caster; having 
a tank ready to pick up his aggro in advance is a good idea. Make sure 
you bring him down in a spot far away from any other pulls, or you risk 
being feared into another group of enemies. 

GURUBASHI BLOOD-DRINKER 
This is a deceptively powerful foe. Just when you think you have this 
Troll beat, he surprises you by healing entirely back to full health. When 
pulled, these should be the first to be Sheeped and the last to be killed. 
Make sure they are tanked away from your raid group so that their AoE 
health drain affects as few members as possible. When it's time to defeat 
them, save your stuns for the final seconds of the battle. When the health 
of the Blood-Drinker is around 30%, you want to chain as many stuns as 
possible on him to keep him from healing back to full again. 

GURUBASHI CHAMPION 

GURUBASHIHEADHUNTER 
If they're not being tanked, they shoot their bows at members of your 
raid. Make sure they are tanked or Sheeped immediately. 

HAKKARI BLOODPRIEST 60 ELITE 
Treat these much like the Gurubashi Blood-Drinker except for one 
major difference. Rather than having a close range health drain, the 
Bloodpriest drains life from those farthest away from them. Make sure 
everyone is at close range. Stun lock at 40%. 

HAKKARI PRIEST : 60 ELITE 
Whenever these are in a group of enemies that you pull , make sure that 
they're the first to die. Stuns and Counterspells ensure they never even 
get a chance to heal or AoE fear your raid. Hakkari Priests frequently 
become immune to magic. This means that most forms of CC won't 
affect them. Pull them as far back as possible to prevent a group-mate 
being feared into more mobs and drawing adds to the group. 

HAKKARI SHADOWHUNTER ' 60 ELITE 

Combat these much as you would combat the Gurubashi Headhunters, 
using tanks and Polymorph. Every few seconds the Shadowhunter casts 
Hex on a member of your raid, effectively turning them into a frog for a 
short duration. Nearly all their abilities are used from range (Multi-shot, 
Volley, etc.), so get in melee range to nullify their strength. 

HAKKARI SHADOWPRIEST 
Use Sheep on these immediately while you defeat any enemies that 
come with them. When it's time to bring them down, have your tanks 
face the Shadowpriest away to avoid the directional Shadow Bolt they 
cast on everyone in front of them. 

HAKKARI WITCHDOCTOR 
Not a terribly challenging foe to take down. Assist and destroy the 
totems as they pop up while you bring him down. 

HOOKTOOTH FRENZY ~:. 60 ELITE 

You only have to deal with these should you choose to take a swim. 
They have light damage and low health-easy prey. 

HAKKARI W ITCHDOCTOR 
Not a terribly challenging foe to deal with. Assist and destroy the totems 
as they pop up while you bring him down. 



MAD SERVANT 
These large Imps can really be a pain to take down for an unprepared raid 
group. They come in packs of three and should be taken down with care. 
Your Warlocks really shine here as they can use Enslave Demon to make 
one their pet as they banish another. Destroy the third and wait for the portal 
to open and spit out two Mad Voidwalkers. After defeating the Voidwalkers, 
destroy the next Mad Servant and so on until all three are dead. 

RAZZASHI ADDER 
This deadly serpent can be Polymorphed or Slept for crowd control 
purposes. When engaged, the tank should face the Adder away from 
the raid to ensure its directional poison volley does as little damage to 
the group as possible. 

RAZZASHI SERPENT , 60 ELITE 
Like the other snakes in this zone, this enemy can be Slept or Sheeped. 
When pulled, you usually want to defeat these first, as they randomly 
cast Sleep on members of your raid. 

RAZZASHI RAPTOR :· 60 ELITE 

These always come in large packs of four or more. Take the Raptors 
down quickly and efficiently by assisting the MA. Bring them down one 
at a time and move on. 

RAZZASHI BROODWIDOW 
These are the largest of the spiders you encounter; this beast of an 
arachnid should be taken down with single target DPS from Hunters 
and Rogues. Leave this enemy for last. Upon death, they spawn several 
Razzashi Venombrood spiders that can overwhelm the softer members 
of your group if they gang up and spawn during a prolonged battle. The 
Broodwidows have a stun ability: Web Spin. 

RAZZASHI VENOMBROOD 
Yet another large spider that must be taken down with single target DPS. 
This spider poisons you with an Intoxicating Venom that causes you to 
occasionally fall down or drop your weapon. It also gets you drunk! 

RAZZASHI SKITIERER 
The Skitterer is a small spider that causes no serious threat alone; 
however, they almost always come in large groups. Use AoE spells to 
make short work of them. Your AoE casters should require extra heals 
during this onslaught. 

SACRIFICED TROLLS 55-60 ELITE 
These are the Trolls in the "skeleton pit" during the Jin'do the Hexxer 
encounter. They' re weak mobs. 

SON OF HAKKAR 
These winged serpents patrol the stairs leading to Hakkar the Blood 
God. They can, and should, be Slept for crowd control. When killed, 
they emit a cloud of poison that poisons your blood. They have a very 
fast respawn time. 

SOULFLAYER ,: 61 ELITE 
The Soulflayer usually accompanies Sons of Hakkar patrols. This monster 
can be CC'd with Hibernate, but it really should be the first you defeat 
in any group. It is not terribly deadly, but it can knock down members of 
your raid, interrupting spells, if not taken down quickly. The worst thing 
about the Soulflayers is the randomization of their abilities. Sometimes 
they Fear, sometimes they knock players down. They frequently use a 
spell that deals significant damage to a single player while rendering that 
player unable to cast spells or use abilities. When this begins to happen, 
the Soulflayer needs to be reigned in and stunned as quickly as possible. 

VOODOO SLAVE 
These dangerous little Gnomes are located near Jin' do the Hexxer. They 
tend to break polymorph very quickly, so killing them as soon as possible 
is a great idea. They' re Warlocks who summon lnfernals, use Rain of Fire, 
and have a powerful Shadowbolt. Don' t underestimate them! 

WITHERED MISTRESS . 60 ELITE 

Much like the Atal 'ai Mistresses, these undead Trolls always come in 
groups of four or five. Use Shackle Undead ior crowd control and AoE to 
finish them off. They have a brutal curse (Curse of Blood) that increases the 
damage to the target by 500 for 10 minutes. Have Mages remove this asap 
since it can bring down the MT. They also have Dispel Magic, Unholy 
Frenzy (increases ally attack speed by 50%, but also deals 200 Nature 
damage every 2 sec.}, and Veil of Shadow (decreases healing effects on 
target by 75% for 10 sec.}. 

' 

ZULIAN CROCOLISK '.. 60 ELITE 
•. 

These deadly reptiles are only found on the shores of the river that runs 
throughout Zul'Gurub. Simply pull them together and AoE them into dust. 

ZULIAN CUB 60 NON-ELITE 
Easily defeated. Snare them when they reach low health or they will flee 
to seek assistance from stronger tigers. 

ZULIAN PANTHER · 60 ELITE 
These felines usually patrol a set route, attacking anything that comes too 
close. AoE and single target MA damage makes quick work of them. 

ZULIAN STALKER . 60 ELITE 

The Stalker is a massive cloaked panther that attacks out of nowhere. 
The tanks must pick it up quickly before it kills a caster or two. Once the 
aggro is acquired, it' s defeated easily. 

ZULIAN TIGER 
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THE HIGH PRIESTS OF ZUL'GURUB 

Zul'Gurub houses five High Priest 
bosses that must be defeated before 
Hakkar, and a number of optional 
bosses that are required for quest 
items-or loot. Either way, the 
journey through Zul'Gurub is fraught 
with peril and dangers at every turn. 
Each boss fight requires you to use a 
different and unique strategy. 

PRIMAL HAKKARI ARMSPLINT Warlock 

PllMAl llAWRI BINDINGS Druid 

PRIMAL HAKKARI GIRDLE Mage 

PRUW. llAWRI KOSSACK Ragus 

Shoman 

PRIMAi. HAKKAIJ SHAWL Paladin 

PRIMAL HAKKARI STANCHION Hunter 

High Priestess Jeklik holds the title HIGH PRIESTESS JEKLIK'S LOOT TABLE 
of the Bat Aspect in Zul'Gurub. After 
clearing the Trolls and Bat Riders 
around her area, you wil l see her 
standing atop a wall performing some 
vi le ceremony. 

Before the pul l, spl it your raid in two. 
Have the casters and healers form a 
tight group a safe distance away from 
the MT so that when she summons 

bats, the AoE will reach maximum efficiency; it also keeps the casters out 
of range of her AoE silence. When you're ready to pull, have your MT use a 
ranged attack to get her attention. 

She immediately transforms into a large bat and attacks your MT. Be sure 
to give the MT plenty of time for aggro so that you can unload maximum 
DPS when the time is right. Several times during this phase she calls forth bat 
minions to attack. They usually head straight for your healers, so make certain 
your Mages and Warlocks are ready to AoE them as quickly as possible. It's 
wise to have a Warrior ready to use Chal lenging Shout to draw all the bat adds 
to the casters. Casters should maintain a safe distance throughout this entire 
phase as she occasionally emits a sonic burst, silencing all in the vicinity. 

At 50% health, she transforms back into her humanoid self and begins to heal. 
Watch her hands for the casting animation; this warns you of an incoming 
heal. Set up an interrupt rotation with your Warriors and Rogues. Continue 
going down the chain until the heal is interrupted and maintain this strategy 
each time she attempts to heal. 

While you take out her remaining health, the raid group must spread out 
around her area and remain mindful of the Bat Riders flying overhead and 
dropping vials of burning liquid. Standing in this fire causes you to take heavy 
damage; make sure everyone pays attention. If a bat drops the fire on top of 
your MT, they must shift positions to a safe spot. 

Interrupt her heals, stay out of the fire, keep the damage constantly onher, and 
she will eventually die, thanking you for setting her free fromHakkar's control. 

Two·Honded Mace 56.5 DPS 

Chance on Hit: Wounds the target for 200 to 220 damage 

Neckloce 

Plate 80011 486 Armor, 12 INT, 10 STA 

Pa1sive: Restores 6 mono per 5 seconds 

Pa1~ve: Increases healing done by spelk and effecll by up to 22 

PRIMAIJST'S BAllD Ring JO INT, 8 STA 

Pa1~e: Res1ores 6 mono per 5 second 

Moil Booll 27 4 Armor, IS INT, I 0 STA 



Venoxis, the Snake Aspect, is tucked 
away in an alcove teaming with all 
sorts of vipers. After clearing the 
exceptional ly large pu ll of snakes in his 
room, he'll be standing atop a stairway 
with four serpentine guards. 

Assign Poly and Hibernate targets for 
the snakes so that you can take them out 
one by one before engaging Venoxis. 
When the pull is executed, have your 

MT drag Venoxis far away from your raid group, near the fire, and have the MA 
begin targeting the snakes for elimination. It's important that your raid group stays 
near the doorway in this phase, keeping a healthy distance from Venoxis the entire 
time. 

When the time to battle Venoxis is at hand, keep your casters at maximum distance 
and the melee players as close to him as possible. If any of your casters stray too 
near to Venoxis or one of your melee players strays too far, it wi ll probably be the 
cause of a wipe your entire raid group. 

Venoxis often casts Holy Wrath w hich is simi lar to a Shaman's Chain Lightning. 
However, instead of dealing less damage with each successive target, it deals 
more! Anyone in the middle zone between your melee group and the casters is 
going to get fried and potentially allow the jump to reach the casters. The safest 
way to negate this is to spread out as much as possible. Some groups learning 
the instance and encounter for the first time may decide to keep some of their 
melee group (Warriors & Rogues) at range with the casters. Venoxis will still 
cast the spel l, but with the M T being the on ly player in range of the spell, and 
without a potential " jump" target, the danger of the spell is negated. 

At 50% health, Venoxis transforms into a giant snake. At this time, your melee 
DPS must back away for a few moments until the MT has control of the situation. 
During this phase, Venoxis occasionally emits a putrid cloud of poison that inflicts 
heavy damage to anyone caught in it. To avoid having this happen to your MT, 
the Warrior must drag Venoxis in circles around the fire, making sure he's never 
standing in one place for too long, leaving the clouds of poison behind him. 

While your MT drags the High Priest in circles around the fire, the melee DPS 
should be running hit and run attacks, steering clear of the poison while the 
ranged DPS unloads maximum damage. 

Also, assign a Rogue or a Hunter to eliminate the Parasitic Serpents that try to 
make their way to the casters during this phase of the fight. If they make their way 
into a player's body, that player wil l receive a deadly DoT debuff that cou ld cause 
them to die. 

Keep Venoxis mobile, destroy the Parasitic Serpents, avoid the poison, and victory 
over the High Priest will soon be yours as you set him free from Hakkar's evil grasp. 

HIGH PRIEST VENOXIS'S LOOT TABLE 

Passive: Improves your chance to htt by 1" 

fAll6 OF YEllOXIS Main Hand Dagger 411 DPS, B INT, 6 SP1 

Passive: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effecfl by up to 24 
Passive: Restores 6 mono per 5 second 

Moil Chest 

Passive: lncreose1 AHock Power by 58 
Pas1ive: Improves your chance to get o critical ltrike by 1" 

Ring 

Passive: Improves your chance to htt with 1pells by 1" 
Passive: Reslores 4 mono per 5 second 

Two-Handed Axe 

Pas1ive: Increases AHock Power by 44 
Passive: Improves your chance to get a critical 1trike by I% 

LWI Tl6ERlllDE CLOAK Ooth Cloak 

Passive: Improves your chance to htt by 1" 

I I 

6DPS, 221NT 

4Unnor, 13AGI, IOSTA 
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High Priestess Mar'li is the wretched 
Spider Aspect and she proves to be a 
formidable opponent. After clearing 
the swarms of spiders in her area, 
prepare your raid for battle. Group 
your casters closely together and 
make sure a Warrior is on standby 
w ithin that group. 

When the pull is executed, make short 
work of the speaker in front of her and 

begin the assau lt. Keep ranged DPS and healers at max range while Mar'li's in 
her Troll form to avoid her Poison Bolt Volley attack. Have those in the raid 
that are able ready to heal and cleanse after the volley. Serpent Sting and Mana 
Drain are particularly useful here, as they can prevent her Life Drain spell from 
ever being cast. If she does begin to cast it on your MT, however, use Kick, 
Shield Bash, and Pummel to interrupt it as quickly as possible. During this 
phase, she also summons spiders, the Spawns of Mar'li, to attack your caster 
camp. These spiders start out to be rather small and harmless, but as time 
progresses, they become larger and deadlier. Use AoE and single target DPS to 
destroy the spawns as quickly as possible. 

She soon transforms into a huge spider, snaring the MT and all players in the 
vicinity with an immobil izi ng web. During this time, she tries to run rampant 
through your casters, easily dispatching them while your MT stands helpless 
in the web. This is where the standby Warrior comes into play. The moment 
she snares the MT and runs into the caster camp, this Warrior must be ready 
to taunt her out of the casters and bring her back to the MT and allow them 
to reacquire the High Priestess's aggro. The standby warrior should then head 
back to the caster camp, ready to do it again. While she's in her Spider form, 
she won't attack anyone that' s webbed. A Paladin's Blessing of Freedom 
makes you immune to the web effect; cast it on the MT right before, or after, 
the web has been spread. 

The feral High Priest Thekal is known 
as the Tiger Aspect. He's one of the 
tougher battles you face in Zu l'Gurub, 
but the encounter is not impossible 
to learn quickly. The first thing you 
shou ld notice about this encounter is 
that two Zealots, both bosses in and of 
themselves, flank him. 

Your first priority is to kill the two 
tigers that accompany the zealots and 

Thekal. Taking out the tigers is a simple, but necessary, step. Once they' re 
down, have three Warriors pick up the aggro of the two zealots and Thekal. 
Immediately get a Rogue on Lor'Khan and an OT on Zath (both attacking from 
behind their targets). 

Zealot Lor'Khan is a healer and, therefore, a threat. With the spells Dispel 
Magic, Greater Heal (this shou ld be interrupted at all times), and Lightning 
Sh ield, she should be the primary target for the MA. She also has the Disarm 
ability and this could lead to the tank assigned to her losing threat quickly. 

Zealot Zath has the Rogue abilities Kick, Gouge, Sweeping Strikes, and Sinister 
Strike. This is why it's important to keep a second tank behind her. Once she 
hits the Warrior who was assigned to be her tank with Gouge, the second 
Warrior should Taunt her and keep her in place. This also negates any chance 
for catching both tanks in Sweeping Strikes. 

In his human form, High Priest Thekal has Bloodlust (+75% attack speed for an 
ally for 30 sec.), Mortal Cleave (Mortal Strike and Cleave), and Silence (single
target, 10 sec.). Keep any non-MT melee attackers at his back to avoid that 

Once the MT has reacquired aggro, unleash your full DPS upon her until she 
transforms back into her humanoid form. She continues to alter between forms 
throughout the duration of the battle. Execute the same strategy for each phase 
in the exact same way and she'll soon be thanking you for ending her servitude 
to Hakkar. 

HIGH PRIESTESS MAR'Ll 'S LOOT TABLE 

BLOODSTAINED GREAVES Plate Boots 274 Armor, 21 AGI, 10 INT, 10 STA 

Passive: Increased Oelense by S 

FLOWING RITUAL ROBES Oath Robe 

Pos~ve: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelb and effecls by up to 22 

MAR'll'S EYE Trinket 

Use: Reslores 60 mono every 5 sec for 30 seconds 

MAR'll'S TOUCH Wand 76.8 OPS, 11 INT, 6 SPI, SSTA 

TALISMAN OF PROTECTION Necklace 8 STA 

Passive: Increased Defense by 9 
Passive: Increases your chance to dodge on attack by 1" 

Mortal Cleave. Once Thekal assumes his Tiger form, he has the abilities 
Charge, Force Punch (AoE Knockback and damage), and Speed Slash. 

At low health, Thekal enrages and increases his damage output to crazy levels. 

However, even though everything sounds easy to this point, there is one little 
snag: the three bosses must die within 7 seconds of one another or they' ll 
begin resurrecting each other with full life and mana. There are two options. 

OPTION 1 

Assign a Warrior to both Zealots and the High Priest. After the pulls been 
made, have the Warriors spread out as much as possible; send one Warrior 
north, one south and leave the third at the spawn point. This prevents Zealot 
Lor'Khan from healing the other two. 

Target one Troll at a time, bringing them to about 5-9% life, but refrain from killing 
any of them. As soon as you have all three Trolls under 10%, ki ll them quickly. 

OPTION 2 

Again, assign a Warrior to each target and bring them together at the spawn 
point. Have your MA select a target and instruct everyone to begin using single 
target DPS until the selected target's at about 20%. Your MA's going to be 
switching targets, so make sure everyone's on board with the transitions. Once 
you have each of the bosses under 20% health, begin using AoE to finish them 
off. If one has more health than the others, have a couple Rogues and Hunters 
switch over to that boss to bring them down within range of the other two. 



Once down, High Priest Thekal enters a rage and transforms into a massive 
tiger. Pull him into the hallway before his podium and tank him with your back 
to the wal l. The rest of the raid should be on the opposite wall healing the MT. 
It is also a smart idea to actually use two tanks during this fight, as aggro can 
be a bit sketchy because of his knock back and high damage. Every 15 seconds 
or so, Thekal sends out a directional knock back that sends the tanks flying a 
huge distance. This can be countered, however, if your tanks have their backs 
to the wal l. At this point, Thekal turns on the casters and begins to unleash 
his deadly claws. Priests should immediately shield whoever he targets. This 
wi ll save a life whi le your tanks run over to pick up his aggro again. Once in 
position, begin to crush him with DPS until the next knock back, then repeat 
the steps listed above. During this phase, tigers spawn and begin to attack your 
raid group. Use Hunters and Rogues to single target DPS them until they are 
defeated, then turn their attention back to Thekal. 

High Priest Thekal does not have a ton of health, so take him down as quickly 
as possible to prevent dragging the battle out and opening the door for errors. 
A few minutes later, he will l ie defeated and ready to be looted, free of the 
Blood God's control. 

High Priestess Arlokk, the Panther 
Aspect, is one of the more interesting 
battles you face in Zul'Gurub. There is 
no other fight like it in the game, so be 
prepared to think outside of the box. 

To begin the encounter, you must 
ring the gong in the back of her room. 
When that's done, she appears out of 
nowhere and begins to attack. Your 
MT must be quick to pick up her 

aggro, or your raid wi ll suffer casualties; her damage is quite high. After the 
MT begins to tank her, your DPS must begin to unleash maximum damage on 
her before she vanishes. 

HIGH PRIEST THEKAL'S LOOT TABLE 

Passive: lncrease1 domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelk ond effects by up to 30 

PEACIKEEPER LEGGINGS Plate legs 618 Armor, 18 INT, l 4STA 

Passive: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 37 
Passive: Restores 7 mono per 5 seconds 

RITUALISTIC LEGGUARDS Ooth legs 84 Armor, 20 SPI, 14 INT, 13 STA 

Passive: lncrease1 healing done by spelk ond effects by up to 37 

SEAFURY LEGGINGS Moil Legs 348 Armor, 15 STR, l SSTA, 15 INT, 14 Sl't 

Passive: lncrease1 domoge ond heoliog done by mogicol spelk ond effects by up to 16 

OF JIN Ring 

Passive: Improves your chance to get o criti<ol strike by 1 % 
P~ve: lncrease1 Attack Power by 20 

SWIFT ZUUAN TIGER 

THEKArs GRASP 

Mount 

Moin Hond fol 
Weapon 

Passive: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1 % 

ZUUAH SLICER One-Hand Sword 

Chance on Hit: Slices the enemy for 72 to 96 Nature damage 
Passive: Increases Attack Power by 12 
Passive: Skinning Increased by 10 

Use: Svmmons and dismisses a rideable Tiger. 
This is o very lost mount 

47 .0 DPS, 13STA 

44.8 DPS 

Her health isn' t phenomenal, so done right, this encounter should go 
quickly. She wi l l soon be singing your praises for setting her free from the 
hold of Hakkar. 

SCAREDY CATS 
' · .. - ........._.·.'·· ·, ..... . __. 

While Arlokk is still engaged in the battle, you may choose ta set up a Fear 
rotation with your Priests (Psychic Scream) and Warriors (Intimidating Shout) 
la keep the panthers occupied until she vanishes. When she disappears, use 
movement impairing effects (Piercing Howl, Improved Blizzard, and Earthbind 
Totems) to slow them down. Use AoE to kill the panthers while you can. 

There's a cap of 40 panthers that can be in the chamber at one time. 

After a few moments of battle, High Priestess Arlokk calls forth an army of HIGH PRIESTESS ARLOKK'S LOOT TABLE 
non-elite panthers into the room. She then places a debuff on a random player, 
making that player the sole target of the panthers. The debuff is the Mark of 
Arlokk. This target changes several times during the encounter, so be prepared 
to adjust to those changes. The Mark of Arlokk target must do everything in 
their power to keep them busy, runn ing them in c ircles around the room, 
with Mages using Frost Nova once they are away from any players. When 
Arlokk vanishes, take the opportun ity to kil l off the panthers. Focus fire on the 
individual panthers to bring them down one at a time. 

Several times during the fight, Arlokk simply vanishes, leaving your raid to 
survive the panthers for a minute or so. Do your best to keep everyone alive 
and the panthers busy until she reappears. When she does, have the MT pick 
up her aggro as quickly as possible and your DPS lay into her. You only have a 
short window of opportunity to damage her between vanishes, so make every 
second count. Arlokk also has the Rogue abilities Gouge and Backslash at her 
disposal, along with the Priest ability Shadow Word: Pain. 

While she assumes her panther form, Arlokk has a few new abilities that are 
all melee-oriented. She has Whirlwind (attack everyone in melee range) and 
Thrash (chance for two extra attacks) along with Ravage (+500 damage and 
stun on next attack). 

Passive: Improves your chance to get o crtticol strike with spelk by 1 % 
Passive: lncrease1 healing done by spelk ond effects by up to 22 

ate Boots 

Passive: Increased Defense by 5 

OVERLDRD'S ONYX BAND Ring 11 STA 

Passive: lncrease1 your chance to block ottocks with o shield by 2% 
Passive: Increases your chance to dodge on ottock by 1 % 

' s 

WILL OF ARLOKK Two-Handed Stoff SS.S DPS, 35 SPI, 19 INT, 15STA 

Passive: Increases healing done by spelk ond effects by up to 46 
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WARLORDS Of ZUL .QJRUB 
Zul'Gurub's "big" bosses have some fantastic loot. It' s possible to kil l Hakkar and leave both Bloodlord Mandokir and Jin' do the Hexxer alone, but most raids 
drool at the chance to get some of the drops offered by those two. 

HAKKAR. THE SOULFLAYER 
After careful ly c learing the top level of 
the altar upon which Hakkar stands, 
gather your raid at the top of the stairs 
directly in front of him. The raid leader 
should take a moment to explain how 
this encounter is going to work. 

The Sons of Hakkar patrol along each 
side of the area surround ing Hakkar. 
These two Sons are on 45 second 
respawn timers. That's an important 
piece of information as you'll soon learn . 

Have at least two Warriors jump in to tank Hakkar. He wil l periodical ly M ind 
Control whoever's highest on the threat l ist (the MT) and the next tank(s) need 
to be ready to grab aggro immediately so Hakkar doesn't run into the raid. 
Polymorph the MC'd Warrior as soon as possible. 

Hakkar has one abil ity, above all others, to which you must pay particularly 
close attention: Poisonous Blood Siphon. This powerful attack hits everyone 
in the raid, sucking their blood and regenerating vast amounts of health for 
Hakkar. 

The key to countering th is is a green mist left behind by the Sons of Hakkar 
when they' re kil led. If a player should be caught w ithin this mist, they' re 
infected with Poisonous Blood. It's absolutely essential that every person step 
into the green mist and receives the debuff before Hakkar uses his Poisonous 
Blood Siphon attack. Do not cleanse this poison! Yes, Poisonous Blood has 
negative effects, but it's a necessary element to the battle that everyone be 
poisoned. A single person missing the debuff can significantly damage the 
group's chances of defeating th is boss. Make su re that absolutely everyone 
(i t can' t be stressed enough) is ready to enter the green mist when a Son of 
Hakkar fa lls. 

When Hakkar uses his Poisonous Blood Siphon on a raid group that's been 
poisoned by the green mist, your blood actua lly damages Hakkar instead of 
healing him! If you're not poisoned, you'll take damage instead and Hakkar 
will heal. 

One person needs to be assigned to pul ling the Sons of Hakkar well before a 
Poisonous Blood Siphon occurs. Leave time to kil l the Son and get everyone 
poisoned. However, Hakkar's self-poisoning won't be enough to take him 
down alone. You' ll need to get ranged DPS to focus on Hakkar whenever they 
can to reduce his health. At the 10 minute mark, he will Enrage and increase 
both his attack speed and power, reducing your raid's chances for success. 

Hakkar' s other note-worthy abi lity is Corrupted Blood. He randomly targets 
a raid member and hits them with 1000 points of Nature damage which 
splashes over to anyone close to them. In addition, it applies a DoT to the 
primary target. 

As long as everyone is familiar w ith the tactics for this battle and what their 
role is concerning Poisonous Blood Siphon and Poison Blood, the fight itself 
won't be horribly difficult. Use at least two Warriors to tank him and bring him 
down with a combination of DPS from the raid and his self-inflicted damage 
via the Siphon. Make sure that everyone is poisoned from the green mist when 
the Sons of Hakkar die. 

HAKKAR'S LOOT TABLE 

Passive: lnueases the block value of your shield by 30 
Passive: lnueosed Defense by 7 
Passive: lnueases your chance to block ottocks with a shield by 2% 

One-Hand Axe 49.8 DPS 

Chance on Hit: Steals 48 lo 54 life from target enemy 

oin Hand Sword 

Passive: Increases damage and healing done by mogi<ol spells and effects by up to 33 

BlOODSOAKED LEGPIATES Plate legs 674 Annar, 36 511, 21 STA 

Passive: Increased Defense by 10 

a.OAK OF CONSUMPTION Cloth dook SUnnar, 10 Ill 

Passive: ln<reases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 
Passive: Improves your chonce to hit with spells by 1 % 

FANG OF !HE FACRESS One-Hand Dagger 

Passive: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1% 
Passive: 28 Attack Power 

GURUllASHI DWAIF DESTROYER Gun 

ive: I reases Attack Power by 30 

HEART OF HAWR 

Plate Gloves 

49JDPS 

31.9DPS 

482 Annar, 12111\ 7 STA 

Passive: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 59 
Passive: Reslores 4 mono per 5 seconds 

SEAFURY GAUNTtm Moil Gloves 271 Annar, 10 511, 911T, 9 STA 

Passive: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1% 
Passive: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l % 
Passive: Restores 7 mono per 5 second 

Necklace 

Passive: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 1 % 

TOUOI OF OIAOS Wand 82.0DPS 

assi e: Increases d moge and healing done by magical spells a eff b up 1 

WAIBlAllE OF !HE HAWRI Main Hand Sword 49.7 DPS 

Passive: Increases Attock Power by 28 
Passive: Improves yoor chance to gel a critical strike by l % 

ZIN10KH, DESTROYER OF WORLDS Two-Handed Sword 64.6 DI'S, 21 STA 

Passive: Increases Attack Power by 72 



BLOODLORD MANDOKIR 

Bloodlord Mandokir is mounted and that's the quickest distinction between 
him and other bosses. You will, in fact, have to fight his mount as well as the 
Bloodlord. Luckily, his mount is a much bigger push over than he is. 

When you pull Mandokir, he dismounts and charges straight for the raid. Have 
your MT pick up Mandokir and another tank grab the aggro of the Raptor. Pul l 
the Bloodlord away from the raid, as he has a Whirlwind attack, and begin using 
single target DPS to defeat his mount. When the mount, Oghan, dies, he enters 
a state of rage and does considerably more damage for a ful l minute and a half. 
It increases his attack damage by 50 and his attack speed by 65%. Some raids 
find it to be a safer tactic to just kil l him fi rst and off-tank Oghan during the 
fight. That's up to your raid leader. Oghan has the Thrash (chance for two 
extra attacks) and Sunder Armor abilities. To be safe, only use ranged DPS for 
this minute. 

There are a couple things to keep in mind whi le fighting Mandokir. The fi rst 
is the presence of ghosts floating around the area. Should you die, a ghost 
sacrifices itself to resurrect you. Obviously, once the ghosts are depleted, you 
receive no more free resurrections. 

The other important note is that every time a member of your ra id falls, 
Bloodlord Mandokir gains experience and ultimately " levels up." Should he 
gain enough levels, he will begin to hit so hard that it's almost impossible 
to keep your MT alive. He also grows in size with each level. A comedic 
interlude occurs if Jindo the Hexxar is al ive at this point. The Bloodlord yells, 
"Ding!" and Jindo replies, "Grats monl" Hopefully, you never have to see this 
amusing exchange take place! 

The final, and most important, part of this encounter is the Bloodlord's watch 
ability. Every few seconds Mandokir calls out a name that he is watching. It's 
absolutely imperative that the person cal led stops doing whatever it is they're 
doing. The player being "watched" wi ll have a debuff called "Threatening 
Gaze." If that player continues to attack and generates too much threat, 
Mandokir will use his Guillotine ability. This is even nastier than it sounds. 
It inflicts weapons damage +10,000! This would even take out even the 
mightiest of tanks. This in turn causes the MT to chase the Bloodlord down 
while he goes on a rampage of ki ll ing in your raid. 

Bloodlord Mandokir has a few other abil ities to bring against the raid: Charge, 
Mortal Strike, and Overpower. They're al l based off the Warrior abil ities. 

This battle is real ly about endurance, paying attention, and keeping people 
al ive. Should you have all these things under your belt, Bloodlord Mandokir 
won't present too much of a challenge for you. 

BLOODLORD MANDOKIR'S LOOT TABLE 

BLOOD SCYIHE Herbalist 

BLllODDIEllCHED 6llPS Leather Gloves 122 Arna, 16 STA 

OS ck Power, Improves your chance to gel a crttical strike by 1 % 

llOODlOID'S DEFEm Moin Hand Sword 48.2 OPS, 80 Arna, IS STA 

Passive: Increased Defense 4 

Plate Shoulder II 

Passive: Increased Defense by 3 

Bl.DODTillGBI W Ooth Legs 87 Armor, 20 INT, 20 STA 

P~ve: Increases damage and healing done by mogi<ol spells and elf em by up to 28 

llAWRI LOA a.OAK Ooth Cope SO Arna, 8 SPI, 6 INT, 6 STA 

Passive: Increases healing done by spells and elf em by up lo 33 

Poearm 

P~e: Chance lo de<apttote the target on a melee swing, ca~ng 452 to 676 damoge 

MAllDOKIR'S STING Bow 37.S DPS 

Equip: 11 AGI, 8 STA 

OYEILORD'S CllMSOll llAIO Ring 9 STR, I 0 STA, 8 AGI 

Passive: Increased Defense 7 

PRIMAUST'S SEAL Ring 12 INT, 8 SPI 

Passive: Increases healing done by spells and elf em by up to 29 

SWIFT WZASHI IAPRIR Mount 

WARBLADE OF lHE HMXARI Off-Hand Sword 

as ·ve: tt 

ZAllZll.'S SEAL Ring 

Passive: Improves your chance to htt wtth spells by I% 

Use: --.S and '5misses a rideable Roptor. 
1lls is nery last mount 

47.9 DPS 

10 INT, 10 STA 

Passive: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effern by up to 11 
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Jin'do the Hexxer is the single most difficult battle in Zul'Gurub. This battle 
forces every single member of your raid to pay perfect and accurate attention to 
everything that is going on throughout the entire encounter. 

Make sure you use two tanks for this fight, as one of them will be Mind Controlled 
from time to time. After assigning the tanks, make sure you have a Mage by the 
skeleton pit, ready to AoE them into dust any time a member of your raid gets 
teleported into them. This happens quite often, so this Mage will be doing this 
almost full-time. 

Once pul led, notice Jin'do often places a curse upon a member of your raid. 
Do not remove this curse from your raid. This curse allows a person to see the 
Shades of Jin' do that populate the area. These invisible beings run unchallenged 
throughout your raid, doing potentially high damage to your casters and slowing 
their casting time. Should anyone but the tanks receive this curse, they must 
drop whatever it is they are doing and do single target damage to the Shades as 
long as they have the curse. If too many shades are left alive, your casters w ill 
suffer greatly at their hands and your raid may eventually fa ll prematurely. 
Once the curse is gone, Jindo casts it upon another member of the raid, and 
the previous victim should go right back to whatever they were doing prior to 
receiving the curse. 

Jin'do is a Shaman. Therefore, he uses powerful totems to aid him in his 
battle aga inst you. There are two types of totems to deal with. The first is a 
Mind Control Totem. He casts this totem almost constantly during the entire 
fight. This totem random ly enslaves a member of your raid for as long as it 
is left up. Make sure that every single Warrior in your raid uses his or her 
Intimidating Shout as soon as they can, as this fear can have devastating results 
if used against your raid. To deal with this totem, everyone must assist your 
MA immediately whenever one pops up. Anyone that's doing damage to the 
Hexxer must stop whatever it is they are doing and assist the MA to destroy the 
totem as quickly as possible. 

The second type of totem is not so deadly; however, when left standing long 
enough, it can cause problems. Every 30 seconds or so Jindo drops a Healing 
Totem. This totem has extremely low health and can usually be taken down 
with two or three hits. If left around for more than 3 seconds, this totem heals 
Jin' do for tens of thousands of health. You obviously don't want this happening, 
as it forces the battle to last much longer. Ji n'do also has the infamous Hex 
spel l and wi ll "frog" players randomly. This effect can be dispel led. 

To defeat this challenge, kill the Shades when cursed, use high damage on Jin'do 
when you can, and assist the MA to drop totems as quickly as possible. This battle 
is a struggle and requires some practice, but the rewards are well worth it. 

leather Legs 

BLOODSOAKED GAUNTLETS Plate Gloves 

Pos~ve: Increased Defense by 5 

Pa1~ve: lncreOleS your chance lo dodge on attack by 1 % 

BLOODSTAINED COIF Moil Helm 

Pa1~ve: Improves your chance to gel o crili<ol strike by 2% 
Pa1~ve: Increases Attack Power by 28 

BLOODSTAINED LEGPIATES Moil Leggings 

Pos~ve: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1 % 

BLOODTINGED GLOVES Ooth Gloves 

170 , 5 I, 5 

460 Armor, 17 STR, 14 STA 

337 Armor, 14 INT, 14 STA 

363 Armor, 24AGI, 1 SSTA, 11 INT 

62 Armor, 10 SPI, 10 INT, 10 STA 

Pa1~ve: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effects by up lo 19 

Pa1~e: Improves your chance to hit with spelk by 1 % 

JIN'DO'S BAG OF WHAMMIES Held In Hand 11 INT, B STA 

Passive: lncre01es damage and healing done by mogicol spelk and effects by up to 18 

Pos~ve: Improves your chance lo hit with spelk by 1% 

JI 'DO'S EVIL EYf Necklace 11 INT, 6 SPI, SSTA 

Pa1~e: Increases healing done by spelk and effects by up to 44 

JIN'DO'S HE.XXER Main Hond Mace 41.2 DPS, 9 INT, 6STA 

Pa1~ve: Increases healing done by spelk and effects by up to 51 

Passive: Improves your chance lo gel o critical strike with spelk by 1 % 

JIN'DO'S JUDGMENT Stoff 

Pa1~e: Improves your chance to hit with spelk by 2% 

Pa1sive: Restores 14 mono per S seconds 

55.9 DPS, 10 INT, 10 STA 

Pa1~ve: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effects by up to 27 

OVERLORD'S EMBRACE Ooth Oook 140Armor, lOSTA 

Pa1sive: lncrea1ed Defense by 7 

Pos~ve: lncreOleS your chance to block attacks with o shield by 1 % 

THE HEXXER'S COYER Ooth Helm 81 Armor, 10 INT, 10 STA 

Pa1~ve: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spelk and effects by up to 41 



OPTIONAL BOSSES OF ZUL'GURUB 
While not required for defeating Hakkar, these bosses can reveal hidden rewards. Gahz' ranka has some unique loot, but it's mostly meant for fun. The other four 
bosses can be found inside the Edge of Madness area. Only one can be summoned per instance and which one you get changes almost every week. Each one 
drops an item that can be combined with a Punctured Voodoo Doll to create a powerful class trinket. 

GAHZ'RANKA 

This beast of a hydra is fished out of the river using the Mudskunk Lures 
received from Nat Pagle. This is actually quite a simple boss to overcome and 
should be defeated on your first or second try. 

Gahz' ranka should be fought in the water to avoid falling damage from his 
attack that sends everyone into the air. Of course, this means that there's a high 
likelihood that you'l l get adds, but it's much better than incurring constant, 
heavy damage. 

To defeat Gahz' ranka, simply have a tank on either side of him fighting for 
aggro. When one tank is sent flying back, the other tank is ready to pick up 
his aggro. Occasionally, Gahz' ranka uses an attack that sends anyone near 
him flying into the air, forcing him or her to take falling damage when they 
land-it's not letha l. Simply make sure a Priest is ready to shield the tanks 
when they hit the ground. 

GRl'LEK 

GAHZ'RANKA'S LOOT TABLE 

Passive: Improves your chonce to gel o crilicol strike by 2% 
Pas~ve: Increases Attock Power by 44 

Trinket 

Use: Increases the chonce lo hit with spelk by 10% for 15 seconds 

NAT PAGLE'S FISH TERMINATOR Stoff 61.4 DPS, 41 m, 19 STA 

TIGULE'S HARPOON Poleorm , ST 

Passive: Improves your chance to hit by 2% 
Passive: Increases Attock Power by 60 when fighting Beosfs 

Gri'lek is a really big troll with a really big temper. He is also, however, a GRJ'LEK'S LOOT TABLE 
really big pushover. 

Once engaged, he simply attacks your MT for a few moments, doing light 
damage. Make sure you're using this time to damage him, as his true ability is 
about to be revealed. Every so often he grows in size by an enormous amount. 
During this phase he attempts to root members of your raid in place, forcing 
them to stand and take his attacks. Make sure this root is dispelled immediately. 
When you do see him grow, have your MT run away from him until he shrinks 
down to normal size. During this time his movement speed is incredibly slow, 
so it's easy to avoid him, and you will want to do so with great effort. If he hits 
someone while he's enlarged, they wil l take fatal damage. 

Just keep your distance from him while he's in his massive state and this battle 
is a breeze. 

HAZZA'RAH 

Th is boss can be a real pain for an unprepared raid group, so make sure you' re 
in position and ready for the fight right when you see it is Hazza' rah that is 
summoned. 

The first thing to do is spread your casters out. He has a Mana Drain that 
chains from one person to anyone standing near and so on, so if everyone is 
standing closely together you can kiss that mana goodbye for everyone. 

The next thing to do is have al l of your Rogues and Warriors pile on him 
immediately. They are the main source of DPS on this boss since your casters 
will be busy taking care of the spawns he sets forth. 

These spawns have the ability to kil l almost anyone in your raid with one 
swipe. The good news is, however, that they can be taken down with one or 
two attacks and they move incred ibly slowly. AoE and a Hunter's Multishot 
come in handy like never before against these spawns. 

The final attack he unleashes is an AoE Sleep spell. This has a short duration 
- luckily - so your MT should be able to pick his aggro up again almost 
immediately without too much trouble. Hazza'rah also has the Earth Shock 
spell; spellcasters should take note of this. 

GRl'LfK'SWVIR 

GRl'LEK'S GRINDER 

Passive: Increases ttoc Power by 

If everyone pays attention to their role, defeats the spawns immediately as they 
arrive, and keeps the DPS constant on Hazza'rah, this fight should be over 
sooner than later. 

HAZZA'RAH'S LOOT TABLE 

Wond 71.7 DPS 

Pas~ve: Restores 5 mono per 5 second 
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Renataki is a Rogue boss, so naturally you can expect some trickery and sneaky RENATAKl'S LOOT TABLE 
attacks from this scoundrel. 

The MT does a lot of chasing during this encounter. First of al l, Renataki has an 
AoE gouge, leaving everyone in melee distance disoriented for a few seconds 
while Renataki heads straight for the casters. Whoever he attacks should head 
straight for the MT, so he or she can taunt him off as soon as possible. 

Renataki really only has one other trick up his sleeve. He random ly Vanishes 
for a few moments, appearing soon after to deal a heavy Ambush to someone 
in the raid. Once again, whomever he is on should run immediately to the MT 
before they die. The Ambush can be fatal at times to cloth users, so be ready 
for anything! Power Word: Shield can go a long way here. 

Arguably the "coolest" of Renataki's abilities, Thousand Blades is Renataki 's 
chance to whip several daggers at nearby targets in rapid succession. 

WUSHOOLAY 
Wushoolay is the most difficult boss in the Edge of Madness, but sti ll not that 
terrible of a boss for a prepared raid group. 

The first, and most important, thing to do is to have the MT face Wushoolay 
away from everyone. Wushoolay often performs a frontal lightning attack, 
dealing heavy damage to anyone in its cone of effect. 

The second ability Wushoolay uses against you is a poison cloud that 
applies medium damage to anyone standing inside of it. Your MT must move 
Wushoolay out of the cloud when this happens, while the melee DPS moves 
out as well. 

The third and final attack is a Druid spell called Lightning Cloud. This attack 
deals heavy AoE nature damage to anyone inside the perimeter. To avoid this 
attack, your MT must move Wushoolay out from under the cloud at all costs. 
If anyone stands in it too long, they usual ly die. A little nature resist gear can 
really go a long way here too for the Warr ior tanking Wushoolay. 

Wushoolay has a Chain Lightning spel l that work a bit differently than the 
Shaman spell of the same name. Instead of continual ly decreasing the amount 
of damage from target to target, it increases ca using much more damage to the 
last target than the first. To avoid the full effect of this spell, spread out and try 
to prevent the "jump" from happening. The spell stops if there's not a valid 
target to jump to. 

RENATAKl'S SOUL CONDUIT Main Hand Sword 40.7 DPS 

Passive: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelb and effects by up to 16 

Passive: Restores 6 mono per 5 seconds 

REIWAKl'S TOOlH Quest Item 

The MT will inevitably be moving quite a bit for this entire fight. The raid must 
be ready to move with him or her, mainly to avoid ever being caught in front 
of Wushoolay or in an AoE. With a little practice, this battle should run quite 
smoothly once you get a feel for the rhythm of it. 

WUSHOOLAY'S LOOT TABLE 



~FACTION! 
Zul'Gurub is one of the first instances where faction plays a significant role. 
Gaining reputation with the Zandalar Tribe has many different benefits and is 
required for most quests available from the Trolls on Yojamba Island. 

GAINING FACTION 
The easiest way to gain faction with Zandalar Tribe is by simply killing monsters 
inside of Zul'Gurub. Almost everything you kill within the instance grants a 
small amount of faction; the bosses give a significant amount as well. Any player 
can go from Neutral to Exalted solely by killing things inside the instance. 

However, there are other ways to gain faction: 

QUESTS: Just about every single quest you do for the Zandalar Tribe gives you 
faction. This includes all class specific armor quests, completing an enchant, 
turning in the Heart of Hakkar, the Collection of Heads quest, and many others 
on Yojamba Island. 

BIJOUS: You have the option of turning in different colored Bijous that drop 
inside of the instance to receive faction and a Zandalar Honor Token. 

COINS: Simular to the Bijou turn in quests, you can also provide the Trolls 
with the various Coins that drop inside of Zul'Gurub for a faction bonus and 
a Zandalar Honor Token. 

ZANDALAR HONOR TOKENS: If you complete the Bijou or Coin turn in quests, 
you receive these tokens as a reward. They can be used for other quests or they 
can be "destroyed" for further reputation gains. When they say "destroy" the 
token, don't take it literally and destroy it from your inventory. Bring it to the 
altar on Yojamba Island and right click it to destroy the token properly. 

REPUTATION REWARDS 

FACTION REWARDS 

FRIENDLY 

HONORED 

REVERED 

EXALTED 

In addition to these standard rewards for every class, masters of different 
professions have many unique recipes available for sale at Yojamba Island 
from Rin'wosho the Trader. There are some very desirable recipes for most 
professions at every faction level. 

VICTORY! 
While Zul'Gurub may be a 20-person raid zone, do not ever underestimate 
it. It was created much harder than intended and even Blizzard Entertainment 
has stated it plans on changing several things in the instance to bring it to 
the level they intended it to be. All the enemies in this guide will always 
exist in Zul'Gurub, but their quantities may change. Either way, once you 
have defeated every boss in the zone, congratulate yourself. You have truly 
conquered one of the great challenges in World or Warcraft to date. 
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::-..;1 GETTING TO AZUREGOS 1 

I - -- ---- -- ---- - - ---~---------------·--------------------------------

Azuregos wanders throughout southeast Azshara. Horde raids should fly into Valormok and head to the gathering point. Alliance raids have a farther walk as 
they need to fly into Talrendis Point and run from the entrance of Azshara. 

·:~~ wHo ro-8Ri-NG-- ·-·---·. 
. .... - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - ------------- ------·----·----------------·-' 

With a raid of 40 people, it's likely you have the abilities you need to defeat 
Azuregos. You need a main tank (MD and a an off tank (OT) to take over 
should the main fall. You need healers to keep the raid members alive and you 
need sustainable DPS to kill Azuregos. 

Warlocks are useful in getting the raid in position by summoning and their DPS 
isn't something to sniff at. There are several enemies in the area that need to 
be cleared and can be sharded. Once the raid is started, everyone should head 
to the gathering point. Warlocks can summon the stragglers with the help of 
two others. 

Frost Resistance is important when fighting Azuregos. Being a member of the Blue Dragonflight, most of his attacks are cold based. Grab trinkets and rings that 
increase your resistance to Frost. 

The main and off tanks have the most difficult decision of anyone in the raid. They should balance additional Armor and Defense with Frost Resistance 
and Stamina. 



Hunters often seek Azuregos while questing for the Ancient Sinew Wrapped Lamina. Others seek him for the Scepter of the Shifting Sands quest chain. 

HUNTER QUESTS 

!he Ancient leaf Amient Petrified Leo! 

Andent Sinew Wrapped lamina Raid Hastot the Ancient Felwoocl: lrontree Woods 

REWARD: An<ient Sinew Wrapped Lomino 18 Slot Quiver, Class: Hunter, Passive: Increases ranged otfo<k speed by 15% 

THE ANCIENT LEAF 

Quest Level 60 to obtain 

Class Hunter 

Location Molten Core 

Quest Giver Ancient Petrified Leo! 

After forcing Majordomo to concede in Molten Core, you're given a 
chance to open the Cache of the Firelord. An Ancient Petrified Leaf may 
be inside. Should il be, the Hunters of the raid should decide (through 
debate or rolling) who gets the Leaf. Only one Hunter can get it each 
time and it's not always in the cache. 

Once you have the Leaf, journey to Felwood. An island stands in the 
corrupted lake in lrontree Woods. Climb to the highest point on the 
island for the spirits lo reveal themselves. Each has a quest that leads 
you somewhere in the world. Hastal the Ancient rewards you with a 
quiver should you complete his quest. 

... 

ANCIENT SINEW WRAPPED L 

Class 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Mox Experi 

Reward 

60toalilain 

Hurrter 

Hastot the Ancient 

None 

Andenl 5111111 """*' ...... 
18 Slat fllhtr, Class: ~ PaSlift: --· 
lllldttplltllirlSX 

For the quiver, Hastat asks for Mature Blue Dragon Sinew. This can be 
obtained by ki ll ing the blue dragonkin in Winterspring, but it takes a 
very long time. A better way to get it may be to kill a much o lder blue 
dragon. Azuregos can be found in Azshara and is the largest living blue 
dragon to be seen. 
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PASSIVE: INCREASES DAMAGE DONE BY FROST SPELLS ANO EFFECTS BY UP TD 20 

CMW. ADORNED CROWN Ooth Heod BS Armor, +14 INT, +13 SPt 

PASSIVE: INCREASES HEALING DONE WITH SPELLS ANO EFFECTS BY UP TD 92 

aook 

PASSIVE: INCREASES HEALING DONE BY SPELL ANO EFFECTS BY UP TD 31 

ESllWlllEl'S LEFr CIAW Off-Hond Fisl-Weopon 480PS, +HGI 

CHANCE OH HIT: Slows enemy's movement$ lo 4-0" of nonnol speed and caUlel them to bleed for 1 SO domoge over 30 seconds 

OF 11IE MmlCS Dagger 

PASSIVE: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spelk by ' " 
PASSIVE: Restores 4 mono every S seconds 

S1.7 DI'S, + 10 INT 

LEGGINGS Of AICAllE SUPlfMACY Ooth Legs 93 Amir, +24 INT, +14 51'1, +14 STA, +10 ffost Resistance, +10 Artune ResisturKe 

PASSIVE: Increases domoge done by Arcane spelk ond effects by up lo 36 

uest Item 

PUISSANT CAPE aook 

PASSIVE: +40 ATTACK POWER 

PASSIVE: Improves your chance to hit by 1" 

SllOWllJllD SHOES Ooth Feet 

PASSIVE: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effects by up to 32 

PASSIVE: Restores S mono every 5 seconds 

1Y1'llOOll Two-Hond Sword 

PASSIVE: Increases yoor chance to parry on attack by ' " 

54 Amir, + 12 STA 

73 Amir, + 10 INT, + 10 STA 

64.7 DI'S, +14 m. + 

UllllB.llllG KE GllDlE Plate Wo~t 452 Annar, + 14 AGI, + 14 STI. + 14 STA. + 16 Fnisl lesislance 

PASSIVE: Increased Defense +8 

r,:--------~-----------~~~~~ 

1
1::;, DEFEATING AzuREGos I 

1 _ _ _ - ---------- _ _ ___ __ _ ___ -------------- - - ----- __ I 

SETTING UP 
GATHERING POINT 

Refer to the map in the "Encounter Information" to see the best gathering point 
for Azuregos. Azuregos patrols nearby and there are only a few mobs that wi l l 
interfere with your battle. Once people start arriving, begin killing the mobs in 
the area. This gives you more room and supplies soul shards to your Warlocks 
for summoning. 

Most of the enemies are nothing more than annoyances. The Hippogryphs 
can be soloed and the Deer are neutral unti l attacked. The Cliff Walkers are 
another story. They're aggressive and elite. They can be dealt with by on ly a 
couple raid members, but are dangerous to solo. Clear the area of all monsters 
and prepare for Azuregos to patrol toward you. 

Azuregos makes your life a bit easier by being neutral. His only duty is to 
protect the legacy of the High Elves and keep dangerous magic out of the 
hands of mortals. It's a pity you're here for that magic. 

Organize the groups as you would a normal raid. The MT's group should 
contain the MH, a Warlock with an imp pet (for Blood Pact), a Hunter using 
Trueshot Aura since it translates from more damage to more threat, and a 
Paladin/Shaman for auras/totems. The other groups should be relatively 
balanced between damage and healers since there's only a minimal need for 

CC during a fight like this. Once all groups have been finalized, begin the 
buffing process. Priests, Mages, and Druids have a good bit of work here, but 
it makes a tremendous difference and shouldn't be considered pointless. 

Any abilities that increase Frost Resistance, specifically Shaman totems, should 
be used frequently. 



ADAPTING TO AN AGELESS PROTECTOR 
Azuregos possesses many abilities. He's far too powerful for characters to 
counter any of these, so adapting to them is your key to victory. With the 
mountain of hitpoints this ancient protector has, a long and steady fight should 
be your goal. 

FORWARD AOES 
Azuregos' claws are massive and he can catch several people in a single 
swipe. He also has a cone of frost breath that hits everything in front of him. 
For these reasons, any melee member who isn't the tank should stay behind 
Azuregos whenever possible. 

For many fights in your career, the MT has always turned the enemy away 
from the party. This is not feasible when the opponent is Azuregos. The MT 
will have their hands full keeping Azuregos from eating the entire raid, so if 
you're in front of the blue dragon and you aren't the tank - move! 

Having at least one Paladin or Shaman assigned to keeping the tank's Frost 
Resistance high also lowers the need for healing. 

TELEPORTING 
Many times during the fight, Azuregos summons all nearby raid members 
and teleports them w ith him to a nearby location. It's important that all raid 
members are close enough to be teleported. When he teleports, he reduces the 
threat of all members teleported with him to 0. This means that anyone who 
was not teleported wi ll have aggro and must run to the tank quickly. 

Once teleported, Azuregos stands atop your entire raid. Run to his sides 
as quickly as possible. Don't run outside of his teleporting range. Hunters' 
minimum range is a good measuring tool. That puts them far enough away to 
avoid many of the AoEs but close enough to be teleported. If you are unsure if 
you' re too far away, find a Hunter to stand near. 

Do not attack Azuregos for a few seconds after getting out from under him. 
Your main tank has had her aggro cleared and needs time to rebuild it. After a 
few seconds, re-engage. 

SPELL REFLECTING 
When Azuregos' claws glow with 
blue energy, he has activated his 
spell shield. Any spells cast at him 
during this time are reflected back on 
the caster. Casters should use wands 
while his shield is up. 

Raid leaders should consider making 
macros to alert the raid to the raising 
and lowering of Azuregos' spell shield. This keeps members with their graphic 
settings turned down from being ki lled by their own spells. 

MARK OF FROST 
With the close proximity of the graveyard, the thought of running back to re
engage after dying is very appealing. Don't do this. Azuregos has lived longer 
than your entire raid combined and understands the power of a graveyard. 
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When you die, you're afflicted with Mark of Frost. This makes you more vulnerable to Azuregos if you resurrect during the next 15 minutes. Once afflicted with 
Azuregos' Mark of Frost, you become susceptible to his Aura of Frost. It freezes players that are simply near him. It's a good idea to wait for the Mark of Frost 
to fall before resurrecting unless there's an immediate need for your type of healing. If you do resurrect, do everything you can to stay away from Azuregos and 
just heal/attack from the fringes of the battle. 

Should many of the members of the raid begin to fall, there is still hope. Keep the MT alive until raid members can resurrect without Mark of Frost. This draws 
out the battle considerably, but gives you another chance for victory. 

THE ENGAGEMENT 
Knowing what Azuregos does is the first step to defeating him. Knowing what you need to do and not do is just as important. Below is a list of recommendations 
that everyone needs to understand followed by a list organized by class. 

GENERAL 
What to Do 

• Get Teleported 

• Move out of combat for mana and health regeneration 

• Stay alive 

What not to Do 

• Ressurect before Mark of Frost falls 

• Run from Azuregos if you have aggro 

DRUID 
Druids can serve a variety of roles depending on need. Typica lly, you'll 
be iii l ing either the role of tank or healer. 

What to Do 

• 11.10\ e between forms as needed 

• Assume the role of healing and know your primary target(s) 

• Use HoTs 

What not to Do 

• Cast from long range 

• Spam Moonfire 

HUNTER 
Hunters have a ditficult role and the tools to accomplish it. They're 
attention 1s split between Azuregos and the surrounding area. No matter 
how your character is specialized, a Hunter can benefit the raid. 

What to Do 

• Stay mobile and attack when possible 

• Send your pet to attack any mobs that add during the fight 

• Feign Death to escape combat and eat/drink as necessary 

What not to Do 

• Have your pet Growl at Azuregos 

• Fire from maximum range 

• Use Feign Death against Azuregos 

MAGE 
Azuregos' mountain oi hit points makes a Mage's life difficult. Running 
out of mana 1s unavoidable. Knowing how to manage your mana will 
keep you in the battle longer and help you be more effective. 

What to Do 

• Cast in bursts and use your wand while you regenerate mana 

• Run out of range after Azuregos teleports and drink to get mana back 

• Keep Frost Ward up 

What not to Do 

• Cast while Azuregos' spell shield is up 

• Use Frost spells against a member of the Blue Dragonflight 

PALADIN 
It's unlikely that a Paladin will be able to hold Azuregos' attention 
well enough to be MT. However, having t\vo Paladins on Azuregos 
to maintain both Judgment of Light and Wisdom is a great idea. Other 
Paladins should focus on healing, cleansing, and maintaining their Frost 
Resistance Aura. 

What to Do 

• Be ready to heal the MT and other healers 

• Keep Blessing of Sacrifice on the tanks and Wisdom on the healers 

• Stay in melee with Azuregos and keep Frost Resistance Aura up 

What not to Do 

• Try to tank Azuregos 

• Allow the main tank to die 

• Use Diving Intervention unless it's a raid-saving emergency 

PRIEST 
In a raid with an abundance of Priests, a Shadow Priest could actually 
perform moderately well as a secondary healer. Shadow Priests are also 
great for Shadow Weaving as d combo with the Warlocks of the raid. 
However, the normal rules of wanting a true healing Priest on the raid 
applies. 

What to Do 

• Focus healing on the MT, but keep your raid members alive 

• Keep an eye on othl'r healers' health 

• Shield the tank when needed 

What not to Do 

• Use Mind Blast 

• Stand too far away from Azuregos 

• Run out oi combat to regen mana without telling your backup 



ROGUE 
Rogues are pretty simple and straightforward. Many of your tricks in 
combat won't work against Azuregos. He's seen it all before. 

What to Do 

• Inflict max DPS 

• Use Vanish to escape combat to regenerate health 

• Use Instant Poison 

What not to Do 

• Try to stun Azuregos 

• Stand in front of Azuregos 

• Hit Azuregos after a teleport until the tank has 

SHAMAN 
Shaman have a lot on their plate. As a healer, damage dea ler, or buffer, 
you won't be short of duties. 

What to Do 

• Heal when necessary 

• Drop totems near casters and melee 

• Cast in bursts to conserve mana 

What not to Do 

• Use Earth Shock 

• Use Rock Biter 

WARLOCK 
Warlocks have some of the same duties as Hunters, but with a twist. 
Against enemies like Azuregos, the Warlock's ability to DoT or debuff 
really shines. While DPS 1s the Warlock's main function, be careful 
on timing. Casting Curse of Doom immediately before an Azuregos 
teleport could land you on top of the threat ladder. 

What to Do 

• Stack high-damage curses and Do Ts on Azuregos 

• Keep a phase-shifted imp out with Blood Pact for your party 

• Focus on DPS and DoT adds when necessary 

What not to Do 

• Cast while Azuregos has his spell shield up 

• Send your pet against Azuregos 

• Stand too far from A/uregos 

WARRIOR 
Warriors are likely to be in one oi two positions. Either tank or melee 
DPS. While melee damage is simple, tanking Azuregos is not. 

What to Do 

• Use Sunder Armor 

• Reestablish threat immediately after a teleport using any means 
necessary 

• Use a shield 

What not to Do 

• Taunt adds 

• Leave Defensive Stance for more than a brief time 

• Waste rage on non-threat-generating abilities 

"~~ - -- - - -- - - - ----- --- - - -- - ----- - - - - - - - -- . - --- - - - - -

IC-.-;; DEFEATING THE OPPOSING FACTION 

There is still something to be aware of. As Azuregos is an outdoor raid boss, the other faction can interfere with your assault force. Generally, common 
courtesy makes this a non-issue. Do not interfere w ith thei r fight and they shouldn' t interfere with yours. However, the golden rule doesn' t always have a place 
in Azeroth. 

Should the other faction be unwilling to grant you a fai r chance against A.curegos (or you fear they won' t), remember all the other warriors of your side in the 
capital cities. Send word to them and ask for their assistance. 

It's important that you do as little as possible to get yourself ki lled. On normal rule-set servers, this means do not put you r PvP flag up. Should it be up, do not 
join the fight against Azuregos until it's down. 

On PvP servers, having groups to defend your ra id is often a necessity. 
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Ysera, the great Dreaming dragon Aspect rules over the enigmatic green 
dragonflight. Her domain is the fantastic, mystical realm of the Emerald Dream 
- and it is said that from there she guides the evolutionary path of the world 
itself. She is the protector of nature and imagination, and it is the charge of her 
flight to guard all of the Great Trees across the world, which only druids use 
to enter the Dream itself. 

In recent times, Ysera's most trusted lieutenants have been warped by a dark 
new power within the Emerald Dream. Now these wayward sentinels have 
passed through the Great Trees into Azeroth, intending to spread madness and 
terror throughout the mortal kingdoms. Even the mightiest of adventurers would 
be well advised to give the dragons a wide berth, or suffer the consequences 
of their misguided wrath. 

~
-- - - --- - ----- - ------~-----------------------

TIONS I 

----- - ~ - -~- -~- - -- - - - -- - - - - -~ - - - ~----- -- ----- - - _ I 



The four dragons spawn simultaneously at their separate shrines. However, 
there's not a set shrine allocated to each dragon and they often switch their 
spawn positions. They typically spawn within 3-5 days of a server restart. 

It's difficult to predict exactly when they'll spawn, but since they all spawn at 
the same time, the entire server will know when they're up. 

This can be challenging on a PvP server since the raid can easi ly be hampered 
by a roaming group of enemy players. It's best to get some guildies to post up 
near the edges of the battle to alert the raid of incoming fighters. 

All Ysera' s underlings in the green dragonflight are similar in a few ways. They 
have special abilities that are universal and it's good to know what generalities 
you can assume prior to taking them on. 

MARK OF NATURE 
You receive Mark of Nature whenever any of the four dragons causes your 
death. This is a 15-minute debuff that immediately puts you to sleep if you 
approach an Emera ld Dragon who's engaged in combat. Azuregos casts a 
similar debuff, Mark of Frost, that prevents people from engaging him while 
they have it. 

The best advice I can give is to make alts and park them at each of the 
spawn points. Check them frequently throughout the week to see if anything 
has spawned. 

Mark of Nature exists so that you can't "graveyard zerg" the dragons. If 
someone dies during a fight w ith any Emerald Dragon, they're out of the 
fight for 15 minutes. However, there is one exception w ith Lethon which is 
discussed later. Anyone with the Mark of Nature should immediately release 
and run back, but their usefulness is extremely limited when they return. 
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INTERVAL SPECIALS 
Each of the dragons has a special ability that they use three times during their 
battles. The abi lity's cast when they reach roughly 75%, 50%, and 25% of 
their health: +/- a couple percent. The variance to the interval was a recent 
inclusion to offer more challenge to the battles. However, the attack/ability is 
the same at each interval and if you make it past the first wave successfully, 
your raid should be in good shape to finish the dragon off. 

The special attack is specific to each dragon as is covered later in this 
section. It bears repeating that the interval specials do not occur at exactly 
25% intervals. The strategies listed have taken that variance into account, but 
each encounter changes depending on exactly when those interval specials 
are triggered. Whether a dragon's ability is triggered at 77% or 73% could be 
the difference between success or defeat. 

DREAM FOG 
All the dragons spread clouds of green gas that put everyone nearby to sleep for 
5 seconds. There are two clouds that randomly roam around that will cause people 
to sleep. 

The clouds are easy to spot. They move quickly and their sleep range is slightly 
bigger than the cloud itself. Being put to sleep by these dragons won't do any 
damage; it just incapacitates the unlucky individual caught in its spell. This effect 
can't be dispelled. 

The easiest way to deal with the clouds is to avoid them, but there are times when 
they sneak up on you. Overall, they're more of an annoyance than anything else. It 
doesn't really matter if DPS classes get slept; it's the healers that need to be careful. 

The MT occasionally gets put to sleep by the cloud. This usually isn't a big deal 
as long as you have an off tank ready to snag Azuregos' aggro. It's a fine line 
trying to keep an off tank in the second spot on the threat list, but it's a tactic 
that could save the raid from having to deal with a few high-DPS players going 
down quickly. 

NOXIOUS BREATH 
What's a dragon without a breath attack? Every member of Ysera's dragonflight has 
a nature-damage breath attack that hits everyone in front of them. 

Two things happen when you're hit with Noxious Breath: 1) you lose a 
significant amount of life throughout the duration of the breath to a DoT effect 
and 2) your abi l ity/spell cool downs are increased by 10 seconds per stack. 

The breath stacks up to six times. This means that someone who has Noxious 
Breath stacked on them six times will be taking thousands of nature damage 
per second, as well as having their abi lities take an additional 60 seconds to 
cool down. 

Ideally, only the MT should be the only one ever hit by the breath. The 
dragons should never be facing the raid in such a way that Noxious Breath hits 
everyone. A solid raid group can usually withstand a few erroneous breaths 
on large amounts of people, but absorbing too many wastes too much mana 
keeping everyone alive. 

It's important that everyone understands the MT has up to 60-second cool 
downs on their threat generating skills. DPS classes have to be extremely 
careful not to pull aggro off the MT since they're not generating nearly as 
much threat as they can on most other bosses. 

These aren' t quick, "DPS the boss down as quickly as possible" fights. They're 
slow, controlled fights. If you try to rush anything, especially damage, you' ll 
find yourself wiping. 

TAIL SWEEP 
Each dragon will knock back anyone behind them and inflict 600-1000 points 
of damage. This is a typical dragon attack and can be easily avoided by never 
standing behind them. 

r~ - -- . -·---------------------~~~-1 
1 )-~JTHE HOARD 

""- - - - ------------------------------~ - -- ------

The four dragons have the chance to drop the same equipment. It's well worth trying to coax it out of them; rather, it's well worth the time it takes to slay the 
dragons. Treasure is always a strong impetus in the search for (a nd subsequent felling of) Azeroth's strongest bosses. These dragons are no exception. 

DROPS 

ACID lllSClllBI PAlllllOl5 Plate Shoulder 610- +16 STA. + 12 Sii. +25 llalure Resislanle YSONDRE ONLY 

Pmsive: Increased Defense +6 

401 n., +33Alil,+H~ +115",+21 STA 

881 OFTHUMl IOG 61 - +" STA. +I !wt +25 ...... Resislanle LETHON ONLY 

Passive: Iner om by mogicol spelk and effects by up to 14 

Clolh Wrist 41 An1or, + 15 STA, +41111, +4 5111 LETHON ONLY 

Passive: Increases damage and healing done by mogi<ol spelk and effects by up to 25 

Moil Feet 311 Arm, +16 STA. +12 HIT, +25 Naut Resislanle EMERISS ONLY 

,+ TAfRAR ONLY 

175 Anlor, +21 Alil, +31 STA EMERISS ONLY 

Passive: Increased Daggers +6 

leather l!gl LETHON ONLY 

Pas~ve: Improves your chance to get a criti<ol slrilce by 2" 



Pasyve: Rellores 8 mono per 5 sec. 

PasYve: Improves your chorn:e lo gel a crilical strike wilh spells by 1" 

DIAGONBONE WRISTGUAROS PlateWrisl 

PasYve: lncreoses your chonce lo parry an attack by l ". 

Neck 

leather Wr~I 

One-Hand Dagger 

351 Armor, +13 STA, +9 STI 

, + NT, +6 SPI, +24 Atta<k Power 

93 Armor, + 17 STA, +4 Are Resis1ance, +4 llalure Resislanat, +4 liost Resislanat, +4 Shadow R--. +4 Ann lasi!laaat, 
+32AnadtPower 

Chance an Hit: Blmts lhe enemy wilh acid for 87 to 105 Nalure domage 

GAUllllmOFlHE SHllllllG l.IGllT Plate Hands 509 Amw, +15 STI, +12 AGI. +161NT, +IOSPI, +15Sll 

POIYve: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 

GLOVES OF llEl.USIOIW. POWEi Oolh Hands 69 Armor, +I 4STA, +I 61NT 

PmYve: Rellores 5 mono per 5 sec. 

PmYve: Increases damage and healing done by magirnl spells and effects by up lo 27 

GREEN DIA60llSlllll CLOAK Back 54 Armor, + 12 STA, +20 Nature Resislmu 

Pmsive: Reslores 3 heailh every 5 sec. 

HAMMO OF B61IAI. FUIY Moin-Hand Moce 69-130 Damage, Speed: 1.90, 52.4 DPS, 90Armor, +13 SlR, +12 STA, +154Alladt 

HllElllAllON CIYSTll Trinkel 

Use: Increases healing done by magical spells and effects by up lo 350 for 15 seconds 

JADE lllWD VES1llElllS dalh Chest 109 Armor, +11 INT, +16STA, +I SPI 

POIYve: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up lo 44 

LE66111GS Of THE llfMEllTB) M111D Maillegs 401 

Pmyve: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 40 

GllAIT FOOTGUAROS Moil Feel 315 Armor. +10 SlR, +14 INT, +12 STA, +II SPI 

Possive: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 27 

MENDICANT'S SUPPERS Cloth Feet 75 Armor, +23 INT, + 12 STA, TAEIAI ONLY 

Equip: Reslores I 0 mono per 5 sec. 

MINDTW BAllD Finger +6 INT, +I STA 

PasYve: lncremes damage and heoling done by magicol spells and effects by up lo 22 

PmYve: Improves your chance lo gel a critical slrike wilh spells by 1" 

NIGlllMAIE BLADE One-Hond Sword 99-185 Damage, Speed: 2.70, 52.6 DPS, 70 Amw, +9 STA, +32 Alladt ,_. 

Slarn Ouesl 

UOISbow 

Finger 

S1off 

Pmsive: lncremes healing done by spells and effects by up lo 84 

Pm~ve: Reslores 11 mono per 5 sec. 

Slaff 

Pas~ve: lncremes healing done by spells ond effects by up lo 84 

Pm~ve: Rellores 11 mono per 5 sec 

101-153 Damage, Speed: 3.10, 41.0 DPS, +5 STA, +7 laUt lesislmn, +24 Alladt ,_. 

+21 AGI, +16 STA 

113-114 Damage, Speed: 2.60, 57.1 DPS, +16 INT, +12 STA, +20 llalure hsislmu 

113-114 Damage, Speed: 2.60, 57.1 DPS, +16 INT, +12 STA, +20 Nalurt Rtsislanm 

STIANGELY GLYPHEO lfWTES Plate Legs 712 Armor, +20SlR,+12 AGI, +21 INT, + 16 SPI, +20Sll 

Pas~ve: lncremes healing done by spells and effects by up to 29 

a STONE Off-Hand +9 STA, +I INT, +8 SPI 

EMERl5S ONLY 

YSONDRE ONLY 

lfTHON ONLY 

YSONDRE ONLY 

YSONDRE ONLY 

YSONDRE ONLY 

LETHON ONLY 

TAERAR ONLY 

TAERAR ONLY 

TAERAR ONLY 

EMERISS ONLY 

EMERISS ONLY 

YSONDRE ONLY 
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A mysterious dark power within the 
Emerald Dream has transformed 
the once-majestic Emeriss into a 
rotting, diseased monstrosity. Reports 
from the few who have survived 
encounters with the dragon have told 
horrifying tales of putrid mushrooms 
erupting from the corpses of their 
dead companions. Emeriss is truly 
the most gruesome and appalling of 
Ysera's estranged green dragons. 

The Emeriss encounter can be incredibly cha llenging to learn and sometimes 
near impossible to overcome on a PvP server, but if you can get an experienced 
raid and no opposition, he isn't all that bad. 

AB· '![S 
~~~~~~~~~- -~~~~~~~~ 

- -

~@:J!d) 
Whenever someone dies lo Emeriss, they turn into a mushroom. Anyone 
who gets near a mushroom will be stunned and take thousands of 
damage from Spare Oaud. Only level 60 players aeale mushrooms when 
they die. 

0=fuffum 
Ideally, don't die and there won't be any mushrooms. Realistically, avoid 
the mushrooms at all costs. Mave Emeriss araund as needed ii there are 
mushrooms near the MT or healers. 

\Vbfi:11Jb ll:iiJD 1 
Emeriss randomly casts Valatde lnfedion on nearby players. The player 
hit and people near them wdl take around I 000 nature damage every 
2 seconds. 

0=fuffum 
Thankfully, Volatile Infection is a curable disease. Make sure someone 
who can cure diseases is constantly watching for it and cleansing it 
immed'iately. 

~=<Su z?·u•<!ll~llmlla 
Emeriss' interval special can be devastating to a raid if not handled 
correctly. Everyone afflicted with this spell re<eives a debuff that reduces 
their Hie by 200/o every 2 seconds for I 0 se<onds. Essentially, it's death 
unless you re<eive healing during those I 0 se<onds. 

0=fuffum 
The detailed strategy is hsted within uThe Fight" section, but the concept 
is to have most of your raid avoid being hit (by fleeing) and ride back in 
to save the poor souls that risked their lives lo keep Emeriss al bay for 
those I 0 seconds. 

PREPARATION 
The MT shou ld have as much Nature Resist gear as possible and there should 
be a Hunter in their group giving Aspect of the Wild. 

Groups 1-3 need to be wel l-balanced with plenty of healing and ranged DPS. 
These three groups will be remaining at Emeriss' location for the interval 
special attack. Everyone else will be running away. 

THE FIGHT 
Clear the necessary Dragonkin packs and named Dragonkin flying around 
before doing anything else; you don't want adds during the fight. Pulling 
Emeriss is easy; have the MT walk up to the portal, shoot him, and run down 
into tanking position. 

The tanking location doesn't really matter as long as Emeriss is pointed away from 
the rest of the raid. Only the MT should be hit by the Noxious Breath attack. 

Once he's in a good position and 
being tanked, give the MT time to build 
aggro. Remember, the cool downs of 
the MT's abilities are increased by 1 O 
seconds with every stack of Noxious 
Breath. Give them time to build 
enough threat. 

Shortly after Emeriss is engaged, the 
two sleep clouds appear and begin 
chasing after your healers. Avoid 
them as needed. 

As soon as the MT has built 30-4S seconds of aggro, DPS classes can engage. 
Take it slow, there is no need to rush the fight and you don't want to pull aggro 
off the MT. 

Keep DPS steady until 79% life. At 79% life everyone needs to stop attacking 
(except the MT, of course). This can't be stressed enough. Everyone has to stop 
attacking at 79%! You do not want to preemptively cause his interval special. 

At roughly 80% life, everyone except groups 1-3 needs to run away until they 
are out of combat. Being out of combat guarantees that you won't be hit by 
Corruption of the Earth. 

Once Groups 4-8 have run away and are out of combat, the remaining three 
groups should bring him down and trigger his special. Be careful not to be put 
to sleep by the clouds; you need to be able to heal your group immediately 
after he casts his special attack. 

At roughly 75% Emeriss casts his special: Corruption of the Earth. Everyone 
near Emeriss gets a debuff that reduces their life by 20% every 2 seconds for 
10 seconds. This is a guaranteed death unless you get a heal during these 10 
seconds. 

Emeriss yells throughout the zone when he casts Corruption of the Earth. 
The second he yells, everyone who ran away should start running back in 
(preferably on their mounts). They need to get back to the fight and help heal 
everyone who was hit by Corruption of the Earth. 

Priests should immediately cast Prayer of Healing on their group as the Druids 
and Paladins/Shaman keep the MT alive. Everyone has to get a heal or they'll 
die and turn into a mushroom. 

Ideally, nobody should die during the initial Corruption of the Earth. Only 
groups 1-3 should be hit by it and everyone else should arrive shortly after to 
help heal. 

If anyone has died and been turned into a mushroom, avoid it at all costs. 
Move the tanking position and the entire raid if necessary. Getting stuck next 
to a mushroom is usually a death sentence. The mushrooms have a snowball 
effect; as soon as one person dies and turns into a mushroom, someone else 
near them will die and turn into another mushroom that hits even more 
people. The mushrooms are extremely dangerous unless they' re isolated and 
made easy to avoid. 

If you made it through the first special without much trouble, you're well on 
your way to defeating Emeriss. DPS classes should start attacking again and 
bring him down to 54%. 



At 54%, just repeat exactly what you did last time. Since this will be the second 
Corruption of the Earth, you may want to have one or two extra healers stay in, 
depending on the mana of group 1-3's healers. It usually isn't necessary for the 
second interval, but can be crucial during the final special. 

That's all there is to it! Have most of the raid run away before the interval specials, 
don't let anyone die, and avoid the mushrooms if there are any. It's a slow, 
controlled fight. Don't rush it. 

~-~---~~=------------~-.--·--- -- -~--~---, 
l~> LETHON _ : 

Lethon's exposure to the aberration within the Emerald Dream not only 
darkened the hue of the mighty dragon's scales, but also empowered him with 
the ability to extract malevolent shades from his enemies. Once joined with 
their master, the shades imbue the dragon with heal ing energies. It should 
come as no surprise, then, that Lethon is considered to be among the most 
formidable of Ysera's wayward lieutenants. 

Lethon is by far the hardest Emerald Dragon. Only experienced raid groups 
should even attempt him. 

·,, . :i 5 
~~~~~~~- -~~~~~~--

~m:il)mli! 
This is a rather compf"Kated AoE Shadow Bolt attack that hits everyone 
for 800-1200 or so damage every 2 seconds. 

Shadow Bolt Whirl only hits people on one side of Lethon at a time. Every 
time Lethon's feel glow black, he has cast Shadow Bolt Whirl. After four 
casts, the side that he's casting Shadow Bolts out of wnl change. 

Mt1ft:m 
The main goal is to keep the side Shadow Bolt Whirl is being cast from 
painted away from the raid by turning Lethan 180 degrees after every 
set of four casts. Sometimes, this is eosier said than done. 

One person has to be dedicated to caUing out the turns. They need to 
watch Lethon's feel dosely. Every time his feel glow black, It indicates 
that he's just cast Shadow Bolt Whirl. After every four casts, the caller 
must tell the MT to tum Lethon around. It's hard for the MT to see 
Lethon's feet since they're up dose holding aggro. It's best lo have a 
ranged DPS doss take care of the cols. 

Getting the count started can be difficult because the side that Shadow 
Bolt Whirl is being cast out of is random when he's initially engaged. 
If your entire raid is getting hit immediately after the pull, turn Lethon 
around right away. In the beginning, your raid may get hit by a few 
Shadow Bolts as the count is begun. 

Once you have the count managed correctly, the caller must pay dose 
attention lo his feel, announcing turns consistently and accurately. This is 
a key port of the light and there's ffttle room for error. 

A few times during the light, the MT wdl be put to sleep by the green 
doud when it's time ta turn Le than. The raid may get hit by a Shadow 
Bolt or two and the MT should turn Lethon as quiddy as possible as soon 
as they are awake. 

~ci[!mllr~ 
Draw Spirit's two effects - stun and summoning shades - don't seem loo 
horrible. That is, until you realize that the stun is a group stun and the 
shades Lethon summons each heal him for a reasonable amount should 
they reach him. One shade is summoned for every player near Lethon at 
the time of the casting. 

Mt1ft:m 
Target the shades individually since they' re immune to AoE effects and 
bring down as many as possible before they reach Lethan. It's to be 
expected that Lethon wnl be healed for roughly 10·40% al each interval 
and this should be taken into account regarding the length of the battle. 

_ .....,.,._ ~-............. ~~,._. .-ill\'--lllrl.....- ~.,,.._,,....... ....,, ........ - .. 
- - -- ~ - - - - - -- - - - -
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PREPARATION 
Nothing special needs to be done with the group setup beyond having an MT 
with Nature Resist gear equipped and a Hunter in their group for Aspect of 
the Wild. 

Make sure the Priests cast Shadow Protection on everyone before engaging. 
Many guilds quaff Greater Shadow Protection Potions for this battle and it's 
sound enough advice to be mentioned here. 

THE FIGHT 
Clear the needed packs around the 
portal before engaging. Track down 
any named Dragonkin flying around 
that need to be killed. 

The pull should be straightforward. Have 
the MT walk up, shoot Lethon, and run 
down into the tanking position. 

It's important that the raid is only 
on one side of Lethon. You can't 
surround him because people on the wrong side of him will be hit by Shadow 
Bolt Whirl. 

Chances are that a few Shadow Bolts wi ll hit everyone while the MT is moving 
into position. Turn Lethon 180 degrees if he's in position and the Shadow 
Bolts are still hitting people. Get the count started. Getting the Shadow Bolts 
counted correctly may take a minute in the beginning of the fight. 

As soon as you have the Shadow Bolts under control, keep calling out those 
turns after his feet glow for the fourth time. Dealing with Shadow Bolt Whirl 
takes a lot of practice. 

The sleep cloud should be making its way around, looking for people to put 
to sleep. Avoid it as necessary. If the MT gets put to sleep, keep counting the 
Shadow Bolts and turn him as soon as possible when needed. 

Slowly take him down to 79%. Keep in mind the MT's abilities have up to an 
additional 60 seconds on cool downs and they won't be able to build nearly 
as much threat as they usually can. Make sure that the MT has not used their 
Mortal Strike ability up to this point. Immediately before the interval specia l 
ability is triggered, have the MT slam Lethon with Mortal Strike to reduce the 
potential healing from the upcoming shades in half. Do not pull aggro. 

At roughly 75%, Lethon casts his special spell: Draw Spirit. 

Taerar was perhaps the most affected of Ysera's rogue lieutenants. His 
interaction with the dark force within the Emerald Dream shattered Taerar's 
sanity as well as his corporeal form. The dragon now exists as a specter with 
the ability to split into multiple entities, each of which possesses destructive 
magical powers. Taerar is a cunning and relentless foe who is intent on turning 
the madness of his existence into reality for the inhabitants of Azeroth. 

As long as you have good Warriors, Taerar isn't very hard to kill. He's probably 
the second easiest of the Dragons. 

Draw Spirit has two effects: 1) group stun and 2) a summoning of shades that 
heal Lethon when they get close to him. 

The stun is not a big deal. Lethon loses his current target and does not attack the 
MT while everyone is stunned. Also, the stun itself does not do any damage, 
making it easier for the raid to recover from the ability. 

However, the shades can be rather annoying. A shade is summoned for every 
person near Lethon when he casts Draw Spirit. The shade runs directly to 
Lethon, ignoring the raid group and not attacking anyone. If the shade reaches 
Lethon, it heals him for a fair amount. To counter the effectiveness of the 
healing that the Shades offer, have your Warriors hit Lethon with Mortal Strike 
before (or immediately after) he casts Draw Spirit. 

You should try to kill as many shades as possible. They're immune to AoE 
spells, so they must be targeted individually. It's almost impossible to kil l all 
of them; expect Lethon to regain approximately 15-40% of his life every time 
he casts Draw Spirit. 

Shadow Bolt Whirl is still being cast throughout the Draw Spirit stun. The 
player counting the casts and calling the turns should continue doing so. 

Since Lethon heals himself three times throughout the fight with each cast 
of Draw Spirit, this can be a long battle. Conserve your mana, run away and 
drink if you must. Make sure there is always plenty of healing available for 
the MT. 

Keep counting those turns and you'll be well on your way to providing Azeroth 
with a dead Lethon. 



A1' 1 ilS 
-- -----------

- -

!imiJmlmn9 
Single-target random knock back attack that inflids I 050 to 1350 points 
of Arcane damage. 

0:fh1ft:m 
This usually isn't a big deal. Make sure nobody gets knocked into a 
Dragonkin pock and brings adds. 

~la:. 
Taerar Fears everyone within 30 yards about every 30 seconds. 

0:fh1ft:m 
AIHance: Use Fear Ward on the MT. 
Horde: Use Tremor Totems and Berserker Rage. 

~""r:D'' I cdl~ 
Taerar summons three Shades of Taerar Into the battle while banishing 
himself. The three Shades have two abiHties: I) a breath effed similar to, 
but weaker than, Taerar's, and 2) a poisonous daud l~al swirls beneath 
their feet. 

0:fh1ft:m 
Have the off tanks quickly grab the aggra of all three Shades. Then, with 
the help of the MA, begin taking down the Shades one by one. 

_.....,....... . ~-,.......,..... ...,..... ..,..._,,..... .~~......,.... ~ ....- ............. . .--. ......... -..-
- -- -- - - - ~ - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

PREPARATION 
The MT should be wearing as much Nature Resist gear as possible and have a 
Hunter in their group for Aspect of the Wild. 

Three off-tanks (OTs) are needed during the fight. Make sure the Warriors who 
are off-tanking have strong healing in their group. 

Beyond that, evenly distribute classes as usual. 

THE FIGHT 
Clear any Dragonkin packs around the portal and any named Dragonkin flying 
around. You don't want them adding halfway through the fight. 

Have the MT pull Taerar into position. Once he's properly situated, give the 
MT 30 seconds or so to build threat. After the MT has built a decent amount 
of threat up, DPS classes can begin attacking. DPS classes need to keep in 
mind that the MT has up to 60 seconds added to the cool downs of their threat 
generating abi l ities and won't be able to build nearly as much threat as they 
can against most bosses. 

Be careful with your damage output and don't pull aggro off the MT! Slowly 
take him down to trigger the first interval special. At roughly 75% Taerar 
banishes himself and splits into three Shades of Taerar. Get the three Shades 
tanked immediately. They can't be allowed to run around killing healers. The 
OTs should pick them up right away. 

Each Shade has two abilities: 1) a breath attack similar to but not nearly as 
powerful as Noxious Breath, and 2) the ability to summon green clouds of 
poison under them. Make sure the Shades are pointed away from the raid so 
that the breath attack does not hit anyone but the Warrior tanking it, and make 
sure you move the Shade out of the poison cloud when it appears. 

Assist and kill the Shades one at a time. Taerar remains banished until either 
the last Shade falls or time "runs out" and Taerar rejoins the fight sensing that 
his Shades were not killed in a timely manner. Before the last Shade dies, make 
sure the MT is in position, ready to go back to tanking Taerar. 

As soon as all the Shades are dead, Taerar removes the Banish on himself 
and begins attacking again. If you can get through the first split without much 
trouble, the second split shouldn't be too hard either. Be ready to pick up the 
Shades for tanking at the remaining two intervals. 

Burn him down slowly, get the Shades tanked right as they spawn, kill the 
Shades one at a time, and you' ll have a dead Taerar! 
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Once one of Ysera's most trusted lieutenants, Ysondre has now gone rogue, 
sewing terror and chaos across the land of Azeroth. Her formerly beneficent 
healing powers have given way to dark magics, enabling her to cast smoldering 
lightning waves and summon the aid of fiendish druids. Ysondre and her kin 
also possess the ability to induce sleep, sending her unfortunate mortal foes to 
the realm of their most terrifying nightmares. 

Ysondre is an extremely easy fight and a great green dragonflight choice to 
start with. 

,~, '. 'l [ s 
- -~~~~~~~~~-

~\!i!l!m 
This is a multi-target spell that increases in pawer through the "chain" 
of nearby targets. The primary target re<eives 525 base Nature damage 
and each of the successive nine targets (ten total) re<eives successively 
greater damage. The last player hit suffers approximately 2500 points of 
Nature damage. 

0=fhffum 
Spread out during the battle lo prevent the wave from jumping to 
another target. If there's not a new target within range of the current 
one, the spell ends. This isn't a horribly powerful spell and general 
healing should be able to handle the damage inflided. However, keep in 
mind that should a cosier be the final link in the chain, someone could fall. 

~c@#jiiMbr#J !m!ftil~ 
Y sondre summons a Demented Druid Spirit for every member of the raid. 
The Druid Spirits have various spells that are addressed in "The Fight" 
se<tion. 

0=fhffum 
Focus on the Demented Druid Spirits and let the MT tank Ysondre. Her 
summoned allies fall quickly from AoE and the raid should wipe them out 
before resuming their attack on Y sondre. 

PREPARATION 
Nothing special is needed for Ysondre other than having an MT wearing 
Nature Resist gear and a Hunter in their group for Aspect of the Wild. 

THE FIGHT 
Clear out the packs around the portal and kill the named Dragonkin flying 
around so that they don't add during the fight. 

The pull should be pretty straightforward. Have the MT run up, shoot Ysondre, 
and run down to the tanking position. 

Once Ysondre's in position, let the MT build about 30 seconds of threat before 
engaging. After 30 seconds, DPS classes can begin attacking. Keep in mind 
that the MT's threat generating abilities have up to 60 seconds added to their 
cool downs and the MT won't be able to generate nearly as much threat 
as they usually can. Be careful with your damage output; do not pull aggro 
from the MT. 

Slowly bring Ysondre' s health down to trigger her first interval special. At 
roughly 75%, Ysondre summons a Demented Druid Spirit for every member of 
the raid group. The Druid Spirits have three spells at their disposal: Moonfire, 
Silence, and Curse of Thorns which causes the target to suffer 158 to 202 
damage 50% of the time that they inflict a melee attack. Curse of Thorns lasts 
for 3 minutes or until it's dispelled. 

The Demented Druid Spirits are 
susceptible to AoE spells and aren't 
the toughest enemies. Have the raid 
focus on kil l ing the spirits while the 
MT holds Ysondre's attention. Once 
the final spirit falls, resume the assault 
on the green dragon. 

That' s al l there is to this fight. Trigger 
each of her second and third intervals 
carefully and deal with the Demented 
Druid Spirits in the same manner as you did the first time. She' ll soon fall and 
you'll be the victors! 



Every Emera ld Dragon always drops a Nightmare Engulfed Object. This is 
used to start a quest. 

SHROUDED IN NIGHTMARE 

Gue1tl.evel 

atian 

seam at 

Ends at 

Goal 

Reward 

60 

Moonglade 

Keeper Remulos 

Bring the object IO Keeper Remulos, maybe tt 
provides a due as ta why the Emenild Dragons are 
leamg the dream. 

Mallurian's Signet Ring (+17 STA, +20 Nature 

Resistance) 

The Nightmare Englufed Object may have something to do with the 
Emerald Dragons' presence on Azeroth. Seek out Keeper Remulos in 
Moonglade and present the object to him. 

The quest can on ly be completed once per character. 
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~ --- --------- -----~-------- ---------=~- -----=-~ 

l ~,:fJ GETIING TO LORD I<AZZAK I 
--- --- ~- - ------ -- - ------ - -- ---- - -- - ---- --~ --- - __ ____J 

Lord Kazzak resides deep in the Tainted Scar of the Blasted Lands. Alliance 
raids should fly into Nethergarde keep while Horde raids have to come from 
Stonard in the Swamp of Sorrows. 

~
- ---'-==-----=~-~ ~- - _____ -_--= - -_-_ --=-===--~=-~-. _---~------~-- -- - -

HOTO BRING 
---- - - ----- - - - - - --- -- - --- - - -- - - ------- -- -

With 40 people, you're likely to have most of what you need to defeat the 
demon lord. Mages and Druids are important as they can cast Remove Curse. 
Priests and Paladins with Dispel Magic are equally important. Beyond a main 
(MT) and off (OT) tank, fill your raid with DPS classes. The fight against Lord 
Kazzak has to be fast. 

~
- - ---co=-----~==-----=-==--=---~ --.o--====---- - -_-___ --- - - ----~-

0 BRING 
--- ---- -- - - --- - - - - ------- - ---- -- - -- - - ---------

The fight against Lord Kazzak is fast and frantic. Items that regenerate health and mana over time are not as useful as items that provide additional STA or INT. 
Elixirs of Demonslaying are the perfect choice for this battle and should be quaffed by all DPS-focused classes taking on Lord Kazzak. 

Potions that increase damage, provide protection from Shadow damage, or restore health or mana are also important. Mana users need to trust the healers of the 
raid and use the mana potions, while non-mana users should bring the health potions. 



Only Priests have a quest that involves Lord Kazzak. All other raid members are here for the items this monster plans to use to bring the downfall of both the 
Alliance and the Horde 

PRIEST QUESTS 

. . . . .. ' . 
Drop: Eye of Divinity c.he of the Rnlanl Molten Core Yes 

Er~ Hovenfire ~Hovenfire Yes 

REWARD: Sjilinter of NordrOSlil 

Er~ Hovenfire Yes 

REWARD: Benedi<lion !Stoff, 59.3 DPS, +31 INT, + 10 STA, +12 SPI, +20 Shadow Resisfonce, Use: Colk fDlfh A/lo1hemo, Possive: lnaeoses the crititol effed chon<e of your healing spelk by 2", lncreoses healing done by spelk ond effem by up lo 106, Priest On~) 

REWARD: A/lothema (Stoff, 59.3 DPS, +31 INT, +22 STA, +20 Shadow Resisfon<e, Use: Colk fDlfh Benediction, Possive: Restores 7 maoo every 5 secoods, lncreoses domoge done by Shodowspelk ond effem by up to 69, Priest On~) 

BALANCE OF LIGHT AND SHADOW 

Class 

Location 

Goal 

Molleri Care 

Eye of Divinity 

Use Ille 5plitls of llricml ID atmline tht £.,. 

ol llhinily and lhe £.,.of Shadow 

Max Experience Gained None 

After forcing Majordomo to concede in Molten Core, you're given 
a chance to open the Cache of the Firelord. An Eye of Divinity may 
be inside. Should it be, the Priests of the raid should decide (through 
debate or rolling) who will get the Eye. Only one Priest can get it each 
time and it's not always in the cache. 

Once you have the Eye, journey lo Eastern Plaguelands. Eris Haven fire waits 
inside a cave near Stratholme. She can only be seen with the Eye of Divinity 
equipped. This means the quest she gives must be completed alone. 

BALANCE OF LIGHT AND SH 

Class 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

Speaking with Eris begins the event immediately, so come prepared. 
Groups of peasants are fleeing Stratholme. You must escort them to the 
light while keeping them alive. They're being attacked by both melee 
and ranged skeletons. 

You can't do anything about the ranged skeletons, but the melee 
skeletons go down quickly using Oil of Immolation and Stratholme 
Holy Water. Keep the melee skeletons down and use Renew and lovv
level heals to keep the ranged skeletons from claiming any peasants. 

Many of the peasants glow green or purple with poison or disease. They 
need to be cured quickly. Keep a watch on your charge as they can 
become poisoned or diseased again. 

Escort the peasants in groups of 10-15 from Stratholme to the light. 
When you have saved 50 before 15 die, return to Eris. 
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BALANCE OF LIGHT AND SHADOW ( 

Quest Level 

Class 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience Gained 

Reward 

Reward 

60 lo obtoin 

Pries I 

Er~ Hovenlire 

Use lhe ~ of Nordrassil lo combine the Eye 
of Divinily and the Eye of Shadow 

None 

BenedKtion (Slaff, 59.3 DPS, +31 INT, +10 SIA. 
+12 SPI, +20 Shodow Resislance, Use: Calls forth 
Anathemo, Po11ive: Increases !he crili<al elled 
chance of your healing spels by 2\, Increases 
healing done by spells and effed5 by up lo 106, 

Pries! Only) 

Anolhemo (Sloff, 59.3 DPS, +31 INT, +22 

STA, + 20 Shodow R~lonce, Use: Colk forth 
Benediction, Pos~ve: Reslores 7 mono every S 

se<onds, Increases domoge done by Shodow spelk 

ond elleels by up 10 69, Pries! Only) 

A difficult task is still ahead. You have secured the Eye of Divinity and 
the Splinter of Nordrassil. Now you rnust find the Eye of Shadow. 

Lord Kazzak guards this and will not let it go without a fight. Gather 
your forces and take the fight to this lord of demons. The quest reward 
for this is a Priest-specific staff. Benediction and Anathema are two 
sides of the same coin. "Using" the staff switches it between its healing 
version and its damage version. 

PASSIVE: Reslores 12 mono per 5 seconds 

PASSIVE: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spelk and elleels by up lo 44 

81.ACKUGHT BRACER Oolh Wr~I 44 Armor, + 13 INT, +8 SPI, + 11 SIA 

PASSIVE: Improves your chonce lo gel o crilical slrike with spelk by 1 % 

81.AZEFURY MEDAUION Neck + 13 AGI, + 14SIA, + 12 fre Resist1111<e 

PASSIVE: Adds 2 fire damage lo your melee altocks 

lealher Hands 133 Armor, + 13 AGI, + 14 SIA, +8 Fire/5hadow Resislonce 

PASSIVE: +4 2 Attack Power 

EMPYREAN DEMOUSHEI Main·Hond Mace 48 DPS 

CHANCE ON HIT: Increases your oltock speed by 20% for I 0 seconds 



ASSIVE: Improves your chance to gel o critical strike by l " 

EYE Of SHADOW Quest Item 

m 11RJSED LE6GINGS Ooth Legs 95 Annor, +21 STA 

ASSIVE: lncremes domoge done by Shadow spelb ond effects by up to 64 

RAYED DOOMGUARD am leolher Wo~I , +1 I , +1 st 

PASSIVE: Improves your chance to gel o critical strike with spelb by 1" 
PASSIVE: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelb ond ef!eds by up to 14 

lllffllW. HEAllCA&E Motl Heod 358 Annor, +25 INT, +13 SPI, +24 STA, +10 firt/5lladow lesislanle 

PASSIVE: Increases damage ond healing done by mogicol spelb ond effeds by up to 16 

Ring + 13 INT, + 11 STA, +8 SPI 

f 

_,----·-------~~-~~ 

~fJ _DE~~-~TING L_G_~ K~-~~~K _ ----~ __ _ -~ _ . _ _ ___ ___ _ ___________ i 

SETIING UP 

GATHERING POINT 

First, begin to gather at the entrance to the Tainted Scar. There are roaming 
enemies throughout this area, so don't rush in solo. 

Once you have at least 10 members of your raid together, begin clearing your 
way southeast. Climb the incline to see Lork Kazzak patrolling around a crater. 
When he's on the north side of the crater, move around the southern side of 
the crater. There should still be enemies in your way, but don't stop to fight 
them unti l you have arrived at the Gathering Point. 

W ith a Warlock and friends, the rest of the raid has an easy way to reach you. 

No enemies w ill come with in aggro range of your raid. Begin summoning and 
organizing groups. Each group should have a Mage or Dru id for removing 
curses and a Priest or Pa ladin for dispell ing magic. If you don't have enough 
decursers/dispel lers in the ra id to supply one of each to each party, there 
are other options. Pull ing the health bars for other parties so you can see the 
debuffs is one option. There are also user mods (Decursive) that assist in debuff 
removal for the entire raid. Take advantage of whatever situation/alternative 
presents itself and be ready for a lot of action. 

Take the time to full y buff your raid . The actual ly fight is very short and you' ll 
need every buff you have. Mark of the Wi ld, Power Word: Forti tude, Arcane 
Intellect and Shadow Resistance are very helpful. Also take this time to dismiss 
al l pets. 

A FRANTIC FIGHT 

Lord Kazzak has little patience for the interference of mortals. Once the fight 
begins, you have 3 minutes to destroy the massive demon before he increases 
the rate at which he throws Shadow Bolt Volley. Essentially, this could wipe a 
raid, so use that 3 minute point as a benchmark time. 

There is l ittle time for directions and orders, so knowing what he'll throw at 
you and how to react can save your raid. 

Capture Soul: Should any member of your raid die, Kazzak regains a great deal 
of health. For this reason, do not let any member die for any reason. 
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Cleave: While Kazzak's normal melee attacks are not devastating, his Cleave 
hits multiple people in his front melee arc for reasonable damage. Should 
Kazzak decide to Cleave several times in a short period, your frontal melee 
members are likely to be looking the worse for wear. Make sure to keep your 
non-tank, melee DPS players behind Kazzak to avoid the Cleave. 

Void Bolt: Being a demon lord, Kazzak's magical attacks are extremely 
dangerous. Should he tire of your MT's existence, he can blast them for 
incredible damage. The good news is that it's Shadow damage and any 
Shadow Resist gear/buffs will keep the tank from dying instantly. 

Keep your MT at high health to keep Kazzak from presenting a terrible 
surprise-your MT's dead body on the field of battle. 

Shadow Bolt Volley: One of Lord Kazzak's most damaging spells is his Shadow 
Bolt Volley. It hits every member in your raid for substantial Shadow damage. 
This attack ignores line of sight. Heal people lowest on health first in case 
Kazzak decides to cast a second. 

If you're low on health, use a potion. Death is unacceptable. Should your fight 
last longer than 3 minutes, Kazzak will declare himself supreme and cast this 
spell every second to the demise of your raid. 

Twisted Reflection: Kazzak can magically debuff a random person in your 
raid. This debuff restores a great amount of health to Kazzak any time the 
debuffed target takes damage. Priests and Paladins need to be on lop of their 
game and keep this dispelled. Raid members affected by this should declare 
so in party or raid chat to speed dispelling. 

Mark of Kazzak: The most common cause of early wipes against Lord Kazzak 
is this curse. It has two parts. 

Part 1: It's a simple mana drain. 
The concern is how quickly your 
mana drains. 

Part 2: When any raid member 
reaches zero mana, Kazzak 
causes them to explode and kill 
- or nearly kill - everyone around 
them. With Kazzak gaining health 
each time someone dies, this is a 
major concern. 

Mages and Druids should remove this curse immediately. Members shou ld 
report in party or raid chat any time they are afflicted. To give the Mages and 
Druids time to remove the curse, do not let your mana drop below 1,000. This 
gives them roughly 4 seconds to remove the curse before you explode. 

THE ENGAGEMENT 
With only 3 minutes to defeat Lord Kazzak, there isn't much room for error or 
time to perfect the techniques needed to bring him down. The incredibly long 
walk from the graveyard makes failure even more dismal. 

GENERAL 
What to Do 

• Give the tank several seconds to establ ish aggro before engaging 

• Use timed abil ities to maximize damage output 

• Stay alive al all costs 

What not to Do 

• Fall below 1,000 mana 

• Allow yourself to be curse or debuffed without saying something 

DRUID 
Lord Kazzak's Mark of Kazzak and Shadow Bolt Volley are devastating. 
Druids should put their weapons away and stand with the healers where 
they are needed most. 

What to Do 

• Remove Mark of Kazzak as soon as possible 

• Heal when needed 

• Use Ho Ts on everyone not al full health 

What not to Do 

• Drop below 1,000 mana 

• Spam Moonfire and unleash DPS capabilities 



HUNTER 
Without their pets, Hunters may feel a bit naked. This feeling quickly 
passes as their role is realized. Hunters are going to be rel ied on to do 
damage. The more the better. 

What to Do 

• Let loose on the DPS 

• Use Rapid Fire to increase damage 

• Use Trueshot Aura to help the DPS of your party 

What not to Do 

• Get within melee range 

• Drop below 1,000 mana 

MAGE 
Mages have a finite amount of mana and so much to do. They are part 
of the damage backbone of your raid and they have to keep the raid 
uncursed. Do damage as long as you have mana, but be ready to turn 
off the DPS machine to keep your friends alive. 

What to Do 

• Dispel Mark of Kazzak as soon as possible 

• Damage when you have mana 

• Ice Block to avoid death 

What not to Do 

• Drop below 1,000 mana 

PALADIN 
Paladins serve extremely well as backup healers and off tanks when 
facing Azeroth's biggest bosses. Typically, two Paladins maintain 
constant judgments of Light and Wisdom on the boss. The remaining 
Paladins should remain at range as healers using Blessing of Light and 
Flash of Light to heal the raid. 

What to Do 

• Cleanse Twisted Reflection as soon as possible 

• Heal and Bless as time permits 

• Stay at range unless the situation calls for some additional DPS 

What not to Do 

• Try to serve as MT 

• Drop below 1,000 mana 

PRIEST 
Regardless of specialization, Priests are going to bear the brunt of the 
healing duties. Stay out of melee range, watch your mana and the health 
of everyone within range. 

What to Do 

• Keep your raid members alive 

• Dispel Twisted Reflection as soon as possible 

• Shield the tank when needed 

What not to Do 

• Use Shadow magic 

• Drop below 1,000 mana 

ROGUE 
Rogues are pretty simple and straightforward. Many of vour tricks in 

combat won't work against Kazzak. He's seen it all before, but damage 
is still damage. 

What to Do 

• Unload with your full DPS 

• Bandage if low on health 

• Use limed abilities to increase damage 

What not to Do 

• Try to stun Lord Kazzak 

• Stand in front of Lord Kazzak 

SHAMAN 
Shaman have plenty to do. They fill the roles of support and secondary 
healer quite well. 

What to Do 

• Provide DPS enhancing and mana-regenerating totems depending 
on your location/role 

• Heal when mana allows 

• Engage Kazzak in melee if the situation allows 

What not to Do 

• Use Shocks since you're generally conserving mana for healing 

• Drop below 1,000 mana 

WARLOCK 
Warlocks have some of the same duties as Hunters and they should 
focus on casting their heavy Do Ts on Kazzak whenever they drop. 

What to Do 

• Stack curses and Do Ts on Kazzak and maintain them throughout 
the battle 

• Unlock the DPS potential al lowed to your class 

• Summon a phase-shifted imp with Blood Pact for the STA 
benefit 

What not to Do 

• Drop below 1,000 mana 

WARRIOR 
Warriors are likely to be in one of two positions: MT or melee damage. 
While melee damage is simple, tanking Lord Kazzak is not. 

What to Do 

• Use Sunder Armor 

• Unleash your full DPS and clebuff potential by using any/all timed 
abil ities 

• Set up a process by which another tank can replace the MT if 
their health becomes an issue 

What not to Do 

• Allow Kazzak to run around 
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SET LIST 
Each class has a list of sets designed specifically to enhance their ro les and augment their abi li ties. Granted, Dungeon Set 1 p ieces are applicable to anyone that can 
wear that type of armor (Warriors and Palad ins can wear every dungeon set), but it's assumed that even those are designed for a specific class. Here's the list so that 
you'l l have an idea what to look for in the tables that follow th is introduction. 

Keep in mind that there are many additiona l sets and not all of them are armor. Some sets include trinkets, rings, and weapons in addition to or in lieu of the armor. 

DRUID 

Dungeon Set 1 

Dungeon Set 2 Ferolheort Raiment 

Tier 1 Raid Set Cenorion Raiment 

Tier 2 Raid Set Stormroge Raiment 

Tier 3 Raid Set Dreomwalker Raiment 

HUNTER 

Dungeon Set 1 Beoststolker Armor 

Dungeon Set 2 Beostmoster Armor 

Tier 1 Raid Set Giantstolker Armor 

Tier 2 Raid Set Orogonstolker Armor 

Tier 3 Raid Set Cryptstolker Armor 

MAGE. 

Dungeon Set 1 Magister's Regalia 

Dungeon Set 2 Sorcerer's Regalia 

Tier 1 Raid Set Arconist Regalia 

Tier 2 Raid Set Netherwind Regalia 

Tier 3 Raid Set Frostlire Regalia 

PALADIN 

Dungeon Set 1 Lightf01ge ArRIOI 

Dungeon Set 2 Soullorge Armor 

Tier 1 Raid Set Lawbringer Armor 

Tier 2 Raid Set Judgment Armor 

I Tier 3 Raid Set Redemption Armor 

~ 



PRIEST 

Dungeon Set 1 Yestemenls of the Devout 

Dungeon Set 2 Vestements of the VirtuoUI 

Tier 1 Raid Set Yestements of Prophecy 

Tier 2 Raid Set Vestemenls of Transcendence 

Tier 3 Raid Set Yestements of Faith 

ROGUE 

Dungeon Set 1 

Dungeon Set 2 Oarkmantle Armor 

Tier 1 Raid Set Nightsfoyer Armor 

Tier 2 Raid Set Bloodfang Armor 

Tier 3 Raid Set 8ones<ythe Armor 

,...-----·---- ·- ·-- -- - - - ·-------
SHAMAN 

Dungeon Set 1 1he lllllllm 

Dungeon Set 2 The Five Thunders 

Tier 1 Raid Set 1ht &rtltlwy RaimeAI 

Tier 2 Raid Set The Ten Storms Raiment 

Tier 3 Raid Set lhtrrislmnw.-

WARLOCK 

Dungeon Set 1 Oreadmist Roiment 

Dungeon Set 2 Deathmist Raiment 

Tier 1 Raid Set Fthort Raiment 

Tier 2 Raid Set Nemesis Roiment 

Tier 3 Raid Set Plogueheart Raiment 

WARRIOR 

Dungeon Set 1 Battlegear of Valor 

Dungeon Set 2 Bottlegeor of Hero~m 

Tier 1 Raid Set Battlegear of Might 

Tier 2 Raid Set Battlegear of Wrath 

Tier 3 Raid Set Dreadnought's Battlegear 
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3 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

5 Pcs: Decreases the magical resistances of your spell targets by 10 

8 Pcs: Decreases the threat generated by your spells by 15% 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effecll by up ta 23 

Amlnisl 8oal5 Ludhon Epic 60 Feet Ooth 

Equip: Improves your chon<e to gel a critical strike with spelk by I%, Equip: lncreo<es damage ond healing done by magical spelk and effecll by up to 11 

Arcani!t Gloves lhomoh Epic 60 Hands Ooth 

Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 se<., Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk ond effecll by up ta 14 

Arcanisl Crown Gorr Epic 60 Head Ooth 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effecll by up lo 20, Equip: Improves your chance lo htl with spelk by I% 

Amlnisl Leggings Magmodor Epic 60 legs Ooth 

Equip: Improves your chance to get a crtlical grike with spelk by I", Equip: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spelk and effecll by up to 20 

Ananist Mantle Boron Geddon fpic 60 Shooldel- Ooth 

Equip: Restores 4 mana per 5 se<., Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk ond effects by up to 14 

Arcanislleb Molten Core Epic 60 Wals1 Ooth 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magi<ol spelk ond effecll by up to 14 

Armnist Bindings Molten Core Epic 60 Wri!t Ooth 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magi<al spelk and effecll by up to 12, Equip: R~ores 3 mana per 5 se<. 

Z Pcs: Restores 4 mana per 5 sec. 

3 Pcs: Improves the duration of your Frost Shock spell by 1 sec. 

5 Pcs: Increase the range of your Lightning Bolt spell by 5 yds. 

70 

63 

83 

89 

76 

57 

44 

Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spelk and effecll by up to 34, Equip: Improves your chance to get a critical grike with speUs by I" 

a- The Unmarred risian of 
Vaodress (Zul'Gurub) 

60 

Equip: Oe<reo<es the mono cost of your Healing Stream and Mona Spring totems by 20 

Punctured Vaodoo Doll (Zul'Gurub) 60 

Use: ln<reoses the domoge deolt by your Lightning lhidd spell by I OD" far 20 se<. 

Q- Paragons of Power. The Augur's 
Beh (Zul'Gurubl 

60 Moil 

Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by magi<al spelk and effecll by up ta 12, Equip: Restores 4 mono per S se<. 

Quest: Paragons of Powtr. The Augu(s 
Brocers(Zul'Gurub) 

60 Moil 

Equip: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spelk and effecll by up ta 13, Equip: Restores 4 mono per S sec. 

221 

172 

14 11 13 ID 

15 10 14 

21 10 16 10 

23 10 18 ID 

21 ID 

20 10 11 10 

15 

21 ID 

11 12 



3 Pcs: Increases the duration of your Judgements by 20% 

Equip: lncrO<nel damage and healing done by magical spdk and effedl by up to 18, Equip: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spdk by 1 ", Equip: lmp<oves your chance lo get a critical strike by 1" 

Annger's Grea"' Quest: AYenge(s Grea•es (Ahn'Qiroj) 60 Plate 

Equip: lncrO<nel damage and healing done by magical spdk and effedl by up lo 14, Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 SO<. 

A•enger'suown Oue>t: AYOnger's Crown (Ahn'Qiroj) 60 l'tate 

Equip: lncrO<nel damage and healing done by magi<ol spdk and offed! by up lo 23, Equip: lmp<o•es your dionce to get a criti<ol stn1te by 1" 

A,,...., 
legguord! 

Ouest: AYenge(s legguard! (Ahn'Oiraj) 60 

61).4 13 14 18 II 

139 12 22 12 22 20 

796 12 22 22 21 

Equip: lncrO<nel domage and healing done by magi<ol ljlells and offed! by up to 16, Equip: lmp<o"' YOUI chance to get a criticol stn1te by 1 ", Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 soc. 

A•tnglf'1 ~ans Quest: Ayenge<'s Pouldrom (Ahn'Oiraj) 60 si...... l'tate 

Equip: lncrO<nel domoge ond healing done by magicol 1j1elk ond effeds by up to 14, Equip: Restores 3 mono per 5 soc. 

3 Pcs: 20% chance to regain I 00 mana when you cast a Judgement 

Quest: Ring al Eternal J"'tice 
!Ahn'Qiroj) 60 .... 

Equip: lnueoses damage and heol;ng done by mogicol lflOlk ond effedl by up to 13 

Quest. 81odeof EtornolJ"'li<e 
fAhn'Oiroj) 

Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 soc. 

60 
.... ... 

659 14 13 15 II 

12 II 12 
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2 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

4 Pcs: Chance on melee attack to heal you for 88 to 132 

6 Pcs: +40 Attack Power 

8 Pcs: +200 A rmor 

Equip: Improves your chance to hit by I" 

Boots of Heroism 
Ouest Anthioo's Parting Words 

!pc 60 Ftet Plote 
(lronforge/Orgrimm«) 

Equip: Improves your chonce to hit by I" 

Gauntle~ af Ouest Just Compensotion (lronforge/ 
!pc 60 Hands ~ate 

Heroism Orgrimmorl 

Equip: Improves your chonce la gel a critical stril<e by 1" 

Helm af HO!aism 
Quest: laving the Best Jar last 

Epc 6D Head Plote 
llronforge/ Orgrimm<r) 

Equip: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by I" 

Legplatesof Quest: Anthian's Pa~ing Wards 
Superior 6D Legs ~ole 

Heroism (lronforge/ Orgrimmarl 

Equip: lncreosed Oefense + 5 

Spaufders of Quest Anthion's Parting Words 
Superior 6D Shoulder Plote 

Heroism llranforge/Orgrimmorl 

Belt af HO!oism 
Quest Just (arnpensotioo (lronfarge/ 

Superior 6D Waist Plate 
Orgrimmorl 

Equip: lnaeosed Defense +7 

a.a. .. ollleroism 
Quest: An EarnestPrapositioo 

Superior 6D Wrist Plote 
(lronforge/ Orgrimm<rl 

Equip: lnaeosed Defense +3 

3 Pcs: Increases the block value of your shield by 30 

47D 2D 

393 12 

556 32 

6DI 11 16 

5D7 12 18 

38D 12 

296 14 

5 Pcs: Gives you a 20% chance to generate an additional Rage point w henever damage is dealt to you 

8 Pcs: Increases the threat generated by Sunder Armor by 15% 

Gehennos (pk 6D "" Plote 515 26 

Equip: Increased Defense +5 

LU< if ran (pk 6D .... ~ole 468 17 

Equip: Imp raves your chance la htt by I", Equip: Increased Defense + 5 

Gorr (pk 6D ..... Plote 6D8 35 

Equip: Increases your chonce la dodge an attock by I", Equip: lncreosed Defense +7 

Mogmodor (pk 60 i. Plote 655 23 

Equip: Increases your chonce to porry on attD<lc by 1 ", Equip: Increased Defense +7 

Sulfuran Horbinger (pk 6D SlllliWir Plote 562 72 

Equip: Increases r chonce to blodc ottodts with o shield by 2", EqU1p: Increased Defense + 5 

Maiten Core (pk 60 1'11111 Plote 421 15 

Equip: Increases your chance la dodge an atta<k by I", Equip: lncreosed Defense + 5 

... Hf .... Maiten Core (pk 6D Wrisl Plote 23 

20 

18 

18 

75 

12 

15 

IS 

22 

IS .. 
M 10 

IS 

21 



3 Pcs: -Z rage cost to Intercept 

Equip: Improves your chorne lo hi! by I% 

lignelof Unyielding Quesl: Signet of Unyielding Strength 
Epic 60 fmger Mil< 

Streng!fi (Ahn'Qiroj) 

Equip: Improves your chorne to gel o criti<0I strike by I% 

Sidcleaf Unyielding Quesl: Sickle of Unyielding Strength 
Epic 60 

One-
Axe 

Strenglh (Ahn'Oiroj) Hand 

Equip: Increased Defense +4 

2 Pcs: +ZOO Armor 

4 Pcs: +40 Attack Power 

6 Pcs: Chance on rnelee attack to heal you for 88 to 132 

8 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

llGllnlYller Kirt- the Herold Plate 

Gmltlllls " Yllar Roimlein the Gocger P101e 

ltthllYllar Oorkmoster Gondting P1ole 

llP*s" v.i. Boron Rivendore 

S,.W.Sllv.lar Wordiiel Rend Blockhond 

Bile St>ewtr. Pol<hwork Horror, 
lllltllv.lar Smolderthorn Bern!rker, Venom Plate 

Belcher 

""'"" .. Bla<lcrocklleplhs ate 

14 II 

75-141 2.10 Sl.4 IS 

386 

526 

557 

470 

341 14 

261 
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3 Pcs: Increases the attack power granted by Battle Shout by 30 

5 Pcs: 20% chance after using an offensive ability requiring rage that your next offensive ability requires O less rage to use 

8 Pcs: 4% chance to parry the next attack after a block 

8roodlord lmhloyer Epic 60 feel Plate 

Equip: lncreoses lhe block volue of your shield by 14, Equip: lncreosed Defense +7 

Ebonroc, Rremow, Aomegor Epic 60 Hands Plole 

Equip: lncreoses your thonce to pony on attack by 1%, Equip: lntremed Defense +7 

Onyxio Epic 60 Head Plole 

Equip: lnaemed Oeleme + 11 

Rognoros Epic 60 legs Plote 

Equip: lntreosO! your tho nee lo dodge on ottmk by 2%, Equip: lncremed O.fense + 11 

Paufclronsof Wrath Chromoggus Epic 60 Shoulder Plole 

Equip: lncreoses !he bl0<k value of your shield by 27, Equip: lncreosed Defeme +7 

Voeloslroszlhe Corrupl Epic 60 Waist Plole 

Equip: lntreoses your thonce lo blO<k ottocks wilh a shield by 3", Equip: lntreosed Defeme +7 

Razorgore the Unlamed Epic 60 Wrist Plate 

2 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

4 Pcs: Your normal ranged attacks have a 4% chance of restoring 200 mana 

6 Pcs: +40 Attack Power 

8 Pcs: +200 Armor 

Quest: Anthiorl's Parting Words 

"" 60 fill Moil 
Uronforge/Orgrimmor) 

Quest: Jusl Compensation (lronforge/ 

"" 60 .... M011 
Orgrimrnor) 

Equip: lncreoses your pet's critkol slrike dian<e by 2% 

Quest: loving the 80!t for last 

"" 60 .... Moil 
(lronforge/ Orgrimmor) 

Equip: Improves your than<e la hn by I", Equip: lncre'"es your pet's maximum hea~h by 3% 

Quest: Anthion's Parting Words .. 60 .. Mo~ 
(lronforge/ Orgrimmor) 

Quest: Anlhion's Parting Words .. 60 ..... Mo~ 
(lronf0<ge/Orgrimmorl 

Quest Jusl CornpensGlion (lronl0<ge/ .. 60 .... MoA 
Orgrimrnor) 

........n Quest: An Earnest PrOtJOSnion .. 60 ... Moa .... (lronf0<ge/Orgrimmor) 

589 30 13 10 

535 20 15 

696 40 17 

749 27 19 10 10 

642 27 13 10 

482 20 20 

375 27 13 

266 t4 

223 14 10 

314 12 12 21 

339 21 14 

286 12 10 18 

214 16 10 16 

167 " 

10 

10 10 

lD 



2 Pcs: +200 Armor 

4 Pcs: +40 Attack Power 

6 Pcs: Your normal ranged attacks have a 4% chance of restoring 200 mana 

8 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

Beaslslalcer's Boots Nerub'enkan 5operiar 54 Feet Man 

Beas1slalcer's 
War M"'er Vaone Superior 54 tlaods Man 

6lms 

Beaslslah's Clip Darkmasler Gandling 5operiar 57 Head Man 

Beaslslalcer'sl'Dnts Baran Rivendare 5operiar 56 lags Mail 

Beas1slalcer's 
Overlord Wyrmtholak Saperiol 55 5hou1der Man 

Mantle 

Beashlah's Bell BID<krD<k Depth. Superior 53 W9isl Mail 

Beas1slalcer's 
Crimson Defender, Fleshllayer 

Bmngs 
Ghoul, Ghoul Ravener, Rag< Talon Superior 51 Wrist Mail 
Drogonspown 

3 Pcs: Increases the chance to apply poisons to your target by 5% 

5 Pcs: Improves the threat reduction of Feint by 25% 

Equip: Improves your chance to gel a critical strike by I%, Equip: Improves your chonce to hit by 2% ...... Broadlardwshlayer hit leather 

Equip: Increases your chan<e to dodge an ottack by I% .... Ebonrac, Hremow, Aamegoi ..., leather 

Equip: Immune I Dkann 

........... Onyxia Ii* 
Equip: Improves your chance lo gel a critical strike by I" ......... Ragnaros Ii* 60 

Equip: Improves your chance lo get a critical strike by I" ..... Chrarnoggus Ii* 60 
~ 

Equip: Increases your chonce ta dodge an attock by l % ...... Vaelostroszthe (01Tupl Ii* 60 

Equip: Improves your chance lo gel a critical strike by l % ...... Raz0<gare the Untamed Ii* 60 - leather 

Equip: Improves your chance lo hn by I" 

118 14 10 

197 20 10 10 

315 26 12 

266 II 17 

193 10 

148 IS 

154 

140 10 

10 
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2 Pcs: Increased Defense +3 

3 Pcs: + 10 Attack Power 

4 Pcs: + 15 All Resistances 

xholomonce Bosses 

Equip: Improve< your chance to hit by 1 % 

xholomonce Bosses 

Equip: lmprovesyourchoncetogeto critical strike by 1" 

xholomonceBosses 

xholomonce Bosses 

2 Pcs: Increased Defense +3 

3 Pcs: + 10 Attack Power 

4 Pcs: + 15 All Resistances 

Supelior 

Superior 

Superiol 

Supelior 

5 Pcs: Improves your chance to hit by 2% 

Equip: +60 Attack Power 

~Willrs xholomonce Bosses .. 
Equip: +24 Attack Power 

eam....a... xholomonce Bosses .. 
Equip: +44 Attock Power 

c.m.... 
xholomon<e Bosses .. .... 

Equip: + 52 Attock Power 

c.m..-111111 xholomon<e Bosses .. 
Equip: +40Attock Power 

56 

56 

56 

56 

56 

56 

56 

56 

feet Mon 247 10 10 

Hands Mon 22S 10 10 

legs Mon 315 12 IS 16 15 

Wais! Mon 202 12 11 12 

hi! Leather llB 20 

.... leather 107 

"" Leather 150 IB 

... leather 97 12 



3 Pcs: Damage dealt by Tho rns increased by 4 and duration increased by 500h 

5 Pcs: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 2% 

8 Pcs: Reduces the cooldow n of your Tranquility and Hurricane spells by 500h 

Equip: Re>tor" 3 mono per 5 sec., Equip: lncremes healing done by spelk and effedl by up lo 22 

(eaarian Boals lucifron Epic 60 feel lealher 

Equip: R"'°'" 3 mono per 5 sec., Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effedl by up lo 18 

Cenariao Glom Shouroh Epic 60 Hands lealher 

Equip: lrxreoses healing done by spells and effem by up lo 18 

Cenariao Htlm Gan Epi< 60 Head lealher 

Equip: lrxreases damage and healing done by magical spelk and elf em by up IO 12 

(eaarian leggings Mogmadar Epi< 60 legs lealher 

138 

125 

163 

17S 

Equip: lmpro"' your chance lo gel o crilical slrike wilh spelk by 1 %, Equip: Reslar" 4 mono per S sec., Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effedl by up lo 22 

Cenariao Spaulder, Baron Geddon Epi< 60 Sholjder leolher ISO 

Equip: Reslares 4 mono per S sec., Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and efferts by up lo 18 

(eaarian Bell Molten Core Epic 60 Weist lea1her 113 

Equip: Reslares 4 mono per 5 sec., Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effedl by up lo 9 

Cenarian Bracen Molten Core Epi1 60 Wrisl t.alher 88 

Equip: lrxreoses damage and healing done by magical spelk and effedl by up lo 6 

13 15 16 

18 IS 17 

28 13 26 

19 20 18 

20 10 13 

22 10 10 

14 13 13 

2Pcs:+ 10 Armor 

3 Pcs: Increased Defense + I 

4 Pcs: +5 Shadow Resistance 

5 Pcs: + 15 Attack Power when fighting Undead 

6 res: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

..... Searle! Monostery 161 

Sallll """'5 Searle! Cenlurion Moil 

Sallll 119111 Herod, Searle! Cornmarxltr Mogroine Mo~ 10 • ...... Searle! Dtferxltr, Scarlet Myrmidon Moil 

............ Scarlet Guardsmon, Searle! Protertar Moil 9S 

10 

10 

403 



2 Pes: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 

3 res: Increase the range of your Smite and Holy Fire spells by 5 yds. 

5 res: Reduces the casting time of your Mind Control spell by 0.5 sec. 

Equip: ln<re<MI healing done by spelk ond effects by up to 18, Equip: lncremes the amount of domoge ohlorbed by Powtr Word: Shield by 35 

loodalar Oue!t Porogoos of Power The 
Elli 60 Slioalder Oath 

Confessor I Maalfe (onfesior'1 Montie (Zul"Gurub) 

Equip: ln<remes healing done by speli and effects by up lo 22 

Ham'rlli'10.. 
Punctured Voodoo Doi (Zul'Gurubl Elli 60 Trilbl Mis< 

of Healing 

Ike: Reduces the tasting lime of your Greoter Heal spell by 40", ond reduces the mono tost of your heo~ng spels by S" for 1 S iet. 

z..w. Oueit: Porogoos of Powtr: The 
Elli 60 """' Oath 

("""""'11iodingi (onf....,'1 Bindi11g1 (Zul'Gurub) 

Equip: ln<rel!IOI healing done by spelk ond effedl by up lo 22 

z..dalar Queit: Porogolll of Power: The 
!Pt 60 Wrilt Oath 

Confessor'• Wraps (onfesior'1 Wropi (Zul'Gurub) 

Equip: lnue<MI healing done by spelk ond effK11 by up to 24 

3 Pcs: Decreases the rage cost of all Warrior shouts by 35% 

5 Pes: Increase the Slow effect and damage of Thunder Clap by 50% 

Worthief Rend Blodhond luporiar SB Sword ll·ISI 280 41 .4 

Equip: Improves your dionte to get o trititol 1tn1te by 1" 

78 24 IS II 

78 24 IS II 

41 11 12 10 



2 Pcs: +8 A ll Resistances 

4 Pcs: Chance on melee attack to restore 35 energy 

6 Pcs: +40 Attack Power 

8 Pcs: +ZOO A rmor 

Equip: lllljlfoves your choixe lo h~ by 7" 

Oue!t: Anlflioe's Pamng Words 
(lronf01ge/Orgrimmor) 

Equip: lnaeosos your effedive sleollfr levtl 

lluesl: Jusl Compensotion (lronf.,ge/ 
Orgrimmor) 

a- loving 1he Best for Los1 
(lronf01ge/ Orgrinunor) 

Equip: Improves your choixe lo gel o critical strike by l" 

Quest: Anthioti's Por1ing Words 
(lronfOfge/Orgrimmor) 

lluesl: Andrion's Po~ing Words 
(lronforge/Orgrimmor) 

lluesl: Jusl Compensolion (lronfOfge/ 
Orgrimmor) 

2 Pcs: Increased Defense +3 

3 Pcs: +50 A rmor 

4 Pcs: + 15 A ll Resistances 

5 Pcs: Increases your chance to parry an attack by I% 

Equip: lnaeosed Defense+ 17, Equip: Reslores S mono per S SK 

Oeathbooellllatoos Scholomoixe Bosses Superior S6 hit 

Equip: Restores 6 mono per S se<., Equip: lixreosed Oefense + l 0 

Oeathbooe 
Scholornoixe Bosses Saperior S6 Hands 

Gauntlots 

Equip: lncreosed Defense +10, Equip: Reslores 4 mono per S SK 

OeadilraM 
Scholornoixe Bosses Superior S6 legs 

Uggori 

Equip: Res lores S mono per S se<., Equip· lnaeosed Defense + 13 

DoatWiono Ginlt Scholomoixe Bosses Superior S6 Waist 

Equip: lixreosed Defense +9, Equip: Restores 4 mono per S SK 

Plote 43B 

Plole 39B 14 

Plole SS7 20 

Plate 3SB IS 

405 
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3 Pcs: Reduces the cooldown of your Evasion ability by -1 min 

5 Pcs: 15% increased damage to your Eviscerate ability 

Equip: Improves your chonce to gel o cr~icol strike by l "· Equip: Improves your chance lo hit by I% 

~- Quest: Deothdeolers Boots (Ahn'Qiroj) (fl< 60 ftll leolher 

Equip: Improves your chance lo hit by l % 

~.- Quest: Deothdeoler's Helm (Ahn'Qiroj) (fl< 60 ..... t.other 

Equip: Improves your chance lo get a critical strike by I%, Equip: Improves your chance lo hij by I" .....,.., Quest: Deothdeoler's Leggings 
(fl< 60 i. leather ...... (Ahn'Qiroj) 

Equip: Improves your chance lo gel a uilical strike by 1'1 

~ Quest: Deothdeoler's lpoulde" 
(fl< 60 ... leather 

~ (Ahn'Qiroj) 

Equip: Improves your chance lo hij by l" 

2 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

158 2' 

192 29 

207 • 

172 v 

4 Pcs: When struck in combat has a chance of causing the attacker to Ree in terror for 2 seconds. 

6 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

8 Pcs: +200 Armor 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effem by up lo I 2, Equip: Improves your chance lo gel a critical strike with spelk by I% 

Deothmisl landak 
Quest: Anthion's Porting Words 

Epic 60 Feet Ooth 64 14 
llronforge/ Orgrimmor) 

Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spelk ond effects by up lo I 2 

Deathmist Wrops 
Quest: Just Compensolion llronforge/ 

Epic 60 !fonds Oath 54 13 
Drgrimmor) 

Equip: lncreoses domoge and healing done by mogical spelk ond effects by up lo I 3, Equip: Improves your chonce lo hit with spelk by I% 

Doathmist Mmi< 
loving the Best for Last (lronforge/ 

Epic 60 Head doth 75 24 
Orgrimmar) 

Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by mogical spelk and effects by up lo I 6, Equip: Improves your chonce to hit with spells by I% 

Deathmist legginvs 
Quest: Anthion's Porting Words 

Superior 60 i..., doth Bl 21 
llronforge/Drgrimmor) 

Equip: Increases domoge and heoling done by mogical spelk and effects by up lo I 6 

Deathmist Montte 
Quest: Anthion's Porting Words 

Superior 60 Shoulder doth 69 16 
llronforge/ Orgrimmar) 

Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by mogi<ol spelk and effem by up lo 12 

Deathmist 8eh 
Quest: Just (ompensolion llronforge/ 

Superior 60 Waist Cloth 52 16 
Drgrimmor) 

Equip: lncreoses domoge and healing done by magical spelk and effects by up to 12 

lleathmistBracen 
An Earnest Proposition llronlorge/ 

Superior 60 Wrist Cloth 40 12 
Drgrimmor) 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effects by up lo 8 

17 14 

27 25 

25 .. 

25 II 

24 

16 

24 

22 

16 

16 

12 



2Pcs: +10 Armor 

3 Pcs: +5 Arcane Resistance 

4 Pcs: Increased Daggers + 1 

......... 
Delias Strip Mine< .. ........ 
Delias l)y.,,..., Delias Taskmostlf .. ........ 
Delias il'lelWI, Delias Taskmastlf .... ........ 
Cophin Greemkin .. 

u.-

u.-

u-

u.-

13 "" l!Other 51 

13 .... leo!her 46 

13 .. Leo!her 65 

17 Wlil L!a1"" 45 

2 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

3 Pcs: Increases the damage of Corruption by 2% 

5 Pcs: Decreases the cooldown of Death Coil by 1 5% 

Equip: Improves your chance lo htt with spells by 1 X, Equip: ln(leases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelk and effedl by up to 27 

Dues!: Kezon's Unstoppo~e Taint 

IZul'Gurub) 

E1juip: lnueases domoge ond healing done by magical speUs ond effedl by up to 14, Equip: Increases the radius al Roin of Rre ond Hellfire by 1 yard 

Z..W. Ouest Paragons of Power The 
°"""*''.... Demooioc's Mantle IZul'Gurub) 

Equip: ln"eases domage and healing done by magical spelk and effem by up to 12 

Hma'r1fll0 .... 
of om.ton 

Punctured Voodoo Doll IZul'Gurub) 60 

Usa: Increases the uiti<ol hi1 mono of your Destruction spells by 1 O" I°' 20 sec. 

Z..W. Ouest Paragons af Power. The 
o...io<'! Wraps Demanio<'s Wraps IZul'Gurub) 

60 

Equip: locreases damage and healing dooe by magical spells and effedl by up lo 16 

1.-11 

Cloth 

71 

41 

' 

13 

19 23 

15 
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3 Pcs: 5% increased damage on your Immolate spell 

5 Pcs: Reduces the mana cost of Shadow Bolt by 15% 

Quest: Ooomcolle(s Trousers 
(Ahn'Qiraj) 

E uip: lnu damage and healing done by magi<ol spels o ff em u lo 34, E uip: Improves your chonc lo gel a criti<al sln'ke with spells by I% 

Quest Doomcaler's Mantle (Ahn'Oiraj) 

Equip: lnaeoses damage and healing done by magical spells and effem by up lo 28, Equip: llecreoses the magi<al resistances al your spell tar gels by I 0, Equip: Improves your chance la hit with spells by I" 

D~AIMCJR 

3 Pcs: Increases the Ranged Attack Power bonus of your Aspect of the Hawk by 20% 

5 Pcs: Increases your pet's stamina by 40 and all spell resistances by 60 

8 Pcs: You have a chance whenever you deal ranged damage to apply an Expose Weakness effect to the target. Expose Weakness 
increases the Ranged Attack Power of all attackers against that target by 450 for 7 seconds, 

Equip: Improves your chon<e to gel a crrti<al strike by I" 

Drleoastali•• Braaolo<d lmhlayer !Ilk 60 ftol w 332 30 IS TO 
"-
llrogooslah's 

Eboniac, r .. mow, Flamegar !Ilk 60 It.di Moil 301 20 13 17 
GNitlet5 

Equip: Improves our chance lo gel o critical ~n'ke by IX 

flragons1ah'1 
Onyxio !Ilk 60 lteod Moil 392 27 16 26 10 

"""" Equip: Improves your chance ta get a urt<eil strike by I" 

Dr1pSllliw'1 
lagnoras !Ilk 60 1115 M.a 422 3T IS 16 10 10 

llprds 

Equip: Improves your chance lo hit by I", Equip: lmprav" your chance la gel a critical strike by I% 

Dragomlalw's 
Chramagg"' !Ilk 60 5liouldeo- Moil 362 23 13 IS 10 

Spoulderi 

Equip, Improves your chance la hit by I% 

Drligaoilab's ._ Vaelosttaszthe Corrupt !Ilk 60 Wlil ~ 271 20 13 ll IS 

Equip· lmpcaves your chance lo gel o crilicol 11n'ke by I" 

flragons1ah's 
Razorgare the Unlamtd !Ilk 60 Wrist Maa 211 23 13 

Braurs 

10 

10 

10 



2 Pcs: +200 Armor 

4 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

6 Pcs: When struck in combat has a chance of causing the attacker to flee in terror for 2 seconds. 

8 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

3 Pcs: - I 0 energy cost for your Slice and Dice ability 

Band olYdod Que1t Band al Ve~ed Shadows 
fl* 60 Roger IMc 11 

Shadows (Ahn'Oiraj) 

Dagger of Veiled Que1t Dagger af Veiled Shadows 
fl* 60 

0... 
Dagger 65-121 51.7 15 

Shadows (Ahn'Oiraj) .... 1.80 

Equip: lmpraie! your chance ta hit by 1 X 

11 
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2 Pcs: Increases damage done by Nature spells and effects by up to 7 

3 Pcs: Increased Staves +2 

4 Pcs: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to I I 

5 Pcs: + I 0 Intellect 

3 Pcs: Your Blizzard spell has a 30% chance to be uninterruptible 

5 Pcs: Grants +5% increased spell hit chance for 20 seconds when one of your spells is resisted. 

Equip: Inn""" domog< and healing done by magical spelk and elf em by up lo 39, Equip: lmpro•e< your chon<e lo get o criti<ol strike with spells by I", Equip: Den""" the mogicol resistonce< of your speU large~ by 20 

Quest: Enigma Boots (Ahn'Qiroj) 60 Ooth 82 15 15 

Equip: Inn""" domog< and heoling done by mogi<o) spells and elleds by up to 28, Equip: lmprom your chance lo hit with spells by I", Equip: le<lore< 4 mono per 5 sec. 

Quest Enigma Grdel (Ahn'Oiroj) 60 Ooth 100 24 12 24 

Equip: Inn""" damage ond h<oling done by mogicol spelk and effeds by up to 33, Equip: Improve< your chon<e lo g<l o <ritirol strike with spelk by I", Equip: Improve< your chon<e lo hit with spells by I" 

Quest: Enigma Leggings (Ahn'Qiroj) 60 Cloth 107 26 

Equip: Inn""" domoge and h<oUng done by mogi<ol spells ond offed! by up to 34, Equip: Improve< your chonce to get o uiti<ol strike with spelk by ' "· Equip: R"'"" 5 mono per 5 se<. 

Quest: Enigma lhoullerpods 
(Ahn'Qiroj) 

60 lliouWo< Cloth 89 12 

Equip: ln<r""" damage and healing done by magical spelk ond ell eds by up to JO, Equip: °'"""" the mogkol resiston<e< of your spell large~ by I 0, Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec. 

21 

16 



3 res: Health or Mana gained from Drain Life and Drain Mana increased by 15% 

5 res: Your pet gains 15 stamina and I 00 spell resistance against all schools of magic 

8 Pcs: Mana cost of Shadow spells reduced by 15% 

Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelk ond effem by up lo 13, Equip: Improves your chance lo hit with spelk by 1" 

Shazzroh 60 Cloth 70 

Equip: Increases domoge ond heolilg done by mogicol spells ond effe<ts by up lo 18 

Lu<ilron 60 ... Cloth 63 

Equip: Improves your chance lo gel o crilicol slrike wilh spells by 1 ", Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelk ond effe<ts by up lo 9 

hlilartllllll Gorr (pk 60 ... Cloth 83 

Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol sp<lk ond effe<ts by up lo 20 

hlilart,_ Mogmodor (pk 60 i. Cloth 89 

Equip: Increases domoge ond heoling done by magical sp<ls ond effe<ts by up lo 30 

""'-' si..w. BoronGeddon (pk 60 si..w. Cloth 76 ,.. 
Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol sp<lk ond effe<ts by up lo 9 

""'-' lell Mohen Core (pk 60 ... Cloth 57 

Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol sp<lk ond effe<ts by up lo 20 

""'-' llllln MohenCore (pk 60 11111 Clolh 44 

Equijl. Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelk ond effe<ts by up lo 13 

ftm!AWMIR'if m.IA\ll!MMl.Mlr 
2 Pcs: +8 A ll Resistances 

11 

15 

20 

19 

17 

IS 

11 18 

4 Pcs: When struck in combat has a chance of returning 300 mana, I 0 rage, or 40 energy to the wearer. 

6 res: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 15 

6 res: +26 Attack Power 

8 res: +200 Armor 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mogi<ol spells and effe<ts by up to 12, Equijl: Restores 4 mono per S sec. 

f01alheatt8ools 
Quest Anlhion's Porting Words 

Epic 60 r..1 l!olher 127 12 10 13 
(lronlorge/ Orgrimmor) 

Equip: Increases domoge and healing done by mogicol spelk and effe<ts by up lo 11, Equip: Restores 2 mono per S sec. 

mlheart Glms 
Quest Jusl Compemotion (lronlorge/ 

Epic 60 w L!olher 108 12 10 10 
Orgrimmor) 

Equijl: Increases damage ond heo~ng done by magical spells and effe<ts by up lo 11 

Ftralteart Cowl 
Quest Saving the Best for las1 

Epic 60 Head L!olher 150 17 16 17 
(lronlorge/Orgrimmor l 

Equip: Increases damage ond healing done by mogicol spelk and effe<ts by up lo 16 

ftr"""'1Kal 
Quest: Anthion's Porting Words 

Superior 60 lJgs leolher 160 12 14 14 14 
(lronlorge/O!gnmmor) 

Equip: Increases domoge ond heating done by mogicol spelk ond effe<ts by up lo 9 

ftralieart Quest Anlhion's Porting Words 
Superior 60 lhoulclor L!olher 136 16 

lpUlers (lroolorge/ Orgrimmor) 

Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelk ond effe<ts by up lo 6, Equip: Restores 2 mono per S sec. 

FtralteartBeh 
Quest Just Compemotion (lronlorge/ 

luporior 60 Woill L!olher 102 12 
Orgrimmor) 

Equip: Increases domoge ond heoling done by mogicol spelk ond effe<ts by up lo 7 

fOlallioorthen 
Quest An Earnest Proposition 

Superior 60 Wris1 l.eolher 79 12 
(lronlorge/ Orgrimmor) 

Equip: Increases domoge ond heoling done by mogicol spelk ond effe<ts by up IO S 

12 

10 

14 

14 
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3 Pu: Increases the damage of your Shadow Word: Pain spell by 5% 

iltJesl: Ring of Infinite 'Kl!dom 
IAINflliraj) 

· : R or 5manopedse<. 

Quest Go>~ of Infinite 'K!!dom 
IAhn'lliroj) 

Equip: Restores 4 mano per 5 sec., Equip: ln<reOltS heoling done by spels ond effe<ts by up to 90 

2 Pcs: Restores 4 mana per 5 sec. 

Mo<e 

3 Pu: Reduces the casting time of your Holy Light spell by 0. I sec. 

5 Pu: Increases the duration of all Blessings by 10% 

l'llolliiQ', 

......... 
Equip: Improves yoor chonce to gel o criti<al llril<e by 1 % 

Mn's lrond Punctured Yoocloo Doi (Zil'Gurub) ffic 60 1ledi Mil< 

Equip: lncreoies the duration of Hommer of JU<tice by 0.5 sec. 

Gri'lek'sO.. Quest Gri'lek'1 Chorm of Yolor 
fl* 60 Trillbl Mil< 

of Valor IZul'Gurub) 

Use: Iner""" the criti<ol hit chonce of Holy spells by 1 O" for 15 sec. 

hMalor Quest Porogons of p...., The 
ffic 60 ..., Pla1e 

~·.1e11 Freethinker'! Belt (Z~'Gurub) 

Equip: ln<remes heoling done by spells ond effe<ts by up lo 26 

Zandolar 
Quest: Porogons of Power: The 

Fmthiiker's fl* 60 Wrist ftote 

Anngu.m 
Freethinker'! Armguords (Zul'Gurub) 

13 

11 

10 10 

391 10 12 16 16 

304 10 12 12 



3 Pcs: 20% chance that your heals on others will also heal you I 0% of the amount healed 

5 Pcs: Increases the duration of your Renew spell by 3 sec. 

Equ1p· Iner...., d.moge ond healing done by mogi<ol speOs ond effeds by up lo 20, Equip: Res1ores 3 mono per 5 1«., Equip: lle<r...., lhe mogi<ol rMlonces of yOllf spell forge~ by 10 

3 Pcs: Increased Defense + I 5 

3 Pcs: + 150 Armor 

Equip: lnaeoses domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelb ond effects by up lo 28, Equip: Improves your chance lo gel o crilicol strike with spells by 1 ", Equip: Improves your chance lo gel o cri!icol strike by 1" 

Quest Gew 800~ (Ahn'Qirojl 60 Leather 158 13 14 12 

Equip: Iner...., d.moge ond healing done by mogi<ol speUs ond effeds by up lo 20, Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 1«., Equip: Ow ..... the mogi<ol rM lonces of your spell torge~ by 10 

Quest Genesis Helm (Ahn'C•oil 60 192 12 22 12 22 IS 

Equip: Iner...., d.moge ond healing done by mogi<ol spels ond effeds by 11p lo 27, Equip: Improves yoor chance lo gel o cri!icol strike by 1" 

Quest: Genesis lroustrl (Ahn'Qiroj) 60 Leather 207 12 22 

Equip: ln<reoses domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelb ond effeds by up lo 27, Equip: Improves your chance lo gel o crnicol strike by 1 ", Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 1«. 

Quest: Genesis Slroulderpods 
(Ahn'Qiroj) 

60 ShaaWor Leather 172 14 13 

22 12 

15 IS 
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3 Pcs: Increases the range of your Mend Pet spell by 50% and the effect by I 0%; also reduces the cost by 30% 

5 Pcs: Increases your pet's stamina by 30 and all spell resistances by 40 

8 Pcs: Increases the damage of Multi-shot and Volley by 15% 

Equip: lmpioves your chance lo gel a critical ~n"ke by 111 ......... Gehtnnos (ft 60 hi! Mal 290 21 ....... 
Shouroh (ft 60 w Mo~ 264 II .. 

Equip: Improves your chance lo hit by 2" ....... 
Gorr (ft 60 ... Mal 343 23 .... 

Equip: Improves your chonce lo gel a crilicol slrike by 111 ....... Mogmoclor (ft 60 i. Mo~ 369 32 .... 
Equip: Improves your chance lo gel a critical ~•• by 111 ....... .... Sulfuron Horbingei II* 60 5li.Wlr Moil 317 24 

Equip: Improves your chance lo hi! by 1" ......... Mohen (ore II* 60 111111 Moa 237 II 

Equljl: lmprov1< your chonce lo gel a criticol strike by I" ....... 
Molten Core (ft 60 .... Moil 185 20 ... 

3 Pcs: Increases the chain target damage multiplier of your Chain Lightning spell by 5% 

Equip: ln<reo!OS domoge and htoling done by magical spells and effem by up lo 14 

Ouesl: Ring ol 1ht Golhering Storm 
(Ahn'Oiroj) 

Equip: ln<reo!OS domoge and htoling done by magical spells and effem by up lo 12 

Ouesl: Hommer of the Guth.ring Storm 
(Ahn'Oiroj) II* 60 

Equip: lncreoses domoge and healing done by magical spells and effeds by up lo SJ 

Mace 62-137 2.40 41.S 

14 

12 

15 23 

IS 

14 

16 

11 

11 10 

10 
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2 Pcs: Restores 4 mana per 5 sec. 

3 Pcs: Increases the duration of Faerie Fire by 5 sec. 

5 Pcs: Increases the critical hit chance of your Starfire spell 3% 

............ Quest Pristine En<honted South Som 
r.ii 60 ... Mis< ..... Kelp (Zul'Gurub) 

Equip: lnuecses the criti<al hit chanto al Wrath and llariiro by 2" 

~a.. Punctured Voodaa Dall (Zul'Gurub) r.ii 60 Tlflllil Mis< 
alllalart 

U11: Reduces the casling time al yaur Healing Touch 19elk by 40X, ond reduces tho mona cos! of your healing l!l'lk by 5" far 15 11<. ,.... Quest Paragons of Power The 
r.ii 60 ... leather 165 

llnfa\lolt Haruspex's Belt(Zul'Gurub) 

Equip: lnueases heoUng done by l!l'ils and effom by up lo 15 ,.... Quest Paragons of Power The 
r.ii 60 """ leather 122 

...... \lrllln Horuspex's Bracers(Zul'Gurub) 

Equip: lnaeoses healing done by l!l'lk and effo°' by up la 24 

2 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

3 Pcs: Decreases the mana cost of Arcane Intellect and Arcane Brillfance by 5% 

5 Pcs: Reduces the casting time of your Flames trike spell by 0.5 sec. 

Equip: Improves yaur chance lo lit widi l!l'lk by 1", Equip: Increases damage and heohng done by magical l!l'ils and effe<ts by up la 27 

Jnol of Kajara Quest Jewel of Kajora (Zul'Gurub) 60 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical l!l'lk and effom by up la 9, Equip: Reduces !he caoldown of (aunlerspell by 211<. 

Zandofar llusionist's Quest: Paragons of Power: Tho 
Mandt Illusionist's Montto (Zul'Gurub) 

60 lhouW.. doth Epic 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mogi<al l!l'ils and effe<ts by up lo 12 

Hana'rah's Charm 
of Magic 

Punctured Voodoo Doi (Zuf'Gurub) Epic 60 Trinklf 

U..: lncroases !he aiti<af hit chance of yaur Arcane l!l'ils by 5", and increases the critical hit damage of yaur Arcane spells by 50" far 20 11<. 

Zandafar llusianist's Quest Paragons of Power: The 
Wraps lllusionkl's Wraps (Zul'Gurub) 

doth Epic 60 

Equip: Increases damoge and healing done by mogicol l!l'lk and effom by up la 14 

71 

41 

10 ' 10 

21 12 ID 

II II 

13 

21 10 13 
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3 Pcs: 5% increased damage from y our summoned pets' melee attacks and damage spells 

4 Pcs: Increases your chance to,resist Silence and lnrerrupt effects by 10% 

8 Pcs: +200 Armor 

Ir_ .. Sothos ond Jor~n's H~rlooms Superior 58 a.,, Oath 

!.-loots The 8eosl Soporior 56 hll Cloth 

"-GlollS lsolien Soporior 56 IW Cloth 

U-Cowl lord Vohholok Soporior 58 Hood Oolh 

"-• Kormok Soporior 57 Ugs Oolh 

~ .... Korv, Lefty, Molgen Longspear, Snokh 
Soporior 56 5liooldor Oolh 

81ackspine, Theldren 

lr_,,Bell Mor Groyhooi Soporior 56 Waisl Clolh ... 56 Wrisl Oath 

219 

150 

144 

203 

207 

155 

139 

108 

15 24 

11 17 

ll 17 

15 24 

15 24 

11 17 

11 17 

14 



3 PCSl Increases the rad ius of a Paladin's auras by 10 

5 PCSl Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 47 

8 PCSl lnfllcts 60 to 66 additional Holy damage on the target of a Paladin's Judgement 

Equip: Restores S mono per S se<., Equip: lncreoses damage and healing done by mogi<ol spell and effeds by up lo 2S 

ltoorlord lashlayer 589 

Equip: looeases domoge and heolng done by mogi«il spells and effeds by up lo 18 

Ehorn<. firemaw, f1amotor S3S 

~ Onyxia 696 

Equip: looeases damage and heo~ng done by mogi<ol spells and effeds by up lo 32 

lognorO! 749 

Equip: lnaeases damage and heo~ng done by mogi<ol spelb and effeds by up lo 20, Equip: Restores 4 mono per S se<. 

Chromoggus 642 

Equip: Restores S mono per S se<., EquitJ: ln<reases damage and heating done by mogi<ol spels and effeds by up lo 13 ........ VaelastroszlhtCorrupt 482 

Equip: lnaeoses damage and heoting done by mogi<ol spells and effeds by up lo 23 

Rozorgore lhe Unlamed 37S 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mogi<ol spelb and effeds by up lo 7 

~M''M 
3 Pcs: Increases the chance of triggering a Judgement of Light heal by I 0% 

5 Pcs: Improves your chance to get a critical strike w ith spells by I% 

5 Pcs: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 

8 Pcs1 Gives the Paladin a chance on every melee hit to heal your party for 189 to 21 t 

........... lu<ilron Epii 60 fMI Plo1e SlS 

Equip: Restores 2 mono per S se<., Equip: lnaeases heoting done by spells and effeds by up lo 18 

....... Gehennos Epii 6D ... Plate 468 
~ 

Equip: lnae..., heoting done by spelb and effed! by up lo 18 

lawlri,.wW. Gorr Epii 60 Head ~o1e 6D8 

Equip: Restores 4 mono per S se<., Equip: ln<reoses healing done by spells and effeds by up lo 22 

....... Mogmodor Epii 60 11111 Plate 6SS 
i.pi. 

Equip: Restores 3 mono per S se<., Equip: ln<reases heating done by spell and effeds by up lo 22 

....... Boron Geddon (pi< 6D ~ Plate S62 ...... 
Equip: ln<re..., healing done by spelb and efleds by up lo 18 ......... Mohen Core Epii 6D Waisl Plate 421 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelb and effe<ls by up lo 18 ........... Molten Core (pi< 6D Wrisl Plate 328 

EquiJ>: Restores 4 mono per S se<. 

14 • 20 II It 

20 • IS • 
23 18 17 ID 

27 s 26 .. ID II 

14 20 II 18 

20 14 • 
• 21 
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2 Pcs: +200 Armor 

4 Pcs: +40 Attack Power 

6 Pcs: Chance on melee attack to increase your damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 95 for IO seconds. 

8 Pcs: +8 Ail Resistances 

Plate 

Plate 

Crimson Galant, Crimson Guardvnan, 
Rockwing Gargoyle, Rockwinv *"' 53 ... Pla1e 341 15 " xreedier 

lard Alexei Bmov, lisen l'rolector, -- 52 ..... l'lole 261 10 7 
Risen Warrior 

2 Pcs: +20 Attack Power 

3 Pcs: Decreases the cooldown of Blind by 20 sec. 

5 Pcs: Decrease the energy cost of Eviscerate and Rupture by 5 

fpk 60 lledt Mis< 15 

Equip: ll«reose< the cooidown of Kid by 0.5 "'-

Ouest: Porogons of Power: The 
fpk 60 5hauldor leother 140 20 12 12 

Modcop's Monrie (Zul'Gurub) 

Equip: Improves your dionu lo hit by I" 

fpk 60 1riobt Mis< 



2 Pcs: +200 Armor 

4 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

6 Pcs: When struck in combat has a chance of freezing the attacker in place for 3 seconds. 

8 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

SI 

52 

71 

76 

64 ... 53 11111 Cloth 46 

N"'omoncw, Thuzodin Shodowtaster 

Blooclaxe EYOl<er, firebrand lnvol<er, 

........... lirelirand Pri-•. Quartermaster ... 52 ... Cloth 35 
Zigris, loge Talon fire Tongue, 
l<oMield lpelbinder 

~~u-·vw 
2 Pcs: +30 Attack Power 

Equip: illljlloves your chon<e lo gel o criti<ol stn'ke by I", Equip: t20 Attodc Power ....... HighPrieslessllor'l 14 

Equip: illljllDVOS your chon<e lo hi! by I" 

AGE 

21 ' 

IS 
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2 Pu: Increased Defense +3 

3 Pcs: +5 Intellect 

4 Pu: + 15 All Resistances 

5 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

Sdiolomanco losses ... 56 hll Oolh 

Equip: lncreose< domoge and healing done by mogi<al spells and offed! by up la 11 

Sdiolomance losses ... 56 "" Oolh 

Sdiolomanco losses ... 56 ... Oolh 

Sdiolomanco losses ... 56 ... Oolh 

3 Pu: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

5 Pcs: Your pet gains 20 stamina and 130 spell resistance against all schools of magic 

8 Pcs: Reduces the threat generated by your Destruction spells by 20% 

Equip: Improves your mon<e la gel a uili<al strike with spelk by 1 ", Equip: ln<reases damage and healing done by mogi<al spelk and effeds by up la 32 

Brooclloid lmhloyer IP< 60 ho! Cloth BO 

Equip: lncreose< damage and hea~ng done by magical spells and effeds by up la 23 ....... EbonnK, r ........ Aornegor IP< 60 ... Cloth 72 

17 

15 

Equip: Restores 4 heallh per S sec., Equip: lncreose< damage and healing done by magi<al spells and effeds by up la 1 S, Equip: Improves your ma nee la gel a cr~i<al strike wilh spelk by 1" 

Onyxio IP< 60 Head Oolh 94 16 

Equip: Restores 4 heallh per S sec., Equip: lncreose< domoge and healing done by mogi<al spells and effeds by up lo 32 

Ragnoros IP< 60 

""" 
Cloth 101 16 

Equip: lncreose< damage and healing done by magi<al spelk and effeds by up la 39 

Chromoggus Eli< 60 ShooWor Cloth 87 13 

Equip: Restores 4 heahh per S sec., Equip: lncreose< domoge and healing done by magi<al spells and effeds by up la 23 

11..alell Vaelos~oszlhe Corrupt Eli< 60 Waist Cloth 65 

Equip: Improves your mon<e lo gel o critical slrilte wilh spelk by 1", Equip: ln<reoses damage and healing done by magical spelb and effeds by up lo 25 ......... Rozorgore lhe Un1amecl Eli< 60 Wrisl Cloth 51 11 

Equip: lncreose< damage ond heaung done by magical spells ond effeds by up lo 1 s 

20 10 

17 10 

26 10 10 

23 10 10 

20 10 

18 10 

21 



3 Pcs: Reduces the threat generated by your Scorch, Arcane Missiles, Fireball, and Frostbolt spells 

5 Pcs: Increases the radius of Arcane Explosion, Flamestrike, and Blizzard by 25% 

8 Pcs: I 0% chance after casting Arcane Missiles, Fireball, or Frostbolt that your next spell with a casting time under I 0 seconds cast 
Instantly. 

ar........i lmhlaytr 80 

72 

Eljuip: Improves your chon<e to gel o criti<ol stn1te wil'1spellsby1", Equip: lnaeoses domoge ond healing done by mogi<ol spel1s ond effedl by up to 20 ...... Or!yxia Cloth 94 

Equip: iestores 4 mono per S sec., Eljuip: ln<reoses domoge ond healing done by mogi<ol spells ond effedl by up to 32 

......... llagnoros Ooth 

Equip: lnaeoses domoge ond heating done by mogicol spelk and effedl by up to JO, Equip: Improves your chance to gel o criticol strike wil'1 spelk by 1" 

Chrumoollus 
Equip: Re.tores 4 mono per S sec., Eljuip: lncreoles damage and healing done by mogicol spelk ond eflects by up to 21 

Voelastroszthe Comlpl 

lozorgore the Untamed 

Equip: Increases domoge ond heo~ng done by magical spells ond offed! by up to 19, Equip: Restores 4 mono per S sec. 

3 Pcs: Reduces the cooldown of your Vanish ability by 30 sec. 

5 Pcs: Increases your maximum Energy by I 0 

8 Pcs: Heals the rogue for 500 when Vanish is performed 

Equip: Improves your chon<e to gel 1 criti<ol stn1te by 1" .......... Shomah Epic 60 fill Uother .......... Geliennos Epic 60 IW Leather 

Equip: lmpme< your chon<e lo hit by 1" ........ Gorr Epic 6-0 
"""' 

Leother 

Equip: lmprD¥es yoor chon<e to gel a cr~icol strilce by 2% ......... Mogmodor Epic 60 Up Leather 

Equip: lmprD¥es your chon<e lo gel a cri1icol strilce by 1 X .....,. 
Suffuron Horliinger Epic 60 ShaoW. Leother 

ShaoW.FWs 

Equip: lmprD¥e< your chon<e to hit by 1" 

....... Wt Molten C0<e Epic 60 .... l.eother 

Equip: lmprD¥es your chon<e lo gel o u~ol strilce by 1" 

........ 
Molten Core Epic 60 Wrill Leother ...... 

138 

12S 

163 

17S 

lSO 

113 

88 

16 11 13 II 

16 • 16 

26 17 10 

27 16 10 II 

.. 

lS • 

26 18 

11 17 12 

20 19 10 

33 lS 10 

26 12 

17 18 

20 lS 
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2 Pcs: Increases your chance to dodge an attack by 1 % 

Equip: Jnueased Oefenso +7 

Equip: Jncr...., your chonco lo blodc ottooo with o lhield by 2", Equip: ln<r8Dlel your chance lo dodge on ottodc by 1" 

PIJ.\j'(U, 00 ]OOli "'"AL 
2 Pcs: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 33 

Equip; ln<re0"5 healing done by 1j>efk ond effects by up lo 29 

HighPriestess Jeklik .. 60 Anger 

Equip: Restor" 6 mono per S ""· 

2 Pcs: +20 Attack Power 

3 Pcs: Decreases the cooldown of Concussive Shot by 1 sec. 

5 Pcs: Increases the duration of Serpent Sting by 3 sec . 

r;i 60 ..... Mail 

done by Arcone speUs ond effects by up to 16 

r;i 60 """' Misc 

r;i 60 ... Mail 

r;i 60 ... Moil 

Equip: ~3 ranged Altod< Powtr, Equip: R8'lor8' 4 mono per 5 se<. 

11 

10 

326 n 11 lS 

221 21 12 12 

172 10 10 



2 Pu: Grants a small chance when ranged or melee damage is dealt to infuse the w ielder with a blessing from the Primal Gods. 
Ranged and meiee attack power increased by 300 for I Z seconds. 

Arloli's Grasp High Priesless Arlokk 60 

Clwn<e on Htt: Sends o shodowy bolt ot the enemy causing SS to BS Shodow domoge 

2 Pu: +ZOO Armor 

4 Pu: +40 Attack Power 

6 Pu: Chance on melee attack to restore 35 energy 

8 Pu: +8 All Resistances 

..... 
Cannon Master Willey .... 55 ..... .... 
Biodond As=in, Bloociaxo 

Warmonger, Firellrond Grunt, Rrebrond ....... legionnaitelluar1ellllO!ferligris, ... 53 ... 
xaMield 1Jgionnaire, lmolder1hom 
SliaclowHunter 

Dorl< Shade, lnstrudor Malicio, Plague 
Ghoul, Risen COMfrud, Sdlolomon<e -.... 52 ... 
Occultist 

2 Pu: + I 0 All Resistances 

Equip: Rest0<es 16 heolth per 5 se<. 

Slin al tlio ~ Onyxio 60 liWlll 

Equip: Rest0<es 16 mono per S se<. 

fist 
Weopon 

Leather 

Leather 

Leather 

41·114 l.50 417 

127 22 

93 14 10 

7l IS 
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2 Pc:s: +8 All Resistances 

4 Pcs: When struck in combat has a chance of freezing the attacker in place for 3 seconds. 

6 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

8 Pc:s: +ZOO Armor 

Equip: lnaeoses damage and healing done by magical spells and effeds by up to 16, Equip: Decreoses the magical relistonces of your spe! lorge~ by 20 

......... Quest Anthion's POiling Words 
(flt 60 hll Cloth 

(lronfor~Orgrimmor) 

Equip: lnaeoses damage and healing done by magical spells ond offed! by up lo 21 

Quest Just Compensation (lronl~ 
(flt 60 ... Cloth 

Orgrimmor) 

Equip: lnueoses damage ond hea~ng done by mogi<ol spells ond effeds by up lo 12, Equip: Improves your chance lo !Mt with spells by I" 

Quest Saving the Bes! for la!! 
(lronlorge/OrJinmor) 

Cloth 

Equip: lnueoses damage and healing done by mogi<al spelk ond effeds by up lo 11, Equip: Improves your chance la gel o cr~i<ol strike with spells by I" 

Quesl: Anthion's Parting Words ... 60 .. Cloth 
(lranlor~Orgrimmor) 

Quest: Anthion's Parting Words ... 60 ... Cloth 
(lronfar~Orgrimmor) 

s-.'111111 
Quest Just Compensation llronforge/ ... 60 ... Cloth 
Orgrimmor) 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effeds by up la 14 

5-'s ... 
Quest An Earnest Pr....,mon ... 60 ""' Cloth 
(lronfar~Orgrimmar) 

Equip: Increases damage and heating done by magical spelk and effeds by up ta 8 



2 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

4 Pcs: Chance on melee attack to increase your damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 95 for 10 second s. 

6 Pcs: +40 Attack Power 

8 Pcs: +200 Armor 

llronforge/Orgrimmor) 

Equip: ln<rea!e! domage ond healing done by mogi<ol ljM!Ds ond effe<ts by up to 14, Eqlip: Improves yOUf dionce to gel o aiti<ol stn1ce by I" 

Soallarge loots 
Quest Anthion'1 Porting Words 

(pk 60 Ftot Plote 470 12 10 13 12 
llronforge/Orgrimmar) 

Equip: ln<rea!e! domoge ond heoUng done by mogkol !jM!lk ond offed! by up la 12, Equip: Resla<es 4 mono per S se<. 

s..11..,.Gauntlots 
Quest Just Ca<npensotioo (lronforge/ 

(pk 60 Hmrls ~ote 393 10 10 
Orgrimmor) 

Equip: ln<rea!e! domoge ond heoling done by mogkol spells and effe<ts by up to 11, Equip: 1111pfoves your <honce to get o aiti<ol stn1ce by I" 

s..llOlflHelm 
Quest: Sovilg the Best for lost 

(pk 60 1111111 Plote SS6 17 12 17 16 
llronforge/Orgrimmor) 

Equip: ln<rea!e! domoge ond healing done by mogkol spells oncl effecll by up lo 14, ~: lmp<oves your dionce to get o criti<ol stril<e with spels by 1" 

Soallarge l.egplatos 
Quest: Anthion'1 Porting Word> .. 60 .... Plote 601 17 10 17 16 
llronlorge/Orgrimmor) 

Equip: ln<reO!e< domoge ond healing done by mogicol ljlells and effe<ts by up lo 11 

Soallarge~ 
Quest Antlion'1 Porting Wa<d> ... 60 ...... Plote SOI II II 10 
llronfa<ge/Orgrimmor I 

Equip: ln<roO!e< damage ond healing done by magicol ljlells ond effects by up to 12, Equip: Restores 4 mano per S 11<. 

Soullwgo Belt 
Quest: Just (a<npe1110tion llronfa<ge/ ... 60 ... Plote 380 11 11 10 
Orgrimmor) 

Equip: lncreO!e< domoge ond healing done by magicol !jM!lk ond effects by up to 12, Equip: Restores 4 mono per S se<. 

Soallarge hln 
Quest An Eornest Proposition ... 60 Wrist Plote 296 10 
(lronforge/Orgrimmor) 

Equip ln<rea!el domoge and heolng done by magicol !jM!lk ond offed! by up lo 8 

2 Pcs: Chance on Hit: Immobilizes the target and lowers their armor by 100 for 10 sec. 

Mother Smoldemli 1.90 Jt.5 

Chance on H~: Poisons target for 7 Nature domoge eve<y 2 se< for 30 se<. 

425 



4 Pcs: I% chance on a critical hit to call forth the spirit of Eskhandar to protect you in battle for 2 minutes 

Magmador IP< 60 
111111 Fist 

S0-94 1.50 41.0 
Hald Weapot1 

Chance on Htt: Ina...., your attock ~by 30X 10< S "'-

Onyxia IP< 60 .... Mis< 17 

Equip: Iner...., your chance to dodge on ottock by 1 X, Equip: lmprove1 your chance to get o critical strike by 1 X 

Azurogos IP< 60 Off Hald 
fot 

S0-94 1.SO 41.0 
WeapcMI 

Chance on Htt: llows enemy's movement to 40X of normal ~ one! ca1M! them to bleod 10< 1 SO damage over 30 sec 

3 Pcs: Your Lightning Bolt, Chain Lightning. and Shock spells have a 20% chance to grant up to 50 Nature damage to spells for 8 
seconds 

5 Pu: -0.4 seconds on the casting time of your Chain Heal spell 

221222n 

Equip: lnaeoses damage and heo~ng done by mogicol spells and effem by up lo 28, Equijl: Restore1 3 mono per S se<. 



3 Pcs: Allows 15% of your Mana regeneration to continue while casting 

5 Pcs: Reduces the casting time of your Regrowth spell by 0 .2 sec. 

8 Pcs: Increases the duration of your Rejuvenation spell by 3 sec. 

Equip: lmp<oves your chance lo gel a uilkol ~rike wilh spells by 1 ", EJiuip: ln<reoses heoling done by spells and effedl by up lo 42 

Slarwap lools Broodcxd 1.ashlcyer Elli< 60 hot Leather 

Equip: lmp<oves your thooce lo gel a criticul ~e wilh spels by 1 ", Equip: locreoses heo~ng done by spells and effedl by up lo 26 

Slarnngo 
Ebonroc, firemow, AomegOf Elli< 60 Hands leolher 

Handguards 

Equip: lnue°"' healing done by spelk and effedl by up lo 42 

SlarnngoC- Onyxio Elli< 60 Hood Lealher 

Equip: ieslOfes 6 mono per 5 se<., Equip: locreoses healing done by spells and effedl by up lo 29 

Slarnngo 
ingnoros Elli< 60 legs leolher 

Legguardi 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effedl by up lo 48, Equip: ReslOfes 6 mono per 5 set 

5-.gt 
Clu0fl1oggus Elli< 60 5l!ouWor leolher ,,,,,..... 

Equip: Iner'°"' healing done by spells ond effedl by up lo 29, Equip: ReslOfes 4 mono per 5 se<. 

Slarnngo Bell Voelosfr0521he(Ofrupl Elli< 60 Wais! leolher 

Equip: locr'°"' heofing done by spells ond effedl by up lo 26, Equip: ReslOfes 4 mono per 5 se<. 

s....,,..1roc.., Rozorgore lho Unlomed Elli< 60 Wrist Leal her 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effem by up lo 33 

3 Pcs: Reduces the cost of your Arcane Shots by 10% 

5 Pcs: Reduces the cooldown of your Rapid Fire ability by 2 minutes 

Sdii's~ Quest: Skilcer's foolguords IAhn'Qiroj) "" 60 "" Moil 

Equip: lnu""" damage and heo~ng done by mogi<ol spells and effedl by up lo 6 

S1611's ... Quest. Slrilcer's Diadem IAhn'Oiroj) "" 60 .... hloi1 

Equip: lmp<oves your chooce lo gel a crilicol slrike by'" · Equip: loo'°"' damage and heolng done by mogkol spells and effedl by up lo 12 

w... ..... Quest. Striker's loggings IAhn'Qiroj) "" 60 legs Mai 

Equip: Improves your chon<e lo gel o crili<ol slrike by ' "· Equip: lnueoses damage and heolng done by magical spelk and effedl by up lo 9 

Mii's,..._ Quesl: Slriker's Pouldrons IAhn'Oiroj) "" 60 Slillil9 Mel 

Equip: ln<r'°"' damage ond healing done by magical spelk and effedl by up lo 6 

154 17 11 lS 10 

140 19 IS 13 10 

183 31 12 20 10 10 

197 26 16 17 10 10 

169 21 10 14 10 

126 23 10 12 10 

98 15 12 11 

340 31 

416 It 18 " 
448 • 14 .. 
384 2' II 
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3 Pcs: Your finishing moves now refund 30 energy on a Miss, Dodge, Block, or Parry 

Quest: Bond of Unending Lile 
!pi< 60 Angw Mil< 10 10 

(Ahn'Oiroj) 

Equip: Restores 5 mono per 5 sec. 

Quest: Mote of Unending Lile 
!pi< 60 

Main 
Moce 67·149 2.60 41.5 11 10 

(Ahn'Qiroj) Hand 

Equip: ln<reoses domage and healing done by magicol spelk and effedl by up lo 40, Equip: + 140 Attock Power in Cot, Beor, ond Dire Bear forms onfy 

3 Pcs: The radius of your totems that affect friendly targets is increased by I 0 yd 

5 Pcs: After casting your Healing Wave or Lesser Healing Wave spell , gives you a 25% chance to gain M ana equal to 35% of the 
base cost of the spell 

8 Pcs: Your Healing Wave will now jump to additional nearby targets. Each jump reduces the effectiveness of the heal by 800h, and 
the spell will jump to up to two additional targets 

Boron Gtddon 60 ..... 

Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 set, Equip: Increases healing done by spelk ond effects by up to I B 

Molten Core 60 

Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec., Equip: Increases healing done by spelk ond effedl by up lo I B 

Molten (ore 60 

Equip: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spelk ond effects by up to 6 

10 



2 Pcs: +200 Armor 

4 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

6 Pcs: Chance on spell cast to increase your damage and healing by up to 95 for l 0 seconds. 

8 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

Highlord Omokk 240 

Gauollol!al 
Pyroguord Ember,... ... 54 ... Mail 218 10 a.-

Ctilale...ti OorkrnosferGondling ... 57 ... Mai '1'17 23 

Kiale..n Boron Rivendore ... 56 .. Mai 315 IS 

,...... .. 
Gytti ... SS ~ Mail 266 IS a.-
Bloodaxe Evolier, firebrand Invoker, 
Arelwand Pyroman<er, Duar1ermaster 

Cordofa...ti Zigris, Rago Talon Flame!IDle, ... SJ Wail Mail 193 17 

Sca"'1ield Warladt, lmalderthorn 
W~thDa<tar 

Bindingsal Cri"""' Mank, Crypt Beast, Crypt ... 52 Wrilt Moil 148 10 a..- Crawler, Splintered Ske~ton 

2 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

4 Pcs: Chance on spell cast to increase your damage and healing by up to 95 for l 0 seconds. 

6 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

8 Pcs: +200 Armor 

Equip: l111f11DYOS yaur dian<e to get a uiti<al shilce with spels by 1'1, Equip: lnueases damage and healing dane by magical spels and effeds by up ta 14 ....... Quest: Anthion's l'artiog Wards 
12 ..... (lranfD1ge/Orgrin111ar) 

· : lnaeases damage and healing dane by magical spels and effeds by up ta 12, Equip: lestDles 4 mono per S S«. 

~-· 
Quest: Just (....,...alian (lranfOlge/ ...... Orgrin111ar) 

Equip: iest0<es 4 mono per S set, Equip: lnaeases damage and healing dane by magical spells and effeds by up ta 12 

c.1111•1111 Quest: loving the Best 1 .. last 
21 .... (lranfD1ge/0rpanar) 

Equip: ln<reases damage and healing dant by mogi<al spelk and effeds by up ta 14, Equip: lmprDYes your thon<e la get a <rifi<al stn1ce with spells by I" ..... "" Quest: Anthion's Parting WD<ds 
339 17 .... (lranf0<ge/Orgrimmar) 

Equip: lnaeases damage and healing done by mogi<al spdk and effeds by up to 11 ,..... ... Quest: Anlhian's Parting Wards 
286 11 ...... (lranfOlge/Orp.nar) 

Equip: lnueases damage and healing dane by magi<ol spdk and effeds by up to 12 

c..111-..11111 Quest: Just (....,...alian (lranfD1ge/ 
214 11 .... Orwifnmar) 

Equip: looease5 damage and healing dane by mogi<al spels and effeds by up lo 12, Equip: ies!Dles 4 mono per 5 S«. ....... "" Duest:An Eornesf Prapasition 
167 .... (lranlOlge/Drgrimmar) 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mogi<al spdk and effeds by up lo B 

16 

12 13 

28 12 

14 

10 

II 13 12 

n 22 

" 17 ... 

.. II .. 
11 11 

' 10 
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Z Pcs: +20 Armor 

3 Pcs: Increased Defense +2 

4 Pcs: + I 0 Attack Power 

5 Pcs: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by I% 

Equip: lmpmll'l your chance to gel o aitical stn"ke by 2X 

s...w... Andi'sl.m. 
"-
s...w..-

hisce<ator 

"" s...w.i.- Goro!h the Dervish, Hedrum the ... Cr-

s...w.. Ok'thorthe Broak0< ... 

Z Pcs: +SO Armor 

3Pcs:+10 Fire Resistance 

3 Pcs: +I 0 Arcane Resistance 

... 52 hol Moil ... 52 ... Moil 

Soporior 52 .. Moil 

Soporior 52 .. Mail 

233 

211 

275 

296 

4 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

5 Pcs: Increases run speed by 5% 

Equip: Increases damoge ond heeling done by mogicol spells ond effed! by up lo IS 

,_ Malowo ... S6 "" Clath 

Equip: Increases damage and healing done by mogical 'IJOlls and effed! by up ta 7 

,_Malowo ... S6 .... Ilise 

'-Malowo ... S6 ... Clath 70 

Equip: Increases damage and heeling done by mogical spells and effed! by up to 14 

P-..Malowo .. S6 .. Oath 76 

15 13 10 

12 14 

12 28 

II 19 12 

17 

2S II 10 

10 • 12 



3 Pcs: Increases the amount healed by Chain Heal to targets beyond the first by 30% 

5 Pcs: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with Nature spells by 3% 

8 Pcs: When you cast a Healing Wave or Lesser Healing Wave, there is a 25% chance the target also receives a free Lightning Shield 
that causes 50 Nature damage to attacker on hit 

W-allll 
Broocllordlashlayer (pit 60 hot Moil 332 16 16 17 10 

Storms 

Equip: lncreCMS damage ond healing done by mogi<ol spells ond effects by up lo 20 

Glllllotsallll 
Ebonroc, firemow, Flomegor (pit 60 Hands Mai 301 17 13 15 

Stonns 

Equip: lts10!ts 6 mono per S sec., Equip: lncremes damage and heo~ng done by mogi<ol spells and effem by up lo 8, Equip: lncremes healing done by spells and effem by up lo IS 

Onyxio 60 Head 392 

Equip: Improves your mon<e to get o criticol strike with spells by ' "· Equip: lnuemes damage and healing done by magical spells and effe<ts by up lo 9, Equip: lnuemes hearing done by spells and effem by up to 18 

Rognoros 60 Moil 422 

Equip: Improves your chon<e to gel o critical strike with spelb by ' "· Equip: lncremes domoge and healing done by magical spells and effem by up to 29 

~'""'" O.omoggus (pit 60 Sloouldor Moil 
Storms 

Equip: lmpmts Y"" chon<e to get o criti<ol strike with spells by 1" 

Wtalr..!lns Yoelmtrau the Corrupt (pit 60 Wais: Mai 

Equip: Improves yoor chon<e to get o criti<ol strilte with spells by 1", Equip: lncremes healing done by spells ond effem by up lo 26 .... .,. 
Razorgore the Untamed 

!Ins 

Equi: R '" 6 mono~" Ssec. 

2 Pcs: Increased Swords +6 

..... , .. ...... Braodlord Mondoltir 

Equip: +40 Attack Powtr 

(pit 60 Wrisl Moil 

57.1.. 1.70 41.9 

362 

271 

211 

10 10 

17 23 10 

18 II 13 

16 13 

10 
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3 Pcs: Increases your pet's damage by 5% 

Quest: Signet of the Unseen Poth 
Epic 60 linger Mis< 

(Ahn'Qiroj) 

Quest: S<ythe of the Unseen Path 
Epi< 60 

One-
16-161 

(Ahn'Qiroj) Hand 
Axe 

Equip: Restores 3 mono per 5 sec. 

3 Pcs: 15% increase to the total damage absorbed by Mana Shield 

Quest: Bond of Vaulted Seam 
(Ahn'lli<aj) 

2.40 SU 

Equip: lmreases damage and healing done by mogicol spelk and effe<ll by up ta 18, Equip: Improves your chonce to get a aittcal ~rike with spelk by 1 % 

Quest Blode of Voulted Seaeh 
(Ahn'Qiroj) 60 

.. ... Sword 

Equip: Improves your chance to htt with spelk by 1 %, Equip: Increases damage and healing done by magical spelk and effedl by up to 40 

3 Pcs: -0 .1 sec to the casting time of your Flash Heal spell. 

5 Pcs: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with Holy spells by 2% 

8 Pcs: Increases your chance of a critical hit w ith Prayer of Healing by 25% 

Equip: lmr""" healing done by spelk and effects by up to 22 

loots al Pr""'*1 Shozzrah Epic 60 feet Cloth 

Equip: lncreoso. healing done by spells and effe<ll by up to 18 

Gloves of Pr""'*1 Gehennos Epi< 60 Hands Cloth 

Equip: Rffiores 6 mono per S sec., Equip: lnereoso. healing do by spelk and effects by up ta 18 

Cidetol Pr""'*1 Gorr Epi< 60 Head Cloth 

Equip: Iner'°"' domoge and healing done by magical spelk and effects by up to 12 

1'1111sofl'nlpNq Magmadar Epic 60 ltgs Cloth 

Equip: Rffiores 6 mono per S sec., Equip: Iner..,., healing done by spelk and effe<ll by up ta 22 

Mantle of PrlJllfie<y Sulfuran Harbinger Epic 60 Shoulder Cloth 

Equip: lncreoso. damage and healing done by mogicol spelk and effe<ll by up ta 9 

Ginleoll'nlpNq Molten Core Epi< 60 Wlist Cloth 

Equip: Rffiores 4 mono per 5 sec., Equip: Iner""" domage and healing done by mogi<al spelk and effects by up to 9 

v..i.- o1 
Molten Care Epic 60 Wris1 Cloth 

PrlJllfie<y 

Equip: Rffiores 2 mooo per 5 sec., Equip: Increases healing done by spelk ond effe<ll by up to 24 

70 

63 

83 

89 

76 

57 

44 

R 
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16 
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27 20 17 10 

24 20 18 10 

23 10 13 

22 10 10 
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2 Pcs: +200 A rmor 

4 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

6 Pcs: When struck in combat has a chance of shielding the wearer in a protective shield which will absorb 350 damage 

8 Pcs: +8 A ll Resistances 

Blockhand S...-, Bloorlaxt 

--· Fielnnd Oarkweawr, Fielnnd Dnad .. ..,, Ouarttnnaster 
Zigris, 5<anlielcl Speliinder, 
Smolclenhorn Shadow Priest 

2 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

4 Pcs: When struck in combat has a chance of shielding the wearer in a protective shield which will absorb 350 damage 

6 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

8 Pcs: +200 Armor 

Equip: lncreoses domoge and healing done by magical ipells and effedt by up lo 14, Equip: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec. ........ Quest: Anthion's Por1ing Words 
(pi< 60 hit Cloth 64 13 12 12 

(lrooforge/Orgrimmorl 

Equip: Iner'°"' domoge and healing done by magical ipells and effedt by up ta 12, Equip: Restores 7 mono per 5 se<. 

,,_""" Quest: Just (ompensa1ioo (lronforge/ 
(pi< 60 ..... Cloth 54 15 12 14 

Orgrirnmor I 

Equip: lncreoses domoge and healing done by magical spels and effedt by up lo 11 

._er.. Quest: loving the Bes! for last 
(pi< 60 Hlad Cloth 75 17 16 16 

(lronforge/Orgrirnrnar) 

Equip: lnueoses domoge and healing done by mogicol ipells and effedt by up lo 11, Equip: Restores 6 mono per 5 se<., Equip: Improves your cho1Ke lo gel a critical sfn1ce wilfi ipells by 1~ 

~lb! 
Quest:Anthion'sPortingWords .. 60 legs Cloth 81 14 12 13 
(lronforge/Orgrirnmor) 

Equip: l1Kreoses domage and heoung done by mogi<al ipells and effedt by up ta 16, Equip: Reslores 6 mono per 5 sec. 

~ ... Quest: Anthion's Potting Words .. 60 si..w.. Cloth 69 13 12 12 
(lrooforge/OrgJirnmor) 

Equip: lncreoses domoge and heo~ng done by magical spels and effedt by up la 12 

"-WI 
Quest Just (ompet1I01ioo ( ~onforge/ .... 60 llllsl Cloth 52 13 12 12 
Orgrinmar) 

Equip: lnueoses domoge and healing done by mogi<al spels and effem by up to 12 

~lrlaR 
Outst:An Eornest Proposition .... 60 11111 Cloth 46 
(lronf orge/Orgrimmor l 

Equip: lnueoses domoge and healing done by magical spells and effedt by up to 9, Equip: les!ores 2 mona per 5 se<. 

T 
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3 Pcs: Allows 15% of your Mana regeneration to continue while casting 

5 Pcs: When struck in melee there is a 50% chance you will Fade for 4 secs. 

8 Pcs: Your Greater Heals now have a heal over time component equivalent to a rank 5 Renew 

Equip: Iner°'"" healing done by spelk and effem by up to 57 

Broodlord Lmhioyer ... Cloth 

Ebonroc, Rremow, Flomegor Cloth 

Equip: Improves your chance lo get o critical strike with spells by 1 ", Equip: lncreoses healing done by spelb and effects by up to 29 

Onyxio .... Cloth 

R"'l""ID' .. Cloth 

Chromoggus "* 60 ..... Cloth 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effects by up to 26 

Voelas~Dll the Comrpt flfr 60 .... Cloth 

Equip: Increases healing done by spelk and effects by up lo 26 ..... 
i01orgore the Untamed 60 ""' Cloth ......... 

Equip: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 33 

2 Pcs: Increases your chance to block attacks with a shield by 2% 

3 Pcs: Decreases the cooldown of Intimidating Shout by 15 sec. 

5 Pcs: Decrease the rage cost of Whirlwind by 3 

Equip: Increased Defense +4 

Iago al........ Punctured Voodoo Doi IZul'Gurub) 60 

80 

72 

94 

101 

87 

65 

51 

Equip: Increased Defense +6, Equip: Increases your chance to blD<k ot1ocks with o shield by 2", Equip: Red1Kes the c~ of your Ho~ring obittty by 2 rage ints 

Gri'lolr's Cltann Quffi: Gri'lek's Charm of Might 
Epir 60 Triobt Misc 

allliglit (Zul'Gurub) 

Uso: l~ontly inu°'"" your rage by 30 

Zandalar Quw: Puragons of Power: The 
Epir 60 Wais! ~Die 

'lidmlor's Belt Vindicator's Belt (Zui'Gurub) 
391 

Equip: Improves your chance lo gel o critical strike by 1" 

Zandalar 
Quest: Porogons of Power: The 

'lidmlor's Epir 60 Wris1 ~Die 

Annguanls 
Vindicotor's Armguorris (Zul'Gurub) 

304 

17 

20 

27 

21 

25 

13 

13 

17 17 

ll 12 10 

n 17 

fl 16 10 

11 12 II 

10 

1' 

13 

10 25 

13 13 



2 Pcs: +200 Armor 

4 Pcs: +26 Attack Power 

4 Pcs: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to I 5 

6 Pcss When struck In combat has a chance of returning 300 mana, 10 rage, or 40 energy to the wearer. 

8 Pcs: +8 All Resistances 

llaodaxt .... lirobnind 1...i. ... 
lirelxancl l'yromonnr, loge Talon 
llragoospcnm, Smrshiold Raider, 
Smalcle!1hom Benerlt ... The 
Unlcwgmn 

llaodaxt laid«, 11uar1 ......... ligris, 

S<halamanit Haocler, Smrshiold 
Raider, Stie<tral h<eardw, Stie<tral 
Teadw, The llmnian 

Crimoo """"""· Diseosod Glioul, 
SlrioUig ................... 

2 Pcs: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 1 % 

2 Pcss Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 6 

~: lmprOYOS your chance lo hit with Sflllls by I", Equip: R-es 4 memo pee 5 "'-

Equip: Improves your chance lo hit with spell! by 1", Equip: Increases damage one! healing done by magical spells one! effedl by up lo 11 

10 10 
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DUNGEON SET 2 UPGRADE QUESTS 
Always trying to get the most out of your equipment? Wish some of those 
pieces were a little more Epic? Upgrading your Tier 0 set is just what you 
need! 

The quest chain to upgrade a complete set of Tier 0 (also known as Dungeon 
Set 1) is quite a long process that involves several quests at both the solo and 
raid level. Players who choose to undertake this go through many steps and 
are rewarded with high quality upgrades of their Tier 0 armor. 

You do not need the full set to get started, just the Bracer. As the quest chain 
continues, you're going to need more pieces of the armor. Good luck! 

STEP t: AN EARNEST PRO 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 

Gained 

Reward 

Alliance 

Deliono/Mokvor 

Alquire IS W"llllanplilg Blood Smnples or IS SMus V
Samples, 20 gold. lhe Dqeon Se! I lnxs yau wish to ..... 

mid return lo yaur llll1lad 

6600 

Alliance characters must travel to Winterspring and kill the frostsabers 
and bears that inhabit the northern part of the zone. Collect 15 
Winterspring Blood Samples and return to Deliana in lronforge. 

Horde 

Horde characters must travel to Silithus to kill the spiders and scorpions 
that roam across the entire zone. After collecting 15 Silithus Venom 
Samples, return to Mokvar in Orgrimmar. 

. •· 
~ 

STEP 2: A SUPERNATURAL 

Location kanlorp/Oigm. 

Quest Giver Deliono/Mokvor 

Goal 
DeMr" 5ealeil 8lood/Mmn Clllllainlr to Mux Manmaamliler 
in Ttnlis 

Max Experience 
6600 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Members of both factions should now deliver the Sealed Blood or Venom 
to Mux Manascrambler in Tanaris. He is located in the northeastern part 
of Gadgetzan. 

. 
STEP 3: THE ECTOPLASMIC .. , ,.,, 

Location 6edgetzan 

Quest Giver Mux Monoscrombler 

Goal 
Bring llux I Delimte Arlllllile Converter, 4 Grlllllr Etend Essenm, 

JO 5toAesmlt II*. 25 Valarit Ash, .t 40 gold 

Max Experience 
6600 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Delicate Arcanite Converters can be made by Engineers (the recipe is 
purchased in Everlook). They require 1 Arcanite Bar and 1 lronweb 
Spider Silk. 

Greater Eternal Essences are obtained from disenchanting level 51+ 
Uncommon items. 

Stonescale Oil is made by Alchemists from Stonescale Eels. 

Volcanic Ash is looted from pi les around the lava in Burning Steppes. 

After you have gathered everything, return to Mux in Gadgetzan. 



STEP 4: HUNTING FOR ECTOP 

Location Godgetzon 

Quest Giver Mux Monoscrombler 

Goal 
Use the El10plosmic Distiller 10 ioUect 12 Scorched Ectoplasms, 12 

Frozen E<toplasrns, and 12 Stable Edoplasms 

Max Experienced 
6600 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Get some Goblin Rocket Fuel to power the Ectoplasmic Distiller. It's 
made by Alchemists from 1 Firebloom, 1 Volati le Rum, and 1 Leaded 
Vial. 

Scorched Ectoplasms can be obtained from Tortured Druids and 
Tortured Sentinels on the eastern edge of Si lithus. Watch out for the 
bugs when you kill them! 

Frozen Ectoplasms come from the undead at the lake southwest of 
Everlook in Winterspring. 

Finally, Stable Ectoplasms come from the undead around towns like 
Northdale and Corri n's Crossing in Eastern Plaguelands. 

Once you have everything, head back to Mux in Gadgetzan. 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 
Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Gadgetzon 

Mux Mono11rombler 

Kill Magma Lord Boldt in the Burning Steppes and bring his Magma 

Core back 10 Mux 

6600 

Travel to Burning Steppes and track down Magma Lord Bokk. He is south 
of Blackrock Mountain. You should be able to do this by you rself. 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experienced 
Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Gadgetzan 

Mux Monoscrombler 

Buy a Fel Bementol Rod from an imp inside a CDYe in W'mtmpring 

and bring ft 10 Mux 

3300 

The imp is in a cave in Darkwhisper Gorge. As you enter the gorge, hug 
the right wall and he is in the first cave you see. Purchase one for 40 
gold and bring it to Mux. 

STEP 7: RETURN TO DELIA 

Location Gadgelzan 

Quest Giver Mux Monoscrombler 

Goal 
Go back to lleba/MaM llilli your~ Extro-Dimensionol 
Ghostltmaler 

Max Experience 
6600 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Return to Deliana/Mokvar w ith the completed Extra-Dimensional Ghost 
Revealer for your reward. 

STEP 8 : JUST COMPENSA: . : 
Location lnnbp/Clrgriaina 

Quest Giver Deliooo/Mokvor 

Goal 
8lilg Deliano,IMabw the llqeail Set I Belt and Glows !hat you 

wish to wade 
Max Experience 

9950 
Gained 

Reward 11.,....oa Set 2 Bell and Glows 

Alliance & Horde 

Now that you have brought Deliana/Mokvar a working Extra
Dimensional Ghost Revealer, you can upgrade your Dungeon Set 1 
Belt and Gloves. 

STEP 9 : IN SEARCH OF A 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 
Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Deliono/Mokvor 

Use the Extro-Dilllasioaal Ghost ltmaler to llnd An1hion Hannon 
al lhe front en11111118 to 5lndhalme 

6600 

Travel to Eastern Plaguelands and use the Extra-Dimensional Ghost 
Revealer to see Anthion in front of the meeting stone for Stratholme. 

Speak with him. 
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STEP 10: DEAD MAN'S PLEA 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Anthion Horman 

lle50le Anthion's wile Ysida from Boron Rivendare by killing him 
wi1hin 45 minutes 

8300 

This is the infamous "45 minute Baron run" quest. Completing Baron's 
side of Stratholme in Jess than 45 minutes can be a challenge for many 
groups, but experienced players should find this relatively easy. 

A balanced group of 1 Warrior, 2 DPS classes, and 2 Healers who have 
done Baron's side of Stratholme before should be able to complete this 
quest without much trouble. 

Col lect Stratholme Holy Water for the group before the trip. A near
instant, AoE attack dealing roughly 500 damage to undead is beautiful. 
It only has a 1-min cooldown as well. Goblin Sapper Charges are 
helpful as wel l. 

A Paladin can pull a large group with Exorcism immediately before 
casting Holy Wrath. Drop Consecration and use the Holy Water to 
cement aggro and allow your DPS (Mage/Warlock, or Rogues) to let 
loose without fear of gain ing it themselves. 

Pull continuously! AoE groups should take down as many targets at a 
time as possible. (Exception: Spell casters near Maleki the Pallid. Use 
Counterspell or something like it to bring them to you and kill them 
individually.) Single-target groups (Rogues) should stay on the same 
target and work through groups as quickly as possible. 

Skip as many pulls as you can by hugging walls and using Lesser 
Invisibility Potions. The on ly mobs that are "necessary" to ki ll are the 
three Ziggurat bosses and the acolytes inside. The Slaughterhouse area 
wi ll slow you down; it's designed to take about 10 minutes. 

Once you have killed Baron Rivendare with in 45 minutes, speak with 
Ysida. 

STEP 1 1 : PROOF OF LIFE 

Lacation 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experienced 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Ysido Harmon 

Show Anthion hi! wile's lodtet as proof that she ~ sale 

6600 

Return to Anthion with proof that you completed the task he set before 
you. 

STEP 12: ANTHION'S STRANGE REQU 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Stralholme 

Anthion Harmon 

Bring Anthion 3 Dark Iron Bon, 20 Enchanted Leather, 3 Moondolh, 
and 4 Cured Rugged Hides 

6600 

Anthion needs some suppl ies to get the dwarf gladiator Theldren to fight 
you. Bring him the items he requests and continue to the next step. 

Location Stralholme 

Quest Giver Anthion Harmon 

Goal 
Deliver 1he Incomplete Bonner of ProYD<ation to Folrin Treeshaper in 
1he Dire Moul tibrlllY 

Max Experience 
6600 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

The last piece needed to complete the Banner of Provocation is an 
enchant from Falrin Treeshaper. He can be found in the library of Dire 
Maul. Seek him out and speak with him. 

STEP 14: FALRJN'S VENDEITA 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Dire Moul 

Folrin Treeshoper 

Gather 25 Ogre Warbeads from 1he Dire Moul or Blackrodt Spire 

Ogres and bring 1hem to F1llrin 

6600 

This straightforward gathering quest sends you right outside the library to 
Dire Maul or over to Lower Blackrock Spire to collect Ogre Warbeads. 
Bring some friends and ki ll Ogres until you have all the necessary 
drops. 

Return to Falrin in the Dire Maul library when complete. 



STEP t 5: THE INSTIGATOR'S ENCHA 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Dnllaul 

falrin Treeshaper 

Bring Falrin I Jeering Spedle's Eslance, 4 Oarlt Runes, and 81.arge 

Briliant Shards 

6600 

Jeering Spectre's Essence can be found on the undead in the western 
wing of Dire Maul. 

Dark Runes come from the inhabitants of Scholomance. 

Large Brilliant Shards come from disenchanted level 51 + Superior 
items. 

After you have gathered everything, return to Falrin. 

STEP t 6 : THE CHALLENGE 

Location DnMaul 

Quest Giver falrin Treeshaper 

Goal 
Defeat 1heldnn in the arena al BladuD<k Depths, rt1Um lo Antlian 
Harmon afterwords 

Max Experience 
6600 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Use the Banner of Provocation as you are sentenced by High Justice 
Grimstone in the Blackrock Depths arena to challenge Theldren. 

He is a tough fight, so make sure you bring a well-balanced group 
of level 60 characters. Defeat him and bring the Top Piece of Lord 
Valthalak's Amulet to Anthion Harmon in front of Stratholme. 

STEP t 7: ANTHION'S PARTING 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Anthion Harmon 

Bring the llvngeon Set I Baals, le9gings, and Shoulders you wish ta 

upgrode lo Deliana/Molcvm 

9950 

llvngeon Set 2 Boats, Leggings, and Shoulders 

You have proven to Anthion that you are the only person who can help 
end Valthalak's spell by putting the amulet back together. Return to 
Deliana/Mokvar for information on completing the amulet and to gather 
more rewards. 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Deliono/Mokvor 

Use the Exlra-Dinmnsiaoal Ghost Rmalel to find Wey
BlackrD<k Spire 

1650 

Bodley is located on the balcony outside of the Blackrock Spire 
entrance. Unfortunately, he is dead and can only be seen with the Extra
Dimensional Ghost Revealer. Use it and speak with Bodley. 

STEP t 9 : THREE KINGS Of f 

Location BID<krD<k Mountain 

Quest Giver Bodley 

Goal 
Iring Bodley a llK8tl00te of ln<endius, Emlier of Emlieneer, Cinder 
of Cynders, and a Hallowed Brazier 

Max Experience 
6600 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

The lncendicite of lncendius is from Lord lncendius at the Dark Forge 
in Blackrock Depths. 

Ember of Emberseer can be found from, you guessed it, Pyroguard 
Emberseer in Upper Blackrock Spire. 

Cinder of Cynders drops from the Duke of Cynders in Silithus and it's 
a little complicated to obtain. You must use a normal Windstone at a 
Twilight Camp in Silithus to summon the Duke. You can not use Lesser 
or Greater Windstones to get the Duke of Cynders; he comes to the cal l 
of a normal Windstone. 

To use a Windstone, equip a full Twilight Armor Set (obtained from the 
mobs around the Windstone), complete the Cenarion Hold quest Dukes 
of the Council to obtain a Twilight Medallion of Station, and right-click 
the Windstone. This summons a Duke of a random element. You might 
get lucky and get the fire Duke, but there is a better way to ensure that 
you get the one you need. 

If you can obtain the Scroll: Create Signet of Beckoning: Fire, you can 
collect the items needed for the Scrol l to create a Signet of Beckoning: 
Fire. Using this Signet guarantees that you get the fire Duke. 

Finally, the Hallowed Brazier is available at Argent Dawn vendors for 
120 gold. 

After you have gathered everything, return to Bodley in Blackrock 
Mountain. 
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STEP 20: COMPONENTS OF IMPORT. 

Location BloWodt Maootuin 

Quest Giver Bodley 

Goal Bri1g Bodley o lpe!ifi< quest ~em. ~ on yu dim 

Max Experience 
6600 

Gained 

Druids/Warlocks 

Travel to Winterspring and kill the Frostmau l giants in the south eastern 
part of the zone. Take them down until you get a Starbreeze Village 
Relic. 

Hunters/Rogues 

Travel to Tyr's Hand in the south eastern part of Eastern Plaguelands. 
Kill the Scarlet Praetorians until you find a Brilliant Sword of Zealotry. 

Mages/Warriors 

Travel to Silithus and kill si lithid inside of Hive'Regal until you receive 
some Druidical Remains. 

Paladins/Priests/Shaman 

Travel to Hillsbrad Foothills and head south into the ocean to Purgation 
Isle. Kill the undead that inhabit the isle until you have Soul Ashes of 
the Banished. 

After you have obtained the proper quest item for your class, return to 
Bodley. 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 
Gained 

Reward 

Druids/Paladins/Shaman 

Blockrodt Mounto1n 

Bodley 

Bring Bodley onolher lpe!ifi< quest item, ~ on yu doss 

6600 

Bloodkelp Elixir of Dodging Of BWelp EliU ol Rasisaie 

Travel to Silithus and kill silithid inside of Hive'Regal until you get some 
Druidical Remains. 

Hunters/Warlocks 

Travel to Hillsbrad Foothills and head south into the ocean to Purgation 
Isle. Ki ll the undead that inhabit the isle unti l you find Sou l Ashes of 
the Banished. 

Mages/Priests 

Travel to Tyr's Hand in the south eastern part of Eastern Plaguelands. Kill 
the Scarlet Praetorians until you discover a Brilliant Sword of Zealotry. 

Rogues/Warriors 

Travel to Winterspring and kill the Frostmaul giants in the south eastern 
part of the zone. Take them down until you receive a Starbreeze Vil lage 
Relic. 

After you have obtained the second proper quest item for your class, 
return to Bodley. 

STEP 22: THE RIGHT PIECE OF 
VALTHALAK'S AMULET 

Location BloWodt MaunlliR 

Quest Giver Bodley 

Goal 
Slay the proper boss for yu doss, loot 0 Clllllin quest item, ond 
return to Wey 

Max Experience 
8300 

Gained 

Each class brings the Brazier of Beckoning to a different instance to 
summon the appropriate boss and complete their version of this quest. 

Druids/ Paladins/Shaman 

After defeating War Master Voone in Lower Blackrock Spire, use the 
Brazier of Beckoning to summon the spirit of Mor Grayhoof and kill 
him. 

He is a Druid type, more on the Balance side of things. Overall, he 
should be an easy fight. 

Hunters/Warlocks 

After defeating Ras Frostwhisper in Scholomance, use the Brazier of 
Beckoning to summon the spirit of Kormok and kill him. 

He summons skeleton adds similar to Baron Rivendare. Focus on 
Kormok, AE the adds, and get him down as quickly as possible. 

Mages/Priests 

After defeating Balnazzar at the end of Scarlet-side Stratholme, use the 
Brazier of Beckoning to summon the siblings Jarien and Sothos. 

These two use a lot of shadow spells. Have Shadow Protection buffed 
and Fear Ward if available. Kill the sister first before taking down the 
brother. 

Rogues/Warriors 

After defeating Alzzin the Wildshaper at the end of the eastern wing of 
Dire Maul, use the Brazier of Beckoning to summon the spirit of lsalien 
and slay her. 

She is a Druid, so expect there to be healing. Make sure you have people 
who can interrupt spells ready for when she begins to heal herself. 

Location BloWodt Mauatain 

Quest Giver Bodley 

Goal 
6olher 40 Blodtrodt Brooo hom the Om of BloWodt Spire and a 
Flask al Supieme r- for Wey 

Max Experience 
6600 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

All Ores inside of Blackrock Spire drop the necessary Blackrock Bracers. 
Bring a few friends and slaughter Ores until you have all 40 of them. 

Flasks of Supreme Power are made by Alchemists and require 30 
Dreamfoil, 10 Mountain Silversage, 1 Black Lotus, and 1 Crystal Vial. 

After you have both items needed, return to Bodley. 



Location Bkxkrodt Moulllain 

Quest Giver Bodley 

Goal Slay Lani Yahhalak and 1111 lis amulet 1111 lis body 

Max Experience 
9950 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

After defeating The Beast in Upper Blackrock Spire, use Lord Valthalak's 
Amulet to summon Lord Valthalak himself. Defeat him in battle and use 
his amulet on his corpse. This is a very challenging fight that might take 
a few tries. 

In the first part of the fight, the most dangerous thing he does is summon 
shades that have a very powerfu l spell. Al l melee DPS classes should 
be taking care of the shades whi le ranged DPS brings Lord Valthalak 
down. 

At 40% life the shades stop spawning and Valthalak Summons a Shadow 
Staff that allows him to deal extra Shadow damage on melee attacks. 

At 15% life Lord Valthalak begins casting Shadow Bolt Volley. Heal 
through them and finish him off quickly! Check out the Blackrock Spire 
section in the book for more detailed information on taking out Lord 
Valthalak. 

Assuming you can defeat him, use the amulet on his corpse and speak 
lo him for the next part of the quest. 

STEP 25: RETURN TO BODLEY 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

Uppar llladuodt Spir1 

Lord Voltholok 

Return lo Bodley 

Nooe 

Lord Valthalak isn't too happy, but he decides to let you live. He's 
thankful for the help you did provide and sends you back to Bodley. 

STEP 26: BACK TO THE. BEGINNI 

Location Blodtrodt Mounloin 

Quest Giver Bodley 

Goal Return lo DelianQ/Mokvar 

Max Experience 
650 

Gained 

Alliance & Horde 

You have reached the end of your journey. Return to Deliana/Mokvar 
for your final reward. 

Location 

Quest Giver 

Goal 

Max Experience 

Gained 

Reward 

Alliance & Horde 

lronloige/Orgrimmar 

Detoono/Mokvor 

Bring the Dungeon Set 1 Chest and Head you wish to upgrade to 

llHano/Mokvar 

1650 

Dungeon Set 2 Chest and Head 

Congratulations! You have now completed all of the upgrades possible 
for the Dungeon Set 2. 
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INFORMATION JUNKIES BEWARE! . 
BradyGames Has Two Online Exclusive 

World of Warcraft™ Binders 

PENNY ARCADE BINDER 
It's World of Warcrah in classic Penny Arcade 

THE OFFICIAL BINDER 
Fadion Specific design dis{!lays the Horde on one side 
and The Alliance on the other! 

•' These two binders also give 
access to the Exclusive, Online-Only BradyGames strategy tips 

for World of Warcraft Instance/Dungeon Content! 



EXCLUSIVE 
WORLD MAP 

LARGE 36" X 48" DIMENSIONS 
2-sided, full-color poster fits standard poster frame 

A PERFECT ADDITION FOR 
YOUR WORLD OF WARCRAFI 
COLLECTION! 

SIDE l: 
The Azeroth mop with all flight paths, dungeons, 
cities and regions 

SIDE 2: 
The Azeroth map, unfettered- shows a clear view 
of the topography of the continents 



THE ULTIMATE RESOURCE 

COLLECTIBLE 
BOOKMARKS INCLUDED-
this special collection representing each race, 
their race emblem, and their storyline makes the perf ed 
addition to this beautiful Atlas. 

MAPS FOR EVERY AREA
including All Regions and Major Cities. 
Special "lay-flat"binding showcases maps in their 
full glory. 

EXHAUSTIVE INDEX-
includes a Complete Listing of all NPCs, Named 
Enemies, and Beasts-along with their locations 
on map grids for easy use. 

EXCLUSIVE TOWN MAPS
hand-drawn maps include ca/louts for everyone 
in the towns. 

WORLDMAP-
marks flight paths, main cities, instance 
dungeons, and battleground locations. 
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We've compiled a crew of some of the most 
decorated players in the game. Their tried and 
successful tactics are sure to guide you through 
even the darkest pits of Azeroth. 

EVERY INSTANCE 
Maps, Quests, and Strategy for Every Instance! 

EVERY RAID 

Have you heard the legends of Azuregos or lord Kazzak? Do 
the Emerald Dragons hold the riches you so desperately crave? 
Discover exactly what you need to take them down. 

• Maps 

• Monster Data 

• Quests & Rewards 

• Drop Lists 

• Secret Rooms 
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